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From: Carrie Martin
To: Brett Henry
Subject: OPRD RTP Grant
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 7:25:02 AM
Attachments: OPRD RTP 2018 YWT Bridge Construction Project_DRAFT 1.0.pdf


Hi Brett,
 
Here is a draft of the RTP grant application. Will you take a look and see if there is anything you
would like to add/change? I will add significantly to the section on regional/state/local needs, but if
there is anything you think I should include let me know.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us






Oregon Parks & Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) 



PROJECT INFORMATION 



Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 



Brief Project Description: 



Project will provide funding for construction of a pedestrian bridge over the Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The project 
area is parallel to OR-47 and the first phase in developing the county’s first recreational trail. 



Project Start Date 06/01/2019 



Project End Date 12/31/2020 



Site Name:  Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Site City/Town/Area: Yamhill, Oregon 



Site County:  Yamhill County 



Site Description: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a 12.48-mile railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near 
the City of Yamhill 



Site Acreage: 0.73 acres 



Latitude: 45.3397799889449 



Longitude: -123.17173340507054 



FINANCIAL INFORMATION 



Requested Amount: $75,000.00  



Match Amount: $586,723.60  



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Grant %: 11.334037353360225 %  



Match %: 88.66596264663977 % 



  











 



Description Qty Unit $/Unit Cost Match Request Source of Funding 



Contractor Labor 1 Lump 
Sum $528,000.00 $528,000.00 $453,000.00 $75,000.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time: Project 
Manager 520 hours $46.76 $24,315.20 $24,315.20 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Construction 
Management and 
Inspection 



1 Lump 
Sum $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $0.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time:  
Legal Counsel 20 hours $87.92 $1,758.40 $1,758.40 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Staff Time: County 
Administrator 20 hours $107.50 $2,150.00 $2,150.00 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Totals $661,723.60 $586,723.60 $75,000.00  



 



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Total Match: $586,723.60  



Grant Funds  
Requested: $75,000.00 



SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 



Project Eligibility Category: Construction of new recreational trails 



Trail Users - Non-motorized (select all that apply) 



• ADA 
• Hiker 
• Bicycle 
• Mountain Bike 
• Equestrian 
• Snow Skiing 



  











 
Is a minimum of 5% of your project funding from a non-federal funding source (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Are your design, engineering, and/or permitting costs more than 15% of your budget (Yes or No)?  No 



Do you have the financial capacity to pay for expenses prior to submitting reimbursement requests to OPRD? Yes 



Is the project located on Federal Land (Yes or No)? No 



Has a decision been issued as part of the NEPA review process (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, list the date and type of document ODOT Program Categorical Exclusion Approval Document, 9/12/17 



Has Section 106 review been conducted (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, indicate whether SHPO concurrence has been received or whether the activity is covered under the land  
manager's existing SHPO programmatic agreement. SHPO concurrence was received on 8/25/2016 



Is the project located on Non-Federal land (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Which agencies have you received consultation forms from? ODFW, DEQ, DSL 



Have you received a RTP grant in the last 10 years (Yes or No)?  No 



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 



How will the project facilitate economic development? 



As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of 
economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) 
Bridge Construction project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and 
recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, 
largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill 
County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007.  



Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low 
per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. 
One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater 
transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area.  



The YWT Bridge Construction project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by 
creating phase one of the trail infrastructure that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to 
visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest 
number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic 
activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



PROJECT SCOPE AND PLAN 



What are you proposing to do? 



The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project will provide gap funding for the construction of a 
bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The bridge will be located along the future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail near the City of Yamhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 and is the first phase of development 
creating Yamhill County’s first multi-modal recreational trail. 



What trail standards or guidelines is the project utilizing? 



The design and construction of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges will be based on guidelines established by the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (ASHTO) and Oregon Department of Transportation 











How are you proposing to complete the work? 



In 2017, Yamhill County received a grant from Connect Oregon VI for the planning, design, and engineering of three bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges located between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT), and for the 
construction of the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. The proposed project is intended to provide gap funding for the 
construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge. Yamhill County is currently soliciting bids from contractors to provide the planning, design, 
and engineering services for the project, as well as construction management and inspection. As part of their construction 
management duties, this contractor will oversee the sub-contractor bid process and construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge from 
start to finish. Construction is scheduled to be completed by 4/22/2020. 



Why is the project being completed? 



When complete, the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities 
in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of 
agricultural products and equipment. The public benefits from this project are ample and revolve around transportation safety, 
non-highway regional connection, reduction of the number of bicycle and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county 
roads, creation of a safe route to local schools, supports public health and recreation, allows freight and motorist to travel without 
sharing narrow roadways with bicycles and pedestrians, and will be a strong economic development driver in Yamhill County. This 
project is consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and 
visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. 



PROJECT PLANNING & READINESS TO PROCEED 



What is the current level of design for the project? 



Bid documents ready 



ISSUES AND NEEDS 



Statewide Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the need for non-motorized trail projects connection 
towns/public places. 



Regional Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Region 3 priority of increasing the number of trails 
connecting towns/public places. 



Statewide Trail Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Statewide Trail Need for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



Local Funding Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Local Funding Needs for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



DEMONSTRATION OF PUBLIC SUPPORT 



Have you attached any letters of support for your project? Yes 



Describe how the trail project results in a well-designed, managed, and sustainable trail system. 



Yamhill County is pursuing the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail concurrent with the bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges project. The YWT Master Plan project will produce a comprehensive, multi-phasic, actionable plan that 
complies with all County TSPs, ordinances, and standards, and provides a detailed blueprint to guide the County, community 











stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies in the design, development, and implementation of a multi-modal 
transportation and recreation trail. This Plan shall include community outreach activities, mitigation strategies as identified in the 
2018 Farm Impact Findings, safety and security measurements, trail maintenance, methods to avoid/minimize environmental 
impact, and other means for protecting and enhancing the biological, cultural, and historic resources of the corridor. When 
complete, the Master Plan will be approved by the YC Board of Commissioners. 



SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN 



Other than letters of support, how else can you demonstrate public support for the project? Describe any public processes or 
public meetings that have taken place to receive input and gain support. 



The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, 
economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, 
Yamhill, and Gaston. Yamhill County has engaged the public in every stage of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail through public 
meetings, a charrette in 2016 that resulted in the YWT Concept Plan, public notices, a dedicated county webpage, direct mail, and 
one-on-one meetings. 



Does the land manager have permanent staff for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Does the land manager have dedicated funding for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Permanent Staff: Brett Henry, Parks and Work Crew Division Manager; 5.0 FTE work crew 



Seasonal Staff:  Park ranger 



Does the land manager partner with organizations that adopt/assist with trail maintenance? Yes 



If yes, identify those organizations and nature of the partnership(s) (MOU, informal, etc.). 



The project will be maintained by the county and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (nonprofit organization). The county 
will assist the group in maintaining the corridor primarily through the inmate labor work crew program. The FYWT are committed 
to long-term maintenance of the path and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going 
improvements to the path. Yamhill County is currently working to establish an MOU with the FYWT group. 



Does the land manager have an adopted trail management plan? 



No; Yamhill County is currently pursuing the development of a Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 



PROJECT URGENCY 



Describe how your project has an urgent need 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years 
ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, 
and neighbors. Yamhill County completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile contiguous corridor in November 2017, and has been 
working with ODOT staff to complete the planning, design, and engineering of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges according to the 
Connect Oregon VI timeline. Construction on the Stag Hollow Bridge is scheduled to being in June 2019, and the County will need 
to secure the gap funding necessary for the timely progression of this recreational trail project. 



 













From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Brett Henry
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 11:09:36 AM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_5.03.18_cm-ts.docx


Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	






Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  






How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 


What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.






Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 


PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility






Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.






Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.


Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers,
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) has taken another big step forward today. The
County Commissioners voted on two items: The first was to allow the county to apply
for the grant to help fund the master plan, a critical element to being able to start
construction. The second item was to approve the amendment to the Transportation


From: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail on behalf of info=yamhelaswestsidertrail.com@mail215.atl171.mcdlv.net
To: mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us
Bcc: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
Subject: Good news for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 9:29:29 PM
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Systems Plan showing the county's acquisition of the right of way and to proceed
with planning and then building the first phase of the trail between Highway 240 east
of Yamhill to Carlton. The votes were 2 to 1 in favor. So, all in all, a relief and a very
good day. 


The next step will be acquiring the grant needed to get started on the Master Plan. A
few stake holders out there still have concerns. It is part of the master planning
process to address and hopefully resolved these concerns. 


There also are a couple of adjacent landowners who are contesting the county's
ownership, contending that the land adjacent to their property should revert to them
and that the County's ownership is not legal. Those issue could go to court but the
history of ownership does not seem to be on their side. Joseph P. Gaston bought the
property for his railroad in 1868 and subsequently sold it to Ben Holladay in 1872,
who then sold it to Southern Pacific in 1887, who then sold it to Union Pacific in
1998, who abandoned most of it in1991. Up until the right of way's sale to Yamhill
County this past November, Union Pacific continued paying annual taxes on the
property. The Railroad Act of 1875 did bring in a new wrinkle to the understanding of
ownership after abandonment. By 1875 a number of railroads being built started
getting easements from property owners to build through their property which
included reversion clauses if the property ever ceased being used as a railroad. That
1875 act protected those property owners giving up those easements. Joseph P.
Gaston, however, purchased the land as a right of way with fee title; it has always
been a right of way, never an easement.  


So again, the trail is moving ahead, and the county is working hard to get that Master
Plan started.


We will continue to keep you updated as things come up. Thank you all for your
continuing support.


--The Board of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT)
 


Volunteers Needed for Cycle Oregon Joyride!







 Sat. June 9th,
Shifts between 7:00 AM & 4 PM
Dominio IV Winery, 11570 NE Intervale Rd, Carlton
RSVP with Jack Schwab, jack_schwab@hotmail.com, 503-888-2442


No special knowledge needed to help at this event. We will be staging and
serving snacks and beverages to participants of this recreational ride. This is
a fundraising and outreach opportunity for the Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.
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From: Austin Bloom
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:07:53 PM


So here is what the bridge engineer on this project said:
 
“We will use a combination of ODOT and AASHTO design standards depending upon what makes the most
sense from a ‘value engineering’ standpoint.  With this, it will be designed to ODOT and AASHTO standards
and the County would have more flexibility on bridge types, bridge rails, overlay (asphalt vs. concrete),
architectural treatment, and the possibility of a waterproofing membrane, etc.”
 
Hope this helps, let me know if you need any other info.  thanks,  
 


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
OBEC Consulting Engineers
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:37 AM
To: Austin Bloom
Subject: RE: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
 
Hi Austin,
 
Will you give me a call when you have a free minute? I have a question for you regarding the “trail
standards or guidelines” that would be used on the ConnectOregon VI Stag Hollow Bridge.
 
Also, I can tell you where we are on the QBS RFP.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: Austin Bloom <ABloom@obec.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 10:07 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
 
Hi Carrie, hope your early summer is going well.  A couple quick questions if you don’t mind.
 


·         Last time we spoke you mentioned that you expect the RFP for the bridges would be released the
end of May, any update to the anticipated date?  Will it be released via ORPIN, your website,



mailto:abloom@obec.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us





email to us, etc?
·         Have you landed on what the requested services will be for?  I know you have been weighing what


you would like to see designed and built via this RFP, is it still design the three bridges and build the
big one, or has that changed?


 
Sorry to pester, my marketing department is hounding me for details since the expected RFP date came and
went J. 
 
Thanks for any updates you can provide, feel free to call and discuss if that makes more sense.
 
Cheers,


 


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
ABloom@obec.com
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976
www.OBEC.com 
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Trail Findings
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:09:48 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf
NoticesForMay31,2018.pdf


 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:33 PM
To: 'Nicole Montesano' <nmontesano@newsregister.com>
Subject: RE: Trail Findings
 
You’re welcome!
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  


























recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:32 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
 


Ah, I see. Missed that distinction; thanks!


On 5/21/2018 12:30 PM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


The previous version had Section 3 that said “Prior to formally opening a multi-modal
trail…”.  The new version adds Section 4 that states “Prior to trail construction (other
than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master plan, which shall be a
collaborative and coordinative effort will be approved by the Board…”.
 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for
the use of the recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or
copying this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or
agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received the electronic mail in error, please immediately
destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:20 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
 


Laura,
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That provision about the master plan being required before construction was already in
place on May 15, wasn't it?


Thanks,


Nicole


On 5/21/2018 11:29 AM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


Yes. 
 
I should add that the proposed amendment also includes a requirement
that the master plan be completed before construction of the trail, other
than the initial bridge construction under the grant the county has already
been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior
to construction of the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the
grant if there are delays in establishing the master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments,
the Planning Department is mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice
in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited on May 31.   
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to
and only for the use of the recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion,
dissemination, distribution or copying this information by anyone other than the
intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you
have received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact
me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:25 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
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Thanks, Laura.


So, is it accurate then that Rick requested the reconsideration vote?


Nicole


On 5/21/2018 11:21 AM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


Hi, Nicole – got your phone message.  After the hearing on
Tuesday, Christian, Ken Huffer and I discussed with
Commissioner Olson possible changes to the draft ordinance
and findings that might be acceptable if the matter were to be
reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on
May 31.  This reconsideration is allowed by the Procedures
Ordinance – Ordinance 900.
 
The proposed amendment (attached) specifies that the final
or master plan “shall be a collaborative and coordinated
effort,” and Todd Sadlo added a new section of findings
(section 3) to explain what that means, including direct
consultation with affected property owners.
 
Laura
 
 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being
transmitted to and only for the use of the recipients named above.
Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying
this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his
or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact
me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Brett Henry
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:58:01 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Sorry J
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:57 PM
To: Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Thanks for the careful reading, Brett!
 
cm
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:49 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good job!
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FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
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W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Grant Application - Project Timeline
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 5:13:28 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Project Timeline.docx


Here it is!
 
Just to recap: I will be in early tomorrow morning (Wednesday) to do another pass on the TGM grant
and then send it to you prior to leaving for my 10am-12pm appointment. When I return, I will make
final changes to the Travel Oregon document, upload all the pieces, and submit. I will then work on
re-drafting the Regional infrastructure Fund application from WVV and then submit that. Once you
have had a chance to do a final review of TGM, I will incorporate those changes in the online system
and submit that grant. J
 
See you tomorrow!
 
cm
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Travel Oregon Medium Grant


Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Project Timeline


			TASK


			DURATION


			START DATE


			COMPLETION DATE





			Award notification and Notice to Proceed


			


			


			7/23/18





			Signed contract due to Travel Oregon


			


			


			8/03/18





			Designate project coordinator


			


			7/23/18


			7/27/18





			Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)


			30 days


			7/30/18


			8/31/18





			Request for Proposals (RFP) Open


			30 days


			9/03/18


			10/03/18





			Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP)


			7 days


			9/03/18


			9/07/18





			Establish RFP review committee


			


			9/10/18


			10/03/18





			Review proposals and rank contractors


			7 days


			10/15/18


			10/19/18





			Make recommendation for contractors to Yamhill County 


Board of Commissioners


			


			10/23/18


			10/25/2018





			YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor


			


			


			10/25/18





			Notice to Proceed to Contractor


			


			


			11/01/18





			Kick-off Meeting with Contractor


			


			


			11/05/18





			Contractor Community Engagement


			


			


			01/04/19





			Mid-project report to Travel Oregon


			


			


			01/04/19





			30% Design Complete


			45 days


			


			2/20/19





			30% design submittal


			


			


			





			30% design approved by YC Board of Commissioners


			


			


			





			60% Design Complete


			60 days


			


			4/22/19





			60% design submittal


			


			


			





			60% design approved by YC Board of Commissioners


			


			


			





			Final Master Plan Document Complete


			60 days


			


			6/21/19





			Final design submittal


			


			


			





			Final design approved by YC Board of Commissioners


			


			


			





			Final project report to Travel Oregon


			


			


			7/23/19








Note: Task items in bold indicate project milestones







From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37:25 PM


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 22, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:41:26 PM


Ummm…maybe…
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:41 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Are  you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
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Thanks!
 
Carrie








From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: New Website Link
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:28:16 PM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Application Packet_FINAL 6.6.18.pdf


Hello!
 
Please link the attached document to the following Yamhill County page:
 
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail
 
It should be the last entry in the GRANTS sub-section, with the text: Travel Oregon Competitive
Medium Grant Application.
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants



 



Yamhill County
Laura Tschabold 
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991



Laura  Tschabold  
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name
CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT
OTHER INVESTMENTS
BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE
PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT
PREPAID EXPENSE
CLERK CASH IN TRUST
CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY
TAXES RECEIVABLE
INSURANCE REC
LAND
BUILDINGS
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ASSETS
DATA PROCESSING
ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS
ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP
ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS
ALLOW DEPR-DP
FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL PAYABLE
MEDICARE TAX
FEDERAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
FICA TAXES
WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT
T-670
OPEU
FAMILY CANCER
OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST
OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN
SBA (TC 763)
MISC
RETIREMENT BENEFIT
PERS
PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP
PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN
M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 
                               -                        94,773.65 
                               -                          9,969.59 
                               -                        43,503.31 
                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 
                               -                          1,266.25 
                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   
                               -                             230.62 
                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 
                               -                   2,101,377.77 
                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 
                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   
                               -                      131,065.42 
                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   
                               -                        13,754.10 
                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   
              8,548,474.36                                  -   
              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   
              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   
              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 
                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   
                        400.00                                  -   
                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   
                     1,100.00                                  -   
                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   
            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   
                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE
MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT
VEBA BENEFIT
KAISER-PERMANENTE
PERS UNIT PURCHASE
OSGP LOAN
ICMA DEFERRED
BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD
PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN
VOLUNTARY LIFE
SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT
YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)
VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY
LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE
DEFERRED REVENUE
LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE
DEPOSITS
RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN
LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN
DEPOSITS
RESERVE FOR ENCUM
INVESTMENT IN LAND
INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS
INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP
INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN CWIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP
ENCUMBRANCE
BB
BEG BALANCE RESERVED
Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 
                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 
              4,192,029.85                                  -   
              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 
                               -                   4,801,547.39 
                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 
                               -                   1,598,715.55 
                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   
                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 
                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   
                               -                        16,139.23 
                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 
                               -                      148,113.59 
                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 
                               -                               56.48 
                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 
                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 
                               -                        21,555.05 
                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name
010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES
010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES
010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS
010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX
010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX
010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX
010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX
010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST
010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST
010-002-362.99 MISC
010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE
010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-010-362.99 MISC
010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER
010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK
010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT
010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-010-481.00 OVERTIME
010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-010-493.15 VEBA
010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-010-611.01 AUDIT
010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-010-621.01 POSTAGE
010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-010-683.04 PRINTING
010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 
                          -            439,214.71 
                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 
                          -              89,000.00 
                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 
                          -            139,074.82 
                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 
                          -              50,251.89 
                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   
             36,276.56                         -   
                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 
                          -            574,547.82 
                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 
                          -                     32.72 
                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   
             67,636.63                         -   
             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   
             50,299.38                         -   
             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   
             53,806.25                         -   
           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   
             96,939.11                         -   
           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   
             12,710.23                         -   
               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
               5,926.73                         -   
               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   
               1,214.05                         -   
                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   
               3,122.43                         -   
                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   
               9,450.00                         -   
             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   
                  752.66                         -   
                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   
               1,087.85                         -   
               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   
             38,561.24                         -   
               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   
                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   
               4,405.99                         -   
             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   
                  127.99                         -   
               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE
010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED
010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-012-341.02 FILING FEES
010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE
010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE
010-012-341.99 MISC
010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS
010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS
010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-012-362.99 MISC
010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW
010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS
010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR
010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR
010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER
010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1
010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2
010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3
010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE
010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST
010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER
010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH
010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-012-481.00 OVERTIME
010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-012-493.15 VEBA
010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-012-611.01 AUDIT
010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-012-621.01 POSTAGE
010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES
010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON
010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 
                          -                   750.25 
                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 
                          -            375,359.62 
                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   
                  548.68                         -   
                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 
             64,811.78                         -   
             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 
                          -                     38.98 
                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 
                          -              35,361.07 
                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   
             45,461.69                         -   
               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   
           110,787.06                         -   
             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   
             50,763.95                         -   
             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   
             10,095.74                         -   
             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   
                  642.34                         -   
               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   
             46,579.63                         -   
             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   
                  246.30                         -   
             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   
             19,394.44                         -   
               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   
           209,571.21                         -   
                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   
             23,718.37                         -   
               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   
             10,822.53                         -   
             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   
                  637.29                         -   
                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   
             73,437.98                         -   
               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   
               1,477.89                         -   
                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   
               9,934.16                         -   
             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   
               9,751.73                         -   
               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   
             10,134.79                         -   
             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES
010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT
010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-013-362.99 MISC
010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS
010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-013-493.15 VEBA
010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-013-611.01 AUDIT
010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP
010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER
010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE
010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT
010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY
010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES
010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS
010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES
010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING
010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS
010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS
010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS
010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT
010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA
010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET
010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE
010-015-341.99-A001 MISC
010-015-341.99-A002 MISC
010-015-341.99-A003 MISC
010-015-341.99-A008 MISC
010-015-362.99-A009 MISC
010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK
010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   
               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   
               2,431.00                         -   
               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 
                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   
             11,790.00                         -   
                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   
                  413.12                         -   
                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   
               3,400.00                         -   
               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   
             27,427.87                         -   
             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   
                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   
                  576.33                         -   
               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   
                  493.81                         -   
                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   
             10,923.75                         -   
               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   
               1,328.50                         -   
                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   
             16,083.92                         -   
               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 
                          -                     25.00 
                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 
                          -                1,640.00 
                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   
                  566.30                         -   
               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 
                          -              12,575.00 
                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 
                          -              10,275.00 
                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 
                          -                8,965.00 
                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 
                          -                2,116.50 
                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 
                          -                8,061.50 
                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 
                          -              96,226.33 
                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   
             39,442.29                         -   
             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 
             14,290.78                         -   
               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME
010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP
010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP
010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL
010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT
010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA
010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   
               7,614.64                         -   
               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   
               1,122.70                         -   
                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   
               2,619.46                         -   
             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   
               7,997.63                         -   
             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   
                      2.69                         -   
                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   
                  114.65                         -   
                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   
                  167.00                         -   
                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   
                    50.83                         -   
                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   
               1,622.74                         -   
                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   
                    20.86                         -   
                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   
                  781.07                         -   
               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   
               1,107.22                         -   
                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   
                  518.00                         -   
               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   
               9,187.55                         -   
             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   
               2,280.17                         -   
                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   
                      6.80                         -   
                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   
             12,102.10                         -   
                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   
             25,611.49                         -   
             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   
               2,556.02                         -   
               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
                    50.00                         -   
                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   
               1,020.00                         -   
               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   
                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   
               1,207.30                         -   
                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET
010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-611.01 AUDIT
010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA
010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE
010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING
010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   
                  299.54                         -   
                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   
                    14.11                         -   
                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   
                    29.88                         -   
                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   
                    13.73                         -   
                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   
                      4.61                         -   
                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   
                  123.21                         -   
                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   
                  196.88                         -   
                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   
                    19.20                         -   
                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   
                    14.61                         -   
                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   
                    73.74                         -   
                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   
                  374.77                         -   
                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   
             37,325.82                         -   
               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   
               1,596.52                         -   
               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   
               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    14.66                         -   
                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   
                  254.05                         -   
                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   
                  178.75                         -   
               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   
                  244.13                         -   
                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   
               1,805.40                         -   
                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   
               1,688.65                         -   
               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR
010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND
010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES
010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS
010-017-362.99 MISC
010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR
010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK
010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA
010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-017-481.00 OVERTIME
010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   
                  302.04                         -   
                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   
                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   
             11,675.00                         -   
                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   
               1,262.00                         -   
                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   
             27,603.61                         -   
             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   
                  951.84                         -   
                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   
               9,128.70                         -   
               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   
               7,987.62                         -   
               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   
               1,533.00                         -   
                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   
                  200.00                         -   
                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   
               1,885.35                         -   
               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   
               4,146.00                         -   
                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   
               3,627.00                         -   
               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   
               1,752.00                         -   
               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 
                          -                   625.66 
                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   
                  500.00                         -   
                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   
                    92.77                         -   
                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   
             40,663.26                         -   
             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   
             59,019.43                         -   
             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 
                          -            429,738.40 
                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   
               8,208.27                         -   
             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
               2,870.06                         -   
               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   
             26,263.01                         -   
             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   
           117,242.48                         -   
                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA
010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-017-611.01 AUDIT
010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT
010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS
010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)
010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT
010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION
010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS
010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS
010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE
010-018-362.99 MISC
010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT
010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY
010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR
010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST
010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1
010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-018-481.00 OVERTIME
010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY
010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-018-493.15 VEBA
010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   
                  135.78                         -   
               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   
             10,069.61                         -   
               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   
                  976.77                         -   
               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   
                  850.10                         -   
             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   
                  571.28                         -   
                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   
             12,420.00                         -   
               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   
               1,225.59                         -   
           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   
               7,403.22                         -   
                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 
                          -                2,008.00 
                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 
                          -              23,786.21 
                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   
                  669.72                         -   
             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   
             16,029.05                         -   
             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 
                          -                5,348.88 
                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 
                          -                   856.53 
                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   
             44,674.81                         -   
           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   
           153,013.28                         -   
             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   
             21,164.20                         -   
             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   
             13,853.60                         -   
             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   
               2,782.70                         -   
               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   
               3,359.34                         -   
                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   
                  325.74                         -   
               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   
             24,788.90                         -   
               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   
           264,045.62                         -   
                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   
                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-018-611.01 AUDIT
010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES
010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES
010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS
010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP
010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS
010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING
010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION
010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM
010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES
010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS
010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF
010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS
010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP
010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL
010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE
010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT
010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF
010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE
010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT
010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES
010-020-341.99-F077 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC
010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE
010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST
010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE
010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   
             21,166.11                         -   
               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   
             15,708.53                         -   
               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   
               4,547.74                         -   
               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   
                  883.25                         -   
               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   
               4,554.00                         -   
               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   
                  158.03                         -   
             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   
             55,524.04                         -   
                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 
               6,649.80                         -   
               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   
                  364.08                         -   
             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   
                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 
                          -            283,947.89 
                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 
                          -                   412.05 
                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 
                          -            461,085.46 
                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 
                          -                1,178.00 
                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 
                          -                   323.00 
                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 
                          -                3,040.55 
                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 
                          -                2,210.00 
                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 
                          -                   102.70 
                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 
                          -                     85.75 
                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 
                          -                8,959.15 
                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 
                          -                1,073.26 
                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 
                          -              95,995.00 
                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL
010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE
010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL
010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES
010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS
010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING
010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE
010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS
010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP
010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION
010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION
010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL
010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES
010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT
010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT
010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR
010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER
010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER
010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2
010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3
010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-020-481.00 OVERTIME
010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME
010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP
010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 
                          -                   630.00 
                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 
                          -                3,783.00 
                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 
                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 
                          -              11,100.00 
                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 
                          -                6,215.99 
                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 
                          -                   200.00 
                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 
             65,835.54                         -   
             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 
                          -                4,731.35 
                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 
                          -              28,100.00 
                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   
               3,741.97                         -   
               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   
             25,572.58                         -   
               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   
             19,739.68                         -   
             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   
             55,614.45                         -   
                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   
             11,370.19                         -   
             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   
             48,490.01                         -   
             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   
                    29.52                         -   
               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   
                    60.00                         -   
                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   
                  324.99                         -   
                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   
               5,503.67                         -   
               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   
               4,698.30                         -   
                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   
                  202.60                         -   
                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   
               4,759.69                         -   
                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   
                    92.85                         -   
             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   
                    56.56                         -   
                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT
010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.15 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA
010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   
                  879.79                         -   
             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   
             15,914.52                         -   
             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   
               8,531.43                         -   
                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   
                    52.50                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   
               1,287.50                         -   
             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   
             16,950.07                         -   
             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   
               7,250.50                         -   
               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   
                    33.04                         -   
                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   
                  936.05                         -   
                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   
                  128.50                         -   
                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   
               4,431.88                         -   
                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   
                    24.18                         -   
                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   
               2,343.64                         -   
                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   
                    12.90                         -   
                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   
               5,671.10                         -   
               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   
                      1.53                         -   
                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   
                  141.61                         -   
                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   
                  154.25                         -   
                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   
                    40.69                         -   
                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   
                    25.97                         -   
                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   
                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   
                    79.55                         -   
                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   
                  277.15                         -   
                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING
010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-611.01 AUDIT
010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)
010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM
010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   
                      1.22                         -   
               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   
                      2.00                         -   
                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   
                  181.35                         -   
                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   
                  362.34                         -   
                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   
               2,792.45                         -   
               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   
                  559.06                         -   
                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   
                    34.02                         -   
                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   
               1,914.99                         -   
               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   
                  426.12                         -   
                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   
                    21.80                         -   
                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   
               1,022.54                         -   
               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   
                  262.27                         -   
                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   
                  468.89                         -   
                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   
                  272.73                         -   
                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   
                  173.13                         -   
                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   
               1,158.05                         -   
                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   
                  165.18                         -   
                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   
                  173.91                         -   
                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   
                  187.00                         -   
                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   
               1,141.06                         -   
               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   
                  644.39                         -   
                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   
               2,578.84                         -   
                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE
010-020-621.01 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE
010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING
010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES
010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST
010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS
010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   
                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   
                    16.67                         -   
                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   
                      2.15                         -   
                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   
                      2.24                         -   
                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   
                    60.35                         -   
                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   
                  917.42                         -   
                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   
                      6.32                         -   
                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   
                  401.80                         -   
                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   
                  626.72                         -   
                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   
                  523.88                         -   
             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   
             52,384.97                         -   
               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   
               1,983.04                         -   
             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   
               8,300.00                         -   
                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   
               5,874.21                         -   
                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   
                  540.00                         -   
             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   
             31,477.67                         -   
                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   
                  290.06                         -   
               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   
                  300.12                         -   
                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   
               3,723.09                         -   
               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   
               7,405.00                         -   
                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   
               1,704.91                         -   
               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   
               2,231.10                         -   
               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   
                  449.41                         -   
                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   
             15,599.00                         -   
                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS
010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION
010-021-341.99 MISC
010-021-362.11 COPIES
010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR
010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2
010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-021-493.15 VEBA
010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-021-511.16 PRINTING
010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-021-611.01 AUDIT
010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-021-621.01 POSTAGE
010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS
010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES
010-022-362.99 MISC
010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-022-481.00 OVERTIME
010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-022-493.15 VEBA
010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   
                  469.30                         -   
                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 
               3,213.28                         -   
             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 
                          -                1,800.00 
                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 
                          -              40,095.72 
                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   
                  642.20                         -   
                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   
               6,437.42                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
                  378.49                         -   
               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   
                  164.63                         -   
                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   
                    26.21                         -   
                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   
                      7.65                         -   
                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   
                    10.28                         -   
                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   
                  191.47                         -   
                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   
                      5.83                         -   
                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 
                          -                5,022.86 
                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   
                          -              87,588.73 
                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   
                  310.18                         -   
               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   
               2,228.34                         -   
               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   
             10,718.24                         -   
           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   
               1,338.40                         -   
                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   
               4,900.00                         -   
               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   
             41,415.55                         -   
             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   
                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   
                  607.42                         -   
                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-022-611.01 AUDIT
010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-022-621.01 POSTAGE
010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST
010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES
010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-023-362.99 MISC
010-023-400.06 TREASURER
010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-023-611.01 AUDIT
010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES
010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS
010-025-362.99 MISC
010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES
010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL
010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL
010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-025-493.15 VEBA
010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-025-611.01 AUDIT
010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
010-033-334.41 STF GRANT
010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL
010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES
010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   
                  260.00                         -   
               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   
                  757.16                         -   
               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   
                    74.70                         -   
               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   
               1,141.28                         -   
                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   
                  157.60                         -   
                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   
               1,513.83                         -   
               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 
                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 
                          -                3,227.00 
                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   
                      3.54                         -   
                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   
                  745.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   
               2,961.14                         -   
             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   
             70,736.87                         -   
                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 
                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   
                    45.90                         -   
                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   
               3,853.20                         -   
                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   
             38,624.25                         -   
                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   
                  287.46                         -   
                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   
               1,217.31                         -   
               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   
                  204.66                         -   
                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 
                          -            131,862.00 
                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   
               1,475.00                         -   
                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   
               1,320.26                         -   
               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 
                          -            393,831.00 
                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE
010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE
010-033-362.04 RENT
010-033-362.99 MISC
010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING
010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING
010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL
010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL
010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-611.01 AUDIT
010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE
010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE
010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING
010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER
010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL
010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES
010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX
010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS
010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE
010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE
010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-039-611.01 AUDIT
010-039-621.01 POSTAGE
010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS
010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER
010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES
010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
010-039-700.04 COG
010-039-700.26 CASA
010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED
010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER
010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS
010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 
                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 
                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   
             68,976.00                         -   
               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   
               2,077.95                         -   
               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   
               7,129.52                         -   
                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   
               8,535.87                         -   
                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   
               2,108.87                         -   
                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   
               1,608.00                         -   
               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   
                  625.00                         -   
               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   
               3,643.74                         -   
               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   
               1,162.00                         -   
               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   
             12,046.50                         -   
                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   
           397,845.56                         -   
           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 
                          -                9,357.61 
                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   
               8,000.00                         -   
                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   
               6,718.00                         -   
                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   
             27,361.75                         -   
               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   
             29,122.88                         -   
             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 
                  130.00                         -   
               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   
           150,000.00                         -   
               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   
               2,150.80                         -   
             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   
             37,850.05                         -   
               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   
           145,686.00                         -   
           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST
010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-040-481.00 OVERTIME
010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-040-493.15 VEBA
010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES
010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-040-611.01 AUDIT
010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE
010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM
010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE
010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-041-362.11 COPIES
010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.99 MISC
010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV
010-041-400.04 SHERIFF
010-041-401.08 SERGEANT
010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH
010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-041-481.00 OVERTIME
010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   
             21,679.86                         -   
             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 
                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   
               7,423.57                         -   
             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   
               7,617.96                         -   
                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   
                    56.85                         -   
                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   
                  240.45                         -   
                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   
                  383.44                         -   
                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   
                    35.96                         -   
               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   
               1,471.76                         -   
               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   
                    10.70                         -   
               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   
               2,393.78                         -   
               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   
                  127.31                         -   
                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   
               2,146.23                         -   
               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 
                          -                7,208.42 
                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 
                          -                   676.20 
                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 
                          -                8,849.56 
                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   
             69,995.81                         -   
             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   
           111,369.70                         -   
           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 
                          -                   450.00 
                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   
           141,626.60                         -   
           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   
             14,304.72                         -   
               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   
             61,858.99                         -   
           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   
             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-041-493.15 VEBA
010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-041-611.01 AUDIT
010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-041-621.01 POSTAGE
010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT
010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY
010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-042-481.00 OVERTIME
010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-042-493.15 VEBA
010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-042-611.01 AUDIT
010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT
010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-331.02 BLM
010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS
010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   
               7,679.71                         -   
               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   
           437,486.93                         -   
                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   
               3,101.19                         -   
           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   
             76,945.95                         -   
             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   
               3,940.67                         -   
               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   
               3,603.78                         -   
               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   
               4,937.66                         -   
               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   
                  217.70                         -   
               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   
                  580.00                         -   
             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   
               6,894.24                         -   
             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   
               1,879.83                         -   
                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 
                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   
           175,000.00                         -   
                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   
               5,412.42                         -   
               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   
                  488.11                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   
                  333.26                         -   
               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   
                  186.81                         -   
               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   
                    66.29                         -   
                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   
                    22.97                         -   
                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   
                      1.31                         -   
               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 
                          -              10,000.00 
                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 
                          -              87,986.00 
                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   
               7,500.00                         -   
             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT
010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT
010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT
010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT
010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES
010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES
010-043-350.01 FINES
010-043-362.03 DONATIONS
010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS
010-043-362.11 COPIES
010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.99 MISC
010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-043-400.04 SHERIFF
010-043-401.08 SERGEANT
010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF
010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY
010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE
010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH
010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-043-481.00 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME
010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT
010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-043-493.15 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA
010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 
                          -              94,466.20 
                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 
                          -            219,311.80 
                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 
                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 
                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 
                          -              43,330.04 
                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 
                          -                   300.00 
                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   
             39,519.39                         -   
             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   
             48,001.39                         -   
             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   
           117,400.95                         -   
             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   
           150,272.39                         -   
               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   
                  145.99                         -   
               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   
               8,313.38                         -   
             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   
                  108.62                         -   
           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   
           157,177.37                         -   
                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   
                      2.12                         -   
                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   
                  765.00                         -   
             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   
                    58.22                         -   
                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   
                  260.25                         -   
                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   
                      0.16                         -   
                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   
                      3.80                         -   
                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   
                    42.08                         -   
                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   
                      3.50                         -   
               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   
               5,082.78                         -   
                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   
           198,559.20                         -   
                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-043-611.01 AUDIT
010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE
010-043-621.01 POSTAGE
010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR
010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES
010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES
010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES
010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-048-611.01 AUDIT
010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH
010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION
010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-059-611.01 AUDIT
010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE
010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE
010-069-362.99 MISC
010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   
             69,260.07                         -   
             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   
                      0.06                         -   
                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   
                      1.33                         -   
                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   
                  239.97                         -   
                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   
                  905.10                         -   
               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   
                    69.21                         -   
               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   
                  281.26                         -   
                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   
             27,478.49                         -   
               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   
                    26.75                         -   
               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    68.50                         -   
             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   
             70,612.39                         -   
               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   
                  260.35                         -   
                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   
               6,955.73                         -   
                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   
             33,857.25                         -   
             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   
           603,207.03                         -   
                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   
                          -              26,080.48 
                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   
                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   
                    10.00                         -   
               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 
                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 
                          -                5,000.00 
                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   
                    47.51                         -   
               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   
               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   
               2,735.72                         -   
               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   
                  600.00                         -   
               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES
010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER
010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1
010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2
010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A
010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-074-481.00 OVERTIME
010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-074-493.15 VEBA
010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE
010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-074-611.01 AUDIT
010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT
010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW
010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT
010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 
                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 
                          -                5,981.75 
                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   
             22,836.00                         -   
                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   
           223,429.37                         -   
             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   
             15,225.93                         -   
             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   
             22,510.53                         -   
             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   
               2,151.67                         -   
               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   
                    27.18                         -   
               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   
             55,377.26                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   
               4,068.22                         -   
                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   
             13,540.00                         -   
             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   
           119,783.01                         -   
           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   
               4,891.08                         -   
                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   
               2,186.40                         -   
               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   
               1,448.29                         -   
                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   
               6,573.26                         -   
               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   
                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   
               1,043.07                         -   
             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   
               6,406.93                         -   
               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   
                  112.00                         -   
             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 
                          -                3,708.66 
                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 
                          -            214,014.00 
                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH
010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER
010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF
010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP
010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-077-493.15 VEBA
010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING
010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-077-611.01 AUDIT
010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL
010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS
010-081-347.10 PARK FEES
010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES
010-081-362.03 DONATIONS
010-081-362.99 MISC
010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY
010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER
010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV
010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   
           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   
             86,506.73                         -   
                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   
               1,350.00                         -   
               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   
           109,082.15                         -   
               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   
                  243.03                         -   
             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   
                    34.32                         -   
           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   
             10,459.40                         -   
                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   
                      1.11                         -   
                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   
             58,785.53                         -   
                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   
               1,768.70                         -   
               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   
               2,366.19                         -   
               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   
             12,806.17                         -   
                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   
                  388.49                         -   
                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   
                  265.64                         -   
                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 
                  145.19                         -   
                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   
                  898.10                         -   
               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   
               4,262.00                         -   
             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   
             33,645.75                         -   
               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 
                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 
                          -              16,418.00 
                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 
                          -              15,175.00 
                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   
                  979.66                         -   
               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-081-493.15 VEBA
010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES
010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-611.01 AUDIT
010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS
010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY
010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT
010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER
010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-086-481.00 OVERTIME
010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-086-493.15 VEBA
010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-086-611.01 AUDIT
010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP
010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   
             18,024.61                         -   
                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   
                    67.69                         -   
                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   
               1,798.20                         -   
                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   
                  985.00                         -   
                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   
                  117.31                         -   
                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   
               1,392.84                         -   
             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   
               8,506.59                         -   
                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 
               1,723.49                         -   
               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   
             14,779.87                         -   
                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   
             60,580.81                         -   
               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 
                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   
               8,344.00                         -   
               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   
             20,843.74                         -   
             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   
                    40.00                         -   
               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   
               1,557.37                         -   
               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   
                    77.94                         -   
               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   
             13,383.17                         -   
                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   
               1,741.87                         -   
                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   
               2,260.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   
                  225.86                         -   
             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   
                  950.95                         -   
                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   
        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   
                    35.94                         -   
           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE
010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS
010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE
010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-163-481.00 OVERTIME
010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-163-611.01 AUDIT
010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS
010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 
                          -            174,721.81 
                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   
                  551.06                         -   
               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 
                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 
                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   
             24,447.87                         -   
               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   
             31,149.31                         -   
                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   
                      8.92                         -   
                      3.09                         -   













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: Draft June 12, 2018 FYWT Agenda
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 6:57:54 PM
Attachments: June 2-12-2018 Agenda.odt


I am getting this out later than I had planned but If you have additions let me know.  Wayne
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mailto:primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us
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mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:chadolsen2@gmail.com

mailto:jack_schwab@hotmail.com
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mailto:mydls@aol.com



FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


June 12, 2018


 4:30 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order











2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report





4.  Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance?Fund Raising  --Ken Wright





 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab





 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen





 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:


 1) Letters of endorsement and support  Ken & Wayne





 2) Grant updating-  Linda, Veronica & Ken





 3) Take away of Commissioner's Reconsideration vote








6.  New Business





						 1) Ron Baker Mountain Bike Group-  Veronica





 2) discussion on benefits of having representation at events such as the Bend trail Summit – Wayne





 3) Facebook “troll” strategy- Linda





 4)  Next newsletter – Linda




















7)  For the Good of the Order





 8)  Adjournment
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 8:25:16 AM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
<info=yamhelaswestsidertrail.com@mail28.atl71.mcdlv.net> On Behalf Of Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2018 1:15 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers,
 
First of all, the Board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail wants to give all of you our
utmost thanks for staying with this project over the years: for your testimony at these
hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the
vocal defenders of this community trail. We now own the trail; I say “we” because we
all are the county.  Thank You!
 
As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’
meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it
to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan
was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by
the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing







the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that
would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would
be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is
that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make
our adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail
through our community.
 


The last paragraph was written shortly after the May 15th meeting and was to be
followed by what we needed to do while waiting for the county's next step; well we
didn't have to wait long.
 
The county took almost immediate action. Below are a few excerpts, in italics, from
the News Register, May 22, 2018, outlining a resulting meeting to discuss the
amendment and review possible changes. The draft of the changes made as a result
of that meeting are included.
 
“County commissioners to reconsider trail vote
Yamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a
second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail."


"On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which
include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be
mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the
opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a "reconsideration" of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel
Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the
amendment, and review possible changes."


As a result of that meeting this new section which addresses Commissioner Olson's
concerns was added as a draft to the amendment which will be voted upon on May


31st:
 
“Section 3
Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State







Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people
from entering adjacent farm fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail
segment, unless an owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to
separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; and (b) Signage shall be installed at each
point of trail entry from a public right of - way or trailhead, directing and warning trail
users not to trespass on to adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock;
indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust,
noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail
crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way
over pedestrians and other trail users.
 
Section 4
Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master
plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board,
outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are
not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term
minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.”
 
So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way
forward that will better satisfy more stakeholders and move us closer to the first


phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote on May 31st.
 
Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative than
ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the News Register article, the county is
pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT are looking at ways
to help including applying for complementary grants. This process is very competitive
with way more applicants than money.
 
There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters
such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant
applications. Letters to the County Commissioners voicing your support are
helpful. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same,
anything that is showing your support again is very important.
 
Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you
might expect. We will continue with updates as they arise.
 
The FYWT Board  
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Updated Grant Deadlines and Info
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 3:02:52 PM
Attachments: Grant Planning 2018.pdf
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GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
 PROJECT 
BUDGET 



MATCH
CASH OR 
IN-KIND



LOI APPLICATION TO BOC



Travel Oregon:
Competitive Medium Grants



YWT Master Plan 56,250.00$                   75,000.00$                   18,750.00$                   Cash 5/10/2018 6/6/2018 5/29/2018



Transportation & Growth Management YWT Master Plan 100,000.00$                100,000.00$                12,000.00$                   Cash + in-kind 3/9/2018 6/8/2018 5/29/2018



Oregon Parks & Recreation Department:
Recreational Trails Program



YWT Stag Hollow Bridge 
Construction



75,000.00$                   528,000.00$                105,600.00$                Cash + in-kind 5/1/2018 6/15/2018 6/5/2018



Oregon Department of Transportation:
Safe Routes to School Infrastructure Program



Connect YWT with Yamhill-Carlton 
schools



TBD TBD 8/31/2018 10/15/2018
8/21/18 (LOI)



10/02/18 (APP)



Business Oregon: Special Public Works Fund



Business Oregon: Block Grants



DEADLINES








			Sheet1










From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Yamhelas farm impact findings
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:36:23 PM
Attachments: Yamhelas_Trail_-_EF_AF_Owners_within_750ft_YtoC.pdf


Carrie,
 
This is more than the adjacent landowners—it is everyone with property that is wholly or partially
within 750 feet.  I’m not sure how to cull the adjacent/abutting owners out of it.  It seems, however,
that most of the adjacent/abutting owners did not show up.  So far, I’ve identified two—The Van
Dykes, and the guy with the llamas.
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 9:35 AM
To: Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Mikalie,
 
Could you print this on 11x17?  thx
 


From: Matt Vogt 
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 9:33 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Todd,
 
I hid the ‘Owner1’ and ‘Owner2’ fields and printed out on 11” x 17” and it’s pretty readable. I’ve
attached a PDF so you can see what it comes out looking like. Don’t use this version if you’ve
modified the farm uses or any other fields at all. As a side note, if you sort the table by tax lot it ends
up being sorted north to south as well (as the attached one is).
 
Matt
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Matt Vogt <vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Is now ok?  If so, I’ll head over.
 
ts
 


From: Matt Vogt 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 9:42 AM
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MapTaxlot OWNER3 MAILADD1 CITY STATE ZIP SITUS1 ACRES PL_ZONE FARM_USE_1 FARM_USE_2 FARM_USE_3 OTHER_USE



R2434   03500 WESTVIEW FARMS LLC PO BOX 400 YAMHILL OR 97148 18000 NE STILLERS MILL RD 57 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3403   01201 SCHREPEL LEE W 6501 NE HIGHWAY 240 YAMHILL OR 97148 6507 NE HIGHWAY 240 19.66 EF80 Fruit orchard



R3403   01300 VANDYKE WILLIAM R CO-TRUSTEE 12825 NE YAMHILL RD CARLTON OR 97111  87.37 EF80 Hazelnuts Grass seed Hay



R3403   01600 WOODLAND WALTER 15010 NE DOPP RD NEWBERG OR 97132 1185 E MAIN ST 1.7 EF80 None Residence



R3403   01700 VAN DYKE JOHN A 1255 E MAIN ST YAMHILL OR 97148 1255 E MAIN ST 21.39 EF80 None Residence



R3403   01701 VAN DYKE JAMES F 1/2 PO BOX 400 YAMHILL OR 97148  73.6 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3403   01900 ANDERSON JULIE B PO BOX 1162 SHERWOOD OR 97140 6500 NE HIGHWAY 240 3.24 EF80 None Residence



R3403   03300 VAN DYKE RIVERVIEW FARMS LLC 8456 NW MCSWEEN LN YAMHILL OR 97148  146.5 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3409   00300 KAHL ROBERT S 15500 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 15676  HIGHWAY 47 19.53 EF80 Pasture



R3409   00400 DROMGOOLE GORDON C 19643 NW GOODRICH RD YAMHILL OR 97148 15000  HIGHWAY 47 80.61 AF10, EF8 Clover



R3409   00500 POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES FOR 14215 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111  13.81 EF80 Row crops Grass seed



R3409   00600 POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES FOR 14215 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111  40.86 EF80 Row crops Grass seed



R3409   00700 CLAUSSEN THEODORE R 14375 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 14375  HIGHWAY 47 19.8 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3409   00800 HERYFORD LOREN G 14469 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 14469  HIGHWAY 47 5.1 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3409   00900 COSGROVE PAT D & JANET A 14613 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 14613  HIGHWAY 47 6.8 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3410   01400 WILLAMETTE VALLEY LAND LLC 13140 B NE KUEHNE RD CARLTON OR 97111  39 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3410   01500 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  9.9 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01600 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  1.16 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01700 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 14130 NE MERCHANT RD 1.16 EF80 None Residence



R3410   01800 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  6 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01801 LARSON JOHN III & 13995 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 13995 NE MERCHANT RD 3.92 EF80 None Residence/Garden



R3410   03200 ERAMO SALVATORE P & JO A TRUSTEES FOR PO BOX 547 YAMHILL OR 97148 15680  HIGHWAY 47 10.78 EF80 Pasture



R3415   00501 PETERS WILFRED A TRUSTEE & 3409 SINGETREE ST FOREST GROVE OR 97116  118.26 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00600 CRAMER JEAN TRUSTEE 13815 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 13815 NE MERCHANT RD 7.49 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00601 COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 44559 NW HARTWICK RD BANKS OR 97106  30 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3415   00602 LUMPKINS EARL D TRUSTEE 33410 NE OLD PARRETT MOUNTAIN RD NEWBERG OR 97132 13747 NE MERCHANT RD 35.9 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00700 COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 44559 NW HARTWICK RD BANKS OR 97106  44.6 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3415   00800 MCCARTHY LIVING TRUST PO BOX 417 GASTON OR 97119 915 N 4TH ST 50 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00100 BAILEY NURSERIES INC 1325 BAILEY RD ST PAUL MN 55119 13901  HIGHWAY 47 73.7 EF80 Row crops Grass seed Hay



R3416   00200 DUYN JOSEPH F 13475 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 13475  HIGHWAY 47 69.7 EF80 Grass seed Hay Pasture



R3416   00300 WISHART LAURANCE G 1904 LIBRA ST NEWBERG OR 97132 13301  HIGHWAY 47 20.5 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3416   00400 BURNS FRANK L 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301  48 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00500 BURNS FRANK L 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301 12595  HIGHWAY 47 87.5 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00800 SMITH ANNE M 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301 12305  HIGHWAY 47 53.58 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00900 GAIBLER MARK S TRUSTEE FOR PO BOX 808 CARLTON OR 97111  47.7 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   01000 EWING WARREN O 12320 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 12320  HIGHWAY 47 1.85 EF80 None Residence



R3416   01100 BRAUKMAN MELISSA I & 12000 HWY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 12000  HIGHWAY 47 4 EF80 None Residence



R3421   00100 BAKER THOMAS E PO BOX 315 CARLTON OR 97111 11980  HIGHWAY 47 1.18 EF80 None Residence



R3421   00200 GREENLEAF RAYMOND L CO-TRUSTEE 11900 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 11900  HIGHWAY 47 3.36 EF80 Christmas Trees? Residence



R3421   00300 SMITH ANNE M 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301  10.87 EF80 Grass seed Hay












To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Other than Wednesday afternoon I think I’m pretty much free any time.
 
Matt
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Matt Vogt <vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Matt,
 
When you have some time, I would like to talk to you again about the trail hearing planned for May
3.
 
ts
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:58:05 AM


My suggestion would be to create a master list of potential supporters, their position (if any), and
contact information, by city. If you circulate that among the Friends’ members, I’m sure people will
add to the list.
 
Carrie
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:55 AM
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com) <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
 
Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.
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Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: TO Letter
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:32:05 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf


Will this work?
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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Yamhill County 



  
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 
 



Office of County Administrator 



 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   













From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 8:04:43 PM


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to
me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team
was excited to see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the
Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-profit
group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan.
If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they would be
competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the
phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of
time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: TGM Edited Sections
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:33:50 AM


I’m good with that.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 9:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Edited Sections
 
The first paragraph of question #3 (Proposed project approach is reasonable) had the phrase about
“…the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT master Plan and amend the 2015
TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.” I have changed that sentence to read:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and
recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern
Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s
Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be adopted by the  Yamhill County Board of
Commissioners.
 
Carrie
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:57:53 AM


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
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to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
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position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin; Brett Henry
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:38:07 PM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 12:37 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Trail
 
Mary – I asked Senior Assistant County Counsel Todd Sadlo to reply to Mr. Schrepel’s question.  I’ve
copied his answer below.  Please let Mr. Schrepel know that he can contact Todd if he needs further
information. 
 
Thanks, Laura 
 
Mr. Schrepel,
 


Section 2 of Ordinance 904 states, in part:  The  county  now  has  the  right  to
develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to begin development of
the proposed  trail  segment  between Oregon Highway 240  east  of  the City of
Yamhill into the City of Carlton.


 
That language in the Ordinance itself controls, and is what is intended and what everyone has been
told.  There is no immediate intent to develop the trail on the county’s easement on the western and
northern edge of your property, North of Highway 240. 
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Your friend has nevertheless spotted an error in the farm impact findings.  For purposes of the farm
impact findings, the county is required to specify the area in which impacts are being considered: 
the “surrounding area.”  The county considered all farm impacts wholly or partially within 750 feet
of the first trail segment to be within the “surrounding area” of the first trail segment.  Finding 2.2 
addresses the farm impact standard, and incorrectly identifies the same area as the location of the
first trail segment.  Under Ordinance 904 (the Ordinance itself, not the supporting findings) the first
 segment starts at Highway 240, and extends to the City Limits of the City of Carlton.
 
I hope this clarifies the county’s decision.  Feel free to contact Todd Sadlo if you have additional
questions.
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Mary Starrett 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail
Importance: High
 
Laura,
Can you help me with this?
 
Thanks,
Mary
 


Mary Starrett
Chair,Yamhill County Board of Commissioners
Phone: 503.434.7501
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From: Lee Schrepel [mailto:lee@fruithillinc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 11:09 AM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail
Importance: High
 


Mary


A neighbor told me the 'phase one' trail limits were adjusted in the process that's recently come
to a decision point.  He said this phase includes Carlton-to-Yamhill PLUS 750 feet north of
Hwy 240.  Do you know if that is correct, or has my friend misinterpreted something he saw
online?


Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:16:03 AM


Thanks Carrie.


On Thursday, May 24, 2018, 7:14:17 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a
request of $56,250.


 


I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.


 


Carrie


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab <jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants


 


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


That is my memory as well.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


 


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,
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Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be
seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Carolina Rook
Subject: Second grant application for BOC packets
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 2:50:30 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Hi Carolina,


Here’s the second grant application for you to include in the BOC packets for next Tuesday.
Please let me know that you receive this.


Thank you and have a great weekend!


Carrie
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors




Sent from my iPhone






From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:48:08 PM


Are you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


If I move the Travel Oregon one to May 29th, we will be requesting to submit $150k in applications


for a master plan. Do you see any problems with that? I can try to have it ready on May 15th instead,
but I won’t have time to complete it prior to noon tomorrow. I could, however, submit the Project


Idea Form for the 15th with the understanding that the parameters of the application won’t change.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA
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County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 29, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018
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From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab;


Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 5:40:23 PM


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,
I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to see your
grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My
current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-
profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan. If you decided to
move forward with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and you stand the chance
of the master plan not being funded, which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.
 
Cheers,
 
Lisa
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants
 
Hi Lisa-
 
I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and I'm not
sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.
 
I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
 
Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan for
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and hopefully a
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wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that the
identity of the trail is established and coordinated from the get-go. 
 
However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing with the
County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important project to keep
the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?
 
My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding and a
marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there will still not
be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as
prudent planning, or premature?
 
Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of the
grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!
 
Thank you,
 
Veronica
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Grant Proposal
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:11:33 PM


Application successfully submitted.
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Brett Henry
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: YWT Questions
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 10:13:05 AM
Attachments: image002.png


Rough Estimate of Construction Cost of Yamhelas Westsider Trail.docx
Handicapped Accessibility Guidelines.docx
ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations.docx


 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


OREGON PUBLIC RECORD
Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.


 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.


 
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 9:27 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jayne Mercer <mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Commissioner Rick Olson (olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us) <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ted Smietana
<SMIETANT@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: YWT Questions
 
Good morning.  I did a bit of research over the weekend and have some partial answers to questions
posed at last week’s information meeting.
 
The first attachment is a rough estimate base on construction costs from the Folsom Trails in
California.  I hesitate to give a firm estimate until we complete a Master Plan as I said at the
meeting.  However, a good rough estimate for asphalt surfacing (10 foot wide with 6 inches of
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Construction Cost of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Scope:  TBD in Master Plan


Outline of Potential Costs:


1. General Contractor management and fee (prevailing wages rate)


2. Dimensions:  Miles (feet of trail) x width of trail (17miles (89760 feet x 10 feet)


3. Materials/Surfacing:  Asphalt (Square Feet of material) – 10 foot wide trail with 6 inches of asphalt CABC is estimated at $30.00 per linear foot.  Estimate of $2,692,800 for 17 miles of trail.


Concrete is more durable but more expensive.  


4. Striping of Trail ($14,000 per mile for trail centerline)


5. Signage


6. Crossings (Signage, removal bollards, gates, striping, flashing lights at busy intersections) (number of crossings)


7. Mitigation of damage to wildlife areas (minimal 30% Design Concept)


8. Site Prep and Grading (Cubic Yards)


9. Curbs & Edgings


10. Fences and gates (Linear Feet)


11. Storm Water Drainage – Site specific (catch basins, storm water drain piping and trenching, storm water detention basins, outfalls and headwalls)


12. Trail lighting and power (trenching, conduit, and wiring to power source)


13. Standard Trailheads (2) (parking, lighting, restrooms, sidewalks, signage, bicycle racks, water fountains)


14. Equestrian Trailhead (1)


15. Drinking water fountains (piping and trenching from point of connection to water source)


16. Retaining walls?


17. Planting and irrigation of landscaping (square feet)


18. Soft Costs (Engineering design, construction management, permits)


19. Cost of engineering, permitting, and construction of 3 bridges – Connect Oregon VI


20. Amenities for equestrian  


21. 10% Contingency







ABA CHAPTER 1:  APPLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION


F106.5 Defined Terms


Boards. Boards include, but are not limited to, wood, plastic, metal, and composite products.


Camp Shelter. A partially enclosed structure that provides campers and hikers cover from weather and that does not contain plumbing fixtures or kitchen appliances. Camp shelters are not transient lodging facilities or residential dwelling units.


Camping Facility.  A site, or portion of a site, developed for outdoor recreational purposes that contains camping units.


Camping Unit.  An outdoor space in a camping facility used for camping that contains outdoor constructed features, parking spaces for recreational vehicles or other vehicles, tent pads or tent platforms, or camp shelters.


Outdoor Constructed Features.  Picnic tables, fire rings, grills, fireplaces, wood stoves, trash and recycling receptacles, water hydrants, utility and sewage hookups, outdoor rinsing showers, benches, and viewing scopes provided at outdoor recreation facilities.


Picnic Facility.  A site, or portion of a site, developed for outdoor recreational purposes that contains picnic units.


Picnic Unit.  An outdoor space in a picnic facility used for picnicking that contains outdoor constructed features.


Trail.  A pedestrian route developed primarily for outdoor recreational purposes.  A pedestrian route developed primarily to connect elements, spaces, or facilities within a site is not a trail.


Trailhead.  An outdoor space that is designated by an entity responsible for administering or maintaining a trail to serve as an access point to the trail.  The junction of two or more trails or the undeveloped junction of a trail and a road is not a trailhead.


Viewing Area.  An outdoor space developed for viewing landscapes, wildlife, or other points of interest.


ABA CHAPTER 2:  SCOPING REQUIREMENTS


F201.4 Requirements Apply to Facilities Constructed or Altered by or on Behalf of Federal Agencies.   The requirements in F216.13, F244 through F248, and 1011 through 1019 shall apply only to facilities constructed or altered by federal agencies or by non-federal entities on federal land on behalf of federal agencies pursuant to a concession contract, partnership agreement, or similar arrangement.


F201.4.1 Documentation and Notification When Exceptions Used for Trails and Beach Access Routes.  Federal agencies shall document the basis for not fully complying with a specific provision in 1017 or 1018 on a portion of a trail or beach access route based on Exception 1 in 1017 or Exception 1 in 1018, and shall maintain the documentation with the records for the trail or beach project. Federal agencies shall notify the Access Board if an entire trail is exempted from complying with 1017 based on Exception 2 in 1017.1, and if a beach access route is not provided based on Exception 2 in 1018.1.


Advisory F201.4.1 Documentation and Notification When Exceptions Used for Trails and Beach Access Routes. Forms for notifying the Access Board if an entire trail is exempted from complying with 1017 based on Exception 2 in 1017.1, and if a beach access route is not provided based on Exception 2 in 1018.1 are available at: www.access-board.gov.


F202.3 Alterations.   * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
4.  Where elements or spaces are altered in camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, or trailheads and the circulation path to the altered element or space is not altered, the circulation path shall not be required to comply with 1016.


F202.4 Alterations Affecting Primary Function Areas.  * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
2.  Camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, trailheads, trails, and beach access routes shall not be required to comply with F202.4.


F206.1 General. * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  Accessible routes shall not be required where outdoor recreation access routes are provided at camping facilities in accordance with F244.5, picnic facilities in accordance with F245.4, viewing areas in accordance with F246.3, or trailheads in accordance with F247.3.2.
2.  Accessible routes shall not be required where camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, or outdoor constructed features are provided on trails.
3.  Accessible routes shall not be required where beach access routes are provided in accordance with F248.


F212.3 Sinks.  * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
2.  In camping facilities and picnic facilities, sinks shall not be required to comply with F212.3 where a cooktop or conventional range is not provided.


F213.1 General.  * * * * *


EXCEPTION:  Pit toilets provided on trails and in camping facilities shall not be required to comply with F213.


Advisory F213.1 General. A pit toilet is a primitive outhouse consisting of a toilet riser over a hole dug into the ground or receptacle to receive and naturally decompose human waste.


F216.13 Trailhead Signs. Where new trail information signs are provided at trailheads on newly constructed or altered trails designed for use by hikers or pedestrians, the signs shall comply with 1017.10.


Advisory F216.13 Trailhead Signs. New trail information signs are required to comply with 1017.10 regardless of whether the newly constructed or altered trails comply with 1017. If trail information signs designate the name of the trail, only the name of the trail is required to comply with 703.5. See F216.2. Tactile characters are not required on exterior signs. Trail information signs are not required to display the International Symbol of Accessibility.


F244 Camping Facilities


F244.1 General.  Camping facilities, other than camping facilities on trails, shall comply with F244.


Advisory F244.1 General.  Camping facilities on trails are addressed in F247.4.1.


F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Camping facilities shall provide camping units with mobility features complying with F244.2 in accordance with Table F244.2.  Where a camping facility provides different types of camping units, Table F244.2 shall apply to each type of camping unit provided.


Table F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features


			Total Number of Camping Units Provided in Camping Facility


			Minimum Number of Camping Units with Mobility Features Required





			1


			1





			2 to 25


			2





			26 to 50


			3





			51 to 75


			4





			76 to 100


			5





			101 to 150


			7





			151 to 200


			8





			201 and over


			8, plus 2 percent of the number over 200








Advisory F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Camping units for recreational vehicles only, camping units for tent camping only, and camping units with camp shelters are different types of camping units.

Camping units with mobility features are not required to be identified by signs.  Entities should provide information on the location of camping units with mobility features on websites, in brochures, and at bulletin boards or information kiosks at the camping facility.  Where entities operate reservation systems for camping units or assign camping units upon arrival, entities should establish policies to ensure that camping units with mobility features are available for individuals with disabilities until all the camping units are occupied.


F244.2.1 Alterations and Additions.  Where camping units are altered or added, the requirements of F244.2 shall apply only to the camping units that are altered or added until the number of camping units with mobility features complies with the minimum number required in Table 244.2.


EXCEPTION:  Where an entity is implementing a transition plan for program accessibility developed pursuant to regulations issued under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act that designates specific camping units to provide mobility features complying with F244.2, the entity shall not be required to comply with F244.2 when altering individual elements within camping units that are not designated to provide mobility features complying with F244.2.


Advisory F244.2.1 Alterations and Additions Exception.  When all the elements within a camping unit are altered, the altered camping unit is required to comply with F244.2 unless the minimum number of camping units with mobility features required in Table 244.2 is provided.


F244.2.2 Dispersion.  Camping units required to provide mobility features complying with F244.2 shall provide choices of camping units comparable to, and integrated with, those available to others.


F244.2.3 Elements Within Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Elements within camping units required to provide mobility features shall comply with F244.2.3.


F244.2.3.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided, at least one of each type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011. Where more than one of the same type of outdoor constructed features is provided, at least two of the same type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.


F244.2.3.2 Parking Spaces.  Where provided, parking spaces shall comply with F244.2.3.2.


F244.2.3.2.1 Recreational Vehicles. Where parking spaces are provided for recreational vehicles, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided for recreational vehicles, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.2.3.2.2 Vehicles Other Than Recreational Vehicles. Where parking spaces are provided for vehicles other than recreational vehicles, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided for a vehicle other than a recreational vehicle, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.2.3.3 Tent Pads and Tent Platforms.  Where provided, at least one tent pad and tent platform shall comply with 1013. Where more than one tent pad and tent platform is provided, at least two tent pads and tent platforms shall comply with 1013.


F244.2.3.4 Camp Shelters.  Where provided, at least one camp shelter shall comply with 1014. Where more than one camp shelter is provided, at least two camp shelters shall comply with 1014.


F244.3 Outdoor Constructed Features in Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Where provided in common use and public use areas that serve camping units with mobility features, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature provided at each location shall comply with 1011.


F244.4 Pull-up Spaces for Recreational Vehicles at Dump Stations.  Where provided, pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles at dump stations shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.5 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  Camping facilities shall provide outdoor recreation access routes complying with 1016 in accordance with F244.5.


Advisory F244.5 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing camping facilities, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F244.5.1 Routes Within Camping Units with Mobility Features.  At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within camping units with mobility features.


F244.5.2 Routes to and Within Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Common use and public use areas serving camping units with mobility features shall provide outdoor recreation access routes in accordance with F244.5.2.


EXCEPTION:  Outdoor recreation access routes shall not be required to connect camping units with mobility features and recreational vehicle dump stations where a pull-up space complying with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5 is provided at the dump station for recreational vehicles.


F244.5.2.1 Routes to Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect each camping unit with mobility features with common use and public use areas serving the unit.


F244.5.2.2 Routes Within Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within common use and public use areas serving camping units with mobility features.


F244.5.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  Where a circulation path connects camping facilities and adjacent recreation facilities, at least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect camping units with mobility features to an accessible route serving the adjacent recreation facilities.


Advisory F244.5.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  F244.5.3 does not modify the accessible route requirements in F206 that apply to recreation facilities.


F244.5.4 Location. Outdoor recreation access routes required by F244.5.2 and F244.5.3 shall coincide with or be located in the same area as general circulation paths.


Advisory F244.5.4 Location.  Where a vehicular way serves as the general circulation path for pedestrians at a camping facility, the outdoor recreation access route can be provided within the vehicular way.


F245 Picnic Facilities


F245.1 General.  Picnic facilities, other than picnic facilities on trails, shall comply with F245.


Advisory F245.1 General.  Picnic facilities on trails are addressed in F247.4.2.


F245.2 Picnic Units with Mobility Features. Picnic facilities shall provide picnic units with mobility features in accordance with F245.2.


Advisory F245.2 Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  Picnic units with mobility features are not required to be identified by signs.  Entities should provide information on the location of picnic units with mobility features on websites, in brochures, and at bulletin boards or information kiosks at the picnic facility.


F245.2.1 Picnic Facilities with Two or Fewer Picnic Units.  Where picnic facilities contain two or fewer picnic units, each picnic unit shall provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


F245.2.2 Picnic Facilities with More Than Two Picnic Units.  Where picnic facilities contain more than two picnic units, at least 20 percent, but not less than two, of the picnic units shall provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


F245.2.3 Alterations and Additions.  Where picnic units are altered or added, the requirements of F245.2 shall apply only to the picnic units that are altered or added until the number of picnic units with mobility features complies with the minimum number required in F245.2.1 or F245.2.2.


EXCEPTION:  Where an entity is implementing a transition plan for program accessibility developed pursuant to regulations issued under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act that designates specific picnic units to provide mobility features complying with F245.2, the entity shall not be required to comply with F245.2 when altering individual elements within picnic units that are not designated to provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


Advisory F245.2.3 Alterations and Additions Exception.  When all the elements within a picnic unit are altered, the altered picnic unit is required to comply with F245.2 unless the minimum number of picnic units with mobility features required in F245.2.1 or F245.2.2 is provided.


F245.2.4 Dispersion.  Picnic units required to provide mobility features complying with F245.2 shall provide choices of picnic units comparable to, and integrated with, those available to others.


F245.2.5 Elements Within Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  Elements within picnic units required to provide mobility features shall comply with F245.2.5.


F245.2.5.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided, at least one of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011. Where more than one of the same type of outdoor constructed feature is provided, at least two of the same type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.


F245.2.5.2 Parking Spaces.  Where provided, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F245.3 Outdoor Constructed Features in Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Where provided in common use and public use areas that serve picnic units with mobility features, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature provided at each location shall comply with 1011.


F245.4 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  Picnic facilities shall provide outdoor recreation access routes complying with 1016 in accordance with F245.4.


Advisory F245.4.  Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing picnic facilities, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F245.4.1 Routes Within Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within picnic units with mobility features.


F245.4.2 Routes to and Within Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Common use and public use areas serving picnic units with mobility features shall provide outdoor recreation access routes in accordance with F245.4.2.


F245.4.2.1 Routes to Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect each picnic unit with mobility features with common use and public use areas serving that unit.


F245.4.2.2 Routes Within Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within common use and public use areas serving picnic units with mobility features.


F245.4.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities. Where a circulation path connects picnic facilities and adjacent recreation facilities, at least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect picnic units with mobility features to an accessible route serving the adjacent recreation facilities.


Advisory F245.4.3 Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  F245.4.3 does not modify the accessible route requirements in F206 that apply to adjacent recreation facilities.


F245.4.4 Location.  Outdoor recreation access routes required by F245.4.2 and F245.4.3 shall coincide with or be located in the same area as general circulation paths.


Advisory F245.4.4 Location.  Where a vehicular way serves as the general circulation path for pedestrians at a picnic facility, the outdoor recreation access route can be provided within the vehicular way.


F246 Viewing Areas


F246.1 General.  Viewing areas, other than viewing areas on trails, shall comply with F246.


Advisory F246.1 General.  Viewing areas on trails are addressed in F247.4.3.


F246.2 Distinct Viewing Locations.  Each distinct viewing location within a viewing area shall comply with 1015.


Advisory F246.2 Distinct Viewing Locations.  Viewing areas can provide more than one distinct viewing location.  For example, a viewing area can provide a distinct viewing location for observing a mountain range, and another distinct viewing location for observing a river.  Distinct viewing locations within a viewing area can be designated by signs or other markers.


F246.3 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided within viewing areas, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011.


F246.4 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  At least one outdoor recreation access route complying with 1016 shall connect accessible parking spaces or other arrival points serving the viewing area with accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within the viewing area.


Advisory F246.4.  Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  There are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F247 Trails


F247.1 General. Where a trail is designed for use by hikers or pedestrians and directly connects to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017, the trail shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.1 General.  The Federal Trail Data Standards classify trails by their designed use and managed use.  A trail has only one designed use that determines the design, construction, and maintenance parameters for the trail.  A trail can have more than one managed use based on a management decision to allow other uses on the trail. Trails that have a designed use for hikers or pedestrians are required to comply with 1017.  Trails that have a designed use for other than hikers or pedestrians are not required to comply with 1017.

A trail system may include a series of connecting trails. Only trails that directly connect to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017 are required to comply with 1017.


F247.2 Existing Trails.  Where the original design, function, or purpose of an existing trail is changed and the altered portion of the trail directly connects to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017, the altered portion of the trail shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.2 Existing Trails.  Routine or periodic maintenance activities that are performed to return an existing trail to the condition to which the trail was originally designed are not required to comply with 1017.


F247.3 Trailheads.  Trailheads shall comply with F247.3.


Advisory F247.3 Trailheads.  Trailhead information signs are addressed in F216.13.


F247.3.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided within trailheads, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011.


F247.3.2 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  At least one outdoor recreation access route complying with 1016 shall connect the following:


1. Accessible parking spaces or other arrival points serving the trailhead; 
2. Starting point of the trail; and 
3. Accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within the trailhead.


Advisory F247.3.2 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing trailheads, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F247.4 Trail Facilities.  Where provided on trails, facilities shall comply with F247.4.


Advisory F247.4 Trail Facilities.  Facilities are required to comply with F247.4 regardless of whether the trail complies with 1017. Outdoor recreation access routes are not required at camping facilities, picnic facilities, or viewing areas provided on trails.


F247.4.1 Camping Facilities.  Camping facilities provided on trails shall comply with F244.2 and F244.3.


F247.4.2 Picnic Facilities.  Picnic facilities provided on trails shall comply with F245.2 and F245.3.


F247.4.3 Viewing Areas.  Viewing areas provided on trails shall comply with F246.2 and F246.3.


F247.4.4 Routes. Routes that connect trails complying with 1017 to camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, pit toilets, and accessible elements provided within the facilities shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.4.4. Routes. Routes that connect trails that do not comply with 1017 to camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, pit toilets, and accessible elements provided within the facilities are not required to comply with 1017. An exception to F213.1exempts pit toilets from the requirements for accessible toilet facilities.


F247.5 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where outdoor constructed features are provided on trails, other than within facilities specified in F247.4, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature at each location shall comply with 1011.


F248 Beach Access Routes


F248.1 General.  Beach access routes complying with 1018 shall be provided in accordance with F248.1.  Beach access routes shall be permanent or removable.


EXCEPTION:  Beach access routes shall not be required where pedestrian access to the beach is not permitted.


Advisory F248.1 General.  There are exceptions in 1018.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.  Removable beach access routes can be moved to a protected storage area during storms and other periods when the routes are subject to damage or loss.


F248.1.1 Facilities Serving Beaches.  Beach access routes shall be provided in a number complying with F248.2 where the entity that administers or manages a beach constructs or alters any of the following facilities to serve the beach:


1. Circulation paths;
2. Parking facilities;
3. Toilet facilities; or 
4. Bathing facilities. 
EXCEPTION:  The entity shall not be required to expend more than 20 percent of the costs of constructing or altering the facilities to provide beach access routes.


F248.1.2 Beach Nourishment.  Beach access routes shall be provided in a number complying with F248.2 where the entity that administers or manages a beach undertakes a beach nourishment project.
EXCEPTION:  The entity shall not be required to expend more than 20 percent of the costs of a beach nourishment project to provide beach access routes.


F248.2 Minimum Number.  Where beach access routes are required by F248.1, at least one beach access route shall be provided for each 1/2 mile (0.8 km) of beach shoreline administered or managed by the entity.


EXCEPTION:  The number of beach access routes shall not be required to exceed the number of pedestrian access points provided by the entity to a beach.


Advisory F248.2 Minimum Number Exception.  Pedestrian access points to a beach include parking facilities that serve beaches, dune crossings, and stairways or ramps leading from boardwalks to the beach.


F248.3 Location.  Beach access routes shall coincide with or be located in the same area as pedestrian access points to the beach.


 





 



[New sections added to Appendix D to Part 1191 – Technical]


CHAPTER 10:  RECREATION FACILITIES


1001.1 Scope.  The provisions of Chapter 10 shall apply where required by Chapter 2 or where referenced by a requirement in this document.


Advisory 1001.1 Scope.  Unless otherwise modified or specifically addressed in Chapter 10, all other requirements in this document apply to the design and construction of recreation facilities. 
The requirements in 1011 through 1019 apply only to facilities constructed or altered by federal agencies or by non-federal entities on federal land on behalf of federal agencies pursuant to a concession contract, partnership agreement, or similar arrangement. See F201.4.  The requirements in 1011 and 1019 allow for limitations and other constraints posed by the existing outdoor environment.


1011 Outdoor Constructed Features


1011.1 General.  All outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.2 and 1011.3.  Outdoor constructed features specified in 1011.4 through 1011.8 shall comply with those provisions, as applicable.


Advisory 1011.1 General.  The requirements in 1011 apply to outdoor constructed features provided within camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, and trailheads or on trails.


1011.2 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space complying with 1011.2 shall be provided at outdoor constructed features.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  Where individual outdoor constructed features are altered and the ground surface is not altered, the clear ground space shall not be required to comply with 1011.2.2 and 1011.2.3.
2. In alterations, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1011.2, the clear ground space shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


1011.2.1 Size and Location. The size and location of the clear ground space shall be in accordance with Table 1011.2.1.  Unless otherwise specified in Table 1011.2.1, one full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or a trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


Table 1011.2.1 Clear Ground Space 


			Outdoor Constructed Feature


			Minimum Size and Location





			Picnic tables


			36 inches (915 mm) on all usable sides of the table measured from the back edge of the benches





			Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and woodstoves


			48 inches (1220 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) on all usable sides of the fire ring, grill, fireplace, and woodstove


Center the space on each usable side of the grill, fireplace, and woodstove





			Trash and recycling receptacles


			36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned for forward approach to the receptacle opening; or 30 inches (760 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) positioned for a parallel approach to the receptacle opening





			Water hydrants


			72 inches (1830 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) with the long side of the space adjoining or overlapping an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space


Locate the space so that the water spout is 11 inches (280 mm) minimum and 12 inches (305 mm) maximum from the rear center of the long side of the space





			Utility and sewage hookups


			30 inches (760 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) with the long side of the space adjoining or overlapping an accessible parking space or pull-up space for recreational vehicles


Locate the space so that the hook-ups are at the rear center of the space


Bollards or other barriers shall not obstruct the clear ground space in front of the hook-ups





			Outdoor rinsing showers


			60 inches (1525 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) centered on the shower heads


Locate the space so that the shower pedestal or wall with the shower head are at the rear end of the space





			Benches


			 36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned near the bench with one side of the space adjoining an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable


The clear ground space shall not overlap the outdoor recreation access route or trail, or another clear ground space





			Viewing Scopes


			36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned for forward approach to the viewing scope


Provide knee and toe clearance complying with 306 under the viewing scope


Locate the space so that the eyepiece is centered on the space 








Advisory 1011.2.1 Size and Location.  The usable sides of picnic tables, fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and woodstoves are the sides of the outdoor constructed feature that can be used for eating or serving food, building a fire, or cooking.  All sides of picnic tables are generally usable, unless the picnic table is placed against a rock or tree that renders the side against the rock or tree not usable.  All sides of fire rings and grills are generally usable, unless there is a wall or other structure on a side that renders the side not usable. The front sides of fireplaces and woodstoves are generally the usable side.


1011.2.2 Surface. The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.


1011.2.3 Slope. The slope of the clear ground space surface shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1011.2.4 Openings. Openings in the clear ground space surface shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1011.2.4 Openings. Where possible, drainage grates should be located outside of the clear ground space surface. Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1011.3 Operable Parts. Operable parts shall comply with 309.3 and 309.4.


EXCEPTIONS:  1. Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, wood stoves, water hydrants, and water utility hookups shall comply with 309.4 to the extent practicable.
2. Trash and recycling receptacles with hinged lids and controls to keep out large animals shall comply with 309.4 to the extent practicable.
3. Dumpster type trash and recycling receptacles shall not be required to comply with 309.3 and 309.4.
4. Sewage hatches shall not be required to comply with 309.3 and 309.4.


Advisory 1011.3 Operable Parts. New products may be developed with operable parts that comply with 309.4. As products with operable parts that comply with 309.4 become available, entities should provide these products to enable individuals with disabilities to operate them.


1011.4 Picnic Tables.  Picnic tables shall comply with 1011.4.


1011.4.1 Height. The tops of picnic tables shall comply with 902.3.


1011.4.2 Wheelchair Space. Picnic tables shall provide at least one wheelchair space for each 24 linear feet (7320 mm) of usable table surface perimeter.  Wheelchair spaces shall be 30 inches (760 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.  Wheelchair spaces shall be positioned for a forward approach to the table and provide knee and toe clearance complying with 306 under the table.


1011.5 Fire Rings, Grills, Fireplaces, and Wood Stoves. Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and wood stoves shall comply with 1011.5.


Advisory 1011.5 Fire Rings, Grills, Fireplaces, and Wood Stoves.  Fire rings with double walls or insulation on the sides are recommended to prevent burns.


1011.5.1 Fire Building Surfaces.  Fire building surfaces shall be 9 inches (230 mm) minimum above the ground.


1011.5.2 Cooking Surfaces.  Where provided, cooking surfaces shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum and 34 inches (865 mm) maximum above the ground.


1011.5.3 Raised Edges or Walls.  Where fire rings, grills, or fireplaces are constructed with raised edges or walls, the depth of the raised edge or wall shall be 10 inches (255 mm) maximum.


1011.6 Water Spouts.  Water spouts at water hydrants and water utility hook-ups shall be 28 inches (710 mm) minimum and 36 inches (915 mm) maximum above the ground.


1011.7 Outdoor Rinsing Showers.  Outdoor rinsing showers shall provide at least one hand-held shower spray unit with a hose 59 inches (1500 mm) long minimum. The hand-held shower spray unit shall have at least one fixed position located 15 inches minimum (380 mm) and 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum above the ground.


EXCEPTION: Where vandalism is a consideration, a fixed shower head located at 48 in (1220 mm) above the ground shall be permitted in place of a hand-held shower spray unit.


1011.8 Viewing Scopes.  Eyepieces on viewing scopes shall be 43 inches (1090 mm) minimum and 51 inches (1295 mm) maximum above the ground.


 


1012 Parking Spaces Within Camping Units and Picnic Units and Pull-Up Spaces at Dump Stations


1012.1 General.  Parking spaces within camping units and picnic units with mobility features and pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles at dump stations shall comply with 1012.


1012.2 Recreational Vehicles.  Parking spaces and pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles shall be 20 feet (6100 mm) wide minimum.


EXCEPTION:  Where two adjacent parking spaces are provided for recreational vehicles, one parking space shall be permitted to be 16 feet (4880 mm) wide minimum.


1012.3 Other Vehicles.  Parking spaces for vehicles, other than recreational vehicles, shall be 16 feet (4880 mm) wide minimum.


EXCEPTION:  Where two adjacent parking spaces are provided for vehicles, other than recreational vehicles, one parking space shall be permitted to be 8 feet (2440 mm) wide minimum.


1012.4 Surface.  The surface of parking spaces and pull-up spaces shall be firm and stable.


1012.5 Slope.  The slope of the surface of parking spaces and pull-up spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1013 Tent Pads and Tent Platforms


1013.1 General.  Tent pads and tent platforms shall comply with 1013.


EXCEPTION:  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1013, the tent pad and tent platform shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


Advisory 1013.1 General.  Tent pads and tent platforms are defined spaces with prepared surfaces for setting up and securing tents.


1013.2 Clear Ground Space.  Clear ground space complying with 1013.2 shall be provided on all usable sides of tent pads and tent platforms.


1013.2.1 Size.  The clear ground space shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) wide minimum.


1013.2.2 Surface.  The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.  The surface shall allow use of tent stakes and other tent securement devices.


1013.3 Slope.  The slope of the surface of tent pads, tent platforms, and clear ground spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION: Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted where necessary for drainage.


1013.4 Height.  Tent platforms shall be 19 inches (485 mm) high maximum measured from the clear ground space to the tent platform surface.


 


1014 Camp Shelters


1014.1 General.  Camp shelters shall comply with 1014.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1014, the camp shelter shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
2. Camp shelters shall not be required to comply with 307.


1014.2 Entrance. Camp shelters shall provide an entrance complying with 1014.2.1 or 1014.2.2.


1014.2.1 Transfer Access. Where transfer access is provided at the entrance to a camp shelter, the entrance shall comply with 1014.2.1.


1014.2.1.1 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space shall be provided at the entrance to the camp shelter.  The clear ground space shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum and shall be positioned for a parallel approach to the camp shelter.  One full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


1014.2.1.1.1 Surface.  The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.


1014.2.1.1.2 Slope.  The slope of the surface of the clear ground space shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted where necessary for drainage.


1014.2.1.2 Floor Height. The camp shelter floor at the entrance shall be 19 inches (485 mm) high maximum measured from the clear ground space.


1014.2.2 Roll-in Access. Where roll-in access is provided at the entrance to a camp shelter, the entrance shall comply with 1014.2.2.


1014.2.2.1 Level or Sloped Entry Route. Camp shelters providing roll-in access shall have a level or sloped entry route complying 1016 or 1017, as applicable.


1014.2.2.2 Turning Space.  A turning space complying with 304.3 shall be provided within the camp shelter.


1014.3 Floor. The floor within camp shelters shall comply with 1014.3.


1014.3.1 Surface. The floor surface shall be firm and stable.


1014.3.2 Slope. The slope of the floor surface shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the floor surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1015 Viewing Areas


1015.1 General.  Viewing areas shall comply with 1015.


EXCEPTION:  In alterations, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1015, the viewing area shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


1015.2 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space shall be provided at each distinct viewing location.  The clear ground space shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum and shall be positioned for either a forward or parallel approach to the viewing location.  One full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


1015.3 Viewing Space.  Each distinct viewing location shall provide a viewing space adjacent to the clear ground space required by 1015.2 through which the point of interest is viewable. The viewing space shall be 32 inches (815 mm) maximum and 51 inches (1295 mm) minimum high above the ground and shall extend the full width of the clear ground space.


EXCEPTION:  Guards or similar safety barriers shall be permitted to obstruct the viewing space to the extent the obstruction is necessary for the guard or safety barrier to serve its intended purpose.


1015.4 Turning Space.  A turning space complying with 304.3 shall be provided within viewing areas.


1015.5 Surface.  The surface of clear ground spaces and turning spaces shall be firm and stable.


1015.6 Slope.  The slope of the surface of clear ground spaces and turning spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1016 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes


1016.1 General.  Outdoor recreation access routes shall comply with 1016.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  In alterations to existing camping facilities, picnic facilities, and trailheads, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1016 on a portion of an outdoor recreation access route, the portion of the outdoor recreation access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
2.  At viewing areas, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance on a portion of an outdoor recreation access route with a specific provision in 1016, the portion of the outdoor recreation access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
3.  Where outdoor recreation access routes are provided within vehicular ways, outdoor recreation access routes shall not be required to comply with 1016.4, 1016.7, and 1016.8.


1016. 2 Surface.  The surface of outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


1016.3 Clear Width. The clear width of outdoor recreation access routes shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1016.4 Passing Spaces.  Outdoor recreation access routes with a clear width less than 60 inches (1525 mm) shall provide passing spaces complying with 1016.4 at intervals of 200 feet (61 m) maximum.  Passing spaces and resting intervals shall be permitted to overlap.


Advisory 1016.4 Passing Spaces.  Entities should consider providing either a 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum clear width on outdoor recreation access routes or passing spaces at shorter intervals if the clear width is less than 60 inches (1525 mm), where the route is:


· Heavily used or adjoins elements, space, or facilities that are heavily used; or


· A boardwalk or otherwise not at the same level as the ground surface adjoining the route.


1016.4.1 Size.  The passing space shall be either:


1. 


1. A space 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum; or


2. The intersection of two outdoor recreation access routes providing a T-shaped space complying with 304.3.2 where the base and the arms of the T-shaped space extend 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum beyond the intersection.  Vertical alignment at the intersection of the outdoor recreation access routes that form the T-shaped space shall be nominally planar.


Advisory 1016.4.1 Size. Where the passing space is the intersection of two outdoor recreation access routes, the intersection must be as flat as possible so that all of the wheels of a mobility device touch the ground when turning into and out of the passing space.


1016.5 Obstacles. Obstacles on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 1 inch (25 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1016.5 Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of joints in concrete, asphalt, or board surfaces can be obstacles.  Natural features such as tree roots and rocks on outdoor recreation access routes can also be obstacles.  Where an outdoor recreation access route is provided within a vehicular way, traffic calming devices can be obstacles.  Where possible, obstacles that cross the full width of outdoor recreation access routes should be separated by a distance of 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1016.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of outdoor recreation access routes shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1016.6 Openings.  Spaces between the boards in a boardwalk and drainage grates are examples of openings.  Where possible, drainage grates should be located outside the minimum clear width of the outdoor recreation access route. Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1016.7 Slopes.  The slopes of outdoor recreation access routes shall comply with 1016.7.


1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  The running slope of any segment of an outdoor recreation access route shall not be steeper than 1:10 (10%).  
Where the running slope of a segment of an outdoor recreation access route is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1016.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1016.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Outdoor Recreation Access Route Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			50 feet (15 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)








Advisory 1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. Where running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1016.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION: Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1016.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1016.8.


1016.8.1 Length.  The resting interval length shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) long minimum.


1016.8.2 Width.  Where resting intervals are provided within an outdoor recreation access route, resting intervals shall be at least as wide as the widest segment of the outdoor recreation access route leading to the resting interval. Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to an outdoor recreation access route, the resting interval shall be 36 inches (915 mm) wide minimum.


1016.8.3 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have slopes not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1016.8.4 Turning Space.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to an outdoor recreation access route, a turning space complying with 304.3.2 shall be provided.  
Vertical alignment between the outdoor recreation access route, turning space, and resting interval shall be nominally planar.


1016.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1016.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


 


1017 Trails


1017.1 General.  Trails shall comply with 1017.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1017 on a portion of a trail, the portion of the trail shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.  
2.  After applying Exception 1, when an entity determines that it is impracticable for the entire trail to comply with 1017, the trail shall not be required to comply with 1017. 


Advisory 1017.1 General Exception 2.  An entity must apply Exception 1 before using Exception 2.  The entity should consider the portions of the trail that can and cannot fully comply with the specific provisions in 1017 and the extent of compliance where full compliance cannot be achieved when determining whether it would be impracticable for the entire trail to comply with 1017.  The determination is made on a case-by-case basis. Federal agencies must document the basis for their determination when using Exceptions 1 or 2, and must notify the Access Board when using Exception 2. See F201.4.1.


1017.2 Surface.  The surface of trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


Advisory 1017.2 Surface.  A firm trail surface resists deformation by indentations. A stable trail surface is not permanently affected by expected weather conditions and can sustain normal wear and tear from the expected uses between planned maintenance.


1017.3 Clear Tread Width. The clear tread width of trails shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1017.4 Passing Spaces.  Trails with a clear tread width less than 60 inches (1525 mm) shall provide passing spaces complying with 1017.4 at intervals of 1000 feet (300 m) maximum.  Where the full length of a trail does not fully comply with 1017, a passing space shall be located at the end of the trail segment that fully complies with 1017. Passing spaces and resting intervals shall be permitted to overlap.


Advisory 1017.4 Passing Spaces. Entities should consider providing either a 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum clear tread width or passing spaces at shorter intervals if the clear tread width is less than 60 inches (1525 mm), where a trail is: 
• Heavily used; or 
• A boardwalk or otherwise not at the same level as the ground surface adjoining the trail.
Where the full length of the trail does not fully comply with 1017, locating a passing space at the end of the trail segment that fully complies with 1017 enables a person who uses a mobility device to turn and exit the trail.


1017.4.1 Size.  The passing space shall be either:


1. 


1. A space 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum; or


2. The intersection of two trails providing a T-shaped space complying with 304.3.2 where the base and the arms of the T-shaped space extend 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum beyond the intersection. Vertical alignment at the intersection of the trails that form the T-shaped space shall be nominally planar.


Advisory 1017.4.1 Size. Where the passing space is the intersection of two trails, the intersection must be as flat as possible so that all of the wheels of a mobility device touch the ground when turning into and out of the passing space.


1017.5 Tread Obstacles.  Tread obstacles on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, tread obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 2 inches (50 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1017.5 Tread Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of joints in concrete, asphalt, or board surfaces can be tread obstacles.  Natural features such as tree roots and rocks within the trail tread can also be tread obstacles.  Where possible, tread obstacles that cross the full width of the trail tread should be separated by a distance of 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1017.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1017.6 Openings.  Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1017.7 Slopes.  The slopes of trails shall comply with 1017.7.


1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Not more than 30 percent of the total length of a trail shall have a running slope steeper than 1:12 (8.33%). The running slope of any segment of a trail shall not be steeper than 1:8 (12%).  Where the running slope of a segment of a trail is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1017.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1017.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Trail Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			200 feet (61 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)





			1:10 (10%)


			1:8 (12%)


			10 feet (3050 mm)








Advisory 1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes on trails are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. Where running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1017.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall be not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1017.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1017.8.


1017.8.1 Length.  The resting interval length shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) long minimum.


1017.8.2 Width.  Where resting intervals are provided within the trail tread, resting intervals shall be at least as wide as the widest segment of the trail tread leading to the resting interval.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to the trail tread, the resting interval clear width shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1017.8.3 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have slopes not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1017.8.4 Turning Space.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to the trail tread, a turning space complying with 304.3.2 shall be provided.  Vertical alignment between the trail tread, turning space, and resting interval shall be nominally planar.


1017.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1017.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


1017.10 Trailhead Signs. Trail information signs at trailheads shall include the following:


1. Length of the trail or trail segment; 
2. Surface type; 
3. Typical and minimum tread width; 
4. Typical and maximum running slope; and 
5. Typical and maximum cross slope.


 


1018 Beach Access Routes


1018.1 General.  Beach access routes shall comply with 1018.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1018 on a portion of a beach access route, the portion of the beach access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable. 
2.  After applying Exception 1, when an entity determines that it is impracticable to provide a beach access route complying with 1018, a beach access route shall not be required. 
3.  Removable beach access routes shall not be required to comply with 1018.7, 1018.8, and 1018.10.


Advisory 1018.1 General Exception 2.  An entity must apply Exception 1 before using Exception 2. The entity should consider the portions of the beach access route that can and cannot fully comply with the specific provisions in 1018 and the extent of compliance where full compliance cannot be achieved to determine whether it would be impracticable to provide a beach access route complying with 1018.  The determination is made on a case-by-case basis. Federal agencies must document the basis for their determination when using Exceptions 1 or 2, and must notify the Access Board when using Exception 2. See F201.4.1.


1018.2 Connections.  Beach access routes shall connect an entry point to the beach to the:


1. High tide level at tidal beaches; 
2. Mean high water level at river beaches; or 
3. Normal recreation water level at lake, pond, and reservoir beaches.


1018.3 Surface.  The surface of beach access routes and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


1018.4 Clear Width.  The clear width of beach access routes shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum.


EXCEPTION:  At dune crossings, the clear width of beach access routes that are not removable shall be permitted to be reduced to 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1018.5 Obstacles.  Obstacles on beach access routes and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 1 inch (25 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1018.5 Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of boards on a beach access route or removable sections of a beach access route can be obstacles.


1018.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of beach access routes and resting intervals shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1018.6 Openings.  Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1018.7 Slopes.  The slopes of beach access routes shall comply with 1018.7.


1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  The running slope of any segment of a beach access route shall not be steeper than 1:10 (10%).  Where the running slope of a segment of a beach access route is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1018.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1018.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Beach Access Route Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			50 feet (15 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)








Advisory 1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes on beach access routes are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. When running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1018.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1018.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1018.8.


1018.8.1 Size.  Resting intervals shall be 60 inches minimum (1525 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum.


1018.8.2 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have a slope not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1018.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on beach access routes and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1018.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on beach access routes and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


1018.10 Dune Crossings.  Where the slope of a beach access route at a dune crossing is steeper than 1:20 (5%), handrails complying with 505 and curbs or barriers shall be provided. The curbs or barriers shall prevent the passage of a 2 inch (50 mm) diameter sphere, where any portion of the sphere is within 2 inches (50 mm) of the crossing surface.


 


1019 Conditions for Exceptions


1019.1 General.  Exceptions to specific provisions in 1011, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, and 1018 shall be permitted when an entity determines that any of the following conditions does not permit full compliance with the provision:


1. Compliance is not practicable due to terrain. 
2. Compliance cannot be accomplished with the prevailing construction practices. 
3. Compliance would fundamentally alter the function or purpose of the facility or the setting. 
4. Compliance is limited or precluded by any of the following laws, or by decisions or opinions issued or agreements executed pursuant to any of the following laws:


· Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.);


· National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.);


· National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.);


· Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1131 et seq.); or


· Other federal, state, or local law the purpose of which is to preserve threatened or endangered species; the environment; or archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features.


Advisory 1019.1 General.  Exceptions in the following sections require compliance to the extent practicable when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision: 
• 1011.2 Exception (clear ground space in alterations to outdoor constructed features); 
• 1013.2 Exception (any provision for tent pads and tent platforms); 
• 1014.1 Exception 1 (any provision for camp shelters); 
• 1015.1 Exception (any provision in alterations to viewing areas); 
• 1016.1 Exception 1 (any provision for outdoor recreation access routes in alterations to existing camping facilities, picnic facilities, and trailheads);
• 1016.1 Exception 2 (any provision for outdoor recreation access routes at viewing areas);
• 1017.1 Exception 1 (any provision for trails); and 
• 1018.1 Exception 1 (any provision for beach access routes).

Entities should consider all design options before using the exceptions. On outdoor recreation access routes, trails, and beach access routes, the exceptions apply only on the portion of the route where the condition applies.  The outdoor recreation access route, trail, or beach access route is required to fully comply with the provisions in 1016, 1017, and 1018, as applicable, at all other portions of the route where the conditions do not apply. There are additional exceptions that apply to an entire trail or beach access route in 1017.1 and 1018.1.

Condition 4 allows the following to be a basis for using the exceptions:
• Opinions issued by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the Endangered Species Act stating how a federal agency can implement an action without jeopardizing the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species, or destroying or adversely modifying the habitat of such species (16 U.S.C. 1536 (b) (3) (A)); 
• Decisions issued by a federal agency pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act in actions requiring environmental impact statements stating how it will avoid or minimize environmental harm (42 U.S.C. 4332; 40 CFR 1505.2);
• Agreements executed or decisions issued by a federal agency pursuant to National Historic Preservation Act stating how it will avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects on historical properties (16 U.S.C. 470f and 470h-2; 36 CFR 800.6 (b) (iv) and 800.7 (c) (4)); and 
• Provisions in the Wilderness Act that require federal agencies to preserve the wilderness character of designated wilderness areas and prohibit any structure or installation within such areas (16 U.S.C. 1131 (b) and (c)).

Condition 4 also applies where archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features are eligible for protection under federal, state, or local law.







ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection & Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users












depth) is $30.00 per linear foot.  DPW would be a good source for accurate pricing of asphalt
material in today’s market.  Extrapolating the figure gives us a rough estimate of $2,692,800 for 17
miles of trail.  I also included some other items in the scope of work to think about when considering
a construction estimate.  Like Jayne said this is all “to be determined”.
 
The second attachment are some guidelines to follow for handicap accessibility when designing a
trail.  The US Forest Service has an Accessibility Guidebook for Outdoor Recreation and Trails that
should be the “bible” for how we design the Yamhelas Trail.  We used this for designing the
Tammany Trace in Louisiana. 
 


As far as drainage mitigation.  Along the northern stretch of trial especially north of Cove
Orchard towards Gaston there will be issues with flooding.  There are some drainage
mitigation methods but each will be site specific.  Some mitigation includes:  catch basins,
storm water drain piping and trenching, storm water detention basins, outfalls and headwalls. 
All of these designs must be considered during the engineering phase of the master plan. 


 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Sunday, June 11, 2017 12:46 PM
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jayne Mercer <mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: YWT Questions
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FYI  ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 


From: Mikalie Frei 
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2017 3:33 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Questions
 
Questions during public comment that were not answered:
 


-          Is ADA factoring into the plans?
-          Plans to handle the drainage issues?


 
 
Questions written on cards:
 
Chris Mattson:


-          Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of
the grants as posted on the county website?


-          It was stated multiple times tonight by staff that Ken Wright will be offering an easement
instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Alice Patridge:
-          If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round


surveillance/safety/maintenance?
-          Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going


onto private property?
-          Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?
-          If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


 
Tom Hammer:


-          Do we get a formal hearing?
-          Do we get a binding ag study?


 
Doug Davis – surfing1951@gmail.com


-          What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?
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Jana Ellings: - janna.ellings@gmail.com


-          How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?
 
Jean Brethower:


-          What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from
vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail
property, and from damage to farm property?


-          Will right to farm laws be enforced?
-          Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
-          Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


 
 
Again, I am extremely sorry for what happened with the cards last night! And I’m even more sorry
that you have to listen to the comments and complaints after the fact!
 
 
Thank you,
 


Mikalie J. Frei
Paralegal
Yamhill County Counsel
434 NE Evans St.
McMinnville, OR 97128
freim@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: (503) 434-7502
Fax: (503) 434-7553
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From: Stephanie Armstrong
To: Todd Sadlo; Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry; Carrie Martin; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer
Cc: Matt Vogt; Lance Woods
Subject: FW: Comments on Docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 5:03:09 PM


 
 


From: Ken Friday 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:30 PM
To: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Curran
<currans@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Comments on Docket G-01-18
 
 
 
From: ryegrass.cm@gmail.com [mailto:ryegrass.cm@gmail.com] On Behalf Of chris mattson
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:28 PM
To: Ken Friday
Cc: Rick Olson; Mary Starrett
Subject: Comments on Docket G-01-18
 
I am sending these written comments in case I do not get the opportunity to speak at
tonight's meeting.  Could you please make sure they get entered into record.


Thanks
Chris


5-3-2018


Yamhill County Planning Commission
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville OR 97128


Dear Planning Commission,


I am submitting this letter to you requesting that you deny Yamhill County's
application for the Yamhelas Trail between Carlton and Yamhill.  This application and
project has too many unknowns at this point in time to approve.


First off the county purchased the abandoned ROW without title insurance and there
is current pending litigation challenging the ownership of the ROW.  The totality of the
scope of the land is in jeopardy as more landowners become involved in the litigation
process.  Just on this information alone the permit should be denied.


Second the Planning Commission just turned down solar projects on high value
Yamhill county soils.  This trail, that is to be paved over permanently, is on these
same high value soils that you voted to protect.  I will add a quote from Yamhill
Docket G-01-17.  "The proposed amendment would preserve the most valuable
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agricultural lands for farm uses while still allowing solar facilities on parcels that
exhibit lower class soils.  Ag plays an integral role in the overall economy of the
county and class 1 through class 4 soils have the capability of growing many
different crops that contribute to the local agricultural economy.  Additionally,
the cumulative impact of multiple commercial solar facilities on class 1-4 soils
has the potential to materially alter the land use patterns in those areas and
make it more difficult for the existing farms in the area to continue to operation
due to diminished opportunities to expand, purchase or lease farmland, acquire
water rights or diminish the number of tracts or acreage in farm use in a
manner that will destabilize the overall character of the area."
Now change solar facilities, panels or array to bike path and it sounds like the same
exact issues and concerns that you used to deny the solar projects. Please use the
findings fairly across the projects.   For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am also concerned that safety issues of crossing State Highway 240 have not been
addressed.  This is being pushed as a way for children to get safely between Yamhill
and Carlton to attend school.  What is the plan for kids riding down Highway 240 to
get to the trail in Yamhill?  There are no sidewalks and no plan to provide or how to
address the situation.


I am also concerned about paving over class 1-4 soils.  Oregon's exclusive farm use
policy calls for the "Preservation of a maximum amount of the limited supply of
agricultural land" in order to maintain the agricultural economy of the state.   Does a
bike path represent the best use of class 1-4 soils and preserve farmland?  Protection
of Oregon's productive farmland is of paramount importance in Oregon's land use
planning process, and the commission is charged with ensuring that this important
objective is achieved through its decisions. Placing recreation in EFU zoned land will
lead to conflicts among trail users and people that farm for a living.  For this reason
the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that the farm impact study was performed by Yamhill County itself
instead of acquiring the services of a third party non-biased consulting firm.  There
was only one reference of a discussion with a trail adjacent farmer.  This one farmer
opposes the trail.  Why was there no discussion with agricultural specialists in the
respective crops about how the trail will impact neighboring crops present now and in
the future?  The county just referenced some generic OSU handbooks on grass seed
and hazelnuts.  What about cane berries or garlic seed or livestock production, lots of
what ifs.  How can this information not be biased? All of the impacted, adjacent
farmers of this segment of trail from Yamhill to Carlton are strongly opposed to the
trail.   My farm impact study stated that a bike trail is not a permissible use of class 1-
4 soils farmland.  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned there is no reference to how the human waste and garbage that will
end up in the adjacent fields be handled.  With the current e-coli epidemic on lettuce
the county needs to have a plan on how human waste will not contaminate filberts,
which are harvested on the ground, which is the same place human feces will be
deposited.  Not to mention other food crops.  Currently there is very limited access to
these fields and a trail will increase the farmers exposure to issues such as this.  Will







there be bathrooms and garbage service?  Will these bathrooms be safe, family
friendly, unisex, port a potties or what?  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that the language or reference on how to keep people from
trespassing and harming or stealing crops or equipment is extremely vague.  Signage
or maybe fencing should be enough.  What is the plan not speculation?  On my
segment of the ROW I will have to fence both sides of the ROW to keep my stock
from being on the trail.  This will be a significant cost to my business.  The county has
no plan to fencing the trail to keep people on the trail and livestock off the trail.  What
about dogs chasing my sheep and goats and cattle and chickens and horses?  Are
they required to be on a leash, prohibited, be shot if they trespass?  Dogs chasing my
stock is a huge concern of mine, currently there is no access to them by the public.
The railroad evaluation maps show that the ROW is to be fenced on on both sides. 
What is the county plan for this?  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that there is not a specific plan on how to handle homeless campers
along the trail.  The News Register has stories every week on homeless issues, so
the problem is very real in Yamhill County.  The permit says it shouldn't be a
problem.  The growing county homeless problem indicates it will be a problem sooner
rather than later.  The builders of the Springwater trail didn't think they would have a
problem either, let us have a plan on how to handle the problem if or when it
happens.  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I have brought up 8 very serious concerns that have not been properly addressed by
the county on this permit.  This permit appears as if it was hastily constructed
because there is a time constraint and they quickly threw together some information
for this permit without putting the required studies and efforts to address the concerns
of the farm community and adjacent landowners just to meet a time deadline.  How
can a study done by the applicant serve as unbiased fact?   Did the Yamhill County
employee that put this farm impact study together even talk with one farmer along the
3 mile route?  At this point this permit should be denied and the county needs to put
in the time and the effort to properly address the issues that the trail project is going
to present.  The county says they don't know the cost or what the trail will entail yet ,
but included the Yamhelas Trail concept plan as a fact of record for this permit.  So is
this the trail plan for sure or a concept plan used as factual information to acquire the
needed permit.


Thank you
Chris Mattson
Yamhill Oregon
 


--
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:30:09 PM


Thanks.  Please ask Brett to review for his edits/additions. 
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
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entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: V H
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: YWT
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:54:03 PM


It’s 503-970-3738.
I was out of cell range most of the weekend but didn’t see any text when I got back into cell
range a couple of hours ago-


V


Sent from my iPhone


> On May 21, 2018, at 1:41 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
> 
> Hey Veronica,
> 
> I think I wrote your phone number down incorrectly. I sent you a text last week and just
tried to call...
> 
> Carrie
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
> Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:30 PM
> To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
> Subject: YWT 
> 
> Hi Carrie-
> 
> I’m checking in to see what you are thinking about the Travel Oregon grants. Commissioner
Olson told me that the county had met and that things may still move forward soon. I had not
sent the form in to WVVA yet, and I never heard back from Alta with a cost estimate.
> 
> Best,
> 
> Veronica 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Tori Middelstadt
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 5:00:45 PM


Hey Carrie-


I have a break at 9:40am, 1:35pm, and 3:40pm Oregon Time. Any of those times work for
you?


Thanks-


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442 
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                            
OregonWineCountry.org


On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 1:39 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,


 


Thanks for getting back with me. Unfortunately, I have a meeting at 4pm-5:30pm today. Would
you be available tomorrow morning or afternoon?


 


Thanks,


 


Carrie


 


From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:25 PM
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To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County


 


Hi Carrie!


 


I would love to chat. I am in Denver at a conference but I can chat on the phone around
4:45pm Oregon time. Would that work? What number should I call?


 


Thanks


Tori


503-881-4442


 


On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 11:51 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,


 


I would like to discuss our proposed project with you. When would be a good time?


 


Thank you!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County


 


Hi Carrie,


 


I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I
do not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who
is also receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 


 


Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?


 


Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so.
Let me know if you have any other questions.


 


Thanks!


 


  


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org
                                  OregonWineCountry.org
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 


 


Reference
#


13682789


Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact


503-434-7501



http://traveloregon.com/
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Phone
Number:


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active
transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of
Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and
tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and
equipment. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and
will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user
types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation
choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and
convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism
and economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land
uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


 


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.


 


--


 


  


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                               
    OregonWineCountry.org
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35:04 AM


Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
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3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 4:36:11 PM


 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Travel Oregon Grants <administrator@grantinterface.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 2:10 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 


Dear Laura Tschabold,
Thank you for submitting your grant application for Travel Oregon's 2018-2020
Competitive Medium Grants.


This email serves as confirmation that your application has been received. The grants
team will review your submission and notify you if there are questions or needed
clarification on your project.


If you have additional questions, please contact Jessica Otjen at 503-967-1562
or Grants@TravelOregon.com. 


Sincerely,


Travel Oregon


Applicant Information
Laura Tschabold
535 NE Fifth Street
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McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7501
tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us 


Organization: Yamhill County
Form Name: Application - 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants 
Process Name: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants
Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
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From: Matt Vogt
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: YWT Time Tracker
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 8:24:33 AM


Carrie,
 
I believe my hours are current in the trail tracker.
 
Matt
 
From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 8:54 AM
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Matt Vogt
<vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Time Tracker
 
Good morning – just sending a friendly reminder for everyone to update hours spent working on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project in the Trail Time Tracker for the last several months though today -
if you haven’t already done so.
 
Remember that if you try to open the spreadsheet and it says that it is already in use, you’ll have to
close out and go back again when someone else isn’t accessing it.
 
Please let Carrie know when your hours have been updated so she knows that the spreadsheet is
current. 
 
Thanks very much!
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
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anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 








From: BLAIR Andrew
To: BROCK Richard M; "Carrie Martin"; BURGER Debra A
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; THIEL Katie
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 11:37:12 AM


Hi Rich,
 
I just spoke with Carrie Martin on the phone. Earlier this morning I spoke with Katie Thiel.
 
Can we please send Carrie Martin (Yamhill Co.) the required form(s)/info. to get them approved for
reimbursement of indirect costs (presuming there are eligible costs yet to be invoiced by the county
and that would be reimbursed by your program) for FY 2019, and then Carrie will send the required
backup to address the “approved indirect rate” with the required form(s) completed?


NB: I believe this has nothing to do with ConnectOregon’s funding allotted for the Pedestrian
Bridges, (this request from Carrie only pertains to the TE Funds=FHWA funds used for the
ROW phase and which had presumably gone to Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail – a non-
profit, for the purpose of the ROW purchase). Additionally, if there were any leftover funds
from the ROW phase these funds would now be unavailable to the project. I believe this
phase is completed and will wind up financially in the month of July.


 
FYI - at ODOT we have an outstanding PE budget overrun of ($40,595) for the ROW phase which is
now complete (which presumably had included all of ODOT’s administrative and review activities).
 
We now need to develop a new budget for the ‘Permitting, Design, and Construction Management
Phase’ for the proposed Pedestrian Bridges in concert with Yamhill Co. for the remainder of the
project – to include REC-ENV reviews, administration of the ConnectOregon Grant. ODOT would
then invoice Yamhill Co. (the Grantee) for reimbursement of ODOT’s costs.
 
I understand there are two ways for ODOT’s expenses to be reimbursed by Yamhill Co. for this
project, and both Yamhill Co. and ODOT are looking into both options for the benefit of the project.
 
Otherwise, please do advise. Finally, please also note that Lee Cronemiller (in CC) handed this
project over to me last month.
 
Kind Regards,
 
Andrew J. Blair
ODOT Transportation Project Manager
503-986-2681 (desk)
503-509-3067 (mobile)
 
 
 
 


From: BROCK Richard M 
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Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:03 AM
To: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; BURGER Debra A
<Debra.A.BURGER@odot.state.or.us>
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us>; BLAIR Andrew
<Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
 
At this point it’s too late for FY18,  But an indirect approval could be made for FY19,
and the remaining grant funds could bill with the approved indirect rate.
 
Rich 
Senior Financial Analyst 
Debt & Quantitative Analysis Unit 
503-986-3927
 
From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:57 AM
To: BURGER Debra A
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M; BLAIR Andrew; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; BROCK Richard M
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
 
Hi Debra,
 
I should have said that I know there is not a current or pending indirect rate approval. It was
overlooked when the original IGA was signed. Is there any way we can do one retroactively?
 
Thanks,
 
Carrie
 


From: BURGER Debra A <Debra.A.BURGER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us>; BLAIR Andrew
<Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; BROCK Richard M <Richard.M.BROCK@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I don’t see any current indirect rate approvals for Yamhill County. There is an outdated approval
letter for Yamhill Community Action Partnership. I’m forwarding your question to Richard Brock. He
may be aware of something pending.
 
Richard, will you please respond? Thanks.
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Hope that helps.
Deb
 


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:44 AM
To: BURGER Debra A
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M; BLAIR Andrew; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
Importance: High
 
Good morning, Debra,
 
I’m hoping you can assist me in determining if Yamhill County is eligible for reimbursements on our
indirect costs for the TE Grants (Key# 18332).
 
I spoke with Lee Cronemiller prior to your leave of absence and he suggested you would be the
person most knowledgeable about this process. I understand ICAPs are general approved at the time
of the original IGA (#29704), but I would like to be sure there are no additional reimbursable
expenses allowed. According to my records, Yamhill County’s remaining grant balance at this time is
$118,938.73.
 
I appreciate any assistance you can offer.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer
Subject: Travel Oregon grant request
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 7:40:22 AM


Hi Ken,
 
In my written request for the BOC to consider the Travel Oregon application, how would you like me
to characterize the source of the cash match? Here’s a sample:
 


The Travel Oregon Competitive Grants Program grant application is due on Wednesday,
June 6, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an application for $56,250 to
partially fund the YWT Master Plan project, which will result in a comprehensive, multi-
year, actionable plan.
 
The Travel Oregon requires a 25% ($18,750) cash match from grantees, which we will
fulfill through cash reserves remaining from the 2017 OPRD Local Government Grant
reimbursements.


 
Thoughts?
 
cm
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Brett Henry
Subject: FW: Minutes
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 12:10:13 PM
Attachments: 05-03-18.min.pdf


This should assist in your database development.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Stephanie Armstrong 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 11:17 AM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook
<rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Minutes
 


Commissioners: Attached are the minutes from the May 3rd hearing by the Planning Commission for
the trail application.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Stephanie
 


From: Stephanie Curran 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:25 AM
To: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Minutes
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YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Thursday, May 3, 2018 @ 7:00 p.m. 



Kent Taylor Civic Hall 
200 NE 2nd St 



McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 



Roll Call: Brett Veatch, Alan Halstead, Matt Dunckel Michael Sherwood, Marla Robison, 
Marjorie Ehry, Dan Armstrong, John Abrams Absent: Daryl Garrettson  Staff: Stephanie 
Armstrong, Lance Woods, Matt Vogt, Ken Friday, Stephanie Curran 
 
LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC HEARING: 
 



DOCKET NO.:   G-01-18 
 



          REQUEST:   To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan, a part of the 
Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan, to acknowledge the County purchase of 
an approximately 12-mile segment of a former Union 
Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a 
multi-modal trail in the segment of the corridor 
extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of 
Carlton.  Findings regarding potential impacts to farm 
practices and/or costs will be considered in conjunction 
with consideration of the proposed amendment.   



 
APPLICANT:    Yamhill County 
 



          REVIEW CRITERIA:  ORS 215.283(3)(b) and 215.296; and OAR 660-012-0065 
 
Commissioner Armstrong opened the public hearing. 



Motion made by Commissioner Sherwood and seconded by Commissioner Ehry to approve the 
minutes from April 5, 2018. Minutes approved 7-0, Commissioner Halstead abstained. 



Commissioner Armstrong read the docket request.  



Stephanie Armstrong read the staff report. 



Ken Friday explained this is a legislative hearing; there is no right to leave the record open. Since 
it is an amendment to the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, 5 votes are needed in order for 
the Planning Commission to recommend it to the Board of Commissioners. If it receives less 
than 5 votes, it gets forwarded to the Board of Commissioners with the notes from this meeting. 



Applicants:   



Todd Sadlo, County Counsel & Laura Tschabold, County Administrator: 435 NE 5th St, 
McMinnville: They provided information on the project including maps, weed mitigation plans, 
hazelnut farming information and a handout of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). They also 
provided information showing that the soils that were previously high value are now not 
classified as such due to compaction and other factors. They went over the history of the corridor 
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purchased from the railroad by the County in 2017, and the sources of funding used for the 
purchase. Since 2012 this corridor has been referenced as part of the comprehensive 
transportation plan. No new taxes are being proposed or levied to develop the trail. The plan is 
not a blueprint for construction.  The trail might be an interim to other forms of transportation in 
the future. The property is unique and highly suitable for transportation. It took Yamhill County 
years to get all the easement and land rights; Yamhill County is now in a position to begin 
building trail. Concerns from opponents seem to be related to overspray and trespassing issues. 
We think these issues can be successfully addressed with fencing and signage. Fencing does not 
compromise farming. We will continue to help the people who live along the trail with 
trespassing and fencing issues. We will be good neighbors as we develop the trail. The impacts 
this trail will have on farming are not significantly different then when other transportation 
corridors, such as roads, are implemented. We pledged to talk with all owners on the trail. 
Tonight is not the end of the process. As the plans progress, neighbors will see how we work to 
address their concerns before the trail is opened. If you conclude the trail will significantly 
impact farming practices you can recommend conditions in the approval that we have to address. 



Commissioner Dunckel: what are we voting on? 



Todd Sadlo: an amendment to the comprehensive plan to acknowledge County ownership of an 
approximate 12 mile segment of address ORS 215.296,  of a former Union Pacific rail corridor 
and immediate plans to develop and we want to start developing the first  3 miles. You are here 
to vote if you want to recommend this to the Board of Commissioners. 



Commissioner Dunckel: what is the emergency clause in this land use ordinance? 



Sadlo: it is standard verbiage; I’ve put in every clause I’ve written since 1987.  



Commissioner Dunckel: grant money comes out of tax dollars; I’m concerned with out of pocket 
costs for citizens. 



Todd Sadlo: we expect this project to have lots of volunteers. 



Commissioner Dunckel: you are limited with volunteer usage when using federal grant money. 



Todd Sadlo: all I know is there will be lots of volunteers used, and the funding won’t come from 
increasing taxes. 



Commissioner Dunckel: will this come out of our road budget? 



Laura Tschabold: this is not the plan. 



Commissioner Abrams: on the fencing, I would think it would be beneficial that the county 
mandate that it will be fenced the length of the whole project. 



Todd Sadlo: if you think it would be a condition to minimize the impact on farming practices, we 
would do it. I would limit it to the 3 miles we are starting now, unless a landowner does not want 
fencing. 
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Commissioner Abrams: as far as the easement issue, I want to be sure that the language is firmed 
up about addressing historical crossing or farm access. I think this should be memorialized in 
writing. 



Todd Sadlo: we put out a sheet of FAQs that addresses the crossing issues. We will be fully 
engaged with the people living along the trail so we will specifically meet their needs. 



Commissioner Abrams: there was a letter from Fruithill Inc., what about this owner? 



Todd Sadlo: Union Pacific Railroad reserved a 30 feet easement from the property and they want 
the trail to stay that far away from their farm. We are not planning on developing that part of the 
trail right now; we think fencing will keep people off their property. 



Commissioner Veatch: what about the spray concerns? 



Todd Sadlo: it looks like everyone who wrote in with concerns is aware of overdrift and do not 
do it, but are afraid that due to the smells, etc., people might think they are being sprayed and hit 
them with frivolous lawsuits or investigations by OSHA. I’m not saying there won’t be some 
issues, but we are saying it will not significantly impact farming practice and cost. 



Commissioner Veatch: can we make a recommendation such as the funding mechanism is in 
place prior to development? I am talking about long term maintenance. 



Todd Sadlo: I don’t think that is a Planning Commission decision. 



Laura Tschabold: I think we will partner with Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail group to 
establish funding mechanisms. 



Commissioner Armstrong: since the county owns the property, can the county shut this project 
down? 



Todd Sadlo: yes they can. 



Commissioner Sherwood: in reading through the material, what struck me is the unique 
opportunity it was to obtain this property, it will be nearly impossible to amass land like this in 
the future for a long trail. This is a unique opportunity to have a trail going through wine country.  



Todd Sadlo: we’ve heard this project compared to the Springwater Corridor a lot, but it is not. 
The City of Portland made a decision to let people camp on the Springwater Corridor. The 
remoteness of this trail would not be a draw for homeless people, but it will draw people who 
want to enjoy the beauty of this place. The letters received from the Farm Bureau letters almost 
seem to be pitting one group of farmers against the other. The wine industry is supportive of the 
project. 



Public Testimony:  



Jim Vandyke: PO 400, Yamhill- opponent: voiced concerns with trespassing issues and trail 
users complaining about farm odors, noise, and dust.  
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Commissioner Armstrong: I understand that many people do not understand where the food they 
get from the supermarket comes from. I think this will help them comprehend better. Do you 
think if we put a big sign that says “dust, order, smell” it will help? 



Jim Vandyke: my daughter was driving the combine a few years ago and she called me in tears 
because they were having a bike event and lots of cyclists were flipping her off. They have no 
respect for our rural farmland.  



Commissioner Armstrong: I think signs might help, saying tractors have the right of way, etc., 
educating the visitors. 



John Vandyke: 1255 E Main St, Yamhill – opponent. I am appalled they are going to use tax 
money to displace the buses at the bus barn. They don’t know where they will store the busses if 
they have to move and this will increase tax dollars. If this goes through, I request the easement 
along my property be fenced. 



Wayne Webke: 13775 Meadowlake Rd, Carlton – proponent. I am director of Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Signage and education should help mitigate some of the concerns the 
users have about farm practices. When we start building south of Carlton, there is an organic 
dairy farm, that we will put special gates on to move the cattle back and forth. We were primarily 
advocates of this project, but since acquisition we have restructured ourselves to focus funding 
and recruiting volunteers. We have made a commitment to use volunteers to keep up 
maintenance. We are looking for long range funding to keep maintenance in the future average 
cost will be about $18000 per year. We will use some volunteers to maintaining the trail itself. 



Veronica Hinkes: 16375 NW Meadowlake, Carlton - proponent.  This trail will be a huge asset to 
our tourism. She read a letter of support from Travel Oregon. Thinks this trail will bring in more 
tourist dollars. Agri-tourism is growing, Oregon is a culinary destination and people are 
interested in farming activities.  



Commissioner Dunckel: has anybody ever thought about the highway situation in down town 
Carlton. Has anyone suggested that the first mile and a half be paved past the bus barn? 



Wayne Webke: ODOT opposed it. 



Mrs. Marlene Belt: 19125 NW Rockyford Rd, Yamhill - opponent.  We have a property where 
the bus barn is located. What is being proposed here is going to do us in, unless there is an 
overpass from John Vandyke’s place to the bus barn. Most of our retirement income will go 
away. It is not just the farmers who are being impacted. I am not against the trail, because it is 
dangerous passing bicyclist on the road. But it should be situated elsewhere. 



Commissioner Armstrong: the overpass would go over Highway 240 and then the length of your 
property? 



Mrs. Belt: yes, our business is on both sides of the highway. 



Commissioner Armstrong: is this the first time you brought up your concerns to the committee? 



Mrs. Belt: no, but we thought this project wouldn’t start for 20 years. Now it is starting soon. 
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Commissioner Armstrong: beside the overpass, do you have any other suggestions? 



Mrs. Belt: no 



Tom Hammer: 23701 Wallace Rd – opponent.  He has concerns with fiscal responsibility, 
property rights and transparency. 



Lewis Miller: 11540 Finn Hill Loop Rd, Yamhill – opponent. I am the bus barn manager, I rent 
from the Belts, and it will affect my lively hood if we have to move the bus barn.  



Todd Sadlo: we need access to the property that the bus barn is located on, but we can do this 
without impacting the bus barn business. We have no definitive construction plans now. 



Commissioner Ehry: if you don’t own the land, why are the buses there? 



Lewis Miller: we lease from the Belts. 



Marlene Belt: we leased from Union Pacific and thought we would be able to continue. We 
invested in good faith. 



Karen Hoyt: 16301 NW Red Shot Ln, Carlton – proponent. I am in support of the trail. I think 
the trail will improve the quality of life for every citizen. 



Kris Weinbender: 12000 Hwy 47, Carlton – opponent. Concerned with transparency and 
trespassing issues. I am concerned about security and safety on the trail. Nobody can guarantee 
anything. 



Ben Vandyke: 15221 NW Westside Rd, Yamhill- opponent. We farm 2.7 linear miles both sides 
of the trails. My feeling tonight is to express what kind of impact this will have on our farming 
practices. Oregon has great land use laws. I farm by trains and they don’t bother me. I’ve never 
been turned into to OSHA, flipped off, or intimidated by the trains. If someone is on the path, I 
might not see them in time to stop spraying. Do I need to have a spotter? I was concerned when 
counsel was up here, they expressed what they want to do, what they would like to do, but is all 
up in the air. If in the future they run out of money, is the fencing the first to go? Trespassing is a 
real issue; it can be a food safety issue. 



Jack Schwab: 323 SE Cowls, McMinnville: Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail, volunteer 
coordinator – proponent.  Just like you can’t predict the weather, we can’t predict what kind of 
volunteers we will have. We need a master plan first. As soon as we raise the money, we can sort 
out all the details about what specific farmers need, and give more definitive answers. None of us 
can sit here tonight and say how it will play out or how much it will cost. The master planning 
process will answer a lot of these questions. Tonight we are addressing whether land use issues 
need to be amended to make this trail feasible. 



Billy Jean Matthews: 19643 NW Red Ridge Rd – opponent. I am concerned with impact on 
farming. I have concerns with the farm impact study. Certain lots were omitted that are AF-10 
and were not even considered in this study. They also could have talked to farmers in the area, 
and have not. Oregon is a right to farm state. Education will be important going forward. 
Trespass issue: trampling on crops will impact yield. Part of our crop is alfalfa, how many horse 
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owners would let their horses graze? Fencing might not be adequate. Also, having to go through 
gates can slow farming activities down. Trash could be an issue, not all trail users will be well 
behaved.   I am concerned with trespassers crossing onto our property, getting hurt, and suing us. 
Our farm is not a petting zoo. I don’t want people interfering with our animals. Farm operations 
are dangerous, especially during harvest time. All dogs should be on a leash at all times. All of 
this can increase our insurance costs. I would suggest that planning and commissioners talk to 
the farmers, not at us. You have got to educate the public if you are inviting them to our farms. 
Do not ignore our concerns. Don’t let anyone tell you this will be like the Banks Vernonia trail, 
that is forested and this will be going through hot, hay fields. I would like bicyclers off the 
highway, but don’t put them through my farm.  



James McMaster: 18445 Rainbow Ln, Newberg, proponent. I appreciate what the landowners are 
saying, I bike for health reasons. It is a great opportunity that you have a group that is helping set 
up the trail, educating the public; it is a great idea for safety instead of riding on the highway. 



Amy Wilder: 1040 S. Park St, Carlton- proponent. Mentioned safety issues of getting bicyclist 
off the highway. 



Grant Hoyt: 16301 NW Red Shot Ln, Carlton – proponent. Comment read into record by Chair 
Armstrong. 



Ann-Marie Anderson: 309 Main St, Dayton – proponent. I am a cyclist but I am afraid to cycle 
on the road much around here. I would love to have this trail as a safe place to walk and get 
exercise. 



Commissioner Armstrong: you’ve heard concerns about trespass and farming issues. What can 
we do to mitigate this?  



Ann-Marie: education, signage, etc. Yamhill County has 100,000 people I hope you consider the 
greater social good over the concerns of a few farmers. 



Carla Chambers: 23620 SE Franquette Dr, Amity – opponent. Comments read into record by 
Chair Armstrong. 



Steve Wick: 29250 NE Olson Rd, Gaston – proponent. As a farmer I attest that this trail will not 
affect farming any more than any other road. The farmer’s concerns can be mitigated in the 
master plan. I know of 4 deaths on this highway in last 10 years, we need to get a safe spot for 
riders.  



Commissioner Armstrong: when is the master plan happening? 



Steve Wick: we are looking for funding now. 



Commissioner Armstrong: when you get funding, how long until you get property owners’ 
involved. 



Steve Wick: I don’t know. 



Commissioner Robison: how much funding do you have for the master plan right now?  
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Steve Wick: I don’t know, I’m not involved with that aspect of the project. 



Dennis Rogers: 24700 SW Rogers Rd, Sheridan – opponent. Statement read into record by Chair 
Armstrong.  



Brian Schmidt, 7580 NE Hendricks Rd, Carlton – opponent: Concerned with trespassing issue, 
and having to slow down farming practices looking out for trail users as he is crossing the trail. 
Requested 10’ security fence along his farming area and beyond on both ends and both sides, 
with a push button gate to cross his herd over the trail safely. 



Eric Kuehne: 13140A NE Kuehne Rd, Carlton - opponent. Not present when called to speak. 



Chris Mattson: 20751 Cove Orchard Rd, Yamhill – opponent. Concerns: he would like an 
unbiased party do an impact study, not the county. Also states that there is pending litigation 
challenging the ownership of the Right of Way, as the county purchased it without title 
insurance. This trail is on good agricultural soil, I think it could be easily converted back to farm 
land. The recent solar hearing was concerned about preserving the farmland, why don’t we 
protect this? 



Commissioner Armstrong: this has been graveled and compacted for 100 years; it is no longer 
prime soil. 



Neyssa Hays: 101 S 6th, Carlton – proponent. It will be a boon for most of the residents of the 
county, safer for kids to get to school, and not all grant money comes from taxes, for example 
lottery funds. I would happily volunteer to help take care of the trail. 



Chair Armstrong called county counsel back to answer questions. 



Todd Sadlo: as far as the bus barn, it is a sticky issue. Union Pacific was leasing to the Belts. We 
don’t have any current plans to dislocate the operation. I was looking at moving things on the 
property, not removing them from the property. The bus barn people sub contract from the Belts; 
the county is currently having issues with the Belts at present with the current use of their 
building. As far as contacting people that own land along the proposed trail, we have heard from 
landowners farther down the trail, but we are only concerned right now with the people on the 
first 2.5 miles of the trail that will be developed soon. We don’t want to discount them, but we 
will talk to them when and if the trail gets to that point. As for transparency complaints, we have 
a website and have tried to be transparent. We are expecting to have a lot more contact with 
landowners, especially those located on 1st part of trail. 



Chris Mattson: when did the website go online? 



Ken Huffer, Yamhill County Deputy County Administrator: it was on the Yamhill County Parks 
and Recreation page starting in 2012. 



Todd Sadlo: as far as contacting people, I’ve met a lot tonight and we will incorporate them in 
the process. As far as farm study, there was no requirement in the law that we have to do a study. 
The Farm Bureau asked us to put out findings, so we did. We were recently made aware of the 
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spray and trespass issue, and we are seeking to address this. Our goal is not only to comply with 
law, but to make the trail work for all residents, and to be a good steward of the land. 



Commissioner Halstead: tell me about the title issue? 



Todd Sadlo: Mr. Mattson filed the lawsuit so I cannot talk to him without his lawyer being 
present. We hope this issue is resolved. We purchased the easement from the Schrepels. 



Commissioner Dunckel: in the application by the county it states “we will hopefully demonstrate 
that the trail will be compatible”? Have we really done that? Since private citizens have to prove 
there is no impact, shouldn’t the County have to as well? I am not satisfied you have. 



Chair Armstrong closed public hearing. 



Staff recommendation: 



Stephanie Armstrong: over the past several years there have been many open houses and chances 
for the public to weigh in on this project. Staff recommends approval. 



Deliberation: 



Commissioner Veatch: I am torn on the issue, but I believe the merits of the trail have an impact 
on community as we move forward. More people are coming to this community whether the trail 
is here or not, and we need to get the bikes off the highway. It will bring in lots of revenue. I 
understand there will be conflicts; we will have to work them out. I feel for some of the adjacent 
land owners as there hasn’t been a railroad for a long time, but it is a piece of property that the 
county has purchased. I know things aren’t nailed down, but I think we should move in that 
direction. I would recommend this with conditions of fencing to mitigate trespass issues. I have 
concerns with the spraying issues; there could be parts of their land they will have to treat 
differently, and access issues, especially during harvest time. I ask the Board of Commissioners 
to look at how they can assist with that. Signage would be important with warnings of farm 
practices and educational components. I think they should look at the Belt and Schrepel 
properties to minimize impact to the owners.  



Commissioner Sherwood: this is going to be a win to the county and residents. I know there will 
be conflicts, but hopefully we can mitigate these.  



Commissioner Dunckel: I think it is good idea, but I’m concerned with how it is funded. I don’t 
want to come from our transportation fund. Also, I don’t like the language in the application 
“hopefully” mitigate, I would recommend that word being dropped. 



Commissioner Halstead: I think this is a situation that can be resolved, and will be good for 
Yamhill County. 



Commissioner Abrams: I sympathize with mixing the public with farm operations; I don’t know 
what I think. 



Commissioner Ehry: the railroad doesn’t pay taxes on the land they own and this has been 
abandoned for years. This should have been deeded to the county years ago, it would have saved 
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everyone money. I have been in agriculture my whole life, we were beekeepers. I’ve seen people 
drive right into the middle of our crop and park to show their kids bees. I know this happens in 
agriculture, we work hard to educate people, we want them to appreciate it and be proud of what 
we are doing. It is hard to ok people coming on to your property. Signage is a great way to take 
care of that. The trespassing issue and homeless people will need to be monitored as our 
homeless problem won’t go away. I’m leaning on voting against it. 



Commissioner Robison: Yamhill County was lucky to get to buy this land. I live on a farm and 
understand the issues with bikers, trespassers, opening gates, etc. I look at the Right of Way 
property as being a new neighbor; you have to work to get along. I respect Brett’s concern; 
signage is great, and the fencing will need barbed wire on top. I would like to see this master 
plan move on. I am I favor of the trail.  



Commissioner Armstrong: more people equal more problems. The tourist industry is important 
and I think we are smart enough to make this trail work. I understand how some people will be 
unhappy but there is a lot of support for this project. We cannot deny the safety issue here; no 
one will ride on Hwy 47 if they have a safer place, such as the trail. I don’t see us resolving 
spraying and fencing issues tonight. I am in favor of the amendment moving forward, but would 
like to strike the “emergency” terminology and replace the word “hopefully” with the word 
“will” or “shall”. 



Commissioner Halstead recommended to County Commission the adoption of proposal striking 
out the word hopefully and removing the emergency clause. Commissioner Ehry seconded, 
approved 8-0. 



Chair Armstrong: alright, it will be reworded to remove the word hopefully and remove the 
emergency clause. Tie vote 4-4, with Commissioners Dunckel, Ehry, Veatch and Abrams 
against. Amendment will not be recommended to BOC, but notes of tonight’s meeting will be 
forwarded. 



Other Business:  



Ken Friday: this will be heard by the Board of Commissioners on May 15 at 10:00am in this 
meeting room. 



Hearing Adjourned 11:12 pm 












 
Stephanie Curran
Yamhill County Building & Planning
525 NE 4th St.
McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7516


 



tel:503-434-7516






From: Carolina Rook
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: BO 18-174
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:51:24 AM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


Let’s try this again.
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
 



mailto:rookc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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Office of County Administrator 



 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
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TAXES RECEIVABLE



INSURANCE REC



LAND



BUILDINGS



MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT



GENERAL ASSETS



DATA PROCESSING



ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS



ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP



ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS



ALLOW DEPR-DP



FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN



ACCOUNTS PAYABLE



PAYROLL PAYABLE



MEDICARE TAX



FEDERAL TAXES



STATE TAXES



FICA TAXES



WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT



T-670



OPEU



FAMILY CANCER



OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST



OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN



SBA (TC 763)



MISC



RETIREMENT BENEFIT



PERS



PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP



PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN



M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 



                               -                        94,773.65 



                               -                          9,969.59 



                               -                        43,503.31 



                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 



                               -                          1,266.25 



                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   



                               -                             230.62 



                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 



                               -                   2,101,377.77 



                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 



                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   



                               -                      131,065.42 



                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   



                               -                        13,754.10 



                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   



              8,548,474.36                                  -   



              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   



              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   



              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 



                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   



                        400.00                                  -   



                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   



                     1,100.00                                  -   



                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   



            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE



MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT



VEBA BENEFIT



KAISER-PERMANENTE



PERS UNIT PURCHASE



OSGP LOAN



ICMA DEFERRED



BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD



PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN



VOLUNTARY LIFE



SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT



YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)



VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY



LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE



DEFERRED REVENUE



LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE



DEPOSITS



RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN



LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN



DEPOSITS



RESERVE FOR ENCUM



INVESTMENT IN LAND



INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS



INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP



INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS



INVESTMENT IN CWIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP



ENCUMBRANCE



BB



BEG BALANCE RESERVED



Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 



                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 



              4,192,029.85                                  -   



              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 



                               -                   4,801,547.39 



                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 



                               -                   1,598,715.55 



                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   



                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 



                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   



                               -                        16,139.23 



                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 



                               -                      148,113.59 



                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 



                               -                               56.48 



                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 



                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 



                               -                        21,555.05 



                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name



010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES



010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES



010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS



010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX



010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX



010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX



010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX



010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST



010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST



010-002-362.99 MISC



010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE



010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   













From: LEDET Elizabeth
To: "martinc@co.yamhill.or.us"
Cc: DUNCAN Michael W
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:28:16 AM
Attachments: 3A-16 IGAFinal.docx


3B-13 IGA.doc
2M-03 IGA.doc


Carrie,
Here are some sample statements of work that you can use to help respond to
Scoring Criterion 3 – Clear Approach.
 
Please feel free to call me or Michael (503-325-7224) if you have any other questions.
I’ve copied him so you’ll have his e-mail.
 
 
Elizabeth Ledet
TGM @ TDD
503-986-3205
 



mailto:Elizabeth.L.LEDET@odot.state.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us



EXHIBIT A


STATEMENT OF WORK DELIVERABLES & SCHEDULE


TGM 3A-16


City of Reedsport


Dean to Dunes Trail Plan





Acronyms and Definitions


ADA		Americans with Disabilities Act


Agency or ODOT		Oregon Department of Transportation


APM		Agency Project Manager


City		City of Reedsport


County		Douglas County


DDTP		Dean to Dunes Trail Plan


GIS		Geographic Information Systems


PAC		Project Advisory Committee


PMT		Project Management Team


TM		Technical Memorandum


TPAU		Transportation Planning Analysis Unit


TSP		Transportation System Plan





Project Management Team


			City of Reedsport


Jessica Terra    	jterra@cityofreedsport.org


City of Reedsport   541-271-3603


451 Winchester Avenue


Reedsport, OR 97467





			Douglas County 


Ricky Hoffman    rjhoffma@co.douglas.or.us


Douglas County    541-440-4289


1036 S.E. Douglas Avenue


Douglas County Courthouse – Justice Building – Room 106


Roseburg, OR 97470





			Consultant


Eric Johnston      eric.johnston@scjalliance.com (360) 352-1465 


Anne Sylvester   anne.sylvester@scjalliance.com (503) 341-6248


SJC Alliance


315 W. Mill Plain Blvd, Suite 208


Vancouver, WA 98660





			Oregon Department of Transportation 


Agency Project Manager


John McDonald   john.mcdonald@odot.state.or.us


Oregon Department of Transportation	541-957-3688


3500 NW Stewart Parkway


Roseburg, OR 97470











PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit


The City of Reedsport (“City”) Dean to Dunes Trail Plan (“DDTP”) will identify a continuous trail extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), eastward to the City, then southward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, for a total distance of approximately eight miles. The DDTP will build on prior planning efforts for the trail within the City, specifically the Waterfront and Downtown Plan, the Levee Loop Trail Plan, and the Pedestrian Safety Study. The DDTP will be adopted as a supporting document to the City and Douglas County (“County”) Transportation System Plans (“TSP”), with references added into each TSP where necessary. 


Once constructed, the Dean to Dunes Trail will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for trips both within and external to the community. Currently, the only opportunity for bicyclists and pedestrians to access areas in and near the City is along a narrow highway shoulder.


Study Area


A corridor paralleling US 101 and OR 38, extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), northeastward to the intersection of US 101 / OR 38, then southeastward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area. There are two primary segments:


· West – From Oregon Dunes  access to Highland Mobile Park within City 


· East – From N 3rd Street within City to Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area


For purposes of DDTP development, Study Area includes only those portions of the future trail to be developed (i.e. the red and blue lines in Figure 1), and adjacent land uses.  Color copies of Figure 1 will be provided separately, if necessary.  


See Figure 1: red lines represent trail sections within the City that must be planned; blue lines represent areas within the County that must be planned; other colors represent existing or planned trailed which must be connected to the Dean to Dunes Trail. 


Background


City and County currently lack adequate bicycle/pedestrian facilities. US 101 and OR 38, the primary means by which bicyclists and pedestrians access the coast, are often inadequate and unpleasant to meet that need.


City is an economically distressed area with a negative population growth rate. City is looking at numerous ways to reinvigorate the local economy, including coastal tourism. Although located on the coast, City does not have a coastal view and relies on US 101 and OR 38 for tourists to see the ocean and other attractors in the area. Providing a safe and convenient bicycle/pedestrian trail is anticipated to improve tourist opportunities and help invigorate local tourism. 


Despite the population and economic decline, Reedsport continues to be the major employment center in the area. People living outside Reedsport are unable to safely and conveniently commute by walking or bicycle. The DDTP will provide the framework for that opportunity. 








Figure 1: Study Area Map





Project Objectives


The DDTP is intended to lay the groundwork for an off-highway trail experience (where practicable), extending from the Oregon Dunes to City, and City to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, while connecting to the existing and planned City bicycle/pedestrian system. It will capitalize on the high quality aesthetic resources of the area, identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding; it will also ensure compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations and standards.


GENERAL PROVISIONS


Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables


DDTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with simple and concise accompanying narratives. Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software. Memoranda and reports must be formatted for 8 ½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the Project Management Team (“PMT”) in Word and .pdf formats. Final versions of documents must be provided in an open universally readable format.






Draft Materials


Draft materials must be substantially complete, and any changes or revisions needed to address comments must be minor.


Consultant shall provide deliverables to PMT at least ten business days prior to a scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. PMT consists of the City, County, Consultant, and Agency’s Project Manager (“APM”).


City shall and County and APM will each submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five business days of receipt. 


Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received from PMT, and provide new draft to PMT no more than two business days prior to scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. 


Text Deliverables


The following text must appear in the final plan:


“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act), Federal Transit Administration, and State of Oregon funds.”


Consultant name or logo may not appear on final documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.


Maps and Graphic Deliverables


Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City and County Geographic Information System (“GIS”) base data, or in a format agreed between the PMT. 


Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale, direction arrow indicating north, a color scheme ensuring readability in black and white, a legend, source and date for underlying information, and all railroads.


All graphics, including but not limited to vector-based graphics, including perspectives, axonometric drawings, and elevations created digitally, must be delivered in both the native format in which they are created (i.e. Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad, etc.) and in an open and universally readable format (i.e. Word, .pdf, etc.), as agreed between City, Consultant, and Agency.


Web Access to All Materials


Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency.






Expectations about Meetings and Public Involvement


The public involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process”.


City and County shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, or tribal programs or policies.


Meaningful involvement means:


· Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health


· The public’s contribution can influence the regulatory agency’s decision


· The concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process


· The decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected


City and County shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts must be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low-income populations.


The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council and County Board of Commissioners. City and County shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City and County shall transmit any comments received outside established processes in this statement of work to the PMT.


Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibilities for public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task.


Expectations about Traffic Analysis


An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandum (“TM”) containing traffic analysis must be stamped. Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) Analysis Procedures Manual, available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx  Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit (“TPAU”) and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from TPAU and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to doing any analysis.





TASK 1: PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND INITIATION


1.1 	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


PMT shall review project progress, identify and mitigate potential issues, and oversee project development from beginning to end. There will be up to fifteen PMT teleconferences, anticipated to last one hour each. 


For each PMT Meeting:


· Consultant shall


· Arrange a call-in number


· Develop and distribute an agenda to PMT at least two business days prior to PMT Meeting


· Take meeting notes with focus on memorializing key decisions and direction


· Distribute notes to PMT within two business days after PMT Meeting


· City shall


· Attend and participate


· County will


· Attend and participate


1.2 	Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) Roster


City shall establish PAC membership and prepare roster. PAC is expected to consist of:


· Coquille Indian Tribe


· Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians


· Confederated Tribes of Siletz


· U.S. Army Corps of Engineers


· Bureau of Land Management


· City Council


· City Planning Commission


· County Board of Commissioners


· County Planning Commission


· Reedsport School District


· Emergency service provider


· Transit service provider


· ODOT


· Department of Land Conservation and Development


· Oregon Department of State Lands


· Bicycle/Pedestrian Interest Groups


· Tourist Industry Representatives


· Title VI / Transportation-disadvantaged representative


· Citizens-at-large


· Business or chamber of commerce representative


1.3 	Project Webpage


City shall develop and maintain a Project Webpage. Project Webpage may be a page on City website or a separate website with a link from City’s website. Project Webpage must contain all materials and other information developed for the DDTP and meeting information (times, locations, agendas, summaries, and materials). 	


1.4 	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


Consultant shall prepare a Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum and submit to PMT. 


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, PMT shall participate in a Kick-Off Meeting to establish a refined project schedule; identify key issues, opportunities, and milestones; and discuss other Project-related information.


Kick-Off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours.


For Kick-Off Meeting:


· Consultant shall:


· Develop meeting agenda and distribute to PMT at least two business days prior


· Take meeting notes


· Provide draft refined project schedule


· City shall:


· Attend


· Invite key stakeholders (see, for example, PAC Roster), at discretion of City, to attend


· Arrange facilities


· Provide necessary equipment for conducting meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· Attend


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, there will be a Site Visit following the Kick-Off Meeting. PMT shall visit key Project locations; note observations; take photographs; and conduct other activities for future Project success.


Site visit is anticipated to last four hours. City, County, Consultant, and APM will each provide their own transportation. 


For Site Visit:


· Consultant shall:


· Take notes and photographs (Consultant shall provide own camera)


· City shall:


· Attend and facilitate Site Visit(tour guide)


· Invite key stakeholders to attend


· Provide itinerary


· County will:


· Attend 


Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum must include:


· Revised refined project schedule


· Notes from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Key decisions from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Notes from the Site Visit


· Key observations from the Site Visit


· Photographs from the Site Visit


· Other observations related to the project


City Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	PAC Roster


1C	Project Webpage


1D	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


Consultant Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


TASK 2: PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES


2.1	Draft TM 1


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 1, and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 1 must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose


· Project goals and Project Objectives


· Description of Study Area and trail planning segments, including:


· Map of overall Study Area


· West and East trail planning segments


· Existing and planned trail segments in Study Area


· Key Study Area characteristics (i.e. city limits, urban growth boundary, bodies of water, etc.)


Draft TM 1 must include trail option evaluation criteria, based on the Project Objectives, for use in later tasks. Trail option evaluation criteria must include, but not be limited to:


· Trail types


· User experience


· Safety and security


· Connectivity


· Environmental and cultural resource impacts


· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts


· Property ownership impacts


· Directness of travel


· Cost and funding availability


· Phasing opportunities


Draft TM 1 must include concise and general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  For those trail types later used for the preferred trail alignment options, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified.


2.2	Draft TM 2


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 2 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 2 must summarize existing laws, plans, policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may affect trail development or be relevant to trail selection in later tasks. Base maps must be included. City, County or ODOT shall provide all available data necessary to produce a description of transportation, land use, natural resources, cultural resources and demographics to Consultant.


City shall provide all baseline data within the City’s control necessary for completing Draft TM 2.  


Draft TM 2 must include the following:


1.	Existing Laws, Rules, and Regulations


An analysis of federal, state, and local laws, plans and policies that pertain to trail, identify any conflicts with trail development, and options for resolving those conflicts. The analysis must include:


· City Comprehensive Plan, TSP, 2016 Pedestrian Safety Study, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Levee Loop Trail Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami zones


· County Comprehensive Plan, TSP, zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami inundation zones


· Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”)


· Federal tsunami inundation zones, flood areas, and levee regulations including U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Design and Alternative Criteria


· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans, and policies, including the Department of Land Conservation and Development’s Transportation Planning Rule; Statewide Transportation Improvement Program; Oregon Transportation Plan and all modal plans; and Traffic, Highway, Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals


2.	Transportation and Land Use Features


An inventory of key existing and planned (i.e. identified in an adopted plan, and with a committed funding source) transportation network and land use features within the Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and potential constraints for trail siting and development. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified. Features must include:


· Transportation network


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations and conditions of medians


· Locations and conditions of culverts and bridges


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle and pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments


· Bicycle and pedestrian networks, including types, locations, widths, surface, and ownership


· Levees, including locations and geometries


· Existing and planned land uses:


· Existing land uses, including vacant land


· City and County comprehensive plan designations, zoning, and any overlays


· Property boundaries, based on County Assessor and GIS records


· Activity centers likely to attract tourists, bicyclists, or pedestrians (such as the trailhead to the Oregon Dunes and the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area)


3.	Natural and Cultural Resources


An inventory of key natural and cultural resources within Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development. Consistent with data availability, the inventory must include:


· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources


· Regulatory floodplains


· Wetlands and non-wetland waters


· Endangered Species Act and Oregon-listed sensitive species


· Known hazardous materials sites


· Known historic, cultural, and archaeological resources and sites


· Topographical information, including steep and unstable slopes


· Tsunami inundation zones


4.	Demographics


General assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for Study Area residents, particularly considering the locations and characteristics of Title VI and Environmental Justice populations. City shall provide socio-economic and demographic information to Consultant.


2.3	Revised TMs 1 and 2


Consultant shall prepare revised Draft TMs 1 and 2, based on comments from PMT. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TMs 1 and 2 to PMT. 


Revised TMs 1 and 2 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TMs 1 and 2.


City Deliverables


2A	Baseline Data for TM 2


2B	Review and Comment on Draft TM 1


2C	Review and Comment on Draft TM 2


Consultant Deliverables


2A	Draft TM 1


2B	Draft TM 2


2C	Revised TMs 1 and 2


TASK 3: CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS


3.1	Draft TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 3 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 1 and Open House 1.


Draft TM 3 must include:


· Three alternative trail alignments for both the west segment and the east segment. Proposed trail stub locations (e.g. leads to a boat launch, scenic viewing area, or other attractor)


· A menu of potential and recommended trail amenities. Amenities must include a graphic representation, simple narrative, cost estimates, recommended materials, benefits and constraints, and conceptual locations. Amenities must include, but not be limited to:


· Security lighting and fencing


· Wayfinding and informational and hazard signage


· Benches and other furniture


· Bicycle racks and lockers


· Viewpoints


· Public restrooms


· Identification of any potential impacts to a levee or segments that are within 500 feet of a railroad, potential rail crossings, or any aspect of the trail that touches on railroad right of way or railroad operations in the Study Area


· Analysis of each of the alternatives, using the evaluation criteria in Revised TM 1.


3.2	PAC Meeting 1


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 3. PAC Meeting will be held on the same day as Open House 1, and is anticipated be approximately 2 hours in length. 


For PAC Meeting 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 1 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


PAC Meeting 1 must be held on the same or consecutive day as Open House 1.


3.3	Open House 1


Open House 1 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on alternative trail alignments, stub locations, and potential and recommended amenities.


Open House 1 must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed between the Consultant and City. Open House 1 is anticipated to last four hours.


For Open House 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 1 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 1 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 1 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 1


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 1


· County shall:


· attend


3.4	Revised TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 3, based on comments from PMT, PAC, and Open House 1.  City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TM 3 to PMT. 


Revised TM 3 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TM 3.


City Deliverables


3A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


Consultant Deliverables


3A	Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


3D	Revised TM 3


TASK 4: PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION


4.1	Draft TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 4 and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 2.


Draft TM 4 must include the preferred trail alignments and amenities, cost estimates, and potential funding. 


Preferred trail alignments must include as relevant:


· Recommended west segment alignment


· Recommended east segment alignment


· Cross-section


· Pavement type


· Width


· ADA features indicating those that are obviously compliant with ADA requirements, those that are obviously not compliant, and those where compliance cannot be determined


· Transportation system impacts and benefits, opportunities and constraints, including:


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations of medians


· Locations and condition of culverts and bridges based on ODOT’s bridge data management system


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle or pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


Preferred trail amenities must include:


· A graphic illustration or photographic representation


· Concise narrative describing the amenity


· Recommended materials


· Benefits and constraints


· Locations 


Cost estimates must include:


· Planning-level percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for trail development and construction


· Estimates broken into phases, both geographically and by amenity


· Trail types and special structures


· New or improved intersection and midblock crossings


· Preliminary and final design and engineering


· Permitting


· Construction management and contingencies


· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information


City, County, state, and federal funding options. 


Draft TM 5 must include the justification for the preferred trail alignments and amenities, including the scoring against the Revised TM 1 evaluation criteria


4.2	PAC Meeting 2


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 4. PAC Meeting #2 will be held on the same day as Open House 2, and is anticipated to be approximately 2 hours in length.


For PAC Meeting 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 2 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


4.3	Open House 2


Open House 2 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on preferred trail alignments and amenities, including costs.


For Open House 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 2 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 2 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 2 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 2


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 2


· County shall:


· attend


4.4	Decision Maker Workshop


Decision Maker Workshop provides an opportunity for City Council, City Planning Commission, County Board of Commissioners, or County Planning Commission to receive information and provide input on preferred trail alignments and amenities, costs, and other relevant information.


Decision Maker Workshop is anticipated to last three hours.


For Decision Maker Workshop:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and submit a presentation, to PMT at least five business days prior to workshop


· Take notes


· Provide a summary of input received to the PMT within five business days following Decision Maker Workshop


· City shall:


· Facilitate Decision Maker Workshop


· Arrange facilities


· Invite attendees


· Arrange equipment necessary for meeting and presentation


· Advertise using standard City processes


· County shall:


· Attend and participate


4.5	Revised TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 4, based on comments from PMT, PAC, Decision Maker Workshop and Open House 2. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant.  Consultant shall submit Revised TM 4 to PMT. 


Revised TM 4 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in the Revised TM 4.


4.6	Public Involvement Report


Consultant shall prepare a Public Involvement Report and submit to PMT. Public involvement report must include all public involvement (including Title VI, Environmental Justice, transportation disadvantaged outreach) conducted throughout the Project. 


City Deliverables


4A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


Consultant Deliverables


4A	Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


4E	Revised TM 4


4F 	Public Involvement Report


TASK 5: DEAN TO DUNES TRAIL PLAN


5.1	Draft DDTP


Consultant shall prepare Draft DDTP and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Draft DDTP must include the following:


· Volume 1


· Executive summary


· Project Purpose, goals, and Objectives


· Study Area map


· Overview of TM 1, including evaluation criteria


· Overview of TM 2


· Overview of TM 3


· Overview of TM 4, including preferred trail alignments and amenities for both segment, including:


· Mapped route alignments


· Trail typology


· Plan views


· Cross-sections


· Key connecting trail alignments


· Amenities and illustrations


· ADA features


· Other relevant information


· Map of future City trail network, pulled from this and prior plans


· Other relevant trail features (i.e. crossings, stubs, attractors, etc.)


· Cost estimates


· Recommended phasing


· Property impacts


· Plan adoption actions:


· Recommended City Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended City TSP amendments


· Recommended City development ordinances amendments


· Draft findings for City adoption of support document 


· Recommended County Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended County TSP amendments


· Recommended County development ordinance amendments


· Draft findings for County adoption of support document


· Volume 2


· All Revised TMs


· Comment logs for PAC, Open Houses and Decision-maker Workshops


· Comparative ranking tables for all trail alignments considered


· Public Involvement Report which will include meeting summaries and sign-in sheets


· Other relevant information


5.2	Final DDTP


Consultant shall revise Draft DDTP, based on comments from PMT. Consultant shall not be required to perform additional analysis, and all comments submitted by PMT must be limited to corrections, formatting, editing, illustration placement, or style.


Consultant shall submit Final DDTP to each member of PMT as follows:


· Two printed, bound copies of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies (e.g. on DVD) of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies of all project files (i.e. data files, GIS files, Draft and Revised TMs, graphics and illustrations, comment logs, etc.)


City Deliverables


5A	Review and Comment on Draft DDTP


Consultant Deliverables


5A	Draft DDTP


BD	Final DDTP








PROJECT SCHEDULE


			Task


			Schedule





			1


				May 2017





			2


			May 2017 – July 2017





			3


			July 2017 – November 2017





			4


			November 2017 – March 2018





			5


			March 2018– June 2018











Consultant Amounts per Deliverable


			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Lump Sum per Deliverable Amount Payable to Consultant





			1A


			PMT Meetings (up to 15 @ $210 each)


			$3,150





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


			$7,550





			


					Task Total


			$10,700





			2A


			Draft TM 1


			$5,150





			2B


			Draft TM 2


			$13,200





			2C


			Revised TMs 1 and 2


			$2,600





			


			Task Total


			$20,950





			3A


			Draft TM 3


			$14,900





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			$3,300





			3C


			Open House 1


			$7,800





			3D


			Revised TM 3


			$3,000





			


			Task Total


			$29,000





			4A


			Draft TM 4


			$11,800





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			$6,300





			4C


			Open House 2


			$8,600





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			$3,550





			4E


			Revised TM 4


			$2,700





			4F


			Public Involvement Report


			$2,000





			


			Task Total


			$34,950





			5A


			Draft DDTP


			$14,800





			5B


			Final DDTP


			$4,750





			


			Task Total


			$19,550





			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$115,150














Local Agency Match Table


			Task


			Description


			Staff Name


			Staff Hours


			 Wage 


			Supplies/other services


			 Cost of supplies/services 


			 Task Costs 





			1A


			PMT Meetings (15)


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			John S.


			15


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $643.35 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			15


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $294.00 





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			Itiniraries, invites, envelopes, postage


			 $20.00 


			 $481.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			County


			19


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $570.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $4,534.45 





			2A


			Draft TM1 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			2B


			Draft TM2 Review & baseline data


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $2,348.48 





			3A


			Draft TM3 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $  -   





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			3C


			Open House 1


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $3,115.18 





			4A


			Draft TM4 Review


			Jessica 


			8


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $246.24 





			


			


			Jonathan


			8


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $409.52 





			


			


			John S.


			8


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $343.12 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $240.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4C


			Open House 2


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $375.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $4,905.84 





			4A


			Draft DDTP


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $307.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			10


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $511.90 





			


			


			John S.


			10


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $428.90 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $300.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $1,607.40 





			Project Total


			 16,511.35 
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EXHIBIT A



STATEMENT OF WORK



TGM 3B-13



City of Reedsport



Levee Loop Trail Plan



Acronyms/Definitions



ADA
Americans with Disabilities Act



Agency/ODOT
Oregon Department of Transportation



APM
Agency Project Manager



City
City of Reedsport



LLTP
Levee Loop Trail Plan



NTP
Notice to Proceed



PAC
Project Advisory Committee



PMT
Project Management Team



RWDP
Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan


TGM
Transportation and Growth Management


TM
Technical Memorandum



Trail
City of Reedsport Levee Trail



USACE
United States Army Corps of Engineers



PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM (“PMT”)



			City of Reedsport (“City”)



Jessica Terra



City of Reedsport



451 Winchester Avenue



Reedsport, OR 97467


			jterra@cityofreedsport.org


541-271-3603





			Consultant


Bill Ciz


Parametrix


700 NE Multnomah, Suite 1000


Portland, OR 97232


			wciz@parametrix.com


503-233-2400





			ODOT/TGM



Agency Project Manager (“APM”)


Alexandra Krull, Transportation Planner



Oregon Department of Transportation



3500 NW Stewart Parkway



Roseburg, OR 97470


			Alexandra.Krull@odot.state.or.us 


541-957-3635








This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The work order contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “WOC”) with the work order consultant (“Consultant”) shall contain the following provisions in substantially the form set forth below:



“PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of the entities involved in this cooperative Project. In this Work Order Contract (WOC), the Consultant shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Consultant. All work assigned to other entities are not Consultant’s obligations under this WOC, but shall be obtained by Agency through separate intergovernmental agreements which contain a statement of work that is the same as or similar to this statement of work. The obligations of entities in this statement of work other than the Consultant are merely stated for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are the named entities parties to this WOC. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a subcontractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Consultant.



Any Consultant tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.
At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Consultant shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to APM of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in this statement of work.



2. APM shall contact the non-cooperative entity or entities to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and expedite items determined to be delaying the Consultant.



If Consultant has followed the notification process described in item 1, and Agency finds that delinquency of any deliverable is a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in this statement of work, the Consultant will not be found in breach of contract; nor shall Consultant be assessed or liable for any damages arising as a result of such delinquencies. Neither shall ODOT be responsible or liable for any damages to Consultant as the result of such non-cooperation by other entities. APM will negotiate with Consultant in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Consultant.”


PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit



The City of Reedsport’s (“City”) Levee Loop Trail Plan (“LLTP”) will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for local trips within the community. The LLTP must identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, regulatory requirements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding while ensuring compliance with the United States Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) levee program, and state and local standards.



The City of Reedsport Levee Loop Trail (“Trail”) will offer an alternative transportation option for City residents and tourists. The proposed Trail route will provide convenient access to attractors within City, reduce reliance on the automobile, and improve safety by reducing bicycle and pedestrian use of Highways 101 and 38.



Project Area



Selected area within the City of Reedsport (see attached map, which shows the Project Area boundary and five Trail planning segments).


Background



City currently lacks developed bicycle and pedestrian routes, particularly near Highway 101. The need for the Trail has been identified in both the Reedsport Transportation System Plan and Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan (“RWDP”). The RWDP identified a trail in concept. The LLTP must refine this concept.



City is currently in the process of recertifying the levee system. Development of the LLTP must be coordinated with that effort. Concepts, proposals, and cross-sections must be submitted to the USACE at least 15 working days prior to completion of Task 4.


Project Objectives


· Link the Trail to key attractors, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe and convenient access points and street/highway crossings;



· Provide shorter trip lengths between destinations on the trail than on road networks, to increase the Trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative;



· Identify the community vision for the overall Trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections;



· Address safety and security of trail users;



· Identify Trail standards, cross-sections, Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and other statutory and regulatory requirements;



· Provide methodology for the alteration of a provisionally accredited levee system as provided for under USACE design criteria for levees;



· Determine preliminary cost estimates and potential funding sources; and



· Consider visual impacts to abutting property owners in the preferred alignment and designs.



GENERAL PROVISIONS



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables



LLTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with a simple and concise accompanying narrative (e.g. system inventories, traffic conditions). Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software.  Memorandums and reports must be formatted for 8½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.  


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the PMT, including the City and Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) APM, in Word and .pdf.  Final versions of deliverables must be provided in an open universally readable format.  


The following apply to all deliverables unless otherwise specified in this statement of work or by Agency:



1.
Draft Materials



Draft deliverables must be substantially complete and that any changes or revisions needed to address comments will be minor. 



Consultant shall provide draft deliverables to the PMT at least ten working days prior to the scheduled meeting or public release.



City shall submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt, unless otherwise directed by PMT. APM shall submit one set of comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt of draft materials, unless otherwise directed by PMT.



Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received and provide new draft to City and APM at least two working days prior to meeting or public release. 



Consultant is not required to make major or extensive revisions without an approved contract amendment. This provision does not limit the right of Agency to require correction of deliverables that do not meet the requirements of this statement of work.



2.
Text deliverables



The following text must appear in Project’s final products:



“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), local government, and the State of Oregon funds. The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect views or policies of the State of Oregon.”



Consultant name or logos may not appear on Final LLTP documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.



3. 
Maps and graphic deliverables



Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City’s Geographic Information System base data, or in a format as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency. 



Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale; a direction indicator indicating north; a color scheme that ensures readability in black and white; a legend; source; and date for the underlying information. 



All graphics, including but not limited to vector based graphics including perspectives, axonometric drawings and elevations created digitally, must be delivered to the PMT digitally in both the native format in which they are created (such as Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad etc.) and in an open universally readable format (such as PDFs and or JPGs), as agreed between Consultant, City and Agency. 



4.
Web Access to All Materials



Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the Project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of Project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City and APM.



Expectations About Meetings and Public Involvement 



The Public Involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.” 



City shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or a socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs and policies. 



Meaningful involvement means that: 



(1) 
Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; 



(2) 
the public's contribution can influence the regulatory agency's decision; 



(3) 
the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and 



(4) 
the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.



City shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts shall be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low income populations. 



The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council. City shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City shall transmit any comments received outside of the processes in this statement of work to the Consultant.



Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibility of public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task. 



Expectations About Traffic Analysis



An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandums containing traffic analysis must be stamped.  Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx. Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to beginning analysis.



TASK 1:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT


1.1 Project Management Team 



The PMT will review project progress and identify and mitigate potential issues impacting the Project. The PMT shall consist of and be attended by the City, APM, and Consultant Project Manager.



City shall arrange and attend PMT teleconferences once monthly, up to 10 PMT teleconferences for the life of the Project.  Teleconferences are anticipated to be one hour.  Consultant Project Manager shall facilitate PMT teleconferences.  Teleconferences may be cancelled if the PMT determines meetings are not needed at that time.  



Consultant shall provide PMT meeting summary notes to City and APM within 10 working days following each PMT meeting.  



Initial PMT meeting must be conducted within two calendar weeks of Notice to Proceed (“NTP”).



1.2
Project Advisory Committee 



The Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) will discuss Project progress, review draft deliverables and materials associated with Project tasks, and provide input on the findings and options presented.  



The following standards apply to all PAC Meetings:  



· PAC shall meet three times during the Project, as identified in later tasks.  



· Each PAC Meeting is anticipated to be three hours.   



City shall establish PAC membership and submit the membership list to Consultant and APM.  At City’s discretion, PAC may include representatives from the following:



· US Army Corps of Engineers


· City Council member(s)



· City Planning Commission member(s)



· City Public Works Department staff



· Reedsport School District



· Emergency service provider (police, fire, and/or emergency medical services)



· Transit service provider



· ODOT Bicycle & Pedestrian Program



· ODOT Rail Division



· Coos Bay Rail Link



· Department of Land Conservation and Development



· Bicycle/pedestrian groups



· A Title VI / transportation disadvantaged population representative



· Citizens-at-large



· A business or chamber of commerce representative



City shall:



· Recruit and establish PAC membership



· Print and distribute meeting materials to PAC members



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise PAC Meetings using standard City processes, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct PAC Meetings



· Attend PAC Meetings and participate as appropriate



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copy of meeting agenda to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to PAC Meeting. 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting displays and handout materials, and the draft technical memoranda and other materials, to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to each PAC Meeting.



· Prepare PAC Meeting presentations in consultation with City, and facilitate meetings in-person (except as noted under Task 3). 



· Take PAC Meeting notes, and distribute summary to City and APM within 10 working days following the meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



PAC Meetings must be held in the same time period as other Project meetings associated with a given task (Key Stakeholder Meetings, Kick-off Meeting, Open House, and/or Joint City Planning Commission/City Council Workshop). All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. PAC Meetings are described and scheduled under the specific tasks during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.3
Key Stakeholder Meetings


Key Stakeholder Meetings will inform stakeholders of project goals, objectives and processes and solicit input on deliverables throughout the course of the Project. City shall prepare a list of key stakeholders and submit to APM.  Key stakeholders must include an inclusive cross-section of community businesses, property owners, interests and populations potentially impacted by the Project. This list shall be used to select key stakeholders to meet with at different phases in the Project.  This list may be updated at any point during the Project.  



Key Stakeholder Meetings are anticipated to be approximately one hour each, not to exceed four hours total for each associated project task. 



At the City’s discretion, Key Stakeholder Meetings may be conducted:



· With multiple stakeholders at the same time



· With individual stakeholders multiple times



· By telephone, at the convenience of the stakeholder(s)



City shall:



· Recruit potential key stakeholder participants



· Prepare meeting agenda if needed, and print and distribute meeting materials to stakeholders


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant



· Advertise meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate


· Take meeting notes, and distribute summary to Consultant and APM within 10 working days following the Key Stakeholder Meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



Consultant shall: 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting display and handout materials, draft task technical memoranda, and other materials to be considered, to City at least 10 working days prior to Key Stakeholder Meetings. 


· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Tasks 2 and 4, Consultant shall review meeting summaries developed by the City and consider meeting outcomes in the development of task deliverables.



· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Task 5, Consultant shall attend and participate.



Key Stakeholder Meetings must occur on the same or adjacent day as the PAC Meeting, Kick-off Meeting or Council/Commission Workshop for the associated task. All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Key Stakeholder Meetings are described and scheduled herein under the specific task during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.4
Project Webpage



City shall develop and maintain a project webpage on the City web site containing all materials and information relevant to development of the LLTP. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing and maintaining the Project webpage.



City Deliverables



1A.
Arrange and attend PMT Teleconferences



1B
PAC member list



1C
Stakeholder list



1D
Project Website



Consultant Deliverables



1A
PMT Teleconferences



Note: 
Specific Consultant deliverables for the PAC Meetings and Key Stakeholder Meetings described under Task 1 are listed under the specific task these meetings occur.


TASK 2
PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



Task 2.1
Goals and Objectives Technical Memorandum #1 (“TM #1”)


Consultant shall produce TM #1, Project Goals and Objectives, which must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose 



· Project goals and objectives



· Project Area and Trail Planning Segments, including a map illustrating overall Project boundary and five  Trail planning segments within that boundary; and key Project Area characteristics such as the city limits, urban growth boundary, major water bodies, and key existing land use and transportation features


TM #1 must include a set of trail option evaluation criteria, in a form usable by the PMT, PAC, Key Stakeholders, and the general public, to be used under Task 3 and Task 4 for the purposes of evaluating, contrasting, and selecting trail options and alternatives. TM #1 must include concise general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  


For those trail types used for the preferred trail alignment options selected under Task 4, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included in the associated TM #4. The preference is to site the Trail on the levee or within publically-owned or controlled property and right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible options can be identified. Trail option evaluation criteria, must include: 



· Trail types



· Trail user experience



· Safety and security



· Connectivity



· Environmental and cultural resource impacts



· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts



· Property ownership impacts



· Directness of travel



· Cost and funding availability



· Phasing opportunities


The following is the preferred standard trail type for the Levee Loop Trail:



· Located on the levee, separate from existing road or rail right-of-way.



· 10 to 12 feet wide. 



· Asphalt or other hard surface



· Compliant with the ADA



Where due to prior development, physical or other constraints, the preferred standard trail type is not feasible or desirable, alternative trail standards and types may be considered, including the following:



· Multiuse trail paralleling an existing roadway – a standard multiuse trail adjacent to a roadway (”street-adjacent” trail), but separated from roadway by a buffer



· Pedestrian-only trail – six to eight  feet wide, with a paved or soft surface



· Multiuse or pedestrian-only boardwalks



· On-street, using bike lanes, sidewalks, widened shoulders, cycle track solutions; or shared roadway solutions with barriers, signing and/or striping to assure safety and separation between users



· Short connector trails to key destinations that are not directly accessed by the main stem of the trail



Special structures could include, but are not limited to:



· Railroad and roadway crossings – at grade, grade-separated, or mid-block



· Bridges – across streams, sloughs, or wetland areas; and roadways or rail lines



· Elevated trail sections with switchbacks and/or retaining walls, especially to meet ADA grade requirements



· Ramps and other structures leading on and off of the levee



Consultant shall provide electronic copy of draft TM #1 to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit (see Task 2.2)  


City shall distribute draft TM #1 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant no later than 10 working days in advance of final Task 2 deliverables.  



Task 2.2
Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



The PMT will meet for a Project Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit. Purpose of Kick-off Meeting is to confirm Project goals and objectives, scope, timelines and standards; and to provide the Consultant the opportunity for field observations and documentation.   Other participants may be invited to the Kick-off Meeting and/or Site Visit at the discretion of the City or APM.  Kick-off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. The Site Visit is anticipated to last four hours.  



City shall:



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  



· Print and distribute meeting agendas and materials



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Arrange for access to properties and sites for the Site Visit, and provide City staff to accompany Consultant as necessary



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copies of Kick-off Meeting agenda and associated meeting materials to the City and APM at least 10 working days in advance of the meeting.



· Facilitate the Kick-off Meeting and participate in Site Visit.



· Prepare Kick-off Meeting summary to the same standards as for PAC meetings (see Task 1.2), and submit to City and APM within 10 working days following the Kick-off Meeting.


Task 2.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1, per standards listed in Task 1.3.  City may choose to do a mailing rather than in-person meetings. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1. 


Task 2.4
Revised TM #1



Consultant shall revise TM #1 based on input from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholders Meeting #1.  



Consultant shall provide revised TM #1 electronically to City and APM within 10 working days of receiving consolidated comments from City. 



City Deliverables



2A
Comments on draft TM #1



2B
Participate in Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



2A
Draft TM #1



2B
Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


2D
Revised TM #1



TASK 3
BASELINE INFORMATION



3.1   Technical Memorandum #2 (TM #2): Baseline Information



Consultant shall produce TM #2 to identify and summarize existing plans and policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may impact trail development.  Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available. 



TM #2 must be based on existing base information and data provided by City, APM, and project stakeholders. Base information must be provided in the form of GIS files whenever possible. Other base information may be provided in the form of photography, electronic copies of reports and studies, etc. City and APM are also responsible for obtaining data and information identified by the Consultant that may be held by stakeholders. Consultant is not responsible for generating new data and background information.



3.1.1 Existing Plans and Policies



TM #2 must include an inventory of federal, state, and local plans and policies that may impact development of the trail, and identify any policy conflicts with trail development and options for resolving those conflicts. Laws, plans and policies must include but are not limited to:


· City Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances including floodplain and tsunami inundation zone ordinances, and Capital Improvement Project List.



· Federal ADA



· Federal tsunami inundation zone, floodplain, and levee regulations, including USACE Levee Design and Alteration Criteria.



· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans and policies including DLCD’s Transportation Planning Rule, Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, Transportation Plan and Modal plans and standards (highway, bicycle and pedestrian, freight, rail, etc.), and Traffic, Highway Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals.


3.1.2
Transportation and Land Use Features



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key existing transportation network and land use features within the Project Area; and any planned and funded street, bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure improvements that may impact the trail. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· Transportation network



· Right-of-way - Existing road right of way or easements owned by City, Douglas County, or the State



· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility (including City, County, and State) for public roadways within the Project Area, including freight routes



·  Public transit services within the Project Area, including existing transit stops and routes, and any planned public transit facility and service improvements



· Bicycle and pedestrian network - Facility types, locations, width, surface, and ownership



· Levee - Location and geometry



· Existing and planned land uses



· Existing land uses, including vacant land



· City zoning and special overlay areas



· Property boundaries based on County Assessor and GIS records.



· Activity centers likely to attract bicyclists and pedestrians, such as the downtown core and schools



3.1.3
Natural and Cultural Resource Features 



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key natural and cultural resources features within the Project Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources



· Federal Emergency Management Agency floodplains (up to 100-year)



· Wetlands and non-wetland waters



· Endangered Species Act- and Oregon-listed and sensitive species



· Known hazardous materials sites



· Known historic, cultural, and archeological  resources and sites



· Topographic information, including steep and unstable slopes



· Tsunami inundation zones



3.1.4 
Demographics




TM #2 must include key socio-economic and demographic information within the Project Area, particularly the locations and characteristics of Title VI populations. City shall provide this information to the Consultant, and Consultant shall provide a concise written general assessment of potential opportunities and constraints, if any, associated with these populations.


Consultant shall: 


· Deliver electronic copy of draft TM #2 to City and APM at least 10 working days before PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2. 



City shall: 


· Provide all baseline data and information required under Task 3.1 to the Consultant no later than 15 working days from completion of Task 2.



· City shall distribute draft TM #2 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant.



3.2
PAC Meeting #1



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #1 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #1, per standards listed under Task 1.2, except that Consultant shall attend PAC Meeting #1 by teleconference or videoconference, using systems and facilities secured by the City. 


3.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #2



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 per standards under Task 1.3. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1.


3.4
Revised TM #2



Consultant shall revise draft TM #2 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 4. 



City Deliverables



3A
Baseline Data



3B
Review and comment on TM #2



3C
Participate in PAC Meeting #1



3D
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



3A
Draft TM #2



3B
PAC Meeting #1



3C
Revised TM #2


TASK 4
CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS



Task 4.1     Technical Memorandum #3 (“TM #3): Conceptual Trail Options



Consultant shall develop TM #3 identifying conceptual trail options, including alternative trail alignments and associated special facilities.  Information must be presented in tabular, graphic and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.


4.1.1
Alignment Options Analysis



TM #3 must describe and map Trail alignment options for each of the five Trail segments identified in TM #1 and on the Project Area Map. The general standards and limitations for analysis, and option evaluation criteria, are described under Tasks 2, 4, and 5, but are further limited by segment as specified below. The number and types of trail alignment options, and the level of analysis applied, will vary with each segment, as follows: 



· All segments must include a single alignment option using the levee, except in Segments 1, 3 and 5 as specified below, or if infeasible due to condition or absence of the levee, lack of adequate access solutions to the levee, USACE restrictions, or other factors identified by Consultant and agreed to by City. If a levee solution is not feasible, a single alternative using existing streets must be identified except for Segment 2 as specified below. 



· Segment 1: Riverfront Way: No levee trail option is available and options directly along the Umpqua River waterfront are restricted by prior development. The identified trail option must be limited to an on-street improvement or a street-adjacent trail along Riverfront Way.



· Segment 2: Port Dock Road: Up to three  trail options using either the levee, areas on the river side of the levee following the south side of the McIntosh Slough, or existing streets, may be considered, 



· Segment 3: Champion Park: Between North 12th Street and North 13th Street, the existing levee is substandard. A levee trail option is not required for this section. A single alternative using existing streets must be identified.



· Segment 4: Scholfield River-Coho: This segment spans US 101. To avoid out-of-direction travel, a levee solution may require a new crossing of US 101. If ODOT determines that a new crossing will not be permitted, a trail on the levee may not be as functional as an on-street solution. If this is the determination any trail sections on the levee will be planned as narrower local community recreational trails.



· Segment 5: Winchester Avenue: No levee trail option is available. The identified trail option must be limited to on-street improvements on Winchester Avenue or Fir Avenue (OR 38).



In addition to the specific information developed under Task 4.1.2: USACE Levee Requirements, Task 4.1.3: Rail and Road Crossings, and Task 4.1.4: Non-motorized Boat Launch, and information for each trail segment must include:



· Horizontal trail alignments and trail grades



· Trail type classifications, widths, and surface



· Special trail structures, including location, length, width, and materials for any bridges or boardwalks



· Potential trailhead locations



· Potential right-of-way or property acquisitions



4.1.2
USACE Levee Requirements



TM #3 must summarize the USACE design and regulatory criteria for use and alteration of the levee system that the City may need to follow to permit the Trail along the top of the levee; and identify potential modifications to the levee structure required by any levee trail options, including accesses on to and off of the levee. 



4.1.3
Rail and Road Crossings



TM #3 must identify rail lines within the Project Area, any points where the Trail crosses rail lines, and any recommended new crossings or improvements to existing crossings needed to be compliant with applicable standards. All selected crossing types must include a typical plan view and cross section illustration and a description of the benefits and constraints of the proposed crossing location. Crossings that require modifications to the levee structure must be coordinated with USACE.  In addition, the following limitations must apply to any proposed rail or highway crossings:


· Rail crossings (Port of Coos Rail Link)


· Trail must use existing rail line crossings, and grade-separated rail crossings are preferred. 



· No new at-grade rail crossings may be considered, and existing private crossings cannot be proposed for conversion to a public crossing



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan-level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional rail crossings will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new rail crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP.


· Highway crossings (US 101 and OR 38)


· Crossings at existing signalized highway intersections are preferred



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional trail crossing of a highway, except at existing signalized intersections, will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new standalone trail highway crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP 


4.1.4
 Non-motorized Boat Launch 



TM #3 must identify and describe one conceptual location in the vicinity of Champion Park or McIntosh Slough for a non-motorized boat launch (kayaks, canoes, other self-propelled vessels); and typical launch site amenities such as vehicle and trailer parking areas, restroom, picnic shelter and furnishings, and interpretive signage. 



The conceptual launch location must be accessed directly by the Trail or a connecting trail, provide for open water launch in all normal tidal conditions, and include or have nearby: 



· Automobile access/egress 



· Bicycle and pedestrian access/egress



· Automobile and bicycle parking 



4.2
PAC Meeting #2



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #2 per standards and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #2. 


4.3
Open House



The Open House must provide an opportunity for members of the public to view project information and recommendations, and provide input to Consultant, City, and APM. The Open House must be conducted as an informal, drop-in style meeting for the public to attend at their convenience.  The Open House must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Open House is anticipated to be three hours, including set-up and tear-down.


City shall:



· Print and distribute Open House agendas and materials



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise Open House meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Provide written notes summarizing meeting input received by City to Consultant within five working days following the Open House.  Clear, handwritten notes are acceptable.



Consultant shall:



· Provide and deliver directly presentation materials, including minimum 24’ x 36’’ graphics and maps for Open House displays



· Conduct and facilitate Open House 



· Prepare Open House summary to the same standards as PAC Meetings and distribute to City and APM within 10 working days of Open House



4.4
Revised TM #3



Consultant shall revise TM #3 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #2 and Open House outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 5. 



City Deliverables



4A
PAC Meeting #2



4B
Open House



4C
Review and comment on draft TM #3



Consultant Deliverables



4A
Draft TM #3



4B
PAC Meeting #2



4C
Open House



4D
Revised TM #3



TASK 5
PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION



Task 5.1 
Technical Memorandum #4 (TM #4): Preferred Trail Option



Consultant shall produce TM #4 to guide selection of a preferred Trail option, and as applicable and necessary, a near-term interim option utilizing on-street or other trail solutions. Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.



5.1.1 
Preferred Trail Alignments 



TM #4 must include recommendations for a preferred Trail alignment in each of five trail segments. In any given trail segment, if only one option is identified as an outcome of Task 4, this additional Task 5.1.1 alignment evaluation will not apply to that segment. If more than one option is identified in any given trail segment at the conclusion of Task 4, Consultant shall make recommendations as to a preferred long-range trail option, and a near-term interim option if needed. Recommendations for the preferred trail option for each segment must be documented in a table tabulating trail option evaluation criteria outcomes. A typical plan view and cross-section illustration must be included for all trail types used. Consultant shall consider: 



· Outcomes of applying the trail options evaluation criteria developed as per Task 2.1 



· Outcomes from Task 4 alignment options analysis



· Task 4 PAC Meeting #2 and Open House input



· Outcomes of Tasks 5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4 as applicable



· Any additional input and direction from City or APM



In undertaking any additional trail option evaluation under Task 5, Consultant shall also consider as applicable any specific and relevant information on the presence or condition of transportation infrastructure that may impact Trail feasibility, including but not limited to: 



· Pavement and shoulder type, width, and condition



· Number of travel lanes



· Posted speeds and existing traffic control devices 



· On-street parking locations



· Location and condition of medians and culverts



· Arterials and collector streets currently lacking bicycle and/or pedestrian facilities



· Crosswalk locations and condition



· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments



5.1.2
     Key Connector Trails and Routes



TM #4 preferred Trail alignment mapping must illustrate the alignment and trail type of key secondary trails or on-street routes connecting the preferred Trail alignment to neighborhoods, commercial districts, recreation areas, other bicycle/pedestrian facilities, and other transportation facilities. Only a mapped alignment and trail type is required to be identified for connector trails.


5.1.3
Trail Amenities 



TM #4 must include a menu of recommended Trail amenity structures. Amenities must be illustrated with a graphic or photographic representation and a concise narrative that describes the amenity, recommended materials, intended benefits or possible constraints, and conceptual location(s) if applicable. Amenities include but are not limited to:



· Security lighting and fencing



· Wayfinding and informational signage



· Benches and other trail furniture, including bicycle parking racks or lockers



· Public restrooms



5.1.4     Cost Estimates 



TM #4 must include “plan level” percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for Trail development and construction. Cost estimates must be delivered in a tabular format including:



· Trail types and special structures



· New or improved intersection and midblock road crossings 



· Non-motorized boat launch



· Preliminary and final design and engineering 



· Permitting



· Construction management and contingencies



· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information



5.2
PAC Meeting #3



City shall schedule and arrange PAC Meeting #3 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.2. 


5.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



City shall schedule and attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3. Consultant shall attend and facilitate Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.3.


5.4
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



Consultant shall attend and facilitate a workshop presenting the final project deliverables and recommendations contained in TM #4 to the City Council and Planning Commission in a joint session before initiating preparation and delivery of a final LLTP.


· Consultant shall prepare a project presentation in the form of a PowerPoint and deliver electronically to City and APM 10 working days in advance of the workshop.  



· City shall attend, arrange, and advertise the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop according to normal City standards.



· City shall prepare Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop minutes, and provide to Consultant within five working days following the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop.  



5.5 
Title VI Report



City shall prepare and submit to APM and Consultant a report delineating Title VI activities, and documenting project process and outreach for all low income, race, gender, and age groups. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing the Title VI Report other than incorporating the report into LLTP Volume II as per Task 6.1. 



5.6
Revised TM #4



Consultant shall revise TM# 4 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #3,  Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 6. 



City Deliverables



5A
Review and comment on TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholders Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop, provide meeting minutes



5E
Title VI Report



Consultant Deliverables



5A
Draft TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



5E
Revised TM #4



TASK 6 
LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN PRODUCTION



Task 6.1 
Final LLTP



Consultant shall prepare the final LLTP based on outcomes of all prior tasks.  Consultant shall incorporate findings, recommendations, mapping and other deliverables from TMs #1 to #4. 



Volume 1 of the final LLTP must include:



· Executive Summary



· Purpose, goals and objectives, Project Area, segment mapping, and trail option rating criteria from TM #1



· Overview of TM #2: Baseline Information



· Overview of TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options



· Preferred Trail alternative by segment from TM #4, including mapped route alignments, trail typology including typical plan views and cross-sections, key connecting trail alignments, and near-term interim options, as applicable.



· Other Trail features as applicable, including non-motorized boat launch, rail and road crossings, including typical plan views for crossings, as applicable



· Illustrations of Trail amenities from TM #4



· Cost estimates from TM #4 



· Recommended Trail segment phasing from TM #4 and potential funding sources



· Overview of USACE levee use and alteration requirements and process


Volume 2 of the Final LLTP must include:



· Full TMs 1 to 4



· Comparative rating table used to reach preferred Trail option from conceptual trail options identified in TM #3 



· PAC and Key Stakeholders Meeting participation lists, and Open House and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop sign-in sheets.



· Meeting summaries of all PMT Meetings, Kickoff Meeting, PAC Meetings, Key Stakeholder Meetings, Open House, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


· Title VI Report



Format: The final LLTP must be in the form of:



· Two  bound paper copies



· Two  electronic copies in native and .pdf format on CD or DVD, including attachments and appendices



Consultant Deliverables



6A
Final LLTP


TASK 7: 
 CONTINGENT TASK


7.1 
USACE Review



Upon written authorization of APM, Consultant shall schedule and facilitate a meeting with USACE-Portland District prior to selection of the preferred Trail option under Task 5 to provide USACE an opportunity to review and comment on the conceptual trail plans developed under Task 4. The USACE Review Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. City and APM may attend in-person, via teleconference or videoconference at their discretion. Consultant shall prepare and submit a written meeting summary to City and APM within five  working days of meeting.


City Deliverables



7A
Attend USACE Review meeting


Consultant Deliverables



7A
USACE Meeting


			MATCH PLAN FOR THE REEDSPORT LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN





			


			


			


			





			CITY OF REEDSPORT TASKS


			JONATHAN
WRIGHT


			JESSICA
TERRA


			 TOTAL
MATCH 





			


			$47.94 


			$28.07 


			





			Project Management Team (PMT) Mtgs


			10


			10


			 $      760.10 





			Maintain Project Webpage for Duration of Project


			2


			24


			 $      769.56 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #1: Goals & Objectives  (includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend Kick-Off Meeting & Site Visit (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, arranging access to properties and sites)


			7


			9


			 $      588.21 





			Recruit Potential Stakeholder Participants


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #1


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Provide Consultant with Baseline Information


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #2: Baseline Information (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Recruit PAC membership


			4


			5


			 $        23.00 





			Attend PAC Meeting #1 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #2


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #2 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Develop Notice/Flyer for Open House and Mail to Nearby Property Owners


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Open House (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, advertising, purchasing refreshments)


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Compile Open House Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Review Revised TM #3


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #4: Preferred Trail Option  (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #3 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Joint City Planning Commission / City Council Workshop (also includes printing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			4


			6


			 $      360.18 





			Transcribe Minutes of Workshop and Deliver to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Prepare Titel VI Report


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Review Revised TM #4


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Review Plan Production


			4


			4


			 $      304.04 





			Cost of Printed Materials, Fuel for Site Visit Tour, Advertising, Postage for Mailed Notices, Refreshments, etc.


			-


			-


			 $      500.00 





			Attend USACE Review


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			*This is considered overmatch


			


			


			 *$  8,020.23








Consultant Amounts per Deliverable and Schedule



			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Fixed Amount Payable to Consultant


			Task and Project Totals


			Schedule





			1A


			PMT Teleconferences (Up to 10 at $270 each)


			$2,900


			


			On-Going





			


			


			Task 1 Total


			$2,900


			





			2A


			Draft TM #1


			$2,900


			


			August 2014





			2B


			Kick-off Meeting & Site Visit


			$4,300


			


			September 2014





			2C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


			$300


			


			September 2014





			2D


			Revised TM #1


			$1,200


			


			October 2014





			


			


			Task 2 Total


			$8,700


			





			3A


			Draft TM #2


			$9,000


			


			November 2014





			3B


			PAC Meeting #1


			$1,700


			


			December 2014





			3C


			Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary Review


			$300


			


			December 2014





			3D


			Revised TM #2


			$3,500


			


			January 2015





			


			


			Task 3 Total


			$14,500


			





			4A


			Draft TM #3


			$18,000


			


			February 2015





			4B


			PAC Meeting #2


			$3,900


			


			February 2015





			4C


			Open House


			$2,400


			


			February 2015





			4D


			Revised TM #3


			$5,100


			


			March 2015





			


			


			Task 4 Total


			$29,400


			





			5A


			Draft TM #4


			$14,100


			


			May 2015





			5B


			PAC Meeting #3


			$2,200


			


			June 2015





			5C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #3


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5D


			Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5E


			Revised TM #4


			$4,200


			


			July 2015





			


			


			Task 5 Total


			$21,900


			





			6A


			Final LLTP


			$6,000


			


			August 2015





			


			


			Task 6 Total


			$6,000


			





			7A


			Contingent Task: USACE Review Meeting


			$900


			


			TBD





			


			


			Task 7 Total


			$900


			





			


			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$84,300
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EXHIBIT A



TGM File Code 2M-03



CITY OF INDEPENDENCE



Monmouth/Independence Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Definitions and Acronyms



ADA – Americans with Disabilities Act



BPU – ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (part of the Traffic Management Unit)



Cities – City of Independence and City of Monmouth



GIS – Geographic Information System



Independence – City of Independence



Monmouth – City of Monmouth



MTC – Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee



ODOT/Agency – Oregon Department of Transportation



TMU – ODOT Traffic Management Unit



TPAU – ODOT Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit



TSP – Transportation System Plan



PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The personal services contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “Contract”) with the personal services contractor (“Contractor”) shall contain the following provisions:



“In this contract the Contractor shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Contractor. All work assigned to other entities are not bound by this contract, but shall be bound by separate Intergovernmental Agreements which contain the same statement of work found in this contract. The references to all parties in this statement of work other than the Contractor are merely for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are they parties to this contract. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a sub-contractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Contractor.



Any Contractor tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.  At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Contractor shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to Agency Contract Administrator of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in the statement of work.



2. Agency Contract Administrator shall contact the non-cooperative entity/s to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and/or expedite items determined to be delaying the Contractor/project.



If Contractor has followed the notification process described in item 1, and delinquency of any deliverable is found to be a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in the statement of work, the Contractor will not be found in breach of contract. The Agency Contract Administrator will negotiate with Contractor in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Contractor.



KEY PERSONNEL



Key Personnel.   Contractor acknowledges and agrees that Agency selected Contractor, and is entering into this Contract, because of the special qualifications of Contractor's key people.  In particular, Agency through this Contract is engaging the expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention of George Hudson and Mia Birk of Alta Planning + Design ("Key Personnel").  Contractor's Key Personnel shall not delegate performance of the management powers and responsibilities he/she is required to provide under this Contract to another (other) Contractor employee(s) without first obtaining the written consent (email acceptable) of Agency.  Further, Contractor shall not re-assign or transfer a Key Person to other duties or positions such that a Key Person is no longer available to provide Agency with his/her expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention, without first obtaining Agency's prior written consent to such re-assignment or transfer.  In the event Contractor requests that Agency approve a re-assignment or transfer of a Key Person, Agency shall have the right to interview, review the qualifications of, and approve or disapprove the proposed replacement(s) for the a Key Person.  Any approved substitute or replacement for a Key Person shall be deemed a Key Person under this contract.



Project Purpose



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail is intended to provide a convenient non-automotive transportation alternative to Oregon 51 for local trips within the communities of Independence and Monmouth.  This project will develop a master plan that identifies access points and a preferred alignment, evaluates key road crossing options, establishes trail technical standards and design elements, addresses regulatory requirements, and provides preliminary project cost estimates, as well as potential sources of funding.



Transportation Relationships and Benefits



The Monmouth/Independence Multi-Purpose Trail, when complete, will offer an alternative transportation route for local trips within the two cities. The Cities of Monmouth and Independence currently have only two major east/west transportation corridors. Oregon 51 serves most of the commercial areas of both cities and Hoffman Road serves as the designated truck route between Monmouth and Independence.  The proposed trail route will provide convenient access to public parks, Western Oregon University, five K-12 public schools, commercial centers, and a large segment of the residential neighborhoods in both cities.  



Description of the Project Area



Ash Creek enters Monmouth at the northwest corner of the City, near to the border of the Western Oregon University campus.  From there it travels approximately two miles, through both Monmouth and Independence, where it flows into the Willamette River at Riverview Park in the City of Independence (City).  The trail route would be approximately three miles long (see attached map). 



Background & Problem Statement



The population of the Independence and Monmouth area, as well as Western Oregon University, has grown significantly over the past decade.  One of the results has been an increased motor vehicle load upon the two major east/west transportation corridors, Oregon 51 and Hoffman Road.  Development of bicycle facilities to serve as an alternative has not kept pace with the growth. 



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail has been consistently identified by both cities as a key means to reduce reliance on the automobile, including the 1997 Monmouth and 1998 Independence Transportation System Plans (TSP), the 1991 Independence/Monmouth Comprehensive Master Bicycle Plan, the 2002 Independence Strategic Plan, and the 1999 Monmouth Park Master Plan.  Development of the trail is key, not only because it will serve the community as a whole, but because it has the capability to serve as an off-road transportation facility for students from five of the area’s K-12 public schools as well as those of Western Oregon University.



An Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee (MTC) was formed consisting of representatives from Western Oregon University, Central School District, the Cities of Monmouth and Independence, along with several other interested community members.  Its charge has been to define the steps needed to insure completion of the project. Developing the trail master plan will be the first step toward implementation.



Objectives



The objectives for the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail project are the following:



· Link the trail to key land uses, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe, and convenient trail access points and street crossings.



· Where possible, provide shorter trip lengths between key destinations on the trail than the road network, to increase the trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative.



· Identify the communities’ overall vision for the trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections.



· Address the safety and security of trail users.



· Identify trail technical standards and address Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other regulatory requirements.



· Provide preliminary cost estimates and an implementation plan.



· Identify potential sources of funding.



· Identify property owners abutting preferred alignment and consider their views in the plan process.



STATEMENT OF WORK



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables: 



All written (text) and graphic deliverables are required in electronic version. Final versions of memorandums, base maps, the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, and the revised and final Master Plan also must be provided to the City of Independence, the City of Monmouth, and the Contract Administrator in hard copy, as further specified in the Statement of Work. Any deliverables specified for posting on the City of Monmouth’s and the City of Independence’s web pages must be submitted also in .pdf format.



Electronic versions of written (text) deliverables must be in MSWord.  Written deliverables must include the project name, a title that refers to the contract deliverable, draft number, subtask number, and date of preparation. 



Graphic deliverables must be in ArcMap, Adobe Illustrator, and PcMaps, as appropriate to the deliverable.  All graphic deliverables must be well documented, with project name, a title that corresponds to the contract deliverable, draft number, a legend, and the date of preparation.  Electronic versions of base and plan maps must be in color.  Display-sized maps must be printed in color when important to public comprehension, but all deliverables must be readable when reproduced in black and white. 



Unless otherwise stated in the tasks, below, Contractor shall send draft memos and master plan deliverables electronically to each city’s contact and the Contract Administrator for comments, allowing a minimum of one week for review.  City shall be responsible for forwarding deliverables to the MTC. 



Major Interim Products:



· Base Maps



· Technical Standards and Regulations Memo #1



· Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Memo #2



· Opportunities and Constraints Memo #3



· Draft and revised Conceptual Alternatives, with associated graphics and text



· Preferred Conceptual Alternative, with associated graphics and text



· Draft and Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



· Two Open Houses



· Meeting Minutes



Final Product



· Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Project Approach



Major project tasks:



1. Project Start-up



2. Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1



3. Conceptual Alternatives



4. Open House #2/Preferred Conceptual Alternative



5. Draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



6. Adoption Process/Final Master Plan



Contractor will perform the main portion of the technical work. City Staff and the MTC will review Contractor work -- Contractor shall use professional judgment to incorporate input received. Any traffic analysis or design work must be done by or under the review of an Oregon-registered professional engineer (Civil and/or Traffic).



Contractor Key Personnel: George Hudson, Contractor Project Manager, is considered a Key Person for attending all MTC meetings and the project open houses.  Mia Birk, of Alta Planning + Design, is considered a Key Person for attending the project open houses.



City of Independence staff will provide data, review products, advertise meetings, coordinate mailings, and perform support logistics to the Contractor for workshops and committee meetings.   The Independence City Manager is the Local Project Manager.



The City of Monmouth will provide data, review products, and participate in workshops and committee meetings.



City of Independence staff shall consolidate the review comments on draft deliverables from both cities and shall be responsible for resolving conflicting comments from the two cities.  The Contract Administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that internal comments on draft deliverables from State Agency reviewers are not in conflict.  If conflicts cannot be resolved, Task 7 provides for up to two additional Contractor-facilitated meetings to reach agreement.  These  contingent meetings must be pre-approved by Contract Administrator.



Delivery Schedule: 



The delivery schedules listed throughout this statement of work refer to months from contract Notice-to-Proceed date.



TASK 1 
PROJECT START-UP



Objective:  Perform initial organizing tasks, including identifying stakeholders, gathering background data, preparing base maps, identifying regulatory requirements, identifying opportunities and constraints, and holding an initial meeting with the MTC.



Subtasks



1.1
The City of Monmouth and City of Independence (Cities) shall identify and solicit additional stakeholders to join the existing MTC. Cities jointly shall prepare a stakeholder contact list, including property owners and business owners adjacent to the trail route.



1.2 Contractor and Cities shall hold initial organizational meeting to discuss project tasks and refine the project schedule. Contractor shall make project area field visits.



1.3 Data Analysis & Base Map: Contractor shall obtain from the Cities and Polk County existing plans and data related to project area conditions and prepare a Geographic Information System (GIS) base map. Plans and data include the following, as available:



· Aerial photography;



· GIS information;



· Topographic base maps;



· Floodplain/Floodway maps, studies, and ordinances;



· Environmental resources assessments;



· Tax Assessor maps;



· Comprehensive plan texts and maps;



· Zoning code texts and maps; 



· Existing land use maps;



· Infrastructure plans;



· Transportation System Plans;



· Park Master Plans;



· Planned/future improvements (public and private);



· Cultural and natural history data and photos. 



1.4 Technical Standards and Regulations – Memo #1: Contractor shall prepare a summary memo of technical standards, plans, and regulations applicable to planning, permitting, and constructing the project. Contractor shall send draft Memo #1 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and ODOT’s Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit (TPAU) for comments.



1.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #1 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.6 Contractor shall perform one-on-one interviews with up to four stakeholders or adjacent property owners/neighborhood representatives as selected by Cities, to learn of particular concerns that must be addressed in the project.  



1.7 MTC Meeting #1.  Contractor shall facilitate an initial meeting with the MTC to establish an overall vision for the trail, determine who it will serve and how it should function, identify where users will be coming from and their key destinations, discuss existing conditions and opportunities and constraints, and agree on plan evaluation criteria.  As part of the meeting, Contractor shall lead MTC members on a project area tour.



Independence Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Monmouth).



1.B
Logistics for and participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Distribution of final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.E
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #1.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



Monmouth Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Independence).



1.B
Participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Participation in MTC meeting #1.



Contractor Deliverables



1.A
Initial meeting with Cities, including project area field visits and digital site photos.



1.B
GIS base maps of project area, including aerial overlay and mapped information on tax parcels; existing and planned streets, sidewalks, and bikeways; city utility easements or other dedicated right-of-ways; land uses; topography; flood zones; and other information relevant to analyzing trail development opportunities and constraints.



1.C
Draft Memo #1—Technical Standards and Regulations, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU, including discussion of relevant parts of the ADA, the Statewide Planning Goals, relevant Oregon Administrative Rules and statutes (e.g., ORS 374.305 – 374.415 and OAR 734 Division 051), Oregon Highway Plan, Oregon Transportation Plan, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, ODOT Operational Notice PD-03, ODOT’s Highway Design Manual, relevant environmental regulations, any cultural resource requirements, and state and federal floodway/floodplain regulations.



1.D
Revised Memo #1, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



1.E
Detailed minutes and summary of four stakeholder/adjacent property owner meetings, distributed electronically to City of Independence, City of Monmouth, and Contract Administrator.



1.F
Lead role in MTC Meeting #1, including project area tour. Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. 



Schedule



Month 1



TASK 2 
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS / OPEN HOUSE #1



Objective:
Perform basic opportunities and constraints analyses and solicit public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail work to date, including overall vision.



Subtasks



2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis – Memo #2: Contractor shall perform an existing and future analysis of the highway segment where the trail crossing is proposed to identify and evaluate safety and access issues related to crossing design. Contractor must confirm the methodology for this subtask with TPAU. Analysis must include the following:



· Compare existing and future no-build conditions to ODOT standards for the state highway system (e.g., ODOT Oregon Highway Plan mobility standards). Analysis of current conditions must use HCM2000-based software. Contractor must obtain from ODOT Oregon 99W traffic counts from the vicinity of the proposed trail crossing. All traffic volume data used must be from the last three years when traffic flows were either near or above average and when Western Oregon University and area public schools were in session. Traffic counts must be from or adjusted to the 30th highest hour. If additional counts are needed, Contract Administrator shall schedule with ODOT to generate and provide them to the Contractor.



· Obtain crash data from ODOT, analyze for patterns, giving special consideration to pedestrian/bicycle involved crashes, compare the data with published appropriate state-wide crash averages, and recommend countermeasures to ODOT as appropriate, if the analysis shows deficiencies. 



Contractor shall send draft Memo #2 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU) and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.2 Opportunities & Constraints – Memo #3: Contractor shall summarize key issues, opportunities, and constraints as identified through field observation, technical analysis, and MTC discussion. Contractor shall send draft Memo #3 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.3 MTC Meeting #2: Contractor shall facilitate a meeting to solicit MTC comments on Memos #2 and #3 and plan Community Open House #1.



2.4 Contractor shall revise Memo #2 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #3 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.6 Open House #1. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Independence shall describe project and process and introduce Contractor and MTC. Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the project objectives, proposed overall vision for the trail, existing conditions, and opportunities and constraints analysis. Contractor shall solicit and record  public comment. Contractor shall distribute summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  City shall distribute summary to MTC members.



Independence Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2. Distribution of draft Memo #2 to MTC.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.  Distribution of draft Memo #3 to MTC.



2.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #2.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



2.D
Distribution of revised Memo #2 to MTC.



2.E
Distribution of revised Memo #3 to MTC.



2.F
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #1. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.



2.C
Participation in MTC meeting #2.



2.D
Participation in Open House #1. 



Contractor Deliverables



2.A
Draft Memo #2 – Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TMU and TPAU.



2.B
Draft Memo # 3 – Opportunities and Constraints, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Memo must include discussion and associated maps and other graphics addressing the following:



· Overall vision for the trail: who it will serve, how it will function, where users will be coming from and their destinations, how it will connect to and fit into the overall transportation system, whether there are segments of the trail that should have different treatments;



· Existing conditions;



· Key opportunities and constraints of potential alignments;



· Initial discussion of trail safety and maintenance considerations.



2.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #2.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2.D
Revised Memo #2, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.E
Revised Memo #3, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.F
Open House #1 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk. Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized color base maps of project area, expanded to include key trail destinations, showing general trail alignment corridor, topography, floodplain and floodway boundaries, property lines and ownership, existing development, land use and zoning, streets, and existing and planned bicycle and pedestrian improvements.



· Display-sized graphics that illustrate the proposed overall vision for the trail, including key trail destinations.



· Display-sized maps and diagrams that illustrate key opportunities and constraints.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· A brief questionnaire that can be distributed to the public as a means of soliciting additional comments.



· Open house summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Month 2



TASK 3
CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVES



Objective:  Develop draft Conceptual Alternatives that reflect the project objectives and meet the communities’ overall vision.



Subtasks



3.1 MTC Meeting #3: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to solicit member direction on the Conceptual Alternatives, given community comments at Open House.   Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC.



3.2 Contractor shall develop at least three draft Conceptual Alternatives that present feasible alignment alternatives, address the issues raised in Memos #1 and 2 and respond to the project objectives and overall vision for the trail. The Contractor shall consult the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan in developing the Conceptual Alternatives. The Contractor shall send the draft Conceptual Alternatives electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, the ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU), and the ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (BPU) for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Conceptual Alternatives to the MTC for review.



3.3 MTC Meeting #4: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss and refine the draft Conceptual Alternatives and plan Open House #2.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



3.4 Contractor shall revise draft Conceptual Alternatives based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, BPU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



3.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #3.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #4.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.D
Distribution of revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



3.A
Participation in MTC meeting #3.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Participation in MTC meeting #4.



Contractor Deliverables



3.A
Lead role in MTC Meeting #3.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



3.B
Draft Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, and BPU.  At least three mapped alignment alternatives with descriptive narrative summaries and associated tables and figures, including the following:



· Key defining features of each Conceptual Alternative;



· Oregon 99W trail crossing and access recommendation, including type of crossing (at grade, underpass, overpass) and any needed improvements to the highway.  The crossing must be consistent with the Highway Design Manual and at-grade crossings will need approval from the State Traffic Engineer.



· Other proposed trail access points, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network and any street improvements needed to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary technical details, including trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping; 



· Preliminary cost estimates;



· Comparative advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, with respect to meeting the project objectives, overall vision, and plan evaluation criteria, including property requirements;



· Feasibility analysis for each Conceptual Alternative.



3.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #4.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



3.D
Revised Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to TPAU, TMU, and BPU and electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule


Months 3-4



TASK 4
OPEN HOUSE #2/ PREFERRED CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVE



Objective: 
Provide an opportunity for the public to discuss the Conceptual Alternatives and provide comments.



Subtasks



4.1 Open House #2. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the Conceptual Alternatives, presenting their features and comparative advantages and disadvantages, and soliciting public comment.  Contractor shall record and distribute a summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  Independence shall distribute summary to MTC members.



4.2 MTC Meeting #5: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss the Open House comments and select a Preferred Conceptual Alternative.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



4.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #2. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



4.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #5.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



4.A
Participation in Open House #2. 



4.B
Participation in MTC meeting #5. 



Contractor Deliverables



4.A
Open House #2 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk.  Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized maps of each Conceptual Alternative, illustrating alignment, key features, trail access points, road crossings, trail section themes, overlaid onto relevant base map information.



· Display-sized graphics that provide comparative technical details on such features as trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, and path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping. Photoshop renderings must be included to display key design elements.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· Open House summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



4.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #5.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Narrative description, map, and associated graphics describing key elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



Schedule



Month 4



TASK 5
DRAFT MASTER PLAN DOCUMENT



Objective:
 Expand the elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative into a first draft full Master Plan document.



Subtasks



5.1 Contractor shall refine and expand on the Preferred Conceptual Alternative to develop a feasible Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan that addresses the  project objectives and plan evaluation criteria. Contractor shall send the draft Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



5.2 MTC Meeting #6: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss elements of the Draft Master Plan. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #6.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Participation in MTC meeting #6. 


Contractor Deliverables



5.A
Draft Master plan, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. The draft plan must include the following elements:



· Project background, objectives, and process;



· Narrative description and analysis of preferred alignment and key trail features, with associated illustrative graphics and diagrams; 



· Preferred alignment and key trail features map, using project base map with GIS overlays;



· Graphics and narrative description of trail access points and design treatments, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network  and needed improvements on approach roads to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary design recommendations for Oregon 99W crossing, including crossing type and highway improvements necessary for safety and convenience and a summary of crossing-related traffic analyses.



· Narrative description of specific technical standards, with associated graphics tables, and diagrams, broken down where necessary by individual trail section: including path width and paving sections; grade and cross-slope parameters, surface materials; landscape themes and furnishings; road and highway crossing preliminary design recommendations; approach to ADA requirements; approach to trail safety and security;



· Preliminary construction and project cost estimates;



· Approach to permitting and regulatory requirements;



· Schedule and phasing approach, to allow the project to be constructed in meaningful and feasible segments;



· Funding options summary tailored to the project scope and considering the ability of the Cities of Independence and Monmouth to provide match or otherwise participate.



· Maintenance and Management recommendations for the trail, with projection of annual operational costs, strategies for public involvement in specific trail projects, and specific management strategies to address public safety concerns.



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth TSP or Comprehensive plan amendments, in adoptable format, including planned improvement projects (trail sections, access points, road crossings, etc).



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth development code amendments, in adoptable format, including provisions for new development as it occurs to construct access improvements.



5.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #6.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Months 5-6



TASK 6
ADOPTION PROCESS/FINAL MASTER PLAN 



Objective:
Bring the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan through the public hearing and adoption process in both the City of Independence and the City of Monmouth.



Subtasks



6.1 Contractor shall revise the draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to address the comments of the Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and the MTC. Contractor shall send the revised Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute the revised Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



6.2 Contractor shall attend and participate in up to two public hearings to present the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan, including any TSP or Comprehensive Plan amendments, to the public for adoption. The City of Independence and the City of Monmouth may hold these hearings separately (Contractor attend one hearing in each jurisdiction) or jointly (Contractor attend two joint hearings). The Cities shall represent the Master Plan in any additional hearings necessary for adoption.



6.3 Contractor shall make final revisions to the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan as decided through the adoption process and distribute to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



6.A
Distribution of revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



6.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



6.C
Distribution of final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



6.A
Participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



Contractor Deliverables



6.A
Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed electronically to the Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



6.B
Attendance and participation in up to two public hearings on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan.



6.C
Final version of the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed as follows: 



· Electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Independence, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy;



· 3 bound copies to Monmouth, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy.



Schedule



Months  6-8



TASK 7:
CONTINGENT PROJECT MEETINGS



Objective:  To provide a means to discuss and resolve conflicts that may arise between the stakeholders during the project.



Subtasks



7.1 Contractor shall facilitate up to two additional meetings to discuss and resolve conflicts that arise within the MTC, between the MTC and government agencies, or between government agencies.   These meetings must be pre-approved in writing by Contract Manager. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



City Deliverables



7.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in up to two contingent meetings.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Contractor Deliverables



7.A
Lead role in up to two contingent meetings.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2M-03 Contractor Deliverables Budget



			Task #


			Fee





			Task 1 Project Start-Up


			





			 1.2  Initial Organizational Meeting & Field Visit


			$1000 





			 1.3   Data Analysis & Base Map


			$3000 





			 1.4  Standards/Regs, Goals & Objectives Draft Memo#1


			$3100 





			 1.5  Revise Memo #1


			$500 





			 1.6  Stakeholder Interviews (4)


			$1600 





			 1.7  MTC Meeting #1


			$500 





			Subtotal - Task 1


			$9,700 





			Task 2: Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1


			





			2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Draft Memo #2


			$3,200 





			2.2 Opportunities and Constraints Draft Memo #3


			$4,100 





			2.3 MTC Meeting #2


			$1,200 





			2.4 Revise Memo #2


			$1,600 





			2.5 Revise Memo #3


			$600 





			2.6 Open House #1


			$2,800 





			Subtotal - Task 2


			$13,500 





			Task 3: Conceptual Alternatives


			





			3.1 MTC Meeting #3


			$500





			3.2 Develop Draft Conceptual Alternatives (3)


			$6,500





			3.3 MTC Meeting #4


			$900





			3.4 Revise Draft Conceptual Alternatives


			$1,700





			Subtotal - Task 3


			$9,600





			Task 4: Open House #2/Conceptual Alternatives


			





			4.1  Open House #2


			$2,800





			4.2  MTC Meeting #5


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 4


			$3,300





			Task 5:  Draft Master Plan Document


			





			5.1 Develop Draft Master Plan for comments


			$6,000





			5.2 MTC Meeting #6


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 5


			$6,500





			Task 6: Adoption Process/Final Master Plan


			





			6.1 Revise Draft Master Plan to address comments


			$3,300





			6.2 Public Hearings for Trail Master Plan (2)


			$1,300





			6.3 Final Revisions to Trail Master Plan


			$2,800





			Subtotal - Task 6


			$7,400





			Contingent  (with Contract Administrator Approval)


			





			7.1  Up to 2 contingent meetings ($500 each meeting)


			$1,000





			CONTRACTOR TOTAL


			$51,000








If Agency determines that any deliverables are not acceptable and that any deficiencies are the responsibility of the Contractor, Agency shall prepare a detailed written description of any deficiencies and an associated time frame for correction, and deliver such notice to Contractor in a timely manner. Contractor shall correct any deficiencies within the time specified in the notice and at no cost to Agency. If the corrective work will cause any further delays in Contractor’s Services, the Contractor will submit a plan for regaining the delivery schedule for remaining Services under this Contract, unless otherwise allowed by Agency. If the identified deficiencies have not been corrected within the specified timeline, Agency may, (i) in accordance with Section 13 of this Contract, terminate this Contract without payment or any further obligation or liability of any kind to Contractor; or (ii) require Contractor to continue to correct the deficiencies, reserving this same right to terminate at any time.



The parties may mutually agree in writing to any adjustments only to the delivery schedule for Contractor’s obligations under this Contract. Agency approval must be given by a person with authority to contractually bind Agency. Agency Contract Administrator must send a copy of the written adjusted delivery schedule to ODOT Purchasing & Contract Management Section. In no event shall the adjusted delivery schedule exceed the expiration date of the Contract.




- 1 -



- 19 -










From: Carolina Rook
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: BO 18-174
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:51:25 AM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


Let’s try this again.
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
 



mailto:rookc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
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May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name



CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT



OTHER INVESTMENTS



BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE



PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT



PREPAID EXPENSE



CLERK CASH IN TRUST



CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE



AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY



TAXES RECEIVABLE



INSURANCE REC



LAND



BUILDINGS



MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT



GENERAL ASSETS



DATA PROCESSING



ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS



ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP



ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS



ALLOW DEPR-DP



FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN



ACCOUNTS PAYABLE



PAYROLL PAYABLE



MEDICARE TAX



FEDERAL TAXES



STATE TAXES



FICA TAXES



WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT



T-670



OPEU



FAMILY CANCER



OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST



OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN



SBA (TC 763)



MISC



RETIREMENT BENEFIT



PERS



PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP



PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN



M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 



                               -                        94,773.65 



                               -                          9,969.59 



                               -                        43,503.31 



                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 



                               -                          1,266.25 



                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   



                               -                             230.62 



                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 



                               -                   2,101,377.77 



                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 



                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   



                               -                      131,065.42 



                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   



                               -                        13,754.10 



                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   



              8,548,474.36                                  -   



              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   



              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   



              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 



                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   



                        400.00                                  -   



                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   



                     1,100.00                                  -   



                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   



            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE



MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT



VEBA BENEFIT



KAISER-PERMANENTE



PERS UNIT PURCHASE



OSGP LOAN



ICMA DEFERRED



BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD



PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN



VOLUNTARY LIFE



SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT



YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)



VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY



LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE



DEFERRED REVENUE



LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE



DEPOSITS



RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN



LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN



DEPOSITS



RESERVE FOR ENCUM



INVESTMENT IN LAND



INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS



INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP



INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS



INVESTMENT IN CWIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP



ENCUMBRANCE



BB



BEG BALANCE RESERVED



Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 



                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 



              4,192,029.85                                  -   



              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 



                               -                   4,801,547.39 



                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 



                               -                   1,598,715.55 



                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   



                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 



                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   



                               -                        16,139.23 



                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 



                               -                      148,113.59 



                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 



                               -                               56.48 



                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 



                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 



                               -                        21,555.05 



                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name



010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES



010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES



010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS



010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX



010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX



010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX



010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX



010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST



010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST



010-002-362.99 MISC



010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE



010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   













From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin; Christo Brehm
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; Jean Crowther; Mike Rose; Katie Mangle; Erin


McAlister
Subject: Re: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 3:30:28 PM


Thank you Alta team--this is very helpful!


Veronica


On Tuesday, May 22, 2018, 8:24:40 AM PDT, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie and Veronica,


Thanks for checking in about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail marketing and branding scope and cost
estimate you requested. We didn't realize you were on a tight deadline with your grant application.


Attached please find the scope and estimate.  Please let us know if you have any questions.  We wish
you the best as you move this project forward and are happy to assist however we can.


Sincerely,


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Tue, May 22, 2018 at 7:21 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, all!


 


I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just
wanted to check in with the group to see how things are progressing.


 


Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing
guidelines and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo
and Jean, we just need to have a sense of the dollars involved.


 


Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt
Family Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a
master plan project, so I’ll keep you posted.
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Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


This is the one I never heard back on.


 


----- Forwarded Message -----


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>


To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com >


Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com >;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning. com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>


Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT


Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


 


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to
promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local
destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we
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are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media,
email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And
maybe some events?  And we are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other
trails.  


 


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


 


Is that enough info?


 


Thank you, 


 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com > wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


 


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get
a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities,
they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the
project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing
campaign you have in mind?


 


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move
the project forward.


 


---Christo


 


 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer


Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities
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On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of
the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of
sample master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all
can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project
might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); V H
Cc: Brett Henry
Subject: Update on the Trail Findings and Next Steps
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:56:16 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf


Good afternoon!
 
As I’m sure you can imagine, there have been a number of conversations between county staff and
the commissioners since last week’s hearing. There will likely be an article in tomorrow’s News-
Register, so I wanted to take a moment to bring you all up to speed.
 
After the hearing on Tuesday, Laura Tschabold, Christian Boenisch, and Ken Huffer met with
Commissioner Olson to discuss possible changes to the draft Farm Findings that would be acceptable
if the matter were to be reconsidered at the Board’s next formal session on May 31. According to
the Procedures Ordinance (Ordinance 900), a motion may be reconsidered by any commissioner
who cast a majority vote, but that reconsideration must occur at the next formal board session.
 
I have attached the revised proposed amendment, which now specifies that the “final or master plan
shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort approved by the Board,” and that it shall be
completed prior to construction of the trail, other than the initial bridge construction project under
the Connect Oregon VI grant that was already awarded to the county. The previous version state a
master plan would be completed “prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail…”
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments, the Planning Department is
mailing a new notice, and is publishing a notice in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited
on May 31.
 
In other related news, we received notification this morning that we did not receive funding from
the Doppelt Family Foundation. The letter simply stated they received far more applications than
they could fund, but I will follow up with the review committee this week and let you know if there is
any additional information.
 
Please feel free to share this email with other Friends members!
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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  Ordinance ___ 



  (Board Order 18-___) 



  Page 1 



 



BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  

















From: Carrie Martin
To: REPORTS_TE@odot.state.or.us
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M
Subject: May 2018 MPR
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 11:30:00 AM
Attachments: May 2018, MPR.pdf


Good morning,
 
Please accept the attached Monthly Progress Report from Yamhill County for the period of April
2018.
 
IGA: 29585
Key: 18332
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:reports_te@odot.state.or.us
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 Active Transportation Section/Local Programs    
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT  (MPR)  
 (Instructions and Responsibilities)    
 DUE: 5TH DAY OF EACH MONTH                                                                        



 
   Link to Form:  



 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/LGS/docs/at/monthly_report_at.doc 



Who initiates the 
MPR form? 



1. For recipient agencies other than ODOT: 
Agency’s Project Leader or Project Contact 



2. For ODOT recipients:  ODOT Project Leader 



Action required by 
Local Agency 
or ODOT Project 
Recipient 



1. Fill out the MPR form and any required Project Change Request forms.  
2. On or before the 5th day of each month: Submit the MPR by email to State’s Program 



Manager at the mailbox indicated below. Also send a copy to State’s Contact (named in the 
Intergovernmental Agreement or as later identified by ODOT). 
 



Highway Bridge Program  LGSBridge@odot.state.or.us  
National Historic Covered Bridge Program REPORTS_NHCBP@odot.state.or.us 
Safe Routes to School (SRTS)       REPORTS_SRTS@odot.state.or.us 
STP Flexible Funding Program  LGSFlex@odot.state.or.us 
Transportation Enhancement (TE) REPORTS TE@odot.state.or.us 
Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality (CMAQ) CMAQ@odot.state.or.us 



 



Action required by 
State’s Contact 
(Local Agency Liaison or  
Project Leader) 



1. Review the MPR by the 10th day of each month.  
2. Contact State’s Program Manager to discuss missing or incorrect MPR entries, and any Project 



Change Request needed. 



Action required by 
State’s Program 
Manager 



1. Review the MPR by the 15th day of each month.  
2. Notify State’s Contact to discuss any missing or incorrect MPR entries, and any Project Change 



Requests needed. 
3. Send warning notice to Local Agency or ODOT Project Recipient if required MPRs are overdue.  



How to Complete the 
MPR Form 
 
 
 



1. Refer to the “Project Timeline Reference” document on page 2 of these instructions for 
assistance in establishing target dates initial monthly report.  
 



2. Schedule Dates - Original 
For each milestone task enter the date taken from the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) 
 



3. Schedule Dates - Approved Revision 
This field is only used when an approved amendment of the milestone schedule date has been 
executed. 



 
4. Current Report - Anticipated Completion  



Enter the same date as “Schedule Date” if the task is on time.  
Enter new projected date if the task is delayed.  
 



5. Current Report - Project Change Request  
If Anticipated Completion is more than 90 days past the Schedule Date for any Project 
Milestone, enter YES in the “Need PCR?” column. Complete the PCR Form 734-2863. Submit it 
with the MPR or within 30 days after the need for change becomes known. 



 
6. Status Summary  



Provide a brief explanation in the Status Summary box (required). Provide additional detail in 
separate attachments (optional). 



 
7. Completion of Milestone or Target  



 This is a yes or no field.  If the Milestone/Target has been completed then enter the actual 
 completion date in the Anticipated Completion column.  Provide comments in the status 
 summary which indicate the Milestone or Target Date has been completed. 



 





mailto:LGSBridge@odot.state.or.us
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Project Timeline Reference Document 
 



The following table provides general guidelines for establishing the target dates for your monthly report. The 
milestone dates have already been established and can be found in Exhibit B of the Intergovernmental Agreement.  



• Target dates do not require a Project Change Request to be submitted. Initially, the target dates on the 
monthly reports are simply an estimate based on general guidelines.  



• Once a consultant has been selected (if applicable) the target dates will be finalized based on the actual 
project time line. Establishing target dates will assist in ensuring the funding obligation dates for the 
project are met.    



• Obligation simply means authorization of funds by FHWA – funds are now available for the project. 



• The ODOT Local Agency Liaison will be able to assist you with completion of the report.  Questions can 
also be submitted to the appropriate Program Manager.  



General Guidelines: 
Milestone/Target  Action or Product Target Completion 
Informational  Project Programming 



Scoping, Prospectus and IGA 
4 months after award notice 



Milestone 1 
 



Obligate Funds for Preliminary 
Engineering (PE) 
(or first phase of project) 



4  - 5 months after award notice or 1 
month after STIP approval 



Target 
Design Notice to 
Proceed  



Start Design or Development 
Consultant contract in place, project 
team begins meeting. 



2 months after funds authorized 



Target  
Preliminary Plans  



Preliminary Plan Approval  
Design Acceptance Package or 
equivalent 



6 – 9 months after Start Design or 15 
months after award notice 



Target 
Environmental  



Environmental/NEPA clearance (CE 
Minimums or Closeout) 



6 – 9 months after Start Design or 15 
months after award notice 



Milestone 2  Obligate Right of Way Funds 
(after NEPA clearance) 



6 -9 months after Start Design 



Target 
 PS&E Approval  



PS&E Approval  
Final design, with utility and clearance 



18 months after Start Design 
(12 mo. if no ROW phase) 



Milestone 3  Obligate  Construction Funds 
and advertise contract for bid 



1 month after PS&E 



Target 
 Bid Let Opening 



Contract “Let Date” 
(bid opening) 



1 month after advertisement or 26 months 
after award notice 
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 Active Transportation Section/Local Programs 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 



DUE: 5TH DAY OF EACH MONTH    



Program (Identify funding Program(s)   
 Transportation Enhancement   STP Flexible   Highway Bridge Program  
 Safe-Routes-to-School  Bike/Pedestrian   Safety  
 National Hwy Covered Bridge  Congestion Mitigaton & Air Quality  Modernization 



 Operations  Maintenance   Other __     __________ 



Project Details 



PROJECT NAME 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1 



REGION # 
2 



IGA #    29585 



RECIPIENT AGENCY (AGENCIES) 
Yamhill County 



KEY #  18332 



SUBMITTED BY 
NAME Carrie Martin    TITLE Grants & Special Projects Manager    
   AGENCY/ORG.  Yamhill County 



PHONE 
503-474-4991 



FAX 
503-474-4908 



E-MAIL 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 



REPORTING PERIOD 
MO. April YR. 2018 



Send this completed form and any attachments by email to 
address indicated on the instruction page.  



SIGNATURE DATE 
5/08/2018 



  
Target Date for Consultant Selection:  



3/20/14 
Scheduled Dates Current Report    



Target or 
Milestone 



Task Description  Schedule  
Original 



Amended 
IGA 



Schedule 



Anticipated 
Completion  



Need 
PCR? 



Complete 
Yes/No 



1 
Milestone 



Obligate Funds for Preliminary Engineering  
or first phase of Project 



3/31/2014 N/A 1/17/2014 NO YES 



Target Design Notice to Proceed (NTP)              NO       



Target Preliminary Design Approval (DAP)              NO       



Target Environmental Sign-off   
(NEPA/CE Close-out)  



             NO       



2 
Milestone  



Right-of-way Obligation  
(may be a target date – see agreement)  



3/31/2015 9/30/2015 8/25/2015 NO  YES 



Target Plans, Specifications & Estimates Approval              NO       



3 
Milestone 



Obligate Funds for Construction  
(or final phase)  



N/A                   YES 



Target Bid Let (Bid Opening)               NO       



4 
Milestone  



Project Completion  
(State issues Project Acceptance / 2nd Note) 



10/31/2015 12/31/201
7 



12/31/2017 NO NO 



 
Project Milestones - Project Change Request required if Anticipated Completion of a Milestone is >90 days past the Schedule Date. 



Status Summary 
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Yamhill County has received the final invoice for services from OBEC and Universal Field Services. We are working with accounting 
personnel at ODOT to reconcile final accounting and determine indirect rate for reimbursement so we may submit our second and final 
reimbursement request. We are working to complete the final paperwork necessary to close out this TE grant project. 
 



 








			Program (Identify funding Program(s)










From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 7:44:28 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Hi Laura and Ken,
 
According to my budget, the TE grant has $118,938 remaining after the final invoice was paid to
OBEC on 5/31/18.
 
When I spoke with Lee Cronemiller a couple months ago, he gave me the name of the accounting
person at ODOT who would be able to tell us if might be eligible to get reimbursed for administrative
overhead. Normally that has to be requested and negotiated when the original grant agreement is
signed, but there may be something we can do. Unfortunately, that accounting person was out with
surgery when I contacted her. I have left messages for her replacement, but have not heard a
response. I will keep trying though.
 
I hate to leave that much money on the table if there is some way we can access those funds.
 
Carrie
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:38 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I was not aware we were still pending reimbursement.  In looking at Fiscal Focus, I found that we
have thus far received $1,404,916.44 from ODOT and $126,000 from OPRD.  How much are we still
due for reimbursement?  I would like to know in case I need to budget this remaining this amount in
FY18-19.
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
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mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
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*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by


anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.


 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Thanks.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


th
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555 13  Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: BLAIR Andrew
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Cc: "hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us"; "Todd Sadlo"; THIEL Katie; HINZE Donna L
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail - Pedestrian Bridges
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 4:32:03 PM
Attachments: 18332_PCE_Approval_Yamhelas_Westsider_Trail_Phase 1).pdf


Hi Carrie,
 
It was wonderful meeting you today. Thank you for a productive meeting.
 
Attached is the PCE document we had referred to regarding environmental requirements.
 
From our discussion today I have understood the following:
 


1.       There is some anticipation of Land Use repeals. Yamhill County will inform ODOT as
necessary, if repeals are material to the Grant.


2.       An RFP is due out June 15th, 2018.
a.       Scope of work for Yamhill’s consultant may include permitting, design, construction


management, and construction inspections. It may also include the tendering of
services for contractor selection.


b.       Consultant scope may involve Federal environmental compliance requirements.


c.       The NTP for the RFP is scheduled for August 4th, 2018.
d.       Permitting activities will run between August 2018 to June 2019
e.       Start of Construction is June 2019


f.        Anticipated project completion is May 19th, 2020
3.       The Area of Potential Impact (API) will be updated for this new phase. The PCE (attached)


was for the ROW phase, yet there are Federal requirements mentioned therein which are
still outstanding and are material to the new phase(s).


4.       A parallel master plan process for the corridor shall not impact the Grant.
5.       A funding gap of about $65,000 should not adversely impact the project.
6.       An ODOT REC (Donna Hinze) will review Yamhill’s statement of work to check for inclusion


of the necessary Federal environmental requirements evoked as a result of using Federal
funds for the ROW acquisition. However, compliance with Federal requirements and the
Grant is the responsibility of Yamhill County.


7.       Date of first invoice to be submitted for reimbursement is not yet known.
8.       A Monthly progress report for this month is forthcoming.


 
Thanks again for your time and earnestness that has gone into this project.
 
Please do not hesitate to reach me if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Kind Regards,
 
Andrew J. Blair
503-986-2681 (desk)
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503-509-3067 (mobile)
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:36:12 PM
Attachments: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form.pdf


Hi Laura,
 
To be eligible to apply for the Travel Oregon Medium Grant Program, we must first submit a “Project
Idea Form” to our regional DMO. For us, this is the Willamette Valley Visitors Association. I have
attached the form here for your review.
 
cm
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Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form



https://fs22.formsite.com/TravelOregon/form57/index.html[5/10/2018 1:31:18 PM]



All applicants interested in applying for a 2018-2020 Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant are required to
submit the following information to their Regional Destination Management Organization (RDMO). 



Once you have submitted this form you will receive a confirmation email with the link and access code to the grant
application. Applicants who do not submit this project idea form to their RDMO will be ineligible to receive funding.



Select tourism region(s) your grant project impacts: *



Central Oregon



Oregon Coast



Eastern Oregon



Mt Hood / Columbia River Gorge



Portland Region



Southern Oregon



Willamette Valley



Statewide



Applying Entity: *



Project Name: *



Grant Amount Requested: * Total Project Cost: *



Grant Contact Name: *



Grant Contact Email Address: *





http://industry.traveloregon.com/industry-resources/destination-marketing-resources/regional-destination-marketing-organizations/








Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form



https://fs22.formsite.com/TravelOregon/form57/index.html[5/10/2018 1:31:18 PM]



Grant Contact Phone Number: *



Project Description (Be sure to include the primary goals and objectives of the project): *



161/400 words








			formsite.com


			Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form








			Vnb24vZm9ybTU3L2luZGV4Lmh0bWwA: 


			form1: 


			RESULT_CheckBox-1: CheckBox-0


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1): CheckBox-1


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2): CheckBox-2


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3): CheckBox-3


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): CheckBox-4


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): CheckBox-5


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): Yes


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): CheckBox-7


			RESULT_TextField-2: Yamhill County


			RESULT_TextField-3: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


			RESULT_TextField-4: $50,000


			RESULT_TextField-5: $100,000


			RESULT_TextField-6: Laura Tschabold


			RESULT_TextField-7: tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us


			RESULT_TextField-8: 503-434-7501


			RESULT_TextArea-9: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


			Submit: 



















From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: word version FAQs
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 2:49:43 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18-2.docx
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the development stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	


Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 






What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners.


Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 






PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.


Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.






Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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From: Brett Henry
To: Laura Tschabold; Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:48:44 PM
Attachments: image002.png


Good job!
 
FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
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I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 8:04:43 PM


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to
me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team
was excited to see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the
Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-profit
group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan.
If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they would be
competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the
phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of
time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Christo Brehm
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Jean Crowther; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Jessica Roberts; Cat Cheng
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 4:34:49 PM


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our Portland
Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a better
sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they can help
to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is there anything
more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing campaign you have in mind?


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the
project forward.


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the nonprofit
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of the trail. As
you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though there is a
desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan, and
I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of the
Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master
plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica
in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.
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Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Yamhelas farm impact findings
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:36:24 PM
Attachments: Yamhelas_Trail_-_EF_AF_Owners_within_750ft_YtoC.pdf


Carrie,
 
This is more than the adjacent landowners—it is everyone with property that is wholly or partially
within 750 feet.  I’m not sure how to cull the adjacent/abutting owners out of it.  It seems, however,
that most of the adjacent/abutting owners did not show up.  So far, I’ve identified two—The Van
Dykes, and the guy with the llamas.
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 9:35 AM
To: Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Mikalie,
 
Could you print this on 11x17?  thx
 


From: Matt Vogt 
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 9:33 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Todd,
 
I hid the ‘Owner1’ and ‘Owner2’ fields and printed out on 11” x 17” and it’s pretty readable. I’ve
attached a PDF so you can see what it comes out looking like. Don’t use this version if you’ve
modified the farm uses or any other fields at all. As a side note, if you sort the table by tax lot it ends
up being sorted north to south as well (as the attached one is).
 
Matt
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Matt Vogt <vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Is now ok?  If so, I’ll head over.
 
ts
 


From: Matt Vogt 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 9:42 AM
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MapTaxlot OWNER3 MAILADD1 CITY STATE ZIP SITUS1 ACRES PL_ZONE FARM_USE_1 FARM_USE_2 FARM_USE_3 OTHER_USE



R2434   03500 WESTVIEW FARMS LLC PO BOX 400 YAMHILL OR 97148 18000 NE STILLERS MILL RD 57 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3403   01201 SCHREPEL LEE W 6501 NE HIGHWAY 240 YAMHILL OR 97148 6507 NE HIGHWAY 240 19.66 EF80 Fruit orchard



R3403   01300 VANDYKE WILLIAM R CO-TRUSTEE 12825 NE YAMHILL RD CARLTON OR 97111  87.37 EF80 Hazelnuts Grass seed Hay



R3403   01600 WOODLAND WALTER 15010 NE DOPP RD NEWBERG OR 97132 1185 E MAIN ST 1.7 EF80 None Residence



R3403   01700 VAN DYKE JOHN A 1255 E MAIN ST YAMHILL OR 97148 1255 E MAIN ST 21.39 EF80 None Residence



R3403   01701 VAN DYKE JAMES F 1/2 PO BOX 400 YAMHILL OR 97148  73.6 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3403   01900 ANDERSON JULIE B PO BOX 1162 SHERWOOD OR 97140 6500 NE HIGHWAY 240 3.24 EF80 None Residence



R3403   03300 VAN DYKE RIVERVIEW FARMS LLC 8456 NW MCSWEEN LN YAMHILL OR 97148  146.5 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3409   00300 KAHL ROBERT S 15500 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 15676  HIGHWAY 47 19.53 EF80 Pasture



R3409   00400 DROMGOOLE GORDON C 19643 NW GOODRICH RD YAMHILL OR 97148 15000  HIGHWAY 47 80.61 AF10, EF8 Clover



R3409   00500 POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES FOR 14215 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111  13.81 EF80 Row crops Grass seed



R3409   00600 POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES FOR 14215 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111  40.86 EF80 Row crops Grass seed



R3409   00700 CLAUSSEN THEODORE R 14375 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 14375  HIGHWAY 47 19.8 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3409   00800 HERYFORD LOREN G 14469 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 14469  HIGHWAY 47 5.1 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3409   00900 COSGROVE PAT D & JANET A 14613 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 14613  HIGHWAY 47 6.8 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3410   01400 WILLAMETTE VALLEY LAND LLC 13140 B NE KUEHNE RD CARLTON OR 97111  39 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3410   01500 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  9.9 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01600 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  1.16 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01700 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 14130 NE MERCHANT RD 1.16 EF80 None Residence



R3410   01800 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  6 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01801 LARSON JOHN III & 13995 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 13995 NE MERCHANT RD 3.92 EF80 None Residence/Garden



R3410   03200 ERAMO SALVATORE P & JO A TRUSTEES FOR PO BOX 547 YAMHILL OR 97148 15680  HIGHWAY 47 10.78 EF80 Pasture



R3415   00501 PETERS WILFRED A TRUSTEE & 3409 SINGETREE ST FOREST GROVE OR 97116  118.26 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00600 CRAMER JEAN TRUSTEE 13815 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 13815 NE MERCHANT RD 7.49 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00601 COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 44559 NW HARTWICK RD BANKS OR 97106  30 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3415   00602 LUMPKINS EARL D TRUSTEE 33410 NE OLD PARRETT MOUNTAIN RD NEWBERG OR 97132 13747 NE MERCHANT RD 35.9 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00700 COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 44559 NW HARTWICK RD BANKS OR 97106  44.6 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3415   00800 MCCARTHY LIVING TRUST PO BOX 417 GASTON OR 97119 915 N 4TH ST 50 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00100 BAILEY NURSERIES INC 1325 BAILEY RD ST PAUL MN 55119 13901  HIGHWAY 47 73.7 EF80 Row crops Grass seed Hay



R3416   00200 DUYN JOSEPH F 13475 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 13475  HIGHWAY 47 69.7 EF80 Grass seed Hay Pasture



R3416   00300 WISHART LAURANCE G 1904 LIBRA ST NEWBERG OR 97132 13301  HIGHWAY 47 20.5 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3416   00400 BURNS FRANK L 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301  48 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00500 BURNS FRANK L 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301 12595  HIGHWAY 47 87.5 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00800 SMITH ANNE M 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301 12305  HIGHWAY 47 53.58 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00900 GAIBLER MARK S TRUSTEE FOR PO BOX 808 CARLTON OR 97111  47.7 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   01000 EWING WARREN O 12320 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 12320  HIGHWAY 47 1.85 EF80 None Residence



R3416   01100 BRAUKMAN MELISSA I & 12000 HWY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 12000  HIGHWAY 47 4 EF80 None Residence



R3421   00100 BAKER THOMAS E PO BOX 315 CARLTON OR 97111 11980  HIGHWAY 47 1.18 EF80 None Residence



R3421   00200 GREENLEAF RAYMOND L CO-TRUSTEE 11900 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 11900  HIGHWAY 47 3.36 EF80 Christmas Trees? Residence



R3421   00300 SMITH ANNE M 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301  10.87 EF80 Grass seed Hay












To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Other than Wednesday afternoon I think I’m pretty much free any time.
 
Matt
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Matt Vogt <vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Matt,
 
When you have some time, I would like to talk to you again about the trail hearing planned for May
3.
 
ts
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Christo Brehm
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H; Jean Crowther; Mike Rose; Katie Mangle;


Erin McAlister
Subject: RE: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 9:16:59 AM


Thank you, Christo!
 
Carrie
 
From: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 8:24 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>; Mike Rose
<mikerose@altaplanning.com>; Katie Mangle <katiemangle@altaplanning.com>; Erin McAlister
<erincox@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Re: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
 
Carrie and Veronica,
 
Thanks for checking in about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail marketing and branding scope and
cost estimate you requested. We didn't realize you were on a tight deadline with your grant
application.
 
Attached please find the scope and estimate.  Please let us know if you have any questions. 
We wish you the best as you move this project forward and are happy to assist however we
can.
 
Sincerely,
 
---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  
 
 
On Tue, May 22, 2018 at 7:21 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, all!
 
I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just wanted
to check in with the group to see how things are progressing.
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Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing guidelines
and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo and Jean, we just
need to have a sense of the dollars involved.
 
Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt Family
Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a master plan
project, so I’ll keep you posted.
 
Thanks for all your help!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
 
This is the one I never heard back on.
 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
 
Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!
 
We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to
promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local
destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but
we are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media,
email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And
maybe some events?  And we are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other
trails.  
 
The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  
 
Is that enough info?
 
Thank you, 
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Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.
 
Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they
get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing
activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for
the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a
marketing campaign you have in mind?
 
As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move
the project forward.
 
---Christo
 
 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  
 
 
On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance
of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf
of the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of
sample master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all
can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project
might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.
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Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:57:53 AM


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
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to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
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position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Updated Letter of Support from YWT
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 8:27:49 AM
Attachments: Friend of the YWT Letter of Support_6.06.18.pdf


Good morning, Wayne,
 
As you know, the county is submitting a couple of grants for master plans this week. As I’m going
through our letters of support, however, I see that the one on file is from 2015 and by the previous
FYWT president. I have updated the letter to include your name and today’s date, but have left the
content as it was originally. Would you be willing to allow us to submit this? If you are willing, a
signed and scanned copy would be best, but I can also use the attached letter as is.
 
Let me know what you think!
 
Carrie
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June 6, 2018



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville, OR 97128 



RE: Yamhe/as Wes/sider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



The Friends of Y amhelas Westsider Trail is a diverse group of stakeholders representing area residents 
and public and private sector organizations, who are working alongside the county, towards converting 
the old Union Pacific Railroad right of way to a multi-purpose transportation corridor. Our group fully 
supp01ts the cooperative development of the path. The route of the corridor will eventually run from 
Highway 99W near McMinnville to Gaston, linking up with State Highway Bicycle trail to Forest Grove 
and Hagg Lake. The route has magnificent vistas of the Coastal Range and passes many Centmy Farms. 
The cities of Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton situated along the trail will provide opp01tunities for shopping, 
antiquing, dining and obtaining needed supplies. Nearby wineries offer tours and wine tasting, enticing 
tourists from around the state, the nation, and the world. 



The railway grade is gradual and will provide recreational opp01tnnities for walkers, hikers, runners, 
bicyclists, horseback riders and possibly wheelchair users. It will also create a new and necessmy 
transp01tation link between our rural towns and communities. Access is readily available from the county 
roads it crosses and nearby Highway 47. 



The trail would: 



• Be family oriented and provide a wholesome, safe recreational opporhmity.
• Provide alternate modes of transp01tation between communities.
• Provide oppo1tunities for local youth groups to be involved in the creation of the trail.
• Allow children to bicycle safely to school.
• Keep pedestrian and bicycle traffic off Highway 47.
• Boost the economy of area communities.
• Provide wildlife viewing and preserve open space.
• Provide a corridor for optimal trail connections.



The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail fully supp01t and are committed to the development and 
long-term maintenance of the path. The corridor will be an incredibly beneficial asset to our community 
and greatly enhance recreational opp01tnnities as well as stimulate economic growth and provide safe 
alternative transp01tation options. 



Sincerely, 



Wayne Wiebke, President 
Friends of the Y amhelas Westsider Trail 



















From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: New Website Link
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:28:16 PM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Application Packet_FINAL 6.6.18.pdf


Hello!
 
Please link the attached document to the following Yamhill County page:
 
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail
 
It should be the last entry in the GRANTS sub-section, with the text: Travel Oregon Competitive
Medium Grant Application.
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants



 



Yamhill County
Laura Tschabold 
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991



Laura  Tschabold  
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name
CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT
OTHER INVESTMENTS
BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE
PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT
PREPAID EXPENSE
CLERK CASH IN TRUST
CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY
TAXES RECEIVABLE
INSURANCE REC
LAND
BUILDINGS
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ASSETS
DATA PROCESSING
ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS
ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP
ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS
ALLOW DEPR-DP
FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL PAYABLE
MEDICARE TAX
FEDERAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
FICA TAXES
WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT
T-670
OPEU
FAMILY CANCER
OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST
OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN
SBA (TC 763)
MISC
RETIREMENT BENEFIT
PERS
PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP
PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN
M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 
                               -                        94,773.65 
                               -                          9,969.59 
                               -                        43,503.31 
                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 
                               -                          1,266.25 
                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   
                               -                             230.62 
                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 
                               -                   2,101,377.77 
                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 
                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   
                               -                      131,065.42 
                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   
                               -                        13,754.10 
                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   
              8,548,474.36                                  -   
              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   
              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   
              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 
                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   
                        400.00                                  -   
                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   
                     1,100.00                                  -   
                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   
            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   
                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE
MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT
VEBA BENEFIT
KAISER-PERMANENTE
PERS UNIT PURCHASE
OSGP LOAN
ICMA DEFERRED
BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD
PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN
VOLUNTARY LIFE
SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT
YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)
VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY
LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE
DEFERRED REVENUE
LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE
DEPOSITS
RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN
LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN
DEPOSITS
RESERVE FOR ENCUM
INVESTMENT IN LAND
INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS
INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP
INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN CWIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP
ENCUMBRANCE
BB
BEG BALANCE RESERVED
Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 
                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 
              4,192,029.85                                  -   
              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 
                               -                   4,801,547.39 
                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 
                               -                   1,598,715.55 
                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   
                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 
                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   
                               -                        16,139.23 
                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 
                               -                      148,113.59 
                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 
                               -                               56.48 
                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 
                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 
                               -                        21,555.05 
                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name
010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES
010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES
010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS
010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX
010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX
010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX
010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX
010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST
010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST
010-002-362.99 MISC
010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE
010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-010-362.99 MISC
010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER
010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK
010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT
010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-010-481.00 OVERTIME
010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-010-493.15 VEBA
010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-010-611.01 AUDIT
010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-010-621.01 POSTAGE
010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-010-683.04 PRINTING
010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 
                          -            439,214.71 
                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 
                          -              89,000.00 
                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 
                          -            139,074.82 
                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 
                          -              50,251.89 
                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   
             36,276.56                         -   
                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 
                          -            574,547.82 
                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 
                          -                     32.72 
                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   
             67,636.63                         -   
             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   
             50,299.38                         -   
             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   
             53,806.25                         -   
           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   
             96,939.11                         -   
           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   
             12,710.23                         -   
               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
               5,926.73                         -   
               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   
               1,214.05                         -   
                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   
               3,122.43                         -   
                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   
               9,450.00                         -   
             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   
                  752.66                         -   
                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   
               1,087.85                         -   
               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   
             38,561.24                         -   
               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   
                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   
               4,405.99                         -   
             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   
                  127.99                         -   
               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE
010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED
010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-012-341.02 FILING FEES
010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE
010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE
010-012-341.99 MISC
010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS
010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS
010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-012-362.99 MISC
010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW
010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS
010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR
010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR
010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER
010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1
010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2
010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3
010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE
010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST
010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER
010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH
010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-012-481.00 OVERTIME
010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-012-493.15 VEBA
010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-012-611.01 AUDIT
010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-012-621.01 POSTAGE
010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES
010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON
010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 
                          -                   750.25 
                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 
                          -            375,359.62 
                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   
                  548.68                         -   
                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 
             64,811.78                         -   
             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 
                          -                     38.98 
                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 
                          -              35,361.07 
                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   
             45,461.69                         -   
               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   
           110,787.06                         -   
             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   
             50,763.95                         -   
             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   
             10,095.74                         -   
             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   
                  642.34                         -   
               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   
             46,579.63                         -   
             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   
                  246.30                         -   
             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   
             19,394.44                         -   
               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   
           209,571.21                         -   
                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   
             23,718.37                         -   
               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   
             10,822.53                         -   
             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   
                  637.29                         -   
                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   
             73,437.98                         -   
               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   
               1,477.89                         -   
                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   
               9,934.16                         -   
             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   
               9,751.73                         -   
               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   
             10,134.79                         -   
             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES
010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT
010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-013-362.99 MISC
010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS
010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-013-493.15 VEBA
010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-013-611.01 AUDIT
010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP
010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER
010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE
010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT
010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY
010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES
010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS
010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES
010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING
010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS
010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS
010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS
010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT
010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA
010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET
010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE
010-015-341.99-A001 MISC
010-015-341.99-A002 MISC
010-015-341.99-A003 MISC
010-015-341.99-A008 MISC
010-015-362.99-A009 MISC
010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK
010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   
               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   
               2,431.00                         -   
               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 
                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   
             11,790.00                         -   
                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   
                  413.12                         -   
                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   
               3,400.00                         -   
               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   
             27,427.87                         -   
             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   
                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   
                  576.33                         -   
               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   
                  493.81                         -   
                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   
             10,923.75                         -   
               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   
               1,328.50                         -   
                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   
             16,083.92                         -   
               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 
                          -                     25.00 
                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 
                          -                1,640.00 
                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   
                  566.30                         -   
               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 
                          -              12,575.00 
                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 
                          -              10,275.00 
                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 
                          -                8,965.00 
                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 
                          -                2,116.50 
                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 
                          -                8,061.50 
                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 
                          -              96,226.33 
                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   
             39,442.29                         -   
             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 
             14,290.78                         -   
               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME
010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP
010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP
010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL
010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT
010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA
010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   
               7,614.64                         -   
               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   
               1,122.70                         -   
                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   
               2,619.46                         -   
             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   
               7,997.63                         -   
             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   
                      2.69                         -   
                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   
                  114.65                         -   
                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   
                  167.00                         -   
                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   
                    50.83                         -   
                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   
               1,622.74                         -   
                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   
                    20.86                         -   
                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   
                  781.07                         -   
               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   
               1,107.22                         -   
                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   
                  518.00                         -   
               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   
               9,187.55                         -   
             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   
               2,280.17                         -   
                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   
                      6.80                         -   
                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   
             12,102.10                         -   
                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   
             25,611.49                         -   
             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   
               2,556.02                         -   
               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
                    50.00                         -   
                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   
               1,020.00                         -   
               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   
                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   
               1,207.30                         -   
                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET
010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-611.01 AUDIT
010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA
010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE
010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING
010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   
                  299.54                         -   
                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   
                    14.11                         -   
                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   
                    29.88                         -   
                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   
                    13.73                         -   
                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   
                      4.61                         -   
                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   
                  123.21                         -   
                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   
                  196.88                         -   
                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   
                    19.20                         -   
                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   
                    14.61                         -   
                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   
                    73.74                         -   
                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   
                  374.77                         -   
                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   
             37,325.82                         -   
               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   
               1,596.52                         -   
               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   
               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    14.66                         -   
                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   
                  254.05                         -   
                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   
                  178.75                         -   
               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   
                  244.13                         -   
                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   
               1,805.40                         -   
                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   
               1,688.65                         -   
               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR
010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND
010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES
010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS
010-017-362.99 MISC
010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR
010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK
010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA
010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-017-481.00 OVERTIME
010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   
                  302.04                         -   
                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   
                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   
             11,675.00                         -   
                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   
               1,262.00                         -   
                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   
             27,603.61                         -   
             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   
                  951.84                         -   
                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   
               9,128.70                         -   
               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   
               7,987.62                         -   
               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   
               1,533.00                         -   
                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   
                  200.00                         -   
                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   
               1,885.35                         -   
               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   
               4,146.00                         -   
                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   
               3,627.00                         -   
               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   
               1,752.00                         -   
               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 
                          -                   625.66 
                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   
                  500.00                         -   
                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   
                    92.77                         -   
                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   
             40,663.26                         -   
             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   
             59,019.43                         -   
             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 
                          -            429,738.40 
                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   
               8,208.27                         -   
             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
               2,870.06                         -   
               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   
             26,263.01                         -   
             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   
           117,242.48                         -   
                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA
010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-017-611.01 AUDIT
010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT
010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS
010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)
010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT
010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION
010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS
010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS
010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE
010-018-362.99 MISC
010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT
010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY
010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR
010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST
010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1
010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-018-481.00 OVERTIME
010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY
010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-018-493.15 VEBA
010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   
                  135.78                         -   
               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   
             10,069.61                         -   
               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   
                  976.77                         -   
               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   
                  850.10                         -   
             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   
                  571.28                         -   
                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   
             12,420.00                         -   
               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   
               1,225.59                         -   
           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   
               7,403.22                         -   
                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 
                          -                2,008.00 
                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 
                          -              23,786.21 
                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   
                  669.72                         -   
             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   
             16,029.05                         -   
             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 
                          -                5,348.88 
                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 
                          -                   856.53 
                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   
             44,674.81                         -   
           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   
           153,013.28                         -   
             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   
             21,164.20                         -   
             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   
             13,853.60                         -   
             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   
               2,782.70                         -   
               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   
               3,359.34                         -   
                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   
                  325.74                         -   
               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   
             24,788.90                         -   
               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   
           264,045.62                         -   
                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   
                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-018-611.01 AUDIT
010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES
010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES
010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS
010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP
010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS
010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING
010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION
010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM
010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES
010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS
010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF
010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS
010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP
010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL
010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE
010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT
010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF
010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE
010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT
010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES
010-020-341.99-F077 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC
010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE
010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST
010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE
010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   
             21,166.11                         -   
               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   
             15,708.53                         -   
               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   
               4,547.74                         -   
               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   
                  883.25                         -   
               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   
               4,554.00                         -   
               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   
                  158.03                         -   
             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   
             55,524.04                         -   
                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 
               6,649.80                         -   
               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   
                  364.08                         -   
             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   
                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 
                          -            283,947.89 
                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 
                          -                   412.05 
                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 
                          -            461,085.46 
                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 
                          -                1,178.00 
                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 
                          -                   323.00 
                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 
                          -                3,040.55 
                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 
                          -                2,210.00 
                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 
                          -                   102.70 
                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 
                          -                     85.75 
                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 
                          -                8,959.15 
                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 
                          -                1,073.26 
                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 
                          -              95,995.00 
                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL
010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE
010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL
010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES
010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS
010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING
010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE
010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS
010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP
010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION
010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION
010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL
010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES
010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT
010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT
010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR
010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER
010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER
010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2
010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3
010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-020-481.00 OVERTIME
010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME
010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP
010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 
                          -                   630.00 
                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 
                          -                3,783.00 
                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 
                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 
                          -              11,100.00 
                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 
                          -                6,215.99 
                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 
                          -                   200.00 
                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 
             65,835.54                         -   
             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 
                          -                4,731.35 
                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 
                          -              28,100.00 
                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   
               3,741.97                         -   
               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   
             25,572.58                         -   
               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   
             19,739.68                         -   
             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   
             55,614.45                         -   
                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   
             11,370.19                         -   
             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   
             48,490.01                         -   
             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   
                    29.52                         -   
               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   
                    60.00                         -   
                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   
                  324.99                         -   
                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   
               5,503.67                         -   
               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   
               4,698.30                         -   
                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   
                  202.60                         -   
                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   
               4,759.69                         -   
                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   
                    92.85                         -   
             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   
                    56.56                         -   
                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT
010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.15 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA
010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   
                  879.79                         -   
             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   
             15,914.52                         -   
             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   
               8,531.43                         -   
                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   
                    52.50                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   
               1,287.50                         -   
             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   
             16,950.07                         -   
             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   
               7,250.50                         -   
               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   
                    33.04                         -   
                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   
                  936.05                         -   
                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   
                  128.50                         -   
                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   
               4,431.88                         -   
                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   
                    24.18                         -   
                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   
               2,343.64                         -   
                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   
                    12.90                         -   
                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   
               5,671.10                         -   
               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   
                      1.53                         -   
                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   
                  141.61                         -   
                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   
                  154.25                         -   
                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   
                    40.69                         -   
                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   
                    25.97                         -   
                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   
                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   
                    79.55                         -   
                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   
                  277.15                         -   
                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING
010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-611.01 AUDIT
010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)
010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM
010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   
                      1.22                         -   
               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   
                      2.00                         -   
                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   
                  181.35                         -   
                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   
                  362.34                         -   
                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   
               2,792.45                         -   
               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   
                  559.06                         -   
                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   
                    34.02                         -   
                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   
               1,914.99                         -   
               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   
                  426.12                         -   
                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   
                    21.80                         -   
                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   
               1,022.54                         -   
               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   
                  262.27                         -   
                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   
                  468.89                         -   
                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   
                  272.73                         -   
                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   
                  173.13                         -   
                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   
               1,158.05                         -   
                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   
                  165.18                         -   
                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   
                  173.91                         -   
                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   
                  187.00                         -   
                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   
               1,141.06                         -   
               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   
                  644.39                         -   
                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   
               2,578.84                         -   
                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE
010-020-621.01 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE
010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING
010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES
010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST
010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS
010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   
                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   
                    16.67                         -   
                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   
                      2.15                         -   
                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   
                      2.24                         -   
                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   
                    60.35                         -   
                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   
                  917.42                         -   
                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   
                      6.32                         -   
                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   
                  401.80                         -   
                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   
                  626.72                         -   
                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   
                  523.88                         -   
             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   
             52,384.97                         -   
               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   
               1,983.04                         -   
             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   
               8,300.00                         -   
                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   
               5,874.21                         -   
                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   
                  540.00                         -   
             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   
             31,477.67                         -   
                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   
                  290.06                         -   
               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   
                  300.12                         -   
                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   
               3,723.09                         -   
               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   
               7,405.00                         -   
                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   
               1,704.91                         -   
               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   
               2,231.10                         -   
               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   
                  449.41                         -   
                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   
             15,599.00                         -   
                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS
010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION
010-021-341.99 MISC
010-021-362.11 COPIES
010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR
010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2
010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-021-493.15 VEBA
010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-021-511.16 PRINTING
010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-021-611.01 AUDIT
010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-021-621.01 POSTAGE
010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS
010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES
010-022-362.99 MISC
010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-022-481.00 OVERTIME
010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-022-493.15 VEBA
010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   
                  469.30                         -   
                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 
               3,213.28                         -   
             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 
                          -                1,800.00 
                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 
                          -              40,095.72 
                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   
                  642.20                         -   
                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   
               6,437.42                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
                  378.49                         -   
               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   
                  164.63                         -   
                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   
                    26.21                         -   
                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   
                      7.65                         -   
                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   
                    10.28                         -   
                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   
                  191.47                         -   
                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   
                      5.83                         -   
                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 
                          -                5,022.86 
                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   
                          -              87,588.73 
                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   
                  310.18                         -   
               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   
               2,228.34                         -   
               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   
             10,718.24                         -   
           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   
               1,338.40                         -   
                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   
               4,900.00                         -   
               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   
             41,415.55                         -   
             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   
                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   
                  607.42                         -   
                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-022-611.01 AUDIT
010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-022-621.01 POSTAGE
010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST
010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES
010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-023-362.99 MISC
010-023-400.06 TREASURER
010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-023-611.01 AUDIT
010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES
010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS
010-025-362.99 MISC
010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES
010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL
010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL
010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-025-493.15 VEBA
010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-025-611.01 AUDIT
010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
010-033-334.41 STF GRANT
010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL
010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES
010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   
                  260.00                         -   
               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   
                  757.16                         -   
               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   
                    74.70                         -   
               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   
               1,141.28                         -   
                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   
                  157.60                         -   
                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   
               1,513.83                         -   
               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 
                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 
                          -                3,227.00 
                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   
                      3.54                         -   
                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   
                  745.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   
               2,961.14                         -   
             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   
             70,736.87                         -   
                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 
                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   
                    45.90                         -   
                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   
               3,853.20                         -   
                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   
             38,624.25                         -   
                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   
                  287.46                         -   
                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   
               1,217.31                         -   
               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   
                  204.66                         -   
                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 
                          -            131,862.00 
                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   
               1,475.00                         -   
                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   
               1,320.26                         -   
               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 
                          -            393,831.00 
                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE
010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE
010-033-362.04 RENT
010-033-362.99 MISC
010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING
010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING
010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL
010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL
010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-611.01 AUDIT
010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE
010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE
010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING
010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER
010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL
010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES
010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX
010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS
010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE
010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE
010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-039-611.01 AUDIT
010-039-621.01 POSTAGE
010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS
010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER
010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES
010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
010-039-700.04 COG
010-039-700.26 CASA
010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED
010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER
010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS
010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 
                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 
                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   
             68,976.00                         -   
               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   
               2,077.95                         -   
               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   
               7,129.52                         -   
                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   
               8,535.87                         -   
                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   
               2,108.87                         -   
                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   
               1,608.00                         -   
               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   
                  625.00                         -   
               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   
               3,643.74                         -   
               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   
               1,162.00                         -   
               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   
             12,046.50                         -   
                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   
           397,845.56                         -   
           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 
                          -                9,357.61 
                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   
               8,000.00                         -   
                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   
               6,718.00                         -   
                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   
             27,361.75                         -   
               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   
             29,122.88                         -   
             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 
                  130.00                         -   
               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   
           150,000.00                         -   
               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   
               2,150.80                         -   
             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   
             37,850.05                         -   
               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   
           145,686.00                         -   
           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST
010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-040-481.00 OVERTIME
010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-040-493.15 VEBA
010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES
010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-040-611.01 AUDIT
010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE
010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM
010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE
010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-041-362.11 COPIES
010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.99 MISC
010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV
010-041-400.04 SHERIFF
010-041-401.08 SERGEANT
010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH
010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-041-481.00 OVERTIME
010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   
             21,679.86                         -   
             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 
                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   
               7,423.57                         -   
             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   
               7,617.96                         -   
                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   
                    56.85                         -   
                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   
                  240.45                         -   
                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   
                  383.44                         -   
                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   
                    35.96                         -   
               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   
               1,471.76                         -   
               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   
                    10.70                         -   
               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   
               2,393.78                         -   
               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   
                  127.31                         -   
                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   
               2,146.23                         -   
               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 
                          -                7,208.42 
                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 
                          -                   676.20 
                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 
                          -                8,849.56 
                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   
             69,995.81                         -   
             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   
           111,369.70                         -   
           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 
                          -                   450.00 
                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   
           141,626.60                         -   
           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   
             14,304.72                         -   
               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   
             61,858.99                         -   
           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   
             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-041-493.15 VEBA
010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-041-611.01 AUDIT
010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-041-621.01 POSTAGE
010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT
010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY
010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-042-481.00 OVERTIME
010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-042-493.15 VEBA
010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-042-611.01 AUDIT
010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT
010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-331.02 BLM
010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS
010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   
               7,679.71                         -   
               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   
           437,486.93                         -   
                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   
               3,101.19                         -   
           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   
             76,945.95                         -   
             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   
               3,940.67                         -   
               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   
               3,603.78                         -   
               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   
               4,937.66                         -   
               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   
                  217.70                         -   
               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   
                  580.00                         -   
             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   
               6,894.24                         -   
             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   
               1,879.83                         -   
                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 
                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   
           175,000.00                         -   
                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   
               5,412.42                         -   
               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   
                  488.11                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   
                  333.26                         -   
               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   
                  186.81                         -   
               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   
                    66.29                         -   
                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   
                    22.97                         -   
                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   
                      1.31                         -   
               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 
                          -              10,000.00 
                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 
                          -              87,986.00 
                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   
               7,500.00                         -   
             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT
010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT
010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT
010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT
010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES
010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES
010-043-350.01 FINES
010-043-362.03 DONATIONS
010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS
010-043-362.11 COPIES
010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.99 MISC
010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-043-400.04 SHERIFF
010-043-401.08 SERGEANT
010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF
010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY
010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE
010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH
010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-043-481.00 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME
010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT
010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-043-493.15 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA
010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 
                          -              94,466.20 
                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 
                          -            219,311.80 
                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 
                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 
                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 
                          -              43,330.04 
                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 
                          -                   300.00 
                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   
             39,519.39                         -   
             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   
             48,001.39                         -   
             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   
           117,400.95                         -   
             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   
           150,272.39                         -   
               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   
                  145.99                         -   
               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   
               8,313.38                         -   
             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   
                  108.62                         -   
           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   
           157,177.37                         -   
                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   
                      2.12                         -   
                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   
                  765.00                         -   
             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   
                    58.22                         -   
                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   
                  260.25                         -   
                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   
                      0.16                         -   
                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   
                      3.80                         -   
                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   
                    42.08                         -   
                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   
                      3.50                         -   
               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   
               5,082.78                         -   
                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   
           198,559.20                         -   
                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-043-611.01 AUDIT
010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE
010-043-621.01 POSTAGE
010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR
010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES
010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES
010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES
010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-048-611.01 AUDIT
010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH
010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION
010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-059-611.01 AUDIT
010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE
010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE
010-069-362.99 MISC
010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   
             69,260.07                         -   
             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   
                      0.06                         -   
                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   
                      1.33                         -   
                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   
                  239.97                         -   
                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   
                  905.10                         -   
               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   
                    69.21                         -   
               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   
                  281.26                         -   
                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   
             27,478.49                         -   
               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   
                    26.75                         -   
               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    68.50                         -   
             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   
             70,612.39                         -   
               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   
                  260.35                         -   
                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   
               6,955.73                         -   
                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   
             33,857.25                         -   
             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   
           603,207.03                         -   
                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   
                          -              26,080.48 
                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   
                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   
                    10.00                         -   
               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 
                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 
                          -                5,000.00 
                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   
                    47.51                         -   
               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   
               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   
               2,735.72                         -   
               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   
                  600.00                         -   
               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES
010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER
010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1
010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2
010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A
010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-074-481.00 OVERTIME
010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-074-493.15 VEBA
010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE
010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-074-611.01 AUDIT
010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT
010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW
010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT
010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 
                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 
                          -                5,981.75 
                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   
             22,836.00                         -   
                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   
           223,429.37                         -   
             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   
             15,225.93                         -   
             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   
             22,510.53                         -   
             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   
               2,151.67                         -   
               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   
                    27.18                         -   
               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   
             55,377.26                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   
               4,068.22                         -   
                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   
             13,540.00                         -   
             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   
           119,783.01                         -   
           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   
               4,891.08                         -   
                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   
               2,186.40                         -   
               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   
               1,448.29                         -   
                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   
               6,573.26                         -   
               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   
                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   
               1,043.07                         -   
             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   
               6,406.93                         -   
               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   
                  112.00                         -   
             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 
                          -                3,708.66 
                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 
                          -            214,014.00 
                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH
010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER
010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF
010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP
010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-077-493.15 VEBA
010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING
010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-077-611.01 AUDIT
010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL
010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS
010-081-347.10 PARK FEES
010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES
010-081-362.03 DONATIONS
010-081-362.99 MISC
010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY
010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER
010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV
010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   
           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   
             86,506.73                         -   
                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   
               1,350.00                         -   
               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   
           109,082.15                         -   
               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   
                  243.03                         -   
             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   
                    34.32                         -   
           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   
             10,459.40                         -   
                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   
                      1.11                         -   
                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   
             58,785.53                         -   
                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   
               1,768.70                         -   
               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   
               2,366.19                         -   
               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   
             12,806.17                         -   
                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   
                  388.49                         -   
                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   
                  265.64                         -   
                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 
                  145.19                         -   
                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   
                  898.10                         -   
               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   
               4,262.00                         -   
             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   
             33,645.75                         -   
               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 
                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 
                          -              16,418.00 
                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 
                          -              15,175.00 
                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   
                  979.66                         -   
               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-081-493.15 VEBA
010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES
010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-611.01 AUDIT
010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS
010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY
010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT
010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER
010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-086-481.00 OVERTIME
010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-086-493.15 VEBA
010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-086-611.01 AUDIT
010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP
010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   
             18,024.61                         -   
                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   
                    67.69                         -   
                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   
               1,798.20                         -   
                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   
                  985.00                         -   
                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   
                  117.31                         -   
                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   
               1,392.84                         -   
             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   
               8,506.59                         -   
                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 
               1,723.49                         -   
               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   
             14,779.87                         -   
                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   
             60,580.81                         -   
               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 
                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   
               8,344.00                         -   
               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   
             20,843.74                         -   
             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   
                    40.00                         -   
               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   
               1,557.37                         -   
               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   
                    77.94                         -   
               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   
             13,383.17                         -   
                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   
               1,741.87                         -   
                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   
               2,260.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   
                  225.86                         -   
             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   
                  950.95                         -   
                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   
        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   
                    35.94                         -   
           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE
010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS
010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE
010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-163-481.00 OVERTIME
010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-163-611.01 AUDIT
010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS
010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 
                          -            174,721.81 
                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   
                  551.06                         -   
               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 
                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 
                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   
             24,447.87                         -   
               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   
             31,149.31                         -   
                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   
                      8.92                         -   
                      3.09                         -   













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Carrie Martin
Subject: FB Comments re Trail Amendment Reconsideration
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 9:09:18 AM
Attachments: image002.png
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Kathy Krieck Sitton   Just Loove Politicians.   Seriously doubt it's going to look
anything like that drawing. Would like to see photos of Vernonia-Banks trail published.
Or any other trail through rural areas.
11
 
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 17h


 
Alice Patridge it is so not to scale either....
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 17h


 
Volker Block When did we vote on money’s for 2.8 trail ?? Who the Hell do they think
they are?
11
 
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 15h


 
Kathy Ginther Cordie Pressure and greased palms I'm sure. Someone's getting
kickbacks from this, someway or somehow. I don't see either commissioner Primozich
Or Olson using the trail. What a bunch of BS.
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 13h


 
Sandy Bob Everybody has a price. It just took Rick an extra week to reach his.
Manage
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Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Jack Schwab
To: Carrie Martin; Brett Henry; Alex Schwab; Chad Olsen; Leona Sitton; Linda Cline; Steve Harloff; Steve Wick;


Veronica Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright
Subject: May Minutes
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 12:45:46 PM
Attachments: Minutes 5-9-18.docx


Howdy,


I know Wayne plans to send out the agenda for our June meeting soon, so I figured
it was time to publish the minutes of our last meeting for your review. Please let me
know if you see any typos, misstatements, or omissions.


May Peace Prevail on Earth
Jack
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL


BOARD MEETING MINUTES


MAY 9, 2018





1. Call to Order


The meeting was called to order at 4:02pm by President Wayne Wiebke. Directors present were Wayne Wiebke, Steve Wicks, Veronica Hinkes, Jack Schwab, Ken Wright, Leona Sitton, Steve Harloff and Linda Cline. Our guests were Commissioner Stan Primozich, Carrie Martin, the County’s Grant Coordinator and Brett Henry, the County’s Parks Division Manager.





2. Approval of the Minutes


The minutes of the April 10 meeting were approved upon motion of Veronica as seconded by Steve W.





3. Treasurer’s Report


Ken presented the bank statement for April which shows an ending balance of $37,556.71, a new high balance for the organization.





4. Committee Reports


1) Finance/Fundraising Committee - Ken Wright


The committee had no current business to report.





2) Volunteer Committee - Jack Schwab


The next volunteer opportunity will be to staff a rest stop for Cycle Oregon’s Joyride on June 9, 2018.





3) Steering Committee - Chad Olsen


The committee had no current business to report.





4) Communications Committee - Linda Cline


The committee had no current business to report.





5. Old Business


1) The City of McMinnville has offered to submit a letter of support for the trail to Yamhill County, calling it “a regional project of significance.” The Board then discussed asking for similar endorsements from other cities along the trail from Forest Grove to McMinnville, chiefs of police, Fish and Wildlife agencies, and the Yamhill-Carlton School District.





6. New Business


1) Commissioner Primozich discussed strategies for testimony at the upcoming Board of Commissioners meeting. He emphasized that the FYWT should identify itself as a useful partner in the endeavor to create the trail and that the County is not doing this project alone.  Together we have an ongoing Public/Private partnership. FYWT can pull in associated groups such as bicycle enthusiasts and equestrians that can be sources of volunteer and financial support. FYWT, as a nonprofit organization can apply for grants and issue tax deduction receipts that may not be available to the County. Our testimony should also emphasize that some grants we apply for are “tax dollars” but are in dedicated funds that will be used for a similar project elsewhere if we do not secure the funds for our project.





2) Carrie Martin and Brett Henry updated the Board on the status of grants the county has applied for as well as the potential grant sources to pursue in the near future. The priority will be to attract funding for development of a master plan for the trail and to find funding for the two bridges that will be built near Stag Hollow Creek. One potential source would be wayfinding signage grants, which would present an opportunity to set design standards for consistent use of logo, color and text for the entire trail.





3) Carrie also discussed an application to ORPD for approximately $65,000 to supplement the bridge design and construction grant already in hand.





4) Veronica provided a recap of her attendance at the Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit. She found a great deal of enthusiasm for the Yamhelas Trail. Her meeting notes are attached as an appendix to these minutes.





5) Veronica initiated a conversation about hiring public relations professionals to help raise public interest in the trail and raise our profile for fundraising. The Board decided to hold off on hiring someone until we see how the master planning process proceeds.





6) The Board discussed but took no formal action on the suggestion from a local mountain biking group to incorporate their members or merge organizations.





7) Linda reported on a luncheon with representatives from the Ford Family Foundation and potential there to support our efforts to build community support for the trail.





7. Adjournment


The meeting was adjourned at 6:05pm.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:38:50 PM


HI, Carrie – hope you are feeling better soon.  I’ve handwritten a few notes on the draft that you
sent out, and would like to meet with you when you are back to go over them.
 
Thanks ~
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
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The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:58:05 AM


My suggestion would be to create a master list of potential supporters, their position (if any), and
contact information, by city. If you circulate that among the Friends’ members, I’m sure people will
add to the list.
 
Carrie
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:55 AM
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com) <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Ken Wright
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>; V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
 
Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.
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Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:31:55 PM


This is the one I never heard back on. 


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board,
so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to promote the trail
both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local destination marketing
organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we are hopeful there will
be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media, email list, etc.  We would
want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And maybe some events?  And we
are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other trails.  


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


Is that enough info?


Thank you, 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a
better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they
can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is
there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing campaign you
have in mind?


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the
project forward.


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
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Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of
the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though
there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample
master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist
Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Steve Wick
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Cahad"; "Linda Cline"; "Brett Henry"; "Stan Primozich"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Leona


Sitton"; "Carrie Martin"; "Jack Schwab"; "Steve Harloff"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: Yamhelas trail hearing May 15
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 4:02:56 PM


 
I contacted Tony Hall, the Mayor of Gaston and invited him to testify at the hearing this
coming Tuesday. He said he would be there.
 
Ken, I think that you said that the Mayor of Mac wanted us to develop a "letter of support". If
you have his ear, could you ask him to attend and testify also? I like his statement that "this is
a regional project of significance."
 
Chad, can you get the mayor of Carlton to attend and testify?
 
It would be awesome if we "knew someone who knew someone" that could get the major of
Yamhill to testify.
 
It would also be great if we could get the police chiefs in each town to testify.
 
Ken, I also provided Mayor Hall with proposed "letter of support", and asked him to look it
over and see if he could use it as a template for Gaston to develop a statement supporting the
Trail. He said he would.
 
Cheers!
 
Steve Wick
503 970-6127
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: 5-9-2018 FYWT agenda
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 8:48:05 AM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Hi All,


This is the agenda for today as it now stands. I think we have a lot to talk about. See you at 4.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  May 15th County Commissioner's Meeting – Stan Primozich





 


 2)  Open discussion with Carrie Martin & Brett Henry. 


						 


 3)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	4)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 5)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      6)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Christo Brehm
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H; Jean Crowther
Subject: Re: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 7:50:16 AM


Carrie,


Thanks for checking in. Jessica and Cat already completed a scope and cost estimate and I just
need to prepare the document and should be able to get that over to you this morning.


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Tue, May 22, 2018 at 7:21 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, all!


 


I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just wanted
to check in with the group to see how things are progressing.


 


Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing guidelines
and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo and Jean, we just
need to have a sense of the dollars involved.


 


Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt Family
Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a master plan
project, so I’ll keep you posted.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie
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Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


This is the one I never heard back on.


 


----- Forwarded Message -----


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>


To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>


Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>


Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT


Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


 


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to
promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local
destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we
are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media,
email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And
maybe some events?  And we are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other
trails.  
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The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


 


Is that enough info?


 


Thank you, 


 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


 


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they
get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing
activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for
the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a
marketing campaign you have in mind?


 


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move
the project forward.


 


---Christo


 


 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer


Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities
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On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance
of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of
sample master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all
can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project
might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43:17 PM


Why do you think we should only go for 50,000?
 
See my notes on the narrative, below:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined
roadmap to advance a multi-modal transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two
counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional
recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The
Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks
and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to of Yamhill County and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.
Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that
expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient
non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism and economic vitality, saves public and
private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:36 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
 
Hi Laura,
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To be eligible to apply for the Travel Oregon Medium Grant Program, we must first submit a “Project
Idea Form” to our regional DMO. For us, this is the Willamette Valley Visitors Association. I have
attached the form here for your review.
 
cm








From: Carrie Martin
To: Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:57:14 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks for the careful reading, Brett!
 
cm
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:49 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good job!
 
FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
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system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
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Thanks!
 
Carrie








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35:04 AM


Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
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3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:39:48 PM


I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry; V H
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:09:57 PM


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to
see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request
and have The Friends non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding
and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they
would be competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded, which
seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone; you can
always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-
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I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and
I'm not sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also
considering applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the
thought is that the branding should be developed along with the master
plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an
RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing
with the County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a
sense of how the review committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding
and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan
ahead of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of
the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:25:33 PM


Indeed I am!
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
 
Are you attending tonight’s meeting?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53:11 AM


I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
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Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: Request to Submit Travel Oregon Grant Application
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 3:27:08 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Good afternoon, Commissioners:
 
As I mentioned last week, the 5/29 informal agenda will include two requests to
submit grant applications on behalf of Yamhill County. You received a copy of
the first request yesterday, and here is the second request and document.
 
This request is to submit an application for $56,250 to the Travel Oregon grant
program. This grant requires a match of $18,750 (25%) which will be met through
existing unspent project funds. This application is due on June 6th, and a draft of
the proposal is attached to this email for your review.
 
If you have any questions, please feel to reach out to me prior to the 5/29 meeting,
so that I may answer you in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors









From: Help Desk
To: Carrie Martin; Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: New Website Link
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:35:59 PM


I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:28 PM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: New Website Link
 
Hello!
 
Please link the attached document to the following Yamhill County page:
 
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail
 
It should be the last entry in the GRANTS sub-section, with the text: Travel Oregon Competitive
Medium Grant Application.
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke
Subject: RE: Updated Letter of Support from YWT
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 9:10:59 AM


Great! Thanks, Wayne!
 
Carrie
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 9:10 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Updated Letter of Support from YWT
 
It looks good to me. I'll drop off a signed copy tomorrow.  Thanks.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, June 6, 2018, 8:27:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:
 
 


Good morning, Wayne,


 


As you know, the county is submitting a couple of grants for master plans this week. As I’m going through
our letters of support, however, I see that the one on file is from 2015 and by the previous FYWT
president. I have updated the letter to include your name and today’s date, but have left the content as it
was originally. Would you be willing to allow us to submit this? If you are willing, a signed and scanned
copy would be best, but I can also use the attached letter as is.


 


Let me know what you think!


 


Carrie
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: Request to Submit Travel Oregon Grant Application
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 3:27:08 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Good afternoon, Commissioners:
 
As I mentioned last week, the 5/29 informal agenda will include two requests to
submit grant applications on behalf of Yamhill County. You received a copy of
the first request yesterday, and here is the second request and document.
 
This request is to submit an application for $56,250 to the Travel Oregon grant
program. This grant requires a match of $18,750 (25%) which will be met through
existing unspent project funds. This application is due on June 6th, and a draft of
the proposal is attached to this email for your review.
 
If you have any questions, please feel to reach out to me prior to the 5/29 meeting,
so that I may answer you in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors









From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin; Brett Henry
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:38:06 PM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 12:37 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Trail
 
Mary – I asked Senior Assistant County Counsel Todd Sadlo to reply to Mr. Schrepel’s question.  I’ve
copied his answer below.  Please let Mr. Schrepel know that he can contact Todd if he needs further
information. 
 
Thanks, Laura 
 
Mr. Schrepel,
 


Section 2 of Ordinance 904 states, in part:  The  county  now  has  the  right  to
develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to begin development of
the proposed  trail  segment  between Oregon Highway 240  east  of  the City of
Yamhill into the City of Carlton.


 
That language in the Ordinance itself controls, and is what is intended and what everyone has been
told.  There is no immediate intent to develop the trail on the county’s easement on the western and
northern edge of your property, North of Highway 240. 
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Your friend has nevertheless spotted an error in the farm impact findings.  For purposes of the farm
impact findings, the county is required to specify the area in which impacts are being considered: 
the “surrounding area.”  The county considered all farm impacts wholly or partially within 750 feet
of the first trail segment to be within the “surrounding area” of the first trail segment.  Finding 2.2 
addresses the farm impact standard, and incorrectly identifies the same area as the location of the
first trail segment.  Under Ordinance 904 (the Ordinance itself, not the supporting findings) the first
 segment starts at Highway 240, and extends to the City Limits of the City of Carlton.
 
I hope this clarifies the county’s decision.  Feel free to contact Todd Sadlo if you have additional
questions.
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Mary Starrett 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail
Importance: High
 
Laura,
Can you help me with this?
 
Thanks,
Mary
 


Mary Starrett
Chair,Yamhill County Board of Commissioners
Phone: 503.434.7501
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From: Lee Schrepel [mailto:lee@fruithillinc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 11:09 AM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail
Importance: High
 


Mary


A neighbor told me the 'phase one' trail limits were adjusted in the process that's recently come
to a decision point.  He said this phase includes Carlton-to-Yamhill PLUS 750 feet north of
Hwy 240.  Do you know if that is correct, or has my friend misinterpreted something he saw
online?


Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Ken Friday; Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook; Stephanie


Armstrong; Carrie Martin; Mikalie Frei; Lance Woods; Matt Vogt
Subject: Revised draft trail ordinance and findings
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 3:40:46 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf
NoticesForMay31,2018.pdf


Commissioners and all,
 
After the hearing on Tuesday, Christian, Laura and Commissioner Olson discussed possible changes
to the draft ordinance and findings that might be supported by at least two commissioners, if the
matter were to be reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on May 31, 2018.  The
proposed amendments (attached) specify that the final or master plan “shall be a collaborative and
coordinated effort,” and a new section of findings (section 3) explains what that means, including
direct consultation with affected property owners.
 
The proposed amendments also include a requirement that the master plan be completed before
construction of the trail, other than the initial bridge construction under a grant the county has
already been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of
the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the
master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments, the Planning Department is
mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited
on May 31.  I have attached copies of those notices.  All of these materials will be posted ASAP on
the county’s website.
 
If you have questions or concerns, please contact Christian or me.
 
Todd Sadlo
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  Ordinance ___ 



  (Board Order 18-___) 



  Page 1 



 



BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  











 



  Ordinance ___ 



  (Board Order 18-___) 
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers,
 
First of all, the Board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail wants to give all of you our
utmost thanks for staying with this project over the years: for your testimony at these
hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the
vocal defenders of this community trail. We now own the trail; I say “we” because we
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Subject: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
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all are the county.  Thank You!
 
As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’
meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it
to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan
was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by
the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing
the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that
would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would
be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is
that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make
our adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail
through our community.
 


The last paragraph was written shortly after the May 15th meeting and was to be
followed by what we needed to do while waiting for the county's next step; well we
didn't have to wait long.
 
The county took almost immediate action. Below are a few excerpts, in italics, from
the News Register, May 22, 2018, outlining a resulting meeting to discuss the
amendment and review possible changes. The draft of the changes made as a result
of that meeting are included.
 
“County commissioners to reconsider trail vote


Yamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a


second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the


Yamhelas Westsider Trail."


"On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which


include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be


mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the


opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a "reconsideration" of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel







Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the


amendment, and review possible changes."


As a result of that meeting this new section which addresses Commissioner Olson's
concerns was added as a draft to the amendment which will be voted upon on May


31st:
 


“Section 3


Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State


Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people


from entering adjacent farm fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail


segment, unless an owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to


separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; and (b) Signage shall be installed at each


point of trail entry from a public right of - way or trailhead, directing and warning trail


users not to trespass on to adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock;


indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust,


noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail


crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way


over pedestrians and other trail users.


 


Section 4


Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master


plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board,


outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are


not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term


minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.”


 


So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way
forward that will better satisfy more stakeholders and move us closer to the first


phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote on May 31st.
 
Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative than
ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the News Register article, the county is
pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT are looking at ways
to help including applying for complementary grants. This process is very competitive
with way more applicants than money.







 
There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters
such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant
applications. Letters to the County Commissioners voicing your support are
helpful. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same,
anything that is showing your support again is very important.
 
Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you
might expect. We will continue with updates as they arise.
 
The FYWT Board  
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From: Brett Henry
To: Chad Olsen; Kathie Oriet; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Wiebke, Wayne; Leona Sitton; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley


Hinkes
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 11:47:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png
Importance: High


FYI.  I recommend contacting these folks (especially the Cranks).
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Anne Lane [mailto:Anne.Lane@mcminnvilleoregon.gov] 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 11:38 AM
To: Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
FYI – this is the cycling groups from the Senior Center which are led by Galen, hopefully they can
bring a positive presence and voice to this discussion
 
Anne Lane, CPRP, Manager
 
City of McMinnville
Parks & Recreation Department
Senior Center
(503) 474-4963
 
Enriching Lives; Building Community
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From: Nick Distefano [mailto:nickdis@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 5:33 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Cheryl Nangeroni
<cherylnangeroni@gmail.com>
Cc: Galen McBee <gmcbee1@gmail.com>; jerryjoubert <drjerryjoubert@gmail.com>; Anne Lane
<Anne.Lane@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; Bob Crawford <rdcrawford71@gmail.com>; Brenda
Braschayko <braschayko@comcast.net>; Brian Kotch <bbkotch@hotmail.com>; Camille Shelton
<rcekkm65@centurylink.net>; Carol Marshall <cjapiary@frontier.com>; charles Mellinger
<mellinger.cd@gmail.com>; Craig Busskohl <busskohl@wtechlink.us>; DALE FARLEY
<dl_farley@yahoo.com>; Darcy Williamson <darcyw@viclink.com>; Dave Lau
<adlau3@comcast.net>; David Tegtmeier <dltegtmeier@gmail.com>; Deborah Daisy
<deborahdaisy@hotmail.com>; Denise Darby <liberta.inc@hotmail.com>; Diana Pearce
<dianadpor@msn.com>; Dianne Sherman <diannelsherman@msn.com>; Donetta Doni Langstaff
<donetta@hevanet.com>; Eddie Kaleta <eddiedk9@comcast.net>; Erin Guinn
<Erin.Guinn@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; Gary Noland <gpnoland@gmail.com>; Gene Menke
<genemenke@gmail.com>; Guadalupe Felix <jamesdean789123@gmail.com>; Jim White
<chilewheel88@gmail.com>; Joel & Wilma McNulty <wiljoel2@gmail.com>; john Collins
<jcollins133@comcast.net>; John Vanderwall <jwvanderwall@gmail.com>; Karen Vanderwall
<kavjwvc@gmail.com>; Karen Willard <kwillard7@gmail.com>; Kathleen Dennis
<kathleendennis93@gmail.com>; Kent Stevens <graykstevens@gmail.com>; Laurie Olson
<lauraleeshairshop@comcast.net>; Loren Wenz <wenzlusic@comcast.net>; Mike Goins
<mikegoins@icloud.com>; Moline Colbert <colbertmoline@gmail.com>; Nance Stone
<nancestone@gmail.com>; Nick Grinich <ngrinich@hotmail.com>; Peter Higbee
<beetree3001@yahoo.com>; Philip Byers Jones <byersjonesphilip@gmail.com>; Ralph Rogers
<rrogers500@gmail.com>; Randall Fuehrer <randallfuehrer@gmail.com>; Rich Fuhs
<rich.fuhs@gmail.com>; Rich Reiner <rich3491@gmail.com>; Robert Broberg
<robert_broberg@yahoo.com>; Sarah Heiman <sarandyheiman@yahoo.com>; Steve Burock
<flhsteve@gmail.com>; Sue H. <sjh_teach@yahoo.com>; Susan Romanyuk
<fourfunnels@gmail.com>; Tommy's Bicycle Shop <tommysbicycle@yahoo.com>; vicki Borden
<vjborden@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
From the News-Register:


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners: 10 a.m., Civic Hall, 200 N.E. Second St.,
McMinnville, 503-434-7501. Informal session.


ND
 


From: Cheryl Nangeroni <cherylnangeroni@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 5:13:32 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Cc: Galen McBee; jerryjoubert; Anne Lane; Bob Crawford; Brenda Braschayko; Brian Kotch; Camille
Shelton; Carol Marshall; charles Mellinger; Craig Busskohl; DALE FARLEY; Darcy Williamson; Dave
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Lau; David Tegtmeier; Deborah Daisy; Denise Darby; Diana Pearce; Dianne Sherman; Donetta Doni
Langstaff; Eddie Kaleta; Erin Guinn; Gary Noland; Gene Menke; Guadalupe Felix; Jim White; Joel &
Wilma McNulty; john Collins; John Vanderwall; Karen Vanderwall; Karen Willard; Kathleen Dennis;
Kent Stevens; Laurie Olson; Loren Wenz; Mike Goins; Moline Colbert; Nance Stone; Nick Distefano;
Nick Grinich; Peter Higbee; Philip Byers Jones; Ralph Rogers; Randall Fuehrer; Rich Fuhs; Rich Reiner;
Robert Broberg; Sarah Heiman; Steve Burock; Sue H.; Susan Romanyuk; Tommy's Bicycle Shop; vicki
Borden
Subject: Re: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
I think the meeting is at ten am?  Verify, please, Veronica!
 
I will be there. 


Cheryl Sophia Nangeroni
2371 NW Horizon drive
McMinnville, OR
 
CherylNangeroni@Gmail.com
503-234-5545 C
503-857-0327 H
 
 From my iPad Pro, "Gypsy Rose"


On May 10, 2018, at 4:22 PM, Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Dear cycling friends,


Thank you to everyone who came to the Planning Commission Hearing on
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail last week. 
 
There is an even more important hearing coming up next Tuesday before
the Yamhill County Commission (details below).  The Planning
Commission ended up with a tie vote last week, which means it goes to
the County Commission with no recommendation from the Planning
Commission.
 
It is very important that the county commissioners hear from local people
who would use the trail and think it is an important asset for our
communities.  Please come and sign up to testify if you can!


Board of Commissioners—May 15, 10 am


Location:
Kent Taylor Civic Hall
200 NE 2nd St, McMinnville


Purpose (link): 
"To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a
part of the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to
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acknowledge the County purchase of an approximately 12-mile segment of a former
Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in the
segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of
Carlton. Findings regarding potential impacts to farm practices and/or costs will be
considered in conjunction with consideration of the proposed amendment."
 
 
Best,


Veronica Hinkes








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 12:59:36 PM


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 22, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:16:03 AM


Thanks Carrie.


On Thursday, May 24, 2018, 7:14:17 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a
request of $56,250.


 


I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.


 


Carrie


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab <jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants


 


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


That is my memory as well.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


 


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,
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Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be
seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


 



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Ken Friday; Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook; Stephanie


Armstrong; Carrie Martin; Mikalie Frei; Lance Woods; Matt Vogt
Subject: Revised draft trail ordinance and findings
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 3:40:46 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf
NoticesForMay31,2018.pdf


Commissioners and all,
 
After the hearing on Tuesday, Christian, Laura and Commissioner Olson discussed possible changes
to the draft ordinance and findings that might be supported by at least two commissioners, if the
matter were to be reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on May 31, 2018.  The
proposed amendments (attached) specify that the final or master plan “shall be a collaborative and
coordinated effort,” and a new section of findings (section 3) explains what that means, including
direct consultation with affected property owners.
 
The proposed amendments also include a requirement that the master plan be completed before
construction of the trail, other than the initial bridge construction under a grant the county has
already been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of
the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the
master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments, the Planning Department is
mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited
on May 31.  I have attached copies of those notices.  All of these materials will be posted ASAP on
the county’s website.
 
If you have questions or concerns, please contact Christian or me.
 
Todd Sadlo
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  



























From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:14:10 AM


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a request of
$56,250.
 
I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.
 
Carrie
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda
Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab
<jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson
<chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
 
The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their radar. We
haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:
 
 
That is my memory as well.
 
Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project cost of
$100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good
plan to me-
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Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message got
through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
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Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding
for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  
The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The
the thought is that the branding should be developed
along with the master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding
project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so
that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important project
to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you
have a sense of how the review committee would look at
two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly
have the branding and a marketing plan done in two
years, but it is quite possible that there will still not be a
trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time. 
Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as prudent
planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you
have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 







Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: FW: Yamhelas ConnectOregon Project - ODOT PM Handoff
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 1:18:30 PM


FYI…
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 1:18 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: BLAIR Andrew <Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us>; HINZE Donna L
<Donna.L.HINZE@odot.state.or.us>; THIEL Katie <Katie.THIEL@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas ConnectOregon Project - ODOT PM Handoff
 
Hi Carrie,
 
After a lengthy shuffle at ODOT Region 2, Andrew Blair is now the ODOT contact for your project. We
had a hand-off meeting this morning and he is now getting up to speed. His contact info follows:
 
Phone: 503-986-2681
Email: Andrew.blair@odot.state.or.us
 
Donna Hinze will continue on the environmental side. I’ve asked Andrew to setup a meeting with
you so that he and Donna can go over how the NEPA process works and what
documentation/information is needed from the County to move things forward. I can attend if you
would like.
 
You should be in good hands.
 
PS – the MPR’s should now go to Andrew and the ConnectOregon mailbox.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 2:22:48 PM


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.


Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.
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View this email in your browser


From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 8:25:16 AM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
<info=yamhelaswestsidertrail.com@mail28.atl71.mcdlv.net> On Behalf Of Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2018 1:15 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
 



https://mailchi.mp/da02b5cb8832/moving-forward?e=b9b594f98e
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers,
 
First of all, the Board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail wants to give all of you our
utmost thanks for staying with this project over the years: for your testimony at these
hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the
vocal defenders of this community trail. We now own the trail; I say “we” because we
all are the county.  Thank You!
 
As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’
meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it
to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan
was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by
the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing







the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that
would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would
be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is
that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make
our adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail
through our community.
 


The last paragraph was written shortly after the May 15th meeting and was to be
followed by what we needed to do while waiting for the county's next step; well we
didn't have to wait long.
 
The county took almost immediate action. Below are a few excerpts, in italics, from
the News Register, May 22, 2018, outlining a resulting meeting to discuss the
amendment and review possible changes. The draft of the changes made as a result
of that meeting are included.
 
“County commissioners to reconsider trail vote
Yamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a
second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail."


"On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which
include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be
mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the
opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a "reconsideration" of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel
Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the
amendment, and review possible changes."


As a result of that meeting this new section which addresses Commissioner Olson's
concerns was added as a draft to the amendment which will be voted upon on May


31st:
 
“Section 3
Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State







Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people
from entering adjacent farm fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail
segment, unless an owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to
separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; and (b) Signage shall be installed at each
point of trail entry from a public right of - way or trailhead, directing and warning trail
users not to trespass on to adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock;
indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust,
noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail
crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way
over pedestrians and other trail users.
 
Section 4
Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master
plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board,
outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are
not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term
minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.”
 
So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way
forward that will better satisfy more stakeholders and move us closer to the first


phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote on May 31st.
 
Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative than
ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the News Register article, the county is
pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT are looking at ways
to help including applying for complementary grants. This process is very competitive
with way more applicants than money.
 
There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters
such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant
applications. Letters to the County Commissioners voicing your support are
helpful. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same,
anything that is showing your support again is very important.
 
Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you
might expect. We will continue with updates as they arise.
 
The FYWT Board  
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From: Keri Hinton
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Action list for 5/31
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:03:06 AM
Attachments: 053118 action.pdf


Here you go. J
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and  



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion. 



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services  



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school  



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019. 



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services  



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019. 



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,  



2018 through June 30, 2019. 



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County  



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,  



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal  



Cancer screenings. 



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services  



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018  



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000. 



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and  



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018  



through June 30, 2020.  



              



C. OLD BUSINESS:   



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill 



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element 



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile 



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in 



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The 



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 
 



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items): 



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth 



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.  



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities


mailto:bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us










From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Grant Proposal
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:11:33 PM


Application successfully submitted.
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: TGM Edited Sections
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:21:39 AM


The first paragraph of question #3 (Proposed project approach is reasonable) had the phrase about
“…the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT master Plan and amend the 2015
TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.” I have changed that sentence to read:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and
recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern
Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s
Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be adopted by the  Yamhill County Board of
Commissioners.
 
Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: 5-9-2018 FYWT agenda
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 8:48:05 AM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Hi All,


This is the agenda for today as it now stands. I think we have a lot to talk about. See you at 4.  Wayne



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:chad@ci.carlton.or.us

mailto:linda.charan@gmail.com

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:candswick@frontier.com

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:mydls@aol.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:jack_schwab@hotmail.com

mailto:sjharloff@gmail.com

mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com



FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  May 15th County Commissioner's Meeting – Stan Primozich





 


 2)  Open discussion with Carrie Martin & Brett Henry. 


						 


 3)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	4)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 5)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      6)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Brett Henry
Subject: FW: Minutes
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 12:10:13 PM
Attachments: 05-03-18.min.pdf


This should assist in your database development.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Stephanie Armstrong 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 11:17 AM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook
<rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Minutes
 


Commissioners: Attached are the minutes from the May 3rd hearing by the Planning Commission for
the trail application.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Stephanie
 


From: Stephanie Curran 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:25 AM
To: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Minutes
 
 



mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us
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YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Thursday, May 3, 2018 @ 7:00 p.m. 



Kent Taylor Civic Hall 
200 NE 2nd St 



McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 



Roll Call: Brett Veatch, Alan Halstead, Matt Dunckel Michael Sherwood, Marla Robison, 
Marjorie Ehry, Dan Armstrong, John Abrams Absent: Daryl Garrettson  Staff: Stephanie 
Armstrong, Lance Woods, Matt Vogt, Ken Friday, Stephanie Curran 
 
LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC HEARING: 
 



DOCKET NO.:   G-01-18 
 



          REQUEST:   To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan, a part of the 
Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan, to acknowledge the County purchase of 
an approximately 12-mile segment of a former Union 
Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a 
multi-modal trail in the segment of the corridor 
extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of 
Carlton.  Findings regarding potential impacts to farm 
practices and/or costs will be considered in conjunction 
with consideration of the proposed amendment.   



 
APPLICANT:    Yamhill County 
 



          REVIEW CRITERIA:  ORS 215.283(3)(b) and 215.296; and OAR 660-012-0065 
 
Commissioner Armstrong opened the public hearing. 



Motion made by Commissioner Sherwood and seconded by Commissioner Ehry to approve the 
minutes from April 5, 2018. Minutes approved 7-0, Commissioner Halstead abstained. 



Commissioner Armstrong read the docket request.  



Stephanie Armstrong read the staff report. 



Ken Friday explained this is a legislative hearing; there is no right to leave the record open. Since 
it is an amendment to the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, 5 votes are needed in order for 
the Planning Commission to recommend it to the Board of Commissioners. If it receives less 
than 5 votes, it gets forwarded to the Board of Commissioners with the notes from this meeting. 



Applicants:   



Todd Sadlo, County Counsel & Laura Tschabold, County Administrator: 435 NE 5th St, 
McMinnville: They provided information on the project including maps, weed mitigation plans, 
hazelnut farming information and a handout of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). They also 
provided information showing that the soils that were previously high value are now not 
classified as such due to compaction and other factors. They went over the history of the corridor 
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purchased from the railroad by the County in 2017, and the sources of funding used for the 
purchase. Since 2012 this corridor has been referenced as part of the comprehensive 
transportation plan. No new taxes are being proposed or levied to develop the trail. The plan is 
not a blueprint for construction.  The trail might be an interim to other forms of transportation in 
the future. The property is unique and highly suitable for transportation. It took Yamhill County 
years to get all the easement and land rights; Yamhill County is now in a position to begin 
building trail. Concerns from opponents seem to be related to overspray and trespassing issues. 
We think these issues can be successfully addressed with fencing and signage. Fencing does not 
compromise farming. We will continue to help the people who live along the trail with 
trespassing and fencing issues. We will be good neighbors as we develop the trail. The impacts 
this trail will have on farming are not significantly different then when other transportation 
corridors, such as roads, are implemented. We pledged to talk with all owners on the trail. 
Tonight is not the end of the process. As the plans progress, neighbors will see how we work to 
address their concerns before the trail is opened. If you conclude the trail will significantly 
impact farming practices you can recommend conditions in the approval that we have to address. 



Commissioner Dunckel: what are we voting on? 



Todd Sadlo: an amendment to the comprehensive plan to acknowledge County ownership of an 
approximate 12 mile segment of address ORS 215.296,  of a former Union Pacific rail corridor 
and immediate plans to develop and we want to start developing the first  3 miles. You are here 
to vote if you want to recommend this to the Board of Commissioners. 



Commissioner Dunckel: what is the emergency clause in this land use ordinance? 



Sadlo: it is standard verbiage; I’ve put in every clause I’ve written since 1987.  



Commissioner Dunckel: grant money comes out of tax dollars; I’m concerned with out of pocket 
costs for citizens. 



Todd Sadlo: we expect this project to have lots of volunteers. 



Commissioner Dunckel: you are limited with volunteer usage when using federal grant money. 



Todd Sadlo: all I know is there will be lots of volunteers used, and the funding won’t come from 
increasing taxes. 



Commissioner Dunckel: will this come out of our road budget? 



Laura Tschabold: this is not the plan. 



Commissioner Abrams: on the fencing, I would think it would be beneficial that the county 
mandate that it will be fenced the length of the whole project. 



Todd Sadlo: if you think it would be a condition to minimize the impact on farming practices, we 
would do it. I would limit it to the 3 miles we are starting now, unless a landowner does not want 
fencing. 
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Commissioner Abrams: as far as the easement issue, I want to be sure that the language is firmed 
up about addressing historical crossing or farm access. I think this should be memorialized in 
writing. 



Todd Sadlo: we put out a sheet of FAQs that addresses the crossing issues. We will be fully 
engaged with the people living along the trail so we will specifically meet their needs. 



Commissioner Abrams: there was a letter from Fruithill Inc., what about this owner? 



Todd Sadlo: Union Pacific Railroad reserved a 30 feet easement from the property and they want 
the trail to stay that far away from their farm. We are not planning on developing that part of the 
trail right now; we think fencing will keep people off their property. 



Commissioner Veatch: what about the spray concerns? 



Todd Sadlo: it looks like everyone who wrote in with concerns is aware of overdrift and do not 
do it, but are afraid that due to the smells, etc., people might think they are being sprayed and hit 
them with frivolous lawsuits or investigations by OSHA. I’m not saying there won’t be some 
issues, but we are saying it will not significantly impact farming practice and cost. 



Commissioner Veatch: can we make a recommendation such as the funding mechanism is in 
place prior to development? I am talking about long term maintenance. 



Todd Sadlo: I don’t think that is a Planning Commission decision. 



Laura Tschabold: I think we will partner with Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail group to 
establish funding mechanisms. 



Commissioner Armstrong: since the county owns the property, can the county shut this project 
down? 



Todd Sadlo: yes they can. 



Commissioner Sherwood: in reading through the material, what struck me is the unique 
opportunity it was to obtain this property, it will be nearly impossible to amass land like this in 
the future for a long trail. This is a unique opportunity to have a trail going through wine country.  



Todd Sadlo: we’ve heard this project compared to the Springwater Corridor a lot, but it is not. 
The City of Portland made a decision to let people camp on the Springwater Corridor. The 
remoteness of this trail would not be a draw for homeless people, but it will draw people who 
want to enjoy the beauty of this place. The letters received from the Farm Bureau letters almost 
seem to be pitting one group of farmers against the other. The wine industry is supportive of the 
project. 



Public Testimony:  



Jim Vandyke: PO 400, Yamhill- opponent: voiced concerns with trespassing issues and trail 
users complaining about farm odors, noise, and dust.  
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Commissioner Armstrong: I understand that many people do not understand where the food they 
get from the supermarket comes from. I think this will help them comprehend better. Do you 
think if we put a big sign that says “dust, order, smell” it will help? 



Jim Vandyke: my daughter was driving the combine a few years ago and she called me in tears 
because they were having a bike event and lots of cyclists were flipping her off. They have no 
respect for our rural farmland.  



Commissioner Armstrong: I think signs might help, saying tractors have the right of way, etc., 
educating the visitors. 



John Vandyke: 1255 E Main St, Yamhill – opponent. I am appalled they are going to use tax 
money to displace the buses at the bus barn. They don’t know where they will store the busses if 
they have to move and this will increase tax dollars. If this goes through, I request the easement 
along my property be fenced. 



Wayne Webke: 13775 Meadowlake Rd, Carlton – proponent. I am director of Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Signage and education should help mitigate some of the concerns the 
users have about farm practices. When we start building south of Carlton, there is an organic 
dairy farm, that we will put special gates on to move the cattle back and forth. We were primarily 
advocates of this project, but since acquisition we have restructured ourselves to focus funding 
and recruiting volunteers. We have made a commitment to use volunteers to keep up 
maintenance. We are looking for long range funding to keep maintenance in the future average 
cost will be about $18000 per year. We will use some volunteers to maintaining the trail itself. 



Veronica Hinkes: 16375 NW Meadowlake, Carlton - proponent.  This trail will be a huge asset to 
our tourism. She read a letter of support from Travel Oregon. Thinks this trail will bring in more 
tourist dollars. Agri-tourism is growing, Oregon is a culinary destination and people are 
interested in farming activities.  



Commissioner Dunckel: has anybody ever thought about the highway situation in down town 
Carlton. Has anyone suggested that the first mile and a half be paved past the bus barn? 



Wayne Webke: ODOT opposed it. 



Mrs. Marlene Belt: 19125 NW Rockyford Rd, Yamhill - opponent.  We have a property where 
the bus barn is located. What is being proposed here is going to do us in, unless there is an 
overpass from John Vandyke’s place to the bus barn. Most of our retirement income will go 
away. It is not just the farmers who are being impacted. I am not against the trail, because it is 
dangerous passing bicyclist on the road. But it should be situated elsewhere. 



Commissioner Armstrong: the overpass would go over Highway 240 and then the length of your 
property? 



Mrs. Belt: yes, our business is on both sides of the highway. 



Commissioner Armstrong: is this the first time you brought up your concerns to the committee? 



Mrs. Belt: no, but we thought this project wouldn’t start for 20 years. Now it is starting soon. 
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Commissioner Armstrong: beside the overpass, do you have any other suggestions? 



Mrs. Belt: no 



Tom Hammer: 23701 Wallace Rd – opponent.  He has concerns with fiscal responsibility, 
property rights and transparency. 



Lewis Miller: 11540 Finn Hill Loop Rd, Yamhill – opponent. I am the bus barn manager, I rent 
from the Belts, and it will affect my lively hood if we have to move the bus barn.  



Todd Sadlo: we need access to the property that the bus barn is located on, but we can do this 
without impacting the bus barn business. We have no definitive construction plans now. 



Commissioner Ehry: if you don’t own the land, why are the buses there? 



Lewis Miller: we lease from the Belts. 



Marlene Belt: we leased from Union Pacific and thought we would be able to continue. We 
invested in good faith. 



Karen Hoyt: 16301 NW Red Shot Ln, Carlton – proponent. I am in support of the trail. I think 
the trail will improve the quality of life for every citizen. 



Kris Weinbender: 12000 Hwy 47, Carlton – opponent. Concerned with transparency and 
trespassing issues. I am concerned about security and safety on the trail. Nobody can guarantee 
anything. 



Ben Vandyke: 15221 NW Westside Rd, Yamhill- opponent. We farm 2.7 linear miles both sides 
of the trails. My feeling tonight is to express what kind of impact this will have on our farming 
practices. Oregon has great land use laws. I farm by trains and they don’t bother me. I’ve never 
been turned into to OSHA, flipped off, or intimidated by the trains. If someone is on the path, I 
might not see them in time to stop spraying. Do I need to have a spotter? I was concerned when 
counsel was up here, they expressed what they want to do, what they would like to do, but is all 
up in the air. If in the future they run out of money, is the fencing the first to go? Trespassing is a 
real issue; it can be a food safety issue. 



Jack Schwab: 323 SE Cowls, McMinnville: Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail, volunteer 
coordinator – proponent.  Just like you can’t predict the weather, we can’t predict what kind of 
volunteers we will have. We need a master plan first. As soon as we raise the money, we can sort 
out all the details about what specific farmers need, and give more definitive answers. None of us 
can sit here tonight and say how it will play out or how much it will cost. The master planning 
process will answer a lot of these questions. Tonight we are addressing whether land use issues 
need to be amended to make this trail feasible. 



Billy Jean Matthews: 19643 NW Red Ridge Rd – opponent. I am concerned with impact on 
farming. I have concerns with the farm impact study. Certain lots were omitted that are AF-10 
and were not even considered in this study. They also could have talked to farmers in the area, 
and have not. Oregon is a right to farm state. Education will be important going forward. 
Trespass issue: trampling on crops will impact yield. Part of our crop is alfalfa, how many horse 
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owners would let their horses graze? Fencing might not be adequate. Also, having to go through 
gates can slow farming activities down. Trash could be an issue, not all trail users will be well 
behaved.   I am concerned with trespassers crossing onto our property, getting hurt, and suing us. 
Our farm is not a petting zoo. I don’t want people interfering with our animals. Farm operations 
are dangerous, especially during harvest time. All dogs should be on a leash at all times. All of 
this can increase our insurance costs. I would suggest that planning and commissioners talk to 
the farmers, not at us. You have got to educate the public if you are inviting them to our farms. 
Do not ignore our concerns. Don’t let anyone tell you this will be like the Banks Vernonia trail, 
that is forested and this will be going through hot, hay fields. I would like bicyclers off the 
highway, but don’t put them through my farm.  



James McMaster: 18445 Rainbow Ln, Newberg, proponent. I appreciate what the landowners are 
saying, I bike for health reasons. It is a great opportunity that you have a group that is helping set 
up the trail, educating the public; it is a great idea for safety instead of riding on the highway. 



Amy Wilder: 1040 S. Park St, Carlton- proponent. Mentioned safety issues of getting bicyclist 
off the highway. 



Grant Hoyt: 16301 NW Red Shot Ln, Carlton – proponent. Comment read into record by Chair 
Armstrong. 



Ann-Marie Anderson: 309 Main St, Dayton – proponent. I am a cyclist but I am afraid to cycle 
on the road much around here. I would love to have this trail as a safe place to walk and get 
exercise. 



Commissioner Armstrong: you’ve heard concerns about trespass and farming issues. What can 
we do to mitigate this?  



Ann-Marie: education, signage, etc. Yamhill County has 100,000 people I hope you consider the 
greater social good over the concerns of a few farmers. 



Carla Chambers: 23620 SE Franquette Dr, Amity – opponent. Comments read into record by 
Chair Armstrong. 



Steve Wick: 29250 NE Olson Rd, Gaston – proponent. As a farmer I attest that this trail will not 
affect farming any more than any other road. The farmer’s concerns can be mitigated in the 
master plan. I know of 4 deaths on this highway in last 10 years, we need to get a safe spot for 
riders.  



Commissioner Armstrong: when is the master plan happening? 



Steve Wick: we are looking for funding now. 



Commissioner Armstrong: when you get funding, how long until you get property owners’ 
involved. 



Steve Wick: I don’t know. 



Commissioner Robison: how much funding do you have for the master plan right now?  
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Steve Wick: I don’t know, I’m not involved with that aspect of the project. 



Dennis Rogers: 24700 SW Rogers Rd, Sheridan – opponent. Statement read into record by Chair 
Armstrong.  



Brian Schmidt, 7580 NE Hendricks Rd, Carlton – opponent: Concerned with trespassing issue, 
and having to slow down farming practices looking out for trail users as he is crossing the trail. 
Requested 10’ security fence along his farming area and beyond on both ends and both sides, 
with a push button gate to cross his herd over the trail safely. 



Eric Kuehne: 13140A NE Kuehne Rd, Carlton - opponent. Not present when called to speak. 



Chris Mattson: 20751 Cove Orchard Rd, Yamhill – opponent. Concerns: he would like an 
unbiased party do an impact study, not the county. Also states that there is pending litigation 
challenging the ownership of the Right of Way, as the county purchased it without title 
insurance. This trail is on good agricultural soil, I think it could be easily converted back to farm 
land. The recent solar hearing was concerned about preserving the farmland, why don’t we 
protect this? 



Commissioner Armstrong: this has been graveled and compacted for 100 years; it is no longer 
prime soil. 



Neyssa Hays: 101 S 6th, Carlton – proponent. It will be a boon for most of the residents of the 
county, safer for kids to get to school, and not all grant money comes from taxes, for example 
lottery funds. I would happily volunteer to help take care of the trail. 



Chair Armstrong called county counsel back to answer questions. 



Todd Sadlo: as far as the bus barn, it is a sticky issue. Union Pacific was leasing to the Belts. We 
don’t have any current plans to dislocate the operation. I was looking at moving things on the 
property, not removing them from the property. The bus barn people sub contract from the Belts; 
the county is currently having issues with the Belts at present with the current use of their 
building. As far as contacting people that own land along the proposed trail, we have heard from 
landowners farther down the trail, but we are only concerned right now with the people on the 
first 2.5 miles of the trail that will be developed soon. We don’t want to discount them, but we 
will talk to them when and if the trail gets to that point. As for transparency complaints, we have 
a website and have tried to be transparent. We are expecting to have a lot more contact with 
landowners, especially those located on 1st part of trail. 



Chris Mattson: when did the website go online? 



Ken Huffer, Yamhill County Deputy County Administrator: it was on the Yamhill County Parks 
and Recreation page starting in 2012. 



Todd Sadlo: as far as contacting people, I’ve met a lot tonight and we will incorporate them in 
the process. As far as farm study, there was no requirement in the law that we have to do a study. 
The Farm Bureau asked us to put out findings, so we did. We were recently made aware of the 
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spray and trespass issue, and we are seeking to address this. Our goal is not only to comply with 
law, but to make the trail work for all residents, and to be a good steward of the land. 



Commissioner Halstead: tell me about the title issue? 



Todd Sadlo: Mr. Mattson filed the lawsuit so I cannot talk to him without his lawyer being 
present. We hope this issue is resolved. We purchased the easement from the Schrepels. 



Commissioner Dunckel: in the application by the county it states “we will hopefully demonstrate 
that the trail will be compatible”? Have we really done that? Since private citizens have to prove 
there is no impact, shouldn’t the County have to as well? I am not satisfied you have. 



Chair Armstrong closed public hearing. 



Staff recommendation: 



Stephanie Armstrong: over the past several years there have been many open houses and chances 
for the public to weigh in on this project. Staff recommends approval. 



Deliberation: 



Commissioner Veatch: I am torn on the issue, but I believe the merits of the trail have an impact 
on community as we move forward. More people are coming to this community whether the trail 
is here or not, and we need to get the bikes off the highway. It will bring in lots of revenue. I 
understand there will be conflicts; we will have to work them out. I feel for some of the adjacent 
land owners as there hasn’t been a railroad for a long time, but it is a piece of property that the 
county has purchased. I know things aren’t nailed down, but I think we should move in that 
direction. I would recommend this with conditions of fencing to mitigate trespass issues. I have 
concerns with the spraying issues; there could be parts of their land they will have to treat 
differently, and access issues, especially during harvest time. I ask the Board of Commissioners 
to look at how they can assist with that. Signage would be important with warnings of farm 
practices and educational components. I think they should look at the Belt and Schrepel 
properties to minimize impact to the owners.  



Commissioner Sherwood: this is going to be a win to the county and residents. I know there will 
be conflicts, but hopefully we can mitigate these.  



Commissioner Dunckel: I think it is good idea, but I’m concerned with how it is funded. I don’t 
want to come from our transportation fund. Also, I don’t like the language in the application 
“hopefully” mitigate, I would recommend that word being dropped. 



Commissioner Halstead: I think this is a situation that can be resolved, and will be good for 
Yamhill County. 



Commissioner Abrams: I sympathize with mixing the public with farm operations; I don’t know 
what I think. 



Commissioner Ehry: the railroad doesn’t pay taxes on the land they own and this has been 
abandoned for years. This should have been deeded to the county years ago, it would have saved 
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everyone money. I have been in agriculture my whole life, we were beekeepers. I’ve seen people 
drive right into the middle of our crop and park to show their kids bees. I know this happens in 
agriculture, we work hard to educate people, we want them to appreciate it and be proud of what 
we are doing. It is hard to ok people coming on to your property. Signage is a great way to take 
care of that. The trespassing issue and homeless people will need to be monitored as our 
homeless problem won’t go away. I’m leaning on voting against it. 



Commissioner Robison: Yamhill County was lucky to get to buy this land. I live on a farm and 
understand the issues with bikers, trespassers, opening gates, etc. I look at the Right of Way 
property as being a new neighbor; you have to work to get along. I respect Brett’s concern; 
signage is great, and the fencing will need barbed wire on top. I would like to see this master 
plan move on. I am I favor of the trail.  



Commissioner Armstrong: more people equal more problems. The tourist industry is important 
and I think we are smart enough to make this trail work. I understand how some people will be 
unhappy but there is a lot of support for this project. We cannot deny the safety issue here; no 
one will ride on Hwy 47 if they have a safer place, such as the trail. I don’t see us resolving 
spraying and fencing issues tonight. I am in favor of the amendment moving forward, but would 
like to strike the “emergency” terminology and replace the word “hopefully” with the word 
“will” or “shall”. 



Commissioner Halstead recommended to County Commission the adoption of proposal striking 
out the word hopefully and removing the emergency clause. Commissioner Ehry seconded, 
approved 8-0. 



Chair Armstrong: alright, it will be reworded to remove the word hopefully and remove the 
emergency clause. Tie vote 4-4, with Commissioners Dunckel, Ehry, Veatch and Abrams 
against. Amendment will not be recommended to BOC, but notes of tonight’s meeting will be 
forwarded. 



Other Business:  



Ken Friday: this will be heard by the Board of Commissioners on May 15 at 10:00am in this 
meeting room. 



Hearing Adjourned 11:12 pm 












 
Stephanie Curran
Yamhill County Building & Planning
525 NE 4th St.
McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7516
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:59:06 AM


I can print the whole thing on 11x17.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:57 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
 
While I look at it, can you see if there is a way for the entire thing to fit on 11X17? (Ledger)?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
 
Let me know if you want anything else added. Each page is a full year.
 
cm
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin; Christian Boenisch; Stephanie Armstrong; Ken Friday; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Laura Tschabold
Subject: updated pdf of FAQs attached
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 2:42:55 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18-2.pdf


Carrie, I’ll send you the word version in a moment.  Stephanie, please tell the Commissioners that we
will bring extra paper copies to the hearing.
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the development stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 



development will be? 



There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   



Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 



Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
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Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on 
December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   



How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 



Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
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through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 



This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  



A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  
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What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second 
hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners. 



Will right to farm laws be enforced?  



The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  
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PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 



Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 



trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 



2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 



3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 
deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 



4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 
experience and improve accessibility 



Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 
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6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 



8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 



9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 
crushed shale rock and native soil 



10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 
rock 



11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 
impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 



Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 



Do we get a formal hearing? 



The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 
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Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 



Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 



The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
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by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  



At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 
removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 
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What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 
The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   



Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  













From: Carrie Martin
To: Austin Bloom
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Project
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 10:16:37 AM


Thanks for the information, Austin! As far as ConnectOregon VI, we recently had our revised
schedule approved and expect to open up the QBS RFP at the end of May.
 
I’ll keep you posted!
 
Carrie
 


From: Austin Bloom <ABloom@obec.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 10:52 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Project
 
Ok, here is what we came up with.  Again, please keep in mind these are all based off of conceptual
design, so it is our best estimate based on the limited info we have at this point.  Since we really
thought through the last estimate for the Stagg Hollow construction cost we provided on 1/8/18, we
used the “per square foot” estimate for these two bridges based on that last estimate since they are
similar, but we did tweak individual pay items as appropriate for major differences.


·         Construction Cost Estimate for Tributary 1 bridge = $475,000
·         Construction Cost Estimate for Tributary 2 bridge = $380,000


 
A few things to consider. 


·         The above numbers are for 2018 construction, so, you should add between 3%-5% for each
year (compounded) based on what year you expect construction.


·         The above numbers do not account for construction inspection/management fees, so if you
want to include construction inspection/management fees in your final number consider
adding about 20% to the estimate for each bridge.


·         The numbers above already include a 15% contingency to account for potential construction
unknowns


 
Hope this helps, hate to sound like a broken record, but please know this is our best educated
estimate with limited info, so actual construction could vary from this estimate.
 
Good luck on the grant……….
 
P.s.  Any update on when you expect an RFP to come out for this next phase?  Any estimate you can
provide is appreciated as my Business Development division is always hounding me on providing that
info.  Your best guess on dates to expect the RFP to come out is appreciated and any info on the
services you will be requesting is helpful as well.
 
Lastly, I am officially closing out the existing project, you just approved the last and final invoice J,
so gonna shut ‘er down for good!
 
Hope the grant goes well, as always, let me know if you need anything else from us.



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Cheers,
 


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
OBEC Consulting Engineers
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2018 10:11 AM
To: Austin Bloom
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Project
 
Hey Austin—
 
I’m sure you have a lot going on now that the weather is turning nicer (!), so I thought I’d just touch
base with you in an email.
 
Basically, I’m looking for funding opportunities to construct the second and third pedestrian bridges.
ConnectOregon VI covers the design and engineering for all three bridges and the construction of
the Stag Hollow bridge. Can you revise your last scoping to include estimates for construction on 2
and 3? I remember there was conversation about the potential for “modularizing” these two bridges
to save costs, but I don’t know if there’s any validity to that rumor.
 
I’m applying for the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department, Recreational Trails Project (RTP)
grant in late May to cover some of these expenses and/or the short-fall on the Stag Hollow Bridge. It
will be super useful to have some numbers to kick around. J
 
Hope you’re well! Talk soon—
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: Request to Submit Travel Oregon Grant Application
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 3:27:08 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Good afternoon, Commissioners:
 
As I mentioned last week, the 5/29 informal agenda will include two requests to
submit grant applications on behalf of Yamhill County. You received a copy of
the first request yesterday, and here is the second request and document.
 
This request is to submit an application for $56,250 to the Travel Oregon grant
program. This grant requires a match of $18,750 (25%) which will be met through
existing unspent project funds. This application is due on June 6th, and a draft of
the proposal is attached to this email for your review.
 
If you have any questions, please feel to reach out to me prior to the 5/29 meeting,
so that I may answer you in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors









From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:26:40 AM
Attachments: image003.png


Looks good to me.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 9:06 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Here’s what I have (400 characters):
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this
application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31,
2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-
173; vote 2 to 1)
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 8:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
I think a combo of #3 and #4:
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On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application.
(BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Which do you like best?
 
1.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this application,
w/ the majority of the board voting in the affirmative.
2.  A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.
3.  On x date, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this
application. (B.O. 08-xxx)
4.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners approved the authorization of the submission of this
application. (BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Carolina Rook
Subject: RE: packet item
Date: Friday, June 15, 2018 2:55:42 PM
Attachments: Yamhill County RTP Application Package_Complete_6.15.18.pdf


Here it is!
 
cm
 


From: Carolina Rook 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 2:41 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: packet item
 
I’m hoping to leave at 3 but I will wait until I get your item to add to the packet.
 
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
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Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department



https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=apps.appOverview#?application_id=4937[6/15/2018 2:54:54 PM]



RTP Non-Motorized Application  



Home  Log Out



Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction -
Application #4937



  Project Information



Project Name
*



Yamhelas Westsider Trail:  Bridge Construction



Brief Project Description
*



Project Start Date
*



Project End Date
*



Site Name
*



Yamhelas Westsider Trail



Site City/Town/Area
*



Yamhill, Oregon



Site County
*



 Unknown



 Baker



 Benton



 Clackamas



 Clatsop



 Columbia



 Coos



06/01/2019 



12/31/2020 



Grants Online





https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main


https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main
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 Washington
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  Financial Information



  Project Budget Worksheet



Description Qty Unit $/Unit Cost Match Request
Source of
Funding



 Yamhill



Site Description



Site Acreage
*



0.73



Find Lat/Lng Latitude
*



45.3397799889449



Longitude
*



-123.17173340507054



  Contact Information




Financial fields are updated once you have filled out your Project Budget Worksheet and clicked the 'Save
Application' Button.



Requested Amount
*



$75,000.00



Match Amount
*



$586,723.60



Total Project Cost
*



$661,723.60



Grant %
11.334037353360225 %



Match %
88.66596264663977 %
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Contractor Labor 1 Lump
Sum



$528,000.00 $528,000.00 $453,000.00 $75,000.00 Grant -
ConnectOregon
VI Oregon
Department of
Transportation
State(approved)



Staff Time: Project
Manager



520 hours $46.76 $24,315.20 $24,315.20 $0.00 Yamhill County



Construction
Management and
Inspection



1 Lump
Sum



$105,500.00 $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $0.00 Grant -
ConnectOregon
VI Oregon
Department of
Transportation
State(approved)



Staff Time: Legal
Counsel



20 hours $87.92 $1,758.40 $1,758.40 $0.00 Yamhill County



Staff Time: County
Administrator



20 hours $107.50 $2,150.00 $2,150.00 $0.00 Yamhill County



Totals $661,723.60 $586,723.60 $75,000.00  



  Supplemental Information



Total Project Cost
$661,723.60



Total Match from Sponsor
$586,723.60



Grant Funds Requested
$75,000.00



Project Eligibility Category (select primary category) *



Construction of new recreational trails



Trail Users - Non-motorized (select all that apply) *



ADA|Hiker|Bicycle|Mountain Bike|Equestrian



Trail Users - Motorized (select all that apply) *
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SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION



Is a minimum of 5% of your project funding from a non-federal funding source (Yes or No)? *



Yes



Are your design, engineering, and/or permitting costs more than 15% of your budget (Yes or No)? *



No



Do you have the financial capacity to pay for expenses prior to submitting reimbursement requests to OPRD
(Yes or No)? *



Yes



ENVIRONMENTAL - FEDERAL LANDS



Is the project located on Federal Land (Yes or No)? If yes, provide responses to questions in this section. *



No



Forest Management Plan or BLM Resource Area Management Plan (Title and Date):



NA



Has a decision been issued as part of the NEPA review process (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, list the date and type of document (Decision Memo, finding of no significant impact, Cat-Ex, etc.) and
ensure documentation is attached.



ODOT Program Categorical Exclusion Approval Document



If no, when do you expect the decision?



Has Section 106 review been conducted (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, indicate whether SHPO concurrence has been received or whether the activity is covered under the
land manager's existing SHPO programmatic agreement.



SHPO concurrence was received on 8/25/2016



If no, when will Section 106 review be conducted?
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ENVIRONMENTAL - NON-FEDERAL LANDS



Is the project located on Non-Federal land (Yes or No)? If yes, provide responses to questions in this section. *



Yes



Which agencies have you received consultation forms from?



ODFW (Department of Fish and Wildlife)|DEQ (Department of Environmental Quality)|Other (list below)|DSL (Department
of State Lands



If you haven't received a response from an agency(s), list the date of your submittal(s). Also indicate if you've
received or are waiting on consultation from any of the optional review agencies.



If the project has been reviewed by SHPO, enter the SHPO case number here (OPRD will consult with SHPO
for projects recommended for funding, early consultation is not required).



ODOT Key #18332



RECENT AWARDS (Criterion #2 - 5 points)



Have you received a RTP grant in the last 10 years (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, provide the RTP grant number(s) or other identifying information.



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES (Criterion #3 - 5 points)



How will the project facilitate economic development?



PROJECT SCOPE AND PLAN (Criterion #4 - 10 points)



Scope Overview
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What are you proposing to do? *



What trail standards or guidelines is the project utilizing?



The design and construction of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges will be based on guidelines established by the 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and Oregon Department of 
Transportation, and with consideration of the “Rails-with-Trails: Lessons Learned” study conducted by the U.S. 
Department of Transportation and Alta Planning + Design. Other reference materials include: the Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices, the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (1999); Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) publications for trails and pedestrian facilities; and other Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) documents.



How are you proposing to complete the work? *



Why is the project being completed?



Project Planning & Readiness to Proceed



What is the current level of design for the project?



Bid Documents Ready



If Other, explain.



Construction and Restoration Project



What permits or land use actions are needed for the project (select all that apply)?



Acquisition Project
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Is your right-of-way file in compliance with the Uniform Act (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Was the seller provided with documentation outlining their rights that are consistent with the Uniform Act
(Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have proof of a willing seller or donor (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have a completed Yellow Book compliant appraisal (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have a completed preliminary title report (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Has a Level 1 or higher environmental assessment been completed (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Has an offer been made yet (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Design, Safety, or Education Projects



Has a scope of work and deliverables been completed (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Have you developed a request for proposal or similar bid document for this project (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Has a firm been hired or is on retainer (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Have you completed any artwork, copy, or curriculum (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have a proof of the product (Yes, No, or N/A)?
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Do you have production ready design, artwork, etc. (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)



Does the project meet ADA accessibility guidelines (Yes or No)? *



Yes



ISSUES AND NEEDS (Criterion #5 - 30 points)



Statewide Trail Management Issues



Regional Trail Management Issues



Statewide Trail Needs



Local Funding Needs



DEMONSTRATION OF PUBLIC SUPPORT (Criterion #6 - 5 points)



Have you attached any letters of support for your project (Yes or No)?



Yes



Describe how the trail project results in a well-designed, managed, and sustainable trail system.
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SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN (Criterion #7 - 5 points)



Other than letters of support, how else can you demonstrate public support for the project? Describe any
public processes or public meetings that have taken place to receive input and gain support.



TRAIL MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT (Criterion #8 - 10 points)



Does the land manager have permanent staff for ongoing trail operation and maintenance (Yes or No)?



Yes



Does the land manager have dedicated funding for ongoing trail operation and maintenance (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, please identify the number of permanent and seasonal staff



Permanent Staff



Brett Henry, Parks and Work Crew Division Manager; 4.0 FTE work crew



Seasonal Staff



Park ranger



Does the land manager have a resolution of support for long-term maintenance or similar guarantee of
financial support (Yes or No)?



Yes



Does the land manager partner with organizations that adopt/assist with trail maintenance (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, identify those organizations and nature of the partnership(s) (MOU, informal, etc.).
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Does the land manager have an adopted trail management plan (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, identify the title of the document and when it was adopted by a governing body.



PROJECT URGENCY (Criterion #9 - 5 points)



Describe how your project has an urgent need.



YOUTH CONSERVATION CORPS (Criterion #10 - 5 points)



Does your project utilize Youth Conservation Corps, Certified Youth Conservation Corps, or other youth
organization to complete the project (Yes or No)?



No



MISCELLANEOUS



Does the applying entity or organization own the land that work will be performed on (Yes or No)? *



Yes



If no, describe the land manager's involvement in project planning, project approval, and level of involvement
throughout project implementation.



Are any pre-agreement project planning or environmental costs included in the match (Yes or No)? *



No



If yes, describe the budget elements and indicate when the pre-agreement work has or will take place.
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  14 of 13 Required Attachments



 Yamhill County Land Manager Approval Form pdfLand Manager Approval Form - Completed







Yamhill County Land Use Compatibility Statement pdf



Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS) - Completed



 Nine letters of support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail pdfLetters of Support



 Yamhelas Westsider Trail USGS Map pdfMap for SHPO Review



 Cross-section drawing of pedestrian bridges pdfOther



 Yamhill County Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction Boundary Map pdfPark Boundary Map



 RTP Project Timeline docxProject Timeline - Completed







Recorded Deed for Purchase of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail by Yamhill County from Union Pacific
Railroad



pdf



Property Deed or Easement or Lease Agreement



 Yamhill County RTP Environmental Screening Form pdfRTP Environmental Screening Form - Completed



 Location of Bicycle_Pedestrian Bridges pdfSite Plan
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  11 Files







ODOT/FHA Project Categorial Exclusion (PCE) for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail pdf



State Agency Review Form - Completed







Yamhill County Accessibility Assessment Memorandum pdf



Trail Accessibility Assessment Memorandum - Completed



 Vicinity Map for Yamhelas Westsider Trail pdfVicinity Map
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			textarea1: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a 12.48-mile railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill.


			button1: 


			a_11446: Environmental JusticeHazardous Materials Corridor AssessmentTribal Coordination


			a_11453: As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Bridge Construction project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area.The YWT Bridge Construction project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating phase one of the trail infrastructure that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.


			a_11450: The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project will provide gap funding for the construction of a bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The bridge will be located along the future Yamhelas Westsider Trail near the City of Yamhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 and is the first phase of development creating Yamhill County’s first multi-modal regional trail.


			a_11452: In 2017, Yamhill County received a grant from Connect Oregon VI for the planning, design, and engineering of three bicycle and pedestrian bridges located between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT), and for the construction of the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. The proposed project is intended to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge. Yamhill County is currently soliciting bids from contractors to provide the planning, design, and engineering services for the project, as well as construction management and inspection. As part of their construction management duties, this contractor will oversee the sub-contractor bid process and construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge from start to finish. Construction is scheduled to be completed by 4/22/2020.


			a_11478: When complete, the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The public benefits from this project are ample and revolve around transportation safety, non-highway regional connection, reduction of the number of bicycle and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county roads, creation of a safe route to local schools, supports public health and recreation, allows freight and motorist to travel without sharing narrow roadways with bicycles and pedestrians, and will be a strong economic development driver in Yamhill County. This project is consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


			a_11465: 


			a_11479: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the statewide need for non-motorized trail projects connecting towns and public places, as identified for Region 3. This bicycle/pedestrian bridge project is phase one of development for a trail project that will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The YWT is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail also accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism.


			a_11483: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the regional need for non-motorized trail projects connecting towns and public places, as identified for Region 3. The YWT is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The proposed bicycle/pedestrian bridge construction project will assist in establishing non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offering a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The proposed project also conforms to the Yamhill County Comprehensive Parks and Open Space Master Plan, in its policy commitment to promote the development of an integrated bicycle and pedestrian trail system to provide recreational opportunities to link open space, Yamhill county communities, and park areas.


			a_11480: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the statewide trail need for non-motorized trail projects connecting trails into larger trail systems, as identified for Region 3. The YWT project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. Yamhill County will rely on guidelines and standards established by the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) for the planning, design, development, and operation of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


			a_11481: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses local funding needs for non-motorized trail projects connecting trails into larger trail systems, as identified for Region 3.  The YWT project is responsive to several local community initiatives, including:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Open Space Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


			a_11486: The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) bicycle/pedestrian bridge construction project is phase one in the development of a 17-mile trail that will provide non-motorized access to cities and towns, as well as key commercial centers that include wineries, businesses, retail shops, restaurants, and lodging. Additionally, the YWT will link to a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. Yamhill County is also pursuing the development of a trail master plan concurrent with the bicycle and pedestrian bridge project. The YWT Master Plan project will produce a comprehensive, multi-phasic, actionable plan that complies with all County TSPs, ordinances, and standards, and provides a detailed blueprint to guide the County, community stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies in the design, development, and implementation of a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail. The Master Plan shall include community outreach activities, mitigation strategies as identified in the 2018 Farm Impact Findings, safety and security measurements, trail maintenance, methods to avoid/minimize environmental impact, and other means for protecting and enhancing the biological, cultural, and historic resources of the corridor. When complete, the Master Plan will be approved by the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.


			a_11488: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Yamhill County has engaged the public in every stage of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail through public meetings, a charrette in 2016 that resulted in the YWT Concept Plan, public notices, a dedicated county webpage, direct mail, and one-on-one meetings. The County is also pursuing the development of a YWT Master Plan, which will facilitate further public engagement and collaboration.


			a_11496: The project will be maintained by Yamhill County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (nonprofit organization). The county will assist the group in maintaining the corridor. The FYWT are committed to long-term maintenance of the YWT and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going improvements to the trail. Yamhill County is currently working to establish an MOU with the FYWT group.


			a_11500: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Yamhill County completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile contiguous corridor in November 2017, and has been working with ODOT staff to complete the planning, design, and engineering of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges according to the Connect Oregon VI timeline. Construction on the Stag Hollow Bridge is scheduled to begin in June 2019, and the County is seeking to secure gap funding for the best and most timely progression of this recreational trail project.


			a_11505: 


			a_11508: 



















From: Carrie Martin
To: Austin Bloom
Subject: RE: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:36:49 AM


Hi Austin,
 
Will you give me a call when you have a free minute? I have a question for you regarding the “trail
standards or guidelines” that would be used on the ConnectOregon VI Stag Hollow Bridge.
 
Also, I can tell you where we are on the QBS RFP.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: Austin Bloom <ABloom@obec.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 10:07 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
 
Hi Carrie, hope your early summer is going well.  A couple quick questions if you don’t mind.
 


·         Last time we spoke you mentioned that you expect the RFP for the bridges would be released the
end of May, any update to the anticipated date?  Will it be released via ORPIN, your website,
email to us, etc?


·         Have you landed on what the requested services will be for?  I know you have been weighing what
you would like to see designed and built via this RFP, is it still design the three bridges and build the
big one, or has that changed?


 
Sorry to pester, my marketing department is hounding me for details since the expected RFP date came and
went J. 
 
Thanks for any updates you can provide, feel free to call and discuss if that makes more sense.
 
Cheers,


 


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
ABloom@obec.com
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976
www.OBEC.com 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:ABloom@obec.com

mailto:ABloom@obec.com

http://www.obec.com/





 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Brett Henry
Subject: OPRD RTP Grant
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 7:25:02 AM
Attachments: OPRD RTP 2018 YWT Bridge Construction Project_DRAFT 1.0.pdf


Hi Brett,
 
Here is a draft of the RTP grant application. Will you take a look and see if there is anything you
would like to add/change? I will add significantly to the section on regional/state/local needs, but if
there is anything you think I should include let me know.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us






Oregon Parks & Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) 



PROJECT INFORMATION 



Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 



Brief Project Description: 



Project will provide funding for construction of a pedestrian bridge over the Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The project 
area is parallel to OR-47 and the first phase in developing the county’s first recreational trail. 



Project Start Date 06/01/2019 



Project End Date 12/31/2020 



Site Name:  Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Site City/Town/Area: Yamhill, Oregon 



Site County:  Yamhill County 



Site Description: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a 12.48-mile railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near 
the City of Yamhill 



Site Acreage: 0.73 acres 



Latitude: 45.3397799889449 



Longitude: -123.17173340507054 



FINANCIAL INFORMATION 



Requested Amount: $75,000.00  



Match Amount: $586,723.60  



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Grant %: 11.334037353360225 %  



Match %: 88.66596264663977 % 



  











 



Description Qty Unit $/Unit Cost Match Request Source of Funding 



Contractor Labor 1 Lump 
Sum $528,000.00 $528,000.00 $453,000.00 $75,000.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time: Project 
Manager 520 hours $46.76 $24,315.20 $24,315.20 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Construction 
Management and 
Inspection 



1 Lump 
Sum $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $0.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time:  
Legal Counsel 20 hours $87.92 $1,758.40 $1,758.40 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Staff Time: County 
Administrator 20 hours $107.50 $2,150.00 $2,150.00 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Totals $661,723.60 $586,723.60 $75,000.00  



 



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Total Match: $586,723.60  



Grant Funds  
Requested: $75,000.00 



SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 



Project Eligibility Category: Construction of new recreational trails 



Trail Users - Non-motorized (select all that apply) 



• ADA 
• Hiker 
• Bicycle 
• Mountain Bike 
• Equestrian 
• Snow Skiing 



  











 
Is a minimum of 5% of your project funding from a non-federal funding source (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Are your design, engineering, and/or permitting costs more than 15% of your budget (Yes or No)?  No 



Do you have the financial capacity to pay for expenses prior to submitting reimbursement requests to OPRD? Yes 



Is the project located on Federal Land (Yes or No)? No 



Has a decision been issued as part of the NEPA review process (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, list the date and type of document ODOT Program Categorical Exclusion Approval Document, 9/12/17 



Has Section 106 review been conducted (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, indicate whether SHPO concurrence has been received or whether the activity is covered under the land  
manager's existing SHPO programmatic agreement. SHPO concurrence was received on 8/25/2016 



Is the project located on Non-Federal land (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Which agencies have you received consultation forms from? ODFW, DEQ, DSL 



Have you received a RTP grant in the last 10 years (Yes or No)?  No 



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 



How will the project facilitate economic development? 



As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of 
economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) 
Bridge Construction project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and 
recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, 
largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill 
County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007.  



Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low 
per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. 
One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater 
transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area.  



The YWT Bridge Construction project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by 
creating phase one of the trail infrastructure that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to 
visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest 
number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic 
activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



PROJECT SCOPE AND PLAN 



What are you proposing to do? 



The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project will provide gap funding for the construction of a 
bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The bridge will be located along the future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail near the City of Yamhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 and is the first phase of development 
creating Yamhill County’s first multi-modal recreational trail. 



What trail standards or guidelines is the project utilizing? 



The design and construction of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges will be based on guidelines established by the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (ASHTO) and Oregon Department of Transportation 











How are you proposing to complete the work? 



In 2017, Yamhill County received a grant from Connect Oregon VI for the planning, design, and engineering of three bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges located between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT), and for the 
construction of the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. The proposed project is intended to provide gap funding for the 
construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge. Yamhill County is currently soliciting bids from contractors to provide the planning, design, 
and engineering services for the project, as well as construction management and inspection. As part of their construction 
management duties, this contractor will oversee the sub-contractor bid process and construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge from 
start to finish. Construction is scheduled to be completed by 4/22/2020. 



Why is the project being completed? 



When complete, the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities 
in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of 
agricultural products and equipment. The public benefits from this project are ample and revolve around transportation safety, 
non-highway regional connection, reduction of the number of bicycle and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county 
roads, creation of a safe route to local schools, supports public health and recreation, allows freight and motorist to travel without 
sharing narrow roadways with bicycles and pedestrians, and will be a strong economic development driver in Yamhill County. This 
project is consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and 
visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. 



PROJECT PLANNING & READINESS TO PROCEED 



What is the current level of design for the project? 



Bid documents ready 



ISSUES AND NEEDS 



Statewide Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the need for non-motorized trail projects connection 
towns/public places. 



Regional Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Region 3 priority of increasing the number of trails 
connecting towns/public places. 



Statewide Trail Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Statewide Trail Need for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



Local Funding Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Local Funding Needs for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



DEMONSTRATION OF PUBLIC SUPPORT 



Have you attached any letters of support for your project? Yes 



Describe how the trail project results in a well-designed, managed, and sustainable trail system. 



Yamhill County is pursuing the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail concurrent with the bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges project. The YWT Master Plan project will produce a comprehensive, multi-phasic, actionable plan that 
complies with all County TSPs, ordinances, and standards, and provides a detailed blueprint to guide the County, community 











stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies in the design, development, and implementation of a multi-modal 
transportation and recreation trail. This Plan shall include community outreach activities, mitigation strategies as identified in the 
2018 Farm Impact Findings, safety and security measurements, trail maintenance, methods to avoid/minimize environmental 
impact, and other means for protecting and enhancing the biological, cultural, and historic resources of the corridor. When 
complete, the Master Plan will be approved by the YC Board of Commissioners. 



SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN 



Other than letters of support, how else can you demonstrate public support for the project? Describe any public processes or 
public meetings that have taken place to receive input and gain support. 



The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, 
economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, 
Yamhill, and Gaston. Yamhill County has engaged the public in every stage of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail through public 
meetings, a charrette in 2016 that resulted in the YWT Concept Plan, public notices, a dedicated county webpage, direct mail, and 
one-on-one meetings. 



Does the land manager have permanent staff for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Does the land manager have dedicated funding for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Permanent Staff: Brett Henry, Parks and Work Crew Division Manager; 5.0 FTE work crew 



Seasonal Staff:  Park ranger 



Does the land manager partner with organizations that adopt/assist with trail maintenance? Yes 



If yes, identify those organizations and nature of the partnership(s) (MOU, informal, etc.). 



The project will be maintained by the county and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (nonprofit organization). The county 
will assist the group in maintaining the corridor primarily through the inmate labor work crew program. The FYWT are committed 
to long-term maintenance of the path and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going 
improvements to the path. Yamhill County is currently working to establish an MOU with the FYWT group. 



Does the land manager have an adopted trail management plan? 



No; Yamhill County is currently pursuing the development of a Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 



PROJECT URGENCY 



Describe how your project has an urgent need 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years 
ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, 
and neighbors. Yamhill County completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile contiguous corridor in November 2017, and has been 
working with ODOT staff to complete the planning, design, and engineering of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges according to the 
Connect Oregon VI timeline. Construction on the Stag Hollow Bridge is scheduled to being in June 2019, and the County will need 
to secure the gap funding necessary for the timely progression of this recreational trail project. 



 













From: Carrie Martin
To: Keri Hinton
Subject: RE: Board orders
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:55:21 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Application Packet_FINAL 6.6.18.pdf


Here is the Travel Oregon application package.
 
cm
 


From: Keri Hinton 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 3:59 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Board orders
 
Here is what was scanned but let us know if this isn’t correct. J  BO 18-174 looks kind of funny with
that first page not really having anything on it that identifies it.  Did we lose the first official page?


Thanks,
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553


 
OREGON PUBLIC RECORD


Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.


 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.


 
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants



 



Yamhill County
Laura Tschabold 
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991



Laura  Tschabold  
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name
CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT
OTHER INVESTMENTS
BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE
PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT
PREPAID EXPENSE
CLERK CASH IN TRUST
CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY
TAXES RECEIVABLE
INSURANCE REC
LAND
BUILDINGS
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ASSETS
DATA PROCESSING
ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS
ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP
ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS
ALLOW DEPR-DP
FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL PAYABLE
MEDICARE TAX
FEDERAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
FICA TAXES
WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT
T-670
OPEU
FAMILY CANCER
OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST
OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN
SBA (TC 763)
MISC
RETIREMENT BENEFIT
PERS
PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP
PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN
M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 
                               -                        94,773.65 
                               -                          9,969.59 
                               -                        43,503.31 
                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 
                               -                          1,266.25 
                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   
                               -                             230.62 
                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 
                               -                   2,101,377.77 
                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 
                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   
                               -                      131,065.42 
                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   
                               -                        13,754.10 
                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   
              8,548,474.36                                  -   
              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   
              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   
              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 
                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   
                        400.00                                  -   
                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   
                     1,100.00                                  -   
                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   
            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   
                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE
MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT
VEBA BENEFIT
KAISER-PERMANENTE
PERS UNIT PURCHASE
OSGP LOAN
ICMA DEFERRED
BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD
PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN
VOLUNTARY LIFE
SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT
YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)
VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY
LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE
DEFERRED REVENUE
LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE
DEPOSITS
RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN
LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN
DEPOSITS
RESERVE FOR ENCUM
INVESTMENT IN LAND
INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS
INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP
INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN CWIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP
ENCUMBRANCE
BB
BEG BALANCE RESERVED
Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 
                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 
              4,192,029.85                                  -   
              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 
                               -                   4,801,547.39 
                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 
                               -                   1,598,715.55 
                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   
                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 
                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   
                               -                        16,139.23 
                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 
                               -                      148,113.59 
                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 
                               -                               56.48 
                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 
                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 
                               -                        21,555.05 
                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name
010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES
010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES
010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS
010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX
010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX
010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX
010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX
010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST
010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST
010-002-362.99 MISC
010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE
010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-010-362.99 MISC
010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER
010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK
010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT
010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-010-481.00 OVERTIME
010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-010-493.15 VEBA
010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-010-611.01 AUDIT
010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-010-621.01 POSTAGE
010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-010-683.04 PRINTING
010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 
                          -            439,214.71 
                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 
                          -              89,000.00 
                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 
                          -            139,074.82 
                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 
                          -              50,251.89 
                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   
             36,276.56                         -   
                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 
                          -            574,547.82 
                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 
                          -                     32.72 
                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   
             67,636.63                         -   
             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   
             50,299.38                         -   
             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   
             53,806.25                         -   
           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   
             96,939.11                         -   
           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   
             12,710.23                         -   
               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
               5,926.73                         -   
               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   
               1,214.05                         -   
                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   
               3,122.43                         -   
                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   
               9,450.00                         -   
             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   
                  752.66                         -   
                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   
               1,087.85                         -   
               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   
             38,561.24                         -   
               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   
                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   
               4,405.99                         -   
             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   
                  127.99                         -   
               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE
010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED
010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-012-341.02 FILING FEES
010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE
010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE
010-012-341.99 MISC
010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS
010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS
010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-012-362.99 MISC
010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW
010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS
010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR
010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR
010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER
010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1
010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2
010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3
010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE
010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST
010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER
010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH
010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-012-481.00 OVERTIME
010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-012-493.15 VEBA
010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-012-611.01 AUDIT
010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-012-621.01 POSTAGE
010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES
010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON
010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 
                          -                   750.25 
                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 
                          -            375,359.62 
                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   
                  548.68                         -   
                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 
             64,811.78                         -   
             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 
                          -                     38.98 
                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 
                          -              35,361.07 
                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   
             45,461.69                         -   
               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   
           110,787.06                         -   
             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   
             50,763.95                         -   
             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   
             10,095.74                         -   
             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   
                  642.34                         -   
               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   
             46,579.63                         -   
             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   
                  246.30                         -   
             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   
             19,394.44                         -   
               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   
           209,571.21                         -   
                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   
             23,718.37                         -   
               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   
             10,822.53                         -   
             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   
                  637.29                         -   
                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   
             73,437.98                         -   
               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   
               1,477.89                         -   
                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   
               9,934.16                         -   
             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   
               9,751.73                         -   
               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   
             10,134.79                         -   
             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES
010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT
010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-013-362.99 MISC
010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS
010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-013-493.15 VEBA
010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-013-611.01 AUDIT
010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP
010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER
010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE
010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT
010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY
010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES
010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS
010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES
010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING
010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS
010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS
010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS
010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT
010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA
010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET
010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE
010-015-341.99-A001 MISC
010-015-341.99-A002 MISC
010-015-341.99-A003 MISC
010-015-341.99-A008 MISC
010-015-362.99-A009 MISC
010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK
010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   
               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   
               2,431.00                         -   
               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 
                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   
             11,790.00                         -   
                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   
                  413.12                         -   
                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   
               3,400.00                         -   
               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   
             27,427.87                         -   
             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   
                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   
                  576.33                         -   
               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   
                  493.81                         -   
                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   
             10,923.75                         -   
               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   
               1,328.50                         -   
                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   
             16,083.92                         -   
               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 
                          -                     25.00 
                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 
                          -                1,640.00 
                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   
                  566.30                         -   
               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 
                          -              12,575.00 
                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 
                          -              10,275.00 
                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 
                          -                8,965.00 
                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 
                          -                2,116.50 
                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 
                          -                8,061.50 
                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 
                          -              96,226.33 
                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   
             39,442.29                         -   
             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 
             14,290.78                         -   
               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME
010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP
010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP
010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL
010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT
010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA
010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   
               7,614.64                         -   
               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   
               1,122.70                         -   
                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   
               2,619.46                         -   
             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   
               7,997.63                         -   
             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   
                      2.69                         -   
                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   
                  114.65                         -   
                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   
                  167.00                         -   
                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   
                    50.83                         -   
                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   
               1,622.74                         -   
                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   
                    20.86                         -   
                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   
                  781.07                         -   
               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   
               1,107.22                         -   
                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   
                  518.00                         -   
               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   
               9,187.55                         -   
             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   
               2,280.17                         -   
                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   
                      6.80                         -   
                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   
             12,102.10                         -   
                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   
             25,611.49                         -   
             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   
               2,556.02                         -   
               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
                    50.00                         -   
                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   
               1,020.00                         -   
               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   
                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   
               1,207.30                         -   
                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET
010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-611.01 AUDIT
010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA
010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE
010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING
010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   
                  299.54                         -   
                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   
                    14.11                         -   
                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   
                    29.88                         -   
                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   
                    13.73                         -   
                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   
                      4.61                         -   
                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   
                  123.21                         -   
                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   
                  196.88                         -   
                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   
                    19.20                         -   
                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   
                    14.61                         -   
                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   
                    73.74                         -   
                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   
                  374.77                         -   
                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   
             37,325.82                         -   
               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   
               1,596.52                         -   
               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   
               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    14.66                         -   
                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   
                  254.05                         -   
                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   
                  178.75                         -   
               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   
                  244.13                         -   
                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   
               1,805.40                         -   
                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   
               1,688.65                         -   
               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR
010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND
010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES
010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS
010-017-362.99 MISC
010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR
010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK
010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA
010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-017-481.00 OVERTIME
010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   
                  302.04                         -   
                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   
                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   
             11,675.00                         -   
                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   
               1,262.00                         -   
                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   
             27,603.61                         -   
             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   
                  951.84                         -   
                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   
               9,128.70                         -   
               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   
               7,987.62                         -   
               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   
               1,533.00                         -   
                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   
                  200.00                         -   
                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   
               1,885.35                         -   
               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   
               4,146.00                         -   
                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   
               3,627.00                         -   
               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   
               1,752.00                         -   
               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 
                          -                   625.66 
                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   
                  500.00                         -   
                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   
                    92.77                         -   
                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   
             40,663.26                         -   
             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   
             59,019.43                         -   
             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 
                          -            429,738.40 
                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   
               8,208.27                         -   
             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
               2,870.06                         -   
               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   
             26,263.01                         -   
             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   
           117,242.48                         -   
                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA
010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-017-611.01 AUDIT
010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT
010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS
010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)
010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT
010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION
010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS
010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS
010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE
010-018-362.99 MISC
010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT
010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY
010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR
010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST
010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1
010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-018-481.00 OVERTIME
010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY
010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-018-493.15 VEBA
010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   
                  135.78                         -   
               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   
             10,069.61                         -   
               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   
                  976.77                         -   
               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   
                  850.10                         -   
             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   
                  571.28                         -   
                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   
             12,420.00                         -   
               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   
               1,225.59                         -   
           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   
               7,403.22                         -   
                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 
                          -                2,008.00 
                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 
                          -              23,786.21 
                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   
                  669.72                         -   
             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   
             16,029.05                         -   
             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 
                          -                5,348.88 
                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 
                          -                   856.53 
                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   
             44,674.81                         -   
           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   
           153,013.28                         -   
             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   
             21,164.20                         -   
             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   
             13,853.60                         -   
             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   
               2,782.70                         -   
               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   
               3,359.34                         -   
                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   
                  325.74                         -   
               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   
             24,788.90                         -   
               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   
           264,045.62                         -   
                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   
                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-018-611.01 AUDIT
010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES
010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES
010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS
010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP
010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS
010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING
010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION
010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM
010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES
010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS
010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF
010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS
010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP
010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL
010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE
010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT
010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF
010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE
010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT
010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES
010-020-341.99-F077 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC
010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE
010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST
010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE
010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   
             21,166.11                         -   
               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   
             15,708.53                         -   
               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   
               4,547.74                         -   
               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   
                  883.25                         -   
               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   
               4,554.00                         -   
               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   
                  158.03                         -   
             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   
             55,524.04                         -   
                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 
               6,649.80                         -   
               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   
                  364.08                         -   
             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   
                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 
                          -            283,947.89 
                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 
                          -                   412.05 
                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 
                          -            461,085.46 
                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 
                          -                1,178.00 
                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 
                          -                   323.00 
                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 
                          -                3,040.55 
                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 
                          -                2,210.00 
                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 
                          -                   102.70 
                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 
                          -                     85.75 
                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 
                          -                8,959.15 
                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 
                          -                1,073.26 
                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 
                          -              95,995.00 
                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL
010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE
010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL
010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES
010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS
010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING
010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE
010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS
010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP
010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION
010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION
010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL
010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES
010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT
010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT
010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR
010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER
010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER
010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2
010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3
010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-020-481.00 OVERTIME
010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME
010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP
010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 
                          -                   630.00 
                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 
                          -                3,783.00 
                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 
                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 
                          -              11,100.00 
                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 
                          -                6,215.99 
                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 
                          -                   200.00 
                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 
             65,835.54                         -   
             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 
                          -                4,731.35 
                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 
                          -              28,100.00 
                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   
               3,741.97                         -   
               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   
             25,572.58                         -   
               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   
             19,739.68                         -   
             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   
             55,614.45                         -   
                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   
             11,370.19                         -   
             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   
             48,490.01                         -   
             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   
                    29.52                         -   
               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   
                    60.00                         -   
                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   
                  324.99                         -   
                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   
               5,503.67                         -   
               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   
               4,698.30                         -   
                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   
                  202.60                         -   
                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   
               4,759.69                         -   
                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   
                    92.85                         -   
             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   
                    56.56                         -   
                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT
010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.15 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA
010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   
                  879.79                         -   
             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   
             15,914.52                         -   
             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   
               8,531.43                         -   
                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   
                    52.50                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   
               1,287.50                         -   
             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   
             16,950.07                         -   
             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   
               7,250.50                         -   
               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   
                    33.04                         -   
                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   
                  936.05                         -   
                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   
                  128.50                         -   
                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   
               4,431.88                         -   
                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   
                    24.18                         -   
                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   
               2,343.64                         -   
                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   
                    12.90                         -   
                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   
               5,671.10                         -   
               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   
                      1.53                         -   
                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   
                  141.61                         -   
                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   
                  154.25                         -   
                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   
                    40.69                         -   
                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   
                    25.97                         -   
                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   
                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   
                    79.55                         -   
                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   
                  277.15                         -   
                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING
010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-611.01 AUDIT
010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)
010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM
010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   
                      1.22                         -   
               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   
                      2.00                         -   
                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   
                  181.35                         -   
                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   
                  362.34                         -   
                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   
               2,792.45                         -   
               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   
                  559.06                         -   
                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   
                    34.02                         -   
                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   
               1,914.99                         -   
               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   
                  426.12                         -   
                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   
                    21.80                         -   
                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   
               1,022.54                         -   
               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   
                  262.27                         -   
                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   
                  468.89                         -   
                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   
                  272.73                         -   
                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   
                  173.13                         -   
                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   
               1,158.05                         -   
                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   
                  165.18                         -   
                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   
                  173.91                         -   
                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   
                  187.00                         -   
                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   
               1,141.06                         -   
               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   
                  644.39                         -   
                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   
               2,578.84                         -   
                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE
010-020-621.01 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE
010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING
010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES
010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST
010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS
010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   
                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   
                    16.67                         -   
                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   
                      2.15                         -   
                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   
                      2.24                         -   
                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   
                    60.35                         -   
                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   
                  917.42                         -   
                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   
                      6.32                         -   
                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   
                  401.80                         -   
                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   
                  626.72                         -   
                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   
                  523.88                         -   
             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   
             52,384.97                         -   
               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   
               1,983.04                         -   
             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   
               8,300.00                         -   
                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   
               5,874.21                         -   
                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   
                  540.00                         -   
             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   
             31,477.67                         -   
                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   
                  290.06                         -   
               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   
                  300.12                         -   
                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   
               3,723.09                         -   
               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   
               7,405.00                         -   
                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   
               1,704.91                         -   
               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   
               2,231.10                         -   
               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   
                  449.41                         -   
                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   
             15,599.00                         -   
                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS
010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION
010-021-341.99 MISC
010-021-362.11 COPIES
010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR
010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2
010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-021-493.15 VEBA
010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-021-511.16 PRINTING
010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-021-611.01 AUDIT
010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-021-621.01 POSTAGE
010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS
010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES
010-022-362.99 MISC
010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-022-481.00 OVERTIME
010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-022-493.15 VEBA
010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   
                  469.30                         -   
                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 
               3,213.28                         -   
             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 
                          -                1,800.00 
                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 
                          -              40,095.72 
                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   
                  642.20                         -   
                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   
               6,437.42                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
                  378.49                         -   
               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   
                  164.63                         -   
                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   
                    26.21                         -   
                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   
                      7.65                         -   
                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   
                    10.28                         -   
                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   
                  191.47                         -   
                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   
                      5.83                         -   
                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 
                          -                5,022.86 
                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   
                          -              87,588.73 
                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   
                  310.18                         -   
               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   
               2,228.34                         -   
               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   
             10,718.24                         -   
           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   
               1,338.40                         -   
                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   
               4,900.00                         -   
               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   
             41,415.55                         -   
             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   
                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   
                  607.42                         -   
                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-022-611.01 AUDIT
010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-022-621.01 POSTAGE
010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST
010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES
010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-023-362.99 MISC
010-023-400.06 TREASURER
010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-023-611.01 AUDIT
010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES
010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS
010-025-362.99 MISC
010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES
010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL
010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL
010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-025-493.15 VEBA
010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-025-611.01 AUDIT
010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
010-033-334.41 STF GRANT
010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL
010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES
010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   
                  260.00                         -   
               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   
                  757.16                         -   
               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   
                    74.70                         -   
               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   
               1,141.28                         -   
                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   
                  157.60                         -   
                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   
               1,513.83                         -   
               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 
                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 
                          -                3,227.00 
                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   
                      3.54                         -   
                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   
                  745.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   
               2,961.14                         -   
             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   
             70,736.87                         -   
                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 
                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   
                    45.90                         -   
                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   
               3,853.20                         -   
                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   
             38,624.25                         -   
                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   
                  287.46                         -   
                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   
               1,217.31                         -   
               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   
                  204.66                         -   
                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 
                          -            131,862.00 
                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   
               1,475.00                         -   
                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   
               1,320.26                         -   
               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 
                          -            393,831.00 
                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE
010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE
010-033-362.04 RENT
010-033-362.99 MISC
010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING
010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING
010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL
010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL
010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-611.01 AUDIT
010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE
010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE
010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING
010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER
010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL
010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES
010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX
010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS
010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE
010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE
010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-039-611.01 AUDIT
010-039-621.01 POSTAGE
010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS
010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER
010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES
010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
010-039-700.04 COG
010-039-700.26 CASA
010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED
010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER
010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS
010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 
                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 
                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   
             68,976.00                         -   
               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   
               2,077.95                         -   
               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   
               7,129.52                         -   
                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   
               8,535.87                         -   
                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   
               2,108.87                         -   
                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   
               1,608.00                         -   
               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   
                  625.00                         -   
               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   
               3,643.74                         -   
               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   
               1,162.00                         -   
               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   
             12,046.50                         -   
                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   
           397,845.56                         -   
           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 
                          -                9,357.61 
                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   
               8,000.00                         -   
                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   
               6,718.00                         -   
                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   
             27,361.75                         -   
               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   
             29,122.88                         -   
             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 
                  130.00                         -   
               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   
           150,000.00                         -   
               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   
               2,150.80                         -   
             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   
             37,850.05                         -   
               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   
           145,686.00                         -   
           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST
010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-040-481.00 OVERTIME
010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-040-493.15 VEBA
010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES
010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-040-611.01 AUDIT
010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE
010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM
010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE
010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-041-362.11 COPIES
010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.99 MISC
010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV
010-041-400.04 SHERIFF
010-041-401.08 SERGEANT
010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH
010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-041-481.00 OVERTIME
010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   
             21,679.86                         -   
             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 
                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   
               7,423.57                         -   
             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   
               7,617.96                         -   
                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   
                    56.85                         -   
                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   
                  240.45                         -   
                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   
                  383.44                         -   
                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   
                    35.96                         -   
               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   
               1,471.76                         -   
               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   
                    10.70                         -   
               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   
               2,393.78                         -   
               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   
                  127.31                         -   
                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   
               2,146.23                         -   
               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 
                          -                7,208.42 
                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 
                          -                   676.20 
                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 
                          -                8,849.56 
                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   
             69,995.81                         -   
             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   
           111,369.70                         -   
           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 
                          -                   450.00 
                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   
           141,626.60                         -   
           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   
             14,304.72                         -   
               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   
             61,858.99                         -   
           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   
             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-041-493.15 VEBA
010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-041-611.01 AUDIT
010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-041-621.01 POSTAGE
010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT
010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY
010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-042-481.00 OVERTIME
010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-042-493.15 VEBA
010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-042-611.01 AUDIT
010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT
010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-331.02 BLM
010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS
010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   
               7,679.71                         -   
               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   
           437,486.93                         -   
                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   
               3,101.19                         -   
           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   
             76,945.95                         -   
             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   
               3,940.67                         -   
               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   
               3,603.78                         -   
               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   
               4,937.66                         -   
               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   
                  217.70                         -   
               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   
                  580.00                         -   
             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   
               6,894.24                         -   
             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   
               1,879.83                         -   
                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 
                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   
           175,000.00                         -   
                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   
               5,412.42                         -   
               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   
                  488.11                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   
                  333.26                         -   
               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   
                  186.81                         -   
               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   
                    66.29                         -   
                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   
                    22.97                         -   
                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   
                      1.31                         -   
               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 
                          -              10,000.00 
                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 
                          -              87,986.00 
                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   
               7,500.00                         -   
             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT
010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT
010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT
010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT
010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES
010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES
010-043-350.01 FINES
010-043-362.03 DONATIONS
010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS
010-043-362.11 COPIES
010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.99 MISC
010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-043-400.04 SHERIFF
010-043-401.08 SERGEANT
010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF
010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY
010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE
010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH
010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-043-481.00 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME
010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT
010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-043-493.15 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA
010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 
                          -              94,466.20 
                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 
                          -            219,311.80 
                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 
                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 
                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 
                          -              43,330.04 
                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 
                          -                   300.00 
                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   
             39,519.39                         -   
             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   
             48,001.39                         -   
             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   
           117,400.95                         -   
             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   
           150,272.39                         -   
               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   
                  145.99                         -   
               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   
               8,313.38                         -   
             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   
                  108.62                         -   
           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   
           157,177.37                         -   
                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   
                      2.12                         -   
                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   
                  765.00                         -   
             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   
                    58.22                         -   
                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   
                  260.25                         -   
                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   
                      0.16                         -   
                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   
                      3.80                         -   
                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   
                    42.08                         -   
                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   
                      3.50                         -   
               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   
               5,082.78                         -   
                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   
           198,559.20                         -   
                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-043-611.01 AUDIT
010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE
010-043-621.01 POSTAGE
010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR
010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES
010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES
010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES
010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-048-611.01 AUDIT
010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH
010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION
010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-059-611.01 AUDIT
010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE
010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE
010-069-362.99 MISC
010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   
             69,260.07                         -   
             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   
                      0.06                         -   
                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   
                      1.33                         -   
                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   
                  239.97                         -   
                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   
                  905.10                         -   
               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   
                    69.21                         -   
               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   
                  281.26                         -   
                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   
             27,478.49                         -   
               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   
                    26.75                         -   
               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    68.50                         -   
             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   
             70,612.39                         -   
               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   
                  260.35                         -   
                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   
               6,955.73                         -   
                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   
             33,857.25                         -   
             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   
           603,207.03                         -   
                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   
                          -              26,080.48 
                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   
                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   
                    10.00                         -   
               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 
                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 
                          -                5,000.00 
                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   
                    47.51                         -   
               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   
               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   
               2,735.72                         -   
               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   
                  600.00                         -   
               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES
010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER
010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1
010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2
010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A
010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-074-481.00 OVERTIME
010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-074-493.15 VEBA
010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE
010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-074-611.01 AUDIT
010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT
010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW
010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT
010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 
                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 
                          -                5,981.75 
                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   
             22,836.00                         -   
                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   
           223,429.37                         -   
             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   
             15,225.93                         -   
             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   
             22,510.53                         -   
             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   
               2,151.67                         -   
               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   
                    27.18                         -   
               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   
             55,377.26                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   
               4,068.22                         -   
                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   
             13,540.00                         -   
             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   
           119,783.01                         -   
           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   
               4,891.08                         -   
                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   
               2,186.40                         -   
               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   
               1,448.29                         -   
                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   
               6,573.26                         -   
               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   
                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   
               1,043.07                         -   
             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   
               6,406.93                         -   
               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   
                  112.00                         -   
             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 
                          -                3,708.66 
                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 
                          -            214,014.00 
                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH
010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER
010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF
010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP
010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-077-493.15 VEBA
010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING
010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-077-611.01 AUDIT
010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL
010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS
010-081-347.10 PARK FEES
010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES
010-081-362.03 DONATIONS
010-081-362.99 MISC
010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY
010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER
010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV
010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   
           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   
             86,506.73                         -   
                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   
               1,350.00                         -   
               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   
           109,082.15                         -   
               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   
                  243.03                         -   
             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   
                    34.32                         -   
           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   
             10,459.40                         -   
                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   
                      1.11                         -   
                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   
             58,785.53                         -   
                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   
               1,768.70                         -   
               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   
               2,366.19                         -   
               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   
             12,806.17                         -   
                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   
                  388.49                         -   
                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   
                  265.64                         -   
                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 
                  145.19                         -   
                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   
                  898.10                         -   
               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   
               4,262.00                         -   
             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   
             33,645.75                         -   
               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 
                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 
                          -              16,418.00 
                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 
                          -              15,175.00 
                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   
                  979.66                         -   
               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-081-493.15 VEBA
010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES
010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-611.01 AUDIT
010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS
010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY
010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT
010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER
010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-086-481.00 OVERTIME
010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-086-493.15 VEBA
010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-086-611.01 AUDIT
010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP
010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   
             18,024.61                         -   
                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   
                    67.69                         -   
                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   
               1,798.20                         -   
                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   
                  985.00                         -   
                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   
                  117.31                         -   
                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   
               1,392.84                         -   
             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   
               8,506.59                         -   
                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 
               1,723.49                         -   
               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   
             14,779.87                         -   
                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   
             60,580.81                         -   
               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 
                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   
               8,344.00                         -   
               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   
             20,843.74                         -   
             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   
                    40.00                         -   
               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   
               1,557.37                         -   
               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   
                    77.94                         -   
               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   
             13,383.17                         -   
                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   
               1,741.87                         -   
                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   
               2,260.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   
                  225.86                         -   
             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   
                  950.95                         -   
                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   
        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   
                    35.94                         -   
           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE
010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS
010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE
010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-163-481.00 OVERTIME
010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-163-611.01 AUDIT
010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS
010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 
                          -            174,721.81 
                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   
                  551.06                         -   
               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 
                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 
                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   
             24,447.87                         -   
               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   
             31,149.31                         -   
                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   
                      8.92                         -   
                      3.09                         -   













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: Re: TGM Application Edits
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:11:03 AM


Looks good to me. 


Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for
the use of the recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or
copying this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or
agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received the electronic mail in error, please immediately
destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.


On Jun 7, 2018, at 10:18 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Here is the language addressing the “timely and urgent” question:
 
 
This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation
Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed
acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from
ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three
bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is
currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and
expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge
construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the
majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning.
The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and
construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely
progression of this project.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: TGM Edited Sections
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:21:39 AM


The first paragraph of question #3 (Proposed project approach is reasonable) had the phrase about
“…the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT master Plan and amend the 2015
TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.” I have changed that sentence to read:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and
recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern
Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s
Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be adopted by the  Yamhill County Board of
Commissioners.
 
Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer
Subject: Travel Oregon grant request
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 7:40:22 AM


Hi Ken,
 
In my written request for the BOC to consider the Travel Oregon application, how would you like me
to characterize the source of the cash match? Here’s a sample:
 


The Travel Oregon Competitive Grants Program grant application is due on Wednesday,
June 6, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an application for $56,250 to
partially fund the YWT Master Plan project, which will result in a comprehensive, multi-
year, actionable plan.
 
The Travel Oregon requires a 25% ($18,750) cash match from grantees, which we will
fulfill through cash reserves remaining from the 2017 OPRD Local Government Grant
reimbursements.


 
Thoughts?
 
cm
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin; Jack Schwab;


Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Draft newsletter to trail supporters
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 12:51:14 PM
Attachments: Harloff Supporter Revision-2.odt


Yesterdays public announcement in the N-R change what was being penned for a supporter's newsletter.
This is what I came up with.  Wayne
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers


, 


First of all we, the board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, want to give all of you our utmost thank you for staying with this project over the years;  for your testimony at these hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the vocal defenders of this  community trail. We now own the trail, I say “we”, because we all are the county.  Thank You! 





As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’ meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make our  adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail through our community.





That was written shortly after the meeting took place and was to be followed by what we needed to do while being patient while waiting for the county's next step; well we didn't have to wait long. The county took almost immediate action and for any of you who are not News Register subscribers,  their article about what transpired earlier this week is included next.





County commissioners to reconsider trail voteYamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


The commissioners are not expected to take additional testimony on the matter.


The date is the next scheduled formal meeting of the commissioners, as they are away this week, attending the western interstate region conference of the National Association of Counties.


The ordinance they will vote on specifically applies to a 2.8-mile section of the trail the county plans to develop first, between Carlton and Yamhill. It hopes that will serve not only to increase safety of bicyclists and pedestrians traveling between the two towns, but also as a model showing the larger 12-mile trail can co-exist successfully with neighboring farms.


On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a “reconsideration” of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the amendment, and review possible changes.


As a result of that meeting, Tschabold said, County Assistant Counsel Todd Sadlo, who prepared the farm impact findings, added a new section, specifying that the master plan for the trail “shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort” and will include “direct consultation with affected property owners.”


It also contains a requirement that the master plan be completed before the trail is constructed, other than one initial bridge for which the county has an existing grant. 


“It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the master plan,” Tschabold said.


The previous version stated the master plan would be in place before the trail was opened.


The county also is seeking grants to pay for creating the master plan.


The proposed ordinance states that, prior to the trail’s opening, the county shall install fencing capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, and signage at each trail head and trail entry-point, warning users not to trespass or to “touch, pet or otherwise harass livestock.”


Also required  would be signs noting users should “expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users.”


So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way forward that will better satisfy more stake holders and move us closer to the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote happening on May 31st. Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative then ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the article above, the county is pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT is looking at ways including complementary grants that can help with that effort. This process is very competitive with way more applicants then money. There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant applications. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same, anything that is showing your support again is very important. 





Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you might expect. 


We will continue with updates as they arise.





The FYWT Board  

























From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry; V H
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:09:57 PM


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to
see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request
and have The Friends non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding
and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they
would be competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded, which
seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone; you can
always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-
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I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and
I'm not sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also
considering applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the
thought is that the branding should be developed along with the master
plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an
RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing
with the County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a
sense of how the review committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding
and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan
ahead of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of
the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 12:59:36 PM


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 22, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:05:42 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Here’s what I have (400 characters):
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this
application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31,
2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-
173; vote 2 to 1)
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 8:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
I think a combo of #3 and #4:
 
On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application.
(BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/







Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Which do you like best?
 
1.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this application,
w/ the majority of the board voting in the affirmative.
2.  A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.
3.  On x date, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this
application. (B.O. 08-xxx)
4.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners approved the authorization of the submission of this
application. (BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Tori Middelstadt
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 5:00:45 PM


Hey Carrie-


I have a break at 9:40am, 1:35pm, and 3:40pm Oregon Time. Any of those times work for
you?


Thanks-


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442 
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                            
OregonWineCountry.org


On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 1:39 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,


 


Thanks for getting back with me. Unfortunately, I have a meeting at 4pm-5:30pm today. Would
you be available tomorrow morning or afternoon?


 


Thanks,


 


Carrie


 


From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:25 PM



mailto:tori@oregonwinecountry.org

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:Tori@OregonWineCountry.org

https://www.facebook.com/OregonWineCountry/

http://www.oregonwinecountry.org/blog/

https://www.instagram.com/oregonwinetrav/

https://www.youtube.com/user/OregonWineCountry/

https://www.pinterest.com/orwinecountry/
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To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County


 


Hi Carrie!


 


I would love to chat. I am in Denver at a conference but I can chat on the phone around
4:45pm Oregon time. Would that work? What number should I call?


 


Thanks


Tori


503-881-4442


 


On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 11:51 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,


 


I would like to discuss our proposed project with you. When would be a good time?


 


Thank you!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County


 


Hi Carrie,


 


I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I
do not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who
is also receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 


 


Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?


 


Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so.
Let me know if you have any other questions.


 


Thanks!


 


  


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org
                                  OregonWineCountry.org


 



mailto:tori@oregonwinecountry.org

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:Jessica@traveloregon.com

https://maps.google.com/?q=388+State+St.,+Suite+100+%0D%0A+Salem,+Oregon+97301&entry=gmail&source=g

https://maps.google.com/?q=388+State+St.,+Suite+100+%0D%0A+Salem,+Oregon+97301&entry=gmail&source=g
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http://www.oregonwinecountry.org/blog/

https://www.instagram.com/oregonwinetrav/

https://www.youtube.com/user/OregonWineCountry/

https://www.pinterest.com/orwinecountry/





 


 


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 


 


Reference
#


13682789


Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact


503-434-7501



http://traveloregon.com/

mailto:form_engine@fs22.formsite.com

mailto:tori@oregonwinecountry.org

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us





Phone
Number:


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active
transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of
Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and
tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and
equipment. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and
will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user
types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation
choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and
convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism
and economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land
uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


 


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.


 


--


 


  


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                               
    OregonWineCountry.org
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From: Keri Hinton
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Board orders
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:39:12 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Application Packet_FINAL 6.6.18.pdf


This is what we thought was replacing BO 174
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:55 AM
To: Keri Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Board orders
 
Here is the Travel Oregon application package.
 
cm
 


From: Keri Hinton 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 3:59 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Board orders
 
Here is what was scanned but let us know if this isn’t correct. J  BO 18-174 looks kind of funny with
that first page not really having anything on it that identifies it.  Did we lose the first official page?


Thanks,
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553


 
OREGON PUBLIC RECORD


Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.



mailto:hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants



 



Yamhill County
Laura Tschabold 
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991



Laura  Tschabold  
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























 
Yamhill County 
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Office of County Administrator 



 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name
CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT
OTHER INVESTMENTS
BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE
PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT
PREPAID EXPENSE
CLERK CASH IN TRUST
CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY
TAXES RECEIVABLE
INSURANCE REC
LAND
BUILDINGS
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ASSETS
DATA PROCESSING
ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS
ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP
ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS
ALLOW DEPR-DP
FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL PAYABLE
MEDICARE TAX
FEDERAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
FICA TAXES
WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT
T-670
OPEU
FAMILY CANCER
OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST
OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN
SBA (TC 763)
MISC
RETIREMENT BENEFIT
PERS
PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP
PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN
M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 
                               -                        94,773.65 
                               -                          9,969.59 
                               -                        43,503.31 
                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 
                               -                          1,266.25 
                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   
                               -                             230.62 
                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 
                               -                   2,101,377.77 
                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 
                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   
                               -                      131,065.42 
                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   
                               -                        13,754.10 
                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   
              8,548,474.36                                  -   
              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   
              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   
              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 
                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   
                        400.00                                  -   
                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   
                     1,100.00                                  -   
                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   
            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   
                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE
MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT
VEBA BENEFIT
KAISER-PERMANENTE
PERS UNIT PURCHASE
OSGP LOAN
ICMA DEFERRED
BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD
PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN
VOLUNTARY LIFE
SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT
YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)
VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY
LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE
DEFERRED REVENUE
LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE
DEPOSITS
RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN
LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN
DEPOSITS
RESERVE FOR ENCUM
INVESTMENT IN LAND
INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS
INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP
INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN CWIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP
ENCUMBRANCE
BB
BEG BALANCE RESERVED
Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 
                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 
              4,192,029.85                                  -   
              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 
                               -                   4,801,547.39 
                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 
                               -                   1,598,715.55 
                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   
                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 
                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   
                               -                        16,139.23 
                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 
                               -                      148,113.59 
                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 
                               -                               56.48 
                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 
                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 
                               -                        21,555.05 
                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name
010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES
010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES
010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS
010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX
010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX
010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX
010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX
010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST
010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST
010-002-362.99 MISC
010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE
010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-010-362.99 MISC
010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER
010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK
010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT
010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-010-481.00 OVERTIME
010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-010-493.15 VEBA
010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-010-611.01 AUDIT
010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-010-621.01 POSTAGE
010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-010-683.04 PRINTING
010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 
                          -            439,214.71 
                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 
                          -              89,000.00 
                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 
                          -            139,074.82 
                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 
                          -              50,251.89 
                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   
             36,276.56                         -   
                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 
                          -            574,547.82 
                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 
                          -                     32.72 
                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   
             67,636.63                         -   
             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   
             50,299.38                         -   
             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   
             53,806.25                         -   
           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   
             96,939.11                         -   
           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   
             12,710.23                         -   
               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
               5,926.73                         -   
               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   
               1,214.05                         -   
                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   
               3,122.43                         -   
                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   
               9,450.00                         -   
             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   
                  752.66                         -   
                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   
               1,087.85                         -   
               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   
             38,561.24                         -   
               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   
                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   
               4,405.99                         -   
             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   
                  127.99                         -   
               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE
010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED
010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-012-341.02 FILING FEES
010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE
010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE
010-012-341.99 MISC
010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS
010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS
010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-012-362.99 MISC
010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW
010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS
010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR
010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR
010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER
010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1
010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2
010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3
010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE
010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST
010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER
010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH
010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-012-481.00 OVERTIME
010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-012-493.15 VEBA
010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-012-611.01 AUDIT
010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-012-621.01 POSTAGE
010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES
010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON
010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 
                          -                   750.25 
                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 
                          -            375,359.62 
                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   
                  548.68                         -   
                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 
             64,811.78                         -   
             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 
                          -                     38.98 
                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 
                          -              35,361.07 
                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   
             45,461.69                         -   
               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   
           110,787.06                         -   
             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   
             50,763.95                         -   
             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   
             10,095.74                         -   
             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   
                  642.34                         -   
               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   
             46,579.63                         -   
             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   
                  246.30                         -   
             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   
             19,394.44                         -   
               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   
           209,571.21                         -   
                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   
             23,718.37                         -   
               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   
             10,822.53                         -   
             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   
                  637.29                         -   
                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   
             73,437.98                         -   
               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   
               1,477.89                         -   
                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   
               9,934.16                         -   
             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   
               9,751.73                         -   
               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   
             10,134.79                         -   
             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES
010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT
010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-013-362.99 MISC
010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS
010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-013-493.15 VEBA
010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-013-611.01 AUDIT
010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP
010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER
010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE
010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT
010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY
010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES
010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS
010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES
010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING
010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS
010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS
010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS
010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT
010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA
010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET
010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE
010-015-341.99-A001 MISC
010-015-341.99-A002 MISC
010-015-341.99-A003 MISC
010-015-341.99-A008 MISC
010-015-362.99-A009 MISC
010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK
010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   
               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   
               2,431.00                         -   
               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 
                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   
             11,790.00                         -   
                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   
                  413.12                         -   
                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   
               3,400.00                         -   
               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   
             27,427.87                         -   
             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   
                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   
                  576.33                         -   
               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   
                  493.81                         -   
                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   
             10,923.75                         -   
               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   
               1,328.50                         -   
                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   
             16,083.92                         -   
               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 
                          -                     25.00 
                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 
                          -                1,640.00 
                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   
                  566.30                         -   
               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 
                          -              12,575.00 
                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 
                          -              10,275.00 
                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 
                          -                8,965.00 
                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 
                          -                2,116.50 
                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 
                          -                8,061.50 
                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 
                          -              96,226.33 
                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   
             39,442.29                         -   
             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 
             14,290.78                         -   
               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME
010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP
010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP
010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL
010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT
010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA
010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   
               7,614.64                         -   
               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   
               1,122.70                         -   
                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   
               2,619.46                         -   
             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   
               7,997.63                         -   
             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   
                      2.69                         -   
                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   
                  114.65                         -   
                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   
                  167.00                         -   
                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   
                    50.83                         -   
                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   
               1,622.74                         -   
                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   
                    20.86                         -   
                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   
                  781.07                         -   
               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   
               1,107.22                         -   
                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   
                  518.00                         -   
               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   
               9,187.55                         -   
             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   
               2,280.17                         -   
                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   
                      6.80                         -   
                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   
             12,102.10                         -   
                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   
             25,611.49                         -   
             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   
               2,556.02                         -   
               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
                    50.00                         -   
                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   
               1,020.00                         -   
               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   
                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   
               1,207.30                         -   
                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET
010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-611.01 AUDIT
010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA
010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE
010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING
010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   
                  299.54                         -   
                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   
                    14.11                         -   
                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   
                    29.88                         -   
                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   
                    13.73                         -   
                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   
                      4.61                         -   
                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   
                  123.21                         -   
                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   
                  196.88                         -   
                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   
                    19.20                         -   
                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   
                    14.61                         -   
                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   
                    73.74                         -   
                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   
                  374.77                         -   
                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   
             37,325.82                         -   
               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   
               1,596.52                         -   
               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   
               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    14.66                         -   
                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   
                  254.05                         -   
                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   
                  178.75                         -   
               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   
                  244.13                         -   
                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   
               1,805.40                         -   
                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   
               1,688.65                         -   
               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR
010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND
010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES
010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS
010-017-362.99 MISC
010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR
010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK
010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA
010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-017-481.00 OVERTIME
010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   
                  302.04                         -   
                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   
                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   
             11,675.00                         -   
                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   
               1,262.00                         -   
                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   
             27,603.61                         -   
             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   
                  951.84                         -   
                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   
               9,128.70                         -   
               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   
               7,987.62                         -   
               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   
               1,533.00                         -   
                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   
                  200.00                         -   
                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   
               1,885.35                         -   
               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   
               4,146.00                         -   
                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   
               3,627.00                         -   
               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   
               1,752.00                         -   
               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 
                          -                   625.66 
                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   
                  500.00                         -   
                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   
                    92.77                         -   
                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   
             40,663.26                         -   
             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   
             59,019.43                         -   
             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 
                          -            429,738.40 
                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   
               8,208.27                         -   
             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
               2,870.06                         -   
               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   
             26,263.01                         -   
             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   
           117,242.48                         -   
                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA
010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-017-611.01 AUDIT
010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT
010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS
010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)
010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT
010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION
010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS
010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS
010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE
010-018-362.99 MISC
010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT
010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY
010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR
010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST
010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1
010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-018-481.00 OVERTIME
010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY
010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-018-493.15 VEBA
010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   
                  135.78                         -   
               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   
             10,069.61                         -   
               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   
                  976.77                         -   
               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   
                  850.10                         -   
             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   
                  571.28                         -   
                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   
             12,420.00                         -   
               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   
               1,225.59                         -   
           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   
               7,403.22                         -   
                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 
                          -                2,008.00 
                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 
                          -              23,786.21 
                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   
                  669.72                         -   
             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   
             16,029.05                         -   
             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 
                          -                5,348.88 
                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 
                          -                   856.53 
                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   
             44,674.81                         -   
           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   
           153,013.28                         -   
             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   
             21,164.20                         -   
             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   
             13,853.60                         -   
             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   
               2,782.70                         -   
               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   
               3,359.34                         -   
                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   
                  325.74                         -   
               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   
             24,788.90                         -   
               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   
           264,045.62                         -   
                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   
                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-018-611.01 AUDIT
010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES
010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES
010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS
010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP
010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS
010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING
010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION
010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM
010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES
010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS
010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF
010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS
010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP
010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL
010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE
010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT
010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF
010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE
010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT
010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES
010-020-341.99-F077 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC
010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE
010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST
010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE
010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   
             21,166.11                         -   
               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   
             15,708.53                         -   
               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   
               4,547.74                         -   
               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   
                  883.25                         -   
               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   
               4,554.00                         -   
               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   
                  158.03                         -   
             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   
             55,524.04                         -   
                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 
               6,649.80                         -   
               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   
                  364.08                         -   
             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   
                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 
                          -            283,947.89 
                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 
                          -                   412.05 
                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 
                          -            461,085.46 
                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 
                          -                1,178.00 
                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 
                          -                   323.00 
                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 
                          -                3,040.55 
                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 
                          -                2,210.00 
                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 
                          -                   102.70 
                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 
                          -                     85.75 
                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 
                          -                8,959.15 
                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 
                          -                1,073.26 
                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 
                          -              95,995.00 
                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL
010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE
010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL
010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES
010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS
010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING
010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE
010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS
010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP
010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION
010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION
010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL
010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES
010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT
010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT
010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR
010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER
010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER
010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2
010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3
010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-020-481.00 OVERTIME
010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME
010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP
010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 
                          -                   630.00 
                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 
                          -                3,783.00 
                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 
                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 
                          -              11,100.00 
                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 
                          -                6,215.99 
                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 
                          -                   200.00 
                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 
             65,835.54                         -   
             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 
                          -                4,731.35 
                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 
                          -              28,100.00 
                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   
               3,741.97                         -   
               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   
             25,572.58                         -   
               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   
             19,739.68                         -   
             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   
             55,614.45                         -   
                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   
             11,370.19                         -   
             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   
             48,490.01                         -   
             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   
                    29.52                         -   
               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   
                    60.00                         -   
                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   
                  324.99                         -   
                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   
               5,503.67                         -   
               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   
               4,698.30                         -   
                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   
                  202.60                         -   
                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   
               4,759.69                         -   
                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   
                    92.85                         -   
             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   
                    56.56                         -   
                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT
010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.15 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA
010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   
                  879.79                         -   
             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   
             15,914.52                         -   
             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   
               8,531.43                         -   
                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   
                    52.50                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   
               1,287.50                         -   
             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   
             16,950.07                         -   
             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   
               7,250.50                         -   
               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   
                    33.04                         -   
                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   
                  936.05                         -   
                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   
                  128.50                         -   
                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   
               4,431.88                         -   
                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   
                    24.18                         -   
                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   
               2,343.64                         -   
                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   
                    12.90                         -   
                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   
               5,671.10                         -   
               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   
                      1.53                         -   
                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   
                  141.61                         -   
                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   
                  154.25                         -   
                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   
                    40.69                         -   
                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   
                    25.97                         -   
                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   
                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   
                    79.55                         -   
                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   
                  277.15                         -   
                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING
010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-611.01 AUDIT
010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)
010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM
010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   
                      1.22                         -   
               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   
                      2.00                         -   
                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   
                  181.35                         -   
                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   
                  362.34                         -   
                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   
               2,792.45                         -   
               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   
                  559.06                         -   
                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   
                    34.02                         -   
                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   
               1,914.99                         -   
               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   
                  426.12                         -   
                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   
                    21.80                         -   
                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   
               1,022.54                         -   
               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   
                  262.27                         -   
                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   
                  468.89                         -   
                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   
                  272.73                         -   
                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   
                  173.13                         -   
                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   
               1,158.05                         -   
                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   
                  165.18                         -   
                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   
                  173.91                         -   
                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   
                  187.00                         -   
                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   
               1,141.06                         -   
               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   
                  644.39                         -   
                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   
               2,578.84                         -   
                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE
010-020-621.01 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE
010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING
010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES
010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST
010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS
010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   
                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   
                    16.67                         -   
                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   
                      2.15                         -   
                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   
                      2.24                         -   
                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   
                    60.35                         -   
                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   
                  917.42                         -   
                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   
                      6.32                         -   
                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   
                  401.80                         -   
                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   
                  626.72                         -   
                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   
                  523.88                         -   
             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   
             52,384.97                         -   
               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   
               1,983.04                         -   
             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   
               8,300.00                         -   
                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   
               5,874.21                         -   
                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   
                  540.00                         -   
             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   
             31,477.67                         -   
                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   
                  290.06                         -   
               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   
                  300.12                         -   
                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   
               3,723.09                         -   
               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   
               7,405.00                         -   
                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   
               1,704.91                         -   
               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   
               2,231.10                         -   
               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   
                  449.41                         -   
                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   
             15,599.00                         -   
                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS
010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION
010-021-341.99 MISC
010-021-362.11 COPIES
010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR
010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2
010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-021-493.15 VEBA
010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-021-511.16 PRINTING
010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-021-611.01 AUDIT
010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-021-621.01 POSTAGE
010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS
010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES
010-022-362.99 MISC
010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-022-481.00 OVERTIME
010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-022-493.15 VEBA
010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   
                  469.30                         -   
                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 
               3,213.28                         -   
             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 
                          -                1,800.00 
                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 
                          -              40,095.72 
                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   
                  642.20                         -   
                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   
               6,437.42                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
                  378.49                         -   
               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   
                  164.63                         -   
                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   
                    26.21                         -   
                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   
                      7.65                         -   
                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   
                    10.28                         -   
                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   
                  191.47                         -   
                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   
                      5.83                         -   
                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 
                          -                5,022.86 
                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   
                          -              87,588.73 
                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   
                  310.18                         -   
               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   
               2,228.34                         -   
               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   
             10,718.24                         -   
           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   
               1,338.40                         -   
                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   
               4,900.00                         -   
               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   
             41,415.55                         -   
             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   
                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   
                  607.42                         -   
                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-022-611.01 AUDIT
010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-022-621.01 POSTAGE
010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST
010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES
010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-023-362.99 MISC
010-023-400.06 TREASURER
010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-023-611.01 AUDIT
010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES
010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS
010-025-362.99 MISC
010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES
010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL
010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL
010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-025-493.15 VEBA
010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-025-611.01 AUDIT
010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
010-033-334.41 STF GRANT
010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL
010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES
010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   
                  260.00                         -   
               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   
                  757.16                         -   
               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   
                    74.70                         -   
               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   
               1,141.28                         -   
                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   
                  157.60                         -   
                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   
               1,513.83                         -   
               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 
                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 
                          -                3,227.00 
                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   
                      3.54                         -   
                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   
                  745.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   
               2,961.14                         -   
             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   
             70,736.87                         -   
                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 
                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   
                    45.90                         -   
                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   
               3,853.20                         -   
                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   
             38,624.25                         -   
                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   
                  287.46                         -   
                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   
               1,217.31                         -   
               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   
                  204.66                         -   
                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 
                          -            131,862.00 
                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   
               1,475.00                         -   
                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   
               1,320.26                         -   
               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 
                          -            393,831.00 
                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE
010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE
010-033-362.04 RENT
010-033-362.99 MISC
010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING
010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING
010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL
010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL
010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-611.01 AUDIT
010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE
010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE
010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING
010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER
010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL
010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES
010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX
010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS
010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE
010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE
010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-039-611.01 AUDIT
010-039-621.01 POSTAGE
010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS
010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER
010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES
010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
010-039-700.04 COG
010-039-700.26 CASA
010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED
010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER
010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS
010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 
                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 
                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   
             68,976.00                         -   
               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   
               2,077.95                         -   
               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   
               7,129.52                         -   
                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   
               8,535.87                         -   
                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   
               2,108.87                         -   
                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   
               1,608.00                         -   
               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   
                  625.00                         -   
               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   
               3,643.74                         -   
               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   
               1,162.00                         -   
               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   
             12,046.50                         -   
                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   
           397,845.56                         -   
           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 
                          -                9,357.61 
                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   
               8,000.00                         -   
                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   
               6,718.00                         -   
                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   
             27,361.75                         -   
               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   
             29,122.88                         -   
             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 
                  130.00                         -   
               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   
           150,000.00                         -   
               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   
               2,150.80                         -   
             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   
             37,850.05                         -   
               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   
           145,686.00                         -   
           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST
010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-040-481.00 OVERTIME
010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-040-493.15 VEBA
010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES
010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-040-611.01 AUDIT
010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE
010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM
010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE
010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-041-362.11 COPIES
010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.99 MISC
010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV
010-041-400.04 SHERIFF
010-041-401.08 SERGEANT
010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH
010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-041-481.00 OVERTIME
010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   
             21,679.86                         -   
             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 
                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   
               7,423.57                         -   
             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   
               7,617.96                         -   
                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   
                    56.85                         -   
                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   
                  240.45                         -   
                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   
                  383.44                         -   
                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   
                    35.96                         -   
               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   
               1,471.76                         -   
               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   
                    10.70                         -   
               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   
               2,393.78                         -   
               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   
                  127.31                         -   
                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   
               2,146.23                         -   
               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 
                          -                7,208.42 
                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 
                          -                   676.20 
                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 
                          -                8,849.56 
                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   
             69,995.81                         -   
             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   
           111,369.70                         -   
           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 
                          -                   450.00 
                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   
           141,626.60                         -   
           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   
             14,304.72                         -   
               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   
             61,858.99                         -   
           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   
             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-041-493.15 VEBA
010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-041-611.01 AUDIT
010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-041-621.01 POSTAGE
010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT
010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY
010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-042-481.00 OVERTIME
010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-042-493.15 VEBA
010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-042-611.01 AUDIT
010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT
010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-331.02 BLM
010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS
010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   
               7,679.71                         -   
               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   
           437,486.93                         -   
                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   
               3,101.19                         -   
           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   
             76,945.95                         -   
             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   
               3,940.67                         -   
               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   
               3,603.78                         -   
               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   
               4,937.66                         -   
               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   
                  217.70                         -   
               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   
                  580.00                         -   
             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   
               6,894.24                         -   
             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   
               1,879.83                         -   
                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 
                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   
           175,000.00                         -   
                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   
               5,412.42                         -   
               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   
                  488.11                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   
                  333.26                         -   
               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   
                  186.81                         -   
               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   
                    66.29                         -   
                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   
                    22.97                         -   
                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   
                      1.31                         -   
               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 
                          -              10,000.00 
                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 
                          -              87,986.00 
                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   
               7,500.00                         -   
             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT
010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT
010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT
010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT
010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES
010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES
010-043-350.01 FINES
010-043-362.03 DONATIONS
010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS
010-043-362.11 COPIES
010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.99 MISC
010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-043-400.04 SHERIFF
010-043-401.08 SERGEANT
010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF
010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY
010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE
010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH
010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-043-481.00 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME
010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT
010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-043-493.15 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA
010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 
                          -              94,466.20 
                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 
                          -            219,311.80 
                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 
                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 
                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 
                          -              43,330.04 
                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 
                          -                   300.00 
                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   
             39,519.39                         -   
             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   
             48,001.39                         -   
             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   
           117,400.95                         -   
             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   
           150,272.39                         -   
               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   
                  145.99                         -   
               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   
               8,313.38                         -   
             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   
                  108.62                         -   
           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   
           157,177.37                         -   
                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   
                      2.12                         -   
                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   
                  765.00                         -   
             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   
                    58.22                         -   
                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   
                  260.25                         -   
                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   
                      0.16                         -   
                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   
                      3.80                         -   
                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   
                    42.08                         -   
                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   
                      3.50                         -   
               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   
               5,082.78                         -   
                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   
           198,559.20                         -   
                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-043-611.01 AUDIT
010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE
010-043-621.01 POSTAGE
010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR
010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES
010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES
010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES
010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-048-611.01 AUDIT
010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH
010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION
010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-059-611.01 AUDIT
010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE
010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE
010-069-362.99 MISC
010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   
             69,260.07                         -   
             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   
                      0.06                         -   
                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   
                      1.33                         -   
                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   
                  239.97                         -   
                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   
                  905.10                         -   
               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   
                    69.21                         -   
               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   
                  281.26                         -   
                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   
             27,478.49                         -   
               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   
                    26.75                         -   
               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    68.50                         -   
             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   
             70,612.39                         -   
               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   
                  260.35                         -   
                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   
               6,955.73                         -   
                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   
             33,857.25                         -   
             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   
           603,207.03                         -   
                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   
                          -              26,080.48 
                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   
                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   
                    10.00                         -   
               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 
                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 
                          -                5,000.00 
                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   
                    47.51                         -   
               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   
               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   
               2,735.72                         -   
               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   
                  600.00                         -   
               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES
010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER
010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1
010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2
010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A
010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-074-481.00 OVERTIME
010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-074-493.15 VEBA
010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE
010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-074-611.01 AUDIT
010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT
010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW
010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT
010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 
                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 
                          -                5,981.75 
                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   
             22,836.00                         -   
                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   
           223,429.37                         -   
             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   
             15,225.93                         -   
             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   
             22,510.53                         -   
             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   
               2,151.67                         -   
               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   
                    27.18                         -   
               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   
             55,377.26                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   
               4,068.22                         -   
                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   
             13,540.00                         -   
             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   
           119,783.01                         -   
           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   
               4,891.08                         -   
                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   
               2,186.40                         -   
               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   
               1,448.29                         -   
                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   
               6,573.26                         -   
               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   
                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   
               1,043.07                         -   
             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   
               6,406.93                         -   
               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   
                  112.00                         -   
             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 
                          -                3,708.66 
                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 
                          -            214,014.00 
                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH
010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER
010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF
010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP
010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-077-493.15 VEBA
010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING
010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-077-611.01 AUDIT
010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL
010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS
010-081-347.10 PARK FEES
010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES
010-081-362.03 DONATIONS
010-081-362.99 MISC
010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY
010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER
010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV
010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   
           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   
             86,506.73                         -   
                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   
               1,350.00                         -   
               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   
           109,082.15                         -   
               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   
                  243.03                         -   
             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   
                    34.32                         -   
           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   
             10,459.40                         -   
                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   
                      1.11                         -   
                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   
             58,785.53                         -   
                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   
               1,768.70                         -   
               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   
               2,366.19                         -   
               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   
             12,806.17                         -   
                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   
                  388.49                         -   
                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   
                  265.64                         -   
                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 
                  145.19                         -   
                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   
                  898.10                         -   
               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   
               4,262.00                         -   
             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   
             33,645.75                         -   
               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 
                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 
                          -              16,418.00 
                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 
                          -              15,175.00 
                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   
                  979.66                         -   
               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-081-493.15 VEBA
010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES
010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-611.01 AUDIT
010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS
010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY
010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT
010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER
010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-086-481.00 OVERTIME
010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-086-493.15 VEBA
010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-086-611.01 AUDIT
010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP
010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   
             18,024.61                         -   
                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   
                    67.69                         -   
                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   
               1,798.20                         -   
                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   
                  985.00                         -   
                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   
                  117.31                         -   
                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   
               1,392.84                         -   
             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   
               8,506.59                         -   
                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 
               1,723.49                         -   
               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   
             14,779.87                         -   
                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   
             60,580.81                         -   
               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 
                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   
               8,344.00                         -   
               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   
             20,843.74                         -   
             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   
                    40.00                         -   
               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   
               1,557.37                         -   
               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   
                    77.94                         -   
               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   
             13,383.17                         -   
                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   
               1,741.87                         -   
                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   
               2,260.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   
                  225.86                         -   
             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   
                  950.95                         -   
                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   
        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   
                    35.94                         -   
           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE
010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS
010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE
010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-163-481.00 OVERTIME
010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-163-611.01 AUDIT
010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS
010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 
                          -            174,721.81 
                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   
                  551.06                         -   
               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 
                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 
                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   
             24,447.87                         -   
               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   
             31,149.31                         -   
                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   
                      8.92                         -   
                      3.09                         -   












 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.


 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: Request to Submit Travel Oregon Grant Application
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 3:27:08 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Good afternoon, Commissioners:
 
As I mentioned last week, the 5/29 informal agenda will include two requests to
submit grant applications on behalf of Yamhill County. You received a copy of
the first request yesterday, and here is the second request and document.
 
This request is to submit an application for $56,250 to the Travel Oregon grant
program. This grant requires a match of $18,750 (25%) which will be met through
existing unspent project funds. This application is due on June 6th, and a draft of
the proposal is attached to this email for your review.
 
If you have any questions, please feel to reach out to me prior to the 5/29 meeting,
so that I may answer you in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us



Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors









From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: ODOT TE Grant Budget Summary
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 7:47:16 AM
Attachments: Budget Summary_05.02.2018.pdf


Carrie



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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ODOT Right of Way Services Agreement #29704
ODOT Accounting Key: 18332



Amendment #1 Amendment #2 Amendment #3 As of 8/31/17 As of 10/31/17 As of 11/30/17 As of 12/31/17 1/31/2018 2/28/2018 3/31/2018 4/30/2018
ORIGINAL BUDGET



12/16/2013
REVISED BUDGET



08/11/2015
REVISED BUDGET



12/15/2015
REVISED BUDGET



4/21/2016
ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL



Total YWT Project Cost  $               1,600,000.00  $                 1,968,000.00  $                 1,968,000.00  $                 1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $    1,968,000.00 
Funding Sources



ODOT TE Grant 1,400,000.00$                1,730,206.00$                 1,730,206.00$                 1,730,206.00$                 1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$    
County Match (10.27%) 164,320.00$                   202,113.60$                     202,113.60$                     202,113.60$                     196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$        



Total TE Grant Funds Available: 1,564,320.00$               1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$    



Reimbursements Paid by ODOT
Reimbursement #1 (02/02/2018) 1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$    



Total Reimbursements Paid -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$    



Total Remaining Available Funds: 1,564,320.00$               1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      521,359.36$          521,359.36$          521,359.36$        



Preliminary Engineering & ROW Expenses
Preliminary Engineering (OBEC) 288,061.71$                   324,748.13$                     334,799.27$                     361,287.07$                     2,461.40$              890.91$                  2,108.65$              296.97$                  465.60$                  573.08$                
ROW (Universal Field Services) 95,035.94$                     95,035.94$                       95,035.94$                       95,035.94$                       341.36$                  170.68$                  965.97$                  952.54$                  952.54$                  -$                       



2,802.76$              1,061.59$              3,074.62$              1,249.51$              1,418.14$              -$                         -$                         573.08$                
Engineering & ROW Subtotal: 383,097.65$                   419,784.07$                     429,835.21$                     456,323.01$                     404,650.31$          402,909.14$          404,922.17$          403,097.06$          403,265.69$          401,847.55$          401,847.55$          402,420.63$        



Engineering & ROW Total:
Remaining Engineering & Row Balance: 51,672.70$           50,611.11$           47,536.49$           46,286.98$           44,868.84$           44,868.84$           44,868.84$           44,295.76$         



Total Remaining Funds: 1,181,222.35$               1,512,535.53$                 1,502,484.39$                 1,475,996.59$                 1,521,625.49$      1,523,366.66$      1,521,353.63$      1,523,178.74$      1,523,010.11$      119,511.81$          119,511.81$          118,938.73$        



Acquisition Expenses
UPRR PSA 1,400,000.00$      



Closing Fees 4,416.44$              
Taxes 500.00$                  



Total Acquisition: 1,404,916.44$      



Yamhill County Match Payments
Paid on 01/09/2014 38,914.57$                     
Paid on 9/10/2015 138,566.53$                   
Paid on 9/10/2015 18,588.70$                     



Yamhill County Match Subtotal: 196,069.80$                   
Match Requirement (10.27%): 202,113.60$                   



Underpayment/Overpayment: 6,043.80$                        



Note: Yamhill County match requirements are based on Total Project Cost  not  grant award amount.



Total STIP Budget 398,000.00$                     
1,530,236.00$                 



Total Consultant Contract Amount 1,928,236.00$                 
Total ODOT Expenditures to Date
Total 456,323.00$                     



51,355.00$                       
Available Funds for ROW Purchase and Closing 507,678.00$                     



1,420,558.00$                 



STIP Preliminary Engineering (includes local match)
STIP ROW Budget (includes local match)



ODOT Transportation Enhancement Grant - Budget  Summary



ODOT Transportation Enhancement Grant Project IGA #29585
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin; Jack Schwab;


Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Draft newsletter to trail supporters
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 12:51:14 PM
Attachments: Harloff Supporter Revision-2.odt


Yesterdays public announcement in the N-R change what was being penned for a supporter's newsletter.
This is what I came up with.  Wayne
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers


, 


First of all we, the board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, want to give all of you our utmost thank you for staying with this project over the years;  for your testimony at these hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the vocal defenders of this  community trail. We now own the trail, I say “we”, because we all are the county.  Thank You! 





As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’ meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make our  adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail through our community.





That was written shortly after the meeting took place and was to be followed by what we needed to do while being patient while waiting for the county's next step; well we didn't have to wait long. The county took almost immediate action and for any of you who are not News Register subscribers,  their article about what transpired earlier this week is included next.





County commissioners to reconsider trail voteYamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


The commissioners are not expected to take additional testimony on the matter.


The date is the next scheduled formal meeting of the commissioners, as they are away this week, attending the western interstate region conference of the National Association of Counties.


The ordinance they will vote on specifically applies to a 2.8-mile section of the trail the county plans to develop first, between Carlton and Yamhill. It hopes that will serve not only to increase safety of bicyclists and pedestrians traveling between the two towns, but also as a model showing the larger 12-mile trail can co-exist successfully with neighboring farms.


On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a “reconsideration” of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the amendment, and review possible changes.


As a result of that meeting, Tschabold said, County Assistant Counsel Todd Sadlo, who prepared the farm impact findings, added a new section, specifying that the master plan for the trail “shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort” and will include “direct consultation with affected property owners.”


It also contains a requirement that the master plan be completed before the trail is constructed, other than one initial bridge for which the county has an existing grant. 


“It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the master plan,” Tschabold said.


The previous version stated the master plan would be in place before the trail was opened.


The county also is seeking grants to pay for creating the master plan.


The proposed ordinance states that, prior to the trail’s opening, the county shall install fencing capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, and signage at each trail head and trail entry-point, warning users not to trespass or to “touch, pet or otherwise harass livestock.”


Also required  would be signs noting users should “expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users.”


So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way forward that will better satisfy more stake holders and move us closer to the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote happening on May 31st. Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative then ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the article above, the county is pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT is looking at ways including complementary grants that can help with that effort. This process is very competitive with way more applicants then money. There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant applications. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same, anything that is showing your support again is very important. 





Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you might expect. 


We will continue with updates as they arise.





The FYWT Board  

























From: Christian Boenisch
To: Todd Sadlo; Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:15:42 AM


Looks good to me.
 
Thanks,
 
Christian
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
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coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45:12 AM


All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then,  I  would  add  the  following  findings,  to  explain  what  the  Board  expects  a  “collaborative  and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: Agenda Items for 5/29 BOC Meeting
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 8:42:43 AM
Attachments: TGM 2018 YWT Master Plan Proposal_05.25.18.pdf


BOC Authorization_060817.pdf


Good morning, Keri and Carolina,
 
I have two (2) items to be added to the BOC agenda and included in the board packets for Tuesday,


May 29th. I am attaching the document for the first item in this email, to be included in the
Commissioners’ packets. The second document will not be ready for inclusion until late this
afternoon, but I will get it to you as soon as possible.
 
 
Item #1:
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM) grant application is due on
Friday, June 8, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an application for $110,000 to
fund the YWT Master Plan project, which will result in a comprehensive, multi-year, actionable plan.
 
The TGM grant stipulates a 12% ($15,000) match from grantees, which we will fulfill entirely through
in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
Item #2:
 
Dear Commissioners:
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If this message is not eventually replaced by the proper contents of the document, your PDF 
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You can upgrade to the latest version of Adobe Reader for Windows®, Mac, or Linux® by 
visiting  http://www.adobe.com/go/reader_download. 
  
For more assistance with Adobe Reader visit  http://www.adobe.com/go/acrreader. 
  
Windows is either a registered trademark or a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Mac is a trademark 
of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries. Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other 
countries.








This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader. 


Download the latest version of Adobe Reader:  http://get.adobe.com/reader/


TRANSPORTATION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2018 GRANT APPLICATION


APPLICATIONS DUE 4:00 PM, June 8, 2018


Note: This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Reader. Download the latest version of Reader here:  https://get.adobe.com/reader/


Download the Application, Application Packet, and Racial and Ethnic Impact Statement at: 


 https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/TGM/Pages/Grants.aspx. Also on the web page are examples of successful TGM Applications, a list of all TGM grants to date, and help for developing a project approach and budget.


Type of Grant:


ODOT Region (1-5):


Primary Applicant Jurisdiction:


Project Title:


Mailing Address:


City/Zip:


Contact Person:


Contact Person Title:


Telephone/Email:


Co-Applicants involved in the project:


  


 MATCH 


YES         NO


Summary Description of Project: This section must be completed. Do not refer to text within the application form. In no more than 1000 characters, describe the purpose of your project and the expected outcomes.


2018 TGM Grant Application


TGM Funds Requested


Local Match*


Total Project Cost


Eligible Grantee Expenses  [Labor (salary plus benefits) and Direct Expenses]


Consultant Personal Services


TOTAL


Certifications 


Consultants may prepare the jurisdiction’s application. However, uncompensated consultants are not eligible to participate in the project itself.  Consultants who are paid to prepare the application may be eligible to participate in the project.  Contact  Cindy Lesmeister at 503-986-4349 if you have questions.


By checking this box, I certify that  supports the proposed project, has the legal authority to pledge matching funds, and has the legal authority to apply for Transportation and Growth Management funds.  I further certify that matching funds are available or will be available for the proposed project.  I understand that all State of Oregon rules for contracting, auditing, underwriting (where applicable), and payment will apply to this project.


2018 TGM Grant Application


Eligibility Requirements


The following three eligibility requirements are reviewed on a pass/fail basis. Applications found to not meet each of these requirements will not be scored against the award criteria and will not be awarded a grant.


1. Clear Transportation Relationship 


A proposed project must have a clear transportation relationship and produce transportation benefits. A project must entail analysis, evaluation of alternative scenarios, development of implementation measures, and public involvement that results in a transportation plan, land use plan, or other product that addresses a transportation problem, need, opportunity, or issue of local or regional importance. 1000 character limit.


2. Adoption of Products to meet Project Objectives


A proposed project must include preparation of an adoption-ready product or products that lead to a local policy decision and that directly address the project objectives, such as a transportation system plan, comprehensive plan amendment, land use plan, code amendment, implementation program, or intergovernmental agreement. Projects are expected to include adoption hearings or will be part of a larger project to be adopted. 800 character limit.


3. Support of Local Officials


A proposed project must clearly demonstrate that local officials, both the primary applicant and any co-applicants, understand the purpose of the grant application and support the project objectives. A letter or resolution of support from the governing body of the applying jurisdiction (e.g. City Council, Board of Commissioners, or Transit Board) must be submitted with the application to meet this requirement. 400 character limit.


11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364


2018 TGM Grant Application


Award Criteria


Applications are scored on a range of criteria and receive up to 100 points. Projects are selected primarily based on the points scored; also considered are the grant amounts requested, the estimated amounts TGM believes may be required to complete a project, the amount of grant dollars available for award within a geographic region, and the balance of grant dollars between Category 1 and Category 2 projects. A scoring consideration is ensuring a fair distribution of grant funds to smaller or economically distressed communities.


1. Proposed project addresses a need and supports TGM objectives (up to 40 points)


The project clearly and effectively addresses a local or regional transportation or  transportation-related land use issue, problem, need, or opportunity and will achieve one or more of the TGM objectives.


2. Proposed project is timely and urgent (up to 25 points)


The application demonstrates timeliness and urgency. The project is needed now to:address pressing local transportation and land use issues;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes in federal regulations, state requirements, or regional plans;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes that were not anticipated in previous plans including growth or lack of growth, changes in land use patterns, or changes in available fundingbuild on, complement, or take a necessary step toward completing or implementing other high priority community initiatives, including supporting a Governor's Regional Solutions team priority; orresolve transportation- or land use-related issues affecting the project readiness of local, regional, or state transportation projects for which funding is expected to be obligated within the near future. 


3. Proposed project approach is reasonable (up to 20 points)


The application demonstrates a clear approach to achieving the expected outcome and results in consideration for adoption. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts occurs (or will need to occur), the mechanisms and responsibilities for the coordination are clear.


4. Proposed project has community support (up to 5 points)


The application demonstrates that there is local support for the project objectives, a commitment to participate, and a desire to implement the expected outcome.


List attached letters of support on Application Checklist.


5. Proposed project sponsor readiness and capacity (up to 10 points)


The application demonstrates that the local government is ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable and that there is local commitment and capability to manage the project considering the complexity of the project, the size of the jurisdiction, and performance on previous TGM projects. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts will need to occur, all of the partners are ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable.


6. Up to 10 Bonus Points: Proposed project is innovative


The application demonstrates that the project will be innovative in its subject matter, approach, or expected outcomes. For example, the project will use health impact assessments or economic impact analysis as part of the evaluation of transportation alternatives or will include an innovative multimodal analysis.


DO NOT answer criterion #6 separately. Scores will award points based on the entirety of the application. By the nature of this criterion, most projects will not receive any points.


2018 TGM Grant Application Checklist


Supplemental Materials:


List attached letters of support:


Submit the grant application and all supplemental materials by emailing as email attachments to  TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us. 


If your materials exceed 9 MB, divide them into two emails. Put the jurisdiction name and project name in the subject line, along with 1 of 2 and 2 of 2. Request a Read Receipt if you want confirmation that your application has been received.


If you encounter any issues with the submittal process, contact:


Rebecca Coffelt, Planning Section Web Coordinator


 Rebecca.D.Coffelt@odot.state.or.us, 503-986-4254 
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			TextField14: The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.


			Answer1: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Provide (Safe and Convenient) Transportation Choices• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The county road system currently consists entirely of two-lane roads with no medians. Since 2015, there have been three bicycle-related fatalities due to collision with a motorist (2 deceased in 9/2015, 1 deceased in 8/2014). One of these fatalities occurred along OR 47, while the other two occurred on other county roads with shared roadways.The Yamhill County TSP states that the majority of bicycle facilities within the rural areas of the county occur on either shoulder bike ways or shared roadways. Shoulders on county roads are not always sufficiently wide to accommodate bicycle traffic , yet current roadways require bicyclists and motorists share the same travel lanes. The YWT project provides strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.• Schools in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton will be specifically affected by the development of a non-motorized trail system. Yamhill-Carlton School District has its middle and high schools in the city of Yamhill, requiring all students residing in Carlton to commute three (3) miles. The YWT passes directly through the residential area of Carlton, allowing safe and convenient access for students and employees.• The YWT project provides community members with safe access to a multi modal corridor, accessible outside of current bus service times. The corridor fills a gap in transit services as many agricultural and manufacturing workers maintain off-peak schedules which do not correspond with bus service times. This new connection also provides residents a safe route to bike or walk to medical care, social services, government buildings, shopping, and rural bus stops.TGM Objective: Create Communities• The YWT project provides communities with attractive transportation options that improve pedestrian and bicyclist connections for commuters and recreational users, and support an active and healthy lifestyle.• The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. The YWT project will also encourage healthy lifestyles and active transportation by creating a safe pathway for students in the Yamhill Carlton School District to access the local high school and middle school campuses. Currently the two cities lack a safe bicycle and pedestrian route to connect students in Carlton to the schools located approximately three miles away in the City of Yamhill.• A survey was conducted in the spring of 2015 and was completed by 230 potential users who predominately reside in Yamhill County. Of these users, 18% of respondents expected to utilize the trail for commuting to school/work, while 75% expressed a desire to use the trail for biking for recreation and exercise.• The family-friendly YWT will reduce motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses.• Green space infrastructure will be featured in the design of the corridor to enhance neighborhood livability and promote environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Support Economic Vitality• As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating a regional trail facility that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.• Additionally, the YWT project provides the necessary alternative transportation infrastructure for workers commuting to rural agricultural and hospitality industry jobs, and to industrial centers in the region. TGM Objective: Save Public and Private Costs• The YWT project is responsive to Yamhill County’s compact land use goals, to promote development within the urban growth boundary, and the preservation of existing agricultural land. The YWT Master Plan will guide the strategic development of the trail in accordance with these County objectives, while the investment will bolster the confidence of private businesses and developers.• The YWT project increases the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease.• Negative interactions between cyclists and motorists directly correspond with increased use of OR 47 and two-lane county roads. The highways and roadways are simply not equipped to support both user groups in a safe and efficient way. The YWT project directly addresses and reduces such conflicts. • The proposed project supports revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants.The trail corridor passes directly through the historic downtown area of the City of Carlton and supports recent community planning efforts (e.g. OR Main Street Program, TGM Code Assistance) by the City of Carlton to create a walkable, compact downtown area. The trail will also connect residential areas located on the north and south side of Carlton to the Downtown area and provide residents with a safe off-street pathway to encourage short trips by walking and biking.• There are three river streams between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton that create a barrier for travel, with the largest crossing having steep grades and fluctuating water levels. The construction of a bicycle and pedestrian bridge is necessary for continuous connected access. The YWT Master Plan will prioritize this step in development to strategically remove the barriers in an area that anticipates the highest use of the trail.TGM Objective: Promote Environmental Stewardship• The YWT project will provide for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (the abandoned railway corridor), promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel.• The YWT project supports the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips. There is an increased likelihood that residents and visitors in the area will utilize the trail as an alternative to traveling by car based upon the trail location, which passes through common travel destinations, including several commercial centers and schools.• It is widely understood that the inclusion of trees and other flora in urban development improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors.


			Answer2: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. In November of 2017, Yamhill County successfully acquired a 12.48 mile corridor from Union Pacific. Yamhill County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Trail proponents and other stakeholders recognize the trail will not be built in a single construction season, or even multiple seasons. Rather, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety along OR 47 and intersecting county roadways must be improved. The YWT project will provide a valuable inter-and-intra-city connection for non-motorized travel and recreation.• Students walking and biking specifically to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school.• Yamhill County staff and partners will require adequate time to conduct the extensive public outreach and engagement necessary to ensure a diversity of stakeholders are involved in the planning process. • The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction of the trail will help direct upcoming partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region.• The YWT is a project that is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become an economic driver in the region. An increase in bicycle tourism spending would greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails.• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways.• Establishing a swift and efficient timeline for developing the YWT Master Plan allows Yamhill County to meet current project funding obligations, as well as identify and prepare for future funding opportunities.


			Answer3: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s Transportation System Plan (TSP), last updated in May 2018. The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT Master Plan and amend the 2015 TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.The Master Plan will provide for the development of a safe and convenient multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is accessible to all users, reduces the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists, connects schools and residential areas with city centers, encourages a healthy and active lifestyle among community members, and which supports economic development, regional agricultural and recreational tourism. The Master plan will comply with county and city TSPs, and will provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties.Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Budget and Scope of WorkPHASE 1: PLAN INITIATION 1.1 Hire consultant    1.2 Refine project schedule    1.3 Define purpose, goals, and process    1.4 Identify county staff    1.5 Establish advisory committees; kick-off and public open house    1.6 Create project websitePHASE 2: PROJECT FOUNDATION 2.1 Site analysis including SWOT    2.2 Review land use restrictions    2.3 Segment options analysis    2.4 Natural environment assessment    2.5 Engineering and infrastructure    2.6 Draft pedestrian/bicycle strategic plan    2.7 Adoption of Farm Impact Findings and mitigation strategies  PHASE 3: TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES 3.1 Access, circulation, transportation plan; trail heads; intersections3.2 Trail design elements specific to each type of use3.3 Capital improvements; off-street and on-street facilities    3.4 Trail signage and wayfinding3.5 Security, visitor safety, trail delineation, buffers with adjacent landowners3.6 Special design requirements; ADA3.7 Public engagement and input on design options3.8 Mitigation measures to minimize impact to adjacent landowners, as specified in 2018 Farm Impact FindingsPHASE 4: MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS 4.1 Development alternative infill and redevelopment plans, testing    4.2 Economic impact and development    4.3 Fire and safety protocolsPHASE 5: IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Adoption process, policy and zoning ordinance amendments, public meetings    5.2 Responsibilities and partnerships    5.3 Cost estimates, phasing, funding    PHASE 6: FINAL PLAN & ADOPTION 6.1 Plan review by advisory committee and county staff      6.2 Final YWT Master Plan created6.3 Public meeting: review and feedback on final draft of Master Plan6.4 Draft final plan presentation to YC Board of Commissioners6.5 Adoption of final master Plan by YC Board of Commissioners6.6 Plan presentation to public   Subtotal:  $110,000 (Contractor Cost) $15,000 (Match - 12%) 12 Months (Schedule)Total: $125,000


			Answer4: There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. • This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


			Answer5: Yamhill County has considerable experience collaborating with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by a TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. Additionally, the Yamhill County Parks Department has conducted and completed a master plan project for the County’s park system.In 2013, Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the NPS Rivers, Trails, Conservation Assistance Program to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.In 2016, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor which will ultimately become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.OBEC Consulting Engineers will provide project cost estimates. OBEC is the current contract consultant for the STIP TE grant activities. County Staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager; and Brett Henry, Yamhill County Parks Manager will determine the project schedule. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 



A G E N D A – ACTION LIST 
 



June 8, 2017 10:00 a.m. Formal Session   Room 32, Courthouse 
Call to order; flag salute; invocation.     535 NE Fifth St. 
 
A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment 
on any topic other than a quasi-judicial land use matter or other topic scheduled for public 
hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment 
will be limited to three minutes per person. 
 
B. CONSENT AGENDA: 
 
Minutes 



1. Approve the following minutes: 
a) B.O. 17-183 - Informal session May 16, 2017;  
b) B.O. 17-184 - Formal session May 23, 2017; 
c) B.O. 17- 185 - Formal session May 11, 2017;  
d) B.O. 17-186 - Formal session May 18, 2017. 



 
Contracts/Grants 



2. B.O. 17-187 - Approval of Intergovernmental Agreement #13747 between Yamhill 
County and Oregon Youth Authority (OYA) for individualized services, effective July 1, 
2017 through June 30, 2019, not-to-exceed $20,151.00. 



 
3. B.O. 17-188 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the agreement between Yamhill County 



Health and Human Services and the McMinnville School District (B.O. 15-494) 
retroactive to April 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017, in the amount of $1,952. 



 
4. B.O. 17-189 - Approval of an agreement between HHS Family & Youth Division and 



Yamhill Carlton School District for behavioral health counseling services, total not-to 
exceed $77,359.50, effective September 2017 through May 2018. 



 
5. B.O. 17-190 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and 



Lane County Dept. of Technology Services for continued software support for the 
Ascend/Proval tax software, in the amount of $25,000, effective through June 30, 2018. 



 
6. B.O. 17-191 - Approval of Agreement #31934 between the State of Oregon Department 



of Transportation (ODOT) and Yamhill County for the installation of centerline rumble 
strips on Cruickshank Rd between Hwy 18 and Hwy 223, total estimated project cost 
$101,079 with state funds of $95,015. 
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7. B.O. 17-192 - Approval of Agreement #32224 between the State of Oregon Department 
of Transportation (ODOT) Rail and Public Transit Division and Yamhill County for 
transportation services, in the amount of $736,269, effective July 1, 2017 through June 
30, 2019. 



 
8. B.O. 17-193 - Approval of Amendment #1 to Agreement # 30486 between the State of 



Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and Yamhill County to redistribute funds 
from preventive maintenance to project administration, in the amount of $34,434. 



 
9. B.O. 17-194 - Approval of Agreement # 32026 between Yamhill County and the Oregon 



Department of Transportation (ODOT) for the 2017-19 biennium ODOT Special 
Transportation Fund grant, total not-to-exceed amount of $504,943.00, effective July 1, 
2017. 



 
10. B.O. 17-195 - Approval of the following 2017-19 biennium ODOT Special 



Transportation Fund grant in the amount of $504,943 to be dispersed to: 
a) Abacus, $24,000 
b) MV Advancements, $50,160 
c) Oregon Mennonite Residential Services, $6,600 
d) Special Olympics, $6,500 
e) Yamhill County Transit Area (YCTA), $413,683 
f) Yamhill County Admin fees, $4,000 



 
Financial  



11. B.O. 17-196 - Approve the purchase of Ascend Web as an add-on to the existing 
software through Manatron, Inc. - Thomson Reuters Business initial software purchase of 
$7,500, annual maintenance $1,875, and a one-time set up and installation $4,800. 



 
Surplus 



12. B.O. 17-197 - Approve the declaration of tax lot R5408 00292, a parcel of undeveloped 
real property acquired by the County through property tax foreclosure, as surplus 
property and authorize the sale of this parcel to Mr. Mike Paull, 4000 SE Willamette, 
Amity, OR  97101, for $151.00, plus fees and costs. 
 



13. B.O. 17-198 - Approve the declaration of tax lot R5427 01890, a parcel of undeveloped 
real property acquired by the County through property tax foreclosure, as surplus 
property and authorize the sale of this parcel to Mr. Larry G. Smith, 6609 SE Eola Hills 
Rd, Amity, OR  97101 for $3,500.00, plus fees and costs. 



 
Plans 



14. B.O. 17-199 - Approve the 2017-18 Capital Improvement Project List. 
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C. OLD BUSINESS: None.  
 
D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):  



1. B.O. 17-200 - Consideration of the approval to submit an application for the Oregon 
Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGF) grant in the amount of $200,000 
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project.  
 



2. B.O. 17-201 - Consideration of the approval of Amendment #1 to an agreement between 
Yamhill County and Jennethan Mayo (B.O. 17-115) to authorize up to $3,000 for actual 
incurred travel and lodging related expenses.  
 



3. B.O. 17-202 - Consideration of the adoption of a supplemental budget for the transfer 
appropriation authority and funds from the Insurance Reserve to the Fair Fund.  



 
E. PUBLIC HEARINGS: 



1. B.O. 17-203 - A request to install a gate on a public road—Bald Peak Lane—at the 
request of all of the residents, under ORS 368.056. 



 
F. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s 
website, www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities , or call the Board of 
Commissioners’ office at 503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 
 
 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board 
of Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or 
email at coxcr@co.yamhill.or.us 
 












 
The Travel Oregon Competitive Grants Program grant application is due on Wednesday, June 6,
2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an application for $56,250 to partially fund the
YWT Master Plan project, which will result in a comprehensive, multi-year, actionable plan.
 
The Travel Oregon requires a 25% ($18,750) cash match from grantees, which we have available
from unspent project funds. There will be no requirement for any additional matching contribution.
 
With this is mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding. Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 


ADDITIONAL NOTE:  If approved at formal on Thursday, May 31st, I will need a BOC Authorization
document for each proposal. I am attaching the letter written in 2017 in case you need a sample. 
J
 
 
 
 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the City of Gaston Transportation Master Plan Update
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 6:03:43 PM
Attachments: Sample letter of support(Gaston).odt


Hi All,
I am forwarding you the entire conversation I have had with Sharon Brigante-Candau of the City of
Gaston. They are apply for a grant for their master plan and attached at the bottom is the requested draft
letter of endorsement. I took the liberty to go ahead and draft the letter to help them meet their deadline.
Give me feed back on anything associated with the letter. 
Their next Counsel meeting is next week on the 13th, the day after our June meeting, so we will be there
to give a requested trail update and request an endorsement letter from them. Stan, Carrie, Brett; if there
is anything you want to be said or not said let me know. 
I can't say it often enough, but I am really impressed with how Gaston has jumped on top of all this.  have
a good week.  Wayne


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018, 10:42:34 AM PDT
Subject: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


Thank you!  Did you want to be put on the Agenda for the 6/13th working session?


 


-Sharon


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 2:37 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


I'll try to get it to you before the 8th.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 2:09:07 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I send in the application on 6/8, but I can send the letter after that.  The next council meeting is on
Wednesday, 6/13th.


 


Thanks,



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:chad@ci.carlton.or.us

mailto:linda.charan@gmail.com

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:candswick@frontier.com

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:mydls@aol.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:jack_schwab@hotmail.com

mailto:sjharloff@gmail.com

mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:sharonb@cityofgaston.com



Do we have letterhead





June 5, 2018





Re: The City of Gaston’s ODOT TGM Grant Application





To Whom it May Concern:





I write on behalf of Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail in support of the City of Gaston’s proposal to Oregon Department of Transportation for a grant to fund the Update of the Transportation Master Plan to  identify and coordinate the City's concerns, priorities, changed development, cost estimates, funding sources, and new rail to trail projects to create a safe and seamless biking and walking environment in Gaston. We strongly support this grant application and the focus on the new rail to trail projects.


As an organization which has been an active partner with Yamhill County giving financial, planning and advocacy support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail since 2012,  we see Gaston as one of the critical parts to the overall success of the YWT project. It is one of six communities that will be linked with the completion of the trail. Gaston's proximity to Hagg Lake and it's contiguous border to the Wapato Fish and Wildlife Refuge will give it multiple opportunities to plan and fill recreational, educational, health benefits, out door experiences as well as non-motorized commuter needs for the communities up and down the trail.


The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will work to support the trail effort in Gaston by being strong advocates and promoters for their efforts to make Gaston a key cog to the overall success of the YWT. As a long time partner with Yamhill County and Gaston's city limits being partially in Yamhill county we can be an advocate for them. Part of our future goals is to be in a position where we can at least help with matching funds for future grant applications.  Again, we have, from the beginning, viewed Gaston as a very important part of this trail's success and will continue to look upon ourselves as their partner.





Sincerely,


Wayne Wiebke


President


Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


[Address of partnering organization if not in letterhead]  (need help here)






 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 1:52 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


What is your time line on this letter? We have our monthly meeting next week on Tuesday, is that to late?
When is the next City Counsel meeting?  Regards.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 11:27:16 AM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I’m so glad to hear that a reconsideration was made.  I apologize that I was a little behind on what was
going on in Yamhill County.


 


I’ve attached a sample letter of support.  Please feel free to modify or change it to fit your needs.


 


In regards to a letter of support from the City, I would attend another city council meeting and ask the city
council for one, if you are able to.  This would be a great time to also update the council on what is going
on in Yamhill County with the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
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Thank you so much!


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


Yes the trail is on track. The Yamhill County Commissioners voted yesterday on two trail items as a
"reconsideration vote. One was to Amend the county Transportation systems Plan to include an
amendment to show the purchase from UP and to start construction of the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton
upon approval of a Master Plan. The exception there is that the construction on one bridge and
engineering of 2 smaller bridges can begin prior to the approval of the Master Plan. The county is in the
process of applying for grants to fund the Master Plan. You might want to go onto our website and sign-
up for our newsletter, we have been trying to keep everyone up to date using that.


 


Regarding the letter of support, absolutely. Send me what you want it to say. We are on the same wave
on this because we were about to ask you for one as well. We are trying to get letters from all the towns
along the trail from McMinnville to Forest Grove.  Since we have always been a partner with Yamhill
County so we would be asking for the combined effort of both parties. You might take the same approach
since it would the collaborative manner in which this trail is being viewed. We have also made contact
with the Forest Grove Chamber of Commerce. It just occurred to me that have both McMinnville's and
forest Grove's chamber working in support of this would be powerful. Regards.   Wayne


 


 


On Friday, June 1, 2018, 12:59:58 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:
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I wasn’t sure if the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail was still intact due to the cancellation of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail in Yamhill County, but I thought I’d reach out to you just in case.


 


The City of Gaston still has plans to do a trail through the City using the abandoned railroad line.  We are
applying for funding to update the Transportation Master Plan with the trail plans and:


 


•             Cost Estimates of the future improvements in the City’s infrastructure


•             Funding sources for the City


•             City’s current concerns and priorities


•             Review the Cottonwood Corridor final report and visit with school district as their plans have
changed


•             Investigate with ODOT options for a pathway from Country mobile Estates (Trailer park south of
town) to connect with the City


•             Add an intersection analysis of Highway 47/Park Street


 


Would the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail be able to provide a letter of support for the City’s
application to ODOT TGM?


 


Thank you,


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:30:09 PM


Thanks.  Please ask Brett to review for his edits/additions. 
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
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entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H; Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:54:54 AM


Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.


 


Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Ken Friday; Brett Henry; Carrie Martin; Matt Vogt; Mikalie Frei
Subject: YWT Time Tracker
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 8:53:32 AM


Good morning – just sending a friendly reminder for everyone to update hours spent working on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project in the Trail Time Tracker for the last several months though today -
if you haven’t already done so.
 
Remember that if you try to open the spreadsheet and it says that it is already in use, you’ll have to
close out and go back again when someone else isn’t accessing it.
 
Please let Carrie know when your hours have been updated so she knows that the spreadsheet is
current. 
 
Thanks very much!
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:57:53 AM


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
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to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
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position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Christo Brehm
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Jean Crowther; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Jessica Roberts; Cat Cheng
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 4:34:49 PM


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our Portland
Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a better
sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they can help
to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is there anything
more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing campaign you have in mind?


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the
project forward.


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the nonprofit
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of the trail. As
you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though there is a
desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan, and
I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of the
Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master
plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica
in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.
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Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer
Cc: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application Text
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 12:09:41 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application Text.docx
Importance: High


Hi Ken,
 
The Travel Oregon application is entirely online and doesn’t offer a way to print out the complete
application once the information has been entered, so I created a Word document with all the
questions. Each response is limited to 2,000 characters. Once you’ve had a chance to review this
draft, I will incorporate your changes, email a copy to the commissioners for their review, and send a
digital copy to Carolina for her to include in the packets for next week.
 
I’m going to leave the office for a little while, so email me when you’ve finished your review. We can
either talk over the phone or I can meet you at your office.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors







From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:48:23 PM


Yes
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:48 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 
Are you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


If I move the Travel Oregon one to May 29th, we will be requesting to submit $150k in applications


for a master plan. Do you see any problems with that? I can try to have it ready on May 15th instead,
but I won’t have time to complete it prior to noon tomorrow. I could, however, submit the Project


Idea Form for the 15th with the understanding that the parameters of the application won’t change.
 
cm
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From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 29, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018
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From: Christo Brehm
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H; Jean Crowther
Subject: Re: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 7:50:16 AM


Carrie,


Thanks for checking in. Jessica and Cat already completed a scope and cost estimate and I just
need to prepare the document and should be able to get that over to you this morning.


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Tue, May 22, 2018 at 7:21 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, all!


 


I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just wanted
to check in with the group to see how things are progressing.


 


Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing guidelines
and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo and Jean, we just
need to have a sense of the dollars involved.


 


Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt Family
Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a master plan
project, so I’ll keep you posted.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie
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Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


This is the one I never heard back on.


 


----- Forwarded Message -----


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>


To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>


Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>


Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT


Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


 


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to
promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local
destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we
are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media,
email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And
maybe some events?  And we are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other
trails.  
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The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


 


Is that enough info?


 


Thank you, 


 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


 


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they
get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing
activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for
the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a
marketing campaign you have in mind?


 


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move
the project forward.


 


---Christo


 


 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer


Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities
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On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance
of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of
sample master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all
can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project
might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Carolina Rook
Subject: RE: packet item
Date: Friday, June 15, 2018 2:55:42 PM
Attachments: Yamhill County RTP Application Package_Complete_6.15.18.pdf


Here it is!
 
cm
 


From: Carolina Rook 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2018 2:41 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: packet item
 
I’m hoping to leave at 3 but I will wait until I get your item to add to the packet.
 
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
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RTP Non-Motorized Application  



Home  Log Out



Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction -
Application #4937



  Project Information



Project Name
*



Yamhelas Westsider Trail:  Bridge Construction



Brief Project Description
*



Project Start Date
*



Project End Date
*



Site Name
*



Yamhelas Westsider Trail



Site City/Town/Area
*



Yamhill, Oregon



Site County
*



 Unknown



 Baker



 Benton



 Clackamas



 Clatsop



 Columbia



 Coos



06/01/2019 



12/31/2020 



Grants Online





https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main


https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main


https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main
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  Financial Information



  Project Budget Worksheet



Description Qty Unit $/Unit Cost Match Request
Source of
Funding



 Yamhill



Site Description



Site Acreage
*



0.73



Find Lat/Lng Latitude
*



45.3397799889449



Longitude
*



-123.17173340507054



  Contact Information




Financial fields are updated once you have filled out your Project Budget Worksheet and clicked the 'Save
Application' Button.



Requested Amount
*



$75,000.00



Match Amount
*



$586,723.60



Total Project Cost
*



$661,723.60



Grant %
11.334037353360225 %



Match %
88.66596264663977 %











Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department
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Contractor Labor 1 Lump
Sum



$528,000.00 $528,000.00 $453,000.00 $75,000.00 Grant -
ConnectOregon
VI Oregon
Department of
Transportation
State(approved)



Staff Time: Project
Manager



520 hours $46.76 $24,315.20 $24,315.20 $0.00 Yamhill County



Construction
Management and
Inspection



1 Lump
Sum



$105,500.00 $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $0.00 Grant -
ConnectOregon
VI Oregon
Department of
Transportation
State(approved)



Staff Time: Legal
Counsel



20 hours $87.92 $1,758.40 $1,758.40 $0.00 Yamhill County



Staff Time: County
Administrator



20 hours $107.50 $2,150.00 $2,150.00 $0.00 Yamhill County



Totals $661,723.60 $586,723.60 $75,000.00  



  Supplemental Information



Total Project Cost
$661,723.60



Total Match from Sponsor
$586,723.60



Grant Funds Requested
$75,000.00



Project Eligibility Category (select primary category) *



Construction of new recreational trails



Trail Users - Non-motorized (select all that apply) *



ADA|Hiker|Bicycle|Mountain Bike|Equestrian



Trail Users - Motorized (select all that apply) *











Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department
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SUPPLEMENTAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION



Is a minimum of 5% of your project funding from a non-federal funding source (Yes or No)? *



Yes



Are your design, engineering, and/or permitting costs more than 15% of your budget (Yes or No)? *



No



Do you have the financial capacity to pay for expenses prior to submitting reimbursement requests to OPRD
(Yes or No)? *



Yes



ENVIRONMENTAL - FEDERAL LANDS



Is the project located on Federal Land (Yes or No)? If yes, provide responses to questions in this section. *



No



Forest Management Plan or BLM Resource Area Management Plan (Title and Date):



NA



Has a decision been issued as part of the NEPA review process (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, list the date and type of document (Decision Memo, finding of no significant impact, Cat-Ex, etc.) and
ensure documentation is attached.



ODOT Program Categorical Exclusion Approval Document



If no, when do you expect the decision?



Has Section 106 review been conducted (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, indicate whether SHPO concurrence has been received or whether the activity is covered under the
land manager's existing SHPO programmatic agreement.



SHPO concurrence was received on 8/25/2016



If no, when will Section 106 review be conducted?
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ENVIRONMENTAL - NON-FEDERAL LANDS



Is the project located on Non-Federal land (Yes or No)? If yes, provide responses to questions in this section. *



Yes



Which agencies have you received consultation forms from?



ODFW (Department of Fish and Wildlife)|DEQ (Department of Environmental Quality)|Other (list below)|DSL (Department
of State Lands



If you haven't received a response from an agency(s), list the date of your submittal(s). Also indicate if you've
received or are waiting on consultation from any of the optional review agencies.



If the project has been reviewed by SHPO, enter the SHPO case number here (OPRD will consult with SHPO
for projects recommended for funding, early consultation is not required).



ODOT Key #18332



RECENT AWARDS (Criterion #2 - 5 points)



Have you received a RTP grant in the last 10 years (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, provide the RTP grant number(s) or other identifying information.



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES (Criterion #3 - 5 points)



How will the project facilitate economic development?



PROJECT SCOPE AND PLAN (Criterion #4 - 10 points)



Scope Overview
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What are you proposing to do? *



What trail standards or guidelines is the project utilizing?



The design and construction of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges will be based on guidelines established by the 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and Oregon Department of 
Transportation, and with consideration of the “Rails-with-Trails: Lessons Learned” study conducted by the U.S. 
Department of Transportation and Alta Planning + Design. Other reference materials include: the Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices, the AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (1999); Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) publications for trails and pedestrian facilities; and other Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) documents.



How are you proposing to complete the work? *



Why is the project being completed?



Project Planning & Readiness to Proceed



What is the current level of design for the project?



Bid Documents Ready



If Other, explain.



Construction and Restoration Project



What permits or land use actions are needed for the project (select all that apply)?



Acquisition Project
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Is your right-of-way file in compliance with the Uniform Act (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Was the seller provided with documentation outlining their rights that are consistent with the Uniform Act
(Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have proof of a willing seller or donor (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have a completed Yellow Book compliant appraisal (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have a completed preliminary title report (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Has a Level 1 or higher environmental assessment been completed (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Has an offer been made yet (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Design, Safety, or Education Projects



Has a scope of work and deliverables been completed (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Have you developed a request for proposal or similar bid document for this project (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Has a firm been hired or is on retainer (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Have you completed any artwork, copy, or curriculum (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Do you have a proof of the product (Yes, No, or N/A)?
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Do you have production ready design, artwork, etc. (Yes, No, or N/A)?



Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)



Does the project meet ADA accessibility guidelines (Yes or No)? *



Yes



ISSUES AND NEEDS (Criterion #5 - 30 points)



Statewide Trail Management Issues



Regional Trail Management Issues



Statewide Trail Needs



Local Funding Needs



DEMONSTRATION OF PUBLIC SUPPORT (Criterion #6 - 5 points)



Have you attached any letters of support for your project (Yes or No)?



Yes



Describe how the trail project results in a well-designed, managed, and sustainable trail system.
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SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN (Criterion #7 - 5 points)



Other than letters of support, how else can you demonstrate public support for the project? Describe any
public processes or public meetings that have taken place to receive input and gain support.



TRAIL MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT (Criterion #8 - 10 points)



Does the land manager have permanent staff for ongoing trail operation and maintenance (Yes or No)?



Yes



Does the land manager have dedicated funding for ongoing trail operation and maintenance (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, please identify the number of permanent and seasonal staff



Permanent Staff



Brett Henry, Parks and Work Crew Division Manager; 4.0 FTE work crew



Seasonal Staff



Park ranger



Does the land manager have a resolution of support for long-term maintenance or similar guarantee of
financial support (Yes or No)?



Yes



Does the land manager partner with organizations that adopt/assist with trail maintenance (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, identify those organizations and nature of the partnership(s) (MOU, informal, etc.).
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Does the land manager have an adopted trail management plan (Yes or No)?



Yes



If yes, identify the title of the document and when it was adopted by a governing body.



PROJECT URGENCY (Criterion #9 - 5 points)



Describe how your project has an urgent need.



YOUTH CONSERVATION CORPS (Criterion #10 - 5 points)



Does your project utilize Youth Conservation Corps, Certified Youth Conservation Corps, or other youth
organization to complete the project (Yes or No)?



No



MISCELLANEOUS



Does the applying entity or organization own the land that work will be performed on (Yes or No)? *



Yes



If no, describe the land manager's involvement in project planning, project approval, and level of involvement
throughout project implementation.



Are any pre-agreement project planning or environmental costs included in the match (Yes or No)? *



No



If yes, describe the budget elements and indicate when the pre-agreement work has or will take place.
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 Yamhill County Land Manager Approval Form pdfLand Manager Approval Form - Completed







Yamhill County Land Use Compatibility Statement pdf



Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS) - Completed



 Nine letters of support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail pdfLetters of Support



 Yamhelas Westsider Trail USGS Map pdfMap for SHPO Review



 Cross-section drawing of pedestrian bridges pdfOther



 Yamhill County Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction Boundary Map pdfPark Boundary Map



 RTP Project Timeline docxProject Timeline - Completed







Recorded Deed for Purchase of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail by Yamhill County from Union Pacific
Railroad



pdf



Property Deed or Easement or Lease Agreement



 Yamhill County RTP Environmental Screening Form pdfRTP Environmental Screening Form - Completed



 Location of Bicycle_Pedestrian Bridges pdfSite Plan
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ODOT/FHA Project Categorial Exclusion (PCE) for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail pdf



State Agency Review Form - Completed







Yamhill County Accessibility Assessment Memorandum pdf



Trail Accessibility Assessment Memorandum - Completed



 Vicinity Map for Yamhelas Westsider Trail pdfVicinity Map
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			textarea1: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a 12.48-mile railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill.


			button1: 


			a_11446: Environmental JusticeHazardous Materials Corridor AssessmentTribal Coordination


			a_11453: As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Bridge Construction project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area.The YWT Bridge Construction project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating phase one of the trail infrastructure that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.


			a_11450: The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project will provide gap funding for the construction of a bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The bridge will be located along the future Yamhelas Westsider Trail near the City of Yamhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 and is the first phase of development creating Yamhill County’s first multi-modal regional trail.


			a_11452: In 2017, Yamhill County received a grant from Connect Oregon VI for the planning, design, and engineering of three bicycle and pedestrian bridges located between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT), and for the construction of the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. The proposed project is intended to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge. Yamhill County is currently soliciting bids from contractors to provide the planning, design, and engineering services for the project, as well as construction management and inspection. As part of their construction management duties, this contractor will oversee the sub-contractor bid process and construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge from start to finish. Construction is scheduled to be completed by 4/22/2020.


			a_11478: When complete, the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The public benefits from this project are ample and revolve around transportation safety, non-highway regional connection, reduction of the number of bicycle and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county roads, creation of a safe route to local schools, supports public health and recreation, allows freight and motorist to travel without sharing narrow roadways with bicycles and pedestrians, and will be a strong economic development driver in Yamhill County. This project is consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


			a_11465: 


			a_11479: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the statewide need for non-motorized trail projects connecting towns and public places, as identified for Region 3. This bicycle/pedestrian bridge project is phase one of development for a trail project that will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The YWT is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail also accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism.


			a_11483: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the regional need for non-motorized trail projects connecting towns and public places, as identified for Region 3. The YWT is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The proposed bicycle/pedestrian bridge construction project will assist in establishing non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offering a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The proposed project also conforms to the Yamhill County Comprehensive Parks and Open Space Master Plan, in its policy commitment to promote the development of an integrated bicycle and pedestrian trail system to provide recreational opportunities to link open space, Yamhill county communities, and park areas.


			a_11480: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the statewide trail need for non-motorized trail projects connecting trails into larger trail systems, as identified for Region 3. The YWT project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. Yamhill County will rely on guidelines and standards established by the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) for the planning, design, development, and operation of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


			a_11481: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses local funding needs for non-motorized trail projects connecting trails into larger trail systems, as identified for Region 3.  The YWT project is responsive to several local community initiatives, including:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Open Space Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


			a_11486: The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) bicycle/pedestrian bridge construction project is phase one in the development of a 17-mile trail that will provide non-motorized access to cities and towns, as well as key commercial centers that include wineries, businesses, retail shops, restaurants, and lodging. Additionally, the YWT will link to a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. Yamhill County is also pursuing the development of a trail master plan concurrent with the bicycle and pedestrian bridge project. The YWT Master Plan project will produce a comprehensive, multi-phasic, actionable plan that complies with all County TSPs, ordinances, and standards, and provides a detailed blueprint to guide the County, community stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies in the design, development, and implementation of a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail. The Master Plan shall include community outreach activities, mitigation strategies as identified in the 2018 Farm Impact Findings, safety and security measurements, trail maintenance, methods to avoid/minimize environmental impact, and other means for protecting and enhancing the biological, cultural, and historic resources of the corridor. When complete, the Master Plan will be approved by the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.


			a_11488: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Yamhill County has engaged the public in every stage of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail through public meetings, a charrette in 2016 that resulted in the YWT Concept Plan, public notices, a dedicated county webpage, direct mail, and one-on-one meetings. The County is also pursuing the development of a YWT Master Plan, which will facilitate further public engagement and collaboration.


			a_11496: The project will be maintained by Yamhill County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (nonprofit organization). The county will assist the group in maintaining the corridor. The FYWT are committed to long-term maintenance of the YWT and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going improvements to the trail. Yamhill County is currently working to establish an MOU with the FYWT group.


			a_11500: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Yamhill County completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile contiguous corridor in November 2017, and has been working with ODOT staff to complete the planning, design, and engineering of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges according to the Connect Oregon VI timeline. Construction on the Stag Hollow Bridge is scheduled to begin in June 2019, and the County is seeking to secure gap funding for the best and most timely progression of this recreational trail project.


			a_11505: 


			a_11508: 



















From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35:04 AM


Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
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3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Brett Henry
To: Laura Tschabold; Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:48:44 PM
Attachments: image002.png


Good job!
 
FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
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I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie



mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: CRONEMILLER Lee M
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; R2 Local Prog Invoices
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 4, 2018 11:20:35 AM


Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 4:36:24 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application Text.docx


Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
Visit McMinnville Letter of Support.pdf


I have attached the text for the Travel Oregon grant, along with the project budget, project timeline
(coming soon!), and letter of support from Visit McMinnville. In addition to these items, we will need
to submit the following online:
 


1.       Yamhill County W-9 Form (does this exist?)
2.       Additional letters of support (they all have to be included in a single pdf document)
3.       Matching fund letter (from you, stating the financial commitment of the $18,750 cash


match)
4.       Profit & Loss statement and Balance Sheet statement
5.       Proof of Federal Tax ID
6.       Board Order authorizing submission


 
I have asked Mike Barnhart for #4, but I thought I’d see if you have #1 and #5.
 
The reason this application is so disjointed is because it’s an online application portal that doesn’t
allow for printing uploaded documents. So I will have to wait until each piece is ready before I
upload.
 
cm



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application for submission.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors







Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 
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BUDGET Actual
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               Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com       Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



 



 



 



May 24, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 
 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 



 













From: Carrie Martin
To: Carolina Rook
Subject: RE: BO 18-174
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:53:06 AM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


Perfect! And here is the optimized version of that file.
 
cm
 


From: Carolina Rook 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: BO 18-174
 
Let’s try this again.
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name



CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT



OTHER INVESTMENTS



BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE



PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT



PREPAID EXPENSE



CLERK CASH IN TRUST



CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE



AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY



TAXES RECEIVABLE



INSURANCE REC



LAND



BUILDINGS



MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT



GENERAL ASSETS



DATA PROCESSING



ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS



ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP



ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS



ALLOW DEPR-DP



FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN



ACCOUNTS PAYABLE



PAYROLL PAYABLE



MEDICARE TAX



FEDERAL TAXES



STATE TAXES



FICA TAXES



WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT



T-670



OPEU



FAMILY CANCER



OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST



OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN



SBA (TC 763)



MISC



RETIREMENT BENEFIT



PERS



PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP



PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN



M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 



                               -                        94,773.65 



                               -                          9,969.59 



                               -                        43,503.31 



                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 



                               -                          1,266.25 



                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   



                               -                             230.62 



                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 



                               -                   2,101,377.77 



                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 



                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   



                               -                      131,065.42 



                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   



                               -                        13,754.10 



                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   



              8,548,474.36                                  -   



              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   



              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   



              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 



                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   



                        400.00                                  -   



                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   



                     1,100.00                                  -   



                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   



            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE



MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT



VEBA BENEFIT



KAISER-PERMANENTE



PERS UNIT PURCHASE



OSGP LOAN



ICMA DEFERRED



BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD



PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN



VOLUNTARY LIFE



SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT



YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)



VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY



LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE



DEFERRED REVENUE



LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE



DEPOSITS



RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN



LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN



DEPOSITS



RESERVE FOR ENCUM



INVESTMENT IN LAND



INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS



INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP



INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS



INVESTMENT IN CWIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP



ENCUMBRANCE



BB



BEG BALANCE RESERVED



Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 



                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 



              4,192,029.85                                  -   



              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 



                               -                   4,801,547.39 



                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 



                               -                   1,598,715.55 



                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   



                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 



                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   



                               -                        16,139.23 



                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 



                               -                      148,113.59 



                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 



                               -                               56.48 



                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 



                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 



                               -                        21,555.05 



                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name



010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES



010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES



010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS



010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX



010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX



010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX



010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX



010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST



010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST



010-002-362.99 MISC



010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE



010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   













From: Carrie Martin
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: YWT adjacent landowners
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:31:34 PM


Hey Todd,
 
Do you have a digital copy of the sheet you gave me with the adjacent landowners’ info?
 
Thanks!
 
cm



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:05:42 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Here’s what I have (400 characters):
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this
application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31,
2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-
173; vote 2 to 1)
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 8:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
I think a combo of #3 and #4:
 
On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application.
(BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/







Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Which do you like best?
 
1.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this application,
w/ the majority of the board voting in the affirmative.
2.  A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.
3.  On x date, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this
application. (B.O. 08-xxx)
4.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners approved the authorization of the submission of this
application. (BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 



mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Austin Bloom
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Subject: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 10:06:58 AM


Hi Carrie, hope your early summer is going well.  A couple quick questions if you don’t mind.
 


·         Last time we spoke you mentioned that you expect the RFP for the bridges would be released the
end of May, any update to the anticipated date?  Will it be released via ORPIN, your website,
email to us, etc?


·         Have you landed on what the requested services will be for?  I know you have been weighing what
you would like to see designed and built via this RFP, is it still design the three bridges and build the
big one, or has that changed?


 
Sorry to pester, my marketing department is hounding me for details since the expected RFP date came and
went J. 
 
Thanks for any updates you can provide, feel free to call and discuss if that makes more sense.
 
Cheers,


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
ABloom@obec.com
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976
www.OBEC.com 
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From: Carrie Martin
To: V H
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:16:13 PM


 
 
From: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 4:35 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng
<catcheng@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
 
Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.
 
Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our Portland
Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a better
sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they can help
to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is there anything
more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing campaign you have in mind?
 
As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the
project forward.
 
---Christo
 
 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  
 
 
On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,
 
When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the nonprofit
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of the trail. As
you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though there is a
desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.
 
I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan, and
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I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of the
Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master
plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica
in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.
 
Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.
 
Thanks for all your help!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 


 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Carrie Martin; Keri Hinton; Stephanie Armstrong; Lance Woods;


Matt Vogt
Subject: Materials I submitted to the record for Tuesday"s trail hearing
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 5:07:25 PM
Attachments: RevisedORDFindings 051118.pdf


All,
 
Please see the attached revised ordinance and findings for Tuesday’s hearing.  I have also included,
and have submitted to the record and posted on the Yamhelas web page: some trail photos with
signage examples, from Benton County; the updated FAQs; and an e-mail between two individuals
involved in the consideration of the OSHA rule regarding pesticide spraying and workplace safety.
 
Please let me know if you have questions or concerns.
 
Todd Sadlo
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From: Austin Bloom
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:07:53 PM


So here is what the bridge engineer on this project said:
 
“We will use a combination of ODOT and AASHTO design standards depending upon what makes the most
sense from a ‘value engineering’ standpoint.  With this, it will be designed to ODOT and AASHTO standards
and the County would have more flexibility on bridge types, bridge rails, overlay (asphalt vs. concrete),
architectural treatment, and the possibility of a waterproofing membrane, etc.”
 
Hope this helps, let me know if you need any other info.  thanks,  
 


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
OBEC Consulting Engineers
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:37 AM
To: Austin Bloom
Subject: RE: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
 
Hi Austin,
 
Will you give me a call when you have a free minute? I have a question for you regarding the “trail
standards or guidelines” that would be used on the ConnectOregon VI Stag Hollow Bridge.
 
Also, I can tell you where we are on the QBS RFP.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: Austin Bloom <ABloom@obec.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 10:07 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
 
Hi Carrie, hope your early summer is going well.  A couple quick questions if you don’t mind.
 


·         Last time we spoke you mentioned that you expect the RFP for the bridges would be released the
end of May, any update to the anticipated date?  Will it be released via ORPIN, your website,
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email to us, etc?
·         Have you landed on what the requested services will be for?  I know you have been weighing what


you would like to see designed and built via this RFP, is it still design the three bridges and build the
big one, or has that changed?


 
Sorry to pester, my marketing department is hounding me for details since the expected RFP date came and
went J. 
 
Thanks for any updates you can provide, feel free to call and discuss if that makes more sense.
 
Cheers,


 


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
ABloom@obec.com
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976
www.OBEC.com 
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: YWT adjacent landowners
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:31:34 PM


Hey Todd,
 
Do you have a digital copy of the sheet you gave me with the adjacent landowners’ info?
 
Thanks!
 
cm
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:25:33 PM


Indeed I am!
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
 
Are you attending tonight’s meeting?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Brett Henry
To: Laura Tschabold; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:54:37 AM


Well done Todd. 


Brett


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 5/18/18 11:35 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>,
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>, Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>,
Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Stephanie Armstrong
<armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language


Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
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<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be approved by the Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the
conditions ensure that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this matter that are the result of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton
segment.  Such plans are required prior to formal opening of a multi-modal trail in the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties, especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily
includes a requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners,
operators and residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a
final or master plan.  The conditions require approval by the Board of any design,
management and mitigation developed through the planning process.  The conditions also
require that the plans presented to the Board be developed through a collaborative and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 







ts
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: OPRD Grant
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 1:08:08 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Reimbursement Request -Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Departmen.pdf
Reimbursement Summary_03.02.18.pdf


Sure, here it is!
 
Carrie
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 1:05 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: OPRD Grant
 
Can I get a copy of the final report and reimbursement request for the OPRD Local Government
Grant?  This would be the grant for the YWT acquisition.
 
I think you already sent this to me, but I cannot find it.
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
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Reimbursement Request -Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department



https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=projects.dsp_reimbursement#?reimbursement_id=527&grant_agreement_id=3271[3/2/2018 11:42:57 AM]



LG15-002  Reimbursement Request 



1st Reimbursement Request



Home  Log Out



Yamhelas Westsider Trail
  Agreement Information   (Required)  



Reimbursement Period From



Reimbursement Period To



No Final Reimbursement



Project Type



Acquisition



Total Project Cost



$2,107,176.00



Match Amount



94.020%$1,981,176.00



Grant Amount



5.980%$126,000.00



Notice to Proceed Date



01/25/2016



Match to Date



0%$0.00



Reimbursement to Date



0%$0.00



Reimbursable Grant Balance



$126,000.00



 
 



 



01/28/2016 



12/31/2017 



Grants Online
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Reimbursement Request -Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department



https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=projects.dsp_reimbursement#?reimbursement_id=527&grant_agreement_id=3271[3/2/2018 11:42:57 AM]



(Vendor)



(Union Pacific Railroad
Company (UPRR))



(Yamhill County
Assessment and Tax)



(Western Title
Company)



(Carlton 2007, LLC)



(Union Pacific Railroad
Company (UPRR))



(OBEC Consulting
Engineers)



Project Expenses   (Required)   



Category Item Cost
Match
Amount



Requested
Amount Status  



Real Property Costs Purchase of real property;
former railroad corridor



$1,400,000.00 $1,274,000.00 $126,000.00 Approved
  



  



Real Property Costs Proration of tax for
acquisition of real property;
for the 2nd half of tax year
11/08/2017-06/30/2018



$4,416.44 $4,416.44 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Real Property Costs Title and escrow fees $500.00 $500.00 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Value of Donated labor,
materials, equipment



Donation of the value of the
easement on owner's
property



$39,100.00 $39,100.00 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Value of Donated labor,
materials, equipment



Donation of the difference
in value between the
purchase prices of the real
property and the fair market
value, as appraised by an
independent third-party



$1,419,000.00 $1,419,000.00 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Design/Engineering Preliminary engineering and
Right of Way (ROW)
expenses



$100,212.49 $100,212.49 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Totals $2,963,228.93 $2,837,228.93 $126,000.00



  9 Attachments ( Required )  



File Category Description
Uploaded
by  



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Yamhill County Assessment and Tax prorated tax for acquisition of real
property



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Recorded deed between Yamhill County and Union Pacific Railroad
Company, executed on September 29, 2017.



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Purchase and sale agreement between Yamhill County and Union
Pacific Railroad Company for the acquisition of the real property
(Yamhelas Westsider Trail)



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement Donation of value of easement ($39,100) from Carlton 2007, LLC to Carrie



Upload Files
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Reimbursement Request -Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department



https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=projects.dsp_reimbursement#?reimbursement_id=527&grant_agreement_id=3271[3/2/2018 11:42:57 AM]



receipt (pdf) Yamhill County Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Assignment of Easement from Union Pacific Railroad Company to
Yamhill County



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Purchase and Sale Donation Agreement between Yamhill County and
Union Pacific Railroad. This document identifies the agreed upon sale
price of the real property ($1,400,000) is less than the fair market value
of that property ($2,819,000), as established in the official appraisal,
and that the difference will be made as a donation to Yamhill County.



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Final Buyers Statement from Western Title Company, confirming real
property purchase price and fees



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



First five pages of the Appraisal of Real Property provided by Integra
Realty Resources, documenting the fair market value of the real
property. The complete document details each segment's value
extensively, and was not included in its entirety for reasons of size. The
complete report, however, is available for review at any time.



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Bank confirmation of wire transfer from Yamhill County account.
Account number has been redacted.



Carrie
Martin



  3 Comments



Comment By Date



Reimbursement #1 returned - Hi Carrie – The Bank Confirmation of Wire Transfer
document is perfect. Just what we needed. However, we just need you to make one last
adjustment. Sorry, but would you please: 1) remove the current Bank Confirmation from the
Attachments section 2) block out the Account number in the upper right corner, 3) then re-
upload the edited Bank Confirmation to the Attachments section. This is a security
requirement so that we’re not storing bank account numbers in our system. Thanks, Mark



MARK
COWAN



02/20/2018



Reimbursement #1 returned - Hi Carrie – Thanks for re-submitting the Reimbursement
Request for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail purchase. Everything looks good. There is one
more item that I failed to list earlier. Can you please add to the Attachments Section
documentation confirming the $1,404,916.44 payment at Escrow? This documentation can
be in the form of: 1) A copy of the canceled payment check, or 2) A copy of an accounts
paid report from the County Accounting system that lists the check amount, payee, check
number and payment date. Thanks, Mark



MARK
COWAN



02/16/2018



Reimbursement #1 returned - Hi Carrie - We have reviewed the Reimbursement Request
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. It’s in pretty good order. However, the following steps are
needed to get it ready for our Accounting Department. For more info see email from Mark
Cowan dated 2.15.18 Request #1 – 2) Final Buyers Statement - For some reason the Final
Buyers Statement did not upload correctly. We get an Error message at our end. In the
Attachments Section, please delete the current Final Buyers Statement and re-upload the
document. You may need to re-scan the document and then re-upload it. 3) Appraisal copy
- For some reason the Appraisal copy did not upload correctly. We get an Error message at
our end. In the Attachments Section, please delete the current Appraisal copy and re-



MARK
COWAN



02/15/2018



Add Comment
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Reimbursement Request -Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Department



https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=projects.dsp_reimbursement#?reimbursement_id=527&grant_agreement_id=3271[3/2/2018 11:42:57 AM]



upload the document. You may need to re-scan the document and then re-upload it. 4)
Project Expenses Table – Attached and below you will see a revised version of the Project
Expenses Table. Please revise the Table in the Request for Reimbursement as follows.
The needed changes are in blue font. 5) Re-Submit – Once you have made the above
changes, simply re-submit Request #1 Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks,
Mark
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DATE VENDOR INVOICE # AMOUNT ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION GRANT PROGRAMS



2/6/2018 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34513 1,249.51$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
12/27/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34379 3,074.62$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
11/21/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34275 1,061.59$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
9/27/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34015 2,802.76$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
7/11/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33795 1,306.66$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
6/6/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33601 2,338.58$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP



6/22/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33727 4,823.89$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
2/14/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33361 7,269.44$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
7/5/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32623 12,833.52$                 Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP



6/13/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32526 6,451.54$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
5/18/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32479 6,826.16$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
4/13/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32343 20,449.04$                 Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
3/24/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32294 7,931.79$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
2/16/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32185 21,793.39$                 Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
3/26/2013 Ken Wright Cellars, LLC Donation 39,100.00$                 Donation value of easement LGGP



11/10/2017 Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPPR) 1,400,000.00$           040-161-810.01 Purchase of railroad corridor TE Grant/LGGP



11/10/2017 Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPPR) 1,819,000.00$           Donation to UPRR; Difference in trail 
market value and sale price



LGGP



11/10/2017 Yamhill County Tax Assessor 4,416.44$                   040-161-810.01 Prorated taxes for real property TE Grant/LGGP
11/10/2017 Western Title Company 500.00$                      040-161-810.01 Title and escrow fees TE Grant/LGGP



01/28/16-12/31/2017 Yamhill County Salary and Wages 17,047.17$                 
1/11/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32058 5,475.48$                   



12/15/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31985 21,877.13$                 
11/17/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31860 15,827.79$                 
10/22/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31758 13,476.96$                 
9/22/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31667 26,727.85$                 
8/18/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31552 70,246.85$                 
7/9/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31506 22,621.10$                 



6/18/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31340 18,069.41$                 
5/20/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31252 59,111.10$                 
4/27/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31165 53,598.61$                 
1/23/2013 Yamhill County Payment 4,000.00$                   026-034-699.01
1/9/2014 Yamhill County TE Advance Deposit 38,914.57$                 038-056-700.27
5/7/2014 Yamhill County YWT Appraisal 20,000.00$                 038-056-700.27



5/14/2014 Yamhill County YWT Appraisal 1,050.00$                   038-056-700.27
5/30/2014 Yamhill County YWT Title Report 5,000.00$                   038-056-699.01
3/31/2015 Yamhill County Payment 500.00$                      010-010-610.01
9/10/2015 Yamhill County TE Advance Deposit 138,566.53$              038-056-700.27
9/10/2015 Yamhill County TE Advance Deposit 18,588.70$                 010-081-699.13



550,699.25$              Unreimbursed Expenses








			Reimbursed Expenses










From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: Request to Submit Travel Oregon Grant Application
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 3:27:08 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Good afternoon, Commissioners:
 
As I mentioned last week, the 5/29 informal agenda will include two requests to
submit grant applications on behalf of Yamhill County. You received a copy of
the first request yesterday, and here is the second request and document.
 
This request is to submit an application for $56,250 to the Travel Oregon grant
program. This grant requires a match of $18,750 (25%) which will be met through
existing unspent project funds. This application is due on June 6th, and a draft of
the proposal is attached to this email for your review.
 
If you have any questions, please feel to reach out to me prior to the 5/29 meeting,
so that I may answer you in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us



Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors









From: Carrie Martin
To: LEDET Elizabeth
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:33:12 AM


Thank you for the information and the samples, Elizabeth!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: LEDET Elizabeth <Elizabeth.L.LEDET@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:28 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
 
Carrie,
Here are some sample statements of work that you can use to help respond to
Scoring Criterion 3 – Clear Approach.
 
Please feel free to call me or Michael (503-325-7224) if you have any other questions.
I’ve copied him so you’ll have his e-mail.
 
 
Elizabeth Ledet
TGM @ TDD
503-986-3205
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:19:17 PM
Attachments: Visit McMinnville Letter of Support.pdf


 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 10:07 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
 
Carrie – who should the letter to Travel Oregon confirming the grant match go to?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 7:52 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
 
We have a letter from them.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 7:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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               Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com       Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



 



 



 



May 24, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 
 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 



 












 
Did we get letters from the Friends group?  I certainly hope so.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
 
I have attached the text for the Travel Oregon grant, along with the project budget, project timeline
(coming soon!), and letter of support from Visit McMinnville. In addition to these items, we will need
to submit the following online:
 


1.       Yamhill County W-9 Form (does this exist?)
2.       Additional letters of support (they all have to be included in a single pdf document)
3.       Matching fund letter (from you, stating the financial commitment of the $18,750 cash


match)
4.       Profit & Loss statement and Balance Sheet statement
5.       Proof of Federal Tax ID
6.       Board Order authorizing submission


 
I have asked Mike Barnhart for #4, but I thought I’d see if you have #1 and #5.
 
The reason this application is so disjointed is because it’s an online application portal that doesn’t
allow for printing uploaded documents. So I will have to wait until each piece is ready before I
upload.
 
cm



mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 4:36:24 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application Text.docx


Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
Visit McMinnville Letter of Support.pdf


I have attached the text for the Travel Oregon grant, along with the project budget, project timeline
(coming soon!), and letter of support from Visit McMinnville. In addition to these items, we will need
to submit the following online:
 


1.       Yamhill County W-9 Form (does this exist?)
2.       Additional letters of support (they all have to be included in a single pdf document)
3.       Matching fund letter (from you, stating the financial commitment of the $18,750 cash


match)
4.       Profit & Loss statement and Balance Sheet statement
5.       Proof of Federal Tax ID
6.       Board Order authorizing submission


 
I have asked Mike Barnhart for #4, but I thought I’d see if you have #1 and #5.
 
The reason this application is so disjointed is because it’s an online application portal that doesn’t
allow for printing uploaded documents. So I will have to wait until each piece is ready before I
upload.
 
cm
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application for submission.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors







Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES
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May 24, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 
 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 



 













From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Ken Friday; Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook; Stephanie


Armstrong; Carrie Martin; Mikalie Frei; Lance Woods; Matt Vogt
Subject: Revised draft trail ordinance and findings
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 3:40:46 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf
NoticesForMay31,2018.pdf


Commissioners and all,
 
After the hearing on Tuesday, Christian, Laura and Commissioner Olson discussed possible changes
to the draft ordinance and findings that might be supported by at least two commissioners, if the
matter were to be reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on May 31, 2018.  The
proposed amendments (attached) specify that the final or master plan “shall be a collaborative and
coordinated effort,” and a new section of findings (section 3) explains what that means, including
direct consultation with affected property owners.
 
The proposed amendments also include a requirement that the master plan be completed before
construction of the trail, other than the initial bridge construction under a grant the county has
already been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of
the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the
master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments, the Planning Department is
mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited
on May 31.  I have attached copies of those notices.  All of these materials will be posted ASAP on
the county’s website.
 
If you have questions or concerns, please contact Christian or me.
 
Todd Sadlo



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  



























From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:44:25 PM


$100k is a lot for Travel Oregon to grant. And there is a 25% cash match requirement. We could
certainly apply for the full $100k though.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
 
Why do you think we should only go for 50,000?
 
See my notes on the narrative, below:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined
roadmap to advance a multi-modal transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two
counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional
recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The
Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks
and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to of Yamhill County and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.
Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that
expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient
non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism and economic vitality, saves public and
private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us





anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:36 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
 
Hi Laura,
 
To be eligible to apply for the Travel Oregon Medium Grant Program, we must first submit a “Project
Idea Form” to our regional DMO. For us, this is the Willamette Valley Visitors Association. I have
attached the form here for your review.
 
cm
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From: Brett Henry
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: YWT Questions
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 10:13:06 AM
Attachments: image002.png


Rough Estimate of Construction Cost of Yamhelas Westsider Trail.docx
Handicapped Accessibility Guidelines.docx
ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations.docx


 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


OREGON PUBLIC RECORD
Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.


 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.


 
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 9:27 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jayne Mercer <mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Commissioner Rick Olson (olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us) <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ted Smietana
<SMIETANT@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: YWT Questions
 
Good morning.  I did a bit of research over the weekend and have some partial answers to questions
posed at last week’s information meeting.
 
The first attachment is a rough estimate base on construction costs from the Folsom Trails in
California.  I hesitate to give a firm estimate until we complete a Master Plan as I said at the
meeting.  However, a good rough estimate for asphalt surfacing (10 foot wide with 6 inches of



mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Construction Cost of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Scope:  TBD in Master Plan


Outline of Potential Costs:


1. General Contractor management and fee (prevailing wages rate)


2. Dimensions:  Miles (feet of trail) x width of trail (17miles (89760 feet x 10 feet)


3. Materials/Surfacing:  Asphalt (Square Feet of material) – 10 foot wide trail with 6 inches of asphalt CABC is estimated at $30.00 per linear foot.  Estimate of $2,692,800 for 17 miles of trail.


Concrete is more durable but more expensive.  


4. Striping of Trail ($14,000 per mile for trail centerline)


5. Signage


6. Crossings (Signage, removal bollards, gates, striping, flashing lights at busy intersections) (number of crossings)


7. Mitigation of damage to wildlife areas (minimal 30% Design Concept)


8. Site Prep and Grading (Cubic Yards)


9. Curbs & Edgings


10. Fences and gates (Linear Feet)


11. Storm Water Drainage – Site specific (catch basins, storm water drain piping and trenching, storm water detention basins, outfalls and headwalls)


12. Trail lighting and power (trenching, conduit, and wiring to power source)


13. Standard Trailheads (2) (parking, lighting, restrooms, sidewalks, signage, bicycle racks, water fountains)


14. Equestrian Trailhead (1)


15. Drinking water fountains (piping and trenching from point of connection to water source)


16. Retaining walls?


17. Planting and irrigation of landscaping (square feet)


18. Soft Costs (Engineering design, construction management, permits)


19. Cost of engineering, permitting, and construction of 3 bridges – Connect Oregon VI


20. Amenities for equestrian  


21. 10% Contingency







ABA CHAPTER 1:  APPLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION


F106.5 Defined Terms


Boards. Boards include, but are not limited to, wood, plastic, metal, and composite products.


Camp Shelter. A partially enclosed structure that provides campers and hikers cover from weather and that does not contain plumbing fixtures or kitchen appliances. Camp shelters are not transient lodging facilities or residential dwelling units.


Camping Facility.  A site, or portion of a site, developed for outdoor recreational purposes that contains camping units.


Camping Unit.  An outdoor space in a camping facility used for camping that contains outdoor constructed features, parking spaces for recreational vehicles or other vehicles, tent pads or tent platforms, or camp shelters.


Outdoor Constructed Features.  Picnic tables, fire rings, grills, fireplaces, wood stoves, trash and recycling receptacles, water hydrants, utility and sewage hookups, outdoor rinsing showers, benches, and viewing scopes provided at outdoor recreation facilities.


Picnic Facility.  A site, or portion of a site, developed for outdoor recreational purposes that contains picnic units.


Picnic Unit.  An outdoor space in a picnic facility used for picnicking that contains outdoor constructed features.


Trail.  A pedestrian route developed primarily for outdoor recreational purposes.  A pedestrian route developed primarily to connect elements, spaces, or facilities within a site is not a trail.


Trailhead.  An outdoor space that is designated by an entity responsible for administering or maintaining a trail to serve as an access point to the trail.  The junction of two or more trails or the undeveloped junction of a trail and a road is not a trailhead.


Viewing Area.  An outdoor space developed for viewing landscapes, wildlife, or other points of interest.


ABA CHAPTER 2:  SCOPING REQUIREMENTS


F201.4 Requirements Apply to Facilities Constructed or Altered by or on Behalf of Federal Agencies.   The requirements in F216.13, F244 through F248, and 1011 through 1019 shall apply only to facilities constructed or altered by federal agencies or by non-federal entities on federal land on behalf of federal agencies pursuant to a concession contract, partnership agreement, or similar arrangement.


F201.4.1 Documentation and Notification When Exceptions Used for Trails and Beach Access Routes.  Federal agencies shall document the basis for not fully complying with a specific provision in 1017 or 1018 on a portion of a trail or beach access route based on Exception 1 in 1017 or Exception 1 in 1018, and shall maintain the documentation with the records for the trail or beach project. Federal agencies shall notify the Access Board if an entire trail is exempted from complying with 1017 based on Exception 2 in 1017.1, and if a beach access route is not provided based on Exception 2 in 1018.1.


Advisory F201.4.1 Documentation and Notification When Exceptions Used for Trails and Beach Access Routes. Forms for notifying the Access Board if an entire trail is exempted from complying with 1017 based on Exception 2 in 1017.1, and if a beach access route is not provided based on Exception 2 in 1018.1 are available at: www.access-board.gov.


F202.3 Alterations.   * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
4.  Where elements or spaces are altered in camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, or trailheads and the circulation path to the altered element or space is not altered, the circulation path shall not be required to comply with 1016.


F202.4 Alterations Affecting Primary Function Areas.  * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
2.  Camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, trailheads, trails, and beach access routes shall not be required to comply with F202.4.


F206.1 General. * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  Accessible routes shall not be required where outdoor recreation access routes are provided at camping facilities in accordance with F244.5, picnic facilities in accordance with F245.4, viewing areas in accordance with F246.3, or trailheads in accordance with F247.3.2.
2.  Accessible routes shall not be required where camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, or outdoor constructed features are provided on trails.
3.  Accessible routes shall not be required where beach access routes are provided in accordance with F248.


F212.3 Sinks.  * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
2.  In camping facilities and picnic facilities, sinks shall not be required to comply with F212.3 where a cooktop or conventional range is not provided.


F213.1 General.  * * * * *


EXCEPTION:  Pit toilets provided on trails and in camping facilities shall not be required to comply with F213.


Advisory F213.1 General. A pit toilet is a primitive outhouse consisting of a toilet riser over a hole dug into the ground or receptacle to receive and naturally decompose human waste.


F216.13 Trailhead Signs. Where new trail information signs are provided at trailheads on newly constructed or altered trails designed for use by hikers or pedestrians, the signs shall comply with 1017.10.


Advisory F216.13 Trailhead Signs. New trail information signs are required to comply with 1017.10 regardless of whether the newly constructed or altered trails comply with 1017. If trail information signs designate the name of the trail, only the name of the trail is required to comply with 703.5. See F216.2. Tactile characters are not required on exterior signs. Trail information signs are not required to display the International Symbol of Accessibility.


F244 Camping Facilities


F244.1 General.  Camping facilities, other than camping facilities on trails, shall comply with F244.


Advisory F244.1 General.  Camping facilities on trails are addressed in F247.4.1.


F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Camping facilities shall provide camping units with mobility features complying with F244.2 in accordance with Table F244.2.  Where a camping facility provides different types of camping units, Table F244.2 shall apply to each type of camping unit provided.


Table F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features


			Total Number of Camping Units Provided in Camping Facility


			Minimum Number of Camping Units with Mobility Features Required





			1


			1





			2 to 25


			2





			26 to 50


			3





			51 to 75


			4





			76 to 100


			5





			101 to 150


			7





			151 to 200


			8





			201 and over


			8, plus 2 percent of the number over 200








Advisory F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Camping units for recreational vehicles only, camping units for tent camping only, and camping units with camp shelters are different types of camping units.

Camping units with mobility features are not required to be identified by signs.  Entities should provide information on the location of camping units with mobility features on websites, in brochures, and at bulletin boards or information kiosks at the camping facility.  Where entities operate reservation systems for camping units or assign camping units upon arrival, entities should establish policies to ensure that camping units with mobility features are available for individuals with disabilities until all the camping units are occupied.


F244.2.1 Alterations and Additions.  Where camping units are altered or added, the requirements of F244.2 shall apply only to the camping units that are altered or added until the number of camping units with mobility features complies with the minimum number required in Table 244.2.


EXCEPTION:  Where an entity is implementing a transition plan for program accessibility developed pursuant to regulations issued under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act that designates specific camping units to provide mobility features complying with F244.2, the entity shall not be required to comply with F244.2 when altering individual elements within camping units that are not designated to provide mobility features complying with F244.2.


Advisory F244.2.1 Alterations and Additions Exception.  When all the elements within a camping unit are altered, the altered camping unit is required to comply with F244.2 unless the minimum number of camping units with mobility features required in Table 244.2 is provided.


F244.2.2 Dispersion.  Camping units required to provide mobility features complying with F244.2 shall provide choices of camping units comparable to, and integrated with, those available to others.


F244.2.3 Elements Within Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Elements within camping units required to provide mobility features shall comply with F244.2.3.


F244.2.3.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided, at least one of each type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011. Where more than one of the same type of outdoor constructed features is provided, at least two of the same type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.


F244.2.3.2 Parking Spaces.  Where provided, parking spaces shall comply with F244.2.3.2.


F244.2.3.2.1 Recreational Vehicles. Where parking spaces are provided for recreational vehicles, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided for recreational vehicles, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.2.3.2.2 Vehicles Other Than Recreational Vehicles. Where parking spaces are provided for vehicles other than recreational vehicles, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided for a vehicle other than a recreational vehicle, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.2.3.3 Tent Pads and Tent Platforms.  Where provided, at least one tent pad and tent platform shall comply with 1013. Where more than one tent pad and tent platform is provided, at least two tent pads and tent platforms shall comply with 1013.


F244.2.3.4 Camp Shelters.  Where provided, at least one camp shelter shall comply with 1014. Where more than one camp shelter is provided, at least two camp shelters shall comply with 1014.


F244.3 Outdoor Constructed Features in Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Where provided in common use and public use areas that serve camping units with mobility features, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature provided at each location shall comply with 1011.


F244.4 Pull-up Spaces for Recreational Vehicles at Dump Stations.  Where provided, pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles at dump stations shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.5 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  Camping facilities shall provide outdoor recreation access routes complying with 1016 in accordance with F244.5.


Advisory F244.5 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing camping facilities, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F244.5.1 Routes Within Camping Units with Mobility Features.  At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within camping units with mobility features.


F244.5.2 Routes to and Within Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Common use and public use areas serving camping units with mobility features shall provide outdoor recreation access routes in accordance with F244.5.2.


EXCEPTION:  Outdoor recreation access routes shall not be required to connect camping units with mobility features and recreational vehicle dump stations where a pull-up space complying with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5 is provided at the dump station for recreational vehicles.


F244.5.2.1 Routes to Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect each camping unit with mobility features with common use and public use areas serving the unit.


F244.5.2.2 Routes Within Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within common use and public use areas serving camping units with mobility features.


F244.5.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  Where a circulation path connects camping facilities and adjacent recreation facilities, at least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect camping units with mobility features to an accessible route serving the adjacent recreation facilities.


Advisory F244.5.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  F244.5.3 does not modify the accessible route requirements in F206 that apply to recreation facilities.


F244.5.4 Location. Outdoor recreation access routes required by F244.5.2 and F244.5.3 shall coincide with or be located in the same area as general circulation paths.


Advisory F244.5.4 Location.  Where a vehicular way serves as the general circulation path for pedestrians at a camping facility, the outdoor recreation access route can be provided within the vehicular way.


F245 Picnic Facilities


F245.1 General.  Picnic facilities, other than picnic facilities on trails, shall comply with F245.


Advisory F245.1 General.  Picnic facilities on trails are addressed in F247.4.2.


F245.2 Picnic Units with Mobility Features. Picnic facilities shall provide picnic units with mobility features in accordance with F245.2.


Advisory F245.2 Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  Picnic units with mobility features are not required to be identified by signs.  Entities should provide information on the location of picnic units with mobility features on websites, in brochures, and at bulletin boards or information kiosks at the picnic facility.


F245.2.1 Picnic Facilities with Two or Fewer Picnic Units.  Where picnic facilities contain two or fewer picnic units, each picnic unit shall provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


F245.2.2 Picnic Facilities with More Than Two Picnic Units.  Where picnic facilities contain more than two picnic units, at least 20 percent, but not less than two, of the picnic units shall provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


F245.2.3 Alterations and Additions.  Where picnic units are altered or added, the requirements of F245.2 shall apply only to the picnic units that are altered or added until the number of picnic units with mobility features complies with the minimum number required in F245.2.1 or F245.2.2.


EXCEPTION:  Where an entity is implementing a transition plan for program accessibility developed pursuant to regulations issued under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act that designates specific picnic units to provide mobility features complying with F245.2, the entity shall not be required to comply with F245.2 when altering individual elements within picnic units that are not designated to provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


Advisory F245.2.3 Alterations and Additions Exception.  When all the elements within a picnic unit are altered, the altered picnic unit is required to comply with F245.2 unless the minimum number of picnic units with mobility features required in F245.2.1 or F245.2.2 is provided.


F245.2.4 Dispersion.  Picnic units required to provide mobility features complying with F245.2 shall provide choices of picnic units comparable to, and integrated with, those available to others.


F245.2.5 Elements Within Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  Elements within picnic units required to provide mobility features shall comply with F245.2.5.


F245.2.5.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided, at least one of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011. Where more than one of the same type of outdoor constructed feature is provided, at least two of the same type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.


F245.2.5.2 Parking Spaces.  Where provided, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F245.3 Outdoor Constructed Features in Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Where provided in common use and public use areas that serve picnic units with mobility features, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature provided at each location shall comply with 1011.


F245.4 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  Picnic facilities shall provide outdoor recreation access routes complying with 1016 in accordance with F245.4.


Advisory F245.4.  Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing picnic facilities, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F245.4.1 Routes Within Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within picnic units with mobility features.


F245.4.2 Routes to and Within Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Common use and public use areas serving picnic units with mobility features shall provide outdoor recreation access routes in accordance with F245.4.2.


F245.4.2.1 Routes to Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect each picnic unit with mobility features with common use and public use areas serving that unit.


F245.4.2.2 Routes Within Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within common use and public use areas serving picnic units with mobility features.


F245.4.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities. Where a circulation path connects picnic facilities and adjacent recreation facilities, at least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect picnic units with mobility features to an accessible route serving the adjacent recreation facilities.


Advisory F245.4.3 Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  F245.4.3 does not modify the accessible route requirements in F206 that apply to adjacent recreation facilities.


F245.4.4 Location.  Outdoor recreation access routes required by F245.4.2 and F245.4.3 shall coincide with or be located in the same area as general circulation paths.


Advisory F245.4.4 Location.  Where a vehicular way serves as the general circulation path for pedestrians at a picnic facility, the outdoor recreation access route can be provided within the vehicular way.


F246 Viewing Areas


F246.1 General.  Viewing areas, other than viewing areas on trails, shall comply with F246.


Advisory F246.1 General.  Viewing areas on trails are addressed in F247.4.3.


F246.2 Distinct Viewing Locations.  Each distinct viewing location within a viewing area shall comply with 1015.


Advisory F246.2 Distinct Viewing Locations.  Viewing areas can provide more than one distinct viewing location.  For example, a viewing area can provide a distinct viewing location for observing a mountain range, and another distinct viewing location for observing a river.  Distinct viewing locations within a viewing area can be designated by signs or other markers.


F246.3 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided within viewing areas, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011.


F246.4 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  At least one outdoor recreation access route complying with 1016 shall connect accessible parking spaces or other arrival points serving the viewing area with accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within the viewing area.


Advisory F246.4.  Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  There are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F247 Trails


F247.1 General. Where a trail is designed for use by hikers or pedestrians and directly connects to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017, the trail shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.1 General.  The Federal Trail Data Standards classify trails by their designed use and managed use.  A trail has only one designed use that determines the design, construction, and maintenance parameters for the trail.  A trail can have more than one managed use based on a management decision to allow other uses on the trail. Trails that have a designed use for hikers or pedestrians are required to comply with 1017.  Trails that have a designed use for other than hikers or pedestrians are not required to comply with 1017.

A trail system may include a series of connecting trails. Only trails that directly connect to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017 are required to comply with 1017.


F247.2 Existing Trails.  Where the original design, function, or purpose of an existing trail is changed and the altered portion of the trail directly connects to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017, the altered portion of the trail shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.2 Existing Trails.  Routine or periodic maintenance activities that are performed to return an existing trail to the condition to which the trail was originally designed are not required to comply with 1017.


F247.3 Trailheads.  Trailheads shall comply with F247.3.


Advisory F247.3 Trailheads.  Trailhead information signs are addressed in F216.13.


F247.3.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided within trailheads, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011.


F247.3.2 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  At least one outdoor recreation access route complying with 1016 shall connect the following:


1. Accessible parking spaces or other arrival points serving the trailhead; 
2. Starting point of the trail; and 
3. Accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within the trailhead.


Advisory F247.3.2 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing trailheads, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F247.4 Trail Facilities.  Where provided on trails, facilities shall comply with F247.4.


Advisory F247.4 Trail Facilities.  Facilities are required to comply with F247.4 regardless of whether the trail complies with 1017. Outdoor recreation access routes are not required at camping facilities, picnic facilities, or viewing areas provided on trails.


F247.4.1 Camping Facilities.  Camping facilities provided on trails shall comply with F244.2 and F244.3.


F247.4.2 Picnic Facilities.  Picnic facilities provided on trails shall comply with F245.2 and F245.3.


F247.4.3 Viewing Areas.  Viewing areas provided on trails shall comply with F246.2 and F246.3.


F247.4.4 Routes. Routes that connect trails complying with 1017 to camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, pit toilets, and accessible elements provided within the facilities shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.4.4. Routes. Routes that connect trails that do not comply with 1017 to camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, pit toilets, and accessible elements provided within the facilities are not required to comply with 1017. An exception to F213.1exempts pit toilets from the requirements for accessible toilet facilities.


F247.5 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where outdoor constructed features are provided on trails, other than within facilities specified in F247.4, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature at each location shall comply with 1011.


F248 Beach Access Routes


F248.1 General.  Beach access routes complying with 1018 shall be provided in accordance with F248.1.  Beach access routes shall be permanent or removable.


EXCEPTION:  Beach access routes shall not be required where pedestrian access to the beach is not permitted.


Advisory F248.1 General.  There are exceptions in 1018.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.  Removable beach access routes can be moved to a protected storage area during storms and other periods when the routes are subject to damage or loss.


F248.1.1 Facilities Serving Beaches.  Beach access routes shall be provided in a number complying with F248.2 where the entity that administers or manages a beach constructs or alters any of the following facilities to serve the beach:


1. Circulation paths;
2. Parking facilities;
3. Toilet facilities; or 
4. Bathing facilities. 
EXCEPTION:  The entity shall not be required to expend more than 20 percent of the costs of constructing or altering the facilities to provide beach access routes.


F248.1.2 Beach Nourishment.  Beach access routes shall be provided in a number complying with F248.2 where the entity that administers or manages a beach undertakes a beach nourishment project.
EXCEPTION:  The entity shall not be required to expend more than 20 percent of the costs of a beach nourishment project to provide beach access routes.


F248.2 Minimum Number.  Where beach access routes are required by F248.1, at least one beach access route shall be provided for each 1/2 mile (0.8 km) of beach shoreline administered or managed by the entity.


EXCEPTION:  The number of beach access routes shall not be required to exceed the number of pedestrian access points provided by the entity to a beach.


Advisory F248.2 Minimum Number Exception.  Pedestrian access points to a beach include parking facilities that serve beaches, dune crossings, and stairways or ramps leading from boardwalks to the beach.


F248.3 Location.  Beach access routes shall coincide with or be located in the same area as pedestrian access points to the beach.


 





 



[New sections added to Appendix D to Part 1191 – Technical]


CHAPTER 10:  RECREATION FACILITIES


1001.1 Scope.  The provisions of Chapter 10 shall apply where required by Chapter 2 or where referenced by a requirement in this document.


Advisory 1001.1 Scope.  Unless otherwise modified or specifically addressed in Chapter 10, all other requirements in this document apply to the design and construction of recreation facilities. 
The requirements in 1011 through 1019 apply only to facilities constructed or altered by federal agencies or by non-federal entities on federal land on behalf of federal agencies pursuant to a concession contract, partnership agreement, or similar arrangement. See F201.4.  The requirements in 1011 and 1019 allow for limitations and other constraints posed by the existing outdoor environment.


1011 Outdoor Constructed Features


1011.1 General.  All outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.2 and 1011.3.  Outdoor constructed features specified in 1011.4 through 1011.8 shall comply with those provisions, as applicable.


Advisory 1011.1 General.  The requirements in 1011 apply to outdoor constructed features provided within camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, and trailheads or on trails.


1011.2 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space complying with 1011.2 shall be provided at outdoor constructed features.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  Where individual outdoor constructed features are altered and the ground surface is not altered, the clear ground space shall not be required to comply with 1011.2.2 and 1011.2.3.
2. In alterations, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1011.2, the clear ground space shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


1011.2.1 Size and Location. The size and location of the clear ground space shall be in accordance with Table 1011.2.1.  Unless otherwise specified in Table 1011.2.1, one full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or a trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


Table 1011.2.1 Clear Ground Space 


			Outdoor Constructed Feature


			Minimum Size and Location





			Picnic tables


			36 inches (915 mm) on all usable sides of the table measured from the back edge of the benches





			Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and woodstoves


			48 inches (1220 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) on all usable sides of the fire ring, grill, fireplace, and woodstove


Center the space on each usable side of the grill, fireplace, and woodstove





			Trash and recycling receptacles


			36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned for forward approach to the receptacle opening; or 30 inches (760 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) positioned for a parallel approach to the receptacle opening





			Water hydrants


			72 inches (1830 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) with the long side of the space adjoining or overlapping an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space


Locate the space so that the water spout is 11 inches (280 mm) minimum and 12 inches (305 mm) maximum from the rear center of the long side of the space





			Utility and sewage hookups


			30 inches (760 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) with the long side of the space adjoining or overlapping an accessible parking space or pull-up space for recreational vehicles


Locate the space so that the hook-ups are at the rear center of the space


Bollards or other barriers shall not obstruct the clear ground space in front of the hook-ups





			Outdoor rinsing showers


			60 inches (1525 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) centered on the shower heads


Locate the space so that the shower pedestal or wall with the shower head are at the rear end of the space





			Benches


			 36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned near the bench with one side of the space adjoining an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable


The clear ground space shall not overlap the outdoor recreation access route or trail, or another clear ground space





			Viewing Scopes


			36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned for forward approach to the viewing scope


Provide knee and toe clearance complying with 306 under the viewing scope


Locate the space so that the eyepiece is centered on the space 








Advisory 1011.2.1 Size and Location.  The usable sides of picnic tables, fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and woodstoves are the sides of the outdoor constructed feature that can be used for eating or serving food, building a fire, or cooking.  All sides of picnic tables are generally usable, unless the picnic table is placed against a rock or tree that renders the side against the rock or tree not usable.  All sides of fire rings and grills are generally usable, unless there is a wall or other structure on a side that renders the side not usable. The front sides of fireplaces and woodstoves are generally the usable side.


1011.2.2 Surface. The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.


1011.2.3 Slope. The slope of the clear ground space surface shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1011.2.4 Openings. Openings in the clear ground space surface shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1011.2.4 Openings. Where possible, drainage grates should be located outside of the clear ground space surface. Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1011.3 Operable Parts. Operable parts shall comply with 309.3 and 309.4.


EXCEPTIONS:  1. Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, wood stoves, water hydrants, and water utility hookups shall comply with 309.4 to the extent practicable.
2. Trash and recycling receptacles with hinged lids and controls to keep out large animals shall comply with 309.4 to the extent practicable.
3. Dumpster type trash and recycling receptacles shall not be required to comply with 309.3 and 309.4.
4. Sewage hatches shall not be required to comply with 309.3 and 309.4.


Advisory 1011.3 Operable Parts. New products may be developed with operable parts that comply with 309.4. As products with operable parts that comply with 309.4 become available, entities should provide these products to enable individuals with disabilities to operate them.


1011.4 Picnic Tables.  Picnic tables shall comply with 1011.4.


1011.4.1 Height. The tops of picnic tables shall comply with 902.3.


1011.4.2 Wheelchair Space. Picnic tables shall provide at least one wheelchair space for each 24 linear feet (7320 mm) of usable table surface perimeter.  Wheelchair spaces shall be 30 inches (760 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.  Wheelchair spaces shall be positioned for a forward approach to the table and provide knee and toe clearance complying with 306 under the table.


1011.5 Fire Rings, Grills, Fireplaces, and Wood Stoves. Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and wood stoves shall comply with 1011.5.


Advisory 1011.5 Fire Rings, Grills, Fireplaces, and Wood Stoves.  Fire rings with double walls or insulation on the sides are recommended to prevent burns.


1011.5.1 Fire Building Surfaces.  Fire building surfaces shall be 9 inches (230 mm) minimum above the ground.


1011.5.2 Cooking Surfaces.  Where provided, cooking surfaces shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum and 34 inches (865 mm) maximum above the ground.


1011.5.3 Raised Edges or Walls.  Where fire rings, grills, or fireplaces are constructed with raised edges or walls, the depth of the raised edge or wall shall be 10 inches (255 mm) maximum.


1011.6 Water Spouts.  Water spouts at water hydrants and water utility hook-ups shall be 28 inches (710 mm) minimum and 36 inches (915 mm) maximum above the ground.


1011.7 Outdoor Rinsing Showers.  Outdoor rinsing showers shall provide at least one hand-held shower spray unit with a hose 59 inches (1500 mm) long minimum. The hand-held shower spray unit shall have at least one fixed position located 15 inches minimum (380 mm) and 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum above the ground.


EXCEPTION: Where vandalism is a consideration, a fixed shower head located at 48 in (1220 mm) above the ground shall be permitted in place of a hand-held shower spray unit.


1011.8 Viewing Scopes.  Eyepieces on viewing scopes shall be 43 inches (1090 mm) minimum and 51 inches (1295 mm) maximum above the ground.


 


1012 Parking Spaces Within Camping Units and Picnic Units and Pull-Up Spaces at Dump Stations


1012.1 General.  Parking spaces within camping units and picnic units with mobility features and pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles at dump stations shall comply with 1012.


1012.2 Recreational Vehicles.  Parking spaces and pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles shall be 20 feet (6100 mm) wide minimum.


EXCEPTION:  Where two adjacent parking spaces are provided for recreational vehicles, one parking space shall be permitted to be 16 feet (4880 mm) wide minimum.


1012.3 Other Vehicles.  Parking spaces for vehicles, other than recreational vehicles, shall be 16 feet (4880 mm) wide minimum.


EXCEPTION:  Where two adjacent parking spaces are provided for vehicles, other than recreational vehicles, one parking space shall be permitted to be 8 feet (2440 mm) wide minimum.


1012.4 Surface.  The surface of parking spaces and pull-up spaces shall be firm and stable.


1012.5 Slope.  The slope of the surface of parking spaces and pull-up spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1013 Tent Pads and Tent Platforms


1013.1 General.  Tent pads and tent platforms shall comply with 1013.


EXCEPTION:  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1013, the tent pad and tent platform shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


Advisory 1013.1 General.  Tent pads and tent platforms are defined spaces with prepared surfaces for setting up and securing tents.


1013.2 Clear Ground Space.  Clear ground space complying with 1013.2 shall be provided on all usable sides of tent pads and tent platforms.


1013.2.1 Size.  The clear ground space shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) wide minimum.


1013.2.2 Surface.  The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.  The surface shall allow use of tent stakes and other tent securement devices.


1013.3 Slope.  The slope of the surface of tent pads, tent platforms, and clear ground spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION: Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted where necessary for drainage.


1013.4 Height.  Tent platforms shall be 19 inches (485 mm) high maximum measured from the clear ground space to the tent platform surface.


 


1014 Camp Shelters


1014.1 General.  Camp shelters shall comply with 1014.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1014, the camp shelter shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
2. Camp shelters shall not be required to comply with 307.


1014.2 Entrance. Camp shelters shall provide an entrance complying with 1014.2.1 or 1014.2.2.


1014.2.1 Transfer Access. Where transfer access is provided at the entrance to a camp shelter, the entrance shall comply with 1014.2.1.


1014.2.1.1 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space shall be provided at the entrance to the camp shelter.  The clear ground space shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum and shall be positioned for a parallel approach to the camp shelter.  One full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


1014.2.1.1.1 Surface.  The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.


1014.2.1.1.2 Slope.  The slope of the surface of the clear ground space shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted where necessary for drainage.


1014.2.1.2 Floor Height. The camp shelter floor at the entrance shall be 19 inches (485 mm) high maximum measured from the clear ground space.


1014.2.2 Roll-in Access. Where roll-in access is provided at the entrance to a camp shelter, the entrance shall comply with 1014.2.2.


1014.2.2.1 Level or Sloped Entry Route. Camp shelters providing roll-in access shall have a level or sloped entry route complying 1016 or 1017, as applicable.


1014.2.2.2 Turning Space.  A turning space complying with 304.3 shall be provided within the camp shelter.


1014.3 Floor. The floor within camp shelters shall comply with 1014.3.


1014.3.1 Surface. The floor surface shall be firm and stable.


1014.3.2 Slope. The slope of the floor surface shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the floor surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1015 Viewing Areas


1015.1 General.  Viewing areas shall comply with 1015.


EXCEPTION:  In alterations, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1015, the viewing area shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


1015.2 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space shall be provided at each distinct viewing location.  The clear ground space shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum and shall be positioned for either a forward or parallel approach to the viewing location.  One full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


1015.3 Viewing Space.  Each distinct viewing location shall provide a viewing space adjacent to the clear ground space required by 1015.2 through which the point of interest is viewable. The viewing space shall be 32 inches (815 mm) maximum and 51 inches (1295 mm) minimum high above the ground and shall extend the full width of the clear ground space.


EXCEPTION:  Guards or similar safety barriers shall be permitted to obstruct the viewing space to the extent the obstruction is necessary for the guard or safety barrier to serve its intended purpose.


1015.4 Turning Space.  A turning space complying with 304.3 shall be provided within viewing areas.


1015.5 Surface.  The surface of clear ground spaces and turning spaces shall be firm and stable.


1015.6 Slope.  The slope of the surface of clear ground spaces and turning spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1016 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes


1016.1 General.  Outdoor recreation access routes shall comply with 1016.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  In alterations to existing camping facilities, picnic facilities, and trailheads, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1016 on a portion of an outdoor recreation access route, the portion of the outdoor recreation access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
2.  At viewing areas, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance on a portion of an outdoor recreation access route with a specific provision in 1016, the portion of the outdoor recreation access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
3.  Where outdoor recreation access routes are provided within vehicular ways, outdoor recreation access routes shall not be required to comply with 1016.4, 1016.7, and 1016.8.


1016. 2 Surface.  The surface of outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


1016.3 Clear Width. The clear width of outdoor recreation access routes shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1016.4 Passing Spaces.  Outdoor recreation access routes with a clear width less than 60 inches (1525 mm) shall provide passing spaces complying with 1016.4 at intervals of 200 feet (61 m) maximum.  Passing spaces and resting intervals shall be permitted to overlap.


Advisory 1016.4 Passing Spaces.  Entities should consider providing either a 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum clear width on outdoor recreation access routes or passing spaces at shorter intervals if the clear width is less than 60 inches (1525 mm), where the route is:


· Heavily used or adjoins elements, space, or facilities that are heavily used; or


· A boardwalk or otherwise not at the same level as the ground surface adjoining the route.


1016.4.1 Size.  The passing space shall be either:


1. 


1. A space 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum; or


2. The intersection of two outdoor recreation access routes providing a T-shaped space complying with 304.3.2 where the base and the arms of the T-shaped space extend 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum beyond the intersection.  Vertical alignment at the intersection of the outdoor recreation access routes that form the T-shaped space shall be nominally planar.


Advisory 1016.4.1 Size. Where the passing space is the intersection of two outdoor recreation access routes, the intersection must be as flat as possible so that all of the wheels of a mobility device touch the ground when turning into and out of the passing space.


1016.5 Obstacles. Obstacles on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 1 inch (25 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1016.5 Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of joints in concrete, asphalt, or board surfaces can be obstacles.  Natural features such as tree roots and rocks on outdoor recreation access routes can also be obstacles.  Where an outdoor recreation access route is provided within a vehicular way, traffic calming devices can be obstacles.  Where possible, obstacles that cross the full width of outdoor recreation access routes should be separated by a distance of 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1016.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of outdoor recreation access routes shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1016.6 Openings.  Spaces between the boards in a boardwalk and drainage grates are examples of openings.  Where possible, drainage grates should be located outside the minimum clear width of the outdoor recreation access route. Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1016.7 Slopes.  The slopes of outdoor recreation access routes shall comply with 1016.7.


1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  The running slope of any segment of an outdoor recreation access route shall not be steeper than 1:10 (10%).  
Where the running slope of a segment of an outdoor recreation access route is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1016.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1016.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Outdoor Recreation Access Route Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			50 feet (15 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)








Advisory 1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. Where running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1016.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION: Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1016.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1016.8.


1016.8.1 Length.  The resting interval length shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) long minimum.


1016.8.2 Width.  Where resting intervals are provided within an outdoor recreation access route, resting intervals shall be at least as wide as the widest segment of the outdoor recreation access route leading to the resting interval. Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to an outdoor recreation access route, the resting interval shall be 36 inches (915 mm) wide minimum.


1016.8.3 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have slopes not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1016.8.4 Turning Space.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to an outdoor recreation access route, a turning space complying with 304.3.2 shall be provided.  
Vertical alignment between the outdoor recreation access route, turning space, and resting interval shall be nominally planar.


1016.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1016.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


 


1017 Trails


1017.1 General.  Trails shall comply with 1017.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1017 on a portion of a trail, the portion of the trail shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.  
2.  After applying Exception 1, when an entity determines that it is impracticable for the entire trail to comply with 1017, the trail shall not be required to comply with 1017. 


Advisory 1017.1 General Exception 2.  An entity must apply Exception 1 before using Exception 2.  The entity should consider the portions of the trail that can and cannot fully comply with the specific provisions in 1017 and the extent of compliance where full compliance cannot be achieved when determining whether it would be impracticable for the entire trail to comply with 1017.  The determination is made on a case-by-case basis. Federal agencies must document the basis for their determination when using Exceptions 1 or 2, and must notify the Access Board when using Exception 2. See F201.4.1.


1017.2 Surface.  The surface of trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


Advisory 1017.2 Surface.  A firm trail surface resists deformation by indentations. A stable trail surface is not permanently affected by expected weather conditions and can sustain normal wear and tear from the expected uses between planned maintenance.


1017.3 Clear Tread Width. The clear tread width of trails shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1017.4 Passing Spaces.  Trails with a clear tread width less than 60 inches (1525 mm) shall provide passing spaces complying with 1017.4 at intervals of 1000 feet (300 m) maximum.  Where the full length of a trail does not fully comply with 1017, a passing space shall be located at the end of the trail segment that fully complies with 1017. Passing spaces and resting intervals shall be permitted to overlap.


Advisory 1017.4 Passing Spaces. Entities should consider providing either a 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum clear tread width or passing spaces at shorter intervals if the clear tread width is less than 60 inches (1525 mm), where a trail is: 
• Heavily used; or 
• A boardwalk or otherwise not at the same level as the ground surface adjoining the trail.
Where the full length of the trail does not fully comply with 1017, locating a passing space at the end of the trail segment that fully complies with 1017 enables a person who uses a mobility device to turn and exit the trail.


1017.4.1 Size.  The passing space shall be either:


1. 


1. A space 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum; or


2. The intersection of two trails providing a T-shaped space complying with 304.3.2 where the base and the arms of the T-shaped space extend 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum beyond the intersection. Vertical alignment at the intersection of the trails that form the T-shaped space shall be nominally planar.


Advisory 1017.4.1 Size. Where the passing space is the intersection of two trails, the intersection must be as flat as possible so that all of the wheels of a mobility device touch the ground when turning into and out of the passing space.


1017.5 Tread Obstacles.  Tread obstacles on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, tread obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 2 inches (50 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1017.5 Tread Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of joints in concrete, asphalt, or board surfaces can be tread obstacles.  Natural features such as tree roots and rocks within the trail tread can also be tread obstacles.  Where possible, tread obstacles that cross the full width of the trail tread should be separated by a distance of 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1017.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1017.6 Openings.  Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1017.7 Slopes.  The slopes of trails shall comply with 1017.7.


1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Not more than 30 percent of the total length of a trail shall have a running slope steeper than 1:12 (8.33%). The running slope of any segment of a trail shall not be steeper than 1:8 (12%).  Where the running slope of a segment of a trail is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1017.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1017.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Trail Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			200 feet (61 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)





			1:10 (10%)


			1:8 (12%)


			10 feet (3050 mm)








Advisory 1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes on trails are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. Where running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1017.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall be not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1017.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1017.8.


1017.8.1 Length.  The resting interval length shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) long minimum.


1017.8.2 Width.  Where resting intervals are provided within the trail tread, resting intervals shall be at least as wide as the widest segment of the trail tread leading to the resting interval.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to the trail tread, the resting interval clear width shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1017.8.3 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have slopes not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1017.8.4 Turning Space.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to the trail tread, a turning space complying with 304.3.2 shall be provided.  Vertical alignment between the trail tread, turning space, and resting interval shall be nominally planar.


1017.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1017.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


1017.10 Trailhead Signs. Trail information signs at trailheads shall include the following:


1. Length of the trail or trail segment; 
2. Surface type; 
3. Typical and minimum tread width; 
4. Typical and maximum running slope; and 
5. Typical and maximum cross slope.


 


1018 Beach Access Routes


1018.1 General.  Beach access routes shall comply with 1018.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1018 on a portion of a beach access route, the portion of the beach access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable. 
2.  After applying Exception 1, when an entity determines that it is impracticable to provide a beach access route complying with 1018, a beach access route shall not be required. 
3.  Removable beach access routes shall not be required to comply with 1018.7, 1018.8, and 1018.10.


Advisory 1018.1 General Exception 2.  An entity must apply Exception 1 before using Exception 2. The entity should consider the portions of the beach access route that can and cannot fully comply with the specific provisions in 1018 and the extent of compliance where full compliance cannot be achieved to determine whether it would be impracticable to provide a beach access route complying with 1018.  The determination is made on a case-by-case basis. Federal agencies must document the basis for their determination when using Exceptions 1 or 2, and must notify the Access Board when using Exception 2. See F201.4.1.


1018.2 Connections.  Beach access routes shall connect an entry point to the beach to the:


1. High tide level at tidal beaches; 
2. Mean high water level at river beaches; or 
3. Normal recreation water level at lake, pond, and reservoir beaches.


1018.3 Surface.  The surface of beach access routes and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


1018.4 Clear Width.  The clear width of beach access routes shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum.


EXCEPTION:  At dune crossings, the clear width of beach access routes that are not removable shall be permitted to be reduced to 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1018.5 Obstacles.  Obstacles on beach access routes and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 1 inch (25 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1018.5 Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of boards on a beach access route or removable sections of a beach access route can be obstacles.


1018.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of beach access routes and resting intervals shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1018.6 Openings.  Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1018.7 Slopes.  The slopes of beach access routes shall comply with 1018.7.


1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  The running slope of any segment of a beach access route shall not be steeper than 1:10 (10%).  Where the running slope of a segment of a beach access route is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1018.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1018.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Beach Access Route Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			50 feet (15 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)








Advisory 1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes on beach access routes are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. When running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1018.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1018.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1018.8.


1018.8.1 Size.  Resting intervals shall be 60 inches minimum (1525 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum.


1018.8.2 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have a slope not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1018.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on beach access routes and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1018.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on beach access routes and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


1018.10 Dune Crossings.  Where the slope of a beach access route at a dune crossing is steeper than 1:20 (5%), handrails complying with 505 and curbs or barriers shall be provided. The curbs or barriers shall prevent the passage of a 2 inch (50 mm) diameter sphere, where any portion of the sphere is within 2 inches (50 mm) of the crossing surface.


 


1019 Conditions for Exceptions


1019.1 General.  Exceptions to specific provisions in 1011, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, and 1018 shall be permitted when an entity determines that any of the following conditions does not permit full compliance with the provision:


1. Compliance is not practicable due to terrain. 
2. Compliance cannot be accomplished with the prevailing construction practices. 
3. Compliance would fundamentally alter the function or purpose of the facility or the setting. 
4. Compliance is limited or precluded by any of the following laws, or by decisions or opinions issued or agreements executed pursuant to any of the following laws:


· Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.);


· National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.);


· National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.);


· Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1131 et seq.); or


· Other federal, state, or local law the purpose of which is to preserve threatened or endangered species; the environment; or archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features.


Advisory 1019.1 General.  Exceptions in the following sections require compliance to the extent practicable when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision: 
• 1011.2 Exception (clear ground space in alterations to outdoor constructed features); 
• 1013.2 Exception (any provision for tent pads and tent platforms); 
• 1014.1 Exception 1 (any provision for camp shelters); 
• 1015.1 Exception (any provision in alterations to viewing areas); 
• 1016.1 Exception 1 (any provision for outdoor recreation access routes in alterations to existing camping facilities, picnic facilities, and trailheads);
• 1016.1 Exception 2 (any provision for outdoor recreation access routes at viewing areas);
• 1017.1 Exception 1 (any provision for trails); and 
• 1018.1 Exception 1 (any provision for beach access routes).

Entities should consider all design options before using the exceptions. On outdoor recreation access routes, trails, and beach access routes, the exceptions apply only on the portion of the route where the condition applies.  The outdoor recreation access route, trail, or beach access route is required to fully comply with the provisions in 1016, 1017, and 1018, as applicable, at all other portions of the route where the conditions do not apply. There are additional exceptions that apply to an entire trail or beach access route in 1017.1 and 1018.1.

Condition 4 allows the following to be a basis for using the exceptions:
• Opinions issued by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the Endangered Species Act stating how a federal agency can implement an action without jeopardizing the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species, or destroying or adversely modifying the habitat of such species (16 U.S.C. 1536 (b) (3) (A)); 
• Decisions issued by a federal agency pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act in actions requiring environmental impact statements stating how it will avoid or minimize environmental harm (42 U.S.C. 4332; 40 CFR 1505.2);
• Agreements executed or decisions issued by a federal agency pursuant to National Historic Preservation Act stating how it will avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects on historical properties (16 U.S.C. 470f and 470h-2; 36 CFR 800.6 (b) (iv) and 800.7 (c) (4)); and 
• Provisions in the Wilderness Act that require federal agencies to preserve the wilderness character of designated wilderness areas and prohibit any structure or installation within such areas (16 U.S.C. 1131 (b) and (c)).

Condition 4 also applies where archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features are eligible for protection under federal, state, or local law.







ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection & Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users












depth) is $30.00 per linear foot.  DPW would be a good source for accurate pricing of asphalt
material in today’s market.  Extrapolating the figure gives us a rough estimate of $2,692,800 for 17
miles of trail.  I also included some other items in the scope of work to think about when considering
a construction estimate.  Like Jayne said this is all “to be determined”.
 
The second attachment are some guidelines to follow for handicap accessibility when designing a
trail.  The US Forest Service has an Accessibility Guidebook for Outdoor Recreation and Trails that
should be the “bible” for how we design the Yamhelas Trail.  We used this for designing the
Tammany Trace in Louisiana. 
 


As far as drainage mitigation.  Along the northern stretch of trial especially north of Cove
Orchard towards Gaston there will be issues with flooding.  There are some drainage
mitigation methods but each will be site specific.  Some mitigation includes:  catch basins,
storm water drain piping and trenching, storm water detention basins, outfalls and headwalls. 
All of these designs must be considered during the engineering phase of the master plan. 


 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Sunday, June 11, 2017 12:46 PM
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jayne Mercer <mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: YWT Questions
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FYI  ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 


From: Mikalie Frei 
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2017 3:33 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Questions
 
Questions during public comment that were not answered:
 


-          Is ADA factoring into the plans?
-          Plans to handle the drainage issues?


 
 
Questions written on cards:
 
Chris Mattson:


-          Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of
the grants as posted on the county website?


-          It was stated multiple times tonight by staff that Ken Wright will be offering an easement
instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Alice Patridge:
-          If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round


surveillance/safety/maintenance?
-          Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going


onto private property?
-          Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?
-          If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


 
Tom Hammer:


-          Do we get a formal hearing?
-          Do we get a binding ag study?


 
Doug Davis – surfing1951@gmail.com


-          What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?
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Jana Ellings: - janna.ellings@gmail.com


-          How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?
 
Jean Brethower:


-          What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from
vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail
property, and from damage to farm property?


-          Will right to farm laws be enforced?
-          Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
-          Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


 
 
Again, I am extremely sorry for what happened with the cards last night! And I’m even more sorry
that you have to listen to the comments and complaints after the fact!
 
 
Thank you,
 


Mikalie J. Frei
Paralegal
Yamhill County Counsel
434 NE Evans St.
McMinnville, OR 97128
freim@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: (503) 434-7502
Fax: (503) 434-7553
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: Update of County Website Link
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:54:11 PM
Attachments: YWT Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).pdf


Good afternoon!
 
Will you please replace the “YWT Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)“ document on the Project
Plans/Yamhelas Westsider Trail page with the attached PDF of the same name?
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the acquisition stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 
development will be? 
There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   
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Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 
Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. 
The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   
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How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 
Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 
This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  
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A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  



What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment. 
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Will right to farm laws be enforced?  
The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  



PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 
Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 
trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 
2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 
3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 



deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 
4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 



experience and improve accessibility 
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Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 



6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 
8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 
9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 



crushed shale rock and native soil 
10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 



rock 
11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 



impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 
Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 
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Do we get a formal hearing? 
The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 



Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 
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Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 
The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



  





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  
At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 
removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 
The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: 5-9-2018 FYWT agenda
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 8:48:05 AM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Hi All,


This is the agenda for today as it now stands. I think we have a lot to talk about. See you at 4.  Wayne
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mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com



FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  May 15th County Commissioner's Meeting – Stan Primozich





 


 2)  Open discussion with Carrie Martin & Brett Henry. 


						 


 3)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	4)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 5)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      6)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:19:17 PM
Attachments: Visit McMinnville Letter of Support.pdf


 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 10:07 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
 
Carrie – who should the letter to Travel Oregon confirming the grant match go to?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 7:52 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
 
We have a letter from them.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 7:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
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               Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com       Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



 



 



 



May 24, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 
 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 



 












 
Did we get letters from the Friends group?  I certainly hope so.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Travel Oregon Grant Application--FINAL DRAFT FOR REVIEW
 
I have attached the text for the Travel Oregon grant, along with the project budget, project timeline
(coming soon!), and letter of support from Visit McMinnville. In addition to these items, we will need
to submit the following online:
 


1.       Yamhill County W-9 Form (does this exist?)
2.       Additional letters of support (they all have to be included in a single pdf document)
3.       Matching fund letter (from you, stating the financial commitment of the $18,750 cash


match)
4.       Profit & Loss statement and Balance Sheet statement
5.       Proof of Federal Tax ID
6.       Board Order authorizing submission


 
I have asked Mike Barnhart for #4, but I thought I’d see if you have #1 and #5.
 
The reason this application is so disjointed is because it’s an online application portal that doesn’t
allow for printing uploaded documents. So I will have to wait until each piece is ready before I
upload.
 
cm
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 7:25:42 AM


We will hear back on this grant on July 23rd.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Travel Oregon Grants <administrator@grantinterface.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 2:10 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 


Dear Laura Tschabold,
Thank you for submitting your grant application for Travel Oregon's 2018-2020
Competitive Medium Grants.


This email serves as confirmation that your application has been received. The grants
team will review your submission and notify you if there are questions or needed
clarification on your project.


If you have additional questions, please contact Jessica Otjen at 503-967-1562



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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or Grants@TravelOregon.com. 


Sincerely,


Travel Oregon


Applicant Information
Laura Tschabold
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7501
tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us 


Organization: Yamhill County
Form Name: Application - 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants 
Process Name: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants
Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Grant Application - Project Timeline
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 5:13:28 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Project Timeline.docx


Here it is!
 
Just to recap: I will be in early tomorrow morning (Wednesday) to do another pass on the TGM grant
and then send it to you prior to leaving for my 10am-12pm appointment. When I return, I will make
final changes to the Travel Oregon document, upload all the pieces, and submit. I will then work on
re-drafting the Regional infrastructure Fund application from WVV and then submit that. Once you
have had a chance to do a final review of TGM, I will incorporate those changes in the online system
and submit that grant. J
 
See you tomorrow!
 
cm
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Travel Oregon Medium Grant


Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Project Timeline


			TASK


			DURATION


			START DATE


			COMPLETION DATE





			Award notification and Notice to Proceed


			


			


			7/23/18





			Signed contract due to Travel Oregon


			


			


			8/03/18





			Designate project coordinator


			


			7/23/18


			7/27/18





			Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)


			30 days


			7/30/18


			8/31/18





			Request for Proposals (RFP) Open


			30 days


			9/03/18


			10/03/18





			Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP)


			7 days


			9/03/18


			9/07/18





			Establish RFP review committee


			


			9/10/18


			10/03/18





			Review proposals and rank contractors


			7 days


			10/15/18


			10/19/18





			Make recommendation for contractors to Yamhill County 


Board of Commissioners


			


			10/23/18


			10/25/2018





			YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor


			


			


			10/25/18





			Notice to Proceed to Contractor


			


			


			11/01/18





			Kick-off Meeting with Contractor


			


			


			11/05/18





			Contractor Community Engagement


			


			


			01/04/19





			Mid-project report to Travel Oregon


			


			


			01/04/19





			30% Design Complete


			45 days


			


			2/20/19





			30% design submittal


			


			


			





			30% design approved by YC Board of Commissioners


			


			


			





			60% Design Complete


			60 days


			


			4/22/19





			60% design submittal


			


			


			





			60% design approved by YC Board of Commissioners


			


			


			





			Final Master Plan Document Complete


			60 days


			


			6/21/19





			Final design submittal


			


			


			





			Final design approved by YC Board of Commissioners


			


			


			





			Final project report to Travel Oregon


			


			


			7/23/19








Note: Task items in bold indicate project milestones







From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27:23 PM
Attachments: OPRD RTP 2018 YWT Bridge Construction Project_DRAFT 1.0.pdf


Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Oregon Parks & Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) 



PROJECT INFORMATION 



Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 



Brief Project Description: 



Project will provide funding for construction of a pedestrian bridge over the Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The project 
area is parallel to OR-47 and the first phase in developing the county’s first recreational trail. 



Project Start Date 06/01/2019 



Project End Date 12/31/2020 



Site Name:  Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Site City/Town/Area: Yamhill, Oregon 



Site County:  Yamhill County 



Site Description: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a 12.48-mile railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near 
the City of Yamhill 



Site Acreage: 0.73 acres 



Latitude: 45.3397799889449 



Longitude: -123.17173340507054 



FINANCIAL INFORMATION 



Requested Amount: $75,000.00  



Match Amount: $586,723.60  



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Grant %: 11.334037353360225 %  



Match %: 88.66596264663977 % 



  











 



Description Qty Unit $/Unit Cost Match Request Source of Funding 



Contractor Labor 1 Lump 
Sum $528,000.00 $528,000.00 $453,000.00 $75,000.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time: Project 
Manager 520 hours $46.76 $24,315.20 $24,315.20 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Construction 
Management and 
Inspection 



1 Lump 
Sum $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $0.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time:  
Legal Counsel 20 hours $87.92 $1,758.40 $1,758.40 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Staff Time: County 
Administrator 20 hours $107.50 $2,150.00 $2,150.00 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Totals $661,723.60 $586,723.60 $75,000.00  



 



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Total Match: $586,723.60  



Grant Funds  
Requested: $75,000.00 



SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 



Project Eligibility Category: Construction of new recreational trails 



Trail Users - Non-motorized (select all that apply) 



• ADA 
• Hiker 
• Bicycle 
• Mountain Bike 
• Equestrian 
• Snow Skiing 



  











 
Is a minimum of 5% of your project funding from a non-federal funding source (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Are your design, engineering, and/or permitting costs more than 15% of your budget (Yes or No)?  No 



Do you have the financial capacity to pay for expenses prior to submitting reimbursement requests to OPRD? Yes 



Is the project located on Federal Land (Yes or No)? No 



Has a decision been issued as part of the NEPA review process (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, list the date and type of document ODOT Program Categorical Exclusion Approval Document, 9/12/17 



Has Section 106 review been conducted (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, indicate whether SHPO concurrence has been received or whether the activity is covered under the land  
manager's existing SHPO programmatic agreement. SHPO concurrence was received on 8/25/2016 



Is the project located on Non-Federal land (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Which agencies have you received consultation forms from? ODFW, DEQ, DSL 



Have you received a RTP grant in the last 10 years (Yes or No)?  No 



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 



How will the project facilitate economic development? 



As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of 
economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) 
Bridge Construction project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and 
recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, 
largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill 
County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007.  



Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low 
per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. 
One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater 
transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area.  



The YWT Bridge Construction project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by 
creating phase one of the trail infrastructure that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to 
visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest 
number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic 
activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



PROJECT SCOPE AND PLAN 



What are you proposing to do? 



The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project will provide gap funding for the construction of a 
bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The bridge will be located along the future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail near the City of Yamhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 and is the first phase of development 
creating Yamhill County’s first multi-modal recreational trail. 



What trail standards or guidelines is the project utilizing? 



The design and construction of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges will be based on guidelines established by the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (ASHTO) and Oregon Department of Transportation 











How are you proposing to complete the work? 



In 2017, Yamhill County received a grant from Connect Oregon VI for the planning, design, and engineering of three bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges located between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT), and for the 
construction of the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. The proposed project is intended to provide gap funding for the 
construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge. Yamhill County is currently soliciting bids from contractors to provide the planning, design, 
and engineering services for the project, as well as construction management and inspection. As part of their construction 
management duties, this contractor will oversee the sub-contractor bid process and construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge from 
start to finish. Construction is scheduled to be completed by 4/22/2020. 



Why is the project being completed? 



When complete, the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities 
in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of 
agricultural products and equipment. The public benefits from this project are ample and revolve around transportation safety, 
non-highway regional connection, reduction of the number of bicycle and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county 
roads, creation of a safe route to local schools, supports public health and recreation, allows freight and motorist to travel without 
sharing narrow roadways with bicycles and pedestrians, and will be a strong economic development driver in Yamhill County. This 
project is consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and 
visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. 



PROJECT PLANNING & READINESS TO PROCEED 



What is the current level of design for the project? 



Bid documents ready 



ISSUES AND NEEDS 



Statewide Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the need for non-motorized trail projects connection 
towns/public places. 



Regional Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Region 3 priority of increasing the number of trails 
connecting towns/public places. 



Statewide Trail Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Statewide Trail Need for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



Local Funding Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Local Funding Needs for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



DEMONSTRATION OF PUBLIC SUPPORT 



Have you attached any letters of support for your project? Yes 



Describe how the trail project results in a well-designed, managed, and sustainable trail system. 



Yamhill County is pursuing the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail concurrent with the bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges project. The YWT Master Plan project will produce a comprehensive, multi-phasic, actionable plan that 
complies with all County TSPs, ordinances, and standards, and provides a detailed blueprint to guide the County, community 











stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies in the design, development, and implementation of a multi-modal 
transportation and recreation trail. This Plan shall include community outreach activities, mitigation strategies as identified in the 
2018 Farm Impact Findings, safety and security measurements, trail maintenance, methods to avoid/minimize environmental 
impact, and other means for protecting and enhancing the biological, cultural, and historic resources of the corridor. When 
complete, the Master Plan will be approved by the YC Board of Commissioners. 



SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN 



Other than letters of support, how else can you demonstrate public support for the project? Describe any public processes or 
public meetings that have taken place to receive input and gain support. 



The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, 
economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, 
Yamhill, and Gaston. Yamhill County has engaged the public in every stage of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail through public 
meetings, a charrette in 2016 that resulted in the YWT Concept Plan, public notices, a dedicated county webpage, direct mail, and 
one-on-one meetings. 



Does the land manager have permanent staff for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Does the land manager have dedicated funding for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Permanent Staff: Brett Henry, Parks and Work Crew Division Manager; 5.0 FTE work crew 



Seasonal Staff:  Park ranger 



Does the land manager partner with organizations that adopt/assist with trail maintenance? Yes 



If yes, identify those organizations and nature of the partnership(s) (MOU, informal, etc.). 



The project will be maintained by the county and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (nonprofit organization). The county 
will assist the group in maintaining the corridor primarily through the inmate labor work crew program. The FYWT are committed 
to long-term maintenance of the path and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going 
improvements to the path. Yamhill County is currently working to establish an MOU with the FYWT group. 



Does the land manager have an adopted trail management plan? 



No; Yamhill County is currently pursuing the development of a Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 



PROJECT URGENCY 



Describe how your project has an urgent need 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years 
ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, 
and neighbors. Yamhill County completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile contiguous corridor in November 2017, and has been 
working with ODOT staff to complete the planning, design, and engineering of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges according to the 
Connect Oregon VI timeline. Construction on the Stag Hollow Bridge is scheduled to being in June 2019, and the County will need 
to secure the gap funding necessary for the timely progression of this recreational trail project. 



 













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:16:03 AM


Thanks Carrie.


On Thursday, May 24, 2018, 7:14:17 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a
request of $56,250.


 


I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.


 


Carrie


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab <jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants


 


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


That is my memory as well.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


 


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,
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Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be
seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


 



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: Draft June 12, 2018 FYWT Agenda
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 6:57:54 PM
Attachments: June 2-12-2018 Agenda.odt


I am getting this out later than I had planned but If you have additions let me know.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


June 12, 2018


 4:30 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order











2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report





4.  Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance?Fund Raising  --Ken Wright





 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab





 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen





 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:


 1) Letters of endorsement and support  Ken & Wayne





 2) Grant updating-  Linda, Veronica & Ken





 3) Take away of Commissioner's Reconsideration vote








6.  New Business





						 1) Ron Baker Mountain Bike Group-  Veronica





 2) discussion on benefits of having representation at events such as the Bend trail Summit – Wayne





 3) Facebook “troll” strategy- Linda





 4)  Next newsletter – Linda




















7)  For the Good of the Order





 8)  Adjournment










From: Tori Middelstadt
To: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32:05 AM


Hi Carrie,


I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I do
not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who is also
receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 


Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?


Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so. Let
me know if you have any other questions.


Thanks!


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442 
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                            
OregonWineCountry.org


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 


Reference
#


13682789
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Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact
Phone
Number:


503-434-7501


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction.
When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link
between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country,
while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the
movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will be
consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and
Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides
access to all residents and visitors to Yamhill County, and accommodates a
wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate
and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands
transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe
and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism
and economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land
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uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:26:40 AM
Attachments: image003.png


Looks good to me.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 9:06 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Here’s what I have (400 characters):
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this
application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31,
2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-
173; vote 2 to 1)
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 8:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
I think a combo of #3 and #4:
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On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application.
(BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Which do you like best?
 
1.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this application,
w/ the majority of the board voting in the affirmative.
2.  A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.
3.  On x date, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this
application. (B.O. 08-xxx)
4.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners approved the authorization of the submission of this
application. (BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Ken Friday; Brett Henry; Carrie Martin; Matt Vogt; Mikalie Frei
Subject: YWT Time Tracker
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 8:53:32 AM


Good morning – just sending a friendly reminder for everyone to update hours spent working on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project in the Trail Time Tracker for the last several months though today -
if you haven’t already done so.
 
Remember that if you try to open the spreadsheet and it says that it is already in use, you’ll have to
close out and go back again when someone else isn’t accessing it.
 
Please let Carrie know when your hours have been updated so she knows that the spreadsheet is
current. 
 
Thanks very much!
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: 5-9-2018 FYWT agenda
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 8:48:05 AM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Hi All,


This is the agenda for today as it now stands. I think we have a lot to talk about. See you at 4.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  May 15th County Commissioner's Meeting – Stan Primozich





 


 2)  Open discussion with Carrie Martin & Brett Henry. 


						 


 3)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	4)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 5)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      6)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: Draft June 12, 2018 FYWT Agenda
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 6:57:54 PM
Attachments: June 2-12-2018 Agenda.odt


I am getting this out later than I had planned but If you have additions let me know.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


June 12, 2018


 4:30 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order











2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report





4.  Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance?Fund Raising  --Ken Wright





 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab





 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen





 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:


 1) Letters of endorsement and support  Ken & Wayne





 2) Grant updating-  Linda, Veronica & Ken





 3) Take away of Commissioner's Reconsideration vote








6.  New Business





						 1) Ron Baker Mountain Bike Group-  Veronica





 2) discussion on benefits of having representation at events such as the Bend trail Summit – Wayne





 3) Facebook “troll” strategy- Linda





 4)  Next newsletter – Linda




















7)  For the Good of the Order





 8)  Adjournment










From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Brett Henry
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 11:09:36 AM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_5.03.18_cm-ts.docx


Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	






Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  






How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 


What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.






Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 


PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility






Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.






Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.


Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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From: Carrie Martin
To: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H
Cc: Christo Brehm; Jean Crowther
Subject: RE: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 7:21:17 AM


Good morning, all!
 
I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just wanted to
check in with the group to see how things are progressing.
 
Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing guidelines
and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo and Jean, we just
need to have a sense of the dollars involved.
 
Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt Family
Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a master plan
project, so I’ll keep you posted.
 
Thanks for all your help!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
 
This is the one I never heard back on.
 
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
 
Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!
 
We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board,
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so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to promote the trail
both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local destination marketing
organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we are hopeful there will
be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media, email list, etc.  We would
want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And maybe some events?  And we
are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other trails.  
 
The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  
 
Is that enough info?
 
Thank you, 
 
Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.
 
Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a
better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they
can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is
there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing campaign you
have in mind?
 
As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the
project forward.
 
---Christo
 
 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  
 
 
On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of
the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.
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I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample
master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist
Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 








From: BLAIR Andrew
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Subject: K18332 - Yamhelas Westsider Trail - Monthly Progress Report and revised Schedule
Date: Thursday, June 14, 2018 8:03:50 AM


Hi Carrie,
 
I was going to call but wanted to convey that in addition to Yamhill Co. needing to do a new
schedule for this project (typically in Microsoft Project, or other Gantt chart software – something
which your consultant may also provide) which ought to include ODOT’s review activities, and the
comprehensive scope for the entire project (as had been expressed initially in the ConnectOregon
application), we would like to request the Monthly Progress Report (MPR). As you probably are
already aware the MPR is generally due by the first Wednesday of every month. The MPR may also
be included as an activity on the schedule.
 
The difficulty with managing schedules is first starting off with the most general activities and
developing fragnets for those which ‘roll up’ into the main activities. In my mind those main activities
are possibly fitting under such major activities as: Grant Administration, Compliance and Permitting,
Field Work, Design, Reviews, and Inspections. However, this is not ODOT’s responsibility.
Nonetheless, deliverables with respect to such major activities can then be placed on the Ghant
chart and their respective interdependencies, sequential order, durations, and costs can be
predicted, and adjusted as needed, to reflect actual project status, and critical path.
 
Looking forward to your continued contributions for this project, Carrie. I know working with new
people can be a challenge, but I would sincerely like to be considered as someone who can be a
resource to the project, rather than an annoying reminder. So, please don’t hesitate to call or email.
 
Kind Regards,
 
 
Andrew J. Blair
ODOT Transportation Project Manager
503-986-2681 (desk)
503-509-3067 (mobile)
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From: Help Desk
To: Carrie Martin; Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: YC Website Link--UPDATE
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:58:42 AM


I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:01 AM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YC Website Link--UPDATE
 
Good morning!
 
Will you please replace the document attached to the following link with the attached document?
 
Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant
(Acquisition)
Application
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: QBS RFP for ConnectOregon VI -- DRAFT
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 10:00:31 AM
Attachments: COVI QBS RFP Engineering and Design Contract_6.08.18.rtf
Importance: High


Sorry! Forgot to add the attachment!
 
cm
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2018 7:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: QBS RFP for ConnectOregon VI -- DRAFT
Importance: High
 
Good morning!
 
Christian provided me with a template they have used for past Qualification Based Selection (QBS)
RFP processes, and I have modified it to meet the requirements of the ConnectOregon VI
engineering/design contract. I have highlighted the words and sections that I have made changes to,
or which I am just bringing attention to for confirmation of content. I have also modified the
contractor schedule slightly so our delays in getting the RFP out will be made up during the length of
the contract.
 
My proposed modified schedule is:
 


·         Notice to the Public:  Monday, June 11, 2018
·         QBS RFP Opens:  Friday, June 15, 2018
·         Question pertaining to QBS RFP must be received by:  Friday, June 29, 2018 @ 4:00 p.m.
·         QBS RFP Proposals Due: Friday, July 13, 2018 @ 4:00 p.m. (30 days)
·         Contract Negotiation: July, 24, 2018 (45-days from Notice)
·         Anticipated Contract Award: Friday, August 3, 2018
·         Final Engineering and Design: Monday, December 24, 2018
·         Environmental Permits: Thursday, January 31, 2019
·         Construction Complete: Wednesday, April 1, 2020
·         Construction Management/Inspection Complete: Wednesday, April 22, 2020


 
Let me know your thoughts on changes/additions! Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
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YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON





REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS





for





CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES


_______________________________________


_______________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail:  Final Design of Three Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridges, Construction of Stagg Hollow Bridge, and Construction Management/Inspection











Single Point of Contact for questions:


Carrie Martin, Grants & Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners


434 NE Evans Street


McMinnville, OR  97128


503-474-4991


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us








MAIL OR RETURN RESPONSE TO:


Carrie Martin, Grants & Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners


535 NE Fifth Street


McMinnville, OR  97128








ORIGINAL AND TEN (10) COPIES OF PROPOSALS MUST BE PHYSICALLY RECEIVED 


AT THE YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERR OFFICE


NO LATER THAN 4:00 P.M. ON FRIDAY, JULY 13, 2018NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)





Notice is hereby given that Yamhill County (“County” or Agency), through its County Engineer, will receive sealed proposals per specifications until 4:00 P.M. on Friday, July 13, 2018 for 





CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES


Yamhelas Westsider Trail:  Final Design of Three Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridges, 


Construction of Stagg Hollow Bridge, and Construction Management/Inspection


No proposals will be received or considered after that time.





Yamhill County is seeking proposals from qualified Engineering Firms for Consulting Engineering Services (“Engineer” or “Consultant”) during investigation, design and construction of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridge project listed above.  The Consultant shall design and provide engineering services during construction of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Final Design of Three Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridges, Construction of Staff Hollow Bridge, and Construction Management/Inspection hereinafter referred to as “Project.” The Project location and approximate limits are shown on the map marked “Exhibit A,” attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. 





RFP packets are available from the Yamhill County Commissioners, 434 NE Evans, McMinnville, OR  97128 telephone (503) 434-7502.  Sealed proposals are to be submitted to the Yamhill County Commissioners Office, ATTN: Carrie Martin at the above address.  The entire RFP packet must be returned with the proposal.  Sealed proposals will be opened at the Yamhill County Commissioners Office, Conference Room, at 434 NE Evans, McMinnville, OR.  The County will complete an evaluation process of all proposals meeting the criteria defined in this RFP. 





The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any and all proposals not in compliance with all prescribed procedures and requirements, reject for good cause any and all proposals upon the finding that it is in the public interest to do so and waive any and all minor informalities or cancel this solicitation.  Questions regarding this RFP must be received by Friday, June 29, 2018 at 4:00 p.m., and should be addressed to Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager, (503) 474-4991.














___________________________________


CARRIE MARTIN


Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager


June 15, 2018






SECTION 1


PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND INFORMATION








1.1. 	The Project shall be developed in conformance with the current edition of “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets” by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). For non-highway projects Agency shall use applicable AASHTO standards. For bridge projects, the following standard specifications apply: 


a. AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (most current version). 


b. AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (most current version). 


c. State of Oregon, Department of Transportation (“ODOT” or “State”) Bridge Section Load Rating Procedures. Use Tier 2 (LRFR) for bridges designed using Load Resistance Factor Design. 





The Consultant shall, at Project completion and prior to final payment provide to the County for review and approval: 


a. Final Project completion Inspection form No. 734-5063 (completed with State’s Project Manager); 


b. Final Cost; 


The following information shall be received within ninety (90) days of the issuance of Second Notification. Agency must submit the following information electronically for any bridge project to State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer and email bridge@odot.state.or.us: 





c. As-Constructed Drawings (signed, final copy containing final construction notes); 





d. Structural Analysis Information (if applicable); 





e. Foundation Report; 





f. Hydraulic Report including Scour Analysis; 





g. Pile Records and drill logs (if applicable); 





h. Final Load Rating calculation with a stamped report with a CD containing all electronic files to the State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer; 





i. Provide a draft notice to the State’s Bridge Inventory Engineer at Richard.J.King@odot.state.or.us, and bridge@odot.state.or.us so the initial inspection can be scheduled; and 





j. Attend, as the County’s technical representative, the Inspection with State’s Project Manager as required under Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County, State’s Region Senior Structural Designer, or State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer. 





1.2  	Consultant shall present invoices for the eligible, actual costs incurred by consultant on behalf of the Project to the County prior to submittal to State's Project Manager for review and approval. Such invoices shall be in a form identifying the Project, Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County, the Project phase (such as preliminary engineering, right of way and construction), the invoice number or the account number or both, and will itemize all expenses for which reimbursement is claimed. Invoices shall not be presented for periods of less than one month, based on actual expenses incurred, and must clearly specify the percentage of completion of the Project. A Project progress report or summary shall be submitted with all invoices that describes work accomplished for the period being invoiced and work expected for the next invoicing period. All travel expenses shall be reimbursed in accordance with the current State of Oregon Department of Administrative Services’ rates. 





1.3	Consultant shall submit, prior to final payment, required bridge plans, reports, and documentation to the County, and to the State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer, using an electronic files package: MicroStation file and PDF file output that shows all red-line as-constructed markups of plan sheets (and additional files listed below, if applicable to the Project). The Project shall follow the file naming convention required in the Bridge Design and Drafting Manual located at: 


http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_Design_&_Drafting_Manual" http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_Design_&_Drafting_Manual. 





			In the “AsConstructedPlans” folder on State’s FTP directory (available at the following link): ftp://ftp.odot.state.or.us/AsConstructedPlans/, the Consultant in the County’s name, shall create a subfolder under the “Bridge” folder using the bridge numbers shown in Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County for each bridge for the subfolder name. Agency shall place the PDF files in these folders, including: 








			11 inch x 17 inch PDF plan sheets stamped and signed – as-constructed markups, containing final construction notes. 








· 	Agency shall also place copies in same FTP folder of the following reports/records identified in Agency Obligations, paragraph 3 of Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.. 





			Agency shall send email notification to State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer Holly.M.WINSTON@odot.state.or.us and to the bridge@odot.state.or.us mailbox after placing files on FTP site (include link to applicable FTP subfolder in email).








1.4  	If changes are required in the Project scope, schedule or budget the County will be required to obtain approval from the State’s Bridge STIP Coordinator and the State’s Bridge Engineer.  The Consultant will, in coordination with County, prepare Project Change Request(s) (PCR) as specified in paragraphs 1.4 a-f, below (and in accordance with Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County). .  No costs attributable to changes in Project Scope, schedule or budget shall be incurred prior to State’s approval of the PCR and amendment to the agreement resulting from this RFP and amendment to Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.





a. Scope – A PCR is required for any significant change or reduction in the scope of work described in the Project Description (paragraph 1 of Terms of Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.). 





b. Schedule – A PCR is required if Agency or State’s contact anticipates that any Project Milestone will be delayed by more than ninety (90) days, and also for any change in schedule that will require amendment of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). 





c. Budget – The Project’s estimated budget is used for determining the level of compensation for completed work. Increases or decreases in the budget which require a STIP amendment also require the submission of a PCR to the State’s Regional Local Agency Liaison. 





d. PCR requests that result in Project cost increases that are equal to or less than twenty (20) percent of the total estimated Project cost or $200,000, whichever amount is less, can be approved by the State Bridge Engineer. Such amendments can be approved and entered into by the State Bridge Engineer, subject to any applicable State approvals. 





e. PCR requests that result in a Project cost increase in excess of twenty (20) percent of the total estimated Project cost or $200,000, whichever amount is greater, must be approved by the State Bridge Engineer and the Local Agency Bridge Selection Committee with a majority vote. Such amendments must be executed by the same officials who executed the original agreement, and are subject to any applicable State approvals. 





f. PCR Form – County must submit all change requests, The Consultant shall assist by filling out for review and approval PCR Form 734-2851. The PCR Form is due no later than thirty (30) days after the need for change becomes known to County. The PCR shall explain what change is being requested, the reasons for the change, and any efforts to mitigate the change. A PCR may be rejected at the discretion of State’s Bridge Engineer.  The fillable PCR form and its instructions are available at the following web site: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/AT/Pages/Forms_Applications.aspx" http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/AT/Pages/Forms_Applications.aspx





1.5	Consultant, shall conduct the necessary preliminary engineering and design work required to produce final plans, specifications and cost estimates in accordance with current state and federal laws and regulations; provide technical assistance to County to obtain all required permits; be responsible for coordinating all utility relocations; provide all documentation to County to advertise for bid proposals; provide technical assistance interpreting plans and specifications during bidding process and assist County  in the award of all contracts; perform all construction engineering; review and recommend action on any construction change orders, and review and recommend payment of all contractor payments required to complete the Project. 





1.6	Consultant shall acquire all necessary right of way in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended, ORS Chapter 35 and the State Right of Way Manual. 





1.7  	Consultant shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, executive orders and ordinances applicable to the work under the resulting agreement, including, without limitation, the provisions of ORS 279C.505, 279C.515, 279C.520, 279C.530 and 279B.270 incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Agency expressly agrees to comply with (i) Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964; (ii) Title V and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; (iii) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and ORS 659A.142; (iv) all regulations and administrative rules established pursuant to the foregoing laws; and (v) all other applicable requirements of federal and state civil rights and rehabilitation statutes, rules and regulations. 





1.8	Consultant shall perform the services under the resulting agreement as an independent contractor and shall be exclusively responsible for all costs and expenses related to its employment of individuals to perform the work under the resulting agreement including, but not limited to, retirement contributions, workers compensation, unemployment taxes, and state and federal income tax withholdings. 





1.9       All employers, including Consultant, that employ subject workers who work under the resulting  agreement in the State of Oregon shall comply with ORS 656.017 and provide the required Workers’ Compensation coverage unless such employers are exempt under ORS 656.126. Employers Liability insurance with coverage limits of not less than $500,000 must be included. Consultant shall ensure that each of its subcontractors complies with these requirements. 





1.10	This RFP will become part of the resulting agreement between County and the selected contractor(s). The contractor(s) will be bound to perform according to the terms of this RFQ, their Proposal(s), and the terms of the resulting agreement. 






***











1.11  Scope of Work/Design





1.11.1	The objective of this Project is to investigate and produce final plans to the "Oregon Standard Specifications for Highway Construction.".   The Project shall be developed in conformance with the current edition of “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets” by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). For non-highway projects Agency shall use applicable AASHTO standards. For bridge projects, the following standard specifications apply: 





a. AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (most current version). 


b. AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (most current version). 


c. ODOT Bridge Section Load Rating Procedures. Use Tier 2 (LRFR) for bridges designed using Load Resistance Factor Design. 





1.11.2	The scope of work to be performed by the Engineer (herein “Engineer” or “Consultant”) shall include all engineering services relating to the location and design of the Project, but not limited to the following:





	a.	Coordinate and attend County/Consultant meetings.


	b.	Field surveys, if required.


	c.	Hydrologic studies and reports.


	d.	Environmental documentation.


	e.	Permit applications.


	f.	Location and design.


	g.	Utility relocation and coordination.


	h.	Prepare legal descriptions for any right-of-way to be acquired, if any.


	i.	Right of Way acquisition services.


	j.	Construction staking for construction.


k.	Preparation of final plans sufficient for submission to ODOT Bridge Section including:





			Final Project completion Inspection form No. 734-5063 (completed with State’s Project Manager); 


			Final Cost; 





As-Constructed Drawings (signed, final copy containing final construction notes); 


Structural Analysis Information (if applicable);


Foundation Report;


Hydraulic Report including Scour Analysis;


Pile Records and drill logs (if applicable);


Final Load Rating calculation with a stamped report with a CD containing all electronic files to the State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer;


			Notify State’s Bridge Inventory Engineer at Richard.J.King@odot.state.or.us, and bridge@odot.state.or.us so the initial inspection can be scheduled; and


			Inspection with State’s Project Manager under the resulting agreement, State’s Region Senior Structural Designer, or State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer.





1.12  Design Criteria.





1.12.1	The County shall designate the basic premises and criteria for design of the Project.  Plans shall be developed in accordance with the design standards published by AASHTO and ODOT which pertain to the type of facility proposed.  The most recent design standards adopted by AASHTO shall govern the design of the Project.  Standard drawings published by the State shall be used as a guide in all cases where they fit design conditions.  All specifications for the Project shall be in substantial compliance with the "Oregon Standard Specification for Highway Construction" and modified by the "Special Provisions" as necessary.





1.12.2	Title sheets, typical section sheets, pipe data sheets, and "Federal-Aid" plan and profile sheets may be obtained from the State Central Stores.  The "Oregon Standard Specifications for Highway Construction", the "Standard Drawings.”





1.12.3	Construction plans shall conform to standard practices of ODOT for plans prepared by its own staff.  Procedures shall be consistent with the provisions of the current editions of the various manuals pertaining to design which are published or endorsed by ODOT and FHWA.  The Engineer shall make such minor changes, modifications, or revisions in the details of the work as may be required by the County.  When alternatives are considered, the County shall have the right of selection.





1.12.4	The County reserves the right to initiate conferences with the Engineer to review the work in progress.  At a minimum, conferences will be arranged prior to proceeding with any work on the Project upon completion of the field survey work and prior to proceeding with final design.  Upon completion of final design, the Engineer shall submit the final plans, specifications, special provisions, and Engineer's cost estimates to the County.





1.13  Documents Furnished by Engineer.





1.13.1	Consultant shall submit, prior to final payment, required bridge plans, reports, and documentation to the County, State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer, using an electronic files package: MicroStation file and PDF file output that shows all red-line as-constructed markups of plan sheets (and additional files listed below, if applicable to the Project). The Project shall follow the file naming convention required in the Bridge Design and Drafting Manual located at: 


http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_" http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_Design_&_Drafting_Manual. 


			In the “AsConstructedPlans” folder on State’s FTP directory (available at the following link): ftp://ftp.odot.state.or.us/AsConstructedPlans/, the Consultant shall create, in the County’s name, a subfolder under the “Bridge” folder using the bridge numbers shown in the resulting agreement for each bridge for the subfolder name. Consultant shall place the PDF files in these folders, including: 


			11 inch x 17 inch PDF plan sheets stamped and signed – as-constructed markups, containing final construction notes.


			Consultant shall also place copies in same FTP folder of the following reports/records identified in Agency Obligations, paragraph 3 of  Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.


			The Consultant shall send email notification to State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer Holly.M.WINSTON@odot.state.or.us and to the bridge@odot.state.or.us mailbox after placing files on FTP site (include link to applicable FTP subfolder in email).











1.14  Engineer's Responsibilities.





The selected Engineer will be required to assume responsibility for all services outlined in the proposal whether the Engineer or his representative produces them.  The County will consider the selected Engineer responsible for any and all contractual matters.  The Engineer's person-in-charge of the project must be a licensed engineer, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes.  The County will arrange an orientation meeting with the Engineer as soon as possible following selection.  The Engineer will be expected to independently maintain other agency liaison in developing the required final design and engineering support documentation for preparation of the Project bid documents.





1.15  Contract Payment Schedule.





Payment for any contract entered into as a result of this RFP will be made monthly upon receipt, review and approval of the Engineer's billing statement.  The billing statement must include a summary of progress made through the date of billing.  Monthly payments shall be based on the costs incurred as summarized in the progress report.





The proposal shall indicate the estimated man-hours assigned to each major work task.





The proposal shall also indicate the type of design engineering contract and the construction engineering contract, such as cost plus fixed fee, lump sum, hourly fee, etc.





1.16  Project Schedule and Progress Reports





The successful Engineer shall begin work by attending an orientation meeting provided by the County to take place within seven days (7) following the execution of the resulting agreement.  The preferred schedule permits approximately two (2) calendar months for completion of Project work, including review periods.





The Engineer will develop and maintain a comprehensive schedule for all elements of the preliminary engineering for the Project.  This schedule will be used to coordinate activities with the County.





1.17  Duration of Proposals





No proposer may withdraw its proposal after the hour set for the opening thereof or before the contract is awarded unless the award is delayed for more than 60 days.





1.18 Estimated Project Cost


Preliminary Engineering = $450,000


Construction = $525,000 (includes CE and contingency)


Construction Management/Inspection = $100,000





1.19 Estimated time period during with the Project is to be completed and the work performed. 


Project Bid, Selection of Contractor, Contract Negotiation – 45 days from advertisement 


Final Engineering and Design – 150 days from notice to proceed


Environmental Permits – January 31, 2019


Construction – April 1, 2020


Construction Management/Inspection – April 22, 2020 








SECTION 2


INSURANCE COVERAGE





2.1  Minimum Coverage Requirements.  At a minimum, the resulting agreement with the Consultant will require the following insurance in connection with the Project:





	INSURANCE DESCRIPTION		Minimum Required Coverage





1.	Workers Compensation			Statutory





2.	General Liability				$2,000,000 per occurrence/$3,000,000 aggregate





3.	Professional Liability/E&O			$1,000,000





4.	Automobile Liability/Property Damage 	$1,000,000 Combined Limit








2.2  Evidence; Changes.  Evidence of such insurance shall be furnished to the County before commencing the work at the Project site.   The County shall receive 3 days prior written notice of any material change or reduction.  The Consultant shall procure substitute insurance (to the extent reasonably available) so as to assure the County that the minimum limits of coverage are maintained continuously throughout the period of the resulting agreement.





2.3  County as Named-Insured.  The general liability/property damage and automobile/property damage insurance policy required shall name the County, and its officers, agents and employees as additional insured for the insurance and shall contain a waiver of subrogation against the County.



SECTION 3


FORM OF AGREEMENT





The resulting agreement prepared by County legal counsel will be in substantially the following form. County reserves the right to negotiate a final agreement that is in the best interest of the County.





AGREEMENT FOR CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES


	(Yamhill County and ***)





THIS AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made effective the last date set forth adjacent to the signatures of the parties below between Yamhill County, a political subdivision of the State of Oregon, acting through its Board of Commissioners  (referred to as County in this Agreement) and ***(Contractor)***, doing business as a *** (referred to as Contractor in this Agreement) for the consulting engineering services for which proposals responsive to County’s RFP were opened Friday, July 13, 2018 (referred to in this Agreement as the “Project”).





STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS





A.	County has budgeted funds to perform the Project.  County conducted a competitive selection process to select the best qualified proposer to complete the Project.  Contractor was the deemed the best qualified proposer. This Agreement is made to specify the mutual obligations of County and Contractor for completion of the Project.





B.	This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract Documents that are part of the Project:





(A)	Request for Proposals


(B)	Addenda (if any)


(C)	Responsive Proposal


(D)	This Agreement


(E)	Agreement Amendments (if any)


(F)	Insurance Certificates


(G)	Notice to Proceed


(H)	Change Orders (if any)


(I)	Project Acceptance





AGREEMENT:   In consideration of the mutual covenants contained below, County and Contractor hereby agree as follows:





1.	Scope of work.   The Contractor will commence and complete the Project in strict accordance with the Contract Documents identified above.  The Contractor acknowledges receipt of all Contract Documents in existence at the date it executed this Agreement.  





2.	Agreement performed at Contractor’s expense as Independent Contractor.  The Contractor will furnish all of the materials, supplies, tools, equipment, labor, and other services necessary for the construction and completion of the Project as described in the Contract Documents.  The Contractor is an Independent Contractor under this Agreement.





3.	Commencement and completion date.  The Contractor will commence the work required by the Contract Documents within 7 calendar days after the County’s approval of this Agreement and will complete the same no later than Wednesday, April 22, 2020 unless the Contract Period is extended or otherwise modified by written notice or executed Change Order. 





4.	Termination.  County may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply with a material term of this Agreement.  If this Agreement is terminated, the County will pay for all work accepted by the Project Supervisor prior to termination. 





5.	Penalty for failure to meet deadline.  The parties agree that County has a substantial interest in the timely completion of the work to be performed under this Agreement.  However, the parties agree that the damages to be anticipated from the failure of Contractor to complete this contract in the specified time are uncertain and difficult to establish.  The parties therefore desire to liquidate County’s damages for Contractor’s failure to complete the work on time.  The parties therefore agree that the Contractor is liable for and shall pay as liquidated damages to County the sum of $*** (equal to contract price times .005) per day for each calendar day to commence on the first calendar day after the required completion date under this Agreement and to continue after each and every calendar day until all work is satisfactorily completed as specified in the Contract Documents.





6.	Compensation.  The Contractor agrees to perform all of the Work described in the Contract Documents and comply with the terms therein at the hourly rates set forth in Contractor’s responsive proposal; provided, however, that the maximum amount due Contractor for completion of the scope of work is $*** unless the Contract Price is modified by executed Change Order.  Payment shall be made by County either in a single payment following final acceptance of the project by the Yamhill County Surveyor, or at Contractor’s option, in monthly progress payments for work accepted by the Project Supervisor subject to a 5% retainage.





7.	Incorporation of statutory provisions required for public contracts.  The Contractor certifies it shall comply with all applicable Public Contract Laws to including, but not limited to, ORS 279B.200 through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.530.  ORS 279B.200 through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.530 are incorporated into this Agreement by reference.





8.	Workers’ compensation.  The Contractor, its subcontractors, if any, and all employers working under this Agreement or contract are subject employers under the Oregon Workers' Compensation Law and shall comply with ORS 656.017, which requires them to provide workers' compensation coverage for all their subject workers.





9.	Certification of compliance with tax laws.  The Contractor certifies, under penalty of perjury, that the Contractor’s Company is not in violation of any Oregon tax laws and that Contractor has complied with the tax laws of the state of Oregon or a political subdivision of the state of Oregon, including ORS 305.620, 305.380(4) and ORS Chapters 316, 317 and 318.





10.	Certification of reading and understanding of documents.  The Contractor certifies it has read and fully understands all Contract Documents including Solicitation Documents and terms and conditions. The Contractor understands and acknowledges that in signing this Agreement the Contractor waives all rights to plead any misunderstandings regarding the same.





11.   	Status of the Project Supervisor.   Laura Tschabold, Yamhill County Administrator, is the Project Supervisor (the "Supervisor").  The Supervisor or their designee shall perform technical inspections of work and shall have authority to stop the work whenever such stoppage shall be necessary to insure proper execution of the contract.  The Supervisor or his designee may reject all work and materials that do not conform to the contract and shall decide questions that arise in the execution of the work.  The Supervisor has authority to reject or accept the work. 





12.	Prohibition of Discrimination.  In hiring employees for performance of work under this contract, no contractor, subcontractor or any person acting on their behalf shall by reason of race, religion, age, color, creed, physical handicap, sex or sexual orientation discriminate against a person who is qualified and available to perform work to which employment relates. 





13.	Risk of Loss.   The risk of loss or damage to the subject matter of this contract arising from any cause whatsoever, including acts of God, shall be upon the Contractor until such time as the County has accepted the work as provided in this Agreement. 





14.	Indemnification.   The Contractor shall indemnify, defend and save harmless County from and against any suits, actions, legal or administrative proceedings, demands, claims, liabilities, fines, penalties, losses, injuries, damages, expenses or costs, including interest and attorney fees, in any way connected with any injury to any person or damage to any property occasioned in any way by Contractor’s or Contractor’s subcontractors’ prosecution of work under this agreement. 





15.   	Nonwaiver.   No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be held to be a waiver of any other or subsequent breach.  All remedies afforded in this Agreement shall be taken and construed as cumulative, that is, in addition to every other remedy provided therein or by law.  The failure of County to enforce at any time any of the terms of this Agreement, or to exercise any option which is provided, or to require at any time performance by Contractor of any of the provisions, shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such provisions, nor in any way to affect the validity of any part of this Agreement, or the right of County to thereafter enforce each and every provision.





16.	Contractor's Representation.   Contractor, by entering into this Agreement, represents that its proposal for this project is made without connection with any person, firm or corporation making or refraining from making a proposal for the same or similar project and was in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud. 





17.	Severability.  Should any clause or section of this Agreement be declared by court to be void or voidable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 





18.	Dispute resolution through mediation and arbitration.   Any dispute between the parties to this Agreement shall be resolved according to the following process: 





(a)	The parties first shall submit to mediation of the dispute to be conducted by a mutually acceptable mediator.  If the parties cannot agree on a mediator, they shall request a mediator to be appointed by the U.S. Mediation and Arbitration service or a similar mediation and arbitration service located in Portland, Oregon.  The mediator’s charges and expenses shall be borne equally by the parties.  All other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment is to be made.   





(b)	If the dispute is not resolved in mediation, the parties shall then submit the dispute to binding arbitration.  Arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the rules set forth in the Oregon International Commercial Arbitration and Conciliation Act, ORS 36.450 to 36.558, 2007 replacement part.  The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties.  The party that does not prevail, as determined by the arbitrator, shall pay the arbitrator’s fees and expenses in arbitration.  All other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment is to be made. 





19.	Attorney fees and costs.   In the event that either party to this Agreement shall take any action, judicial or otherwise, to enforce or interpret any of the terms of this contract, each party shall be wholly responsible for its own expenses which it may incur in taking such action, including costs and attorney fees, whether incurred in a suit or action or appeal from a judgment or decree therein or in connection with any nonjudicial action.





20.	Applicable laws.  This Agreement is executed in the State of Oregon and is subject to Oregon law and jurisdiction in Yamhill County.





21.	Subcontractors.  The Contractor may not engage any subcontractor(s) to perform work under this Agreement without the express written consent of the County.  If the County does grant consent, the Contractor covenants and agrees to bind any and all Subcontractor(s) for performance of work under this Agreement.  Any reference to Contractor shall include any and all Subcontractor(s) ad infinitum.





22.	Written changes required.  The rights and duties under this Contract shall not be modified, delegated, transferred, or assigned, except upon written signed consent of both parties.





23.	Successors bound.  This Agreement shall be binding upon all parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns.





THIS AGREEMENT AND THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTE THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.  NO WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR CHANGE IN TERMS OF THIS CONTRACT SHALL BIND EITHER PARTY UNLESS IN WRITING AND SIGNED BY BOTH PARTIES.  SUCH WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR CHANGE, IF MADE, SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ONLY FOR THE SPECIFIC INSTANCE AND FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE GIVEN.  THERE ARE NO UNDERSTANDINGS, AGREEMENTS OR REPRESENTATIONS, ORAL OR WRITTEN NOTICE SPECIFIED HEREIN REGARDING THIS CONTRACT.  THE CONTRACTOR, BY SIGNATURE OF ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT HE/SHE HAS READ THIS CONTRACT, UNDERSTANDS IT, AND AGREES TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed, or caused to be executed on the date indicated by their duly authorized officials, this Agreement in duplicate, each of which shall be deemed an original on the date executed by all parties.





[name of contractor]				YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON








By:_____________________________	________________________________


(signature)				MARY STARRETT, Chair


Date:______________			Date:_______________





________________________________


(printed name)				________________________________


LAURA TSCHABOLD


County Administrator 


Title:___________________________			Date:_______________





Fed. Tax I.D. No:_________________


APPROVED AS TO FORM





Contractor 


Registration No:__________________	By:____________________________


CHRISTIAN BOENISCH, 


Yamhill County Legal Counsel





***






SECTION 4


EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS





4.1  Selection Committee.  A selection committee of at least two (2) individuals appointed by the County Administrator will assess each proposal as to completeness, qualifications, experience, project understanding and approach and references in accordance with the criteria set forth herein.  Proposals submitted that do not meet the requirements of this RFP will not be evaluated and will be returned to the proposer.  County reserves the right to reject all proposals or cancel this solicitation if it deems rejection or cancellation would be in the public interest as determined by County.  The committee will either recommend to the County Administrator that a single proposal be accepted, or recommend the top 2 finalists be interviewed by the County Administrator, or that all proposals be rejected.  The County Administrator will recommend a finalist to the Board of Commissioners for a final decision and award of contract.





4.2  Criteria and Weighting.  The criteria and weighting to be used by each member of the selection committee to evaluate the proposals includes the following:





	15 pts	Quality of Proposal (responsiveness)


	15 pts	Organization Profile and Qualifications; Previous Client References


	30 pts	Project Understanding and Approach


	40 pts	Extent of Previous Experience with Similar Projects


	


Each member of the selection committee will review the proposals from each responsive proposer and complete a ranking sheet.  Selection committee members will be requested to evaluate each proposal on the information provided in the proposals and not as a comparison to other proposals from other proposers.





4.3  Explanation of Criteria.  Each proposal must include a description of the Project team, including organizational structure, size, range of activities, pertinent past experience and qualifications, and including any subcontractors.  Proposers must show sufficient staff and equipment to complete the desired work within the time allotted for this Project.





The Profile and Qualifications section should include:


			Brief history of the firm (age, # of local employees, # of offices).


			Resumes and biographical information on principals and key staff assigned to the Project.


			Specialized experience in similar projects.


			Familiarity of the firm and proposed Project team with the state and federal laws, regulations and standards that must be met.


			Support capabilities.


			Description of projected workload during the time period of the Project.








Include references (contact name, title, phone number and email) from three (3) similar sized and budgeted projects that will help to confirm the proposer’s skills in completing design and engineering of similar projects, with specific attention focused on similar bridge engineering and redesign and provide detail regarding whether or not these prior similar projects were delivered on time and on budget.  If these projects were not delivered either on time or on budget, please explain circumstances.





The Project Understanding and Approach section should summarize in a concise manner the proposer's understanding of the Scope of Work and their proposed approach, activities, and schedule of deliverables to meet the Scope of Work.





The Extent of Previous Experience with Similar Projects section should include specific examples of similar projects including contact information for the agency project manager.  Include details of the project total cost and design issues that show how it is similar to this Project.





4.4  Additional Information  Any additional information that the proposer considers pertinent or deems reasonably necessary for evaluation, consideration, ranking and selection should be included in the proposal.  This may include printed brochures and other material describing proposer or other operations of proposer as well as material responding to criteria specified.  





4.5  Maximum Length.  The proposal may not exceed 25 single-sided pages, excluding references.





4.6  Possible Extra Points if Interviews Conducted.  In the event the selection committee recommends that the County Administrator conduct interviews, firms selected for interviews will be awarded up to 25 additional points by the County Administrator based on their knowledge and experience, communication skills and perceived ability to address the County’s needs.





4.7  Selection.  Points awarded from both written proposals and oral interview (if any) will be combined to produce an overall score.  Based on combined scores and recommendations from the committee and the County Administrator, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will review the recommendation for award of contract.





4.8   Protest.  Prospective proposers may file protests with County regarding this RFP in accordance with OAR 148-048-0240. 





4.9	Nondiscrimination: The successful proposer agrees that, in performing the work called for by this RFP and in securing and supplying materials, contractor will not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, religious creed, political ideas, sex, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, veteran status, physical or mental handicap, national origin or ancestry, or any other class protected by applicable law.





SECTION 5


RESERVATIONS





5.1  Reservation of Rights.  The County expressly reserves the following rights:





	a.	To award a contract on the basis of quality of services offered, qualifications, experience, accessibility and communication skills.





	b.	To reject any or all proposals and to waive informalities in proposals if it is in the County’s best interest to do so.





	c.	To consider the competency and reputation of proposers and of the proposed subcontractors, if any, in making the award.





	d.	In the event any proposer to whom a contract is awarded fails to execute the contract prepared by the County or fails to furnish satisfactory insurance within the time and in the manner hereinafter specified, to re-award the contract to another proposer.





	e.	To make the award based on its best judgment as to which proposal best meets the County’s expectations balancing the highest standards of quality, innovation and services.





	f.	To make such changes or corrections to the Scope of Work and RFP as it may deem necessary or desirable prior to the proposal opening.  Prospective proposers will be notified of such changes in writing by addenda. Copies of any addenda shall be furnished to all proposers who have requested or received a copy of the RFP.    





			 If addenda are required, the date set for receiving the RFP may be postponed by County to enable proposers to revise their proposals.  In any case, opening of proposals shall be at least three (3) days after the issuance of the last addendum.  If the receipt of proposals is postponed, County will announce the new date for submitting proposals in an addendum.








	





SECTION 6.


RFP SCHEDULE





Date of RFP Opening:  		Friday, June 15, 2018 





Questions due by:        		Friday, June 29, 2018 at 4:00 pm





Proposals due:             		Friday, July 13, 2018 at 4:00 pm 





Anticipated Contract Award: 		Friday, August 3, 2018









SECTION 7


PROPOSAL RESPONSE





7.1  General.  The proposal should contain the required elements as stated in this RFP packet.  The County reserves the right to solicit additional information or proposal clarification from the firms, or any one firm submitting proposals, should the County deem such information necessary.  Any proposer-supplied material constitutes a public record.  The proposals shall be submitted by the time and at the place specified above. Proposers responding to the RFP do so solely at their own expense and County is not responsible for any proposer expenses associated with this RFP.





Proposer shall also provide documentation that it is registered to provide engineering services in the State of Oregon.





7.2   Resident and Nonresident Proposers.  Each proposer shall state whether it is a “Resident Proposer” of the State of Oregon.  “Resident Proposer” means a Proposer that has paid unemployment taxes or income taxes in Oregon during the twelve (12) calendar months immediately preceding submission of the RFP, has a business address in Oregon, and has stated in its proposal that it is a resident proposer.





7.3	Response.  Proposers must complete the following section and return this original RFP packet, the original proposal, and 3 copies of the responsive proposal.





Submitted by:__________________________________________________





Doing business as:______________________________________________





Address:______________________________________________________





Phone number:_________________________________________________





Telephone: ____________________  Email: _________________________





Proposals by corporations must be executed in corporate name by president, vice-president or other corporate officer.  





The proposal selected shall be considered valid for a period of ninety (90) days and shall contain a statement to that effect.





PROPOSAL: The undersigned, through the formal submittal of this proposal response, declares that he/she has examined this RFP, and hereby proposes to perform the work stated in the proposal.  





The proposer, by his/her signature below, hereby represents as follows:





(a)	That no officer, employee or agent of Yamhill County is personally interested directly or indirectly in this proposal.   





(b)	That this proposal is made in all respects, fair and without collusion or fraud and that the proposer is competing solely in its own behalf without connection with or obligation to any undisclosed person or firm.  





(c)	The Proposer, and each person signing on behalf of any Proposer certifies, in the case of a joint Proposal, each party thereto, certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury, that to the best of their knowledge and belief:





1.	The prices in the Proposal have been arrived at independently, without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement for the purpose of restraining competition as to any matter relating to such prices with any other proposer or with any competitor;





2.	Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in the Proposal have not been knowingly disclosed by the Proposer prior to the Proposal deadline, either directly or indirectly, to any other proposer or competitor;





3.	No attempt has been made nor will be made by the proposer to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a Proposal for the purpose of restraining trade;








(d)	The proposer fully understands and submits its Proposal with the specific knowledge that:





1. The selected Proposal must be approved by the Board of Commissioners.





2. This offer to provide services will remain in effect at the prices proposed for a period of not less than ninety (90) calendar days from the date that Proposals are due, and that this offer may not be withdrawn or modified during that time.








(e)	That the Proposer shall use recyclable products to the maximum extent economically feasible in the performance of the contract work set forth in this document.





(f)	That the Proposer accepts all terms and conditions contained in this RFP and that the RFP and the Proposal, and any modifications thereto, and Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County will be made part of the resulting agreement documents.  It is understood that all Proposals will become part of the public file on this matter.  The County reserves the right to reject any or all Proposals.





(g)	That the Proposer holds current licenses that businesses or services professionals operating in Oregon must hold in order to undertake or perform the work specified in these documents.





(h)	That the Proposer is covered by liability insurance and other insurance in the amount(s) required by the solicitation and in addition that the Proposer qualifies as a carrier insured employer or a self-insured employer under ORS 656.407 or has elected coverage under ORS 656.128.








(i)	That the Proposer is legally qualified to contract with the County.





(j)	That the Proposer has not and will not discriminate in its employment practices with regard to race, creed, age, religious affiliation, sex, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, or any other protected class. Nor has Proposer or will Proposer discriminate against a subcontractor in the awarding of a subcontract because the subcontractor is a disadvantaged business enterprise, a minority-owned business, a woman-owned business, a business that a service-disabled veteran owns or an emergency small business that is certified under ORS 200.055. 





By: ____________________________


	(signature)	


			


Printed name:____________________


	





Title: ___________________________








Tax ID No.:______________________








Date: ___________________________











(end of RFP)
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Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 10:00:31 AM
Attachments: COVI QBS RFP Engineering and Design Contract_6.08.18.rtf
Importance: High


Sorry! Forgot to add the attachment!
 
cm
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2018 7:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: QBS RFP for ConnectOregon VI -- DRAFT
Importance: High
 
Good morning!
 
Christian provided me with a template they have used for past Qualification Based Selection (QBS)
RFP processes, and I have modified it to meet the requirements of the ConnectOregon VI
engineering/design contract. I have highlighted the words and sections that I have made changes to,
or which I am just bringing attention to for confirmation of content. I have also modified the
contractor schedule slightly so our delays in getting the RFP out will be made up during the length of
the contract.
 
My proposed modified schedule is:
 


·         Notice to the Public:  Monday, June 11, 2018
·         QBS RFP Opens:  Friday, June 15, 2018
·         Question pertaining to QBS RFP must be received by:  Friday, June 29, 2018 @ 4:00 p.m.
·         QBS RFP Proposals Due: Friday, July 13, 2018 @ 4:00 p.m. (30 days)
·         Contract Negotiation: July, 24, 2018 (45-days from Notice)
·         Anticipated Contract Award: Friday, August 3, 2018
·         Final Engineering and Design: Monday, December 24, 2018
·         Environmental Permits: Thursday, January 31, 2019
·         Construction Complete: Wednesday, April 1, 2020
·         Construction Management/Inspection Complete: Wednesday, April 22, 2020


 
Let me know your thoughts on changes/additions! Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us
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YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON





REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS





for





CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES


_______________________________________


_______________________________________


Yamhelas Westsider Trail:  Final Design of Three Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridges, Construction of Stagg Hollow Bridge, and Construction Management/Inspection











Single Point of Contact for questions:


Carrie Martin, Grants & Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners


434 NE Evans Street


McMinnville, OR  97128


503-474-4991


martinc@co.yamhill.or.us








MAIL OR RETURN RESPONSE TO:


Carrie Martin, Grants & Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners


535 NE Fifth Street


McMinnville, OR  97128








ORIGINAL AND TEN (10) COPIES OF PROPOSALS MUST BE PHYSICALLY RECEIVED 


AT THE YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERR OFFICE


NO LATER THAN 4:00 P.M. ON FRIDAY, JULY 13, 2018NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP)





Notice is hereby given that Yamhill County (“County” or Agency), through its County Engineer, will receive sealed proposals per specifications until 4:00 P.M. on Friday, July 13, 2018 for 





CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES


Yamhelas Westsider Trail:  Final Design of Three Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridges, 


Construction of Stagg Hollow Bridge, and Construction Management/Inspection


No proposals will be received or considered after that time.





Yamhill County is seeking proposals from qualified Engineering Firms for Consulting Engineering Services (“Engineer” or “Consultant”) during investigation, design and construction of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridge project listed above.  The Consultant shall design and provide engineering services during construction of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Final Design of Three Bicycle/Pedestrian Bridges, Construction of Staff Hollow Bridge, and Construction Management/Inspection hereinafter referred to as “Project.” The Project location and approximate limits are shown on the map marked “Exhibit A,” attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. 





RFP packets are available from the Yamhill County Commissioners, 434 NE Evans, McMinnville, OR  97128 telephone (503) 434-7502.  Sealed proposals are to be submitted to the Yamhill County Commissioners Office, ATTN: Carrie Martin at the above address.  The entire RFP packet must be returned with the proposal.  Sealed proposals will be opened at the Yamhill County Commissioners Office, Conference Room, at 434 NE Evans, McMinnville, OR.  The County will complete an evaluation process of all proposals meeting the criteria defined in this RFP. 





The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any and all proposals not in compliance with all prescribed procedures and requirements, reject for good cause any and all proposals upon the finding that it is in the public interest to do so and waive any and all minor informalities or cancel this solicitation.  Questions regarding this RFP must be received by Friday, June 29, 2018 at 4:00 p.m., and should be addressed to Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager, (503) 474-4991.














___________________________________


CARRIE MARTIN


Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager


June 15, 2018






SECTION 1


PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND INFORMATION








1.1. 	The Project shall be developed in conformance with the current edition of “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets” by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). For non-highway projects Agency shall use applicable AASHTO standards. For bridge projects, the following standard specifications apply: 


a. AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (most current version). 


b. AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (most current version). 


c. State of Oregon, Department of Transportation (“ODOT” or “State”) Bridge Section Load Rating Procedures. Use Tier 2 (LRFR) for bridges designed using Load Resistance Factor Design. 





The Consultant shall, at Project completion and prior to final payment provide to the County for review and approval: 


a. Final Project completion Inspection form No. 734-5063 (completed with State’s Project Manager); 


b. Final Cost; 


The following information shall be received within ninety (90) days of the issuance of Second Notification. Agency must submit the following information electronically for any bridge project to State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer and email bridge@odot.state.or.us: 





c. As-Constructed Drawings (signed, final copy containing final construction notes); 





d. Structural Analysis Information (if applicable); 





e. Foundation Report; 





f. Hydraulic Report including Scour Analysis; 





g. Pile Records and drill logs (if applicable); 





h. Final Load Rating calculation with a stamped report with a CD containing all electronic files to the State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer; 





i. Provide a draft notice to the State’s Bridge Inventory Engineer at Richard.J.King@odot.state.or.us, and bridge@odot.state.or.us so the initial inspection can be scheduled; and 





j. Attend, as the County’s technical representative, the Inspection with State’s Project Manager as required under Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County, State’s Region Senior Structural Designer, or State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer. 





1.2  	Consultant shall present invoices for the eligible, actual costs incurred by consultant on behalf of the Project to the County prior to submittal to State's Project Manager for review and approval. Such invoices shall be in a form identifying the Project, Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County, the Project phase (such as preliminary engineering, right of way and construction), the invoice number or the account number or both, and will itemize all expenses for which reimbursement is claimed. Invoices shall not be presented for periods of less than one month, based on actual expenses incurred, and must clearly specify the percentage of completion of the Project. A Project progress report or summary shall be submitted with all invoices that describes work accomplished for the period being invoiced and work expected for the next invoicing period. All travel expenses shall be reimbursed in accordance with the current State of Oregon Department of Administrative Services’ rates. 





1.3	Consultant shall submit, prior to final payment, required bridge plans, reports, and documentation to the County, and to the State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer, using an electronic files package: MicroStation file and PDF file output that shows all red-line as-constructed markups of plan sheets (and additional files listed below, if applicable to the Project). The Project shall follow the file naming convention required in the Bridge Design and Drafting Manual located at: 


http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_Design_&_Drafting_Manual" http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_Design_&_Drafting_Manual. 





			In the “AsConstructedPlans” folder on State’s FTP directory (available at the following link): ftp://ftp.odot.state.or.us/AsConstructedPlans/, the Consultant in the County’s name, shall create a subfolder under the “Bridge” folder using the bridge numbers shown in Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County for each bridge for the subfolder name. Agency shall place the PDF files in these folders, including: 








			11 inch x 17 inch PDF plan sheets stamped and signed – as-constructed markups, containing final construction notes. 








· 	Agency shall also place copies in same FTP folder of the following reports/records identified in Agency Obligations, paragraph 3 of Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.. 





			Agency shall send email notification to State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer Holly.M.WINSTON@odot.state.or.us and to the bridge@odot.state.or.us mailbox after placing files on FTP site (include link to applicable FTP subfolder in email).








1.4  	If changes are required in the Project scope, schedule or budget the County will be required to obtain approval from the State’s Bridge STIP Coordinator and the State’s Bridge Engineer.  The Consultant will, in coordination with County, prepare Project Change Request(s) (PCR) as specified in paragraphs 1.4 a-f, below (and in accordance with Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County). .  No costs attributable to changes in Project Scope, schedule or budget shall be incurred prior to State’s approval of the PCR and amendment to the agreement resulting from this RFP and amendment to Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.





a. Scope – A PCR is required for any significant change or reduction in the scope of work described in the Project Description (paragraph 1 of Terms of Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.). 





b. Schedule – A PCR is required if Agency or State’s contact anticipates that any Project Milestone will be delayed by more than ninety (90) days, and also for any change in schedule that will require amendment of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). 





c. Budget – The Project’s estimated budget is used for determining the level of compensation for completed work. Increases or decreases in the budget which require a STIP amendment also require the submission of a PCR to the State’s Regional Local Agency Liaison. 





d. PCR requests that result in Project cost increases that are equal to or less than twenty (20) percent of the total estimated Project cost or $200,000, whichever amount is less, can be approved by the State Bridge Engineer. Such amendments can be approved and entered into by the State Bridge Engineer, subject to any applicable State approvals. 





e. PCR requests that result in a Project cost increase in excess of twenty (20) percent of the total estimated Project cost or $200,000, whichever amount is greater, must be approved by the State Bridge Engineer and the Local Agency Bridge Selection Committee with a majority vote. Such amendments must be executed by the same officials who executed the original agreement, and are subject to any applicable State approvals. 





f. PCR Form – County must submit all change requests, The Consultant shall assist by filling out for review and approval PCR Form 734-2851. The PCR Form is due no later than thirty (30) days after the need for change becomes known to County. The PCR shall explain what change is being requested, the reasons for the change, and any efforts to mitigate the change. A PCR may be rejected at the discretion of State’s Bridge Engineer.  The fillable PCR form and its instructions are available at the following web site: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/AT/Pages/Forms_Applications.aspx" http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/AT/Pages/Forms_Applications.aspx





1.5	Consultant, shall conduct the necessary preliminary engineering and design work required to produce final plans, specifications and cost estimates in accordance with current state and federal laws and regulations; provide technical assistance to County to obtain all required permits; be responsible for coordinating all utility relocations; provide all documentation to County to advertise for bid proposals; provide technical assistance interpreting plans and specifications during bidding process and assist County  in the award of all contracts; perform all construction engineering; review and recommend action on any construction change orders, and review and recommend payment of all contractor payments required to complete the Project. 





1.6	Consultant shall acquire all necessary right of way in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended, ORS Chapter 35 and the State Right of Way Manual. 





1.7  	Consultant shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, executive orders and ordinances applicable to the work under the resulting agreement, including, without limitation, the provisions of ORS 279C.505, 279C.515, 279C.520, 279C.530 and 279B.270 incorporated herein by reference and made a part hereof. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Agency expressly agrees to comply with (i) Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964; (ii) Title V and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; (iii) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and ORS 659A.142; (iv) all regulations and administrative rules established pursuant to the foregoing laws; and (v) all other applicable requirements of federal and state civil rights and rehabilitation statutes, rules and regulations. 





1.8	Consultant shall perform the services under the resulting agreement as an independent contractor and shall be exclusively responsible for all costs and expenses related to its employment of individuals to perform the work under the resulting agreement including, but not limited to, retirement contributions, workers compensation, unemployment taxes, and state and federal income tax withholdings. 





1.9       All employers, including Consultant, that employ subject workers who work under the resulting  agreement in the State of Oregon shall comply with ORS 656.017 and provide the required Workers’ Compensation coverage unless such employers are exempt under ORS 656.126. Employers Liability insurance with coverage limits of not less than $500,000 must be included. Consultant shall ensure that each of its subcontractors complies with these requirements. 





1.10	This RFP will become part of the resulting agreement between County and the selected contractor(s). The contractor(s) will be bound to perform according to the terms of this RFQ, their Proposal(s), and the terms of the resulting agreement. 






***











1.11  Scope of Work/Design





1.11.1	The objective of this Project is to investigate and produce final plans to the "Oregon Standard Specifications for Highway Construction.".   The Project shall be developed in conformance with the current edition of “A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets” by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). For non-highway projects Agency shall use applicable AASHTO standards. For bridge projects, the following standard specifications apply: 





a. AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (most current version). 


b. AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (most current version). 


c. ODOT Bridge Section Load Rating Procedures. Use Tier 2 (LRFR) for bridges designed using Load Resistance Factor Design. 





1.11.2	The scope of work to be performed by the Engineer (herein “Engineer” or “Consultant”) shall include all engineering services relating to the location and design of the Project, but not limited to the following:





	a.	Coordinate and attend County/Consultant meetings.


	b.	Field surveys, if required.


	c.	Hydrologic studies and reports.


	d.	Environmental documentation.


	e.	Permit applications.


	f.	Location and design.


	g.	Utility relocation and coordination.


	h.	Prepare legal descriptions for any right-of-way to be acquired, if any.


	i.	Right of Way acquisition services.


	j.	Construction staking for construction.


k.	Preparation of final plans sufficient for submission to ODOT Bridge Section including:





			Final Project completion Inspection form No. 734-5063 (completed with State’s Project Manager); 


			Final Cost; 





As-Constructed Drawings (signed, final copy containing final construction notes); 


Structural Analysis Information (if applicable);


Foundation Report;


Hydraulic Report including Scour Analysis;


Pile Records and drill logs (if applicable);


Final Load Rating calculation with a stamped report with a CD containing all electronic files to the State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer;


			Notify State’s Bridge Inventory Engineer at Richard.J.King@odot.state.or.us, and bridge@odot.state.or.us so the initial inspection can be scheduled; and


			Inspection with State’s Project Manager under the resulting agreement, State’s Region Senior Structural Designer, or State’s Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer.





1.12  Design Criteria.





1.12.1	The County shall designate the basic premises and criteria for design of the Project.  Plans shall be developed in accordance with the design standards published by AASHTO and ODOT which pertain to the type of facility proposed.  The most recent design standards adopted by AASHTO shall govern the design of the Project.  Standard drawings published by the State shall be used as a guide in all cases where they fit design conditions.  All specifications for the Project shall be in substantial compliance with the "Oregon Standard Specification for Highway Construction" and modified by the "Special Provisions" as necessary.





1.12.2	Title sheets, typical section sheets, pipe data sheets, and "Federal-Aid" plan and profile sheets may be obtained from the State Central Stores.  The "Oregon Standard Specifications for Highway Construction", the "Standard Drawings.”





1.12.3	Construction plans shall conform to standard practices of ODOT for plans prepared by its own staff.  Procedures shall be consistent with the provisions of the current editions of the various manuals pertaining to design which are published or endorsed by ODOT and FHWA.  The Engineer shall make such minor changes, modifications, or revisions in the details of the work as may be required by the County.  When alternatives are considered, the County shall have the right of selection.





1.12.4	The County reserves the right to initiate conferences with the Engineer to review the work in progress.  At a minimum, conferences will be arranged prior to proceeding with any work on the Project upon completion of the field survey work and prior to proceeding with final design.  Upon completion of final design, the Engineer shall submit the final plans, specifications, special provisions, and Engineer's cost estimates to the County.





1.13  Documents Furnished by Engineer.





1.13.1	Consultant shall submit, prior to final payment, required bridge plans, reports, and documentation to the County, State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer, using an electronic files package: MicroStation file and PDF file output that shows all red-line as-constructed markups of plan sheets (and additional files listed below, if applicable to the Project). The Project shall follow the file naming convention required in the Bridge Design and Drafting Manual located at: 


http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_" http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/BRIDGE/Pages/standards_manuals.aspx#Bridge_Design_&_Drafting_Manual. 


			In the “AsConstructedPlans” folder on State’s FTP directory (available at the following link): ftp://ftp.odot.state.or.us/AsConstructedPlans/, the Consultant shall create, in the County’s name, a subfolder under the “Bridge” folder using the bridge numbers shown in the resulting agreement for each bridge for the subfolder name. Consultant shall place the PDF files in these folders, including: 


			11 inch x 17 inch PDF plan sheets stamped and signed – as-constructed markups, containing final construction notes.


			Consultant shall also place copies in same FTP folder of the following reports/records identified in Agency Obligations, paragraph 3 of  Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County.


			The Consultant shall send email notification to State’s Project Manager and Senior Local Bridge Standards Engineer Holly.M.WINSTON@odot.state.or.us and to the bridge@odot.state.or.us mailbox after placing files on FTP site (include link to applicable FTP subfolder in email).











1.14  Engineer's Responsibilities.





The selected Engineer will be required to assume responsibility for all services outlined in the proposal whether the Engineer or his representative produces them.  The County will consider the selected Engineer responsible for any and all contractual matters.  The Engineer's person-in-charge of the project must be a licensed engineer, as required by Oregon Revised Statutes.  The County will arrange an orientation meeting with the Engineer as soon as possible following selection.  The Engineer will be expected to independently maintain other agency liaison in developing the required final design and engineering support documentation for preparation of the Project bid documents.





1.15  Contract Payment Schedule.





Payment for any contract entered into as a result of this RFP will be made monthly upon receipt, review and approval of the Engineer's billing statement.  The billing statement must include a summary of progress made through the date of billing.  Monthly payments shall be based on the costs incurred as summarized in the progress report.





The proposal shall indicate the estimated man-hours assigned to each major work task.





The proposal shall also indicate the type of design engineering contract and the construction engineering contract, such as cost plus fixed fee, lump sum, hourly fee, etc.





1.16  Project Schedule and Progress Reports





The successful Engineer shall begin work by attending an orientation meeting provided by the County to take place within seven days (7) following the execution of the resulting agreement.  The preferred schedule permits approximately two (2) calendar months for completion of Project work, including review periods.





The Engineer will develop and maintain a comprehensive schedule for all elements of the preliminary engineering for the Project.  This schedule will be used to coordinate activities with the County.





1.17  Duration of Proposals





No proposer may withdraw its proposal after the hour set for the opening thereof or before the contract is awarded unless the award is delayed for more than 60 days.





1.18 Estimated Project Cost


Preliminary Engineering = $450,000


Construction = $525,000 (includes CE and contingency)


Construction Management/Inspection = $100,000





1.19 Estimated time period during with the Project is to be completed and the work performed. 


Project Bid, Selection of Contractor, Contract Negotiation – 45 days from advertisement 


Final Engineering and Design – 150 days from notice to proceed


Environmental Permits – January 31, 2019


Construction – April 1, 2020


Construction Management/Inspection – April 22, 2020 








SECTION 2


INSURANCE COVERAGE





2.1  Minimum Coverage Requirements.  At a minimum, the resulting agreement with the Consultant will require the following insurance in connection with the Project:





	INSURANCE DESCRIPTION		Minimum Required Coverage





1.	Workers Compensation			Statutory





2.	General Liability				$2,000,000 per occurrence/$3,000,000 aggregate





3.	Professional Liability/E&O			$1,000,000





4.	Automobile Liability/Property Damage 	$1,000,000 Combined Limit








2.2  Evidence; Changes.  Evidence of such insurance shall be furnished to the County before commencing the work at the Project site.   The County shall receive 3 days prior written notice of any material change or reduction.  The Consultant shall procure substitute insurance (to the extent reasonably available) so as to assure the County that the minimum limits of coverage are maintained continuously throughout the period of the resulting agreement.





2.3  County as Named-Insured.  The general liability/property damage and automobile/property damage insurance policy required shall name the County, and its officers, agents and employees as additional insured for the insurance and shall contain a waiver of subrogation against the County.



SECTION 3


FORM OF AGREEMENT





The resulting agreement prepared by County legal counsel will be in substantially the following form. County reserves the right to negotiate a final agreement that is in the best interest of the County.





AGREEMENT FOR CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICES


	(Yamhill County and ***)





THIS AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made effective the last date set forth adjacent to the signatures of the parties below between Yamhill County, a political subdivision of the State of Oregon, acting through its Board of Commissioners  (referred to as County in this Agreement) and ***(Contractor)***, doing business as a *** (referred to as Contractor in this Agreement) for the consulting engineering services for which proposals responsive to County’s RFP were opened Friday, July 13, 2018 (referred to in this Agreement as the “Project”).





STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND IDENTIFICATION OF CONTRACT DOCUMENTS





A.	County has budgeted funds to perform the Project.  County conducted a competitive selection process to select the best qualified proposer to complete the Project.  Contractor was the deemed the best qualified proposer. This Agreement is made to specify the mutual obligations of County and Contractor for completion of the Project.





B.	This Agreement includes by reference the following Contract Documents that are part of the Project:





(A)	Request for Proposals


(B)	Addenda (if any)


(C)	Responsive Proposal


(D)	This Agreement


(E)	Agreement Amendments (if any)


(F)	Insurance Certificates


(G)	Notice to Proceed


(H)	Change Orders (if any)


(I)	Project Acceptance





AGREEMENT:   In consideration of the mutual covenants contained below, County and Contractor hereby agree as follows:





1.	Scope of work.   The Contractor will commence and complete the Project in strict accordance with the Contract Documents identified above.  The Contractor acknowledges receipt of all Contract Documents in existence at the date it executed this Agreement.  





2.	Agreement performed at Contractor’s expense as Independent Contractor.  The Contractor will furnish all of the materials, supplies, tools, equipment, labor, and other services necessary for the construction and completion of the Project as described in the Contract Documents.  The Contractor is an Independent Contractor under this Agreement.





3.	Commencement and completion date.  The Contractor will commence the work required by the Contract Documents within 7 calendar days after the County’s approval of this Agreement and will complete the same no later than Wednesday, April 22, 2020 unless the Contract Period is extended or otherwise modified by written notice or executed Change Order. 





4.	Termination.  County may terminate this Agreement if the Contractor fails to comply with a material term of this Agreement.  If this Agreement is terminated, the County will pay for all work accepted by the Project Supervisor prior to termination. 





5.	Penalty for failure to meet deadline.  The parties agree that County has a substantial interest in the timely completion of the work to be performed under this Agreement.  However, the parties agree that the damages to be anticipated from the failure of Contractor to complete this contract in the specified time are uncertain and difficult to establish.  The parties therefore desire to liquidate County’s damages for Contractor’s failure to complete the work on time.  The parties therefore agree that the Contractor is liable for and shall pay as liquidated damages to County the sum of $*** (equal to contract price times .005) per day for each calendar day to commence on the first calendar day after the required completion date under this Agreement and to continue after each and every calendar day until all work is satisfactorily completed as specified in the Contract Documents.





6.	Compensation.  The Contractor agrees to perform all of the Work described in the Contract Documents and comply with the terms therein at the hourly rates set forth in Contractor’s responsive proposal; provided, however, that the maximum amount due Contractor for completion of the scope of work is $*** unless the Contract Price is modified by executed Change Order.  Payment shall be made by County either in a single payment following final acceptance of the project by the Yamhill County Surveyor, or at Contractor’s option, in monthly progress payments for work accepted by the Project Supervisor subject to a 5% retainage.





7.	Incorporation of statutory provisions required for public contracts.  The Contractor certifies it shall comply with all applicable Public Contract Laws to including, but not limited to, ORS 279B.200 through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.530.  ORS 279B.200 through 279B.240 and ORS 279C.500 through 279C.530 are incorporated into this Agreement by reference.





8.	Workers’ compensation.  The Contractor, its subcontractors, if any, and all employers working under this Agreement or contract are subject employers under the Oregon Workers' Compensation Law and shall comply with ORS 656.017, which requires them to provide workers' compensation coverage for all their subject workers.





9.	Certification of compliance with tax laws.  The Contractor certifies, under penalty of perjury, that the Contractor’s Company is not in violation of any Oregon tax laws and that Contractor has complied with the tax laws of the state of Oregon or a political subdivision of the state of Oregon, including ORS 305.620, 305.380(4) and ORS Chapters 316, 317 and 318.





10.	Certification of reading and understanding of documents.  The Contractor certifies it has read and fully understands all Contract Documents including Solicitation Documents and terms and conditions. The Contractor understands and acknowledges that in signing this Agreement the Contractor waives all rights to plead any misunderstandings regarding the same.





11.   	Status of the Project Supervisor.   Laura Tschabold, Yamhill County Administrator, is the Project Supervisor (the "Supervisor").  The Supervisor or their designee shall perform technical inspections of work and shall have authority to stop the work whenever such stoppage shall be necessary to insure proper execution of the contract.  The Supervisor or his designee may reject all work and materials that do not conform to the contract and shall decide questions that arise in the execution of the work.  The Supervisor has authority to reject or accept the work. 





12.	Prohibition of Discrimination.  In hiring employees for performance of work under this contract, no contractor, subcontractor or any person acting on their behalf shall by reason of race, religion, age, color, creed, physical handicap, sex or sexual orientation discriminate against a person who is qualified and available to perform work to which employment relates. 





13.	Risk of Loss.   The risk of loss or damage to the subject matter of this contract arising from any cause whatsoever, including acts of God, shall be upon the Contractor until such time as the County has accepted the work as provided in this Agreement. 





14.	Indemnification.   The Contractor shall indemnify, defend and save harmless County from and against any suits, actions, legal or administrative proceedings, demands, claims, liabilities, fines, penalties, losses, injuries, damages, expenses or costs, including interest and attorney fees, in any way connected with any injury to any person or damage to any property occasioned in any way by Contractor’s or Contractor’s subcontractors’ prosecution of work under this agreement. 





15.   	Nonwaiver.   No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be held to be a waiver of any other or subsequent breach.  All remedies afforded in this Agreement shall be taken and construed as cumulative, that is, in addition to every other remedy provided therein or by law.  The failure of County to enforce at any time any of the terms of this Agreement, or to exercise any option which is provided, or to require at any time performance by Contractor of any of the provisions, shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such provisions, nor in any way to affect the validity of any part of this Agreement, or the right of County to thereafter enforce each and every provision.





16.	Contractor's Representation.   Contractor, by entering into this Agreement, represents that its proposal for this project is made without connection with any person, firm or corporation making or refraining from making a proposal for the same or similar project and was in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud. 





17.	Severability.  Should any clause or section of this Agreement be declared by court to be void or voidable, the remainder of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 





18.	Dispute resolution through mediation and arbitration.   Any dispute between the parties to this Agreement shall be resolved according to the following process: 





(a)	The parties first shall submit to mediation of the dispute to be conducted by a mutually acceptable mediator.  If the parties cannot agree on a mediator, they shall request a mediator to be appointed by the U.S. Mediation and Arbitration service or a similar mediation and arbitration service located in Portland, Oregon.  The mediator’s charges and expenses shall be borne equally by the parties.  All other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment is to be made.   





(b)	If the dispute is not resolved in mediation, the parties shall then submit the dispute to binding arbitration.  Arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the rules set forth in the Oregon International Commercial Arbitration and Conciliation Act, ORS 36.450 to 36.558, 2007 replacement part.  The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties.  The party that does not prevail, as determined by the arbitrator, shall pay the arbitrator’s fees and expenses in arbitration.  All other expenses, including attorney fees and costs, shall be borne exclusively by the party requiring the service or for which payment is to be made. 





19.	Attorney fees and costs.   In the event that either party to this Agreement shall take any action, judicial or otherwise, to enforce or interpret any of the terms of this contract, each party shall be wholly responsible for its own expenses which it may incur in taking such action, including costs and attorney fees, whether incurred in a suit or action or appeal from a judgment or decree therein or in connection with any nonjudicial action.





20.	Applicable laws.  This Agreement is executed in the State of Oregon and is subject to Oregon law and jurisdiction in Yamhill County.





21.	Subcontractors.  The Contractor may not engage any subcontractor(s) to perform work under this Agreement without the express written consent of the County.  If the County does grant consent, the Contractor covenants and agrees to bind any and all Subcontractor(s) for performance of work under this Agreement.  Any reference to Contractor shall include any and all Subcontractor(s) ad infinitum.





22.	Written changes required.  The rights and duties under this Contract shall not be modified, delegated, transferred, or assigned, except upon written signed consent of both parties.





23.	Successors bound.  This Agreement shall be binding upon all parties hereto and their respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns.





THIS AGREEMENT AND THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTE THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES.  NO WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR CHANGE IN TERMS OF THIS CONTRACT SHALL BIND EITHER PARTY UNLESS IN WRITING AND SIGNED BY BOTH PARTIES.  SUCH WAIVER, CONSENT, MODIFICATION OR CHANGE, IF MADE, SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ONLY FOR THE SPECIFIC INSTANCE AND FOR THE SPECIFIC PURPOSE GIVEN.  THERE ARE NO UNDERSTANDINGS, AGREEMENTS OR REPRESENTATIONS, ORAL OR WRITTEN NOTICE SPECIFIED HEREIN REGARDING THIS CONTRACT.  THE CONTRACTOR, BY SIGNATURE OF ITS AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE, HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT HE/SHE HAS READ THIS CONTRACT, UNDERSTANDS IT, AND AGREES TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed, or caused to be executed on the date indicated by their duly authorized officials, this Agreement in duplicate, each of which shall be deemed an original on the date executed by all parties.





[name of contractor]				YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON








By:_____________________________	________________________________


(signature)				MARY STARRETT, Chair


Date:______________			Date:_______________





________________________________


(printed name)				________________________________


LAURA TSCHABOLD


County Administrator 


Title:___________________________			Date:_______________





Fed. Tax I.D. No:_________________


APPROVED AS TO FORM





Contractor 


Registration No:__________________	By:____________________________


CHRISTIAN BOENISCH, 


Yamhill County Legal Counsel





***






SECTION 4


EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS





4.1  Selection Committee.  A selection committee of at least two (2) individuals appointed by the County Administrator will assess each proposal as to completeness, qualifications, experience, project understanding and approach and references in accordance with the criteria set forth herein.  Proposals submitted that do not meet the requirements of this RFP will not be evaluated and will be returned to the proposer.  County reserves the right to reject all proposals or cancel this solicitation if it deems rejection or cancellation would be in the public interest as determined by County.  The committee will either recommend to the County Administrator that a single proposal be accepted, or recommend the top 2 finalists be interviewed by the County Administrator, or that all proposals be rejected.  The County Administrator will recommend a finalist to the Board of Commissioners for a final decision and award of contract.





4.2  Criteria and Weighting.  The criteria and weighting to be used by each member of the selection committee to evaluate the proposals includes the following:





	15 pts	Quality of Proposal (responsiveness)


	15 pts	Organization Profile and Qualifications; Previous Client References


	30 pts	Project Understanding and Approach


	40 pts	Extent of Previous Experience with Similar Projects


	


Each member of the selection committee will review the proposals from each responsive proposer and complete a ranking sheet.  Selection committee members will be requested to evaluate each proposal on the information provided in the proposals and not as a comparison to other proposals from other proposers.





4.3  Explanation of Criteria.  Each proposal must include a description of the Project team, including organizational structure, size, range of activities, pertinent past experience and qualifications, and including any subcontractors.  Proposers must show sufficient staff and equipment to complete the desired work within the time allotted for this Project.





The Profile and Qualifications section should include:


			Brief history of the firm (age, # of local employees, # of offices).


			Resumes and biographical information on principals and key staff assigned to the Project.


			Specialized experience in similar projects.


			Familiarity of the firm and proposed Project team with the state and federal laws, regulations and standards that must be met.


			Support capabilities.


			Description of projected workload during the time period of the Project.








Include references (contact name, title, phone number and email) from three (3) similar sized and budgeted projects that will help to confirm the proposer’s skills in completing design and engineering of similar projects, with specific attention focused on similar bridge engineering and redesign and provide detail regarding whether or not these prior similar projects were delivered on time and on budget.  If these projects were not delivered either on time or on budget, please explain circumstances.





The Project Understanding and Approach section should summarize in a concise manner the proposer's understanding of the Scope of Work and their proposed approach, activities, and schedule of deliverables to meet the Scope of Work.





The Extent of Previous Experience with Similar Projects section should include specific examples of similar projects including contact information for the agency project manager.  Include details of the project total cost and design issues that show how it is similar to this Project.





4.4  Additional Information  Any additional information that the proposer considers pertinent or deems reasonably necessary for evaluation, consideration, ranking and selection should be included in the proposal.  This may include printed brochures and other material describing proposer or other operations of proposer as well as material responding to criteria specified.  





4.5  Maximum Length.  The proposal may not exceed 25 single-sided pages, excluding references.





4.6  Possible Extra Points if Interviews Conducted.  In the event the selection committee recommends that the County Administrator conduct interviews, firms selected for interviews will be awarded up to 25 additional points by the County Administrator based on their knowledge and experience, communication skills and perceived ability to address the County’s needs.





4.7  Selection.  Points awarded from both written proposals and oral interview (if any) will be combined to produce an overall score.  Based on combined scores and recommendations from the committee and the County Administrator, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will review the recommendation for award of contract.





4.8   Protest.  Prospective proposers may file protests with County regarding this RFP in accordance with OAR 148-048-0240. 





4.9	Nondiscrimination: The successful proposer agrees that, in performing the work called for by this RFP and in securing and supplying materials, contractor will not discriminate against any person on the basis of race, color, religious creed, political ideas, sex, age, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, veteran status, physical or mental handicap, national origin or ancestry, or any other class protected by applicable law.





SECTION 5


RESERVATIONS





5.1  Reservation of Rights.  The County expressly reserves the following rights:





	a.	To award a contract on the basis of quality of services offered, qualifications, experience, accessibility and communication skills.





	b.	To reject any or all proposals and to waive informalities in proposals if it is in the County’s best interest to do so.





	c.	To consider the competency and reputation of proposers and of the proposed subcontractors, if any, in making the award.





	d.	In the event any proposer to whom a contract is awarded fails to execute the contract prepared by the County or fails to furnish satisfactory insurance within the time and in the manner hereinafter specified, to re-award the contract to another proposer.





	e.	To make the award based on its best judgment as to which proposal best meets the County’s expectations balancing the highest standards of quality, innovation and services.





	f.	To make such changes or corrections to the Scope of Work and RFP as it may deem necessary or desirable prior to the proposal opening.  Prospective proposers will be notified of such changes in writing by addenda. Copies of any addenda shall be furnished to all proposers who have requested or received a copy of the RFP.    





			 If addenda are required, the date set for receiving the RFP may be postponed by County to enable proposers to revise their proposals.  In any case, opening of proposals shall be at least three (3) days after the issuance of the last addendum.  If the receipt of proposals is postponed, County will announce the new date for submitting proposals in an addendum.








	





SECTION 6.


RFP SCHEDULE





Date of RFP Opening:  		Friday, June 15, 2018 





Questions due by:        		Friday, June 29, 2018 at 4:00 pm





Proposals due:             		Friday, July 13, 2018 at 4:00 pm 





Anticipated Contract Award: 		Friday, August 3, 2018









SECTION 7


PROPOSAL RESPONSE





7.1  General.  The proposal should contain the required elements as stated in this RFP packet.  The County reserves the right to solicit additional information or proposal clarification from the firms, or any one firm submitting proposals, should the County deem such information necessary.  Any proposer-supplied material constitutes a public record.  The proposals shall be submitted by the time and at the place specified above. Proposers responding to the RFP do so solely at their own expense and County is not responsible for any proposer expenses associated with this RFP.





Proposer shall also provide documentation that it is registered to provide engineering services in the State of Oregon.





7.2   Resident and Nonresident Proposers.  Each proposer shall state whether it is a “Resident Proposer” of the State of Oregon.  “Resident Proposer” means a Proposer that has paid unemployment taxes or income taxes in Oregon during the twelve (12) calendar months immediately preceding submission of the RFP, has a business address in Oregon, and has stated in its proposal that it is a resident proposer.





7.3	Response.  Proposers must complete the following section and return this original RFP packet, the original proposal, and 3 copies of the responsive proposal.





Submitted by:__________________________________________________





Doing business as:______________________________________________





Address:______________________________________________________





Phone number:_________________________________________________





Telephone: ____________________  Email: _________________________





Proposals by corporations must be executed in corporate name by president, vice-president or other corporate officer.  





The proposal selected shall be considered valid for a period of ninety (90) days and shall contain a statement to that effect.





PROPOSAL: The undersigned, through the formal submittal of this proposal response, declares that he/she has examined this RFP, and hereby proposes to perform the work stated in the proposal.  





The proposer, by his/her signature below, hereby represents as follows:





(a)	That no officer, employee or agent of Yamhill County is personally interested directly or indirectly in this proposal.   





(b)	That this proposal is made in all respects, fair and without collusion or fraud and that the proposer is competing solely in its own behalf without connection with or obligation to any undisclosed person or firm.  





(c)	The Proposer, and each person signing on behalf of any Proposer certifies, in the case of a joint Proposal, each party thereto, certifies as to its own organization, under penalty of perjury, that to the best of their knowledge and belief:





1.	The prices in the Proposal have been arrived at independently, without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement for the purpose of restraining competition as to any matter relating to such prices with any other proposer or with any competitor;





2.	Unless otherwise required by law, the prices which have been quoted in the Proposal have not been knowingly disclosed by the Proposer prior to the Proposal deadline, either directly or indirectly, to any other proposer or competitor;





3.	No attempt has been made nor will be made by the proposer to induce any other person, partnership or corporation to submit or not to submit a Proposal for the purpose of restraining trade;








(d)	The proposer fully understands and submits its Proposal with the specific knowledge that:





1. The selected Proposal must be approved by the Board of Commissioners.





2. This offer to provide services will remain in effect at the prices proposed for a period of not less than ninety (90) calendar days from the date that Proposals are due, and that this offer may not be withdrawn or modified during that time.








(e)	That the Proposer shall use recyclable products to the maximum extent economically feasible in the performance of the contract work set forth in this document.





(f)	That the Proposer accepts all terms and conditions contained in this RFP and that the RFP and the Proposal, and any modifications thereto, and Agreement No. 31798 between the State and County will be made part of the resulting agreement documents.  It is understood that all Proposals will become part of the public file on this matter.  The County reserves the right to reject any or all Proposals.





(g)	That the Proposer holds current licenses that businesses or services professionals operating in Oregon must hold in order to undertake or perform the work specified in these documents.





(h)	That the Proposer is covered by liability insurance and other insurance in the amount(s) required by the solicitation and in addition that the Proposer qualifies as a carrier insured employer or a self-insured employer under ORS 656.407 or has elected coverage under ORS 656.128.








(i)	That the Proposer is legally qualified to contract with the County.





(j)	That the Proposer has not and will not discriminate in its employment practices with regard to race, creed, age, religious affiliation, sex, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, or any other protected class. Nor has Proposer or will Proposer discriminate against a subcontractor in the awarding of a subcontract because the subcontractor is a disadvantaged business enterprise, a minority-owned business, a woman-owned business, a business that a service-disabled veteran owns or an emergency small business that is certified under ORS 200.055. 





By: ____________________________


	(signature)	


			


Printed name:____________________


	





Title: ___________________________








Tax ID No.:______________________








Date: ___________________________











(end of RFP)
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37:25 PM


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 22, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018


 



mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us





 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Carolina Rook
Subject: RE: BO 18-174
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:53:06 AM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


Perfect! And here is the optimized version of that file.
 
cm
 


From: Carolina Rook 
Sent: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: BO 18-174
 
Let’s try this again.
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:rookc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name



CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT



OTHER INVESTMENTS



BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE



PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT



PREPAID EXPENSE



CLERK CASH IN TRUST



CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE



AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY



TAXES RECEIVABLE



INSURANCE REC



LAND



BUILDINGS



MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT



GENERAL ASSETS



DATA PROCESSING



ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS



ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP



ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS



ALLOW DEPR-DP



FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN



ACCOUNTS PAYABLE



PAYROLL PAYABLE



MEDICARE TAX



FEDERAL TAXES



STATE TAXES



FICA TAXES



WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT



T-670



OPEU



FAMILY CANCER



OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST



OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN



SBA (TC 763)



MISC



RETIREMENT BENEFIT



PERS



PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP



PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN



M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 



                               -                        94,773.65 



                               -                          9,969.59 



                               -                        43,503.31 



                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 



                               -                          1,266.25 



                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   



                               -                             230.62 



                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 



                               -                   2,101,377.77 



                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 



                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   



                               -                      131,065.42 



                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   



                               -                        13,754.10 



                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   



              8,548,474.36                                  -   



              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   



              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   



              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 



                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   



                        400.00                                  -   



                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   



                     1,100.00                                  -   



                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   



            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE



MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT



VEBA BENEFIT



KAISER-PERMANENTE



PERS UNIT PURCHASE



OSGP LOAN



ICMA DEFERRED



BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD



PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN



VOLUNTARY LIFE



SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT



YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)



VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY



LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE



DEFERRED REVENUE



LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE



DEPOSITS



RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN



LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN



DEPOSITS



RESERVE FOR ENCUM



INVESTMENT IN LAND



INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS



INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP



INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS



INVESTMENT IN CWIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP



ENCUMBRANCE



BB



BEG BALANCE RESERVED



Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 



                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 



              4,192,029.85                                  -   



              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 



                               -                   4,801,547.39 



                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 



                               -                   1,598,715.55 



                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   



                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 



                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   



                               -                        16,139.23 



                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 



                               -                      148,113.59 



                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 



                               -                               56.48 



                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 



                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 



                               -                        21,555.05 



                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name



010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES



010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES



010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS



010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX



010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX



010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX



010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX



010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST



010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST



010-002-362.99 MISC



010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE



010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   













From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:44:25 PM


$100k is a lot for Travel Oregon to grant. And there is a 25% cash match requirement. We could
certainly apply for the full $100k though.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
 
Why do you think we should only go for 50,000?
 
See my notes on the narrative, below:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined
roadmap to advance a multi-modal transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two
counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional
recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The
Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks
and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to of Yamhill County and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.
Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that
expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient
non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism and economic vitality, saves public and
private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us





anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:36 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
 
Hi Laura,
 
To be eligible to apply for the Travel Oregon Medium Grant Program, we must first submit a “Project
Idea Form” to our regional DMO. For us, this is the Willamette Valley Visitors Association. I have
attached the form here for your review.
 
cm
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad; Jack Schwab; Steve


Harloff; Leona Sitton; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 4:35:06 PM


Wow, that's great!


V


On Sunday, June 10, 2018, 2:22:49 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.
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Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad; Jack Schwab; Steve


Harloff; Leona Sitton; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 4:35:06 PM


Wow, that's great!


V


On Sunday, June 10, 2018, 2:22:49 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.
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Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:16:03 AM


Thanks Carrie.


On Thursday, May 24, 2018, 7:14:17 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a
request of $56,250.


 


I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.


 


Carrie


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab <jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants


 


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


That is my memory as well.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


 


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,
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Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be
seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Carolina Rook
Subject: Second grant application for BOC packets
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 2:50:30 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Hi Carolina,


Here’s the second grant application for you to include in the BOC packets for next Tuesday.
Please let me know that you receive this.


Thank you and have a great weekend!


Carrie
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors




Sent from my iPhone






From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: word version FAQs
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 2:49:42 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18-2.docx
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the development stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	


Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 






What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners.


Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 






PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.


Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.






Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: YC Website Link--UPDATE
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:00:44 AM
Attachments: BO 18-173_Complete_6.12.18.pdf


Good morning!
 
Will you please replace the document attached to the following link with the attached document?
 
Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant
(Acquisition)
Application
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/sites/default/files/TE%20Grant%20Application%20Submitted%2011272012.pdf














































































Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE 
Salem, OR 97301



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application 
(BO 18-173; vote 2 to 1) to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information.
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion.



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,



2018 through June 30, 2019.



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal



Cancer screenings.



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000.



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018



through June 30, 2020.



C. OLD BUSINESS:



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].





martinc


Highlight
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities


mailto:bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us














  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
This form is used for informational purposes only and must be included with the grant application. 



Chapter 600 of the 2013 Oregon Laws require applicants to include with each grant application a racial and ethnic 
impact statement.  The statement provides information as to the disproportionate or unique impact the proposed 
policies or programs may have on minority persons1 in the State of Oregon if the grant is awarded to a corporation or 
other legal entity other than natural persons.     



1. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique positive impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



2. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique negative impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities  American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



3. The proposed grant project policies or programs will have no disproportionate or unique impact on minority
persons.



If you checked numbers 1 or 2 above, please provide below the rationale for the existence of policies or 
programs having a disproportionate or unique impact on minority persons in this state.  Further provide 
evidence of consultation with representative(s) of the affected minority persons. 



By checking this box, I hereby certify the information contained on this Dated: 
form is true, complete, and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 



Printed Name: Title: 



Agency Name: 



1 “Minority person” are defined in SB 463 (2013 Regular Session) as women, persons with disabilities (as defined in ORS 
174.107), African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, or Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 





https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/lawsstatutes/2013orLaw0600.pdf
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Friday
Cc: Mikalie Frei
Subject: RE: Review of YWT FAQs
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 9:14:45 AM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_5.02.18_cm-ts.docx


All,
 
Here are my corrections and additions.  Because we are in a hurry and they look excellent to me, I
didn’t bother to figure out how to make my changes in a different color-sorry!  Carrie, I would ask
that you use my version as the base and add everybody else’s comments to mine, so I don’t have to
go through the whole thing again—I think I made some good changes.
 
I would like to see a final version of this soon, with all of the weird page breaks taken out, so that we
can get multiple paper copies for distribution—front and back.  I also want to post a new pdf as soon
as possible and deliver it to each Planning Commissioner as soon as possible.
 
Thanks for all of your help!
 
ts
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 2, 2018 3:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett
Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Review of YWT FAQs
 
Good afternoon, all!
 
I have done a preliminary read-through of the FAQs we posted on the county website last year. Thus
far, I just made corrections regarding past tense verbiage, as in “Yamhill County purchased the
railroad corridor…” instead of “Once Yamhill County completes the purchase of…” I have highlighted
all of these changes in RED.
 
Please take a look and make any additional changes your feel are necessary, now that we’re six
months further along in the process. Two additional questions we might consider adding to the mix:
 


1.       Is the YWT part of the Yamhill County parks system? No, the YWT is a multi-modal
transportation corridor and not a park (or similar)


2.       If the county doesn’t intend to develop the corridor for rail purposes, why does the
“Yamhelas Westsider Trail Draft Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Farm Impact
Findings” still include the possibility of rail use (or similar)
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (“Yamhelas Westsider Trail”) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (“FYWT”) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)3, the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase 1 and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor. This is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. As of the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process has been developed that will allow time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	






Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TAP Grant is closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum by staff that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including through the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length. (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon, and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  Those important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 






CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.






Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 


What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.






Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 


PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection & Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility






Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or of specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.






Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.


Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations  by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.






Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. The the bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT).


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is sixty feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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Thanks for taking a look!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the City of Gaston Transportation Master Plan Update
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 6:03:43 PM
Attachments: Sample letter of support(Gaston).odt


Hi All,
I am forwarding you the entire conversation I have had with Sharon Brigante-Candau of the City of
Gaston. They are apply for a grant for their master plan and attached at the bottom is the requested draft
letter of endorsement. I took the liberty to go ahead and draft the letter to help them meet their deadline.
Give me feed back on anything associated with the letter. 
Their next Counsel meeting is next week on the 13th, the day after our June meeting, so we will be there
to give a requested trail update and request an endorsement letter from them. Stan, Carrie, Brett; if there
is anything you want to be said or not said let me know. 
I can't say it often enough, but I am really impressed with how Gaston has jumped on top of all this.  have
a good week.  Wayne


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018, 10:42:34 AM PDT
Subject: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


Thank you!  Did you want to be put on the Agenda for the 6/13th working session?


 


-Sharon


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 2:37 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


I'll try to get it to you before the 8th.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 2:09:07 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I send in the application on 6/8, but I can send the letter after that.  The next council meeting is on
Wednesday, 6/13th.


 


Thanks,



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Do we have letterhead





June 5, 2018





Re: The City of Gaston’s ODOT TGM Grant Application





To Whom it May Concern:





I write on behalf of Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail in support of the City of Gaston’s proposal to Oregon Department of Transportation for a grant to fund the Update of the Transportation Master Plan to  identify and coordinate the City's concerns, priorities, changed development, cost estimates, funding sources, and new rail to trail projects to create a safe and seamless biking and walking environment in Gaston. We strongly support this grant application and the focus on the new rail to trail projects.


As an organization which has been an active partner with Yamhill County giving financial, planning and advocacy support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail since 2012,  we see Gaston as one of the critical parts to the overall success of the YWT project. It is one of six communities that will be linked with the completion of the trail. Gaston's proximity to Hagg Lake and it's contiguous border to the Wapato Fish and Wildlife Refuge will give it multiple opportunities to plan and fill recreational, educational, health benefits, out door experiences as well as non-motorized commuter needs for the communities up and down the trail.


The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will work to support the trail effort in Gaston by being strong advocates and promoters for their efforts to make Gaston a key cog to the overall success of the YWT. As a long time partner with Yamhill County and Gaston's city limits being partially in Yamhill county we can be an advocate for them. Part of our future goals is to be in a position where we can at least help with matching funds for future grant applications.  Again, we have, from the beginning, viewed Gaston as a very important part of this trail's success and will continue to look upon ourselves as their partner.





Sincerely,


Wayne Wiebke


President


Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


[Address of partnering organization if not in letterhead]  (need help here)






 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 1:52 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


What is your time line on this letter? We have our monthly meeting next week on Tuesday, is that to late?
When is the next City Counsel meeting?  Regards.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 11:27:16 AM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I’m so glad to hear that a reconsideration was made.  I apologize that I was a little behind on what was
going on in Yamhill County.


 


I’ve attached a sample letter of support.  Please feel free to modify or change it to fit your needs.


 


In regards to a letter of support from the City, I would attend another city council meeting and ask the city
council for one, if you are able to.  This would be a great time to also update the council on what is going
on in Yamhill County with the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 



mailto:sharonb@cityofgaston.com

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Thank you so much!


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


Yes the trail is on track. The Yamhill County Commissioners voted yesterday on two trail items as a
"reconsideration vote. One was to Amend the county Transportation systems Plan to include an
amendment to show the purchase from UP and to start construction of the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton
upon approval of a Master Plan. The exception there is that the construction on one bridge and
engineering of 2 smaller bridges can begin prior to the approval of the Master Plan. The county is in the
process of applying for grants to fund the Master Plan. You might want to go onto our website and sign-
up for our newsletter, we have been trying to keep everyone up to date using that.


 


Regarding the letter of support, absolutely. Send me what you want it to say. We are on the same wave
on this because we were about to ask you for one as well. We are trying to get letters from all the towns
along the trail from McMinnville to Forest Grove.  Since we have always been a partner with Yamhill
County so we would be asking for the combined effort of both parties. You might take the same approach
since it would the collaborative manner in which this trail is being viewed. We have also made contact
with the Forest Grove Chamber of Commerce. It just occurred to me that have both McMinnville's and
forest Grove's chamber working in support of this would be powerful. Regards.   Wayne


 


 


On Friday, June 1, 2018, 12:59:58 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:
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I wasn’t sure if the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail was still intact due to the cancellation of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail in Yamhill County, but I thought I’d reach out to you just in case.


 


The City of Gaston still has plans to do a trail through the City using the abandoned railroad line.  We are
applying for funding to update the Transportation Master Plan with the trail plans and:


 


•             Cost Estimates of the future improvements in the City’s infrastructure


•             Funding sources for the City


•             City’s current concerns and priorities


•             Review the Cottonwood Corridor final report and visit with school district as their plans have
changed


•             Investigate with ODOT options for a pathway from Country mobile Estates (Trailer park south of
town) to connect with the City


•             Add an intersection analysis of Highway 47/Park Street


 


Would the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail be able to provide a letter of support for the City’s
application to ODOT TGM?


 


Thank you,


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Friday
Subject: Recreation Trails Program - Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS)
Date: Thursday, June 14, 2018 11:58:59 AM
Attachments: LUCS_Form120800.docx


Hi Ken,
 
I’ve attached the document I mentioned on the phone.
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Oregon Parks and Recreation Department


Local Government Grant Program – Project Application





Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS)





What is a LUCS? A Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS) is the form OPRD uses to ensure that proposed projects are consistent with local land use requirements.





How to Complete the LUCS: The applicant completes Section 1. Section 2 must be completed by the local Planning Official. The applicant then submits the completed LUCS to OPRD as part of the Grant Project Application. 





			SECTION 1: Applicant & Site Information





			Print Applicant Name:  Laura Tschabold


			Applicant Signature:





			Property Owner Name:  Yamhill County





			Subject Property Address (Or adjacent to): 





			Site Description:  The Stag Hollow bicycle/pedestrian bridge will be located on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, which is located in a former railroad corridor parallel to OR 47 between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill.





			Describe the planned use for the property:  To construct a bicycle/pedestrian bridge to span the Stag Hollow Creek.





			Township(s)


			Range(s)


			Section(s)


			Tax Lot(s)  R3421  00190








SECTION 2 must be filled out by a Local Planning Official


			SECTION 2: Determination of Compliance with Local Land Use Requirements





			The subject property is:	      Inside    Outside City Limits	 Inside    Outside UGB





			Current Comprehensive Plan Designation:  EFU	Current Zoning:  EFU 80





			Is a Comprehensive Plan or Zoning Amendment Proposed?	YES 	NO 


If YES, list the proposed plan designation:	Proposed zoning:	





			Does the activity, use, or development require land use review to determine compliance with land use regulations?	YES 	NO 


If NO, it means that no local land use review is needed.  Skip to Local Planning Official Information below.


If YES, what is the status of the land use application:  Approved   Denied   Under Review   Not Yet Received





			List file number(s):	Is the decision final:   YES    NO 	





			Comments:








			Local Planning Official Information:





			Jurisdiction:  Yamhill County





			Print Planning Official’s Name & Title:  Ken Friday, Planning Director





			Mailing Address:  525 NE Fourth Street





			City:  McMinnville


			Zip Code:  97128





			Phone:   503-434-7516


			Fax:  503-434-7544





			Email: fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us





			Planning Official’s Signature:


			Date:











image1.tiff










From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Subject: And one final time for good measure
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 4:25:00 PM
Attachments: YWT Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).pdf


Sorry, but I think this is actually the last version for a while.
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the development stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 
development will be? 
There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   
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Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 



Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on 
December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   
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How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 



Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 
This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  
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A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  



What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second 
hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners. 
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Will right to farm laws be enforced?  



The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  



PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 
Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 
trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 
2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 
3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 



deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 
4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 



experience and improve accessibility 
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Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 



6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 
8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 
9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 



crushed shale rock and native soil 
10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 



rock 
11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 



impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 
Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 
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Do we get a formal hearing? 



The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 



Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 
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Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 
The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  



At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 



The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   



Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf










From: Carrie Martin
To: LGS-ConnectOregon
Cc: BLAIR Andrew; THIEL Katie; Tami.WEIL@odot.state.or.us
Subject: June 2018 MPR, ConnectOregon VI
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 3:42:43 PM
Attachments: June 2018 MPR, COVI.pdf


Good afternoon,
 
Please accept the attached Monthly Progress Report from Yamhill County for the period of May
2018.
 
IGA: 31632
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 Overview of Actions and Responsibilities 



 
 



Who initiates the form? The ConnectOregon Project Recipient. 



Action required by the Recipient: Fill out the Monthly Progress Report and send it to 
the ODOT Project Liaison by the first Wednesday 
of each month. The ODOT Project Liaison is 
identified in the Notice to Proceed Letter or as later 
identified by ODOT if ODOT Project Liaison has 
changed.  At the same time, also send a copy to 
the ConnectOregon Program Manager at:  
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 



Action required by ODOT Project Liaison: The ODOT Project Liaison reviews the Monthly 
Progress Report. The ODOT Project Liaison 
contacts ConnectOregon Program Manager if 
Recipient is not submitting reports. 
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 



Part A: Project Details 
PROJECT NAME 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 
REGION NUMBER 



2 
IGA NUMBER 



31632 
RECIPIENT NAME 



Yamhill County 
APPLICATION PROJECT NUMBER 



31632 
ADDRESS 



535 NE Fifth Street 
CITY 



McMinnville 
STATE 



OR 
ZIP 



97128 
REQUIRED MONTHLY REPORT DATE 



1st Wednesday of the 
Month 



PHONE 



503-434-7501 
FAX 



503-474-4908 
E-MAIL 



martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 
DATE OF THIS REPORT 



06/13/2018 



Recipient – Complete form, sign, date, and send 
form and any attachments to the ODOT Project 
Liaison.  Also send a copy to the ConnectOregon 
Program Manager: 
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 
(Please use email link on instruction page.) 



RECIPIENT SIGNATURE DATE 



 



Part B: Key Milestone Monthly Report Instructions: 
1. Under “Description” below, enter the key milestones that are shown in Agreement (IGA) on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 



1.  Under “Estimated Due Date” below, enter the estimated due dates for each key milestone which are shown in IGA, 
or most current amendment,  on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 1. 



2.  “Anticipated Completion Date column”. If the key milestones are still anticipated to be completed on time, insert the 
same date shown in the “Estimated Due Date” column. If the Project is delayed, provide the date the Project is 
anticipated to be completed in the “Anticipated Completion Date” column. (If the estimated due date is expected to be 
delayed by 90 days or more, Recipient must fill out the “Request Change Order” form and return it to the ODOT Project 
Liaison with the monthly progress report.) 



3. Indicate percentage of work completed for milestones in the “Percentage Complete” column. 



4. Provide a brief written status update in Part C, then sign, date form and return it to the ODOT Project Liaison and provide 
a copy to ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



Description 
(List each milestone as shown in the ConnectOregon Agreement.) 



Estimated 
Due Date 
Shown in 



IGA, 
Exhibit A, 
Table 1 



Anticipated 
Completion 



Date 



Percentage 
Complete 



1. Land Use Planning N/A 6/15/2018 60% 
2. Preliminary Engineering and Permitting N/A 12/17/2018 0% 
3. Final Design: Plan Specifications & Engineering 4/30/2018 4/22/2019 0% 
4. Constuction Contract Award 11/20/2018 6/18/2019 0% 
5. Project Completion 10/31/2019 5/19/2020 0% 
6.                         



Part C: Provide a brief status update in the space provided below: 











Yamhill County completed it's land use application to the Yamhill County Planning Commission for adoption 
of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comprehensive Plan into the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan. 
The public hearing was held on May 3rd, and the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted to approve 
the on May 31st. Yamhill County is currently drafting a Qualification Based Selection RFP for the planning, 
engineering, design, construction management, and inspection contract for services on this project. That RFP 
is expected to open on June 22, 2018 and close on July 20, 2018. 



 













From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:41:26 PM


Ummm…maybe…
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:41 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Are  you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
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Thanks!
 
Carrie








From: Christian Boenisch
To: Todd Sadlo; Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:15:41 AM


Looks good to me.
 
Thanks,
 
Christian
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
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coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:40:42 PM


Are  you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Christo Brehm
Cc: Carrie Martin; Jean Crowther; Jessica Roberts; Cat Cheng
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Saturday, May 12, 2018 9:33:20 AM


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider
Trail board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and
materials to promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be
done through local destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a
strong county-wide DMO but we are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do
our own marketing through social media, email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that
could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And maybe some events?  And we are totally open
to suggestion about what has worked well for other trails.  


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


Is that enough info?


Thank you, 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress
moving the master planning process forward.


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in
our Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work.
Once they get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of
marketing activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively
go after a grant for the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding
how extensive of a marketing campaign you have in mind?


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to
move the project forward.


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
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On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with
the nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and
maintenance of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding
to do a master plan, though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding
aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a
master plan, and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be
writing a grant on behalf of the Friends group for a marketing and outreach
plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master plans that incorporated
marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica in
establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Revised Travel Oregon Project Timeline
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 7:56:56 AM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Project Timeline.docx


I changed the project timeline significantly this morning based on the TGM sample scopes of work.
 
cm
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Travel Oregon Medium Grant


Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Project Timeline


			TASK


			START DATE


			COMPLETION DATE





			Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration


			7/23/18


			10/01/18





			· Award notification and Notice to Proceed


			


			7/23/18





			· Signed contract due to Travel Oregon


			7/23/18


			8/03/18





			· Establish Project Management Team (PMT)


			7/23/18


			7/27/18





			· Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC)


			7/23/18


			10/01/18





			· Establish project website


			


			10/01/18





			· Identify key stakeholders


			


			





			· Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)


			7/30/18


			8/31/18





			· Request for Proposals (RFP) Open


			9/03/18


			10/03/18





			· Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP)


			9/03/18


			9/07/18





			· Establish RFP review committee


			9/10/18


			10/03/18





			· Review proposals and rank contractors


			10/15/18


			10/19/18





			· Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of Commissioners (BOC)


			10/23/18


			10/25/2018





			· YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor


			


			10/25/18





			Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints


			


			02/28/19





			· Notice to Proceed to Contractor


			


			11/01/18





			· Kick-off Meeting with Contractor


			


			11/05/18





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			01/31/19





			· Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all transportation and land use features


			


			02/21/19





			· Identify natural and cultural resources


			


			02/28/19





			· Identify key connections


			


			02/28/19





			Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options


			


			4/30/19





			· Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal


			


			





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			





			· Open house


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC


			


			





			Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates


			


			5/31/19





			· Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal


			


			





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			





			· Open house


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC


			


			





			Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process


			


			6/30/19





			· Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete


			


			





			· Final design submittal


			


			





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			





			· Final design approved by YC BOC


			


			





			Final project report to Travel Oregon


			


			7/23/19
















From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Friday
Cc: Mikalie Frei
Subject: RE: Review of YWT FAQs
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 9:14:46 AM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_5.02.18_cm-ts.docx


All,
 
Here are my corrections and additions.  Because we are in a hurry and they look excellent to me, I
didn’t bother to figure out how to make my changes in a different color-sorry!  Carrie, I would ask
that you use my version as the base and add everybody else’s comments to mine, so I don’t have to
go through the whole thing again—I think I made some good changes.
 
I would like to see a final version of this soon, with all of the weird page breaks taken out, so that we
can get multiple paper copies for distribution—front and back.  I also want to post a new pdf as soon
as possible and deliver it to each Planning Commissioner as soon as possible.
 
Thanks for all of your help!
 
ts
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 2, 2018 3:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett
Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Review of YWT FAQs
 
Good afternoon, all!
 
I have done a preliminary read-through of the FAQs we posted on the county website last year. Thus
far, I just made corrections regarding past tense verbiage, as in “Yamhill County purchased the
railroad corridor…” instead of “Once Yamhill County completes the purchase of…” I have highlighted
all of these changes in RED.
 
Please take a look and make any additional changes your feel are necessary, now that we’re six
months further along in the process. Two additional questions we might consider adding to the mix:
 


1.       Is the YWT part of the Yamhill County parks system? No, the YWT is a multi-modal
transportation corridor and not a park (or similar)


2.       If the county doesn’t intend to develop the corridor for rail purposes, why does the
“Yamhelas Westsider Trail Draft Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Farm Impact
Findings” still include the possibility of rail use (or similar)
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (“Yamhelas Westsider Trail”) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (“FYWT”) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)3, the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase 1 and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor. This is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. As of the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process has been developed that will allow time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	






Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TAP Grant is closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum by staff that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including through the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length. (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon, and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  Those important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 






CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.






Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 


What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.






Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 


PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection & Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility






Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or of specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.






Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.


Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations  by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.






Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. The the bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT).


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is sixty feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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Thanks for taking a look!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: TGM letter
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 10:55:26 AM
Attachments: TGM Authorization Letter.pdf


I took the liberty of modifying your previous letter. Do you approve?
 
cm
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Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE           
Salem, OR 97301



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 
18-173) to approve an application to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo
Cc: Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin; Brett Henry
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:38:07 PM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 12:37 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Trail
 
Mary – I asked Senior Assistant County Counsel Todd Sadlo to reply to Mr. Schrepel’s question.  I’ve
copied his answer below.  Please let Mr. Schrepel know that he can contact Todd if he needs further
information. 
 
Thanks, Laura 
 
Mr. Schrepel,
 


Section 2 of Ordinance 904 states, in part:  The  county  now  has  the  right  to
develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to begin development of
the proposed  trail  segment  between Oregon Highway 240  east  of  the City of
Yamhill into the City of Carlton.


 
That language in the Ordinance itself controls, and is what is intended and what everyone has been
told.  There is no immediate intent to develop the trail on the county’s easement on the western and
northern edge of your property, North of Highway 240. 



mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
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Your friend has nevertheless spotted an error in the farm impact findings.  For purposes of the farm
impact findings, the county is required to specify the area in which impacts are being considered: 
the “surrounding area.”  The county considered all farm impacts wholly or partially within 750 feet
of the first trail segment to be within the “surrounding area” of the first trail segment.  Finding 2.2 
addresses the farm impact standard, and incorrectly identifies the same area as the location of the
first trail segment.  Under Ordinance 904 (the Ordinance itself, not the supporting findings) the first
 segment starts at Highway 240, and extends to the City Limits of the City of Carlton.
 
I hope this clarifies the county’s decision.  Feel free to contact Todd Sadlo if you have additional
questions.
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Mary Starrett 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Trail
Importance: High
 
Laura,
Can you help me with this?
 
Thanks,
Mary
 


Mary Starrett
Chair,Yamhill County Board of Commissioners
Phone: 503.434.7501
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From: Lee Schrepel [mailto:lee@fruithillinc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 11:09 AM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Trail
Importance: High
 


Mary


A neighbor told me the 'phase one' trail limits were adjusted in the process that's recently come
to a decision point.  He said this phase includes Carlton-to-Yamhill PLUS 750 feet north of
Hwy 240.  Do you know if that is correct, or has my friend misinterpreted something he saw
online?


Lee


Lee Schrepel, FRUITHILL, INC.
6501 NE Hwy 240, Yamhill, OR  97148-8507
Ofc & Res  503-662-3926
Mobile  503-939-1562
Fax  503-662-4270
Email  Lee@FruithillInc.com
www.FruithillInc.com
Email  communitycantata@gmail.com
www.CantataChoir.org
"Quality Fruit For Generations!"
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: YC Website Link -- NEW REQUEST
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 12:45:03 PM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


BO 18-173.pdf
BO 12-646.pdf


Importance: High


Good afternoon,
 
I think we need to re-order the list of grant applications (and supporting documents) under the
Grants section of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail page.
 
I see that this was originally set up to have the name of the grant application listed in Bold with
Underline and then the original application follows. These should be listed in chronological order,
however, and some have been lumped in with other applications. This is how the section should be
organized:
 


·         Oregon Parks & Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) 2018
Application (BO 18-183) – I will send this document on Thursday
 


·         Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application
Application (BO 18-174) --- link to document
 


·         ODOT Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM) 2018
Application (BO 18--173) –link to document
 


·         ODOT Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM) 2017
Application (BO 17-200)* -- link to document
 
*This link is currently listed as the last entry under Grants and under the name:
“Oregon Transportation and Growth…Master Plan Project)


 
·         ODOT Connect Oregon VI 2017


Application (BO 15-464) – link to document
Notice to Proceed– link to document
Grant Agreement (BO 17-075) – link to document
 


·         NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program (RTCA) 2014
Request Letter (BO 14-457) – link to document
 


·         ODOT Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant 2013
Application (BO 12-646) – link to document attached in this email
Agreement (BO 13-739)—link to document
Right of Way Services Agreement (BO 14-382) —link to document
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name



CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT



OTHER INVESTMENTS



BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE



PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT



PREPAID EXPENSE



CLERK CASH IN TRUST



CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE



AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY



TAXES RECEIVABLE



INSURANCE REC



LAND



BUILDINGS



MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT



GENERAL ASSETS



DATA PROCESSING



ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS



ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP



ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS



ALLOW DEPR-DP



FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN



ACCOUNTS PAYABLE



PAYROLL PAYABLE



MEDICARE TAX



FEDERAL TAXES



STATE TAXES



FICA TAXES



WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT



T-670



OPEU



FAMILY CANCER



OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST



OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN



SBA (TC 763)



MISC



RETIREMENT BENEFIT



PERS



PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP



PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN



M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 



                               -                        94,773.65 



                               -                          9,969.59 



                               -                        43,503.31 



                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 



                               -                          1,266.25 



                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   



                               -                             230.62 



                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 



                               -                   2,101,377.77 



                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 



                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   



                               -                      131,065.42 



                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   



                               -                        13,754.10 



                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   



              8,548,474.36                                  -   



              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   



              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   



              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 



                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   



                        400.00                                  -   



                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   



                     1,100.00                                  -   



                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   



            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE



MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT



VEBA BENEFIT



KAISER-PERMANENTE



PERS UNIT PURCHASE



OSGP LOAN



ICMA DEFERRED



BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD



PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN



VOLUNTARY LIFE



SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT



YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)



VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY



LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE



DEFERRED REVENUE



LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE



DEPOSITS



RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN



LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN



DEPOSITS



RESERVE FOR ENCUM



INVESTMENT IN LAND



INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS



INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP



INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS



INVESTMENT IN CWIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP



ENCUMBRANCE



BB



BEG BALANCE RESERVED



Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 



                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 



              4,192,029.85                                  -   



              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 



                               -                   4,801,547.39 



                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 



                               -                   1,598,715.55 



                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   



                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 



                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   



                               -                        16,139.23 



                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 



                               -                      148,113.59 



                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 



                               -                               56.48 



                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 



                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 



                               -                        21,555.05 



                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name



010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES



010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES



010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS



010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX



010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX



010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX



010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX



010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST



010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST



010-002-362.99 MISC



010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE



010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   
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Misc. Contracts and Agreements 
No. 28708 



GRANT AGREEMENT 
ConnectOregon IV 



MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION FUND PROGRAM 2012 
Project Name: Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center 



THIS GRANT PROGRAM AGREEMENT, hereinafter referred to as "Agreement" is 
made and entered into by and between the STATE OF OREGON, acting by and through 
its Department of Transportation, hereinafter referred to as "ODOT," and Yamhill County, 
acting by and through its Board of Commissioners, hereinafter referred to as "Recipient," 
hereinafter individually referred to as the "Party" and collectively referred to as the 
"Parties." 



RECITALS 



1. By the authority granted in Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 190.110, 366.572, and 
366.576, state agencies may enter into agreements with counties, cities, and units of 
local government for the performance of any or all functions and activities that a 
party to the agreement, its officers, or agents have the authority to perform. 



2. Pursuant to ORS 367.080 through 367.086, there is established the Multimodal 
Transportation Fund, separate and distinct from the General Fund, allowing for the 
issuance of lottery bonds for the purpose of financing grants and loans to fund 
Transportation Projects to public bodies and private entities that involve air, marine, 
rail or public transit. 



3. The Multimodal Transportation Fund Program began through ConnectOregon, a one 
hundred million dollar ($100,000,000) lottery-bond-based initiative approved by the 
Oregon Legislative Assembly in 2005 (Oregon Laws 2005, Chapter 816), to invest in 
air, rail, public transit, and marine transportation projects to ensure Oregon's 
transportation system is strong, diverse and efficient. The Oregon Legislative 
Assembly added an additional one hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) in 2007 
(Oregon Laws 2007, Chapter 859), Orie hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) in 
2009 (Oregon Laws 2009, Chapter 865 - HB 2001), and forty million dollars 
($40,000,000) in 2011 (Oregon Laws 2011, Chapter 624, HB 5036. The Multimodal 
Transportation Fund Program is focused on improving the connections between air, 
rail, marine and transit modes of transportation to reduce transportation costs to 
businesses, remove key bottlenecks, and increase connectivity. 



4. The receipt and use of Multimodal Transportation Funds and the execution of this 
Agreement by Recipient are subject to conditions imposed by ORS 367.080 through 
367.086 and Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) Chapter 731, Division 35. 



5. The Oregon Transportation Commission approved the projects to be funded under 
the Multimodal Transportation Fund Program at its August 2012 meeting. The 
Oregon Transportation Commission has set specific conditions on all approved 
projects and the inability to meet these Oregon Transportation Commission 
conditions may result in a loss of Project funding. Final approval for Project is 
subject to meeting all the Oregon Transportation Commission conditions as stated 
below. 
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6. Safety is of paramount concern to ODOT. ODOT encourages recipients of 
ConnectOregon grant funds to have safety as a high priority for all phases of work. 



NOW THEREFORE, the premises being general as stated in the foregoing Recitals, it is 
agreed by and between the Parties hereto as follows: 



I. TERMS OF AGREEMENT 



1. ODOT and Recipient agree that Recipient shall construct an intermodal 
transportation center, hereinafter referred to as "Project", further described in Exhibit 
A, attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. 



2. Project Cost is estimated at $1,802,400, which is subject to change. The 
ConnectOregon IV grant funds ("Grant Funds") are limited to $1,162,400 or eighty 
(80) percent of the total eligible Project Costs, whichever is less. Recipient has 
already met the required match. Based upon the ConnectOregon IV Grant Fund 
allocation allowed, ODOT agrees to pay the Recipient a maximum amount of 
$1,162,400, or eighty (80) percent of the total eligible Project costs, whichever is 
less. Eligible costs for this Project incurred after Recipient met its match obligation 
will be reimbursed at one-hundred (100) percent until the $1,162,400 limit is 
reached. ODOT cannot reimburse Recipient for any work performed, or for Project 
Costs incurred prior to the effective date of this Agreement. 



a. Recipient must provide matching funds in an amount equal to twenty (20) percent 
of the eligible Project Costs. Matching funds must be used for elements 
necessary for implementation of Project, including land, excavation, permits, 
engineering, payroll, special equipment purchase, rental or lease. Recipient is 
responsible for all costs in excess of the Grant Funds. All Project Costs other 
than the Grant Funds are hereinafter referred to as "Recipient Contribution." 



b. If Project is not completed in accordance with, or consistent with, the application 
and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution of the 
Agreement, incorporated by reference into this Agreement, and this Agreement 
as they each may be amended, Recipient shall pay back all of the Grant Funds 
to ODOT. Any funds disbursed but not used for the approved Project must be 
returned to ODOT. Recipient understands eligibility for Grant Funds applies only 
to Project costs incurred on or after the effective date of this Agreement. 



3. The term of this Agreement is effective on the date all required signatures are 
obtained and shall expire five (5) calendar years following the date all required 
signatures are obtained. 



II. RECIPIENT OBLIGATIONS 



1. Recipient shall perform Project work described in Exhibit A. 



2. Recipient shall comply with all requirements of ORS 367.080 through ORS 367.086 
and OAR Chapter 731, Division 35. 
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3. Recipient shall submit to ODOT's Project Liaison for review and approval monthly 
invoices and updated monthly progress reports on Project Key Milestones and 
Schedule in Exhibit A. 



a. The invoice must adhere to generally accepted accounting principles and will 
identify Project, Agreement number, Project start and end date, the invoice 
number or the account number or both, and will itemize all expenses as well as 
provide a detailed breakdown of funds expended to date and dollars remaining. 
In the event an invoice is not necessary during a specific period, an updated 
monthly progress report on Project schedule must be submitted separately each 
month reflecting continuous progress. 



b. The monthly progress report will be prepared using the ConnectOregon Monthly 
Progress Report (Form 734-2668), attached by reference and made a part of this 
Agreement, and will be submitted to the ODOT Project Liaison and ODOT's 
Connectoregon Program Manager, by the first Wednesday of each month. The 
fillable form can be downloaded on-line at the following address: 



http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/LGS/online.shtml. 



c. If Recipient anticipates Project key milestones will be delayed by more than 
ninety (90) days from the key milestones shown in Exhibit A, Recipient shall 
submit a Request for Change Order (Form 734-2648), which is hereby 
incorporated by reference, to ODOT's Project Liaison as soon as Recipient 
becomes aware of any possible delay. The Request for Change Order must be 
submitted prior to the milestone completion date shown in Exhibit A. The fiIIable 
form can be downloaded on-line at the following address: 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOTlHWY/LGS/online.shtml. 



d. Any changes to Project scope or delivery schedule must be approved by the 
ConnectOregon Oversight Committee or assigned designee prior to execution of 
an amendment to this Agreement. Recipient shall not proceed with any changes 
to Project scope prior to the Request for Change Order being approved by ODOT 
and the ensuing amendment executed. A Request for Change Order may be 
rejected at the discretion of the ConnectOregon Oversight Committee. The 
ConnectOregon Oversight Committee may choose to request review by the 
Oregon Transportation Commission. 



e. Recipient shall submit a written report to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager that identifies the number of jobs created or retained both during 
construction and after Project completion, as a direct result of this Project. The 
report must also include the number of jobs projected in the application. This 
report must also include data on the methodology which measures Project's 
success as described in the grant application. The report must be received within 
eighteen (18) months after the completion of Project. Recipient's obligation to 
provide this report will survive expiration of this Agreement. 
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4. Recipient must comply with ORS 280.518, which requires any economic 
development program financed with proceeds from the state lottery to display a sign 
in a conspicuous location on Project site or specify in the program information that 
Project is financed with proceeds from the state lottery. ODOT will provide standard 
signage as appropriate. If Recipient chooses to make a custom sign, it must be 
approved by ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager and Recipient shall be 
responsible for the cost of such custom sign age. If Project site is remote and a sign 
would not be visible to the public, then Recipient shall provide proof to ODOT's 
ConnectOregon Program Manager that ReCipient has specified in its program 
information that Project is financed with proceeds from the state lottery. 



5. Recipient must produce or provide, upon ODOT's request, any documents or 
information identified or referenced in Project application or in other documents 
provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution of the Agreement. These may 
include, but are not limited to, information pertaining to Project key milestones, 
schedule, budget and cash flow, feasibility, readiness to construct, permits, 
likelihood of completion within planned time frame, and other items related to 
completion of promised Project elements. 



6. Recipient shall provide documentation of having secured the Recipient Contribution 
prior to any construction (labor and material) costs being considered eligible for 
reimbursement and actually being reimbursed from Grant Funds. The Recipient 
Contribution must be available and committed for the duration of Project. Recipient 
shall provide this documentation to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



7. Recipient shall provide a pre-construction estimate based on the final design prior to 
any construction (labor and material) costs being considered eligible for 
reimbursement and actually being reimbursed. Project Costs will only be reimbursed 
through the design phase of Project until all applicable documentation is received. 
Recipient shall provide this documentation to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager. 



8. Recipient shall provide documentation of having acquired real property prior to any 
construction (labor and material) costs being considered eligible for reimbursement 
and actually being reimbursed. Project Costs will only be reimbursed through the 
design phase of Project until all applicable documentation is received. Recipient 
shall provide this documentation to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



9. Upon execution of this Agreement, Recipient shall require its Contractor(s) 
performing the work under this Agreement to name ODOT as an additional obligee 
on Contractor(s) bond. 



10. Recipient shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, executive 
orders and ordinances applicable to the work under this Agreement, including, 
without limitation, the applicable provisions of ORS 279A, 279B and 279C. Without 
limiting the generality of the foregoing, Recipient expressly agrees to comply with (i) 
Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964; (ii) Title V and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973; (iii) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and ORS 659A.142; (iv) 
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all regulations and administrative rules established pursuant to the foregoing laws; 
and (v) all other applicable requirements of federal and state civil rights and 
rehabilitation statutes, rules and regulations. 



11. Recipient shall, to the extent permitted by the Oregon Constitution and the Oregon 
Tort Claims Act, indemnify, defend, save, and hold harmless the State of Oregon, 
Oregon Transportation Commission and its members, Oregon Department of 
Transportation, its officers and employees from any and all claims, suits, or action of 
any nature arising out of activities of Recipient, its consultant, its contractor, its 
officers, subcontractors, agents, or employees under this Agreement. If Recipient is 
a local public agency, then Recipient's total liability shall not exceed the tort claims 
limits providing in the Oregon Tort Claims Act, ORS 30.260 and 30.300 for "local 
public bodies." 



12. Notwithstanding the foregoing defense obligations in the paragraph above, neither 
Recipient nor any attorney engaged by Recipient shall defend any claim in the name 
of the State of Oregon or any agency of the State of Oregon, nor purport to act as 
legal representative of the State of Oregon or any of its agencies, without the prior 
written consent of the Oregon Attorney General. The State of Oregon may, at 
anytime at its election assume its own defense and settlement in the event that it 
determines that Recipient is prohibited from defending the State of Oregon, or that 
Recipient is not adequately defending the State of Oregon's interests, or that an 
important governmental principle is at issue or that it is in the best interests of the 
State of Oregon to do so. The State of Oregon reserves all rights to pursue any 
claims it may have against Recipient if the State of Oregon elects to assume its own 
defense. 



13. Recipient acknowledges and agrees that ODOT, the Oregon Secretary of State's 
Office, the federal government, and their duly authorized representatives shall have 
access to the books, documents, papers, and records of Recipient which are directly 
pertinent to this Agreement for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts, 
and transcripts for a period of six (6) years after final payment. Copies of applicable 
records will be made available upon request. Payment for costs of copies is 
reimbursable by the requesting Party. 



14. If Recipient enters into a construction contract for performance of work on Project, 
then Recipient will require its contractor to provide the following: 



a. Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless ODOT from and against all 
claims, suits, actions, losses, damages, liabilities, costs and expenses of any 
nature whatsoever resulting from, arising out of, or relating to the activities of 
Contractor or its officers, employees, subcontractors, or agents under the 
resulting contract. 



b. Contractor and Recipient shall name ODOT as a third party beneficiary of the 
resulting contract. 
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c. Commercial General Liability. Contractor shall obtain, at Contractor's expense, 
and keep in effect during the term of the resulting contract, Commercial General 
Liability Insurance covering bodily injury and property damage in a form and with 
coverages that are satisfactory to ODOT. This insurance will include personal 
and advertising injury liability, products and completed operations. Coverage may 
be written in combination with Automobile Liability Insurance (with separate 
limits). Coverage will be written on an occurrence basis. If written in conjunction 
with Automobile Liability the combined single limit per occurrence will not be less 
than one million dollars ($1,000,000) for each job site or location. Each annual 
aggregate limit will not be less than two million dollars ($2,000,000.) 



d. Automobile Liability. Contractor shall obtain, at Contractor's expense, and keep 
in effect during the term of the resulting contract, Commercial Business 
Automobile Liability Insurance covering all owned, non-owned, or hired vehicles. 
This coverage may be written in combination with the Commercial General 
Liability Insurance (with separate limits). Combined single limit per occurrence 
will not be less than one million dollars ($1,000,000.) 



e. Additional Insured. The liability insurance coverage, except Professional Liability, 
Errors and Omissions, or Workers' Compensation, if included, required for 
performance of the resulting contract will include ODOT and its divisions, officers 
and employees as Additional Insured but only with respect to Contractor's 
activities to be performed under this Contract. Coverage will be primary and non
contributory with any other insurance and self-insurance. 



f. Notice of Cancellation or Change. There will be no cancellation, material change, 
potential exhaustion of aggregate limits or non-renewal of insurance coverage(s) 
without thirty (30) days written notice from Contractor's or its insurer(s) to ODOT. 
Any failure to comply with the reporting provisions of this clause will constitute a 
material breach of the resulting contract and will be grounds for immediate 
termination of the resulting contract and this Agreement. 



15. Recipient, and its Contractors, shall work as an independent contractor and shall be 
exclusively responsible for all costs and expenses related to its employment of 
individuals to perform the work under this Agreement including, but not limited to, 
retirement contributions, workers' compensation, unemployment taxes, and state 
and federal income tax withholdings. 



16. All employers, including Recipient, that employ subject workers who work under this 
Agreement in the State of Oregon shall comply with ORS 656.017 and provide the 
required Workers' Compensation coverage unless such employers are exempt 
under ORS 656.126. Employers Liability insurance with coverage limits of not less 
than five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) must be included. Recipient shall 
ensure that each of its Contractors complies with these requirements. 



17. Recipient shall, upon execution of this Agreement and as a condition to this 
Agreement, complete and file with the appropriate County Clerk, Exhibit B, 
"Memorandum of Agreement and Acknowledgment of ODOT Assistance", attached 
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hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. Recipient shall provide 
confirmation of this filing by forwarding to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager a notarized copy of the recorded Exhibit B. By means of said 
acknowledgment of Recipient's financial obligations, the continued use of said 
property for public purposes, and the maintenance of the facility or service at a level 
consistent with normal depreciation or demand or both is recognized and attached to 
the property as conditions. Any interest in said property by ODOT is proportional to 
the state participation in Project. While in default of conditions of this Agreement, 
Recipient will be ineligible to receive state funds from any ODOT -administered 
program for any project on a street, road or property. The Memorandum of 
Agreement and Acknowledgment of ODOT Assistance shall remain in place for the 
useful life of Project. The useful life of Project is defined as twenty (20) years. 
Reimbursement to Recipient will not be made until a copy of the recorded Exhibit B 
has been forwarded to the ODOT Project Liaison. 



18. Recipient and ODOT's Project Liaison shall, upon completion of all on-site work for 
Project, perform an on-site review. Once review is completed, the ODOT Project 
Liaison shall recommend acceptance of Project by signing the ConnectOregon 
"Recommendation of Acceptance" (Form 734-2649), which will be signed by the 
ODOT Project Liaison and Recipient and is hereby incorporated by reference. The 
full text of the above referenced exhibit may be reviewed and downloaded at the 
following web address: 



http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/LGS/docs/Forms/COProjectAccept2649.doc 



19. Recipient shall, at its own expense, maintain and operate Project upon completion 
and throughout the useful life of Project at a minimum level that is consistent with 
normal depreciation or service demand or both. ODOT and Recipient agree that the 
useful life of Project is defined as twenty (20) years. Recipient has, by submitting its 
application for this ConnectOregon IV grant, represented and certified to sufficient 
funds and to its ability to operate and maintain Project. ODOT may conduct periodic 
inspections following the execution of this Agreement to verify that Project is being 
properly maintained and continues to serve the purpose for which Grant Funds were 
provided. This paragraph shall survive any expiration of this Agreement. 



20. Recipient certifies and represents that the individual(s) signing this Agreement has 
been authorized to enter into and execute this Agreement on behalf of ReCipient, 
under the direction or approval of its governing body, commission, board, officers, 
members, or representatives, and to legally bind ReCipient and shall provide ODOT 
proof of such authority upon request. 



21. Recipient's Project Manager is Tonya Saunders, Transit Manager, 535 NE 5th 
Street; Yamhill; OR 97128; telephone: 503-474-4910; fax: 503-434-7553; 
saunderst@co.yamhill.or.us or assigned designee upon individual's absence. 
Recipient shall notify ODOT's Project Liaison and ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager in writing when any contact information changes during the term of this 
Agreement. 
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1. Based upon the ConnectOregon IV Grant Fund allocation allowed, OOOT agrees to 
pay Recipient a maximum amount of $1,162,400, or eighty (80) percent of the total 
eligible Project costs, whichever is less. Eligible costs for this Project incurred after 
Recipient has met its match obligation will be reimbursed one-hundred (100) percent 
until the $1,162,400 limit is reached. 



2. Upon receipt and approval by OOOT of a monthly invoice and updated monthly 
progress report on Project schedule submitted by Recipient, OOOT shall reimburse 
Recipient for approved eligible costs. 



3. This Agreement is contingent upon issuance and sale of lottery bonds sufficient to 
fund Project. The Agreement is effective and work may begin upon execution of this 
Agreement, but OOOT's obligation to make Project payments is contingent upon the 
issuance and sale of lottery bonds by the State Treasurer. 



4. Each disbursement of Grant Funds by OOOT is contingent upon OOOT receiving 
appropriations, limitations, allotments or other expenditure authority sufficient to 
allow OOOT, in the exercise of its reasonable administrative discretion, to continue 
to make payments under this Agreement. 



5. OOOT shall monitor Project for compliance and notify Recipient in writing if it 
appears Recipient is failing to comply with Multimodal Transportation Fund Program 
reqUirements as specified in ORS Chapter 367; OAR Chapter 731, Oivision 35; the 
terms of this Agreement; or Recipient's application and documents provided by 
Recipient to OOOT prior to the execution of the Agreement. 



6. OOOT may impose sanctions against Recipient for failing to comply with the 
reqUirements governing the Multimodal Transportation Fund Program. Before 
imposing sanctions, OOOT will send a notice to cure to Recipient if Recipient fails to 
comply with Program requirements. OOOT will allow fifteen (15) days from the date 
the notice to cure is sent for Recipient to respond and correct the deficiencies noted. 
The following circumstances may warrant sanctions: 



a. Work on the approved Project has not been substantially initiated within six (6) 
months of the effective date of this Agreement or if continuous progress on 
Project has not been maintained for six (6) months; 



b. State of Oregon statutory requirements have not been met; 



c. There is a significant deviation from the terms and conditions of this Agreement 
or representations of Recipient's application and documents provided by 
Recipient to OOOT prior to the execution of the Agreement; 



d. Significant corrective actions have been found to be necessary to protect the 
integrity of the funds for the approved Project, and those corrective actions are 
not, or will not, be made within a reasonable time; 
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e. Key Milestones shown in Project schedule are delayed by more than ninety (90) 
days; or 



f. Failure to submit monthly progress reports as required in ODOT Obligations, 
Section 111.3, of this Agreement. 



7. One or more of the following sanctions may be imposed if the circumstances listed 
above are not remedied within the time specified in the notice to cure: 



a. Revocation of this grant award; 



b. Withholding of unexpended funds; 



c. The return of unexpended funds or repayment of expended funds; 



d. The barring of Recipient from applying for future assistance; or 



e. Other remedies that may be incorporated into this Agreement. 



8. The remedies set forth in this Agreement are cumulative, are not exclusive, and are 
in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or under this 
Agreement. 



9. ODOT's Project Liaison and Recipient shall, upon completion of all on-site work for 
Project, perform an on-site review. Once review is completed, ODOT's Project 
Liaison shall recommend acceptance of Project by signing the Connectoregon 
Recommendation of Acceptance (Form 734-2649), which will be signed by ODOT's 
Project Liaison and Recipient. Upon receipt of signatures by the Parties, ODOT's 
Project Liaison shall forward a signed copy to ODOT's Connectoregon Program 
Manager. 



10. After execution of this Agreement, ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager shall 
have authority to execute amendments to this Agreement on behalf of ODOT when 
the changes provided in the amendments have been approved through the "Request 
For Change Order Process" described in Recipient Obligations Section 11.3.d, of this 
Agreement. Such authority shall include modification to Project milestones, Project 
completion date, and the expiration date of the Agreement. Any other modifications, 
including without limitation to Project scope, Project Cost or grant amount may be 
effective only upon execution by all original signatories, or their assigned designee's 
in their absence. 



11. ODOT's Connectore~on Program Manager is Carol Olsen, Active Transportation 
Section, 555 13t Street NE, Salem, OR 97301, 503-986-3327, 
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us, or assigned designee upon individual's 
absence. 
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1. This Agreement may be terminated effective upon delivery of written notice to 
Recipient, or at such later date as may be established by ODOT under any of the 
following conditions: 



a. If Recipient fails to perform any of the provisions of this Agreement, or so fails to 
pursue the work as to endanger performance of this Agreement in accordance 
with its terms, and within ten (10) days or such longer period as ODOT may 
authorize, after receipt of written notice from ODOT, fails to correct such failures. 



b. The Legislature fails to approve, reduces, eliminates or otherwise interferes with 
appropriations of state expenditure limitation to the extent that legal authority is 
insufficient to enable ODOT, in its reasonable discretion, to continue making 
payments under this Agreement. 



c. ODOT, the Department of Justice, or a court of competent jurisdiction determines 
that state law, rules, regulation or guidelines are modified, changed, or 
interpreted in such a way that the activities described in Exhibit A are no longer 
allowable or no longer eligible for funding proposed by this Agreement. 



2. ODOT may impose one (1) or more of the sanctions described in ODOT Obligations, 
Section 111.6, of this Agreement, without prior notice and without opportunity to cure, 
in the event ODOT determines: 



a. Statements, information, or representations in the ConnectOregon IV application 
and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution of the 
Agreement, for Project were false, misleading, fraudulent or misrepresentations; 
or 



b. There has been a change in circumstances so that information provided in the 
application and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution 
of the Agreement, and relied upon in making the grant or loan, or representations 
conceming considerations in the selection of Project for ConnectOregon IV, 
pursuant to OAR 731-035-0060, are no longer true or accurate. 



3. Recipient may terminate this Agreement effective upon delivery of written notice to 
ODOT under any of the following conditions: 



a. ODOT fails to make payments due under this Agreement, or 



b. ODOT fails to perform any of the provisions of this Agreement, or so fails to 
pursue the work as to endanger performance of this Agreement in accordance 
with its terms, and within ten (10) days or such longer period as Recipient may 
authorize, after receipt of written notice from Recipient, fails to correct such 
failure. 



4. Any termination of this Agreement shall not prejudice any rights or obligations 
accrued to the Parties prior to termination. 
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5. ODOT and Recipient are the only Parties to this Agreement and, as such, are the 
only Parties entitled to enforce its terms. Nothing in this Agreement gives or shall be 
construed to give or provide any benefit, direct, indirect or otherwise to third persons 
unless such third persons are expressly identified by name and specifically 
described as intended to be beneficiaries of its terms. 



6. ODOT and Recipient hereto agree that if any term or provision of this Agreement is 
declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, illegal or in 
conflict with any law, the validity of the remaining terms and provisions will not be 
affected, and the rights and obligations of the Parties shall be construed and 
enforced as if the Agreement did not contain the particular term or provision held to 
be invalid. 



7a. The laws of the State of Oregon (without giving effect to its conflicts of law principles) 
govern all matters arising out of or relating to this Agreement, including, without 
limitation, its validity, interpretation, construction, performance, and enforcement. 



b.Any Party bringing a legal action or proceeding against any other Party arising out of 
or relating to this Agreement shall bring the legal action or proceeding in the Circuit 
Court of the State of Oregon for Marion County. Each Party hereby consents to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of such court, waives any objection to venue, and waives any 
claim that such forum is an inconvenient forum. 



c.Notwithstanding Section IV.7.b, if a claim must be brought in a federal forum, then it 
must be brought and adjudicated solely and exclusively within the United States 
District Court for the District of Oregon. This section applies to a claim brought 
against the State of Oregon only to the extent Congress has appropriately abrogated 
the State of Oregon's sovereign immunity and is not consent by the State of Oregon 
to be sued in federal court. This section is also not a waiver by the State of Oregon 
of any form of immunity, including but not limited to sovereign immunity and 
immunity based on the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. 



8. This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts (facsimile or otherwise) all 
of which when taken together shall constitute one agreement binding on all Parties, 
notwithstanding that all Parties are not signatories to the same counterpart. Each 
copy of this Agreement so executed shall constitute an original. 



9. This Agreement, Project application and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT 
prior to the execution of the Agreement, and attached exhibits constitute the entire 
agreement between the Parties on the subject matter hereof. In the event of a 
conflict, the body of this Agreement and the attached Exhibit A will control over 
Project application and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT. There are no 
understandings, agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein 
regarding this Agreement. No waiver, consent, modification, or change of terms of 
this Agreement shall bind either Party unless in writing and signed by both Parties 
and all necessary approvals have been obtained. Such waiver, consent, modification 
or change, if made, shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific 
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purpose given. The failure of eUher Party to enforce any provision of this Agreement 
shall not constitute a waiver by that Party of that or any other provision, 



THE PARTIES, by execution of this Agreement, hereby ackl10wledge that their signing 
representatives have read this Agreement, understand it, and agree to be bound by Its 
terms and cOllditions and that the parsons executing this Agreement have been duly 
authorized to do so, 



The Oregon Transportatton CommissIon at its August 2012 meeting approved the 
Gonneo/Oregon IV project application list and delegated authority to Blreciol' of the 
Oregon Department of Transportation to enter Into project agree 



Yamhill County, acUng by and through 
its Board of Commissioners 



By (XU,lL~ (t dt~/ 
Date I;;' -Id-IG?"~ ____ _ 



By __________________ _ 



Date _______ . 



APPROVED AS TO LEGAL 
SUFf',ICIENCY . () 



BYCi&:~<~ 
Recipient Counsel 



Date \7..111 (r "(. 
Recipient Contact: 
Tanya Saunders, Transit Manager 
Yamhill County 
535 NE 5th Street 
Yamhill, OR 97128 
503-474-4910 
sBlInderst@oo,yamhlll,or.us 



ODOT Contact: 
GarolOlsen 
ConneclOregon Program Manager 
ODOT Active Transportation Section 
565 131h Street N E 
Salem, OR 97301 
503"986<>327 
carol, e, 0 Isen@odoLstate,or.us 



Date -----t--C./-f----'--'----



,~PPROVAL RECOMMENDED /' "~ 



B~~'-V--t"---Freight Mobilii)/Maager " 



Date ~/yj S 
By ~p~ 
Active 'transportation Section Manager 



Date __ ....-.L(+(....,~...l.!J(~3;.L ______ _ 



APPROVED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY 



By Keith L. Kutlar, Assistant Attorney 
General by email dated Ootober 17"" 2012 
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EXHIBIT A 



Agreement No. 28708 



Application Number: 2T0218 



Project Name: Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center 



A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 



The Project consists of construction of an intermodal transit facility including an office 
building (approximately 700 sq ft) and a building for public restrooms, (approximately 
400 sq ft.) The office building will include space for Yamhill County Transit Authority 
administrative staff, drivers' break room, staff and driver restrooms, and storage room. 
The facility will include six bus bays, six passenger shelters, and bicycle parking. The 
project includes approximately 11,400 sq. ft. of concrete work for sidewalks, driveways 
and crosswalks on the transit property. 



B. PROJECT KEY MILESTONES AND SCHEDULE 



Project has six Key Milestones. Key Milestones are used for evaluating performance on 
Project and determining level of compensation for completed work as described in the 
Agreement. Key Milestones cannot be changed without an amendment to the 
Agreement. Recipient may shift the estimated Grant Funds shown below between 
milestones without an amendment to the Agreement, but shall not, under any 
circumstances, exceed the "Total Not To Exceed Grant Fund Allocation." Recipient shall 
report changes to the Estimated Amounts corresponding to each Key Milestone, shown 
below, in Recipient's Monthly Report to the ODOT Project Liaison. 



If Recipient anticipates Project Key Milestones will be delayed by more than ninety (90) 
days, Recipient shall submit a Request for Change Order to the ODOT Project Liaison 
as soon as Recipient becomes aware of any possible delay. The Request for Change 
Order must be submitted prior to the Key Milestone completion date shown in this 
Exhibit. 



The anticipated start date of Project is: 10/1/2012 



The estimated completion date of Project is: 10/30/2013 
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Table 1: Key Milestones 



Key Description 
Milestone 



1 Scoping and planning 



2 Right of way and land acquisition 



3 Permits 



4 Final plans/bidding engineering 
documents 



5 Construction contract award 



6 Project completion 



Total Project Cost 



Table 2 - Funding Breakdown 



A Total Not To Exceed Grant Fund Allocation 



B ConnectOregon IV twenty (20) percent required 
match 



C ConnectOregon IV Total 



D Other Funds In Addition to twenty (20) percent 
Required Match 



E Total Project Funding 



C. BUDGET 



Estimated 
Due Date 



NIA 



NIA 



2/30/13 



1/31/2013 



3/15/2013 



10/30/2013 



$1,162,400 



$290,600 



$349,400 



Total Not To Exceed Grant Funds payable to Recipient is $1,162,400. 



Estimated 
Amount 



$0 



$0 



$15,000 



$200,000 



$1,587,400 



$0 



$1,802,400 



$1,453,000 



$1,802,400 



Total Project costs are estimated at $1,802,400. The Connectoregon IV Grant Fund 
allocation for Project is $1,162,400. Recipient shall be responsible for any unanticipated 
costs over the identified ConnectOregon IV Grant Fund Allocation. 
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After recording, return to: 



EXHIBIT B 



Commissioners 



535 NE 5th St 



McMinnville, OR 



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ODOT ASSISTANCE 
[State Recording Authority: ORS 93.710 and ORS 205.130(2)] 



Agreement Number: 28708 
Project Name: Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center 



Grant Agreement No. 28708 ("Grant Agreemenf') between the Yamhill County and the State of Oregon, 
Department of Transportation (ODOT) was executed on 1/'1/13. Pursuant to Recipient Obligations, Section 
11.17, of the Grant Agreement, upon the recording of this document, the Yamhill County will receive Grant 
Funds for Project described in the Grant Agreement. The property and assets under the jurisdiction of the 
Yamhill County will be improved with the assistance from the State of Oregon, Department of 
Transportation, in accordance with the terms of the Grant Agreement. Such assistance will be provided to 
Yamhill County, in reimbursement of costs associated with the Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center. 
The use and disposition of said property is subject to the terms of the Grant Agreement, copies of which 
may be obtained from the Director of ODOT. A description of the improved property is attached. 



:;mhtJ,Zrt 
(Name of person 



(Notary Stam.~p~)~ssss~~~~_~ 



• 



OFFICIAl- SEAL 
ANNE M BRITI 



Title: Chat'!':, VtieVlh;/! e~ CrM1fVlis5(dl%'-rS '. .' NOTARY PUBLIC·OI'IEGON 
COMMISSION NO. 471B83 



IfN CbMMISSION EXPIRES OCT08E~ 05, 2016' 
State of Oregon: County of \JMY\h; It 



I 



Signed or attested before me on 12--) 11;/11-- by --,=k~s=It~e.-"""kw""""-',:",5~-----:-: 
(Date) (name(s) of person(s) 



&\'<~r::.' I.LM",-""~""",,~MJ..,,,£'-"--":..:L. ____ ,MY commission expires on _....!.i-".D-l-'f5""',j.lU""b'--__ 



STATE OF OREGON, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 



By: ~~ (Notary Stam 
Dre/Capps 



Title: Active Transportation Section Manager 



Signed or attested before me on 1/r.Jt.3 by ~re I C'a~5 
. ) . ~ (Dah~) (name(s) of'person(s) 



~~~;)i!!2-t~ My commission expires on ~;/7;k()/i. 
Oregon Department of Transportation; 555 13th Street NE, Salem, OR 97301-4178. 
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Anne Britt 



i' :rom: Tonya Saunders , 



( 



Sent: 
To: 



Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:54 PM 
Anne Britt 



Subject: FW: Property Description 



Here's the legal description for the transit center project. 



Tonya Saunders 
Transit Manager 
Yamhill County Transit Area 
503.474.4810 
503.554.7887 
www.yctransitarea.org 



From: Scott Maytubby 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Tonya Saunders 
Subject: RE: Property Description 



Hi Tonya, 
The legal is: Lot 3,4,5 & 6 Block 13 of the Rowlands Addition 
Let me know if you have any questions. Below is a map of the property. 
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YAMHill COUNTY 
LEGAL tlESCRlPTION 



001 ACCOlJNT 1.)162754 



& 0461 ESMNT INSTR #1995/12948 



~i?,'{}itlil~(l!O .~!h F'J/o 
, ens 



Scott~ 
Assessor/Tax Collector 
Yamhill County 
535 NE 51h St, Room 42 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
503-434-7531 
503-434-7352 Fax 
mavtubbys@co.yamhill.or.us 



roo 
REVlstPll REI!!IIlUCS: (0", NO 



r,YES 
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this communication is confidential and is only for use by the intended 
recipient. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient (or the agent or employee responsible to deliver it to the 
ntended recipient), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender bye-mail and delete this 
communication from your system. Thank you. 
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Amendments to ROW Agreement: (BO 16-497) (BO-17-387) —link to document
Contract for Appraisal (BO 14-111) —link to document
Amendments to Appraisal Contract:  (BO 15-071) —link to document
Donation (BO 13-175) —link to document
Friends of YWT Maintenance Commitment Letter —link to document
Carlton Easement 1—link to document
Carlton Easement 2—link to document
Carlton Easement 3 —link to document
Carlton Easement 4—link to document


 
 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
 








From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab;


Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 5:40:23 PM


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,
I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to see your
grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My
current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-
profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan. If you decided to
move forward with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and you stand the chance
of the master plan not being funded, which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.
 
Cheers,
 
Lisa
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants
 
Hi Lisa-
 
I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and I'm not
sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.
 
I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
 
Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan for
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and hopefully a
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wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that the
identity of the trail is established and coordinated from the get-go. 
 
However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing with the
County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important project to keep
the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?
 
My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding and a
marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there will still not
be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as
prudent planning, or premature?
 
Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of the
grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!
 
Thank you,
 
Veronica
 
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:37:53 PM


Commissioners – just wanted to let you know that what Carrie has sent you is a draft for your
review.  We are still working on the final version for submission – and can make changes as you
review what Carrie has developed so far.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
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total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:45:53 AM


Anyone else?  I’m hoping to get these to Commissioner Olson as soon as possible, so we can have
the revised ordinance and findings posted when the notice is submitted to the News Register around
2:00.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
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All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 












From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:31:07 PM


Oh, actually I did get that one, and responded with as much detail as I could.  It was
my response that I never heard back on-


V


On Monday, May 21, 2018, 3:16:19 PM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


 


 


From: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 4:35 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>; Veronica Haley Hinkes
<veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat
Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the master planning
process forward.


 


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our Portland Alta office,
who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a better sense from you and Carrie
regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can
effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive
of a marketing campaign you have in mind?


 


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the project
forward.


 


---Christo


 


 


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer


Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
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Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


 


 


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the nonprofit Friends of
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of the trail. As you know, the county is
currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though there is a desire to keep the marketing and
branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan, and I’d like to
introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of the Friends group for a
marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master plans that incorporated
marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for
what this companion project might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Brett Henry
To: Chad Olsen; Kathie Oriet; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Wiebke, Wayne; Leona Sitton; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley


Hinkes
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 11:47:35 AM
Attachments: image001.png
Importance: High


FYI.  I recommend contacting these folks (especially the Cranks).
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Anne Lane [mailto:Anne.Lane@mcminnvilleoregon.gov] 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 11:38 AM
To: Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
FYI – this is the cycling groups from the Senior Center which are led by Galen, hopefully they can
bring a positive presence and voice to this discussion
 
Anne Lane, CPRP, Manager
 
City of McMinnville
Parks & Recreation Department
Senior Center
(503) 474-4963
 
Enriching Lives; Building Community
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From: Nick Distefano [mailto:nickdis@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 5:33 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Cheryl Nangeroni
<cherylnangeroni@gmail.com>
Cc: Galen McBee <gmcbee1@gmail.com>; jerryjoubert <drjerryjoubert@gmail.com>; Anne Lane
<Anne.Lane@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; Bob Crawford <rdcrawford71@gmail.com>; Brenda
Braschayko <braschayko@comcast.net>; Brian Kotch <bbkotch@hotmail.com>; Camille Shelton
<rcekkm65@centurylink.net>; Carol Marshall <cjapiary@frontier.com>; charles Mellinger
<mellinger.cd@gmail.com>; Craig Busskohl <busskohl@wtechlink.us>; DALE FARLEY
<dl_farley@yahoo.com>; Darcy Williamson <darcyw@viclink.com>; Dave Lau
<adlau3@comcast.net>; David Tegtmeier <dltegtmeier@gmail.com>; Deborah Daisy
<deborahdaisy@hotmail.com>; Denise Darby <liberta.inc@hotmail.com>; Diana Pearce
<dianadpor@msn.com>; Dianne Sherman <diannelsherman@msn.com>; Donetta Doni Langstaff
<donetta@hevanet.com>; Eddie Kaleta <eddiedk9@comcast.net>; Erin Guinn
<Erin.Guinn@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; Gary Noland <gpnoland@gmail.com>; Gene Menke
<genemenke@gmail.com>; Guadalupe Felix <jamesdean789123@gmail.com>; Jim White
<chilewheel88@gmail.com>; Joel & Wilma McNulty <wiljoel2@gmail.com>; john Collins
<jcollins133@comcast.net>; John Vanderwall <jwvanderwall@gmail.com>; Karen Vanderwall
<kavjwvc@gmail.com>; Karen Willard <kwillard7@gmail.com>; Kathleen Dennis
<kathleendennis93@gmail.com>; Kent Stevens <graykstevens@gmail.com>; Laurie Olson
<lauraleeshairshop@comcast.net>; Loren Wenz <wenzlusic@comcast.net>; Mike Goins
<mikegoins@icloud.com>; Moline Colbert <colbertmoline@gmail.com>; Nance Stone
<nancestone@gmail.com>; Nick Grinich <ngrinich@hotmail.com>; Peter Higbee
<beetree3001@yahoo.com>; Philip Byers Jones <byersjonesphilip@gmail.com>; Ralph Rogers
<rrogers500@gmail.com>; Randall Fuehrer <randallfuehrer@gmail.com>; Rich Fuhs
<rich.fuhs@gmail.com>; Rich Reiner <rich3491@gmail.com>; Robert Broberg
<robert_broberg@yahoo.com>; Sarah Heiman <sarandyheiman@yahoo.com>; Steve Burock
<flhsteve@gmail.com>; Sue H. <sjh_teach@yahoo.com>; Susan Romanyuk
<fourfunnels@gmail.com>; Tommy's Bicycle Shop <tommysbicycle@yahoo.com>; vicki Borden
<vjborden@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
From the News-Register:


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners: 10 a.m., Civic Hall, 200 N.E. Second St.,
McMinnville, 503-434-7501. Informal session.


ND
 


From: Cheryl Nangeroni <cherylnangeroni@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 5:13:32 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Cc: Galen McBee; jerryjoubert; Anne Lane; Bob Crawford; Brenda Braschayko; Brian Kotch; Camille
Shelton; Carol Marshall; charles Mellinger; Craig Busskohl; DALE FARLEY; Darcy Williamson; Dave
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Lau; David Tegtmeier; Deborah Daisy; Denise Darby; Diana Pearce; Dianne Sherman; Donetta Doni
Langstaff; Eddie Kaleta; Erin Guinn; Gary Noland; Gene Menke; Guadalupe Felix; Jim White; Joel &
Wilma McNulty; john Collins; John Vanderwall; Karen Vanderwall; Karen Willard; Kathleen Dennis;
Kent Stevens; Laurie Olson; Loren Wenz; Mike Goins; Moline Colbert; Nance Stone; Nick Distefano;
Nick Grinich; Peter Higbee; Philip Byers Jones; Ralph Rogers; Randall Fuehrer; Rich Fuhs; Rich Reiner;
Robert Broberg; Sarah Heiman; Steve Burock; Sue H.; Susan Romanyuk; Tommy's Bicycle Shop; vicki
Borden
Subject: Re: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
I think the meeting is at ten am?  Verify, please, Veronica!
 
I will be there. 


Cheryl Sophia Nangeroni
2371 NW Horizon drive
McMinnville, OR
 
CherylNangeroni@Gmail.com
503-234-5545 C
503-857-0327 H
 
 From my iPad Pro, "Gypsy Rose"


On May 10, 2018, at 4:22 PM, Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Dear cycling friends,


Thank you to everyone who came to the Planning Commission Hearing on
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail last week. 
 
There is an even more important hearing coming up next Tuesday before
the Yamhill County Commission (details below).  The Planning
Commission ended up with a tie vote last week, which means it goes to
the County Commission with no recommendation from the Planning
Commission.
 
It is very important that the county commissioners hear from local people
who would use the trail and think it is an important asset for our
communities.  Please come and sign up to testify if you can!


Board of Commissioners—May 15, 10 am


Location:
Kent Taylor Civic Hall
200 NE 2nd St, McMinnville


Purpose (link): 
"To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a
part of the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to
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acknowledge the County purchase of an approximately 12-mile segment of a former
Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in the
segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of
Carlton. Findings regarding potential impacts to farm practices and/or costs will be
considered in conjunction with consideration of the proposed amendment."
 
 
Best,


Veronica Hinkes








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:50:50 AM


What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


th
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555 13  Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin; Christian Boenisch; Stephanie Armstrong; Ken Friday; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Christian Boenisch;


Laura Tschabold
Subject: updated pdf of FAQs attached
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 2:42:55 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18-2.pdf


Carrie, I’ll send you the word version in a moment.  Stephanie, please tell the Commissioners that we
will bring extra paper copies to the hearing.
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the development stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 



development will be? 



There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   



Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 



Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
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Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on 
December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   



How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 



Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
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through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 



This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  



A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  
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What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second 
hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners. 



Will right to farm laws be enforced?  



The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  
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PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 



Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 



trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 



2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 



3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 
deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 



4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 
experience and improve accessibility 



Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 
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6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 



8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 



9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 
crushed shale rock and native soil 



10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 
rock 



11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 
impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 



Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 



Do we get a formal hearing? 



The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 
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Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 



Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 



The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
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by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  



At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 
removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



  





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 
The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   



Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: TGM Edited Sections
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:33:50 AM


I’m good with that.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 9:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Edited Sections
 
The first paragraph of question #3 (Proposed project approach is reasonable) had the phrase about
“…the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT master Plan and amend the 2015
TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.” I have changed that sentence to read:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and
recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern
Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s
Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be adopted by the  Yamhill County Board of
Commissioners.
 
Carrie
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: May 9, 2018 FYWT Board Agenda
Date: Friday, May 4, 2018 3:21:07 PM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Looks like we have a full agenda going into Wednesday with Carrie joining us for the first time and both
Linda & Veronica reporting good things. If anyone has additional items we can add them to the "Good of
the Order". 
Look forward to seeing everyone next Wednesday.    Wayne


P.S. Note that someone on our board(Chad) is retiring from his day job and is the guest of honor Tuesday
at Barrel 47 between 4 and 6 pm. I understand he is buying all the beer.
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  Board discussion with Carrie Martin, County Project Manager





						 


 2)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	3)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 4)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      5)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Matt Vogt
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: YWT Time Tracker
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 8:24:33 AM


Carrie,
 
I believe my hours are current in the trail tracker.
 
Matt
 
From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 8:54 AM
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Matt Vogt
<vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Time Tracker
 
Good morning – just sending a friendly reminder for everyone to update hours spent working on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project in the Trail Time Tracker for the last several months though today -
if you haven’t already done so.
 
Remember that if you try to open the spreadsheet and it says that it is already in use, you’ll have to
close out and go back again when someone else isn’t accessing it.
 
Please let Carrie know when your hours have been updated so she knows that the spreadsheet is
current. 
 
Thanks very much!
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
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anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 








From: Christo Brehm
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H; Jean Crowther; Mike Rose; Katie Mangle;


Erin McAlister
Subject: Re: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 8:23:57 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail - Marketing and Branding Scope and Estimate.pdf


Carrie and Veronica,


Thanks for checking in about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail marketing and branding scope and
cost estimate you requested. We didn't realize you were on a tight deadline with your grant
application.


Attached please find the scope and estimate.  Please let us know if you have any questions. 
We wish you the best as you move this project forward and are happy to assist however we
can.


Sincerely,


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Tue, May 22, 2018 at 7:21 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, all!


 


I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just wanted
to check in with the group to see how things are progressing.


 


Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing guidelines
and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo and Jean, we just
need to have a sense of the dollars involved.


 


Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt Family
Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a master plan
project, so I’ll keep you posted.
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MEMORANDUM 
711 SE Grand Ave. 
Portland, OR 97214 
(503) 230-9862 
www.altaplanning.com 
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To:  Carrie Martin and Veronica Haley Hinkes  



From:  Christo Brehm 



Date:  May 22, 2018 



Re:  Yamhelas Westsider Trail – marketing and branding scope + estimate 



 



In addition to the February 20, 2018 proposal and cost estimate that Alta prepared for developing a Master 



Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, the following scope specifically addresses marketing and branding 



tasks. This scope is based on our best understanding of your goals and objectives and can certainly be 



modified as desired.  Please let us know if you have any questions. 



 



Task 1 Administration 



Project Management  
Overall project management will be provided by Alta Planning + Design. Alta’s Project Manager will be in regular 
contact with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail to coordinate staff, keep parties 
informed of project efforts, and seek input on key decision points. Regular communication will include e-mail, 
telephone, and written communications. We will hold weekly progress conference calls and one in-person 
meeting per month with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail staff to keep the project on 
track.  
 
Project Kick-Off Meeting  



Alta will hold an in-person kick-off meeting at the start of the project with Yamhill County and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The goal of the kick-off meeting will be to: 



 Review project goals and objectives 



 Review scope of services 



 Collect available relevant documents and information 



 Confirm meeting and project schedules 



 Identify key upcoming milestones 



 Establish staff communication and coordination protocol 



 Discuss the branding questionnaire submitted to City staff in advance 
 
After the kick-off meeting, key action items will be identified, and the project schedule will be revised (if needed). 
Alta will provide meeting notes detailing major decisions and action items resulting from the kick-off meeting. 



Task 1 Budget: 



Programs: 16 hours ($1,800) 
Graphic Design: 12-15 hours ($1,400-$1,800) 



Task 2: Communications and Marketing Plan 



Alta will work with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail to develop a communications and 
marketing plan. The plan will include market research, identification of target audience(s), inventory of available 
communication channels, and a scan of available partners. An overall marketing message framework will be 
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developed. The plan will include actions and roles/responsibilities related to social media, distribution of print 
materials, website, and email lists. Outreach events will be considered as well, with recommendations in the plan 
if all involved parties feel it is an effective strategy. 



Task 2 Budget: 



Programs: 60 - 80 hours ($8,000 - $10,000 depending on how robust) 
Graphic Design: 3-5 hours ($350-$600) 
 



Task 3: Branding 



Alta will work with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail to identify potential themes and 
arrive at options for a unifying system brand. The goal will be to work with stakeholders to create recognition for 
the regional trail system with a visual identity that is distinct, memorable, and reflects the setting and character of 
the trail corridor and surrounding communities. Alta’s branding process starts with helping our clients define goals 
and target audiences, providing preliminary design input to narrow down “look and feel,” drafting and refining 
logos, through implementation of a brand and branding guidelines. This task will include a logo, branding 
guidelines with recommendations for usage, and associated font and color palettes.  



Task 3 Budget: 



Programs - task management: 25 hours ($3,000) 
Graphic Design: 60-70 hours ($6,000-$7,000) 
 



Task 4: Brochure with trail map 



Alta will design an image-rich brochure available in native, print, and web-ready formats with the branding 
guidelines established in Task 3. Content will feature visuals with informational and education text, and schematic 
map of the trail. The client will provide basic content and high resolution photography; Alta will review/refine 
content and design it an appealing and clear format. For budgeting purposes, we have assumed an 8.5 x 11” 
trifold format for the brochure, but we are happy to explore other options with the client to determine an 
appropriate size based on content. Print management is not included in the estimate, but Alta can take this on for 
an additional labor fee if desired. 



Task 4 Budget: 



Content (Programs): 20 - 30 hours ($2,200 - $3,500) 
GIS for schematic map 12-16 hours ($1,200-$1,600) 
Graphic Design: 40-45 hours ($4,000-$4,500) 
Note if we are doing a more complex user map, add 30-40 hours (+$3,000-$4,000) 



 



 












 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


This is the one I never heard back on.


 


----- Forwarded Message -----


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>


To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>


Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>


Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT


Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!
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We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to
promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local
destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we
are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media,
email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And
maybe some events?  And we are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other
trails.  


 


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


 


Is that enough info?


 


Thank you, 


 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


 


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they
get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing
activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for
the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a
marketing campaign you have in mind?


 


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move
the project forward.


 


---Christo
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Christo Brehm | Senior Designer


Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


 


 


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance
of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of
sample master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all
can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project
might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Friday
Cc: Mikalie Frei
Subject: RE: Review of YWT FAQs
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 9:14:46 AM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_5.02.18_cm-ts.docx


All,
 
Here are my corrections and additions.  Because we are in a hurry and they look excellent to me, I
didn’t bother to figure out how to make my changes in a different color-sorry!  Carrie, I would ask
that you use my version as the base and add everybody else’s comments to mine, so I don’t have to
go through the whole thing again—I think I made some good changes.
 
I would like to see a final version of this soon, with all of the weird page breaks taken out, so that we
can get multiple paper copies for distribution—front and back.  I also want to post a new pdf as soon
as possible and deliver it to each Planning Commissioner as soon as possible.
 
Thanks for all of your help!
 
ts
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 2, 2018 3:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett
Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Review of YWT FAQs
 
Good afternoon, all!
 
I have done a preliminary read-through of the FAQs we posted on the county website last year. Thus
far, I just made corrections regarding past tense verbiage, as in “Yamhill County purchased the
railroad corridor…” instead of “Once Yamhill County completes the purchase of…” I have highlighted
all of these changes in RED.
 
Please take a look and make any additional changes your feel are necessary, now that we’re six
months further along in the process. Two additional questions we might consider adding to the mix:
 


1.       Is the YWT part of the Yamhill County parks system? No, the YWT is a multi-modal
transportation corridor and not a park (or similar)


2.       If the county doesn’t intend to develop the corridor for rail purposes, why does the
“Yamhelas Westsider Trail Draft Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Farm Impact
Findings” still include the possibility of rail use (or similar)
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (“Yamhelas Westsider Trail”) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (“FYWT”) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)3, the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase 1 and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor. This is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. As of the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process has been developed that will allow time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	






Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TAP Grant is closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum by staff that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including through the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length. (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon, and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  Those important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 






CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.






Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 


What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.






Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 


PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection & Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility






Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or of specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.






Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.


Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations  by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.






Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. The the bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT).


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is sixty feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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Thanks for taking a look!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader. 


Download the latest version of Adobe Reader:  http://get.adobe.com/reader/


TRANSPORTATION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2018 GRANT APPLICATION


APPLICATIONS DUE 4:00 PM, June 8, 2018


Note: This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Reader. Download the latest version of Reader here:  https://get.adobe.com/reader/


Download the Application, Application Packet, and Racial and Ethnic Impact Statement at: 


 https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/TGM/Pages/Grants.aspx. Also on the web page are examples of successful TGM Applications, a list of all TGM grants to date, and help for developing a project approach and budget.


Type of Grant:


ODOT Region (1-5):


Primary Applicant Jurisdiction:


Project Title:


Mailing Address:


City/Zip:


Contact Person:


Contact Person Title:


Telephone/Email:


Co-Applicants involved in the project:


  


 MATCH 


YES         NO


Summary Description of Project: This section must be completed. Do not refer to text within the application form. In no more than 1000 characters, describe the purpose of your project and the expected outcomes.


2018 TGM Grant Application


TGM Funds Requested


Local Match*


Total Project Cost


Eligible Grantee Expenses  [Labor (salary plus benefits) and Direct Expenses]


Consultant Personal Services


TOTAL


Certifications 


Consultants may prepare the jurisdiction’s application. However, uncompensated consultants are not eligible to participate in the project itself.  Consultants who are paid to prepare the application may be eligible to participate in the project.  Contact  Cindy Lesmeister at 503-986-4349 if you have questions.


By checking this box, I certify that  supports the proposed project, has the legal authority to pledge matching funds, and has the legal authority to apply for Transportation and Growth Management funds.  I further certify that matching funds are available or will be available for the proposed project.  I understand that all State of Oregon rules for contracting, auditing, underwriting (where applicable), and payment will apply to this project.


2018 TGM Grant Application


Eligibility Requirements


The following three eligibility requirements are reviewed on a pass/fail basis. Applications found to not meet each of these requirements will not be scored against the award criteria and will not be awarded a grant.


1. Clear Transportation Relationship 


A proposed project must have a clear transportation relationship and produce transportation benefits. A project must entail analysis, evaluation of alternative scenarios, development of implementation measures, and public involvement that results in a transportation plan, land use plan, or other product that addresses a transportation problem, need, opportunity, or issue of local or regional importance. 1000 character limit.


2. Adoption of Products to meet Project Objectives


A proposed project must include preparation of an adoption-ready product or products that lead to a local policy decision and that directly address the project objectives, such as a transportation system plan, comprehensive plan amendment, land use plan, code amendment, implementation program, or intergovernmental agreement. Projects are expected to include adoption hearings or will be part of a larger project to be adopted. 800 character limit.


3. Support of Local Officials


A proposed project must clearly demonstrate that local officials, both the primary applicant and any co-applicants, understand the purpose of the grant application and support the project objectives. A letter or resolution of support from the governing body of the applying jurisdiction (e.g. City Council, Board of Commissioners, or Transit Board) must be submitted with the application to meet this requirement. 400 character limit.
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2018 TGM Grant Application


Award Criteria


Applications are scored on a range of criteria and receive up to 100 points. Projects are selected primarily based on the points scored; also considered are the grant amounts requested, the estimated amounts TGM believes may be required to complete a project, the amount of grant dollars available for award within a geographic region, and the balance of grant dollars between Category 1 and Category 2 projects. A scoring consideration is ensuring a fair distribution of grant funds to smaller or economically distressed communities.


1. Proposed project addresses a need and supports TGM objectives (up to 40 points)


The project clearly and effectively addresses a local or regional transportation or  transportation-related land use issue, problem, need, or opportunity and will achieve one or more of the TGM objectives.


2. Proposed project is timely and urgent (up to 25 points)


The application demonstrates timeliness and urgency. The project is needed now to:address pressing local transportation and land use issues;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes in federal regulations, state requirements, or regional plans;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes that were not anticipated in previous plans including growth or lack of growth, changes in land use patterns, or changes in available fundingbuild on, complement, or take a necessary step toward completing or implementing other high priority community initiatives, including supporting a Governor's Regional Solutions team priority; orresolve transportation- or land use-related issues affecting the project readiness of local, regional, or state transportation projects for which funding is expected to be obligated within the near future. 


3. Proposed project approach is reasonable (up to 20 points)


The application demonstrates a clear approach to achieving the expected outcome and results in consideration for adoption. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts occurs (or will need to occur), the mechanisms and responsibilities for the coordination are clear.


4. Proposed project has community support (up to 5 points)


The application demonstrates that there is local support for the project objectives, a commitment to participate, and a desire to implement the expected outcome.


List attached letters of support on Application Checklist.


5. Proposed project sponsor readiness and capacity (up to 10 points)


The application demonstrates that the local government is ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable and that there is local commitment and capability to manage the project considering the complexity of the project, the size of the jurisdiction, and performance on previous TGM projects. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts will need to occur, all of the partners are ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable.


6. Up to 10 Bonus Points: Proposed project is innovative


The application demonstrates that the project will be innovative in its subject matter, approach, or expected outcomes. For example, the project will use health impact assessments or economic impact analysis as part of the evaluation of transportation alternatives or will include an innovative multimodal analysis.


DO NOT answer criterion #6 separately. Scores will award points based on the entirety of the application. By the nature of this criterion, most projects will not receive any points.


2018 TGM Grant Application Checklist


Supplemental Materials:


List attached letters of support:


Submit the grant application and all supplemental materials by emailing as email attachments to  TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us. 


If your materials exceed 9 MB, divide them into two emails. Put the jurisdiction name and project name in the subject line, along with 1 of 2 and 2 of 2. Request a Read Receipt if you want confirmation that your application has been received.


If you encounter any issues with the submittal process, contact:


Rebecca Coffelt, Planning Section Web Coordinator


 Rebecca.D.Coffelt@odot.state.or.us, 503-986-4254 
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			summaryDescripA: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, and participating agencies in a collaborative and process that will enable the project to progress toward construction. Additionally, this plan will outline specific mitigation strategies identified in Yamhill County’s Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.
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			TextField14: The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31, 2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-173; vote 2 to 1)


			Answer1: Yamhill County currently lacks adequate bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Provide (Safe and Convenient) Transportation Choices• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The county road system currently consists entirely of two-lane roads with no medians. Since 2015, there have been three bicycle-related fatalities due to collision with a motorist (2 deceased in 9/2015, 1 deceased in 8/2014). One of these fatalities occurred along OR 47, while the other two occurred on other county roads with shared roadways.The Yamhill County TSP states that the majority of bicycle facilities within the rural areas of the county occur on either shoulder bike ways or shared roadways. Shoulders on county roads are not always sufficiently wide to accommodate bicycle traffic , yet current roadways require bicyclists and motorists share the same travel lanes. The YWT project provides strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.• Schools in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton will be specifically affected by the development of a non-motorized trail system. Yamhill-Carlton School District has its middle and high schools in the city of Yamhill, requiring all students residing in Carlton to commute three (3) miles. The YWT passes directly through the residential area of Carlton, allowing safe and convenient access for students and employees.• The YWT project provides community members with safe access to a multi modal corridor, accessible outside of current bus service times. The corridor fills a gap in transit services as many agricultural and manufacturing workers maintain off-peak schedules which do not correspond with bus service times. This new connection also provides residents a safe route to bike or walk to medical care, social services, government buildings, shopping, and rural bus stops.TGM Objective: Create Communities• The YWT project provides communities with attractive transportation options that improve pedestrian and bicyclist connections for commuters and recreational users, and support an active and healthy lifestyle.• The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. The YWT project will also encourage healthy lifestyles and active transportation by creating a safe pathway for students in the Yamhill Carlton School District to access the local high school and middle school campuses. Currently the two cities lack a safe bicycle and pedestrian route to connect students in Carlton to the schools located approximately three miles away in the City of Yamhill.• A survey was conducted in the spring of 2015 and was completed by 230 potential users who predominately reside in Yamhill County. Of these users, 18% of respondents expected to utilize the trail for commuting to school/work, while 75% expressed a desire to use the trail for biking for recreation and exercise.• The family-friendly YWT will reduce motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses.• Green space infrastructure will be featured in the design of the corridor to enhance neighborhood livability and promote environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Support Economic Vitality• As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating a regional trail facility that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.• Additionally, the YWT project provides the necessary alternative transportation infrastructure for workers commuting to rural agricultural and hospitality industry jobs, and to industrial centers in the region. TGM Objective: Save Public and Private Costs• The YWT project is responsive to Yamhill County’s compact land use goals, to promote development within the urban growth boundary, and the preservation of existing agricultural land. The YWT Master Plan will guide the strategic development of the trail in accordance with these County objectives, while the investment will bolster the confidence of private businesses and developers.• The YWT project increases the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease.• Negative interactions between cyclists and motorists directly correspond with increased use of OR 47 and two-lane county roads. The highways and roadways are simply not equipped to support both user groups in a safe and efficient way. The YWT project directly addresses and reduces such conflicts. • The proposed project supports revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants.The trail corridor passes directly through the historic downtown area of the City of Carlton and supports recent community planning efforts (e.g. OR Main Street Program, TGM Code Assistance) by the City of Carlton to create a walkable, compact downtown area. The trail will also connect residential areas located on the north and south side of Carlton to the Downtown area and provide residents with a safe off-street pathway to encourage short trips by walking and biking.• There are three river streams between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton that create a barrier for travel, with the largest crossing having steep grades and fluctuating water levels. The construction of a bicycle and pedestrian bridge is necessary for continuous connected access. The YWT Master Plan will prioritize this step in development to strategically remove the barriers in an area that anticipates the highest use of the trail.TGM Objective: Promote Environmental Stewardship• The YWT project will provide for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (the abandoned railway corridor), promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel.• The YWT project supports the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips. There is an increased likelihood that residents and visitors in the area will utilize the trail as an alternative to traveling by car based upon the trail location, which passes through common travel destinations, including several commercial centers and schools.• It is widely understood that the inclusion of trees and other flora in urban development improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors.


			Answer2: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. In November of 2017, Yamhill County successfully acquired a 12.48 mile corridor from Union Pacific. Yamhill County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Trail proponents and other stakeholders recognize the trail will not be built in a single construction season, or even multiple seasons. Rather, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety along OR 47 and intersecting county roadways must be improved. The YWT project will provide a valuable inter-and-intra-city connection for non-motorized travel and recreation.• Students walking and biking specifically to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school.• Yamhill County staff and partners will require adequate time to engage the public in the collaborative and meaningful way necessary to ensure a diversity of stakeholders are involved in the planning process. Meaningful involvement includes: potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; the public's contribution can influence decisions; the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction of the trail will help direct upcoming partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region.• The YWT is a project that is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become an economic driver in the region. An increase in bicycle tourism spending would greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails.• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways.• Establishing a swift and efficient timeline for developing the YWT Master Plan allows Yamhill County to meet current project funding obligations, as well as identify and prepare for future funding opportunities.This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning. The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely progression of this project.


			Answer3: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be approved by the  Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.The Master Plan will provide for the development of a safe and convenient multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is accessible to all users, reduces the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists, connects schools and residential areas with city centers, encourages a healthy and active lifestyle among community members, and which supports economic development, regional agricultural and recreational tourism. The Master plan will comply with county and city TSPs, and will provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties.Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Budget and Scope of WorkPHASE 1: PROJECT INITIATION AND ADMINISTRATION1.1 Hire consultant    1.2 Refine project schedule    1.3 Define purpose, goals, and process    1.4 Identify Project Management Team (PMT)1.5 Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC)1.6 Create project website1.7 Identify key stakeholders1.8 Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)1.9. Review, evaluate, and select contractors1.10 Contractor Notice to Proceed1.11 Project Kick-off and public open house    PHASE 2: PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 2.1 Site analysis including SWOT    2.2 Review land use restrictions    2.3 Segment options analysis    2.4 Natural environment assessment    2.5 Engineering and infrastructure2.6 Key stakeholder meeting2.7 Draft pedestrian/bicycle strategic plan    2.8 Adoption of Farm Impact Findings and mitigation strategies2.9 Identify key economic development connectors  PHASE 3: TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES 3.1 Access, circulation, transportation plan; trail heads; intersections3.2 Trail design elements specific to each type of use3.3 Capital improvements; off-street and on-street facilities    3.4 Trail signage and wayfinding3.5 Security, visitor safety, trail delineation, buffers with adjacent landowners3.6 Special design requirements; ADA3.7 Public engagement and input on design options3.8 Mitigation measures to minimize impact to adjacent landowners, as specified in 2018 Farm Impact FindingsPHASE 4: MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS 4.1 Development alternative infill and redevelopment plans, testing    4.2 Economic impact and development    4.3 Fire and safety protocolsPHASE 5: IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Adoption process, policy and zoning ordinance amendments, public meetings    5.2 Responsibilities and partnerships    5.3 Cost estimates, phasing, funding    PHASE 6: FINAL PLAN & ADOPTION 6.1 Plan review by advisory committee and county staff      6.2 Final YWT Master Plan created6.3 Public meeting: review and feedback on final draft of Master Plan6.4 Draft final plan presentation to YC Board of Commissioners6.5 Adoption of final master Plan by YC Board of Commissioners6.6 Plan presentation to public   Subtotal:  $110,000 (Contractor Cost) $15,000 (Match - 12%) 12 Months (Schedule)Total: $125,000


			Answer4: There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. • This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.• The YWT project is supported by local and regional travel and tourism entities, including Visit McMinnville, Willamette Valley Visitor's Association, and Travel Oregon


			Answer5: Yamhill County has considerable experience collaborating with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by a TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. Additionally, the Yamhill County Parks Department has conducted and completed a master plan project for the County’s park system.In 2013, Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the NPS Rivers, Trails, Conservation Assistance Program to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.In 2016, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor which will ultimately become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. In 2017, Yamhill County was awarded a $1.2 million grant from ConnectOregon VI for the engineering, design, and construction of three pedestrian bridges located along the trail. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. On May 31, 2018, the Farm Impact Findings was adopted into the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP).OBEC Consulting Engineers will provide project cost estimates. OBEC is the current contract consultant for the STIP TE grant activities. County Staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager; and Brett Henry, Yamhill County Parks Manager will determine the project schedule. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.
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Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE           
Salem, OR 97301



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 
18-173) to approve an application to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion.



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,



2018 through June 30, 2019.



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal



Cancer screenings.



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000.



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018



through June 30, 2020.



C. OLD BUSINESS:



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities
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  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
This form is used for informational purposes only and must be included with the grant application. 



Chapter 600 of the 2013 Oregon Laws require applicants to include with each grant application a racial and ethnic 
impact statement.  The statement provides information as to the disproportionate or unique impact the proposed 
policies or programs may have on minority persons1 in the State of Oregon if the grant is awarded to a corporation or 
other legal entity other than natural persons.     



1. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique positive impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



2. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique negative impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities  American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



3. The proposed grant project policies or programs will have no disproportionate or unique impact on minority
persons.



If you checked numbers 1 or 2 above, please provide below the rationale for the existence of policies or 
programs having a disproportionate or unique impact on minority persons in this state.  Further provide 
evidence of consultation with representative(s) of the affected minority persons. 



By checking this box, I hereby certify the information contained on this Dated: 
form is true, complete, and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 



Printed Name: Title: 



Agency Name: 



1 “Minority person” are defined in SB 463 (2013 Regular Session) as women, persons with disabilities (as defined in ORS 
174.107), African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, or Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 





https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/lawsstatutes/2013orLaw0600.pdf
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:14:10 AM


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a request of
$56,250.
 
I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.
 
Carrie
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda
Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab
<jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson
<chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
 
The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their radar. We
haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:
 
 
That is my memory as well.
 
Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project cost of
$100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good
plan to me-
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Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message got
through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
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Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding
for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  
The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The
the thought is that the branding should be developed
along with the master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding
project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so
that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important project
to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you
have a sense of how the review committee would look at
two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly
have the branding and a marketing plan done in two
years, but it is quite possible that there will still not be a
trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time. 
Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as prudent
planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you
have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 







Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:57:53 AM


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
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to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
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position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: ODOT TE Grant Budget Summary
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 7:47:16 AM
Attachments: Budget Summary_05.02.2018.pdf


Carrie
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ODOT Right of Way Services Agreement #29704
ODOT Accounting Key: 18332



Amendment #1 Amendment #2 Amendment #3 As of 8/31/17 As of 10/31/17 As of 11/30/17 As of 12/31/17 1/31/2018 2/28/2018 3/31/2018 4/30/2018
ORIGINAL BUDGET



12/16/2013
REVISED BUDGET



08/11/2015
REVISED BUDGET



12/15/2015
REVISED BUDGET



4/21/2016
ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL ACTUAL



Total YWT Project Cost  $               1,600,000.00  $                 1,968,000.00  $                 1,968,000.00  $                 1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $      1,968,000.00  $    1,968,000.00 
Funding Sources



ODOT TE Grant 1,400,000.00$                1,730,206.00$                 1,730,206.00$                 1,730,206.00$                 1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$      1,730,206.00$    
County Match (10.27%) 164,320.00$                   202,113.60$                     202,113.60$                     202,113.60$                     196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$          196,069.80$        



Total TE Grant Funds Available: 1,564,320.00$               1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$    



Reimbursements Paid by ODOT
Reimbursement #1 (02/02/2018) 1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$    



Total Reimbursements Paid -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         -$                         1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$      1,404,916.44$    



Total Remaining Available Funds: 1,564,320.00$               1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,932,319.60$                 1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      1,926,275.80$      521,359.36$          521,359.36$          521,359.36$        



Preliminary Engineering & ROW Expenses
Preliminary Engineering (OBEC) 288,061.71$                   324,748.13$                     334,799.27$                     361,287.07$                     2,461.40$              890.91$                  2,108.65$              296.97$                  465.60$                  573.08$                
ROW (Universal Field Services) 95,035.94$                     95,035.94$                       95,035.94$                       95,035.94$                       341.36$                  170.68$                  965.97$                  952.54$                  952.54$                  -$                       



2,802.76$              1,061.59$              3,074.62$              1,249.51$              1,418.14$              -$                         -$                         573.08$                
Engineering & ROW Subtotal: 383,097.65$                   419,784.07$                     429,835.21$                     456,323.01$                     404,650.31$          402,909.14$          404,922.17$          403,097.06$          403,265.69$          401,847.55$          401,847.55$          402,420.63$        



Engineering & ROW Total:
Remaining Engineering & Row Balance: 51,672.70$           50,611.11$           47,536.49$           46,286.98$           44,868.84$           44,868.84$           44,868.84$           44,295.76$         



Total Remaining Funds: 1,181,222.35$               1,512,535.53$                 1,502,484.39$                 1,475,996.59$                 1,521,625.49$      1,523,366.66$      1,521,353.63$      1,523,178.74$      1,523,010.11$      119,511.81$          119,511.81$          118,938.73$        



Acquisition Expenses
UPRR PSA 1,400,000.00$      



Closing Fees 4,416.44$              
Taxes 500.00$                  



Total Acquisition: 1,404,916.44$      



Yamhill County Match Payments
Paid on 01/09/2014 38,914.57$                     
Paid on 9/10/2015 138,566.53$                   
Paid on 9/10/2015 18,588.70$                     



Yamhill County Match Subtotal: 196,069.80$                   
Match Requirement (10.27%): 202,113.60$                   



Underpayment/Overpayment: 6,043.80$                        



Note: Yamhill County match requirements are based on Total Project Cost  not  grant award amount.



Total STIP Budget 398,000.00$                     
1,530,236.00$                 



Total Consultant Contract Amount 1,928,236.00$                 
Total ODOT Expenditures to Date
Total 456,323.00$                     



51,355.00$                       
Available Funds for ROW Purchase and Closing 507,678.00$                     



1,420,558.00$                 



STIP Preliminary Engineering (includes local match)
STIP ROW Budget (includes local match)



ODOT Transportation Enhancement Grant - Budget  Summary



ODOT Transportation Enhancement Grant Project IGA #29585



NUMBERS FROM LEE CRONEMILLER ON 11/06/2017
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From: Keri Hinton
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Action list for 5/31
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:03:06 AM
Attachments: 053118 action.pdf


Here you go. J
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553


 
OREGON PUBLIC RECORD


Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.


 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and  



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion. 



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services  



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school  



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019. 



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services  



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019. 



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,  



2018 through June 30, 2019. 



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County  



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,  



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal  



Cancer screenings. 



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services  



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018  



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000. 



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and  



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018  



through June 30, 2020.  



              



C. OLD BUSINESS:   



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill 



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element 



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile 



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in 



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The 



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 
 



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items): 



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth 



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.  



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: ODOT agenda item
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 9:04:49 AM


Hi Laura,
 
I’m limited to 400 characters in the “Support of Local Officials” response. The following is exactly
400:
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton,
Yamhill and Gaston. A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this
application.
 
Will this work?
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:59 PM
To: Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: ODOT agenda item
 
Carrie will revise and send it to you.  Thanks for the reminder!
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Carolina Rook 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:58 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT agenda item
 
Hi Laura,
Just a reminder that I will need revised language for the ODOT TGM item for Thursday’s agenda J
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
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From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab;


Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 5:40:23 PM


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,
I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to see your
grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My
current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-
profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan. If you decided to
move forward with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and you stand the chance
of the master plan not being funded, which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.
 
Cheers,
 
Lisa
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants
 
Hi Lisa-
 
I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and I'm not
sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.
 
I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
 
Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan for
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and hopefully a
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wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that the
identity of the trail is established and coordinated from the get-go. 
 
However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing with the
County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important project to keep
the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?
 
My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding and a
marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there will still not
be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as
prudent planning, or premature?
 
Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of the
grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!
 
Thank you,
 
Veronica
 
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:37:53 PM


Commissioners – just wanted to let you know that what Carrie has sent you is a draft for your
review.  We are still working on the final version for submission – and can make changes as you
review what Carrie has developed so far.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
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total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Tori Middelstadt
Subject: RE: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:39:12 PM


Hi Tori,
 
Thanks for getting back with me. Unfortunately, I have a meeting at 4pm-5:30pm today. Would you
be available tomorrow morning or afternoon?
 
Thanks,
 
Carrie
 
From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:25 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
 
Hi Carrie!
 
I would love to chat. I am in Denver at a conference but I can chat on the phone around
4:45pm Oregon time. Would that work? What number should I call?
 
Thanks
Tori
503-881-4442
 
On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 11:51 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,
 
I would like to discuss our proposed project with you. When would be a good time?
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32 AM
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To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I do
not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who is
also receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 
 
Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?
 
Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so. Let
me know if you have any other questions.
 
Thanks!
 
   


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org
                                  OregonWineCountry.org
 


 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 
 


Reference
#


13682789


Status Complete


Select Willamette Valley
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tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact
Phone
Number:


503-434-7501


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction.
When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link
between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country,
while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the
movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will
be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP)
and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that
provides access to all residents and visitors to Yamhill County, and
accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this
Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail
that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities
through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional
and local tourism and economic vitality, saves public and private costs
with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.
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This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.


 


--
 
   


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                                  
OregonWineCountry.org
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From: Chad Olsen
To: Steve Wick; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Linda Cline"; "Brett Henry"; "Stan Primozich"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Leona


Sitton"; "Carrie Martin"; "Jack Schwab"; "Steve Harloff"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: Yamhelas trail hearing May 15
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 4:13:30 PM


Hi Steve, thanks.
 
Yes, I can check with the Mayor and see if she can attend, schedule permitting. I do not really know
the Yamhill Mayor but can mention it to the Carlton Mayor to see if she can reach out to her.
 
I will check with the Carlton Police Chief to see if he can attend the meeting as well.
 
C
 


From: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 4:03 PM
To: 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Chad Olsen <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; 'Linda
Cline' <linda.charan@gmail.com>; 'Brett Henry' <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Stan Primozich'
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Leona Sitton'
<mydls@aol.com>; 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Jack Schwab'
<jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; 'Steve Harloff' <sjharloff@gmail.com>; 'Ken Wright'
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Yamhelas trail hearing May 15
 
 
I contacted Tony Hall, the Mayor of Gaston and invited him to testify at the hearing this
coming Tuesday. He said he would be there.
 
Ken, I think that you said that the Mayor of Mac wanted us to develop a "letter of support". If
you have his ear, could you ask him to attend and testify also? I like his statement that "this is
a regional project of significance."
 
Chad, can you get the mayor of Carlton to attend and testify?
 
It would be awesome if we "knew someone who knew someone" that could get the major of
Yamhill to testify.
 
It would also be great if we could get the police chiefs in each town to testify.
 
Ken, I also provided Mayor Hall with proposed "letter of support", and asked him to look it
over and see if he could use it as a template for Gaston to develop a statement supporting the
Trail. He said he would.
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Cheers!
 
Steve Wick
503 970-6127
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: TGM Application Edits
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 10:18:12 AM


Here is the language addressing the “timely and urgent” question:
 
 
This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation Growth
Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Since our
first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad
corridor, and received a grant from ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and
construction of three bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The
County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and
expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge construction
project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the majority of the trail involves
more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning. The master plan is necessary for the
definition of the next phase of design and construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail,
and is imperative to the timely progression of this project.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Revised Travel Oregon Project Timeline
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 7:56:56 AM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Project Timeline.docx


I changed the project timeline significantly this morning based on the TGM sample scopes of work.
 
cm
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Travel Oregon Medium Grant


Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Project Timeline


			TASK


			START DATE


			COMPLETION DATE





			Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration


			7/23/18


			10/01/18





			· Award notification and Notice to Proceed


			


			7/23/18





			· Signed contract due to Travel Oregon


			7/23/18


			8/03/18





			· Establish Project Management Team (PMT)


			7/23/18


			7/27/18





			· Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC)


			7/23/18


			10/01/18





			· Establish project website


			


			10/01/18





			· Identify key stakeholders


			


			





			· Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)


			7/30/18


			8/31/18





			· Request for Proposals (RFP) Open


			9/03/18


			10/03/18





			· Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP)


			9/03/18


			9/07/18





			· Establish RFP review committee


			9/10/18


			10/03/18





			· Review proposals and rank contractors


			10/15/18


			10/19/18





			· Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of Commissioners (BOC)


			10/23/18


			10/25/2018





			· YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor


			


			10/25/18





			Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints


			


			02/28/19





			· Notice to Proceed to Contractor


			


			11/01/18





			· Kick-off Meeting with Contractor


			


			11/05/18





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			01/31/19





			· Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all transportation and land use features


			


			02/21/19





			· Identify natural and cultural resources


			


			02/28/19





			· Identify key connections


			


			02/28/19





			Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options


			


			4/30/19





			· Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal


			


			





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			





			· Open house


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC


			


			





			Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates


			


			5/31/19





			· Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal


			


			





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			





			· Open house


			


			





			· Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC


			


			





			Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process


			


			6/30/19





			· Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete


			


			





			· Final design submittal


			


			





			· Key stakeholder meeting


			


			





			· Final design approved by YC BOC


			


			





			Final project report to Travel Oregon


			


			7/23/19
















From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:48:08 PM


Are you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


If I move the Travel Oregon one to May 29th, we will be requesting to submit $150k in applications


for a master plan. Do you see any problems with that? I can try to have it ready on May 15th instead,
but I won’t have time to complete it prior to noon tomorrow. I could, however, submit the Project


Idea Form for the 15th with the understanding that the parameters of the application won’t change.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA
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County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 29, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:53:44 AM


Just read—looks good!
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:46 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Anyone else?  I’m hoping to get these to Commissioner Olson as soon as possible, so we can have
the revised ordinance and findings posted when the notice is submitted to the News Register around
2:00.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
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received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
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final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer
Cc: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application Text
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 12:09:41 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application Text.docx
Importance: High


Hi Ken,
 
The Travel Oregon application is entirely online and doesn’t offer a way to print out the complete
application once the information has been entered, so I created a Word document with all the
questions. Each response is limited to 2,000 characters. Once you’ve had a chance to review this
draft, I will incorporate your changes, email a copy to the commissioners for their review, and send a
digital copy to Carolina for her to include in the packets for next week.
 
I’m going to leave the office for a little while, so email me when you’ve finished your review. We can
either talk over the phone or I can meet you at your office.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors







From: Stephanie Armstrong
To: Todd Sadlo; Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry; Carrie Martin; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer
Cc: Matt Vogt; Lance Woods
Subject: FW: Comments on Docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 5:03:10 PM


 
 


From: Ken Friday 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:30 PM
To: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Curran
<currans@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Comments on Docket G-01-18
 
 
 
From: ryegrass.cm@gmail.com [mailto:ryegrass.cm@gmail.com] On Behalf Of chris mattson
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:28 PM
To: Ken Friday
Cc: Rick Olson; Mary Starrett
Subject: Comments on Docket G-01-18
 
I am sending these written comments in case I do not get the opportunity to speak at
tonight's meeting.  Could you please make sure they get entered into record.


Thanks
Chris


5-3-2018


Yamhill County Planning Commission
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville OR 97128


Dear Planning Commission,


I am submitting this letter to you requesting that you deny Yamhill County's
application for the Yamhelas Trail between Carlton and Yamhill.  This application and
project has too many unknowns at this point in time to approve.


First off the county purchased the abandoned ROW without title insurance and there
is current pending litigation challenging the ownership of the ROW.  The totality of the
scope of the land is in jeopardy as more landowners become involved in the litigation
process.  Just on this information alone the permit should be denied.


Second the Planning Commission just turned down solar projects on high value
Yamhill county soils.  This trail, that is to be paved over permanently, is on these
same high value soils that you voted to protect.  I will add a quote from Yamhill
Docket G-01-17.  "The proposed amendment would preserve the most valuable
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agricultural lands for farm uses while still allowing solar facilities on parcels that
exhibit lower class soils.  Ag plays an integral role in the overall economy of the
county and class 1 through class 4 soils have the capability of growing many
different crops that contribute to the local agricultural economy.  Additionally,
the cumulative impact of multiple commercial solar facilities on class 1-4 soils
has the potential to materially alter the land use patterns in those areas and
make it more difficult for the existing farms in the area to continue to operation
due to diminished opportunities to expand, purchase or lease farmland, acquire
water rights or diminish the number of tracts or acreage in farm use in a
manner that will destabilize the overall character of the area."
Now change solar facilities, panels or array to bike path and it sounds like the same
exact issues and concerns that you used to deny the solar projects. Please use the
findings fairly across the projects.   For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am also concerned that safety issues of crossing State Highway 240 have not been
addressed.  This is being pushed as a way for children to get safely between Yamhill
and Carlton to attend school.  What is the plan for kids riding down Highway 240 to
get to the trail in Yamhill?  There are no sidewalks and no plan to provide or how to
address the situation.


I am also concerned about paving over class 1-4 soils.  Oregon's exclusive farm use
policy calls for the "Preservation of a maximum amount of the limited supply of
agricultural land" in order to maintain the agricultural economy of the state.   Does a
bike path represent the best use of class 1-4 soils and preserve farmland?  Protection
of Oregon's productive farmland is of paramount importance in Oregon's land use
planning process, and the commission is charged with ensuring that this important
objective is achieved through its decisions. Placing recreation in EFU zoned land will
lead to conflicts among trail users and people that farm for a living.  For this reason
the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that the farm impact study was performed by Yamhill County itself
instead of acquiring the services of a third party non-biased consulting firm.  There
was only one reference of a discussion with a trail adjacent farmer.  This one farmer
opposes the trail.  Why was there no discussion with agricultural specialists in the
respective crops about how the trail will impact neighboring crops present now and in
the future?  The county just referenced some generic OSU handbooks on grass seed
and hazelnuts.  What about cane berries or garlic seed or livestock production, lots of
what ifs.  How can this information not be biased? All of the impacted, adjacent
farmers of this segment of trail from Yamhill to Carlton are strongly opposed to the
trail.   My farm impact study stated that a bike trail is not a permissible use of class 1-
4 soils farmland.  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned there is no reference to how the human waste and garbage that will
end up in the adjacent fields be handled.  With the current e-coli epidemic on lettuce
the county needs to have a plan on how human waste will not contaminate filberts,
which are harvested on the ground, which is the same place human feces will be
deposited.  Not to mention other food crops.  Currently there is very limited access to
these fields and a trail will increase the farmers exposure to issues such as this.  Will







there be bathrooms and garbage service?  Will these bathrooms be safe, family
friendly, unisex, port a potties or what?  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that the language or reference on how to keep people from
trespassing and harming or stealing crops or equipment is extremely vague.  Signage
or maybe fencing should be enough.  What is the plan not speculation?  On my
segment of the ROW I will have to fence both sides of the ROW to keep my stock
from being on the trail.  This will be a significant cost to my business.  The county has
no plan to fencing the trail to keep people on the trail and livestock off the trail.  What
about dogs chasing my sheep and goats and cattle and chickens and horses?  Are
they required to be on a leash, prohibited, be shot if they trespass?  Dogs chasing my
stock is a huge concern of mine, currently there is no access to them by the public.
The railroad evaluation maps show that the ROW is to be fenced on on both sides. 
What is the county plan for this?  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that there is not a specific plan on how to handle homeless campers
along the trail.  The News Register has stories every week on homeless issues, so
the problem is very real in Yamhill County.  The permit says it shouldn't be a
problem.  The growing county homeless problem indicates it will be a problem sooner
rather than later.  The builders of the Springwater trail didn't think they would have a
problem either, let us have a plan on how to handle the problem if or when it
happens.  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I have brought up 8 very serious concerns that have not been properly addressed by
the county on this permit.  This permit appears as if it was hastily constructed
because there is a time constraint and they quickly threw together some information
for this permit without putting the required studies and efforts to address the concerns
of the farm community and adjacent landowners just to meet a time deadline.  How
can a study done by the applicant serve as unbiased fact?   Did the Yamhill County
employee that put this farm impact study together even talk with one farmer along the
3 mile route?  At this point this permit should be denied and the county needs to put
in the time and the effort to properly address the issues that the trail project is going
to present.  The county says they don't know the cost or what the trail will entail yet ,
but included the Yamhelas Trail concept plan as a fact of record for this permit.  So is
this the trail plan for sure or a concept plan used as factual information to acquire the
needed permit.


Thank you
Chris Mattson
Yamhill Oregon
 


--
 








From: BLAIR Andrew
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Subject: K18332 - Yamhelas Westsider Trail - Monthly Progress Report and revised Schedule
Date: Thursday, June 14, 2018 8:03:50 AM


Hi Carrie,
 
I was going to call but wanted to convey that in addition to Yamhill Co. needing to do a new
schedule for this project (typically in Microsoft Project, or other Gantt chart software – something
which your consultant may also provide) which ought to include ODOT’s review activities, and the
comprehensive scope for the entire project (as had been expressed initially in the ConnectOregon
application), we would like to request the Monthly Progress Report (MPR). As you probably are
already aware the MPR is generally due by the first Wednesday of every month. The MPR may also
be included as an activity on the schedule.
 
The difficulty with managing schedules is first starting off with the most general activities and
developing fragnets for those which ‘roll up’ into the main activities. In my mind those main activities
are possibly fitting under such major activities as: Grant Administration, Compliance and Permitting,
Field Work, Design, Reviews, and Inspections. However, this is not ODOT’s responsibility.
Nonetheless, deliverables with respect to such major activities can then be placed on the Ghant
chart and their respective interdependencies, sequential order, durations, and costs can be
predicted, and adjusted as needed, to reflect actual project status, and critical path.
 
Looking forward to your continued contributions for this project, Carrie. I know working with new
people can be a challenge, but I would sincerely like to be considered as someone who can be a
resource to the project, rather than an annoying reminder. So, please don’t hesitate to call or email.
 
Kind Regards,
 
 
Andrew J. Blair
ODOT Transportation Project Manager
503-986-2681 (desk)
503-509-3067 (mobile)
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:36:12 PM
Attachments: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form.pdf


Hi Laura,
 
To be eligible to apply for the Travel Oregon Medium Grant Program, we must first submit a “Project
Idea Form” to our regional DMO. For us, this is the Willamette Valley Visitors Association. I have
attached the form here for your review.
 
cm
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Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form



https://fs22.formsite.com/TravelOregon/form57/index.html[5/10/2018 1:31:18 PM]



All applicants interested in applying for a 2018-2020 Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant are required to
submit the following information to their Regional Destination Management Organization (RDMO). 



Once you have submitted this form you will receive a confirmation email with the link and access code to the grant
application. Applicants who do not submit this project idea form to their RDMO will be ineligible to receive funding.



Select tourism region(s) your grant project impacts: *



Central Oregon



Oregon Coast



Eastern Oregon



Mt Hood / Columbia River Gorge



Portland Region



Southern Oregon



Willamette Valley



Statewide



Applying Entity: *



Project Name: *



Grant Amount Requested: * Total Project Cost: *



Grant Contact Name: *



Grant Contact Email Address: *





http://industry.traveloregon.com/industry-resources/destination-marketing-resources/regional-destination-marketing-organizations/








Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form



https://fs22.formsite.com/TravelOregon/form57/index.html[5/10/2018 1:31:18 PM]



Grant Contact Phone Number: *



Project Description (Be sure to include the primary goals and objectives of the project): *



161/400 words








			formsite.com


			Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form








			Vnb24vZm9ybTU3L2luZGV4Lmh0bWwA: 


			form1: 


			RESULT_CheckBox-1: CheckBox-0


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1): CheckBox-1


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2): CheckBox-2


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3): CheckBox-3


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4): CheckBox-4


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5): CheckBox-5


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6): Yes


			RESULT_CheckBox-1_(1)_(2)_(3)_(4)_(5)_(6)_(7): CheckBox-7


			RESULT_TextField-2: Yamhill County


			RESULT_TextField-3: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


			RESULT_TextField-4: $50,000


			RESULT_TextField-5: $100,000


			RESULT_TextField-6: Laura Tschabold


			RESULT_TextField-7: tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us


			RESULT_TextField-8: 503-434-7501


			RESULT_TextArea-9: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


			Submit: 



















From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:10:08 AM


Thanks.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
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Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:15:45 AM
Attachments: Sample Letters of Support for Trail Projects.pdf


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J
 
I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters
supporting the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to
be unique and not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the
process easier. My recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:
 
Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.
 
Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]
 
Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial
support, as applicable.
 
Hope this is helpful!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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February 27, 2002



National Recreation Trail Program Coordinator
National Park Service



Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program
1849 C Street, NW, (Org Code 2235)



Washington DC 20240



Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:



On behalf of the Colorado State Trails Program I would like to express our support for designation of the
Poudre River Trail as a National Recreation Trail. The Cities of Windsor, Greeley, Weld and Larimer
Counties, and many other partners have joined forces with the Poudre River Trail Corridor, Inc., to create
one of Colorado's finest greenways.



The Poudre River Trail is a good candidate for designation as a National Recreation Trail. It incorporates
many important features and is a great model for trail planning and development:



working with corporate interests to support trails
securing donations and easements from businesses and developers
planning inter-city linkages for bicyclists
promoting the importance of volunteers in urban trails
generating tremendous community support
promoting cooperation among agencies and jurisdictions
finding opportunities for education about wildlife and the environment



We have provided funding for this trail corridor for several years as it has been among the top-scoring
projects in our annual grants competition. Thank you for your consideration of the Poudre River Trail for
NRT designation. We will look forward to publicizing the trail and its designation this year.



Sincerely,



 



Stuart H. Macdonald



Recreational Trails Program Manager

















































































































































From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:00:23 PM


Are you attending tonight’s meeting?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Stephanie Armstrong
To: Todd Sadlo; Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry; Carrie Martin; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer
Cc: Matt Vogt; Lance Woods
Subject: FW: Comments on Docket G-01-18
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 5:03:10 PM


 
 


From: Ken Friday 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:30 PM
To: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Curran
<currans@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Comments on Docket G-01-18
 
 
 
From: ryegrass.cm@gmail.com [mailto:ryegrass.cm@gmail.com] On Behalf Of chris mattson
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 4:28 PM
To: Ken Friday
Cc: Rick Olson; Mary Starrett
Subject: Comments on Docket G-01-18
 
I am sending these written comments in case I do not get the opportunity to speak at
tonight's meeting.  Could you please make sure they get entered into record.


Thanks
Chris


5-3-2018


Yamhill County Planning Commission
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville OR 97128


Dear Planning Commission,


I am submitting this letter to you requesting that you deny Yamhill County's
application for the Yamhelas Trail between Carlton and Yamhill.  This application and
project has too many unknowns at this point in time to approve.


First off the county purchased the abandoned ROW without title insurance and there
is current pending litigation challenging the ownership of the ROW.  The totality of the
scope of the land is in jeopardy as more landowners become involved in the litigation
process.  Just on this information alone the permit should be denied.


Second the Planning Commission just turned down solar projects on high value
Yamhill county soils.  This trail, that is to be paved over permanently, is on these
same high value soils that you voted to protect.  I will add a quote from Yamhill
Docket G-01-17.  "The proposed amendment would preserve the most valuable
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agricultural lands for farm uses while still allowing solar facilities on parcels that
exhibit lower class soils.  Ag plays an integral role in the overall economy of the
county and class 1 through class 4 soils have the capability of growing many
different crops that contribute to the local agricultural economy.  Additionally,
the cumulative impact of multiple commercial solar facilities on class 1-4 soils
has the potential to materially alter the land use patterns in those areas and
make it more difficult for the existing farms in the area to continue to operation
due to diminished opportunities to expand, purchase or lease farmland, acquire
water rights or diminish the number of tracts or acreage in farm use in a
manner that will destabilize the overall character of the area."
Now change solar facilities, panels or array to bike path and it sounds like the same
exact issues and concerns that you used to deny the solar projects. Please use the
findings fairly across the projects.   For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am also concerned that safety issues of crossing State Highway 240 have not been
addressed.  This is being pushed as a way for children to get safely between Yamhill
and Carlton to attend school.  What is the plan for kids riding down Highway 240 to
get to the trail in Yamhill?  There are no sidewalks and no plan to provide or how to
address the situation.


I am also concerned about paving over class 1-4 soils.  Oregon's exclusive farm use
policy calls for the "Preservation of a maximum amount of the limited supply of
agricultural land" in order to maintain the agricultural economy of the state.   Does a
bike path represent the best use of class 1-4 soils and preserve farmland?  Protection
of Oregon's productive farmland is of paramount importance in Oregon's land use
planning process, and the commission is charged with ensuring that this important
objective is achieved through its decisions. Placing recreation in EFU zoned land will
lead to conflicts among trail users and people that farm for a living.  For this reason
the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that the farm impact study was performed by Yamhill County itself
instead of acquiring the services of a third party non-biased consulting firm.  There
was only one reference of a discussion with a trail adjacent farmer.  This one farmer
opposes the trail.  Why was there no discussion with agricultural specialists in the
respective crops about how the trail will impact neighboring crops present now and in
the future?  The county just referenced some generic OSU handbooks on grass seed
and hazelnuts.  What about cane berries or garlic seed or livestock production, lots of
what ifs.  How can this information not be biased? All of the impacted, adjacent
farmers of this segment of trail from Yamhill to Carlton are strongly opposed to the
trail.   My farm impact study stated that a bike trail is not a permissible use of class 1-
4 soils farmland.  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned there is no reference to how the human waste and garbage that will
end up in the adjacent fields be handled.  With the current e-coli epidemic on lettuce
the county needs to have a plan on how human waste will not contaminate filberts,
which are harvested on the ground, which is the same place human feces will be
deposited.  Not to mention other food crops.  Currently there is very limited access to
these fields and a trail will increase the farmers exposure to issues such as this.  Will







there be bathrooms and garbage service?  Will these bathrooms be safe, family
friendly, unisex, port a potties or what?  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that the language or reference on how to keep people from
trespassing and harming or stealing crops or equipment is extremely vague.  Signage
or maybe fencing should be enough.  What is the plan not speculation?  On my
segment of the ROW I will have to fence both sides of the ROW to keep my stock
from being on the trail.  This will be a significant cost to my business.  The county has
no plan to fencing the trail to keep people on the trail and livestock off the trail.  What
about dogs chasing my sheep and goats and cattle and chickens and horses?  Are
they required to be on a leash, prohibited, be shot if they trespass?  Dogs chasing my
stock is a huge concern of mine, currently there is no access to them by the public.
The railroad evaluation maps show that the ROW is to be fenced on on both sides. 
What is the county plan for this?  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I am concerned that there is not a specific plan on how to handle homeless campers
along the trail.  The News Register has stories every week on homeless issues, so
the problem is very real in Yamhill County.  The permit says it shouldn't be a
problem.  The growing county homeless problem indicates it will be a problem sooner
rather than later.  The builders of the Springwater trail didn't think they would have a
problem either, let us have a plan on how to handle the problem if or when it
happens.  For this reason the permit should be denied.


I have brought up 8 very serious concerns that have not been properly addressed by
the county on this permit.  This permit appears as if it was hastily constructed
because there is a time constraint and they quickly threw together some information
for this permit without putting the required studies and efforts to address the concerns
of the farm community and adjacent landowners just to meet a time deadline.  How
can a study done by the applicant serve as unbiased fact?   Did the Yamhill County
employee that put this farm impact study together even talk with one farmer along the
3 mile route?  At this point this permit should be denied and the county needs to put
in the time and the effort to properly address the issues that the trail project is going
to present.  The county says they don't know the cost or what the trail will entail yet ,
but included the Yamhelas Trail concept plan as a fact of record for this permit.  So is
this the trail plan for sure or a concept plan used as factual information to acquire the
needed permit.


Thank you
Chris Mattson
Yamhill Oregon
 


--
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: OPRD Grant
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 1:08:08 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Reimbursement Request -Online Grants - Oregon Parks and Recreation Departmen.pdf
Reimbursement Summary_03.02.18.pdf


Sure, here it is!
 
Carrie
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Monday, May 14, 2018 1:05 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: OPRD Grant
 
Can I get a copy of the final report and reimbursement request for the OPRD Local Government
Grant?  This would be the grant for the YWT acquisition.
 
I think you already sent this to me, but I cannot find it.
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
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LG15-002  Reimbursement Request 



1st Reimbursement Request



Home  Log Out



Yamhelas Westsider Trail
  Agreement Information   (Required)  



Reimbursement Period From



Reimbursement Period To



No Final Reimbursement



Project Type



Acquisition



Total Project Cost



$2,107,176.00



Match Amount



94.020%$1,981,176.00



Grant Amount



5.980%$126,000.00



Notice to Proceed Date



01/25/2016



Match to Date



0%$0.00



Reimbursement to Date



0%$0.00



Reimbursable Grant Balance



$126,000.00



 
 



 



01/28/2016 



12/31/2017 



Grants Online





https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main


https://oprdgrants.org/index.cfm?do=grants.dsp_main
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(Vendor)



(Union Pacific Railroad
Company (UPRR))



(Yamhill County
Assessment and Tax)



(Western Title
Company)



(Carlton 2007, LLC)



(Union Pacific Railroad
Company (UPRR))



(OBEC Consulting
Engineers)



Project Expenses   (Required)   



Category Item Cost
Match
Amount



Requested
Amount Status  



Real Property Costs Purchase of real property;
former railroad corridor



$1,400,000.00 $1,274,000.00 $126,000.00 Approved
  



  



Real Property Costs Proration of tax for
acquisition of real property;
for the 2nd half of tax year
11/08/2017-06/30/2018



$4,416.44 $4,416.44 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Real Property Costs Title and escrow fees $500.00 $500.00 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Value of Donated labor,
materials, equipment



Donation of the value of the
easement on owner's
property



$39,100.00 $39,100.00 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Value of Donated labor,
materials, equipment



Donation of the difference
in value between the
purchase prices of the real
property and the fair market
value, as appraised by an
independent third-party



$1,419,000.00 $1,419,000.00 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Design/Engineering Preliminary engineering and
Right of Way (ROW)
expenses



$100,212.49 $100,212.49 $0.00 Approved
  



  



Totals $2,963,228.93 $2,837,228.93 $126,000.00



  9 Attachments ( Required )  



File Category Description
Uploaded
by  



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Yamhill County Assessment and Tax prorated tax for acquisition of real
property



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Recorded deed between Yamhill County and Union Pacific Railroad
Company, executed on September 29, 2017.



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Purchase and sale agreement between Yamhill County and Union
Pacific Railroad Company for the acquisition of the real property
(Yamhelas Westsider Trail)



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement Donation of value of easement ($39,100) from Carlton 2007, LLC to Carrie



Upload Files
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receipt (pdf) Yamhill County Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Assignment of Easement from Union Pacific Railroad Company to
Yamhill County



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Purchase and Sale Donation Agreement between Yamhill County and
Union Pacific Railroad. This document identifies the agreed upon sale
price of the real property ($1,400,000) is less than the fair market value
of that property ($2,819,000), as established in the official appraisal,
and that the difference will be made as a donation to Yamhill County.



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Final Buyers Statement from Western Title Company, confirming real
property purchase price and fees



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



First five pages of the Appraisal of Real Property provided by Integra
Realty Resources, documenting the fair market value of the real
property. The complete document details each segment's value
extensively, and was not included in its entirety for reasons of size. The
complete report, however, is available for review at any time.



Carrie
Martin



Reimbursement
receipt (pdf)



Bank confirmation of wire transfer from Yamhill County account.
Account number has been redacted.



Carrie
Martin



  3 Comments



Comment By Date



Reimbursement #1 returned - Hi Carrie – The Bank Confirmation of Wire Transfer
document is perfect. Just what we needed. However, we just need you to make one last
adjustment. Sorry, but would you please: 1) remove the current Bank Confirmation from the
Attachments section 2) block out the Account number in the upper right corner, 3) then re-
upload the edited Bank Confirmation to the Attachments section. This is a security
requirement so that we’re not storing bank account numbers in our system. Thanks, Mark



MARK
COWAN



02/20/2018



Reimbursement #1 returned - Hi Carrie – Thanks for re-submitting the Reimbursement
Request for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail purchase. Everything looks good. There is one
more item that I failed to list earlier. Can you please add to the Attachments Section
documentation confirming the $1,404,916.44 payment at Escrow? This documentation can
be in the form of: 1) A copy of the canceled payment check, or 2) A copy of an accounts
paid report from the County Accounting system that lists the check amount, payee, check
number and payment date. Thanks, Mark



MARK
COWAN



02/16/2018



Reimbursement #1 returned - Hi Carrie - We have reviewed the Reimbursement Request
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. It’s in pretty good order. However, the following steps are
needed to get it ready for our Accounting Department. For more info see email from Mark
Cowan dated 2.15.18 Request #1 – 2) Final Buyers Statement - For some reason the Final
Buyers Statement did not upload correctly. We get an Error message at our end. In the
Attachments Section, please delete the current Final Buyers Statement and re-upload the
document. You may need to re-scan the document and then re-upload it. 3) Appraisal copy
- For some reason the Appraisal copy did not upload correctly. We get an Error message at
our end. In the Attachments Section, please delete the current Appraisal copy and re-



MARK
COWAN



02/15/2018



Add Comment
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upload the document. You may need to re-scan the document and then re-upload it. 4)
Project Expenses Table – Attached and below you will see a revised version of the Project
Expenses Table. Please revise the Table in the Request for Reimbursement as follows.
The needed changes are in blue font. 5) Re-Submit – Once you have made the above
changes, simply re-submit Request #1 Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks,
Mark








			oprdgrants.org
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DATE VENDOR INVOICE # AMOUNT ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION GRANT PROGRAMS



2/6/2018 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34513 1,249.51$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
12/27/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34379 3,074.62$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
11/21/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34275 1,061.59$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
9/27/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 34015 2,802.76$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
7/11/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33795 1,306.66$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
6/6/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33601 2,338.58$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP



6/22/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33727 4,823.89$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
2/14/2017 OBEC Consulting Engineers 33361 7,269.44$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
7/5/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32623 12,833.52$                 Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP



6/13/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32526 6,451.54$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
5/18/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32479 6,826.16$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
4/13/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32343 20,449.04$                 Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
3/24/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32294 7,931.79$                   Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
2/16/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32185 21,793.39$                 Preliminary engineering and ROW expenses LGGP
3/26/2013 Ken Wright Cellars, LLC Donation 39,100.00$                 Donation value of easement LGGP



11/10/2017 Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPPR) 1,400,000.00$           040-161-810.01 Purchase of railroad corridor TE Grant/LGGP



11/10/2017 Union Pacific Railroad Company (UPPR) 1,819,000.00$           Donation to UPRR; Difference in trail 
market value and sale price



LGGP



11/10/2017 Yamhill County Tax Assessor 4,416.44$                   040-161-810.01 Prorated taxes for real property TE Grant/LGGP
11/10/2017 Western Title Company 500.00$                      040-161-810.01 Title and escrow fees TE Grant/LGGP



01/28/16-12/31/2017 Yamhill County Salary and Wages 17,047.17$                 
1/11/2016 OBEC Consulting Engineers 32058 5,475.48$                   



12/15/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31985 21,877.13$                 
11/17/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31860 15,827.79$                 
10/22/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31758 13,476.96$                 
9/22/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31667 26,727.85$                 
8/18/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31552 70,246.85$                 
7/9/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31506 22,621.10$                 



6/18/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31340 18,069.41$                 
5/20/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31252 59,111.10$                 
4/27/2015 OBEC Consulting Engineers 31165 53,598.61$                 
1/23/2013 Yamhill County Payment 4,000.00$                   026-034-699.01
1/9/2014 Yamhill County TE Advance Deposit 38,914.57$                 038-056-700.27
5/7/2014 Yamhill County YWT Appraisal 20,000.00$                 038-056-700.27



5/14/2014 Yamhill County YWT Appraisal 1,050.00$                   038-056-700.27
5/30/2014 Yamhill County YWT Title Report 5,000.00$                   038-056-699.01
3/31/2015 Yamhill County Payment 500.00$                      010-010-610.01
9/10/2015 Yamhill County TE Advance Deposit 138,566.53$              038-056-700.27
9/10/2015 Yamhill County TE Advance Deposit 18,588.70$                 010-081-699.13



550,699.25$              Unreimbursed Expenses
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From: V H
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: YWT
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:29:50 PM


Hi Carrie-


I’m checking in to see what you are thinking about the Travel Oregon grants. Commissioner
Olson told me that the county had met and that things may still move forward soon. I had not
sent the form in to WVVA yet, and I never heard back from Alta with a cost estimate.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:57:53 AM


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
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mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com
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to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com
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position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/FooterAction?ver=3&un-wl-sender-address=1&hID=28054738440&domain=kenwrightcellars.com






From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:51:16 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project BOC Overview_5.29.18.pdf


Let me know if you want anything else added. Each page is a full year.
 
cm
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MAY 
2018



JUNE 
2018



JULY 
2018



AUGUST 
2018



SEPTEMBER 
2018



OCTOBER
2018



NOVEMBER
2018



DECEMBER
2018



ACTIVITIES



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Qualification Based Selection RFP 
for Plan Specifications and Engineering



RFP Open
June 1-30, 2018



ODOT Transportation Growth Management 
(TGM) Grant: $110K 
for Master Plan Development



Application due: 
June 8, 2018



Travel Oregon Medium Grant:
$56,250 for Master Plan Development



Application due: 
June 6, 2018



OPRD Recreational Trail Program (RTP) Grant: 
$75k for Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Gap 
Funding



Application due: 
June 15, 2018



YWT Master Plan: 
Development of RFP



RFP for Master Plan 
Complete



YWT Master Plan: 
RFP for Consultants Open



RFP Open
August 1-30, 2018



ConnectOregon  VI Milestone: 
Selection of Engineering  and 
Design Consultant



Notification: 
August 1, 2018



ConnectOregon  VI Milestone:  Environmental 
Permits Completed



August 3, 2018



LOI due: 
August 31, 2018



Application due: 
October 15, 2018



YWT Master Plan: 
RFP for Consultants Open



ConnectOregon  VI Milestone:  
Preliminary Engineering and 
Permits (PS&E) Complete



December 17, 2018



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Overview:  May-December 2018



Note: YWT Master Plan process begins September 1, 2018 contingent upon adequate funding.



Master Plan Begins
Septemer 1, 2018*



ODOT Safe Routes to School Infrastructure 
Program Grant:
Amount TBD for Bicycle Connection 
from YWT to YC Schools











JANUARY
2019



FEBRUARY
2019



MARCH
2019



APRIL
2019



MAY 
2019



JUNE 
2019



JULY 
2019



AUGUST 
2019



SEPTEMBER 
2019



OCTOBER
2019



NOVEMBER
2019



DECEMBER
2019



ACTIVITIES



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Final Design of Plan Specifications 
and Engineering



April 22, 2019



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Selection of Construction Contractor
and Contractor "Notice to Proceed"



June 18, 2019



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Bridge Construction Begins



June 18, 2019



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Overview:  January-December 2019











JANUARY
2020



FEBRUARY
2020



MARCH
2020



APRIL
2020



MAY 
2020



JUNE 
2020



JULY 
2020



AUGUST 
2020



SEPTEMBER 
2020



OCTOBER
2020



NOVEMBER
2020



DECEMBER
2020



ACTIVITIES



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Bridge Construction Complete



April 3, 2020



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Grant Project Completed



May 19, 2020



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Overview:  January-December 2020








			2018


			2019


			2020










From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Ken Wright; Cahad; Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Bcc: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
Subject: Fw: Fwd: KLYC Radio Yamhelas survey
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 6:53:07 PM


FYI   This was sent to me from a friend of mine in Port Townsend Wa. who helps cover our back on
Facebook.   A would call it a skewed survey limited to anyone who listens to this radio station. To their
credit you can only answer once. Note who was the original sender.  Regards.   Wayne 


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Lisa French <imlisafrench@gmail.com>
To: "shadypondacre@yahoo.com" <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018, 5:51:31 PM PDT
Subject: Fwd: KLYC Radio Yamhelas survey


Hmmm...


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Bryan W. Schmidt" <milkman@startmail.com>
Date: June 12, 2018 at 4:00:27 PM PDT
To: "Bryan Schmidt" <milkman@startmail.com>
Subject: KLYC Radio Yamhelas survey


To Stop-The-Trail-Supporters, 


KLYC is doing a survey, asking two questions:


http://www.klyc.us/yamhelas-trail-surveys/ 
Yamhelas Trail, should it be developed, Yes or No


http://www.klyc.us/yamhelas-trail-surveys/ 
Have Yamhill County officials and staff kept the public up to date on the trail proposed
project


There may be a few parades this summer. If anyone is interested please reply to this email.


-Regards, Bryan W. Schmidt 
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By Nicole Montesano • Staff Writer •  May 31, 2018
 
Tweet


Trail farm impact findings approved on
second vote
 
Yamhill County commissioners on Thursday voted two to one to approve a set of findings
stating that a 2.8 mile section of the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail will not cause a
significant increase in farming costs or appreciably impact farming practices.


They did so after taking testimony from opponents painting verbal pictures of homeless
camps proliferating along the trail, vagrants stabbing trail users, herds of buffalo
stampeding onto the trail and hapless schoolchildren trapped by raging grass fires.


Commissioners Stan Primozich and Rick Olson voted in favor and Commissioner Mary
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Starrett, who is on vacation but called in to participate by phone, voting against.


The section in question would connect Yamhill and Carlton, a piece of the overall 17-mile
trail the county hopes to eventually construct along the former Union Pacific Railroad
route. The county hopes the section will serve not only to improve safety of bicyclists and
pedestrians traveling between the two towns, but also as a model proving the larger trail
can co-exist successfully with neighboring farms.


One opponent said he is confused and the county is “lying” because the Rails to Trails
project — a nationwide program to convert former railroad rights-of-way to walking and
biking trails — does not involve putting in new railroads.


“This grant started out as rails to trails ... what happened to the rails?” Jim Van Dyke asked
commissioners. “You guys are pushing a trail — it has nothing to do with rails.”


In 2007, there were discussions about someday developing new passenger rail service
between Yamhill County and Portland. Supporters, including Carlton trail supporter and
winemaker Ken Wright, formed a nonprofit organization called the Rail Link Corporation,
which raised $35,000 in private and public funds to commission a feasibility study of the
idea.


However, the study, completed in the fall of 2008, stated, “The projected capital costs
necessary to upgrade aging rail infrastructure to modern passenger rail performance and
safety standards is likely to be prohibitive.”


It also, however, encouraged the county to acquire the right-of-way, “to ensure that rail
corridors remain intact for future uses.” Wright later became one of the founders of the
nonprofit group Friends of the Yamhelas Trail, and has pledged to personally pay for
maintenance costs along the Yamhill to Carlton segment in perpetuity.


In 2012, the county began discussions of buying the corridor and converting it to a trail for
walking, bicycling and horseback riding. It formally purchased the land last November, but
is now in litigation with another farmer, Chris Mattson, who argues the portion of right-of-
way through his property legally belongs to him.


Van Dyke, who farms along the corridor in question, also opposes the trail. He has hired an
attorney to represent him, and told commissioners he, too, plans to take the county to court
to argue that the former railroad right-of-way through his property came into his ownership
legally, after the railroad removed the rails.


His attorney, Wendie Kellington, told commissioners for the county to participate in the
lawsuits brought by Mattson and Van Dyke is “the worst manners I can think of.”


Another opponent, Bryan Schmidt, repeatedly questioned why the vote — which has been
discussed in three public hearings — was being “rushed.”


The farm impact findings prepared by County Assistant Counsel Todd Sadlo were rejected
earlier this month, with Olson and Starrett voting against it. Afterward, Olson met with
county staff to discuss amendments to the proposal. In an email to the News-Register, he
stated his initial denial had to do with county process of the project. However, he also
sought some wording changes to the findings, to address some of his concerns. He then
requested a reconsideration of the vote that occurred Thursday.


The commissioners Thursday also authorized staff to apply for two grants to pay for
creating a master plan for the trail, on the same two-to-one vote.
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From: Christian Boenisch
To: Todd Sadlo; Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:15:42 AM


Looks good to me.
 
Thanks,
 
Christian
 
Christian F. Boenisch
Yamhill County
County Counsel
(503) 434-7502
boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us
 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
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coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








View this email in your browser


From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 8:25:16 AM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
<info=yamhelaswestsidertrail.com@mail28.atl71.mcdlv.net> On Behalf Of Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2018 1:15 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers,
 
First of all, the Board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail wants to give all of you our
utmost thanks for staying with this project over the years: for your testimony at these
hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the
vocal defenders of this community trail. We now own the trail; I say “we” because we
all are the county.  Thank You!
 
As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’
meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it
to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan
was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by
the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing







the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that
would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would
be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is
that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make
our adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail
through our community.
 


The last paragraph was written shortly after the May 15th meeting and was to be
followed by what we needed to do while waiting for the county's next step; well we
didn't have to wait long.
 
The county took almost immediate action. Below are a few excerpts, in italics, from
the News Register, May 22, 2018, outlining a resulting meeting to discuss the
amendment and review possible changes. The draft of the changes made as a result
of that meeting are included.
 
“County commissioners to reconsider trail vote
Yamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a
second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail."


"On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which
include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be
mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the
opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a "reconsideration" of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel
Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the
amendment, and review possible changes."


As a result of that meeting this new section which addresses Commissioner Olson's
concerns was added as a draft to the amendment which will be voted upon on May


31st:
 
“Section 3
Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State







Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people
from entering adjacent farm fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail
segment, unless an owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to
separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; and (b) Signage shall be installed at each
point of trail entry from a public right of - way or trailhead, directing and warning trail
users not to trespass on to adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock;
indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust,
noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail
crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way
over pedestrians and other trail users.
 
Section 4
Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master
plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board,
outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are
not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term
minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.”
 
So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way
forward that will better satisfy more stakeholders and move us closer to the first


phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote on May 31st.
 
Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative than
ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the News Register article, the county is
pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT are looking at ways
to help including applying for complementary grants. This process is very competitive
with way more applicants than money.
 
There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters
such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant
applications. Letters to the County Commissioners voicing your support are
helpful. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same,
anything that is showing your support again is very important.
 
Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you
might expect. We will continue with updates as they arise.
 
The FYWT Board  
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H; Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:54:54 AM


Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.


 


Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Chad Olsen
To: Steve Wick; "Wayne Wiebke"; "Linda Cline"; "Brett Henry"; "Stan Primozich"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Leona


Sitton"; "Carrie Martin"; "Jack Schwab"; "Steve Harloff"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: RE: Yamhelas trail hearing May 15
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 4:13:30 PM


Hi Steve, thanks.
 
Yes, I can check with the Mayor and see if she can attend, schedule permitting. I do not really know
the Yamhill Mayor but can mention it to the Carlton Mayor to see if she can reach out to her.
 
I will check with the Carlton Police Chief to see if he can attend the meeting as well.
 
C
 


From: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 4:03 PM
To: 'Wayne Wiebke' <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>; Chad Olsen <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; 'Linda
Cline' <linda.charan@gmail.com>; 'Brett Henry' <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Stan Primozich'
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Veronica Haley Hinkes' <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; 'Leona Sitton'
<mydls@aol.com>; 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; 'Jack Schwab'
<jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; 'Steve Harloff' <sjharloff@gmail.com>; 'Ken Wright'
<ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Subject: Yamhelas trail hearing May 15
 
 
I contacted Tony Hall, the Mayor of Gaston and invited him to testify at the hearing this
coming Tuesday. He said he would be there.
 
Ken, I think that you said that the Mayor of Mac wanted us to develop a "letter of support". If
you have his ear, could you ask him to attend and testify also? I like his statement that "this is
a regional project of significance."
 
Chad, can you get the mayor of Carlton to attend and testify?
 
It would be awesome if we "knew someone who knew someone" that could get the major of
Yamhill to testify.
 
It would also be great if we could get the police chiefs in each town to testify.
 
Ken, I also provided Mayor Hall with proposed "letter of support", and asked him to look it
over and see if he could use it as a template for Gaston to develop a statement supporting the
Trail. He said he would.
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Cheers!
 
Steve Wick
503 970-6127
 
 








From: Austin Bloom
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Subject: Yamhelas bridges - RFP timeline
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 10:06:58 AM


Hi Carrie, hope your early summer is going well.  A couple quick questions if you don’t mind.
 


·         Last time we spoke you mentioned that you expect the RFP for the bridges would be released the
end of May, any update to the anticipated date?  Will it be released via ORPIN, your website,
email to us, etc?


·         Have you landed on what the requested services will be for?  I know you have been weighing what
you would like to see designed and built via this RFP, is it still design the three bridges and build the
big one, or has that changed?


 
Sorry to pester, my marketing department is hounding me for details since the expected RFP date came and
went J. 
 
Thanks for any updates you can provide, feel free to call and discuss if that makes more sense.
 
Cheers,


Austin Bloom
Division Manager - Environmental
ABloom@obec.com
Direct: 541.762.2093 | Cell: 541.206.2976
www.OBEC.com 
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 2:22:48 PM


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.


Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Ken Friday; Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook; Stephanie


Armstrong; Carrie Martin; Mikalie Frei; Lance Woods; Matt Vogt
Subject: Revised draft trail ordinance and findings
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 3:40:45 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf
NoticesForMay31,2018.pdf


Commissioners and all,
 
After the hearing on Tuesday, Christian, Laura and Commissioner Olson discussed possible changes
to the draft ordinance and findings that might be supported by at least two commissioners, if the
matter were to be reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on May 31, 2018.  The
proposed amendments (attached) specify that the final or master plan “shall be a collaborative and
coordinated effort,” and a new section of findings (section 3) explains what that means, including
direct consultation with affected property owners.
 
The proposed amendments also include a requirement that the master plan be completed before
construction of the trail, other than the initial bridge construction under a grant the county has
already been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of
the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the
master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments, the Planning Department is
mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited
on May 31.  I have attached copies of those notices.  All of these materials will be posted ASAP on
the county’s website.
 
If you have questions or concerns, please contact Christian or me.
 
Todd Sadlo
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  



























From: BLAIR Andrew
To: BROCK Richard M; "Carrie Martin"; BURGER Debra A
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; THIEL Katie
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 11:37:12 AM


Hi Rich,
 
I just spoke with Carrie Martin on the phone. Earlier this morning I spoke with Katie Thiel.
 
Can we please send Carrie Martin (Yamhill Co.) the required form(s)/info. to get them approved for
reimbursement of indirect costs (presuming there are eligible costs yet to be invoiced by the county
and that would be reimbursed by your program) for FY 2019, and then Carrie will send the required
backup to address the “approved indirect rate” with the required form(s) completed?


NB: I believe this has nothing to do with ConnectOregon’s funding allotted for the Pedestrian
Bridges, (this request from Carrie only pertains to the TE Funds=FHWA funds used for the
ROW phase and which had presumably gone to Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail – a non-
profit, for the purpose of the ROW purchase). Additionally, if there were any leftover funds
from the ROW phase these funds would now be unavailable to the project. I believe this
phase is completed and will wind up financially in the month of July.


 
FYI - at ODOT we have an outstanding PE budget overrun of ($40,595) for the ROW phase which is
now complete (which presumably had included all of ODOT’s administrative and review activities).
 
We now need to develop a new budget for the ‘Permitting, Design, and Construction Management
Phase’ for the proposed Pedestrian Bridges in concert with Yamhill Co. for the remainder of the
project – to include REC-ENV reviews, administration of the ConnectOregon Grant. ODOT would
then invoice Yamhill Co. (the Grantee) for reimbursement of ODOT’s costs.
 
I understand there are two ways for ODOT’s expenses to be reimbursed by Yamhill Co. for this
project, and both Yamhill Co. and ODOT are looking into both options for the benefit of the project.
 
Otherwise, please do advise. Finally, please also note that Lee Cronemiller (in CC) handed this
project over to me last month.
 
Kind Regards,
 
Andrew J. Blair
ODOT Transportation Project Manager
503-986-2681 (desk)
503-509-3067 (mobile)
 
 
 
 


From: BROCK Richard M 
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Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:03 AM
To: 'Carrie Martin' <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; BURGER Debra A
<Debra.A.BURGER@odot.state.or.us>
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us>; BLAIR Andrew
<Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
 
At this point it’s too late for FY18,  But an indirect approval could be made for FY19,
and the remaining grant funds could bill with the approved indirect rate.
 
Rich 
Senior Financial Analyst 
Debt & Quantitative Analysis Unit 
503-986-3927
 
From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:57 AM
To: BURGER Debra A
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M; BLAIR Andrew; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; BROCK Richard M
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
 
Hi Debra,
 
I should have said that I know there is not a current or pending indirect rate approval. It was
overlooked when the original IGA was signed. Is there any way we can do one retroactively?
 
Thanks,
 
Carrie
 


From: BURGER Debra A <Debra.A.BURGER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us>; BLAIR Andrew
<Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; BROCK Richard M <Richard.M.BROCK@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I don’t see any current indirect rate approvals for Yamhill County. There is an outdated approval
letter for Yamhill Community Action Partnership. I’m forwarding your question to Richard Brock. He
may be aware of something pending.
 
Richard, will you please respond? Thanks.
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Hope that helps.
Deb
 


From: Carrie Martin [mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:44 AM
To: BURGER Debra A
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M; BLAIR Andrew; Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: Yamhill County TE Grant - Indirect Cost Allocation Plan (ICAP)
Importance: High
 
Good morning, Debra,
 
I’m hoping you can assist me in determining if Yamhill County is eligible for reimbursements on our
indirect costs for the TE Grants (Key# 18332).
 
I spoke with Lee Cronemiller prior to your leave of absence and he suggested you would be the
person most knowledgeable about this process. I understand ICAPs are general approved at the time
of the original IGA (#29704), but I would like to be sure there are no additional reimbursable
expenses allowed. According to my records, Yamhill County’s remaining grant balance at this time is
$118,938.73.
 
I appreciate any assistance you can offer.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: TO Letter
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:32:06 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf


Will this work?
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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Yamhill County 



  
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 
 



Office of County Administrator 



 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Ken Friday; Brett Henry; Carrie Martin; Matt Vogt; Mikalie Frei
Subject: YWT Time Tracker
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 8:53:31 AM


Good morning – just sending a friendly reminder for everyone to update hours spent working on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail project in the Trail Time Tracker for the last several months though today -
if you haven’t already done so.
 
Remember that if you try to open the spreadsheet and it says that it is already in use, you’ll have to
close out and go back again when someone else isn’t accessing it.
 
Please let Carrie know when your hours have been updated so she knows that the spreadsheet is
current. 
 
Thanks very much!
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Christo Brehm; Jean Crowther; Veronica Haley Hinkes
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 1:19:43 PM


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,
 
When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the nonprofit Friends
of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of the trail. As you know, the
county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though there is a desire to keep the
marketing and branding aspects out.
 
I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan, and I’d like to
introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of the Friends group for a
marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master plans that incorporated
marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines
for what this companion project might cost.
 
Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.
 
Thanks for all your help!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:56:57 AM


While I look at it, can you see if there is a way for the entire thing to fit on 11X17? (Ledger)?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
 
Let me know if you want anything else added. Each page is a full year.
 
cm
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 7:25:42 AM


We will hear back on this grant on July 23rd.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 4:36 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Travel Oregon Grants <administrator@grantinterface.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 2:10 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 


Dear Laura Tschabold,
Thank you for submitting your grant application for Travel Oregon's 2018-2020
Competitive Medium Grants.


This email serves as confirmation that your application has been received. The grants
team will review your submission and notify you if there are questions or needed
clarification on your project.


If you have additional questions, please contact Jessica Otjen at 503-967-1562
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or Grants@TravelOregon.com. 


Sincerely,


Travel Oregon


Applicant Information
Laura Tschabold
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7501
tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us 


Organization: Yamhill County
Form Name: Application - 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants 
Process Name: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants
Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:50:50 AM


What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


th
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555 13  Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:56:57 AM


While I look at it, can you see if there is a way for the entire thing to fit on 11X17? (Ledger)?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
 
Let me know if you want anything else added. Each page is a full year.
 
cm
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: TGM Edited Sections
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:33:50 AM


I’m good with that.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 9:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Edited Sections
 
The first paragraph of question #3 (Proposed project approach is reasonable) had the phrase about
“…the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT master Plan and amend the 2015
TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.” I have changed that sentence to read:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and
recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern
Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s
Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be adopted by the  Yamhill County Board of
Commissioners.
 
Carrie
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Carrie Martin
Subject: FB Comments re Trail Amendment Reconsideration
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 9:09:19 AM
Attachments: image002.png


image003.png
image004.png
image007.png


 
 
 


 
Kathy Krieck Sitton   Just Loove Politicians.   Seriously doubt it's going to look
anything like that drawing. Would like to see photos of Vernonia-Banks trail published.
Or any other trail through rural areas.
11
 
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 17h


 
Alice Patridge it is so not to scale either....
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 17h


 
Volker Block When did we vote on money’s for 2.8 trail ?? Who the Hell do they think
they are?
11
 
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 15h


 
Kathy Ginther Cordie Pressure and greased palms I'm sure. Someone's getting
kickbacks from this, someway or somehow. I don't see either commissioner Primozich
Or Olson using the trail. What a bunch of BS.
Manage
LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 13h


 
Sandy Bob Everybody has a price. It just took Rick an extra week to reach his.
Manage
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LikeShow more reactions
· Reply · 12h


 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 8:04:43 PM


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to
me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team
was excited to see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the
Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-profit
group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan.
If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they would be
competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the
phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of
time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43:28 PM


If I move the Travel Oregon one to May 29th, we will be requesting to submit $150k in applications


for a master plan. Do you see any problems with that? I can try to have it ready on May 15th instead,
but I won’t have time to complete it prior to noon tomorrow. I could, however, submit the Project


Idea Form for the 15th with the understanding that the parameters of the application won’t change.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon


YWT Master
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Competitive Medium
Grants


Plan
$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 29, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018


 
 
 








From: Help Desk
To: Carrie Martin; Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: YC Website Link--UPDATE
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:58:42 AM


I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:01 AM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YC Website Link--UPDATE
 
Good morning!
 
Will you please replace the document attached to the following link with the attached document?
 
Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant
(Acquisition)
Application
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Updated Grant Deadlines and Info
Date: Monday, May 14, 2018 3:02:52 PM
Attachments: Grant Planning 2018.pdf
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GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
 PROJECT 
BUDGET 



MATCH
CASH OR 
IN-KIND



LOI APPLICATION TO BOC



Travel Oregon:
Competitive Medium Grants



YWT Master Plan 56,250.00$                   75,000.00$                   18,750.00$                   Cash 5/10/2018 6/6/2018 5/29/2018



Transportation & Growth Management YWT Master Plan 100,000.00$                100,000.00$                12,000.00$                   Cash + in-kind 3/9/2018 6/8/2018 5/29/2018



Oregon Parks & Recreation Department:
Recreational Trails Program



YWT Stag Hollow Bridge 
Construction



75,000.00$                   528,000.00$                105,600.00$                Cash + in-kind 5/1/2018 6/15/2018 6/5/2018



Oregon Department of Transportation:
Safe Routes to School Infrastructure Program



Connect YWT with Yamhill-Carlton 
schools



TBD TBD 8/31/2018 10/15/2018
8/21/18 (LOI)



10/02/18 (APP)



Business Oregon: Special Public Works Fund



Business Oregon: Block Grants



DEADLINES








			Sheet1










From: CRONEMILLER Lee M
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; R2 Local Prog Invoices
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 4, 2018 11:20:35 AM


Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: May 9, 2018 FYWT Board Agenda
Date: Friday, May 4, 2018 3:21:07 PM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Looks like we have a full agenda going into Wednesday with Carrie joining us for the first time and both
Linda & Veronica reporting good things. If anyone has additional items we can add them to the "Good of
the Order". 
Look forward to seeing everyone next Wednesday.    Wayne


P.S. Note that someone on our board(Chad) is retiring from his day job and is the guest of honor Tuesday
at Barrel 47 between 4 and 6 pm. I understand he is buying all the beer.
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  Board discussion with Carrie Martin, County Project Manager





						 


 2)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	3)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 4)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      5)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Carrie Martin
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:53:44 AM


Just read—looks good!
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:46 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Anyone else?  I’m hoping to get these to Commissioner Olson as soon as possible, so we can have
the revised ordinance and findings posted when the notice is submitted to the News Register around
2:00.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
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received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
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final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 








From: Tori Middelstadt
To: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32:05 AM


Hi Carrie,


I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I do
not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who is also
receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 


Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?


Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so. Let
me know if you have any other questions.


Thanks!


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442 
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                            
OregonWineCountry.org


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 


Reference
#


13682789
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Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact
Phone
Number:


503-434-7501


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction.
When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link
between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country,
while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the
movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will be
consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and
Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides
access to all residents and visitors to Yamhill County, and accommodates a
wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate
and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands
transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe
and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism
and economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land
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uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27:23 PM
Attachments: OPRD RTP 2018 YWT Bridge Construction Project_DRAFT 1.0.pdf


Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Oregon Parks & Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) 



PROJECT INFORMATION 



Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 



Brief Project Description: 



Project will provide funding for construction of a pedestrian bridge over the Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The project 
area is parallel to OR-47 and the first phase in developing the county’s first recreational trail. 



Project Start Date 06/01/2019 



Project End Date 12/31/2020 



Site Name:  Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Site City/Town/Area: Yamhill, Oregon 



Site County:  Yamhill County 



Site Description: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail is a 12.48-mile railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near 
the City of Yamhill 



Site Acreage: 0.73 acres 



Latitude: 45.3397799889449 



Longitude: -123.17173340507054 



FINANCIAL INFORMATION 



Requested Amount: $75,000.00  



Match Amount: $586,723.60  



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Grant %: 11.334037353360225 %  



Match %: 88.66596264663977 % 



  











 



Description Qty Unit $/Unit Cost Match Request Source of Funding 



Contractor Labor 1 Lump 
Sum $528,000.00 $528,000.00 $453,000.00 $75,000.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time: Project 
Manager 520 hours $46.76 $24,315.20 $24,315.20 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Construction 
Management and 
Inspection 



1 Lump 
Sum $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $105,500.00 $0.00 



Grant - 
ConnectOregon VI 



Oregon Department 
of Transportation 
State(approved) 



Staff Time:  
Legal Counsel 20 hours $87.92 $1,758.40 $1,758.40 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Staff Time: County 
Administrator 20 hours $107.50 $2,150.00 $2,150.00 $0.00 Yamhill County 



Totals $661,723.60 $586,723.60 $75,000.00  



 



Total Project Cost: $661,723.60  



Total Match: $586,723.60  



Grant Funds  
Requested: $75,000.00 



SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION 



Project Eligibility Category: Construction of new recreational trails 



Trail Users - Non-motorized (select all that apply) 



• ADA 
• Hiker 
• Bicycle 
• Mountain Bike 
• Equestrian 
• Snow Skiing 



  











 
Is a minimum of 5% of your project funding from a non-federal funding source (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Are your design, engineering, and/or permitting costs more than 15% of your budget (Yes or No)?  No 



Do you have the financial capacity to pay for expenses prior to submitting reimbursement requests to OPRD? Yes 



Is the project located on Federal Land (Yes or No)? No 



Has a decision been issued as part of the NEPA review process (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, list the date and type of document ODOT Program Categorical Exclusion Approval Document, 9/12/17 



Has Section 106 review been conducted (Yes or No)? Yes 



If yes, indicate whether SHPO concurrence has been received or whether the activity is covered under the land  
manager's existing SHPO programmatic agreement. SHPO concurrence was received on 8/25/2016 



Is the project located on Non-Federal land (Yes or No)?  Yes 



Which agencies have you received consultation forms from? ODFW, DEQ, DSL 



Have you received a RTP grant in the last 10 years (Yes or No)?  No 



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 



How will the project facilitate economic development? 



As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of 
economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) 
Bridge Construction project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and 
recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, 
largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill 
County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007.  



Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low 
per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. 
One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater 
transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area.  



The YWT Bridge Construction project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by 
creating phase one of the trail infrastructure that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to 
visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest 
number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic 
activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



PROJECT SCOPE AND PLAN 



What are you proposing to do? 



The proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project will provide gap funding for the construction of a 
bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Stag Hollow Creek in Yamhill County. The bridge will be located along the future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail near the City of Yamhill, Oregon. The project area is parallel to OR 47 and is the first phase of development 
creating Yamhill County’s first multi-modal recreational trail. 



What trail standards or guidelines is the project utilizing? 



The design and construction of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges will be based on guidelines established by the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (ASHTO) and Oregon Department of Transportation 











How are you proposing to complete the work? 



In 2017, Yamhill County received a grant from Connect Oregon VI for the planning, design, and engineering of three bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges located between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton along the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT), and for the 
construction of the largest bridge at Stag Hollow Creek. The proposed project is intended to provide gap funding for the 
construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge. Yamhill County is currently soliciting bids from contractors to provide the planning, design, 
and engineering services for the project, as well as construction management and inspection. As part of their construction 
management duties, this contractor will oversee the sub-contractor bid process and construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge from 
start to finish. Construction is scheduled to be completed by 4/22/2020. 



Why is the project being completed? 



When complete, the 17-mile Yamhelas Westsider Trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities 
in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of 
agricultural products and equipment. The public benefits from this project are ample and revolve around transportation safety, 
non-highway regional connection, reduction of the number of bicycle and pedestrian fatalities along rural highways and county 
roads, creation of a safe route to local schools, supports public health and recreation, allows freight and motorist to travel without 
sharing narrow roadways with bicycles and pedestrians, and will be a strong economic development driver in Yamhill County. This 
project is consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and 
visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. 



PROJECT PLANNING & READINESS TO PROCEED 



What is the current level of design for the project? 



Bid documents ready 



ISSUES AND NEEDS 



Statewide Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the need for non-motorized trail projects connection 
towns/public places. 



Regional Trail Management Issues 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Region 3 priority of increasing the number of trails 
connecting towns/public places. 



Statewide Trail Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Statewide Trail Need for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



Local Funding Needs 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridge Construction project addresses the Local Funding Needs for non-motorized trail projects 
connecting trails into larger trail systems. 



DEMONSTRATION OF PUBLIC SUPPORT 



Have you attached any letters of support for your project? Yes 



Describe how the trail project results in a well-designed, managed, and sustainable trail system. 



Yamhill County is pursuing the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail concurrent with the bicycle and 
pedestrian bridges project. The YWT Master Plan project will produce a comprehensive, multi-phasic, actionable plan that 
complies with all County TSPs, ordinances, and standards, and provides a detailed blueprint to guide the County, community 











stakeholders, and participating state and federal agencies in the design, development, and implementation of a multi-modal 
transportation and recreation trail. This Plan shall include community outreach activities, mitigation strategies as identified in the 
2018 Farm Impact Findings, safety and security measurements, trail maintenance, methods to avoid/minimize environmental 
impact, and other means for protecting and enhancing the biological, cultural, and historic resources of the corridor. When 
complete, the Master Plan will be approved by the YC Board of Commissioners. 



SUSTAINABLE TRAIL DESIGN 



Other than letters of support, how else can you demonstrate public support for the project? Describe any public processes or 
public meetings that have taken place to receive input and gain support. 



The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, 
economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, 
Yamhill, and Gaston. Yamhill County has engaged the public in every stage of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail through public 
meetings, a charrette in 2016 that resulted in the YWT Concept Plan, public notices, a dedicated county webpage, direct mail, and 
one-on-one meetings. 



Does the land manager have permanent staff for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Does the land manager have dedicated funding for ongoing trail operation and maintenance? Yes 



Permanent Staff: Brett Henry, Parks and Work Crew Division Manager; 5.0 FTE work crew 



Seasonal Staff:  Park ranger 



Does the land manager partner with organizations that adopt/assist with trail maintenance? Yes 



If yes, identify those organizations and nature of the partnership(s) (MOU, informal, etc.). 



The project will be maintained by the county and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (nonprofit organization). The county 
will assist the group in maintaining the corridor primarily through the inmate labor work crew program. The FYWT are committed 
to long-term maintenance of the path and will utilize local resources in the form of volunteers, in-kind donations and on-going 
improvements to the path. Yamhill County is currently working to establish an MOU with the FYWT group. 



Does the land manager have an adopted trail management plan? 



No; Yamhill County is currently pursuing the development of a Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 



PROJECT URGENCY 



Describe how your project has an urgent need 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years 
ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, 
and neighbors. Yamhill County completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile contiguous corridor in November 2017, and has been 
working with ODOT staff to complete the planning, design, and engineering of the bicycle and pedestrian bridges according to the 
Connect Oregon VI timeline. Construction on the Stag Hollow Bridge is scheduled to being in June 2019, and the County will need 
to secure the gap funding necessary for the timely progression of this recreational trail project. 



 













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:39:48 PM


I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: Brett Henry
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:58:01 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Sorry J
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:57 PM
To: Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Thanks for the careful reading, Brett!
 
cm
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:49 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good job!
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FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
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W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Brett Henry
Subject: FW: Minutes
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 12:10:12 PM
Attachments: 05-03-18.min.pdf


This should assist in your database development.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Stephanie Armstrong 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 11:17 AM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook
<rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Minutes
 


Commissioners: Attached are the minutes from the May 3rd hearing by the Planning Commission for
the trail application.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Stephanie
 


From: Stephanie Curran 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:25 AM
To: Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Minutes
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YAMHILL COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION 
Thursday, May 3, 2018 @ 7:00 p.m. 



Kent Taylor Civic Hall 
200 NE 2nd St 



McMinnville, Oregon 97128 
 



Roll Call: Brett Veatch, Alan Halstead, Matt Dunckel Michael Sherwood, Marla Robison, 
Marjorie Ehry, Dan Armstrong, John Abrams Absent: Daryl Garrettson  Staff: Stephanie 
Armstrong, Lance Woods, Matt Vogt, Ken Friday, Stephanie Curran 
 
LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC HEARING: 
 



DOCKET NO.:   G-01-18 
 



          REQUEST:   To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan, a part of the 
Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive 
Land Use Plan, to acknowledge the County purchase of 
an approximately 12-mile segment of a former Union 
Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a 
multi-modal trail in the segment of the corridor 
extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of 
Carlton.  Findings regarding potential impacts to farm 
practices and/or costs will be considered in conjunction 
with consideration of the proposed amendment.   



 
APPLICANT:    Yamhill County 
 



          REVIEW CRITERIA:  ORS 215.283(3)(b) and 215.296; and OAR 660-012-0065 
 
Commissioner Armstrong opened the public hearing. 



Motion made by Commissioner Sherwood and seconded by Commissioner Ehry to approve the 
minutes from April 5, 2018. Minutes approved 7-0, Commissioner Halstead abstained. 



Commissioner Armstrong read the docket request.  



Stephanie Armstrong read the staff report. 



Ken Friday explained this is a legislative hearing; there is no right to leave the record open. Since 
it is an amendment to the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, 5 votes are needed in order for 
the Planning Commission to recommend it to the Board of Commissioners. If it receives less 
than 5 votes, it gets forwarded to the Board of Commissioners with the notes from this meeting. 



Applicants:   



Todd Sadlo, County Counsel & Laura Tschabold, County Administrator: 435 NE 5th St, 
McMinnville: They provided information on the project including maps, weed mitigation plans, 
hazelnut farming information and a handout of Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). They also 
provided information showing that the soils that were previously high value are now not 
classified as such due to compaction and other factors. They went over the history of the corridor 
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purchased from the railroad by the County in 2017, and the sources of funding used for the 
purchase. Since 2012 this corridor has been referenced as part of the comprehensive 
transportation plan. No new taxes are being proposed or levied to develop the trail. The plan is 
not a blueprint for construction.  The trail might be an interim to other forms of transportation in 
the future. The property is unique and highly suitable for transportation. It took Yamhill County 
years to get all the easement and land rights; Yamhill County is now in a position to begin 
building trail. Concerns from opponents seem to be related to overspray and trespassing issues. 
We think these issues can be successfully addressed with fencing and signage. Fencing does not 
compromise farming. We will continue to help the people who live along the trail with 
trespassing and fencing issues. We will be good neighbors as we develop the trail. The impacts 
this trail will have on farming are not significantly different then when other transportation 
corridors, such as roads, are implemented. We pledged to talk with all owners on the trail. 
Tonight is not the end of the process. As the plans progress, neighbors will see how we work to 
address their concerns before the trail is opened. If you conclude the trail will significantly 
impact farming practices you can recommend conditions in the approval that we have to address. 



Commissioner Dunckel: what are we voting on? 



Todd Sadlo: an amendment to the comprehensive plan to acknowledge County ownership of an 
approximate 12 mile segment of address ORS 215.296,  of a former Union Pacific rail corridor 
and immediate plans to develop and we want to start developing the first  3 miles. You are here 
to vote if you want to recommend this to the Board of Commissioners. 



Commissioner Dunckel: what is the emergency clause in this land use ordinance? 



Sadlo: it is standard verbiage; I’ve put in every clause I’ve written since 1987.  



Commissioner Dunckel: grant money comes out of tax dollars; I’m concerned with out of pocket 
costs for citizens. 



Todd Sadlo: we expect this project to have lots of volunteers. 



Commissioner Dunckel: you are limited with volunteer usage when using federal grant money. 



Todd Sadlo: all I know is there will be lots of volunteers used, and the funding won’t come from 
increasing taxes. 



Commissioner Dunckel: will this come out of our road budget? 



Laura Tschabold: this is not the plan. 



Commissioner Abrams: on the fencing, I would think it would be beneficial that the county 
mandate that it will be fenced the length of the whole project. 



Todd Sadlo: if you think it would be a condition to minimize the impact on farming practices, we 
would do it. I would limit it to the 3 miles we are starting now, unless a landowner does not want 
fencing. 
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Commissioner Abrams: as far as the easement issue, I want to be sure that the language is firmed 
up about addressing historical crossing or farm access. I think this should be memorialized in 
writing. 



Todd Sadlo: we put out a sheet of FAQs that addresses the crossing issues. We will be fully 
engaged with the people living along the trail so we will specifically meet their needs. 



Commissioner Abrams: there was a letter from Fruithill Inc., what about this owner? 



Todd Sadlo: Union Pacific Railroad reserved a 30 feet easement from the property and they want 
the trail to stay that far away from their farm. We are not planning on developing that part of the 
trail right now; we think fencing will keep people off their property. 



Commissioner Veatch: what about the spray concerns? 



Todd Sadlo: it looks like everyone who wrote in with concerns is aware of overdrift and do not 
do it, but are afraid that due to the smells, etc., people might think they are being sprayed and hit 
them with frivolous lawsuits or investigations by OSHA. I’m not saying there won’t be some 
issues, but we are saying it will not significantly impact farming practice and cost. 



Commissioner Veatch: can we make a recommendation such as the funding mechanism is in 
place prior to development? I am talking about long term maintenance. 



Todd Sadlo: I don’t think that is a Planning Commission decision. 



Laura Tschabold: I think we will partner with Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail group to 
establish funding mechanisms. 



Commissioner Armstrong: since the county owns the property, can the county shut this project 
down? 



Todd Sadlo: yes they can. 



Commissioner Sherwood: in reading through the material, what struck me is the unique 
opportunity it was to obtain this property, it will be nearly impossible to amass land like this in 
the future for a long trail. This is a unique opportunity to have a trail going through wine country.  



Todd Sadlo: we’ve heard this project compared to the Springwater Corridor a lot, but it is not. 
The City of Portland made a decision to let people camp on the Springwater Corridor. The 
remoteness of this trail would not be a draw for homeless people, but it will draw people who 
want to enjoy the beauty of this place. The letters received from the Farm Bureau letters almost 
seem to be pitting one group of farmers against the other. The wine industry is supportive of the 
project. 



Public Testimony:  



Jim Vandyke: PO 400, Yamhill- opponent: voiced concerns with trespassing issues and trail 
users complaining about farm odors, noise, and dust.  
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Commissioner Armstrong: I understand that many people do not understand where the food they 
get from the supermarket comes from. I think this will help them comprehend better. Do you 
think if we put a big sign that says “dust, order, smell” it will help? 



Jim Vandyke: my daughter was driving the combine a few years ago and she called me in tears 
because they were having a bike event and lots of cyclists were flipping her off. They have no 
respect for our rural farmland.  



Commissioner Armstrong: I think signs might help, saying tractors have the right of way, etc., 
educating the visitors. 



John Vandyke: 1255 E Main St, Yamhill – opponent. I am appalled they are going to use tax 
money to displace the buses at the bus barn. They don’t know where they will store the busses if 
they have to move and this will increase tax dollars. If this goes through, I request the easement 
along my property be fenced. 



Wayne Webke: 13775 Meadowlake Rd, Carlton – proponent. I am director of Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Signage and education should help mitigate some of the concerns the 
users have about farm practices. When we start building south of Carlton, there is an organic 
dairy farm, that we will put special gates on to move the cattle back and forth. We were primarily 
advocates of this project, but since acquisition we have restructured ourselves to focus funding 
and recruiting volunteers. We have made a commitment to use volunteers to keep up 
maintenance. We are looking for long range funding to keep maintenance in the future average 
cost will be about $18000 per year. We will use some volunteers to maintaining the trail itself. 



Veronica Hinkes: 16375 NW Meadowlake, Carlton - proponent.  This trail will be a huge asset to 
our tourism. She read a letter of support from Travel Oregon. Thinks this trail will bring in more 
tourist dollars. Agri-tourism is growing, Oregon is a culinary destination and people are 
interested in farming activities.  



Commissioner Dunckel: has anybody ever thought about the highway situation in down town 
Carlton. Has anyone suggested that the first mile and a half be paved past the bus barn? 



Wayne Webke: ODOT opposed it. 



Mrs. Marlene Belt: 19125 NW Rockyford Rd, Yamhill - opponent.  We have a property where 
the bus barn is located. What is being proposed here is going to do us in, unless there is an 
overpass from John Vandyke’s place to the bus barn. Most of our retirement income will go 
away. It is not just the farmers who are being impacted. I am not against the trail, because it is 
dangerous passing bicyclist on the road. But it should be situated elsewhere. 



Commissioner Armstrong: the overpass would go over Highway 240 and then the length of your 
property? 



Mrs. Belt: yes, our business is on both sides of the highway. 



Commissioner Armstrong: is this the first time you brought up your concerns to the committee? 



Mrs. Belt: no, but we thought this project wouldn’t start for 20 years. Now it is starting soon. 
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Commissioner Armstrong: beside the overpass, do you have any other suggestions? 



Mrs. Belt: no 



Tom Hammer: 23701 Wallace Rd – opponent.  He has concerns with fiscal responsibility, 
property rights and transparency. 



Lewis Miller: 11540 Finn Hill Loop Rd, Yamhill – opponent. I am the bus barn manager, I rent 
from the Belts, and it will affect my lively hood if we have to move the bus barn.  



Todd Sadlo: we need access to the property that the bus barn is located on, but we can do this 
without impacting the bus barn business. We have no definitive construction plans now. 



Commissioner Ehry: if you don’t own the land, why are the buses there? 



Lewis Miller: we lease from the Belts. 



Marlene Belt: we leased from Union Pacific and thought we would be able to continue. We 
invested in good faith. 



Karen Hoyt: 16301 NW Red Shot Ln, Carlton – proponent. I am in support of the trail. I think 
the trail will improve the quality of life for every citizen. 



Kris Weinbender: 12000 Hwy 47, Carlton – opponent. Concerned with transparency and 
trespassing issues. I am concerned about security and safety on the trail. Nobody can guarantee 
anything. 



Ben Vandyke: 15221 NW Westside Rd, Yamhill- opponent. We farm 2.7 linear miles both sides 
of the trails. My feeling tonight is to express what kind of impact this will have on our farming 
practices. Oregon has great land use laws. I farm by trains and they don’t bother me. I’ve never 
been turned into to OSHA, flipped off, or intimidated by the trains. If someone is on the path, I 
might not see them in time to stop spraying. Do I need to have a spotter? I was concerned when 
counsel was up here, they expressed what they want to do, what they would like to do, but is all 
up in the air. If in the future they run out of money, is the fencing the first to go? Trespassing is a 
real issue; it can be a food safety issue. 



Jack Schwab: 323 SE Cowls, McMinnville: Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail, volunteer 
coordinator – proponent.  Just like you can’t predict the weather, we can’t predict what kind of 
volunteers we will have. We need a master plan first. As soon as we raise the money, we can sort 
out all the details about what specific farmers need, and give more definitive answers. None of us 
can sit here tonight and say how it will play out or how much it will cost. The master planning 
process will answer a lot of these questions. Tonight we are addressing whether land use issues 
need to be amended to make this trail feasible. 



Billy Jean Matthews: 19643 NW Red Ridge Rd – opponent. I am concerned with impact on 
farming. I have concerns with the farm impact study. Certain lots were omitted that are AF-10 
and were not even considered in this study. They also could have talked to farmers in the area, 
and have not. Oregon is a right to farm state. Education will be important going forward. 
Trespass issue: trampling on crops will impact yield. Part of our crop is alfalfa, how many horse 
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owners would let their horses graze? Fencing might not be adequate. Also, having to go through 
gates can slow farming activities down. Trash could be an issue, not all trail users will be well 
behaved.   I am concerned with trespassers crossing onto our property, getting hurt, and suing us. 
Our farm is not a petting zoo. I don’t want people interfering with our animals. Farm operations 
are dangerous, especially during harvest time. All dogs should be on a leash at all times. All of 
this can increase our insurance costs. I would suggest that planning and commissioners talk to 
the farmers, not at us. You have got to educate the public if you are inviting them to our farms. 
Do not ignore our concerns. Don’t let anyone tell you this will be like the Banks Vernonia trail, 
that is forested and this will be going through hot, hay fields. I would like bicyclers off the 
highway, but don’t put them through my farm.  



James McMaster: 18445 Rainbow Ln, Newberg, proponent. I appreciate what the landowners are 
saying, I bike for health reasons. It is a great opportunity that you have a group that is helping set 
up the trail, educating the public; it is a great idea for safety instead of riding on the highway. 



Amy Wilder: 1040 S. Park St, Carlton- proponent. Mentioned safety issues of getting bicyclist 
off the highway. 



Grant Hoyt: 16301 NW Red Shot Ln, Carlton – proponent. Comment read into record by Chair 
Armstrong. 



Ann-Marie Anderson: 309 Main St, Dayton – proponent. I am a cyclist but I am afraid to cycle 
on the road much around here. I would love to have this trail as a safe place to walk and get 
exercise. 



Commissioner Armstrong: you’ve heard concerns about trespass and farming issues. What can 
we do to mitigate this?  



Ann-Marie: education, signage, etc. Yamhill County has 100,000 people I hope you consider the 
greater social good over the concerns of a few farmers. 



Carla Chambers: 23620 SE Franquette Dr, Amity – opponent. Comments read into record by 
Chair Armstrong. 



Steve Wick: 29250 NE Olson Rd, Gaston – proponent. As a farmer I attest that this trail will not 
affect farming any more than any other road. The farmer’s concerns can be mitigated in the 
master plan. I know of 4 deaths on this highway in last 10 years, we need to get a safe spot for 
riders.  



Commissioner Armstrong: when is the master plan happening? 



Steve Wick: we are looking for funding now. 



Commissioner Armstrong: when you get funding, how long until you get property owners’ 
involved. 



Steve Wick: I don’t know. 



Commissioner Robison: how much funding do you have for the master plan right now?  
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Steve Wick: I don’t know, I’m not involved with that aspect of the project. 



Dennis Rogers: 24700 SW Rogers Rd, Sheridan – opponent. Statement read into record by Chair 
Armstrong.  



Brian Schmidt, 7580 NE Hendricks Rd, Carlton – opponent: Concerned with trespassing issue, 
and having to slow down farming practices looking out for trail users as he is crossing the trail. 
Requested 10’ security fence along his farming area and beyond on both ends and both sides, 
with a push button gate to cross his herd over the trail safely. 



Eric Kuehne: 13140A NE Kuehne Rd, Carlton - opponent. Not present when called to speak. 



Chris Mattson: 20751 Cove Orchard Rd, Yamhill – opponent. Concerns: he would like an 
unbiased party do an impact study, not the county. Also states that there is pending litigation 
challenging the ownership of the Right of Way, as the county purchased it without title 
insurance. This trail is on good agricultural soil, I think it could be easily converted back to farm 
land. The recent solar hearing was concerned about preserving the farmland, why don’t we 
protect this? 



Commissioner Armstrong: this has been graveled and compacted for 100 years; it is no longer 
prime soil. 



Neyssa Hays: 101 S 6th, Carlton – proponent. It will be a boon for most of the residents of the 
county, safer for kids to get to school, and not all grant money comes from taxes, for example 
lottery funds. I would happily volunteer to help take care of the trail. 



Chair Armstrong called county counsel back to answer questions. 



Todd Sadlo: as far as the bus barn, it is a sticky issue. Union Pacific was leasing to the Belts. We 
don’t have any current plans to dislocate the operation. I was looking at moving things on the 
property, not removing them from the property. The bus barn people sub contract from the Belts; 
the county is currently having issues with the Belts at present with the current use of their 
building. As far as contacting people that own land along the proposed trail, we have heard from 
landowners farther down the trail, but we are only concerned right now with the people on the 
first 2.5 miles of the trail that will be developed soon. We don’t want to discount them, but we 
will talk to them when and if the trail gets to that point. As for transparency complaints, we have 
a website and have tried to be transparent. We are expecting to have a lot more contact with 
landowners, especially those located on 1st part of trail. 



Chris Mattson: when did the website go online? 



Ken Huffer, Yamhill County Deputy County Administrator: it was on the Yamhill County Parks 
and Recreation page starting in 2012. 



Todd Sadlo: as far as contacting people, I’ve met a lot tonight and we will incorporate them in 
the process. As far as farm study, there was no requirement in the law that we have to do a study. 
The Farm Bureau asked us to put out findings, so we did. We were recently made aware of the 
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spray and trespass issue, and we are seeking to address this. Our goal is not only to comply with 
law, but to make the trail work for all residents, and to be a good steward of the land. 



Commissioner Halstead: tell me about the title issue? 



Todd Sadlo: Mr. Mattson filed the lawsuit so I cannot talk to him without his lawyer being 
present. We hope this issue is resolved. We purchased the easement from the Schrepels. 



Commissioner Dunckel: in the application by the county it states “we will hopefully demonstrate 
that the trail will be compatible”? Have we really done that? Since private citizens have to prove 
there is no impact, shouldn’t the County have to as well? I am not satisfied you have. 



Chair Armstrong closed public hearing. 



Staff recommendation: 



Stephanie Armstrong: over the past several years there have been many open houses and chances 
for the public to weigh in on this project. Staff recommends approval. 



Deliberation: 



Commissioner Veatch: I am torn on the issue, but I believe the merits of the trail have an impact 
on community as we move forward. More people are coming to this community whether the trail 
is here or not, and we need to get the bikes off the highway. It will bring in lots of revenue. I 
understand there will be conflicts; we will have to work them out. I feel for some of the adjacent 
land owners as there hasn’t been a railroad for a long time, but it is a piece of property that the 
county has purchased. I know things aren’t nailed down, but I think we should move in that 
direction. I would recommend this with conditions of fencing to mitigate trespass issues. I have 
concerns with the spraying issues; there could be parts of their land they will have to treat 
differently, and access issues, especially during harvest time. I ask the Board of Commissioners 
to look at how they can assist with that. Signage would be important with warnings of farm 
practices and educational components. I think they should look at the Belt and Schrepel 
properties to minimize impact to the owners.  



Commissioner Sherwood: this is going to be a win to the county and residents. I know there will 
be conflicts, but hopefully we can mitigate these.  



Commissioner Dunckel: I think it is good idea, but I’m concerned with how it is funded. I don’t 
want to come from our transportation fund. Also, I don’t like the language in the application 
“hopefully” mitigate, I would recommend that word being dropped. 



Commissioner Halstead: I think this is a situation that can be resolved, and will be good for 
Yamhill County. 



Commissioner Abrams: I sympathize with mixing the public with farm operations; I don’t know 
what I think. 



Commissioner Ehry: the railroad doesn’t pay taxes on the land they own and this has been 
abandoned for years. This should have been deeded to the county years ago, it would have saved 
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everyone money. I have been in agriculture my whole life, we were beekeepers. I’ve seen people 
drive right into the middle of our crop and park to show their kids bees. I know this happens in 
agriculture, we work hard to educate people, we want them to appreciate it and be proud of what 
we are doing. It is hard to ok people coming on to your property. Signage is a great way to take 
care of that. The trespassing issue and homeless people will need to be monitored as our 
homeless problem won’t go away. I’m leaning on voting against it. 



Commissioner Robison: Yamhill County was lucky to get to buy this land. I live on a farm and 
understand the issues with bikers, trespassers, opening gates, etc. I look at the Right of Way 
property as being a new neighbor; you have to work to get along. I respect Brett’s concern; 
signage is great, and the fencing will need barbed wire on top. I would like to see this master 
plan move on. I am I favor of the trail.  



Commissioner Armstrong: more people equal more problems. The tourist industry is important 
and I think we are smart enough to make this trail work. I understand how some people will be 
unhappy but there is a lot of support for this project. We cannot deny the safety issue here; no 
one will ride on Hwy 47 if they have a safer place, such as the trail. I don’t see us resolving 
spraying and fencing issues tonight. I am in favor of the amendment moving forward, but would 
like to strike the “emergency” terminology and replace the word “hopefully” with the word 
“will” or “shall”. 



Commissioner Halstead recommended to County Commission the adoption of proposal striking 
out the word hopefully and removing the emergency clause. Commissioner Ehry seconded, 
approved 8-0. 



Chair Armstrong: alright, it will be reworded to remove the word hopefully and remove the 
emergency clause. Tie vote 4-4, with Commissioners Dunckel, Ehry, Veatch and Abrams 
against. Amendment will not be recommended to BOC, but notes of tonight’s meeting will be 
forwarded. 



Other Business:  



Ken Friday: this will be heard by the Board of Commissioners on May 15 at 10:00am in this 
meeting room. 



Hearing Adjourned 11:12 pm 
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TRANSPORTATION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2018 GRANT APPLICATION


APPLICATIONS DUE 4:00 PM, June 8, 2018


Note: This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Reader. Download the latest version of Reader here:  https://get.adobe.com/reader/


Download the Application, Application Packet, and Racial and Ethnic Impact Statement at: 


 https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/TGM/Pages/Grants.aspx. Also on the web page are examples of successful TGM Applications, a list of all TGM grants to date, and help for developing a project approach and budget.


Type of Grant:


ODOT Region (1-5):


Primary Applicant Jurisdiction:


Project Title:


Mailing Address:


City/Zip:


Contact Person:


Contact Person Title:


Telephone/Email:


Co-Applicants involved in the project:


  


 MATCH 


YES         NO


Summary Description of Project: This section must be completed. Do not refer to text within the application form. In no more than 1000 characters, describe the purpose of your project and the expected outcomes.


2018 TGM Grant Application


TGM Funds Requested


Local Match*


Total Project Cost


Eligible Grantee Expenses  [Labor (salary plus benefits) and Direct Expenses]


Consultant Personal Services


TOTAL


Certifications 


Consultants may prepare the jurisdiction’s application. However, uncompensated consultants are not eligible to participate in the project itself.  Consultants who are paid to prepare the application may be eligible to participate in the project.  Contact  Cindy Lesmeister at 503-986-4349 if you have questions.


By checking this box, I certify that  supports the proposed project, has the legal authority to pledge matching funds, and has the legal authority to apply for Transportation and Growth Management funds.  I further certify that matching funds are available or will be available for the proposed project.  I understand that all State of Oregon rules for contracting, auditing, underwriting (where applicable), and payment will apply to this project.


2018 TGM Grant Application


Eligibility Requirements


The following three eligibility requirements are reviewed on a pass/fail basis. Applications found to not meet each of these requirements will not be scored against the award criteria and will not be awarded a grant.


1. Clear Transportation Relationship 


A proposed project must have a clear transportation relationship and produce transportation benefits. A project must entail analysis, evaluation of alternative scenarios, development of implementation measures, and public involvement that results in a transportation plan, land use plan, or other product that addresses a transportation problem, need, opportunity, or issue of local or regional importance. 1000 character limit.


2. Adoption of Products to meet Project Objectives


A proposed project must include preparation of an adoption-ready product or products that lead to a local policy decision and that directly address the project objectives, such as a transportation system plan, comprehensive plan amendment, land use plan, code amendment, implementation program, or intergovernmental agreement. Projects are expected to include adoption hearings or will be part of a larger project to be adopted. 800 character limit.


3. Support of Local Officials


A proposed project must clearly demonstrate that local officials, both the primary applicant and any co-applicants, understand the purpose of the grant application and support the project objectives. A letter or resolution of support from the governing body of the applying jurisdiction (e.g. City Council, Board of Commissioners, or Transit Board) must be submitted with the application to meet this requirement. 400 character limit.
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Award Criteria


Applications are scored on a range of criteria and receive up to 100 points. Projects are selected primarily based on the points scored; also considered are the grant amounts requested, the estimated amounts TGM believes may be required to complete a project, the amount of grant dollars available for award within a geographic region, and the balance of grant dollars between Category 1 and Category 2 projects. A scoring consideration is ensuring a fair distribution of grant funds to smaller or economically distressed communities.


1. Proposed project addresses a need and supports TGM objectives (up to 40 points)


The project clearly and effectively addresses a local or regional transportation or  transportation-related land use issue, problem, need, or opportunity and will achieve one or more of the TGM objectives.


2. Proposed project is timely and urgent (up to 25 points)


The application demonstrates timeliness and urgency. The project is needed now to:address pressing local transportation and land use issues;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes in federal regulations, state requirements, or regional plans;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes that were not anticipated in previous plans including growth or lack of growth, changes in land use patterns, or changes in available fundingbuild on, complement, or take a necessary step toward completing or implementing other high priority community initiatives, including supporting a Governor's Regional Solutions team priority; orresolve transportation- or land use-related issues affecting the project readiness of local, regional, or state transportation projects for which funding is expected to be obligated within the near future. 


3. Proposed project approach is reasonable (up to 20 points)


The application demonstrates a clear approach to achieving the expected outcome and results in consideration for adoption. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts occurs (or will need to occur), the mechanisms and responsibilities for the coordination are clear.


4. Proposed project has community support (up to 5 points)


The application demonstrates that there is local support for the project objectives, a commitment to participate, and a desire to implement the expected outcome.


List attached letters of support on Application Checklist.


5. Proposed project sponsor readiness and capacity (up to 10 points)


The application demonstrates that the local government is ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable and that there is local commitment and capability to manage the project considering the complexity of the project, the size of the jurisdiction, and performance on previous TGM projects. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts will need to occur, all of the partners are ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable.


6. Up to 10 Bonus Points: Proposed project is innovative


The application demonstrates that the project will be innovative in its subject matter, approach, or expected outcomes. For example, the project will use health impact assessments or economic impact analysis as part of the evaluation of transportation alternatives or will include an innovative multimodal analysis.


DO NOT answer criterion #6 separately. Scores will award points based on the entirety of the application. By the nature of this criterion, most projects will not receive any points.


2018 TGM Grant Application Checklist


Supplemental Materials:


List attached letters of support:


Submit the grant application and all supplemental materials by emailing as email attachments to  TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us. 


If your materials exceed 9 MB, divide them into two emails. Put the jurisdiction name and project name in the subject line, along with 1 of 2 and 2 of 2. Request a Read Receipt if you want confirmation that your application has been received.


If you encounter any issues with the submittal process, contact:


Rebecca Coffelt, Planning Section Web Coordinator


 Rebecca.D.Coffelt@odot.state.or.us, 503-986-4254 
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			Answer1: Yamhill County currently lacks adequate bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Provide (Safe and Convenient) Transportation Choices• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The county road system currently consists entirely of two-lane roads with no medians. Since 2015, there have been three bicycle-related fatalities due to collision with a motorist (2 deceased in 9/2015, 1 deceased in 8/2014). One of these fatalities occurred along OR 47, while the other two occurred on other county roads with shared roadways.The Yamhill County TSP states that the majority of bicycle facilities within the rural areas of the county occur on either shoulder bike ways or shared roadways. Shoulders on county roads are not always sufficiently wide to accommodate bicycle traffic , yet current roadways require bicyclists and motorists share the same travel lanes. The YWT project provides strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.• Schools in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton will be specifically affected by the development of a non-motorized trail system. Yamhill-Carlton School District has its middle and high schools in the city of Yamhill, requiring all students residing in Carlton to commute three (3) miles. The YWT passes directly through the residential area of Carlton, allowing safe and convenient access for students and employees.• The YWT project provides community members with safe access to a multi modal corridor, accessible outside of current bus service times. The corridor fills a gap in transit services as many agricultural and manufacturing workers maintain off-peak schedules which do not correspond with bus service times. This new connection also provides residents a safe route to bike or walk to medical care, social services, government buildings, shopping, and rural bus stops.TGM Objective: Create Communities• The YWT project provides communities with attractive transportation options that improve pedestrian and bicyclist connections for commuters and recreational users, and support an active and healthy lifestyle.• The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. The YWT project will also encourage healthy lifestyles and active transportation by creating a safe pathway for students in the Yamhill Carlton School District to access the local high school and middle school campuses. Currently the two cities lack a safe bicycle and pedestrian route to connect students in Carlton to the schools located approximately three miles away in the City of Yamhill.• A survey was conducted in the spring of 2015 and was completed by 230 potential users who predominately reside in Yamhill County. Of these users, 18% of respondents expected to utilize the trail for commuting to school/work, while 75% expressed a desire to use the trail for biking for recreation and exercise.• The family-friendly YWT will reduce motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses.• Green space infrastructure will be featured in the design of the corridor to enhance neighborhood livability and promote environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Support Economic Vitality• As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating a regional trail facility that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.• Additionally, the YWT project provides the necessary alternative transportation infrastructure for workers commuting to rural agricultural and hospitality industry jobs, and to industrial centers in the region. TGM Objective: Save Public and Private Costs• The YWT project is responsive to Yamhill County’s compact land use goals, to promote development within the urban growth boundary, and the preservation of existing agricultural land. The YWT Master Plan will guide the strategic development of the trail in accordance with these County objectives, while the investment will bolster the confidence of private businesses and developers.• The YWT project increases the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease.• Negative interactions between cyclists and motorists directly correspond with increased use of OR 47 and two-lane county roads. The highways and roadways are simply not equipped to support both user groups in a safe and efficient way. The YWT project directly addresses and reduces such conflicts. • The proposed project supports revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants.The trail corridor passes directly through the historic downtown area of the City of Carlton and supports recent community planning efforts (e.g. OR Main Street Program, TGM Code Assistance) by the City of Carlton to create a walkable, compact downtown area. The trail will also connect residential areas located on the north and south side of Carlton to the Downtown area and provide residents with a safe off-street pathway to encourage short trips by walking and biking.• There are three river streams between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton that create a barrier for travel, with the largest crossing having steep grades and fluctuating water levels. The construction of a bicycle and pedestrian bridge is necessary for continuous connected access. The YWT Master Plan will prioritize this step in development to strategically remove the barriers in an area that anticipates the highest use of the trail.TGM Objective: Promote Environmental Stewardship• The YWT project will provide for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (the abandoned railway corridor), promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel.• The YWT project supports the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips. There is an increased likelihood that residents and visitors in the area will utilize the trail as an alternative to traveling by car based upon the trail location, which passes through common travel destinations, including several commercial centers and schools.• It is widely understood that the inclusion of trees and other flora in urban development improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors.


			Answer2: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. In November of 2017, Yamhill County successfully acquired a 12.48 mile corridor from Union Pacific. Yamhill County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Trail proponents and other stakeholders recognize the trail will not be built in a single construction season, or even multiple seasons. Rather, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety along OR 47 and intersecting county roadways must be improved. The YWT project will provide a valuable inter-and-intra-city connection for non-motorized travel and recreation.• Students walking and biking specifically to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school.• Yamhill County staff and partners will require adequate time to engage the public in the collaborative and meaningful way necessary to ensure a diversity of stakeholders are involved in the planning process. Meaningful involvement includes: potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; the public's contribution can influence decisions; the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction of the trail will help direct upcoming partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region.• The YWT is a project that is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become an economic driver in the region. An increase in bicycle tourism spending would greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails.• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways.• Establishing a swift and efficient timeline for developing the YWT Master Plan allows Yamhill County to meet current project funding obligations, as well as identify and prepare for future funding opportunities.This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning. The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely progression of this project.


			Answer3: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be approved by the  Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.The Master Plan will provide for the development of a safe and convenient multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is accessible to all users, reduces the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists, connects schools and residential areas with city centers, encourages a healthy and active lifestyle among community members, and which supports economic development, regional agricultural and recreational tourism. The Master plan will comply with county and city TSPs, and will provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties.Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Budget and Scope of WorkPHASE 1: PROJECT INITIATION AND ADMINISTRATION1.1 Hire consultant    1.2 Refine project schedule    1.3 Define purpose, goals, and process    1.4 Identify Project Management Team (PMT)1.5 Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC)1.6 Create project website1.7 Identify key stakeholders1.8 Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)1.9. Review, evaluate, and select contractors1.10 Contractor Notice to Proceed1.11 Project Kick-off and public open house    PHASE 2: PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 2.1 Site analysis including SWOT    2.2 Review land use restrictions    2.3 Segment options analysis    2.4 Natural environment assessment    2.5 Engineering and infrastructure2.6 Key stakeholder meeting2.7 Draft pedestrian/bicycle strategic plan    2.8 Adoption of Farm Impact Findings and mitigation strategies2.9 Identify key economic development connectors  PHASE 3: TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES 3.1 Access, circulation, transportation plan; trail heads; intersections3.2 Trail design elements specific to each type of use3.3 Capital improvements; off-street and on-street facilities    3.4 Trail signage and wayfinding3.5 Security, visitor safety, trail delineation, buffers with adjacent landowners3.6 Special design requirements; ADA3.7 Public engagement and input on design options3.8 Mitigation measures to minimize impact to adjacent landowners, as specified in 2018 Farm Impact FindingsPHASE 4: MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS 4.1 Development alternative infill and redevelopment plans, testing    4.2 Economic impact and development    4.3 Fire and safety protocolsPHASE 5: IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Adoption process, policy and zoning ordinance amendments, public meetings    5.2 Responsibilities and partnerships    5.3 Cost estimates, phasing, funding    PHASE 6: FINAL PLAN & ADOPTION 6.1 Plan review by advisory committee and county staff      6.2 Final YWT Master Plan created6.3 Public meeting: review and feedback on final draft of Master Plan6.4 Draft final plan presentation to YC Board of Commissioners6.5 Adoption of final master Plan by YC Board of Commissioners6.6 Plan presentation to public   Subtotal:  $110,000 (Contractor Cost) $15,000 (Match - 12%) 12 Months (Schedule)Total: $125,000


			Answer4: There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. • This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.• The YWT project is supported by local and regional travel and tourism entities, including Visit McMinnville, Willamette Valley Visitor's Association, and Travel Oregon


			Answer5: Yamhill County has considerable experience collaborating with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by a TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. Additionally, the Yamhill County Parks Department has conducted and completed a master plan project for the County’s park system.In 2013, Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the NPS Rivers, Trails, Conservation Assistance Program to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.In 2016, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor which will ultimately become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. In 2017, Yamhill County was awarded a $1.2 million grant from ConnectOregon VI for the engineering, design, and construction of three pedestrian bridges located along the trail. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. On May 31, 2018, the Farm Impact Findings was adopted into the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP).OBEC Consulting Engineers will provide project cost estimates. OBEC is the current contract consultant for the STIP TE grant activities. County Staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager; and Brett Henry, Yamhill County Parks Manager will determine the project schedule. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


			Chbx-A: 1


			Chbx-A1: 1


			Chbx-A2: 1


			Chbx-A3: 1


			Chbx-A4: 1


			TextField37: Gerik Kransky, Bicycle Transportation Alliance, advocacy director


			Chbx-A5: 1






















Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE 
Salem, OR 97301



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application 
(BO 18-173; vote 2 to 1) to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information.
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion.



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,



2018 through June 30, 2019.



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal



Cancer screenings.



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000.



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018



through June 30, 2020.



C. OLD BUSINESS:



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].





martinc


Highlight
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities


mailto:bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us














  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
This form is used for informational purposes only and must be included with the grant application. 



Chapter 600 of the 2013 Oregon Laws require applicants to include with each grant application a racial and ethnic 
impact statement.  The statement provides information as to the disproportionate or unique impact the proposed 
policies or programs may have on minority persons1 in the State of Oregon if the grant is awarded to a corporation or 
other legal entity other than natural persons.     



1. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique positive impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



2. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique negative impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities  American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



3. The proposed grant project policies or programs will have no disproportionate or unique impact on minority
persons.



If you checked numbers 1 or 2 above, please provide below the rationale for the existence of policies or 
programs having a disproportionate or unique impact on minority persons in this state.  Further provide 
evidence of consultation with representative(s) of the affected minority persons. 



By checking this box, I hereby certify the information contained on this Dated: 
form is true, complete, and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 



Printed Name: Title: 



Agency Name: 



1 “Minority person” are defined in SB 463 (2013 Regular Session) as women, persons with disabilities (as defined in ORS 
174.107), African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, or Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 





https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/lawsstatutes/2013orLaw0600.pdf
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the development stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	


Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 






What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners.


Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 






PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.


Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.






Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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From: Carolina Rook
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: BO 18-174
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:51:25 AM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


Let’s try this again.
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name



CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT



OTHER INVESTMENTS



BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS



PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE



PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT



PREPAID EXPENSE



CLERK CASH IN TRUST



CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST



ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE



AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY



TAXES RECEIVABLE



INSURANCE REC



LAND



BUILDINGS



MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT



GENERAL ASSETS



DATA PROCESSING



ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS



ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP



ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS



ALLOW DEPR-DP



FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN



ACCOUNTS PAYABLE



PAYROLL PAYABLE



MEDICARE TAX



FEDERAL TAXES



STATE TAXES



FICA TAXES



WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT



T-670



OPEU



FAMILY CANCER



OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST



OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN



SBA (TC 763)



MISC



RETIREMENT BENEFIT



PERS



PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP



PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN



M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 



                               -                        94,773.65 



                               -                          9,969.59 



                               -                        43,503.31 



                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 



                               -                          1,266.25 



                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   



                               -                             230.62 



                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 



                               -                   2,101,377.77 



                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 



                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   



                               -                      131,065.42 



                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   



                               -                        13,754.10 



                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   



              8,548,474.36                                  -   



              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   



              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   



              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 



                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   



                        400.00                                  -   



                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   



                     1,100.00                                  -   



                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   



            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE



MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT



VEBA BENEFIT



KAISER-PERMANENTE



PERS UNIT PURCHASE



OSGP LOAN



ICMA DEFERRED



BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD



PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN



VOLUNTARY LIFE



SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT



YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)



VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY



LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE



DEFERRED REVENUE



LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE



DEPOSITS



RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN



LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN



DEPOSITS



RESERVE FOR ENCUM



INVESTMENT IN LAND



INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS



INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP



INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS



INVESTMENT IN CWIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS



ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP



ENCUMBRANCE



BB



BEG BALANCE RESERVED



Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 



                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 



              4,192,029.85                                  -   



              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 



                               -                   4,801,547.39 



                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 



                               -                   1,598,715.55 



                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   



                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 



                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   



                               -                        16,139.23 



                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 



                               -                      148,113.59 



                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 



                               -                               56.48 



                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 



                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 



                               -                        21,555.05 



                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name



010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES



010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES



010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS



010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX



010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX



010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX



010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX



010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST



010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST



010-002-362.99 MISC



010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE



010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   













From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Carrie Martin; Keri Hinton; Stephanie Armstrong; Lance Woods;


Matt Vogt
Subject: Materials I submitted to the record for Tuesday"s trail hearing
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 5:07:25 PM
Attachments: RevisedORDFindings 051118.pdf


All,
 
Please see the attached revised ordinance and findings for Tuesday’s hearing.  I have also included,
and have submitted to the record and posted on the Yamhelas web page: some trail photos with
signage examples, from Benton County; the updated FAQs; and an e-mail between two individuals
involved in the consideration of the OSHA rule regarding pesticide spraying and workplace safety.
 
Please let me know if you have questions or concerns.
 
Todd Sadlo



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: LYNDE McGregor * Mac
To: NEWTON Darrell R; SHOEMAKER Justin D; HOLMES Kathy C; BARRY Michael P; WHITE-ROBINSON Shelly; HAAN


Corey E; BLAIR Andrew
Cc: TOWNSEND Robert L; HUNAIDI Sam H; SNIDER Stacy E; PATTERSON Kenneth E; COLE Terry D; USSELMAN


Mark; NELL Lisa D; ANDERSON Arthur H; JOHNSON Jarod E; SCARLETT Paul; BRINDLE Frances * Frannie;
WINDSHEIMER Rian M; CHICKERING Sonny P; READING Frank H; FARNSWORTH Gary C; SIPP Craig A; GARD
Howard A * Hal (Howard.A.GARD@state.or.us); BOHARD Jerri L; HAVIG Erik M; Boren John; MATHER Paul R;
THIEL Katie; GILBERT Cecelia; WEIL Tami


Subject: Administration of Connect Oregon Grants
Date: Thursday, May 31, 2018 10:11:49 AM


Connect Oregon project liaisons & key managers:
First, thank you for your work to administer the grant funds for six rounds of Connect Oregon
projects! 
 
Many players in the Connect Oregon arena are new, both in the Connect Oregon program team and
in the regions, so I thought it would be a good time to provide additional tools and guidance, and to
confirm expectations around administering Connect Oregon grants. I also understand that you have
been doing your best to help make these projects and the program successful and I appreciate that.
 
As we learn from our experience over the years, it has become clear that Connect Oregon is a
different animal than we’re used to—our involvement in the projects is to administer the grant
funding to pay for them, not to deliver the projects. Most of our experience in this agency is around
delivering projects, via contracts, which makes shifting our role a challenge. The DAS Procurement
Manual provides a good explanation of a grant and the state’s role. Here’s an excerpt that may be
helpful:
 
“A fundamental characteristic that distinguishes a grant from a public contract is that the grantor
[ODOT] of the funds has no substantial involvement in the program or activity that the grant
authorizes. The grantor’s primary involvement is to monitor compliance with the grant conditions to
ensure the funds are spent for the purpose intended.” The manual provides a distinguishing
characteristic of a grant (vs. a public contract) as one that, “Describes activities instead of tasks and
deliverables.”
 
In general, we should not be inspecting the recipients’ ongoing work or performing services on the
project, but instead reviewing invoices to ensure the expenditures are reasonable and necessary for
the project and appropriate for the use of lottery-backed, tax-exempt dollars. We do need to
confirm the project was constructed and completed per the agreement.
 
There are times when we would become more involved in a project, but even in these cases I’d like
to provide you some parameters. For example, if the Connect Oregon project touches our system,
that would require a technical review of the design/plans that impact our facilities. This should be
treated much like when a development is occurring next to our facility and the developer is
addressing traffic impacts—this is handled through the development review process or through a
district permit. We would not provide this same technical review for Connect Oregon projects that
don’t touch our system.
 
In administering these grants, our responsibility should be limited to ensuring the recipient is
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meeting the terms of the agreement. We should not provide direct oversight to ensure grant
recipients are following the law, per the agreement, that is their responsibility.
 
While our nature in this agency is to help our local partners, crossing the line from grant
administration to delivering Connect Oregon projects actually puts the agency at risk. By inspecting
or approving work, we are then validating (and taking on the risk) that the work is done correctly.
Again, for Connect Oregon projects, we only need to ensure the recipient is meeting the terms of
the agreement.
 
My staff is putting the finishing touches on a guidance document intended for Connect Oregon
recipients. Our hope is to send it to you, post it on the web and then send it to all those recipients
with open projects within the next couple of weeks. We will then begin to work on guidelines that
will go into more detail about the internal roles to administer the grants.
 
Please contact me or my team if we can answer any questions.
 
Connect Oregon administration contacts:
Katie Thiel, team lead
Cece Gilbert, interagency agreements
Tami Weil, Connect Oregon Program Coordinator
 
Thanks  again for your continued support of this important program.
-Mac
 
 
McGregor “Mac” Lynde
ODOT-Active Transportation Section Manager


555 13th St NE
Salem, OR 97301
 
Office: 503-986-3880
 








From: BLAIR Andrew
To: "Carrie Martin"
Subject: RE: Accepted: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridges
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 10:33:14 AM


Hi Carrie,


Great, who might you be inviting to this meeting?


Regarding my other email and about some kind of written synopsis of the ongoing work done
by Yamhill Co. pertaining to this OregonConnect project, when might that become available?


Again, it is my understanding that the API is needing amending to encompass your new trail
head, and the contractor's work zone. Certainly, your designer could have input into that, but
not necessarily. That part could be done by Yamhill Co. I think it is up to you.


Hope you have a great weekend!


Kind Regards,


Andrew J. Blair
ODOT Transportation Project Manager
503-986-2681 (desk) 
503-509-3067 (mobile)


-----Original Appointment-----
From: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:01 AM
To: BLAIR Andrew
Subject: Accepted: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Bridges
When: Friday, June 8, 2018 1:30 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 434 NE Evans Street, McMinnville, OR 97128
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From: Steve Wick
To: "Wayne Wiebke"; "Cahad"; "Linda Cline"; "Brett Henry"; "Stan Primozich"; "Veronica Haley Hinkes"; "Leona


Sitton"; "Carrie Martin"; "Jack Schwab"; "Steve Harloff"; "Ken Wright"
Subject: Yamhelas trail hearing May 15
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 4:02:56 PM


 
I contacted Tony Hall, the Mayor of Gaston and invited him to testify at the hearing this
coming Tuesday. He said he would be there.
 
Ken, I think that you said that the Mayor of Mac wanted us to develop a "letter of support". If
you have his ear, could you ask him to attend and testify also? I like his statement that "this is
a regional project of significance."
 
Chad, can you get the mayor of Carlton to attend and testify?
 
It would be awesome if we "knew someone who knew someone" that could get the major of
Yamhill to testify.
 
It would also be great if we could get the police chiefs in each town to testify.
 
Ken, I also provided Mayor Hall with proposed "letter of support", and asked him to look it
over and see if he could use it as a template for Gaston to develop a statement supporting the
Trail. He said he would.
 
Cheers!
 
Steve Wick
503 970-6127
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: Final TGM Document--PLEASE REVIEW
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:09:46 AM
Attachments: TGM 2018 YWT Master Plan Proposal_FINAL 06.07.18.pdf


Yamhill County TGM 2018 Supplemental Materials Package.pdf
Importance: High
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This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader. 


Download the latest version of Adobe Reader:  http://get.adobe.com/reader/


TRANSPORTATION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2018 GRANT APPLICATION


APPLICATIONS DUE 4:00 PM, June 8, 2018


Note: This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Reader. Download the latest version of Reader here:  https://get.adobe.com/reader/


Download the Application, Application Packet, and Racial and Ethnic Impact Statement at: 


 https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/TGM/Pages/Grants.aspx. Also on the web page are examples of successful TGM Applications, a list of all TGM grants to date, and help for developing a project approach and budget.


Type of Grant:


ODOT Region (1-5):


Primary Applicant Jurisdiction:


Project Title:


Mailing Address:


City/Zip:


Contact Person:


Contact Person Title:


Telephone/Email:


Co-Applicants involved in the project:


  


 MATCH 


YES         NO


Summary Description of Project: This section must be completed. Do not refer to text within the application form. In no more than 1000 characters, describe the purpose of your project and the expected outcomes.


2018 TGM Grant Application


TGM Funds Requested


Local Match*


Total Project Cost


Eligible Grantee Expenses  [Labor (salary plus benefits) and Direct Expenses]


Consultant Personal Services


TOTAL


Certifications 


Consultants may prepare the jurisdiction’s application. However, uncompensated consultants are not eligible to participate in the project itself.  Consultants who are paid to prepare the application may be eligible to participate in the project.  Contact  Cindy Lesmeister at 503-986-4349 if you have questions.


By checking this box, I certify that  supports the proposed project, has the legal authority to pledge matching funds, and has the legal authority to apply for Transportation and Growth Management funds.  I further certify that matching funds are available or will be available for the proposed project.  I understand that all State of Oregon rules for contracting, auditing, underwriting (where applicable), and payment will apply to this project.


2018 TGM Grant Application


Eligibility Requirements


The following three eligibility requirements are reviewed on a pass/fail basis. Applications found to not meet each of these requirements will not be scored against the award criteria and will not be awarded a grant.


1. Clear Transportation Relationship 


A proposed project must have a clear transportation relationship and produce transportation benefits. A project must entail analysis, evaluation of alternative scenarios, development of implementation measures, and public involvement that results in a transportation plan, land use plan, or other product that addresses a transportation problem, need, opportunity, or issue of local or regional importance. 1000 character limit.


2. Adoption of Products to meet Project Objectives


A proposed project must include preparation of an adoption-ready product or products that lead to a local policy decision and that directly address the project objectives, such as a transportation system plan, comprehensive plan amendment, land use plan, code amendment, implementation program, or intergovernmental agreement. Projects are expected to include adoption hearings or will be part of a larger project to be adopted. 800 character limit.


3. Support of Local Officials


A proposed project must clearly demonstrate that local officials, both the primary applicant and any co-applicants, understand the purpose of the grant application and support the project objectives. A letter or resolution of support from the governing body of the applying jurisdiction (e.g. City Council, Board of Commissioners, or Transit Board) must be submitted with the application to meet this requirement. 400 character limit.


11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364


2018 TGM Grant Application


Award Criteria


Applications are scored on a range of criteria and receive up to 100 points. Projects are selected primarily based on the points scored; also considered are the grant amounts requested, the estimated amounts TGM believes may be required to complete a project, the amount of grant dollars available for award within a geographic region, and the balance of grant dollars between Category 1 and Category 2 projects. A scoring consideration is ensuring a fair distribution of grant funds to smaller or economically distressed communities.


1. Proposed project addresses a need and supports TGM objectives (up to 40 points)


The project clearly and effectively addresses a local or regional transportation or  transportation-related land use issue, problem, need, or opportunity and will achieve one or more of the TGM objectives.


2. Proposed project is timely and urgent (up to 25 points)


The application demonstrates timeliness and urgency. The project is needed now to:address pressing local transportation and land use issues;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes in federal regulations, state requirements, or regional plans;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes that were not anticipated in previous plans including growth or lack of growth, changes in land use patterns, or changes in available fundingbuild on, complement, or take a necessary step toward completing or implementing other high priority community initiatives, including supporting a Governor's Regional Solutions team priority; orresolve transportation- or land use-related issues affecting the project readiness of local, regional, or state transportation projects for which funding is expected to be obligated within the near future. 


3. Proposed project approach is reasonable (up to 20 points)


The application demonstrates a clear approach to achieving the expected outcome and results in consideration for adoption. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts occurs (or will need to occur), the mechanisms and responsibilities for the coordination are clear.


4. Proposed project has community support (up to 5 points)


The application demonstrates that there is local support for the project objectives, a commitment to participate, and a desire to implement the expected outcome.


List attached letters of support on Application Checklist.


5. Proposed project sponsor readiness and capacity (up to 10 points)


The application demonstrates that the local government is ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable and that there is local commitment and capability to manage the project considering the complexity of the project, the size of the jurisdiction, and performance on previous TGM projects. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts will need to occur, all of the partners are ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable.


6. Up to 10 Bonus Points: Proposed project is innovative


The application demonstrates that the project will be innovative in its subject matter, approach, or expected outcomes. For example, the project will use health impact assessments or economic impact analysis as part of the evaluation of transportation alternatives or will include an innovative multimodal analysis.


DO NOT answer criterion #6 separately. Scores will award points based on the entirety of the application. By the nature of this criterion, most projects will not receive any points.


2018 TGM Grant Application Checklist


Supplemental Materials:


List attached letters of support:


Submit the grant application and all supplemental materials by emailing as email attachments to  TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us. 


If your materials exceed 9 MB, divide them into two emails. Put the jurisdiction name and project name in the subject line, along with 1 of 2 and 2 of 2. Request a Read Receipt if you want confirmation that your application has been received.


If you encounter any issues with the submittal process, contact:


Rebecca Coffelt, Planning Section Web Coordinator


 Rebecca.D.Coffelt@odot.state.or.us, 503-986-4254 
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			TextField14: The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31, 2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-173; vote 2 to 1)


			Answer1: Yamhill County currently lacks adequate bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Provide (Safe and Convenient) Transportation Choices• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The county road system currently consists entirely of two-lane roads with no medians. Since 2015, there have been three bicycle-related fatalities due to collision with a motorist (2 deceased in 9/2015, 1 deceased in 8/2014). One of these fatalities occurred along OR 47, while the other two occurred on other county roads with shared roadways.The Yamhill County TSP states that the majority of bicycle facilities within the rural areas of the county occur on either shoulder bike ways or shared roadways. Shoulders on county roads are not always sufficiently wide to accommodate bicycle traffic , yet current roadways require bicyclists and motorists share the same travel lanes. The YWT project provides strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.• Schools in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton will be specifically affected by the development of a non-motorized trail system. Yamhill-Carlton School District has its middle and high schools in the city of Yamhill, requiring all students residing in Carlton to commute three (3) miles. The YWT passes directly through the residential area of Carlton, allowing safe and convenient access for students and employees.• The YWT project provides community members with safe access to a multi modal corridor, accessible outside of current bus service times. The corridor fills a gap in transit services as many agricultural and manufacturing workers maintain off-peak schedules which do not correspond with bus service times. This new connection also provides residents a safe route to bike or walk to medical care, social services, government buildings, shopping, and rural bus stops.TGM Objective: Create Communities• The YWT project provides communities with attractive transportation options that improve pedestrian and bicyclist connections for commuters and recreational users, and support an active and healthy lifestyle.• The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. The YWT project will also encourage healthy lifestyles and active transportation by creating a safe pathway for students in the Yamhill Carlton School District to access the local high school and middle school campuses. Currently the two cities lack a safe bicycle and pedestrian route to connect students in Carlton to the schools located approximately three miles away in the City of Yamhill.• A survey was conducted in the spring of 2015 and was completed by 230 potential users who predominately reside in Yamhill County. Of these users, 18% of respondents expected to utilize the trail for commuting to school/work, while 75% expressed a desire to use the trail for biking for recreation and exercise.• The family-friendly YWT will reduce motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses.• Green space infrastructure will be featured in the design of the corridor to enhance neighborhood livability and promote environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Support Economic Vitality• As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating a regional trail facility that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.• Additionally, the YWT project provides the necessary alternative transportation infrastructure for workers commuting to rural agricultural and hospitality industry jobs, and to industrial centers in the region. TGM Objective: Save Public and Private Costs• The YWT project is responsive to Yamhill County’s compact land use goals, to promote development within the urban growth boundary, and the preservation of existing agricultural land. The YWT Master Plan will guide the strategic development of the trail in accordance with these County objectives, while the investment will bolster the confidence of private businesses and developers.• The YWT project increases the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease.• Negative interactions between cyclists and motorists directly correspond with increased use of OR 47 and two-lane county roads. The highways and roadways are simply not equipped to support both user groups in a safe and efficient way. The YWT project directly addresses and reduces such conflicts. • The proposed project supports revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants.The trail corridor passes directly through the historic downtown area of the City of Carlton and supports recent community planning efforts (e.g. OR Main Street Program, TGM Code Assistance) by the City of Carlton to create a walkable, compact downtown area. The trail will also connect residential areas located on the north and south side of Carlton to the Downtown area and provide residents with a safe off-street pathway to encourage short trips by walking and biking.• There are three river streams between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton that create a barrier for travel, with the largest crossing having steep grades and fluctuating water levels. The construction of a bicycle and pedestrian bridge is necessary for continuous connected access. The YWT Master Plan will prioritize this step in development to strategically remove the barriers in an area that anticipates the highest use of the trail.TGM Objective: Promote Environmental Stewardship• The YWT project will provide for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (the abandoned railway corridor), promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel.• The YWT project supports the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips. There is an increased likelihood that residents and visitors in the area will utilize the trail as an alternative to traveling by car based upon the trail location, which passes through common travel destinations, including several commercial centers and schools.• It is widely understood that the inclusion of trees and other flora in urban development improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors.


			Answer2: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. In November of 2017, Yamhill County successfully acquired a 12.48 mile corridor from Union Pacific. Yamhill County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Trail proponents and other stakeholders recognize the trail will not be built in a single construction season, or even multiple seasons. Rather, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety along OR 47 and intersecting county roadways must be improved. The YWT project will provide a valuable inter-and-intra-city connection for non-motorized travel and recreation.• Students walking and biking specifically to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school.• Yamhill County staff and partners will require adequate time to engage the public in the collaborative and meaningful way necessary to ensure a diversity of stakeholders are involved in the planning process. Meaningful involvement includes: potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; the public's contribution can influence decisions; the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction of the trail will help direct upcoming partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region.• The YWT is a project that is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become an economic driver in the region. An increase in bicycle tourism spending would greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails.• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways.• Establishing a swift and efficient timeline for developing the YWT Master Plan allows Yamhill County to meet current project funding obligations, as well as identify and prepare for future funding opportunities.This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning. The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely progression of this project.


			Answer3: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be approved by the  Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.The Master Plan will provide for the development of a safe and convenient multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is accessible to all users, reduces the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists, connects schools and residential areas with city centers, encourages a healthy and active lifestyle among community members, and which supports economic development, regional agricultural and recreational tourism. The Master plan will comply with county and city TSPs, and will provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties.Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Budget and Scope of WorkPHASE 1: PROJECT INITIATION AND ADMINISTRATION1.1 Hire consultant    1.2 Refine project schedule    1.3 Define purpose, goals, and process    1.4 Identify Project Management Team (PMT)1.5 Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC)1.6 Create project website1.7 Identify key stakeholders1.8 Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)1.9. Review, evaluate, and select contractors1.10 Contractor Notice to Proceed1.11 Project Kick-off and public open house    PHASE 2: PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 2.1 Site analysis including SWOT    2.2 Review land use restrictions    2.3 Segment options analysis    2.4 Natural environment assessment    2.5 Engineering and infrastructure2.6 Key stakeholder meeting2.7 Draft pedestrian/bicycle strategic plan    2.8 Adoption of Farm Impact Findings and mitigation strategies2.9 Identify key economic development connectors  PHASE 3: TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES 3.1 Access, circulation, transportation plan; trail heads; intersections3.2 Trail design elements specific to each type of use3.3 Capital improvements; off-street and on-street facilities    3.4 Trail signage and wayfinding3.5 Security, visitor safety, trail delineation, buffers with adjacent landowners3.6 Special design requirements; ADA3.7 Public engagement and input on design options3.8 Mitigation measures to minimize impact to adjacent landowners, as specified in 2018 Farm Impact FindingsPHASE 4: MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS 4.1 Development alternative infill and redevelopment plans, testing    4.2 Economic impact and development    4.3 Fire and safety protocolsPHASE 5: IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Adoption process, policy and zoning ordinance amendments, public meetings    5.2 Responsibilities and partnerships    5.3 Cost estimates, phasing, funding    PHASE 6: FINAL PLAN & ADOPTION 6.1 Plan review by advisory committee and county staff      6.2 Final YWT Master Plan created6.3 Public meeting: review and feedback on final draft of Master Plan6.4 Draft final plan presentation to YC Board of Commissioners6.5 Adoption of final master Plan by YC Board of Commissioners6.6 Plan presentation to public   Subtotal:  $110,000 (Contractor Cost) $15,000 (Match - 12%) 12 Months (Schedule)Total: $125,000


			Answer4: There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. • This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.• The YWT project is supported by local and regional travel and tourism entities, including Visit McMinnville, Willamette Valley Visitor's Association, and Travel Oregon


			Answer5: Yamhill County has considerable experience collaborating with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by a TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. Additionally, the Yamhill County Parks Department has conducted and completed a master plan project for the County’s park system.In 2013, Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the NPS Rivers, Trails, Conservation Assistance Program to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.In 2016, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor which will ultimately become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. In 2017, Yamhill County was awarded a $1.2 million grant from ConnectOregon VI for the engineering, design, and construction of three pedestrian bridges located along the trail. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. On May 31, 2018, the Farm Impact Findings was adopted into the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP).OBEC Consulting Engineers will provide project cost estimates. OBEC is the current contract consultant for the STIP TE grant activities. County Staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager; and Brett Henry, Yamhill County Parks Manager will determine the project schedule. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


			Chbx-A: 1


			Chbx-A1: 1


			Chbx-A2: 1


			Chbx-A3: 1


			Chbx-A4: 1


			TextField37: Gerik Kransky, Bicycle Transportation Alliance, advocacy director


			Chbx-A5: 1






















Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE           
Salem, OR 97301



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 
18-173) to approve an application to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion.



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,



2018 through June 30, 2019.



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal



Cancer screenings.



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000.



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018



through June 30, 2020.



C. OLD BUSINESS:



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].





martinc


Highlight
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities


mailto:bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us














  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
This form is used for informational purposes only and must be included with the grant application. 



Chapter 600 of the 2013 Oregon Laws require applicants to include with each grant application a racial and ethnic 
impact statement.  The statement provides information as to the disproportionate or unique impact the proposed 
policies or programs may have on minority persons1 in the State of Oregon if the grant is awarded to a corporation or 
other legal entity other than natural persons.     



1. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique positive impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



2. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique negative impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities  American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



3. The proposed grant project policies or programs will have no disproportionate or unique impact on minority
persons.



If you checked numbers 1 or 2 above, please provide below the rationale for the existence of policies or 
programs having a disproportionate or unique impact on minority persons in this state.  Further provide 
evidence of consultation with representative(s) of the affected minority persons. 



By checking this box, I hereby certify the information contained on this Dated: 
form is true, complete, and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 



Printed Name: Title: 



Agency Name: 



1 “Minority person” are defined in SB 463 (2013 Regular Session) as women, persons with disabilities (as defined in ORS 
174.107), African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, or Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 





https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/lawsstatutes/2013orLaw0600.pdf
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:48:23 PM


Yes
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:48 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 
Are you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


If I move the Travel Oregon one to May 29th, we will be requesting to submit $150k in applications


for a master plan. Do you see any problems with that? I can try to have it ready on May 15th instead,
but I won’t have time to complete it prior to noon tomorrow. I could, however, submit the Project


Idea Form for the 15th with the understanding that the parameters of the application won’t change.
 
cm
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us





From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon
Competitive Medium
Grants


YWT Master
Plan


$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 29, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us





 
 
 








From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Yamhelas farm impact findings
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:36:24 PM
Attachments: Yamhelas_Trail_-_EF_AF_Owners_within_750ft_YtoC.pdf


Carrie,
 
This is more than the adjacent landowners—it is everyone with property that is wholly or partially
within 750 feet.  I’m not sure how to cull the adjacent/abutting owners out of it.  It seems, however,
that most of the adjacent/abutting owners did not show up.  So far, I’ve identified two—The Van
Dykes, and the guy with the llamas.
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 9:35 AM
To: Mikalie Frei <freim@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Mikalie,
 
Could you print this on 11x17?  thx
 


From: Matt Vogt 
Sent: Tuesday, April 3, 2018 9:33 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Todd,
 
I hid the ‘Owner1’ and ‘Owner2’ fields and printed out on 11” x 17” and it’s pretty readable. I’ve
attached a PDF so you can see what it comes out looking like. Don’t use this version if you’ve
modified the farm uses or any other fields at all. As a side note, if you sort the table by tax lot it ends
up being sorted north to south as well (as the attached one is).
 
Matt
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Matt Vogt <vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Is now ok?  If so, I’ll head over.
 
ts
 


From: Matt Vogt 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 9:42 AM



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us






MapTaxlot OWNER3 MAILADD1 CITY STATE ZIP SITUS1 ACRES PL_ZONE FARM_USE_1 FARM_USE_2 FARM_USE_3 OTHER_USE



R2434   03500 WESTVIEW FARMS LLC PO BOX 400 YAMHILL OR 97148 18000 NE STILLERS MILL RD 57 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3403   01201 SCHREPEL LEE W 6501 NE HIGHWAY 240 YAMHILL OR 97148 6507 NE HIGHWAY 240 19.66 EF80 Fruit orchard



R3403   01300 VANDYKE WILLIAM R CO-TRUSTEE 12825 NE YAMHILL RD CARLTON OR 97111  87.37 EF80 Hazelnuts Grass seed Hay



R3403   01600 WOODLAND WALTER 15010 NE DOPP RD NEWBERG OR 97132 1185 E MAIN ST 1.7 EF80 None Residence



R3403   01700 VAN DYKE JOHN A 1255 E MAIN ST YAMHILL OR 97148 1255 E MAIN ST 21.39 EF80 None Residence



R3403   01701 VAN DYKE JAMES F 1/2 PO BOX 400 YAMHILL OR 97148  73.6 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3403   01900 ANDERSON JULIE B PO BOX 1162 SHERWOOD OR 97140 6500 NE HIGHWAY 240 3.24 EF80 None Residence



R3403   03300 VAN DYKE RIVERVIEW FARMS LLC 8456 NW MCSWEEN LN YAMHILL OR 97148  146.5 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3409   00300 KAHL ROBERT S 15500 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 15676  HIGHWAY 47 19.53 EF80 Pasture



R3409   00400 DROMGOOLE GORDON C 19643 NW GOODRICH RD YAMHILL OR 97148 15000  HIGHWAY 47 80.61 AF10, EF8 Clover



R3409   00500 POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES FOR 14215 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111  13.81 EF80 Row crops Grass seed



R3409   00600 POND DONALD M & LINDA M TRUSTEES FOR 14215 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111  40.86 EF80 Row crops Grass seed



R3409   00700 CLAUSSEN THEODORE R 14375 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 14375  HIGHWAY 47 19.8 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3409   00800 HERYFORD LOREN G 14469 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 14469  HIGHWAY 47 5.1 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3409   00900 COSGROVE PAT D & JANET A 14613 HIGHWAY 47 YAMHILL OR 97148 14613  HIGHWAY 47 6.8 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3410   01400 WILLAMETTE VALLEY LAND LLC 13140 B NE KUEHNE RD CARLTON OR 97111  39 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3410   01500 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  9.9 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01600 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  1.16 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01700 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 14130 NE MERCHANT RD 1.16 EF80 None Residence



R3410   01800 ROUMAGOUX LOUIS A & JANET R 14130 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111  6 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3410   01801 LARSON JOHN III & 13995 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 13995 NE MERCHANT RD 3.92 EF80 None Residence/Garden



R3410   03200 ERAMO SALVATORE P & JO A TRUSTEES FOR PO BOX 547 YAMHILL OR 97148 15680  HIGHWAY 47 10.78 EF80 Pasture



R3415   00501 PETERS WILFRED A TRUSTEE & 3409 SINGETREE ST FOREST GROVE OR 97116  118.26 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00600 CRAMER JEAN TRUSTEE 13815 NE MERCHANT RD CARLTON OR 97111 13815 NE MERCHANT RD 7.49 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00601 COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 44559 NW HARTWICK RD BANKS OR 97106  30 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3415   00602 LUMPKINS EARL D TRUSTEE 33410 NE OLD PARRETT MOUNTAIN RD NEWBERG OR 97132 13747 NE MERCHANT RD 35.9 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3415   00700 COUSSENS BRIAN A TRUSTEE 44559 NW HARTWICK RD BANKS OR 97106  44.6 EF80 Hazelnuts



R3415   00800 MCCARTHY LIVING TRUST PO BOX 417 GASTON OR 97119 915 N 4TH ST 50 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00100 BAILEY NURSERIES INC 1325 BAILEY RD ST PAUL MN 55119 13901  HIGHWAY 47 73.7 EF80 Row crops Grass seed Hay



R3416   00200 DUYN JOSEPH F 13475 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 13475  HIGHWAY 47 69.7 EF80 Grass seed Hay Pasture



R3416   00300 WISHART LAURANCE G 1904 LIBRA ST NEWBERG OR 97132 13301  HIGHWAY 47 20.5 EF80 Pasture Horses?



R3416   00400 BURNS FRANK L 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301  48 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00500 BURNS FRANK L 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301 12595  HIGHWAY 47 87.5 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00800 SMITH ANNE M 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301 12305  HIGHWAY 47 53.58 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   00900 GAIBLER MARK S TRUSTEE FOR PO BOX 808 CARLTON OR 97111  47.7 EF80 Grass seed Hay



R3416   01000 EWING WARREN O 12320 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 12320  HIGHWAY 47 1.85 EF80 None Residence



R3416   01100 BRAUKMAN MELISSA I & 12000 HWY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 12000  HIGHWAY 47 4 EF80 None Residence



R3421   00100 BAKER THOMAS E PO BOX 315 CARLTON OR 97111 11980  HIGHWAY 47 1.18 EF80 None Residence



R3421   00200 GREENLEAF RAYMOND L CO-TRUSTEE 11900 HIGHWAY 47 CARLTON OR 97111 11900  HIGHWAY 47 3.36 EF80 Christmas Trees? Residence



R3421   00300 SMITH ANNE M 241 SHOSHONE ST N TWIN FALLS ID 83301  10.87 EF80 Grass seed Hay












To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Other than Wednesday afternoon I think I’m pretty much free any time.
 
Matt
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2018 8:35 AM
To: Matt Vogt <vogtm@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas farm impact findings
 
Matt,
 
When you have some time, I would like to talk to you again about the trail hearing planned for May
3.
 
ts
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 7:44:28 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Hi Laura and Ken,
 
According to my budget, the TE grant has $118,938 remaining after the final invoice was paid to
OBEC on 5/31/18.
 
When I spoke with Lee Cronemiller a couple months ago, he gave me the name of the accounting
person at ODOT who would be able to tell us if might be eligible to get reimbursed for administrative
overhead. Normally that has to be requested and negotiated when the original grant agreement is
signed, but there may be something we can do. Unfortunately, that accounting person was out with
surgery when I contacted her. I have left messages for her replacement, but have not heard a
response. I will keep trying though.
 
I hate to leave that much money on the table if there is some way we can access those funds.
 
Carrie
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:38 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I was not aware we were still pending reimbursement.  In looking at Fiscal Focus, I found that we
have thus far received $1,404,916.44 from ODOT and $126,000 from OPRD.  How much are we still
due for reimbursement?  I would like to know in case I need to budget this remaining this amount in
FY18-19.
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
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*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****


This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by


anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.


 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Thanks.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
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Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


th
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555 13  Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 2:22:48 PM


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.


Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.
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From: Brett Henry
To: Laura Tschabold; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:54:37 AM


Well done Todd. 


Brett


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 5/18/18 11:35 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>,
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>, Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>,
Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Stephanie Armstrong
<armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language


Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
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<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be approved by the Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the
conditions ensure that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this matter that are the result of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton
segment.  Such plans are required prior to formal opening of a multi-modal trail in the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties, especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily
includes a requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners,
operators and residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a
final or master plan.  The conditions require approval by the Board of any design,
management and mitigation developed through the planning process.  The conditions also
require that the plans presented to the Board be developed through a collaborative and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 







ts
 








From: Help Desk
To: Carrie Martin; Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: YC Website Link--UPDATE
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:58:42 AM


I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:01 AM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YC Website Link--UPDATE
 
Good morning!
 
Will you please replace the document attached to the following link with the attached document?
 
Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant
(Acquisition)
Application
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Jack Schwab
To: Carrie Martin; Brett Henry; Alex Schwab; Chad Olsen; Leona Sitton; Linda Cline; Steve Harloff; Steve Wick;


Veronica Hinkes; Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright
Subject: May Minutes
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 12:45:46 PM
Attachments: Minutes 5-9-18.docx


Howdy,


I know Wayne plans to send out the agenda for our June meeting soon, so I figured
it was time to publish the minutes of our last meeting for your review. Please let me
know if you see any typos, misstatements, or omissions.


May Peace Prevail on Earth
Jack
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL


BOARD MEETING MINUTES


MAY 9, 2018





1. Call to Order


The meeting was called to order at 4:02pm by President Wayne Wiebke. Directors present were Wayne Wiebke, Steve Wicks, Veronica Hinkes, Jack Schwab, Ken Wright, Leona Sitton, Steve Harloff and Linda Cline. Our guests were Commissioner Stan Primozich, Carrie Martin, the County’s Grant Coordinator and Brett Henry, the County’s Parks Division Manager.





2. Approval of the Minutes


The minutes of the April 10 meeting were approved upon motion of Veronica as seconded by Steve W.





3. Treasurer’s Report


Ken presented the bank statement for April which shows an ending balance of $37,556.71, a new high balance for the organization.





4. Committee Reports


1) Finance/Fundraising Committee - Ken Wright


The committee had no current business to report.





2) Volunteer Committee - Jack Schwab


The next volunteer opportunity will be to staff a rest stop for Cycle Oregon’s Joyride on June 9, 2018.





3) Steering Committee - Chad Olsen


The committee had no current business to report.





4) Communications Committee - Linda Cline


The committee had no current business to report.





5. Old Business


1) The City of McMinnville has offered to submit a letter of support for the trail to Yamhill County, calling it “a regional project of significance.” The Board then discussed asking for similar endorsements from other cities along the trail from Forest Grove to McMinnville, chiefs of police, Fish and Wildlife agencies, and the Yamhill-Carlton School District.





6. New Business


1) Commissioner Primozich discussed strategies for testimony at the upcoming Board of Commissioners meeting. He emphasized that the FYWT should identify itself as a useful partner in the endeavor to create the trail and that the County is not doing this project alone.  Together we have an ongoing Public/Private partnership. FYWT can pull in associated groups such as bicycle enthusiasts and equestrians that can be sources of volunteer and financial support. FYWT, as a nonprofit organization can apply for grants and issue tax deduction receipts that may not be available to the County. Our testimony should also emphasize that some grants we apply for are “tax dollars” but are in dedicated funds that will be used for a similar project elsewhere if we do not secure the funds for our project.





2) Carrie Martin and Brett Henry updated the Board on the status of grants the county has applied for as well as the potential grant sources to pursue in the near future. The priority will be to attract funding for development of a master plan for the trail and to find funding for the two bridges that will be built near Stag Hollow Creek. One potential source would be wayfinding signage grants, which would present an opportunity to set design standards for consistent use of logo, color and text for the entire trail.





3) Carrie also discussed an application to ORPD for approximately $65,000 to supplement the bridge design and construction grant already in hand.





4) Veronica provided a recap of her attendance at the Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit. She found a great deal of enthusiasm for the Yamhelas Trail. Her meeting notes are attached as an appendix to these minutes.





5) Veronica initiated a conversation about hiring public relations professionals to help raise public interest in the trail and raise our profile for fundraising. The Board decided to hold off on hiring someone until we see how the master planning process proceeds.





6) The Board discussed but took no formal action on the suggestion from a local mountain biking group to incorporate their members or merge organizations.





7) Linda reported on a luncheon with representatives from the Ford Family Foundation and potential there to support our efforts to build community support for the trail.





7. Adjournment


The meeting was adjourned at 6:05pm.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:50:49 AM


What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


th
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555 13  Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43:18 PM


Why do you think we should only go for 50,000?
 
See my notes on the narrative, below:
 
The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined
roadmap to advance a multi-modal transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two
counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional
recreation and tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The
Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks
and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to of Yamhill County and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.
Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that
expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient
non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism and economic vitality, saves public and
private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:36 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Travel Oregon Medium Grant: Project Idea Form
 
Hi Laura,
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To be eligible to apply for the Travel Oregon Medium Grant Program, we must first submit a “Project
Idea Form” to our regional DMO. For us, this is the Willamette Valley Visitors Association. I have
attached the form here for your review.
 
cm








From: LEDET Elizabeth
To: "martinc@co.yamhill.or.us"
Cc: DUNCAN Michael W
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:28:16 AM
Attachments: 3A-16 IGAFinal.docx


3B-13 IGA.doc
2M-03 IGA.doc


Carrie,
Here are some sample statements of work that you can use to help respond to
Scoring Criterion 3 – Clear Approach.
 
Please feel free to call me or Michael (503-325-7224) if you have any other questions.
I’ve copied him so you’ll have his e-mail.
 
 
Elizabeth Ledet
TGM @ TDD
503-986-3205
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EXHIBIT A


STATEMENT OF WORK DELIVERABLES & SCHEDULE


TGM 3A-16


City of Reedsport


Dean to Dunes Trail Plan





Acronyms and Definitions


ADA		Americans with Disabilities Act


Agency or ODOT		Oregon Department of Transportation


APM		Agency Project Manager


City		City of Reedsport


County		Douglas County


DDTP		Dean to Dunes Trail Plan


GIS		Geographic Information Systems


PAC		Project Advisory Committee


PMT		Project Management Team


TM		Technical Memorandum


TPAU		Transportation Planning Analysis Unit


TSP		Transportation System Plan





Project Management Team


			City of Reedsport


Jessica Terra    	jterra@cityofreedsport.org


City of Reedsport   541-271-3603


451 Winchester Avenue


Reedsport, OR 97467





			Douglas County 


Ricky Hoffman    rjhoffma@co.douglas.or.us


Douglas County    541-440-4289


1036 S.E. Douglas Avenue


Douglas County Courthouse – Justice Building – Room 106


Roseburg, OR 97470





			Consultant


Eric Johnston      eric.johnston@scjalliance.com (360) 352-1465 


Anne Sylvester   anne.sylvester@scjalliance.com (503) 341-6248


SJC Alliance


315 W. Mill Plain Blvd, Suite 208


Vancouver, WA 98660





			Oregon Department of Transportation 


Agency Project Manager


John McDonald   john.mcdonald@odot.state.or.us


Oregon Department of Transportation	541-957-3688


3500 NW Stewart Parkway


Roseburg, OR 97470











PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit


The City of Reedsport (“City”) Dean to Dunes Trail Plan (“DDTP”) will identify a continuous trail extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), eastward to the City, then southward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, for a total distance of approximately eight miles. The DDTP will build on prior planning efforts for the trail within the City, specifically the Waterfront and Downtown Plan, the Levee Loop Trail Plan, and the Pedestrian Safety Study. The DDTP will be adopted as a supporting document to the City and Douglas County (“County”) Transportation System Plans (“TSP”), with references added into each TSP where necessary. 


Once constructed, the Dean to Dunes Trail will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for trips both within and external to the community. Currently, the only opportunity for bicyclists and pedestrians to access areas in and near the City is along a narrow highway shoulder.


Study Area


A corridor paralleling US 101 and OR 38, extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), northeastward to the intersection of US 101 / OR 38, then southeastward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area. There are two primary segments:


· West – From Oregon Dunes  access to Highland Mobile Park within City 


· East – From N 3rd Street within City to Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area


For purposes of DDTP development, Study Area includes only those portions of the future trail to be developed (i.e. the red and blue lines in Figure 1), and adjacent land uses.  Color copies of Figure 1 will be provided separately, if necessary.  


See Figure 1: red lines represent trail sections within the City that must be planned; blue lines represent areas within the County that must be planned; other colors represent existing or planned trailed which must be connected to the Dean to Dunes Trail. 


Background


City and County currently lack adequate bicycle/pedestrian facilities. US 101 and OR 38, the primary means by which bicyclists and pedestrians access the coast, are often inadequate and unpleasant to meet that need.


City is an economically distressed area with a negative population growth rate. City is looking at numerous ways to reinvigorate the local economy, including coastal tourism. Although located on the coast, City does not have a coastal view and relies on US 101 and OR 38 for tourists to see the ocean and other attractors in the area. Providing a safe and convenient bicycle/pedestrian trail is anticipated to improve tourist opportunities and help invigorate local tourism. 


Despite the population and economic decline, Reedsport continues to be the major employment center in the area. People living outside Reedsport are unable to safely and conveniently commute by walking or bicycle. The DDTP will provide the framework for that opportunity. 








Figure 1: Study Area Map





Project Objectives


The DDTP is intended to lay the groundwork for an off-highway trail experience (where practicable), extending from the Oregon Dunes to City, and City to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, while connecting to the existing and planned City bicycle/pedestrian system. It will capitalize on the high quality aesthetic resources of the area, identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding; it will also ensure compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations and standards.


GENERAL PROVISIONS


Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables


DDTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with simple and concise accompanying narratives. Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software. Memoranda and reports must be formatted for 8 ½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the Project Management Team (“PMT”) in Word and .pdf formats. Final versions of documents must be provided in an open universally readable format.






Draft Materials


Draft materials must be substantially complete, and any changes or revisions needed to address comments must be minor.


Consultant shall provide deliverables to PMT at least ten business days prior to a scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. PMT consists of the City, County, Consultant, and Agency’s Project Manager (“APM”).


City shall and County and APM will each submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five business days of receipt. 


Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received from PMT, and provide new draft to PMT no more than two business days prior to scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. 


Text Deliverables


The following text must appear in the final plan:


“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act), Federal Transit Administration, and State of Oregon funds.”


Consultant name or logo may not appear on final documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.


Maps and Graphic Deliverables


Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City and County Geographic Information System (“GIS”) base data, or in a format agreed between the PMT. 


Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale, direction arrow indicating north, a color scheme ensuring readability in black and white, a legend, source and date for underlying information, and all railroads.


All graphics, including but not limited to vector-based graphics, including perspectives, axonometric drawings, and elevations created digitally, must be delivered in both the native format in which they are created (i.e. Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad, etc.) and in an open and universally readable format (i.e. Word, .pdf, etc.), as agreed between City, Consultant, and Agency.


Web Access to All Materials


Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency.






Expectations about Meetings and Public Involvement


The public involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process”.


City and County shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, or tribal programs or policies.


Meaningful involvement means:


· Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health


· The public’s contribution can influence the regulatory agency’s decision


· The concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process


· The decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected


City and County shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts must be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low-income populations.


The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council and County Board of Commissioners. City and County shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City and County shall transmit any comments received outside established processes in this statement of work to the PMT.


Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibilities for public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task.


Expectations about Traffic Analysis


An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandum (“TM”) containing traffic analysis must be stamped. Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) Analysis Procedures Manual, available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx  Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit (“TPAU”) and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from TPAU and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to doing any analysis.





TASK 1: PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND INITIATION


1.1 	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


PMT shall review project progress, identify and mitigate potential issues, and oversee project development from beginning to end. There will be up to fifteen PMT teleconferences, anticipated to last one hour each. 


For each PMT Meeting:


· Consultant shall


· Arrange a call-in number


· Develop and distribute an agenda to PMT at least two business days prior to PMT Meeting


· Take meeting notes with focus on memorializing key decisions and direction


· Distribute notes to PMT within two business days after PMT Meeting


· City shall


· Attend and participate


· County will


· Attend and participate


1.2 	Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) Roster


City shall establish PAC membership and prepare roster. PAC is expected to consist of:


· Coquille Indian Tribe


· Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians


· Confederated Tribes of Siletz


· U.S. Army Corps of Engineers


· Bureau of Land Management


· City Council


· City Planning Commission


· County Board of Commissioners


· County Planning Commission


· Reedsport School District


· Emergency service provider


· Transit service provider


· ODOT


· Department of Land Conservation and Development


· Oregon Department of State Lands


· Bicycle/Pedestrian Interest Groups


· Tourist Industry Representatives


· Title VI / Transportation-disadvantaged representative


· Citizens-at-large


· Business or chamber of commerce representative


1.3 	Project Webpage


City shall develop and maintain a Project Webpage. Project Webpage may be a page on City website or a separate website with a link from City’s website. Project Webpage must contain all materials and other information developed for the DDTP and meeting information (times, locations, agendas, summaries, and materials). 	


1.4 	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


Consultant shall prepare a Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum and submit to PMT. 


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, PMT shall participate in a Kick-Off Meeting to establish a refined project schedule; identify key issues, opportunities, and milestones; and discuss other Project-related information.


Kick-Off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours.


For Kick-Off Meeting:


· Consultant shall:


· Develop meeting agenda and distribute to PMT at least two business days prior


· Take meeting notes


· Provide draft refined project schedule


· City shall:


· Attend


· Invite key stakeholders (see, for example, PAC Roster), at discretion of City, to attend


· Arrange facilities


· Provide necessary equipment for conducting meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· Attend


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, there will be a Site Visit following the Kick-Off Meeting. PMT shall visit key Project locations; note observations; take photographs; and conduct other activities for future Project success.


Site visit is anticipated to last four hours. City, County, Consultant, and APM will each provide their own transportation. 


For Site Visit:


· Consultant shall:


· Take notes and photographs (Consultant shall provide own camera)


· City shall:


· Attend and facilitate Site Visit(tour guide)


· Invite key stakeholders to attend


· Provide itinerary


· County will:


· Attend 


Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum must include:


· Revised refined project schedule


· Notes from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Key decisions from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Notes from the Site Visit


· Key observations from the Site Visit


· Photographs from the Site Visit


· Other observations related to the project


City Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	PAC Roster


1C	Project Webpage


1D	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


Consultant Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


TASK 2: PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES


2.1	Draft TM 1


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 1, and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 1 must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose


· Project goals and Project Objectives


· Description of Study Area and trail planning segments, including:


· Map of overall Study Area


· West and East trail planning segments


· Existing and planned trail segments in Study Area


· Key Study Area characteristics (i.e. city limits, urban growth boundary, bodies of water, etc.)


Draft TM 1 must include trail option evaluation criteria, based on the Project Objectives, for use in later tasks. Trail option evaluation criteria must include, but not be limited to:


· Trail types


· User experience


· Safety and security


· Connectivity


· Environmental and cultural resource impacts


· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts


· Property ownership impacts


· Directness of travel


· Cost and funding availability


· Phasing opportunities


Draft TM 1 must include concise and general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  For those trail types later used for the preferred trail alignment options, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified.


2.2	Draft TM 2


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 2 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 2 must summarize existing laws, plans, policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may affect trail development or be relevant to trail selection in later tasks. Base maps must be included. City, County or ODOT shall provide all available data necessary to produce a description of transportation, land use, natural resources, cultural resources and demographics to Consultant.


City shall provide all baseline data within the City’s control necessary for completing Draft TM 2.  


Draft TM 2 must include the following:


1.	Existing Laws, Rules, and Regulations


An analysis of federal, state, and local laws, plans and policies that pertain to trail, identify any conflicts with trail development, and options for resolving those conflicts. The analysis must include:


· City Comprehensive Plan, TSP, 2016 Pedestrian Safety Study, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Levee Loop Trail Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami zones


· County Comprehensive Plan, TSP, zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami inundation zones


· Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”)


· Federal tsunami inundation zones, flood areas, and levee regulations including U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Design and Alternative Criteria


· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans, and policies, including the Department of Land Conservation and Development’s Transportation Planning Rule; Statewide Transportation Improvement Program; Oregon Transportation Plan and all modal plans; and Traffic, Highway, Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals


2.	Transportation and Land Use Features


An inventory of key existing and planned (i.e. identified in an adopted plan, and with a committed funding source) transportation network and land use features within the Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and potential constraints for trail siting and development. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified. Features must include:


· Transportation network


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations and conditions of medians


· Locations and conditions of culverts and bridges


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle and pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments


· Bicycle and pedestrian networks, including types, locations, widths, surface, and ownership


· Levees, including locations and geometries


· Existing and planned land uses:


· Existing land uses, including vacant land


· City and County comprehensive plan designations, zoning, and any overlays


· Property boundaries, based on County Assessor and GIS records


· Activity centers likely to attract tourists, bicyclists, or pedestrians (such as the trailhead to the Oregon Dunes and the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area)


3.	Natural and Cultural Resources


An inventory of key natural and cultural resources within Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development. Consistent with data availability, the inventory must include:


· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources


· Regulatory floodplains


· Wetlands and non-wetland waters


· Endangered Species Act and Oregon-listed sensitive species


· Known hazardous materials sites


· Known historic, cultural, and archaeological resources and sites


· Topographical information, including steep and unstable slopes


· Tsunami inundation zones


4.	Demographics


General assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for Study Area residents, particularly considering the locations and characteristics of Title VI and Environmental Justice populations. City shall provide socio-economic and demographic information to Consultant.


2.3	Revised TMs 1 and 2


Consultant shall prepare revised Draft TMs 1 and 2, based on comments from PMT. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TMs 1 and 2 to PMT. 


Revised TMs 1 and 2 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TMs 1 and 2.


City Deliverables


2A	Baseline Data for TM 2


2B	Review and Comment on Draft TM 1


2C	Review and Comment on Draft TM 2


Consultant Deliverables


2A	Draft TM 1


2B	Draft TM 2


2C	Revised TMs 1 and 2


TASK 3: CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS


3.1	Draft TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 3 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 1 and Open House 1.


Draft TM 3 must include:


· Three alternative trail alignments for both the west segment and the east segment. Proposed trail stub locations (e.g. leads to a boat launch, scenic viewing area, or other attractor)


· A menu of potential and recommended trail amenities. Amenities must include a graphic representation, simple narrative, cost estimates, recommended materials, benefits and constraints, and conceptual locations. Amenities must include, but not be limited to:


· Security lighting and fencing


· Wayfinding and informational and hazard signage


· Benches and other furniture


· Bicycle racks and lockers


· Viewpoints


· Public restrooms


· Identification of any potential impacts to a levee or segments that are within 500 feet of a railroad, potential rail crossings, or any aspect of the trail that touches on railroad right of way or railroad operations in the Study Area


· Analysis of each of the alternatives, using the evaluation criteria in Revised TM 1.


3.2	PAC Meeting 1


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 3. PAC Meeting will be held on the same day as Open House 1, and is anticipated be approximately 2 hours in length. 


For PAC Meeting 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 1 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


PAC Meeting 1 must be held on the same or consecutive day as Open House 1.


3.3	Open House 1


Open House 1 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on alternative trail alignments, stub locations, and potential and recommended amenities.


Open House 1 must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed between the Consultant and City. Open House 1 is anticipated to last four hours.


For Open House 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 1 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 1 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 1 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 1


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 1


· County shall:


· attend


3.4	Revised TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 3, based on comments from PMT, PAC, and Open House 1.  City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TM 3 to PMT. 


Revised TM 3 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TM 3.


City Deliverables


3A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


Consultant Deliverables


3A	Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


3D	Revised TM 3


TASK 4: PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION


4.1	Draft TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 4 and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 2.


Draft TM 4 must include the preferred trail alignments and amenities, cost estimates, and potential funding. 


Preferred trail alignments must include as relevant:


· Recommended west segment alignment


· Recommended east segment alignment


· Cross-section


· Pavement type


· Width


· ADA features indicating those that are obviously compliant with ADA requirements, those that are obviously not compliant, and those where compliance cannot be determined


· Transportation system impacts and benefits, opportunities and constraints, including:


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations of medians


· Locations and condition of culverts and bridges based on ODOT’s bridge data management system


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle or pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


Preferred trail amenities must include:


· A graphic illustration or photographic representation


· Concise narrative describing the amenity


· Recommended materials


· Benefits and constraints


· Locations 


Cost estimates must include:


· Planning-level percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for trail development and construction


· Estimates broken into phases, both geographically and by amenity


· Trail types and special structures


· New or improved intersection and midblock crossings


· Preliminary and final design and engineering


· Permitting


· Construction management and contingencies


· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information


City, County, state, and federal funding options. 


Draft TM 5 must include the justification for the preferred trail alignments and amenities, including the scoring against the Revised TM 1 evaluation criteria


4.2	PAC Meeting 2


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 4. PAC Meeting #2 will be held on the same day as Open House 2, and is anticipated to be approximately 2 hours in length.


For PAC Meeting 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 2 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


4.3	Open House 2


Open House 2 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on preferred trail alignments and amenities, including costs.


For Open House 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 2 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 2 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 2 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 2


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 2


· County shall:


· attend


4.4	Decision Maker Workshop


Decision Maker Workshop provides an opportunity for City Council, City Planning Commission, County Board of Commissioners, or County Planning Commission to receive information and provide input on preferred trail alignments and amenities, costs, and other relevant information.


Decision Maker Workshop is anticipated to last three hours.


For Decision Maker Workshop:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and submit a presentation, to PMT at least five business days prior to workshop


· Take notes


· Provide a summary of input received to the PMT within five business days following Decision Maker Workshop


· City shall:


· Facilitate Decision Maker Workshop


· Arrange facilities


· Invite attendees


· Arrange equipment necessary for meeting and presentation


· Advertise using standard City processes


· County shall:


· Attend and participate


4.5	Revised TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 4, based on comments from PMT, PAC, Decision Maker Workshop and Open House 2. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant.  Consultant shall submit Revised TM 4 to PMT. 


Revised TM 4 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in the Revised TM 4.


4.6	Public Involvement Report


Consultant shall prepare a Public Involvement Report and submit to PMT. Public involvement report must include all public involvement (including Title VI, Environmental Justice, transportation disadvantaged outreach) conducted throughout the Project. 


City Deliverables


4A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


Consultant Deliverables


4A	Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


4E	Revised TM 4


4F 	Public Involvement Report


TASK 5: DEAN TO DUNES TRAIL PLAN


5.1	Draft DDTP


Consultant shall prepare Draft DDTP and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Draft DDTP must include the following:


· Volume 1


· Executive summary


· Project Purpose, goals, and Objectives


· Study Area map


· Overview of TM 1, including evaluation criteria


· Overview of TM 2


· Overview of TM 3


· Overview of TM 4, including preferred trail alignments and amenities for both segment, including:


· Mapped route alignments


· Trail typology


· Plan views


· Cross-sections


· Key connecting trail alignments


· Amenities and illustrations


· ADA features


· Other relevant information


· Map of future City trail network, pulled from this and prior plans


· Other relevant trail features (i.e. crossings, stubs, attractors, etc.)


· Cost estimates


· Recommended phasing


· Property impacts


· Plan adoption actions:


· Recommended City Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended City TSP amendments


· Recommended City development ordinances amendments


· Draft findings for City adoption of support document 


· Recommended County Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended County TSP amendments


· Recommended County development ordinance amendments


· Draft findings for County adoption of support document


· Volume 2


· All Revised TMs


· Comment logs for PAC, Open Houses and Decision-maker Workshops


· Comparative ranking tables for all trail alignments considered


· Public Involvement Report which will include meeting summaries and sign-in sheets


· Other relevant information


5.2	Final DDTP


Consultant shall revise Draft DDTP, based on comments from PMT. Consultant shall not be required to perform additional analysis, and all comments submitted by PMT must be limited to corrections, formatting, editing, illustration placement, or style.


Consultant shall submit Final DDTP to each member of PMT as follows:


· Two printed, bound copies of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies (e.g. on DVD) of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies of all project files (i.e. data files, GIS files, Draft and Revised TMs, graphics and illustrations, comment logs, etc.)


City Deliverables


5A	Review and Comment on Draft DDTP


Consultant Deliverables


5A	Draft DDTP


BD	Final DDTP








PROJECT SCHEDULE


			Task


			Schedule





			1


				May 2017





			2


			May 2017 – July 2017





			3


			July 2017 – November 2017





			4


			November 2017 – March 2018





			5


			March 2018– June 2018











Consultant Amounts per Deliverable


			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Lump Sum per Deliverable Amount Payable to Consultant





			1A


			PMT Meetings (up to 15 @ $210 each)


			$3,150





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


			$7,550





			


					Task Total


			$10,700





			2A


			Draft TM 1


			$5,150





			2B


			Draft TM 2


			$13,200





			2C


			Revised TMs 1 and 2


			$2,600





			


			Task Total


			$20,950





			3A


			Draft TM 3


			$14,900





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			$3,300





			3C


			Open House 1


			$7,800





			3D


			Revised TM 3


			$3,000





			


			Task Total


			$29,000





			4A


			Draft TM 4


			$11,800





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			$6,300





			4C


			Open House 2


			$8,600





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			$3,550





			4E


			Revised TM 4


			$2,700





			4F


			Public Involvement Report


			$2,000





			


			Task Total


			$34,950





			5A


			Draft DDTP


			$14,800





			5B


			Final DDTP


			$4,750





			


			Task Total


			$19,550





			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$115,150














Local Agency Match Table


			Task


			Description


			Staff Name


			Staff Hours


			 Wage 


			Supplies/other services


			 Cost of supplies/services 


			 Task Costs 





			1A


			PMT Meetings (15)


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			John S.


			15


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $643.35 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			15


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $294.00 





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			Itiniraries, invites, envelopes, postage


			 $20.00 


			 $481.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			County


			19


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $570.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $4,534.45 





			2A


			Draft TM1 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			2B


			Draft TM2 Review & baseline data


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $2,348.48 





			3A


			Draft TM3 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $  -   





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			3C


			Open House 1


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $3,115.18 





			4A


			Draft TM4 Review


			Jessica 


			8


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $246.24 





			


			


			Jonathan


			8


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $409.52 





			


			


			John S.


			8


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $343.12 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $240.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4C


			Open House 2


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $375.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $4,905.84 





			4A


			Draft DDTP


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $307.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			10


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $511.90 





			


			


			John S.


			10


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $428.90 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $300.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $1,607.40 





			Project Total


			 16,511.35 
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EXHIBIT A



STATEMENT OF WORK



TGM 3B-13



City of Reedsport



Levee Loop Trail Plan



Acronyms/Definitions



ADA
Americans with Disabilities Act



Agency/ODOT
Oregon Department of Transportation



APM
Agency Project Manager



City
City of Reedsport



LLTP
Levee Loop Trail Plan



NTP
Notice to Proceed



PAC
Project Advisory Committee



PMT
Project Management Team



RWDP
Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan


TGM
Transportation and Growth Management


TM
Technical Memorandum



Trail
City of Reedsport Levee Trail



USACE
United States Army Corps of Engineers



PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM (“PMT”)



			City of Reedsport (“City”)



Jessica Terra



City of Reedsport



451 Winchester Avenue



Reedsport, OR 97467


			jterra@cityofreedsport.org


541-271-3603





			Consultant


Bill Ciz


Parametrix


700 NE Multnomah, Suite 1000


Portland, OR 97232


			wciz@parametrix.com


503-233-2400





			ODOT/TGM



Agency Project Manager (“APM”)


Alexandra Krull, Transportation Planner



Oregon Department of Transportation



3500 NW Stewart Parkway



Roseburg, OR 97470


			Alexandra.Krull@odot.state.or.us 


541-957-3635








This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The work order contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “WOC”) with the work order consultant (“Consultant”) shall contain the following provisions in substantially the form set forth below:



“PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of the entities involved in this cooperative Project. In this Work Order Contract (WOC), the Consultant shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Consultant. All work assigned to other entities are not Consultant’s obligations under this WOC, but shall be obtained by Agency through separate intergovernmental agreements which contain a statement of work that is the same as or similar to this statement of work. The obligations of entities in this statement of work other than the Consultant are merely stated for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are the named entities parties to this WOC. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a subcontractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Consultant.



Any Consultant tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.
At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Consultant shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to APM of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in this statement of work.



2. APM shall contact the non-cooperative entity or entities to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and expedite items determined to be delaying the Consultant.



If Consultant has followed the notification process described in item 1, and Agency finds that delinquency of any deliverable is a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in this statement of work, the Consultant will not be found in breach of contract; nor shall Consultant be assessed or liable for any damages arising as a result of such delinquencies. Neither shall ODOT be responsible or liable for any damages to Consultant as the result of such non-cooperation by other entities. APM will negotiate with Consultant in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Consultant.”


PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit



The City of Reedsport’s (“City”) Levee Loop Trail Plan (“LLTP”) will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for local trips within the community. The LLTP must identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, regulatory requirements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding while ensuring compliance with the United States Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) levee program, and state and local standards.



The City of Reedsport Levee Loop Trail (“Trail”) will offer an alternative transportation option for City residents and tourists. The proposed Trail route will provide convenient access to attractors within City, reduce reliance on the automobile, and improve safety by reducing bicycle and pedestrian use of Highways 101 and 38.



Project Area



Selected area within the City of Reedsport (see attached map, which shows the Project Area boundary and five Trail planning segments).


Background



City currently lacks developed bicycle and pedestrian routes, particularly near Highway 101. The need for the Trail has been identified in both the Reedsport Transportation System Plan and Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan (“RWDP”). The RWDP identified a trail in concept. The LLTP must refine this concept.



City is currently in the process of recertifying the levee system. Development of the LLTP must be coordinated with that effort. Concepts, proposals, and cross-sections must be submitted to the USACE at least 15 working days prior to completion of Task 4.


Project Objectives


· Link the Trail to key attractors, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe and convenient access points and street/highway crossings;



· Provide shorter trip lengths between destinations on the trail than on road networks, to increase the Trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative;



· Identify the community vision for the overall Trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections;



· Address safety and security of trail users;



· Identify Trail standards, cross-sections, Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and other statutory and regulatory requirements;



· Provide methodology for the alteration of a provisionally accredited levee system as provided for under USACE design criteria for levees;



· Determine preliminary cost estimates and potential funding sources; and



· Consider visual impacts to abutting property owners in the preferred alignment and designs.



GENERAL PROVISIONS



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables



LLTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with a simple and concise accompanying narrative (e.g. system inventories, traffic conditions). Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software.  Memorandums and reports must be formatted for 8½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.  


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the PMT, including the City and Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) APM, in Word and .pdf.  Final versions of deliverables must be provided in an open universally readable format.  


The following apply to all deliverables unless otherwise specified in this statement of work or by Agency:



1.
Draft Materials



Draft deliverables must be substantially complete and that any changes or revisions needed to address comments will be minor. 



Consultant shall provide draft deliverables to the PMT at least ten working days prior to the scheduled meeting or public release.



City shall submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt, unless otherwise directed by PMT. APM shall submit one set of comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt of draft materials, unless otherwise directed by PMT.



Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received and provide new draft to City and APM at least two working days prior to meeting or public release. 



Consultant is not required to make major or extensive revisions without an approved contract amendment. This provision does not limit the right of Agency to require correction of deliverables that do not meet the requirements of this statement of work.



2.
Text deliverables



The following text must appear in Project’s final products:



“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), local government, and the State of Oregon funds. The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect views or policies of the State of Oregon.”



Consultant name or logos may not appear on Final LLTP documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.



3. 
Maps and graphic deliverables



Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City’s Geographic Information System base data, or in a format as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency. 



Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale; a direction indicator indicating north; a color scheme that ensures readability in black and white; a legend; source; and date for the underlying information. 



All graphics, including but not limited to vector based graphics including perspectives, axonometric drawings and elevations created digitally, must be delivered to the PMT digitally in both the native format in which they are created (such as Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad etc.) and in an open universally readable format (such as PDFs and or JPGs), as agreed between Consultant, City and Agency. 



4.
Web Access to All Materials



Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the Project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of Project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City and APM.



Expectations About Meetings and Public Involvement 



The Public Involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.” 



City shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or a socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs and policies. 



Meaningful involvement means that: 



(1) 
Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; 



(2) 
the public's contribution can influence the regulatory agency's decision; 



(3) 
the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and 



(4) 
the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.



City shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts shall be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low income populations. 



The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council. City shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City shall transmit any comments received outside of the processes in this statement of work to the Consultant.



Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibility of public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task. 



Expectations About Traffic Analysis



An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandums containing traffic analysis must be stamped.  Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx. Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to beginning analysis.



TASK 1:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT


1.1 Project Management Team 



The PMT will review project progress and identify and mitigate potential issues impacting the Project. The PMT shall consist of and be attended by the City, APM, and Consultant Project Manager.



City shall arrange and attend PMT teleconferences once monthly, up to 10 PMT teleconferences for the life of the Project.  Teleconferences are anticipated to be one hour.  Consultant Project Manager shall facilitate PMT teleconferences.  Teleconferences may be cancelled if the PMT determines meetings are not needed at that time.  



Consultant shall provide PMT meeting summary notes to City and APM within 10 working days following each PMT meeting.  



Initial PMT meeting must be conducted within two calendar weeks of Notice to Proceed (“NTP”).



1.2
Project Advisory Committee 



The Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) will discuss Project progress, review draft deliverables and materials associated with Project tasks, and provide input on the findings and options presented.  



The following standards apply to all PAC Meetings:  



· PAC shall meet three times during the Project, as identified in later tasks.  



· Each PAC Meeting is anticipated to be three hours.   



City shall establish PAC membership and submit the membership list to Consultant and APM.  At City’s discretion, PAC may include representatives from the following:



· US Army Corps of Engineers


· City Council member(s)



· City Planning Commission member(s)



· City Public Works Department staff



· Reedsport School District



· Emergency service provider (police, fire, and/or emergency medical services)



· Transit service provider



· ODOT Bicycle & Pedestrian Program



· ODOT Rail Division



· Coos Bay Rail Link



· Department of Land Conservation and Development



· Bicycle/pedestrian groups



· A Title VI / transportation disadvantaged population representative



· Citizens-at-large



· A business or chamber of commerce representative



City shall:



· Recruit and establish PAC membership



· Print and distribute meeting materials to PAC members



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise PAC Meetings using standard City processes, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct PAC Meetings



· Attend PAC Meetings and participate as appropriate



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copy of meeting agenda to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to PAC Meeting. 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting displays and handout materials, and the draft technical memoranda and other materials, to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to each PAC Meeting.



· Prepare PAC Meeting presentations in consultation with City, and facilitate meetings in-person (except as noted under Task 3). 



· Take PAC Meeting notes, and distribute summary to City and APM within 10 working days following the meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



PAC Meetings must be held in the same time period as other Project meetings associated with a given task (Key Stakeholder Meetings, Kick-off Meeting, Open House, and/or Joint City Planning Commission/City Council Workshop). All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. PAC Meetings are described and scheduled under the specific tasks during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.3
Key Stakeholder Meetings


Key Stakeholder Meetings will inform stakeholders of project goals, objectives and processes and solicit input on deliverables throughout the course of the Project. City shall prepare a list of key stakeholders and submit to APM.  Key stakeholders must include an inclusive cross-section of community businesses, property owners, interests and populations potentially impacted by the Project. This list shall be used to select key stakeholders to meet with at different phases in the Project.  This list may be updated at any point during the Project.  



Key Stakeholder Meetings are anticipated to be approximately one hour each, not to exceed four hours total for each associated project task. 



At the City’s discretion, Key Stakeholder Meetings may be conducted:



· With multiple stakeholders at the same time



· With individual stakeholders multiple times



· By telephone, at the convenience of the stakeholder(s)



City shall:



· Recruit potential key stakeholder participants



· Prepare meeting agenda if needed, and print and distribute meeting materials to stakeholders


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant



· Advertise meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate


· Take meeting notes, and distribute summary to Consultant and APM within 10 working days following the Key Stakeholder Meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



Consultant shall: 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting display and handout materials, draft task technical memoranda, and other materials to be considered, to City at least 10 working days prior to Key Stakeholder Meetings. 


· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Tasks 2 and 4, Consultant shall review meeting summaries developed by the City and consider meeting outcomes in the development of task deliverables.



· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Task 5, Consultant shall attend and participate.



Key Stakeholder Meetings must occur on the same or adjacent day as the PAC Meeting, Kick-off Meeting or Council/Commission Workshop for the associated task. All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Key Stakeholder Meetings are described and scheduled herein under the specific task during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.4
Project Webpage



City shall develop and maintain a project webpage on the City web site containing all materials and information relevant to development of the LLTP. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing and maintaining the Project webpage.



City Deliverables



1A.
Arrange and attend PMT Teleconferences



1B
PAC member list



1C
Stakeholder list



1D
Project Website



Consultant Deliverables



1A
PMT Teleconferences



Note: 
Specific Consultant deliverables for the PAC Meetings and Key Stakeholder Meetings described under Task 1 are listed under the specific task these meetings occur.


TASK 2
PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



Task 2.1
Goals and Objectives Technical Memorandum #1 (“TM #1”)


Consultant shall produce TM #1, Project Goals and Objectives, which must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose 



· Project goals and objectives



· Project Area and Trail Planning Segments, including a map illustrating overall Project boundary and five  Trail planning segments within that boundary; and key Project Area characteristics such as the city limits, urban growth boundary, major water bodies, and key existing land use and transportation features


TM #1 must include a set of trail option evaluation criteria, in a form usable by the PMT, PAC, Key Stakeholders, and the general public, to be used under Task 3 and Task 4 for the purposes of evaluating, contrasting, and selecting trail options and alternatives. TM #1 must include concise general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  


For those trail types used for the preferred trail alignment options selected under Task 4, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included in the associated TM #4. The preference is to site the Trail on the levee or within publically-owned or controlled property and right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible options can be identified. Trail option evaluation criteria, must include: 



· Trail types



· Trail user experience



· Safety and security



· Connectivity



· Environmental and cultural resource impacts



· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts



· Property ownership impacts



· Directness of travel



· Cost and funding availability



· Phasing opportunities


The following is the preferred standard trail type for the Levee Loop Trail:



· Located on the levee, separate from existing road or rail right-of-way.



· 10 to 12 feet wide. 



· Asphalt or other hard surface



· Compliant with the ADA



Where due to prior development, physical or other constraints, the preferred standard trail type is not feasible or desirable, alternative trail standards and types may be considered, including the following:



· Multiuse trail paralleling an existing roadway – a standard multiuse trail adjacent to a roadway (”street-adjacent” trail), but separated from roadway by a buffer



· Pedestrian-only trail – six to eight  feet wide, with a paved or soft surface



· Multiuse or pedestrian-only boardwalks



· On-street, using bike lanes, sidewalks, widened shoulders, cycle track solutions; or shared roadway solutions with barriers, signing and/or striping to assure safety and separation between users



· Short connector trails to key destinations that are not directly accessed by the main stem of the trail



Special structures could include, but are not limited to:



· Railroad and roadway crossings – at grade, grade-separated, or mid-block



· Bridges – across streams, sloughs, or wetland areas; and roadways or rail lines



· Elevated trail sections with switchbacks and/or retaining walls, especially to meet ADA grade requirements



· Ramps and other structures leading on and off of the levee



Consultant shall provide electronic copy of draft TM #1 to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit (see Task 2.2)  


City shall distribute draft TM #1 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant no later than 10 working days in advance of final Task 2 deliverables.  



Task 2.2
Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



The PMT will meet for a Project Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit. Purpose of Kick-off Meeting is to confirm Project goals and objectives, scope, timelines and standards; and to provide the Consultant the opportunity for field observations and documentation.   Other participants may be invited to the Kick-off Meeting and/or Site Visit at the discretion of the City or APM.  Kick-off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. The Site Visit is anticipated to last four hours.  



City shall:



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  



· Print and distribute meeting agendas and materials



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Arrange for access to properties and sites for the Site Visit, and provide City staff to accompany Consultant as necessary



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copies of Kick-off Meeting agenda and associated meeting materials to the City and APM at least 10 working days in advance of the meeting.



· Facilitate the Kick-off Meeting and participate in Site Visit.



· Prepare Kick-off Meeting summary to the same standards as for PAC meetings (see Task 1.2), and submit to City and APM within 10 working days following the Kick-off Meeting.


Task 2.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1, per standards listed in Task 1.3.  City may choose to do a mailing rather than in-person meetings. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1. 


Task 2.4
Revised TM #1



Consultant shall revise TM #1 based on input from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholders Meeting #1.  



Consultant shall provide revised TM #1 electronically to City and APM within 10 working days of receiving consolidated comments from City. 



City Deliverables



2A
Comments on draft TM #1



2B
Participate in Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



2A
Draft TM #1



2B
Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


2D
Revised TM #1



TASK 3
BASELINE INFORMATION



3.1   Technical Memorandum #2 (TM #2): Baseline Information



Consultant shall produce TM #2 to identify and summarize existing plans and policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may impact trail development.  Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available. 



TM #2 must be based on existing base information and data provided by City, APM, and project stakeholders. Base information must be provided in the form of GIS files whenever possible. Other base information may be provided in the form of photography, electronic copies of reports and studies, etc. City and APM are also responsible for obtaining data and information identified by the Consultant that may be held by stakeholders. Consultant is not responsible for generating new data and background information.



3.1.1 Existing Plans and Policies



TM #2 must include an inventory of federal, state, and local plans and policies that may impact development of the trail, and identify any policy conflicts with trail development and options for resolving those conflicts. Laws, plans and policies must include but are not limited to:


· City Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances including floodplain and tsunami inundation zone ordinances, and Capital Improvement Project List.



· Federal ADA



· Federal tsunami inundation zone, floodplain, and levee regulations, including USACE Levee Design and Alteration Criteria.



· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans and policies including DLCD’s Transportation Planning Rule, Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, Transportation Plan and Modal plans and standards (highway, bicycle and pedestrian, freight, rail, etc.), and Traffic, Highway Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals.


3.1.2
Transportation and Land Use Features



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key existing transportation network and land use features within the Project Area; and any planned and funded street, bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure improvements that may impact the trail. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· Transportation network



· Right-of-way - Existing road right of way or easements owned by City, Douglas County, or the State



· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility (including City, County, and State) for public roadways within the Project Area, including freight routes



·  Public transit services within the Project Area, including existing transit stops and routes, and any planned public transit facility and service improvements



· Bicycle and pedestrian network - Facility types, locations, width, surface, and ownership



· Levee - Location and geometry



· Existing and planned land uses



· Existing land uses, including vacant land



· City zoning and special overlay areas



· Property boundaries based on County Assessor and GIS records.



· Activity centers likely to attract bicyclists and pedestrians, such as the downtown core and schools



3.1.3
Natural and Cultural Resource Features 



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key natural and cultural resources features within the Project Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources



· Federal Emergency Management Agency floodplains (up to 100-year)



· Wetlands and non-wetland waters



· Endangered Species Act- and Oregon-listed and sensitive species



· Known hazardous materials sites



· Known historic, cultural, and archeological  resources and sites



· Topographic information, including steep and unstable slopes



· Tsunami inundation zones



3.1.4 
Demographics




TM #2 must include key socio-economic and demographic information within the Project Area, particularly the locations and characteristics of Title VI populations. City shall provide this information to the Consultant, and Consultant shall provide a concise written general assessment of potential opportunities and constraints, if any, associated with these populations.


Consultant shall: 


· Deliver electronic copy of draft TM #2 to City and APM at least 10 working days before PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2. 



City shall: 


· Provide all baseline data and information required under Task 3.1 to the Consultant no later than 15 working days from completion of Task 2.



· City shall distribute draft TM #2 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant.



3.2
PAC Meeting #1



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #1 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #1, per standards listed under Task 1.2, except that Consultant shall attend PAC Meeting #1 by teleconference or videoconference, using systems and facilities secured by the City. 


3.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #2



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 per standards under Task 1.3. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1.


3.4
Revised TM #2



Consultant shall revise draft TM #2 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 4. 



City Deliverables



3A
Baseline Data



3B
Review and comment on TM #2



3C
Participate in PAC Meeting #1



3D
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



3A
Draft TM #2



3B
PAC Meeting #1



3C
Revised TM #2


TASK 4
CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS



Task 4.1     Technical Memorandum #3 (“TM #3): Conceptual Trail Options



Consultant shall develop TM #3 identifying conceptual trail options, including alternative trail alignments and associated special facilities.  Information must be presented in tabular, graphic and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.


4.1.1
Alignment Options Analysis



TM #3 must describe and map Trail alignment options for each of the five Trail segments identified in TM #1 and on the Project Area Map. The general standards and limitations for analysis, and option evaluation criteria, are described under Tasks 2, 4, and 5, but are further limited by segment as specified below. The number and types of trail alignment options, and the level of analysis applied, will vary with each segment, as follows: 



· All segments must include a single alignment option using the levee, except in Segments 1, 3 and 5 as specified below, or if infeasible due to condition or absence of the levee, lack of adequate access solutions to the levee, USACE restrictions, or other factors identified by Consultant and agreed to by City. If a levee solution is not feasible, a single alternative using existing streets must be identified except for Segment 2 as specified below. 



· Segment 1: Riverfront Way: No levee trail option is available and options directly along the Umpqua River waterfront are restricted by prior development. The identified trail option must be limited to an on-street improvement or a street-adjacent trail along Riverfront Way.



· Segment 2: Port Dock Road: Up to three  trail options using either the levee, areas on the river side of the levee following the south side of the McIntosh Slough, or existing streets, may be considered, 



· Segment 3: Champion Park: Between North 12th Street and North 13th Street, the existing levee is substandard. A levee trail option is not required for this section. A single alternative using existing streets must be identified.



· Segment 4: Scholfield River-Coho: This segment spans US 101. To avoid out-of-direction travel, a levee solution may require a new crossing of US 101. If ODOT determines that a new crossing will not be permitted, a trail on the levee may not be as functional as an on-street solution. If this is the determination any trail sections on the levee will be planned as narrower local community recreational trails.



· Segment 5: Winchester Avenue: No levee trail option is available. The identified trail option must be limited to on-street improvements on Winchester Avenue or Fir Avenue (OR 38).



In addition to the specific information developed under Task 4.1.2: USACE Levee Requirements, Task 4.1.3: Rail and Road Crossings, and Task 4.1.4: Non-motorized Boat Launch, and information for each trail segment must include:



· Horizontal trail alignments and trail grades



· Trail type classifications, widths, and surface



· Special trail structures, including location, length, width, and materials for any bridges or boardwalks



· Potential trailhead locations



· Potential right-of-way or property acquisitions



4.1.2
USACE Levee Requirements



TM #3 must summarize the USACE design and regulatory criteria for use and alteration of the levee system that the City may need to follow to permit the Trail along the top of the levee; and identify potential modifications to the levee structure required by any levee trail options, including accesses on to and off of the levee. 



4.1.3
Rail and Road Crossings



TM #3 must identify rail lines within the Project Area, any points where the Trail crosses rail lines, and any recommended new crossings or improvements to existing crossings needed to be compliant with applicable standards. All selected crossing types must include a typical plan view and cross section illustration and a description of the benefits and constraints of the proposed crossing location. Crossings that require modifications to the levee structure must be coordinated with USACE.  In addition, the following limitations must apply to any proposed rail or highway crossings:


· Rail crossings (Port of Coos Rail Link)


· Trail must use existing rail line crossings, and grade-separated rail crossings are preferred. 



· No new at-grade rail crossings may be considered, and existing private crossings cannot be proposed for conversion to a public crossing



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan-level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional rail crossings will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new rail crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP.


· Highway crossings (US 101 and OR 38)


· Crossings at existing signalized highway intersections are preferred



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional trail crossing of a highway, except at existing signalized intersections, will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new standalone trail highway crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP 


4.1.4
 Non-motorized Boat Launch 



TM #3 must identify and describe one conceptual location in the vicinity of Champion Park or McIntosh Slough for a non-motorized boat launch (kayaks, canoes, other self-propelled vessels); and typical launch site amenities such as vehicle and trailer parking areas, restroom, picnic shelter and furnishings, and interpretive signage. 



The conceptual launch location must be accessed directly by the Trail or a connecting trail, provide for open water launch in all normal tidal conditions, and include or have nearby: 



· Automobile access/egress 



· Bicycle and pedestrian access/egress



· Automobile and bicycle parking 



4.2
PAC Meeting #2



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #2 per standards and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #2. 


4.3
Open House



The Open House must provide an opportunity for members of the public to view project information and recommendations, and provide input to Consultant, City, and APM. The Open House must be conducted as an informal, drop-in style meeting for the public to attend at their convenience.  The Open House must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Open House is anticipated to be three hours, including set-up and tear-down.


City shall:



· Print and distribute Open House agendas and materials



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise Open House meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Provide written notes summarizing meeting input received by City to Consultant within five working days following the Open House.  Clear, handwritten notes are acceptable.



Consultant shall:



· Provide and deliver directly presentation materials, including minimum 24’ x 36’’ graphics and maps for Open House displays



· Conduct and facilitate Open House 



· Prepare Open House summary to the same standards as PAC Meetings and distribute to City and APM within 10 working days of Open House



4.4
Revised TM #3



Consultant shall revise TM #3 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #2 and Open House outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 5. 



City Deliverables



4A
PAC Meeting #2



4B
Open House



4C
Review and comment on draft TM #3



Consultant Deliverables



4A
Draft TM #3



4B
PAC Meeting #2



4C
Open House



4D
Revised TM #3



TASK 5
PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION



Task 5.1 
Technical Memorandum #4 (TM #4): Preferred Trail Option



Consultant shall produce TM #4 to guide selection of a preferred Trail option, and as applicable and necessary, a near-term interim option utilizing on-street or other trail solutions. Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.



5.1.1 
Preferred Trail Alignments 



TM #4 must include recommendations for a preferred Trail alignment in each of five trail segments. In any given trail segment, if only one option is identified as an outcome of Task 4, this additional Task 5.1.1 alignment evaluation will not apply to that segment. If more than one option is identified in any given trail segment at the conclusion of Task 4, Consultant shall make recommendations as to a preferred long-range trail option, and a near-term interim option if needed. Recommendations for the preferred trail option for each segment must be documented in a table tabulating trail option evaluation criteria outcomes. A typical plan view and cross-section illustration must be included for all trail types used. Consultant shall consider: 



· Outcomes of applying the trail options evaluation criteria developed as per Task 2.1 



· Outcomes from Task 4 alignment options analysis



· Task 4 PAC Meeting #2 and Open House input



· Outcomes of Tasks 5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4 as applicable



· Any additional input and direction from City or APM



In undertaking any additional trail option evaluation under Task 5, Consultant shall also consider as applicable any specific and relevant information on the presence or condition of transportation infrastructure that may impact Trail feasibility, including but not limited to: 



· Pavement and shoulder type, width, and condition



· Number of travel lanes



· Posted speeds and existing traffic control devices 



· On-street parking locations



· Location and condition of medians and culverts



· Arterials and collector streets currently lacking bicycle and/or pedestrian facilities



· Crosswalk locations and condition



· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments



5.1.2
     Key Connector Trails and Routes



TM #4 preferred Trail alignment mapping must illustrate the alignment and trail type of key secondary trails or on-street routes connecting the preferred Trail alignment to neighborhoods, commercial districts, recreation areas, other bicycle/pedestrian facilities, and other transportation facilities. Only a mapped alignment and trail type is required to be identified for connector trails.


5.1.3
Trail Amenities 



TM #4 must include a menu of recommended Trail amenity structures. Amenities must be illustrated with a graphic or photographic representation and a concise narrative that describes the amenity, recommended materials, intended benefits or possible constraints, and conceptual location(s) if applicable. Amenities include but are not limited to:



· Security lighting and fencing



· Wayfinding and informational signage



· Benches and other trail furniture, including bicycle parking racks or lockers



· Public restrooms



5.1.4     Cost Estimates 



TM #4 must include “plan level” percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for Trail development and construction. Cost estimates must be delivered in a tabular format including:



· Trail types and special structures



· New or improved intersection and midblock road crossings 



· Non-motorized boat launch



· Preliminary and final design and engineering 



· Permitting



· Construction management and contingencies



· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information



5.2
PAC Meeting #3



City shall schedule and arrange PAC Meeting #3 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.2. 


5.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



City shall schedule and attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3. Consultant shall attend and facilitate Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.3.


5.4
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



Consultant shall attend and facilitate a workshop presenting the final project deliverables and recommendations contained in TM #4 to the City Council and Planning Commission in a joint session before initiating preparation and delivery of a final LLTP.


· Consultant shall prepare a project presentation in the form of a PowerPoint and deliver electronically to City and APM 10 working days in advance of the workshop.  



· City shall attend, arrange, and advertise the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop according to normal City standards.



· City shall prepare Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop minutes, and provide to Consultant within five working days following the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop.  



5.5 
Title VI Report



City shall prepare and submit to APM and Consultant a report delineating Title VI activities, and documenting project process and outreach for all low income, race, gender, and age groups. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing the Title VI Report other than incorporating the report into LLTP Volume II as per Task 6.1. 



5.6
Revised TM #4



Consultant shall revise TM# 4 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #3,  Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 6. 



City Deliverables



5A
Review and comment on TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholders Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop, provide meeting minutes



5E
Title VI Report



Consultant Deliverables



5A
Draft TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



5E
Revised TM #4



TASK 6 
LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN PRODUCTION



Task 6.1 
Final LLTP



Consultant shall prepare the final LLTP based on outcomes of all prior tasks.  Consultant shall incorporate findings, recommendations, mapping and other deliverables from TMs #1 to #4. 



Volume 1 of the final LLTP must include:



· Executive Summary



· Purpose, goals and objectives, Project Area, segment mapping, and trail option rating criteria from TM #1



· Overview of TM #2: Baseline Information



· Overview of TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options



· Preferred Trail alternative by segment from TM #4, including mapped route alignments, trail typology including typical plan views and cross-sections, key connecting trail alignments, and near-term interim options, as applicable.



· Other Trail features as applicable, including non-motorized boat launch, rail and road crossings, including typical plan views for crossings, as applicable



· Illustrations of Trail amenities from TM #4



· Cost estimates from TM #4 



· Recommended Trail segment phasing from TM #4 and potential funding sources



· Overview of USACE levee use and alteration requirements and process


Volume 2 of the Final LLTP must include:



· Full TMs 1 to 4



· Comparative rating table used to reach preferred Trail option from conceptual trail options identified in TM #3 



· PAC and Key Stakeholders Meeting participation lists, and Open House and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop sign-in sheets.



· Meeting summaries of all PMT Meetings, Kickoff Meeting, PAC Meetings, Key Stakeholder Meetings, Open House, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


· Title VI Report



Format: The final LLTP must be in the form of:



· Two  bound paper copies



· Two  electronic copies in native and .pdf format on CD or DVD, including attachments and appendices



Consultant Deliverables



6A
Final LLTP


TASK 7: 
 CONTINGENT TASK


7.1 
USACE Review



Upon written authorization of APM, Consultant shall schedule and facilitate a meeting with USACE-Portland District prior to selection of the preferred Trail option under Task 5 to provide USACE an opportunity to review and comment on the conceptual trail plans developed under Task 4. The USACE Review Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. City and APM may attend in-person, via teleconference or videoconference at their discretion. Consultant shall prepare and submit a written meeting summary to City and APM within five  working days of meeting.


City Deliverables



7A
Attend USACE Review meeting


Consultant Deliverables



7A
USACE Meeting


			MATCH PLAN FOR THE REEDSPORT LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN





			


			


			


			





			CITY OF REEDSPORT TASKS


			JONATHAN
WRIGHT


			JESSICA
TERRA


			 TOTAL
MATCH 





			


			$47.94 


			$28.07 


			





			Project Management Team (PMT) Mtgs


			10


			10


			 $      760.10 





			Maintain Project Webpage for Duration of Project


			2


			24


			 $      769.56 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #1: Goals & Objectives  (includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend Kick-Off Meeting & Site Visit (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, arranging access to properties and sites)


			7


			9


			 $      588.21 





			Recruit Potential Stakeholder Participants


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #1


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Provide Consultant with Baseline Information


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #2: Baseline Information (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Recruit PAC membership


			4


			5


			 $        23.00 





			Attend PAC Meeting #1 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #2


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #2 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Develop Notice/Flyer for Open House and Mail to Nearby Property Owners


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Open House (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, advertising, purchasing refreshments)


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Compile Open House Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Review Revised TM #3


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #4: Preferred Trail Option  (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #3 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Joint City Planning Commission / City Council Workshop (also includes printing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			4


			6


			 $      360.18 





			Transcribe Minutes of Workshop and Deliver to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Prepare Titel VI Report


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Review Revised TM #4


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Review Plan Production


			4


			4


			 $      304.04 





			Cost of Printed Materials, Fuel for Site Visit Tour, Advertising, Postage for Mailed Notices, Refreshments, etc.


			-


			-


			 $      500.00 





			Attend USACE Review


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			*This is considered overmatch


			


			


			 *$  8,020.23








Consultant Amounts per Deliverable and Schedule



			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Fixed Amount Payable to Consultant


			Task and Project Totals


			Schedule





			1A


			PMT Teleconferences (Up to 10 at $270 each)


			$2,900


			


			On-Going





			


			


			Task 1 Total


			$2,900


			





			2A


			Draft TM #1


			$2,900


			


			August 2014





			2B


			Kick-off Meeting & Site Visit


			$4,300


			


			September 2014





			2C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


			$300


			


			September 2014





			2D


			Revised TM #1


			$1,200


			


			October 2014





			


			


			Task 2 Total


			$8,700


			





			3A


			Draft TM #2


			$9,000


			


			November 2014





			3B


			PAC Meeting #1


			$1,700


			


			December 2014





			3C


			Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary Review


			$300


			


			December 2014





			3D


			Revised TM #2


			$3,500


			


			January 2015





			


			


			Task 3 Total


			$14,500


			





			4A


			Draft TM #3


			$18,000


			


			February 2015





			4B


			PAC Meeting #2


			$3,900


			


			February 2015





			4C


			Open House


			$2,400


			


			February 2015





			4D


			Revised TM #3


			$5,100


			


			March 2015





			


			


			Task 4 Total


			$29,400


			





			5A


			Draft TM #4


			$14,100


			


			May 2015





			5B


			PAC Meeting #3


			$2,200


			


			June 2015





			5C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #3


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5D


			Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5E


			Revised TM #4


			$4,200


			


			July 2015





			


			


			Task 5 Total


			$21,900


			





			6A


			Final LLTP


			$6,000


			


			August 2015





			


			


			Task 6 Total


			$6,000


			





			7A


			Contingent Task: USACE Review Meeting


			$900


			


			TBD





			


			


			Task 7 Total


			$900


			





			


			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$84,300
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EXHIBIT A



TGM File Code 2M-03



CITY OF INDEPENDENCE



Monmouth/Independence Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Definitions and Acronyms



ADA – Americans with Disabilities Act



BPU – ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (part of the Traffic Management Unit)



Cities – City of Independence and City of Monmouth



GIS – Geographic Information System



Independence – City of Independence



Monmouth – City of Monmouth



MTC – Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee



ODOT/Agency – Oregon Department of Transportation



TMU – ODOT Traffic Management Unit



TPAU – ODOT Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit



TSP – Transportation System Plan



PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The personal services contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “Contract”) with the personal services contractor (“Contractor”) shall contain the following provisions:



“In this contract the Contractor shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Contractor. All work assigned to other entities are not bound by this contract, but shall be bound by separate Intergovernmental Agreements which contain the same statement of work found in this contract. The references to all parties in this statement of work other than the Contractor are merely for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are they parties to this contract. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a sub-contractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Contractor.



Any Contractor tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.  At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Contractor shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to Agency Contract Administrator of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in the statement of work.



2. Agency Contract Administrator shall contact the non-cooperative entity/s to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and/or expedite items determined to be delaying the Contractor/project.



If Contractor has followed the notification process described in item 1, and delinquency of any deliverable is found to be a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in the statement of work, the Contractor will not be found in breach of contract. The Agency Contract Administrator will negotiate with Contractor in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Contractor.



KEY PERSONNEL



Key Personnel.   Contractor acknowledges and agrees that Agency selected Contractor, and is entering into this Contract, because of the special qualifications of Contractor's key people.  In particular, Agency through this Contract is engaging the expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention of George Hudson and Mia Birk of Alta Planning + Design ("Key Personnel").  Contractor's Key Personnel shall not delegate performance of the management powers and responsibilities he/she is required to provide under this Contract to another (other) Contractor employee(s) without first obtaining the written consent (email acceptable) of Agency.  Further, Contractor shall not re-assign or transfer a Key Person to other duties or positions such that a Key Person is no longer available to provide Agency with his/her expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention, without first obtaining Agency's prior written consent to such re-assignment or transfer.  In the event Contractor requests that Agency approve a re-assignment or transfer of a Key Person, Agency shall have the right to interview, review the qualifications of, and approve or disapprove the proposed replacement(s) for the a Key Person.  Any approved substitute or replacement for a Key Person shall be deemed a Key Person under this contract.



Project Purpose



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail is intended to provide a convenient non-automotive transportation alternative to Oregon 51 for local trips within the communities of Independence and Monmouth.  This project will develop a master plan that identifies access points and a preferred alignment, evaluates key road crossing options, establishes trail technical standards and design elements, addresses regulatory requirements, and provides preliminary project cost estimates, as well as potential sources of funding.



Transportation Relationships and Benefits



The Monmouth/Independence Multi-Purpose Trail, when complete, will offer an alternative transportation route for local trips within the two cities. The Cities of Monmouth and Independence currently have only two major east/west transportation corridors. Oregon 51 serves most of the commercial areas of both cities and Hoffman Road serves as the designated truck route between Monmouth and Independence.  The proposed trail route will provide convenient access to public parks, Western Oregon University, five K-12 public schools, commercial centers, and a large segment of the residential neighborhoods in both cities.  



Description of the Project Area



Ash Creek enters Monmouth at the northwest corner of the City, near to the border of the Western Oregon University campus.  From there it travels approximately two miles, through both Monmouth and Independence, where it flows into the Willamette River at Riverview Park in the City of Independence (City).  The trail route would be approximately three miles long (see attached map). 



Background & Problem Statement



The population of the Independence and Monmouth area, as well as Western Oregon University, has grown significantly over the past decade.  One of the results has been an increased motor vehicle load upon the two major east/west transportation corridors, Oregon 51 and Hoffman Road.  Development of bicycle facilities to serve as an alternative has not kept pace with the growth. 



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail has been consistently identified by both cities as a key means to reduce reliance on the automobile, including the 1997 Monmouth and 1998 Independence Transportation System Plans (TSP), the 1991 Independence/Monmouth Comprehensive Master Bicycle Plan, the 2002 Independence Strategic Plan, and the 1999 Monmouth Park Master Plan.  Development of the trail is key, not only because it will serve the community as a whole, but because it has the capability to serve as an off-road transportation facility for students from five of the area’s K-12 public schools as well as those of Western Oregon University.



An Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee (MTC) was formed consisting of representatives from Western Oregon University, Central School District, the Cities of Monmouth and Independence, along with several other interested community members.  Its charge has been to define the steps needed to insure completion of the project. Developing the trail master plan will be the first step toward implementation.



Objectives



The objectives for the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail project are the following:



· Link the trail to key land uses, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe, and convenient trail access points and street crossings.



· Where possible, provide shorter trip lengths between key destinations on the trail than the road network, to increase the trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative.



· Identify the communities’ overall vision for the trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections.



· Address the safety and security of trail users.



· Identify trail technical standards and address Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other regulatory requirements.



· Provide preliminary cost estimates and an implementation plan.



· Identify potential sources of funding.



· Identify property owners abutting preferred alignment and consider their views in the plan process.



STATEMENT OF WORK



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables: 



All written (text) and graphic deliverables are required in electronic version. Final versions of memorandums, base maps, the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, and the revised and final Master Plan also must be provided to the City of Independence, the City of Monmouth, and the Contract Administrator in hard copy, as further specified in the Statement of Work. Any deliverables specified for posting on the City of Monmouth’s and the City of Independence’s web pages must be submitted also in .pdf format.



Electronic versions of written (text) deliverables must be in MSWord.  Written deliverables must include the project name, a title that refers to the contract deliverable, draft number, subtask number, and date of preparation. 



Graphic deliverables must be in ArcMap, Adobe Illustrator, and PcMaps, as appropriate to the deliverable.  All graphic deliverables must be well documented, with project name, a title that corresponds to the contract deliverable, draft number, a legend, and the date of preparation.  Electronic versions of base and plan maps must be in color.  Display-sized maps must be printed in color when important to public comprehension, but all deliverables must be readable when reproduced in black and white. 



Unless otherwise stated in the tasks, below, Contractor shall send draft memos and master plan deliverables electronically to each city’s contact and the Contract Administrator for comments, allowing a minimum of one week for review.  City shall be responsible for forwarding deliverables to the MTC. 



Major Interim Products:



· Base Maps



· Technical Standards and Regulations Memo #1



· Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Memo #2



· Opportunities and Constraints Memo #3



· Draft and revised Conceptual Alternatives, with associated graphics and text



· Preferred Conceptual Alternative, with associated graphics and text



· Draft and Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



· Two Open Houses



· Meeting Minutes



Final Product



· Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Project Approach



Major project tasks:



1. Project Start-up



2. Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1



3. Conceptual Alternatives



4. Open House #2/Preferred Conceptual Alternative



5. Draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



6. Adoption Process/Final Master Plan



Contractor will perform the main portion of the technical work. City Staff and the MTC will review Contractor work -- Contractor shall use professional judgment to incorporate input received. Any traffic analysis or design work must be done by or under the review of an Oregon-registered professional engineer (Civil and/or Traffic).



Contractor Key Personnel: George Hudson, Contractor Project Manager, is considered a Key Person for attending all MTC meetings and the project open houses.  Mia Birk, of Alta Planning + Design, is considered a Key Person for attending the project open houses.



City of Independence staff will provide data, review products, advertise meetings, coordinate mailings, and perform support logistics to the Contractor for workshops and committee meetings.   The Independence City Manager is the Local Project Manager.



The City of Monmouth will provide data, review products, and participate in workshops and committee meetings.



City of Independence staff shall consolidate the review comments on draft deliverables from both cities and shall be responsible for resolving conflicting comments from the two cities.  The Contract Administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that internal comments on draft deliverables from State Agency reviewers are not in conflict.  If conflicts cannot be resolved, Task 7 provides for up to two additional Contractor-facilitated meetings to reach agreement.  These  contingent meetings must be pre-approved by Contract Administrator.



Delivery Schedule: 



The delivery schedules listed throughout this statement of work refer to months from contract Notice-to-Proceed date.



TASK 1 
PROJECT START-UP



Objective:  Perform initial organizing tasks, including identifying stakeholders, gathering background data, preparing base maps, identifying regulatory requirements, identifying opportunities and constraints, and holding an initial meeting with the MTC.



Subtasks



1.1
The City of Monmouth and City of Independence (Cities) shall identify and solicit additional stakeholders to join the existing MTC. Cities jointly shall prepare a stakeholder contact list, including property owners and business owners adjacent to the trail route.



1.2 Contractor and Cities shall hold initial organizational meeting to discuss project tasks and refine the project schedule. Contractor shall make project area field visits.



1.3 Data Analysis & Base Map: Contractor shall obtain from the Cities and Polk County existing plans and data related to project area conditions and prepare a Geographic Information System (GIS) base map. Plans and data include the following, as available:



· Aerial photography;



· GIS information;



· Topographic base maps;



· Floodplain/Floodway maps, studies, and ordinances;



· Environmental resources assessments;



· Tax Assessor maps;



· Comprehensive plan texts and maps;



· Zoning code texts and maps; 



· Existing land use maps;



· Infrastructure plans;



· Transportation System Plans;



· Park Master Plans;



· Planned/future improvements (public and private);



· Cultural and natural history data and photos. 



1.4 Technical Standards and Regulations – Memo #1: Contractor shall prepare a summary memo of technical standards, plans, and regulations applicable to planning, permitting, and constructing the project. Contractor shall send draft Memo #1 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and ODOT’s Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit (TPAU) for comments.



1.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #1 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.6 Contractor shall perform one-on-one interviews with up to four stakeholders or adjacent property owners/neighborhood representatives as selected by Cities, to learn of particular concerns that must be addressed in the project.  



1.7 MTC Meeting #1.  Contractor shall facilitate an initial meeting with the MTC to establish an overall vision for the trail, determine who it will serve and how it should function, identify where users will be coming from and their key destinations, discuss existing conditions and opportunities and constraints, and agree on plan evaluation criteria.  As part of the meeting, Contractor shall lead MTC members on a project area tour.



Independence Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Monmouth).



1.B
Logistics for and participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Distribution of final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.E
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #1.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



Monmouth Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Independence).



1.B
Participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Participation in MTC meeting #1.



Contractor Deliverables



1.A
Initial meeting with Cities, including project area field visits and digital site photos.



1.B
GIS base maps of project area, including aerial overlay and mapped information on tax parcels; existing and planned streets, sidewalks, and bikeways; city utility easements or other dedicated right-of-ways; land uses; topography; flood zones; and other information relevant to analyzing trail development opportunities and constraints.



1.C
Draft Memo #1—Technical Standards and Regulations, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU, including discussion of relevant parts of the ADA, the Statewide Planning Goals, relevant Oregon Administrative Rules and statutes (e.g., ORS 374.305 – 374.415 and OAR 734 Division 051), Oregon Highway Plan, Oregon Transportation Plan, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, ODOT Operational Notice PD-03, ODOT’s Highway Design Manual, relevant environmental regulations, any cultural resource requirements, and state and federal floodway/floodplain regulations.



1.D
Revised Memo #1, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



1.E
Detailed minutes and summary of four stakeholder/adjacent property owner meetings, distributed electronically to City of Independence, City of Monmouth, and Contract Administrator.



1.F
Lead role in MTC Meeting #1, including project area tour. Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. 



Schedule



Month 1



TASK 2 
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS / OPEN HOUSE #1



Objective:
Perform basic opportunities and constraints analyses and solicit public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail work to date, including overall vision.



Subtasks



2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis – Memo #2: Contractor shall perform an existing and future analysis of the highway segment where the trail crossing is proposed to identify and evaluate safety and access issues related to crossing design. Contractor must confirm the methodology for this subtask with TPAU. Analysis must include the following:



· Compare existing and future no-build conditions to ODOT standards for the state highway system (e.g., ODOT Oregon Highway Plan mobility standards). Analysis of current conditions must use HCM2000-based software. Contractor must obtain from ODOT Oregon 99W traffic counts from the vicinity of the proposed trail crossing. All traffic volume data used must be from the last three years when traffic flows were either near or above average and when Western Oregon University and area public schools were in session. Traffic counts must be from or adjusted to the 30th highest hour. If additional counts are needed, Contract Administrator shall schedule with ODOT to generate and provide them to the Contractor.



· Obtain crash data from ODOT, analyze for patterns, giving special consideration to pedestrian/bicycle involved crashes, compare the data with published appropriate state-wide crash averages, and recommend countermeasures to ODOT as appropriate, if the analysis shows deficiencies. 



Contractor shall send draft Memo #2 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU) and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.2 Opportunities & Constraints – Memo #3: Contractor shall summarize key issues, opportunities, and constraints as identified through field observation, technical analysis, and MTC discussion. Contractor shall send draft Memo #3 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.3 MTC Meeting #2: Contractor shall facilitate a meeting to solicit MTC comments on Memos #2 and #3 and plan Community Open House #1.



2.4 Contractor shall revise Memo #2 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #3 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.6 Open House #1. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Independence shall describe project and process and introduce Contractor and MTC. Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the project objectives, proposed overall vision for the trail, existing conditions, and opportunities and constraints analysis. Contractor shall solicit and record  public comment. Contractor shall distribute summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  City shall distribute summary to MTC members.



Independence Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2. Distribution of draft Memo #2 to MTC.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.  Distribution of draft Memo #3 to MTC.



2.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #2.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



2.D
Distribution of revised Memo #2 to MTC.



2.E
Distribution of revised Memo #3 to MTC.



2.F
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #1. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.



2.C
Participation in MTC meeting #2.



2.D
Participation in Open House #1. 



Contractor Deliverables



2.A
Draft Memo #2 – Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TMU and TPAU.



2.B
Draft Memo # 3 – Opportunities and Constraints, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Memo must include discussion and associated maps and other graphics addressing the following:



· Overall vision for the trail: who it will serve, how it will function, where users will be coming from and their destinations, how it will connect to and fit into the overall transportation system, whether there are segments of the trail that should have different treatments;



· Existing conditions;



· Key opportunities and constraints of potential alignments;



· Initial discussion of trail safety and maintenance considerations.



2.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #2.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2.D
Revised Memo #2, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.E
Revised Memo #3, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.F
Open House #1 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk. Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized color base maps of project area, expanded to include key trail destinations, showing general trail alignment corridor, topography, floodplain and floodway boundaries, property lines and ownership, existing development, land use and zoning, streets, and existing and planned bicycle and pedestrian improvements.



· Display-sized graphics that illustrate the proposed overall vision for the trail, including key trail destinations.



· Display-sized maps and diagrams that illustrate key opportunities and constraints.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· A brief questionnaire that can be distributed to the public as a means of soliciting additional comments.



· Open house summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Month 2



TASK 3
CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVES



Objective:  Develop draft Conceptual Alternatives that reflect the project objectives and meet the communities’ overall vision.



Subtasks



3.1 MTC Meeting #3: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to solicit member direction on the Conceptual Alternatives, given community comments at Open House.   Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC.



3.2 Contractor shall develop at least three draft Conceptual Alternatives that present feasible alignment alternatives, address the issues raised in Memos #1 and 2 and respond to the project objectives and overall vision for the trail. The Contractor shall consult the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan in developing the Conceptual Alternatives. The Contractor shall send the draft Conceptual Alternatives electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, the ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU), and the ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (BPU) for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Conceptual Alternatives to the MTC for review.



3.3 MTC Meeting #4: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss and refine the draft Conceptual Alternatives and plan Open House #2.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



3.4 Contractor shall revise draft Conceptual Alternatives based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, BPU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



3.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #3.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #4.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.D
Distribution of revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



3.A
Participation in MTC meeting #3.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Participation in MTC meeting #4.



Contractor Deliverables



3.A
Lead role in MTC Meeting #3.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



3.B
Draft Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, and BPU.  At least three mapped alignment alternatives with descriptive narrative summaries and associated tables and figures, including the following:



· Key defining features of each Conceptual Alternative;



· Oregon 99W trail crossing and access recommendation, including type of crossing (at grade, underpass, overpass) and any needed improvements to the highway.  The crossing must be consistent with the Highway Design Manual and at-grade crossings will need approval from the State Traffic Engineer.



· Other proposed trail access points, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network and any street improvements needed to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary technical details, including trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping; 



· Preliminary cost estimates;



· Comparative advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, with respect to meeting the project objectives, overall vision, and plan evaluation criteria, including property requirements;



· Feasibility analysis for each Conceptual Alternative.



3.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #4.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



3.D
Revised Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to TPAU, TMU, and BPU and electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule


Months 3-4



TASK 4
OPEN HOUSE #2/ PREFERRED CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVE



Objective: 
Provide an opportunity for the public to discuss the Conceptual Alternatives and provide comments.



Subtasks



4.1 Open House #2. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the Conceptual Alternatives, presenting their features and comparative advantages and disadvantages, and soliciting public comment.  Contractor shall record and distribute a summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  Independence shall distribute summary to MTC members.



4.2 MTC Meeting #5: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss the Open House comments and select a Preferred Conceptual Alternative.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



4.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #2. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



4.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #5.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



4.A
Participation in Open House #2. 



4.B
Participation in MTC meeting #5. 



Contractor Deliverables



4.A
Open House #2 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk.  Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized maps of each Conceptual Alternative, illustrating alignment, key features, trail access points, road crossings, trail section themes, overlaid onto relevant base map information.



· Display-sized graphics that provide comparative technical details on such features as trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, and path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping. Photoshop renderings must be included to display key design elements.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· Open House summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



4.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #5.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Narrative description, map, and associated graphics describing key elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



Schedule



Month 4



TASK 5
DRAFT MASTER PLAN DOCUMENT



Objective:
 Expand the elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative into a first draft full Master Plan document.



Subtasks



5.1 Contractor shall refine and expand on the Preferred Conceptual Alternative to develop a feasible Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan that addresses the  project objectives and plan evaluation criteria. Contractor shall send the draft Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



5.2 MTC Meeting #6: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss elements of the Draft Master Plan. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #6.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Participation in MTC meeting #6. 


Contractor Deliverables



5.A
Draft Master plan, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. The draft plan must include the following elements:



· Project background, objectives, and process;



· Narrative description and analysis of preferred alignment and key trail features, with associated illustrative graphics and diagrams; 



· Preferred alignment and key trail features map, using project base map with GIS overlays;



· Graphics and narrative description of trail access points and design treatments, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network  and needed improvements on approach roads to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary design recommendations for Oregon 99W crossing, including crossing type and highway improvements necessary for safety and convenience and a summary of crossing-related traffic analyses.



· Narrative description of specific technical standards, with associated graphics tables, and diagrams, broken down where necessary by individual trail section: including path width and paving sections; grade and cross-slope parameters, surface materials; landscape themes and furnishings; road and highway crossing preliminary design recommendations; approach to ADA requirements; approach to trail safety and security;



· Preliminary construction and project cost estimates;



· Approach to permitting and regulatory requirements;



· Schedule and phasing approach, to allow the project to be constructed in meaningful and feasible segments;



· Funding options summary tailored to the project scope and considering the ability of the Cities of Independence and Monmouth to provide match or otherwise participate.



· Maintenance and Management recommendations for the trail, with projection of annual operational costs, strategies for public involvement in specific trail projects, and specific management strategies to address public safety concerns.



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth TSP or Comprehensive plan amendments, in adoptable format, including planned improvement projects (trail sections, access points, road crossings, etc).



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth development code amendments, in adoptable format, including provisions for new development as it occurs to construct access improvements.



5.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #6.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Months 5-6



TASK 6
ADOPTION PROCESS/FINAL MASTER PLAN 



Objective:
Bring the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan through the public hearing and adoption process in both the City of Independence and the City of Monmouth.



Subtasks



6.1 Contractor shall revise the draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to address the comments of the Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and the MTC. Contractor shall send the revised Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute the revised Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



6.2 Contractor shall attend and participate in up to two public hearings to present the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan, including any TSP or Comprehensive Plan amendments, to the public for adoption. The City of Independence and the City of Monmouth may hold these hearings separately (Contractor attend one hearing in each jurisdiction) or jointly (Contractor attend two joint hearings). The Cities shall represent the Master Plan in any additional hearings necessary for adoption.



6.3 Contractor shall make final revisions to the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan as decided through the adoption process and distribute to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



6.A
Distribution of revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



6.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



6.C
Distribution of final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



6.A
Participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



Contractor Deliverables



6.A
Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed electronically to the Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



6.B
Attendance and participation in up to two public hearings on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan.



6.C
Final version of the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed as follows: 



· Electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Independence, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy;



· 3 bound copies to Monmouth, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy.



Schedule



Months  6-8



TASK 7:
CONTINGENT PROJECT MEETINGS



Objective:  To provide a means to discuss and resolve conflicts that may arise between the stakeholders during the project.



Subtasks



7.1 Contractor shall facilitate up to two additional meetings to discuss and resolve conflicts that arise within the MTC, between the MTC and government agencies, or between government agencies.   These meetings must be pre-approved in writing by Contract Manager. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



City Deliverables



7.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in up to two contingent meetings.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Contractor Deliverables



7.A
Lead role in up to two contingent meetings.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2M-03 Contractor Deliverables Budget



			Task #


			Fee





			Task 1 Project Start-Up


			





			 1.2  Initial Organizational Meeting & Field Visit


			$1000 





			 1.3   Data Analysis & Base Map


			$3000 





			 1.4  Standards/Regs, Goals & Objectives Draft Memo#1


			$3100 





			 1.5  Revise Memo #1


			$500 





			 1.6  Stakeholder Interviews (4)


			$1600 





			 1.7  MTC Meeting #1


			$500 





			Subtotal - Task 1


			$9,700 





			Task 2: Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1


			





			2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Draft Memo #2


			$3,200 





			2.2 Opportunities and Constraints Draft Memo #3


			$4,100 





			2.3 MTC Meeting #2


			$1,200 





			2.4 Revise Memo #2


			$1,600 





			2.5 Revise Memo #3


			$600 





			2.6 Open House #1


			$2,800 





			Subtotal - Task 2


			$13,500 





			Task 3: Conceptual Alternatives


			





			3.1 MTC Meeting #3


			$500





			3.2 Develop Draft Conceptual Alternatives (3)


			$6,500





			3.3 MTC Meeting #4


			$900





			3.4 Revise Draft Conceptual Alternatives


			$1,700





			Subtotal - Task 3


			$9,600





			Task 4: Open House #2/Conceptual Alternatives


			





			4.1  Open House #2


			$2,800





			4.2  MTC Meeting #5


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 4


			$3,300





			Task 5:  Draft Master Plan Document


			





			5.1 Develop Draft Master Plan for comments


			$6,000





			5.2 MTC Meeting #6


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 5


			$6,500





			Task 6: Adoption Process/Final Master Plan


			





			6.1 Revise Draft Master Plan to address comments


			$3,300





			6.2 Public Hearings for Trail Master Plan (2)


			$1,300





			6.3 Final Revisions to Trail Master Plan


			$2,800





			Subtotal - Task 6


			$7,400





			Contingent  (with Contract Administrator Approval)


			





			7.1  Up to 2 contingent meetings ($500 each meeting)


			$1,000





			CONTRACTOR TOTAL


			$51,000








If Agency determines that any deliverables are not acceptable and that any deficiencies are the responsibility of the Contractor, Agency shall prepare a detailed written description of any deficiencies and an associated time frame for correction, and deliver such notice to Contractor in a timely manner. Contractor shall correct any deficiencies within the time specified in the notice and at no cost to Agency. If the corrective work will cause any further delays in Contractor’s Services, the Contractor will submit a plan for regaining the delivery schedule for remaining Services under this Contract, unless otherwise allowed by Agency. If the identified deficiencies have not been corrected within the specified timeline, Agency may, (i) in accordance with Section 13 of this Contract, terminate this Contract without payment or any further obligation or liability of any kind to Contractor; or (ii) require Contractor to continue to correct the deficiencies, reserving this same right to terminate at any time.



The parties may mutually agree in writing to any adjustments only to the delivery schedule for Contractor’s obligations under this Contract. Agency approval must be given by a person with authority to contractually bind Agency. Agency Contract Administrator must send a copy of the written adjusted delivery schedule to ODOT Purchasing & Contract Management Section. In no event shall the adjusted delivery schedule exceed the expiration date of the Contract.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 2:22:48 PM


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.


Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright; Carrie Martin
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:16:03 AM


Thanks Carrie.


On Thursday, May 24, 2018, 7:14:17 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a
request of $56,250.


 


I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.


 


Carrie


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich
<primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton
<mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab <jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson <chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants


 


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


 


 


That is my memory as well.


 


Ken


Sent from my iPhone
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On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


 


 


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


 


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,
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Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be
seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Ken Wright
To: V H
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson;


Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:57:56 PM


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a
total project cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
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branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
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project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H; Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:54:54 AM


Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.


 


Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad; Jack Schwab; Steve


Harloff; Leona Sitton; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 4:35:06 PM


Wow, that's great!


V


On Sunday, June 10, 2018, 2:22:49 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.
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Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.








From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: YC Website Link--UPDATE
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:00:44 AM
Attachments: BO 18-173_Complete_6.12.18.pdf


Good morning!
 
Will you please replace the document attached to the following link with the attached document?
 
Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant
(Acquisition)
Application
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE 
Salem, OR 97301



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application 
(BO 18-173; vote 2 to 1) to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information.
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion.



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,



2018 through June 30, 2019.



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal



Cancer screenings.



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000.



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018



through June 30, 2020.



C. OLD BUSINESS:



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities
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  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
This form is used for informational purposes only and must be included with the grant application. 



Chapter 600 of the 2013 Oregon Laws require applicants to include with each grant application a racial and ethnic 
impact statement.  The statement provides information as to the disproportionate or unique impact the proposed 
policies or programs may have on minority persons1 in the State of Oregon if the grant is awarded to a corporation or 
other legal entity other than natural persons.     



1. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique positive impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



2. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique negative impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities  American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



3. The proposed grant project policies or programs will have no disproportionate or unique impact on minority
persons.



If you checked numbers 1 or 2 above, please provide below the rationale for the existence of policies or 
programs having a disproportionate or unique impact on minority persons in this state.  Further provide 
evidence of consultation with representative(s) of the affected minority persons. 



By checking this box, I hereby certify the information contained on this Dated: 
form is true, complete, and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 



Printed Name: Title: 



Agency Name: 



1 “Minority person” are defined in SB 463 (2013 Regular Session) as women, persons with disabilities (as defined in ORS 
174.107), African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, or Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 





https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/lawsstatutes/2013orLaw0600.pdf
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Keri Hinton; Carolina Rook
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Bcc: Carrie Martin
Subject: Agenda Items for 5/29 BOC Meeting
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 8:42:43 AM
Attachments: TGM 2018 YWT Master Plan Proposal_05.25.18.pdf


BOC Authorization_060817.pdf


Good morning, Keri and Carolina,
 
I have two (2) items to be added to the BOC agenda and included in the board packets for Tuesday,


May 29th. I am attaching the document for the first item in this email, to be included in the
Commissioners’ packets. The second document will not be ready for inclusion until late this
afternoon, but I will get it to you as soon as possible.
 
 
Item #1:
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM) grant application is due on
Friday, June 8, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an application for $110,000 to
fund the YWT Master Plan project, which will result in a comprehensive, multi-year, actionable plan.
 
The TGM grant stipulates a 12% ($15,000) match from grantees, which we will fulfill entirely through
in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
Item #2:
 
Dear Commissioners:



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Please wait... 
  
If this message is not eventually replaced by the proper contents of the document, your PDF 
viewer may not be able to display this type of document. 
  
You can upgrade to the latest version of Adobe Reader for Windows®, Mac, or Linux® by 
visiting  http://www.adobe.com/go/reader_download. 
  
For more assistance with Adobe Reader visit  http://www.adobe.com/go/acrreader. 
  
Windows is either a registered trademark or a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Mac is a trademark 
of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries. Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other 
countries.








This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader. 


Download the latest version of Adobe Reader:  http://get.adobe.com/reader/


TRANSPORTATION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2018 GRANT APPLICATION


APPLICATIONS DUE 4:00 PM, June 8, 2018


Note: This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Reader. Download the latest version of Reader here:  https://get.adobe.com/reader/


Download the Application, Application Packet, and Racial and Ethnic Impact Statement at: 


 https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/TGM/Pages/Grants.aspx. Also on the web page are examples of successful TGM Applications, a list of all TGM grants to date, and help for developing a project approach and budget.


Type of Grant:


ODOT Region (1-5):


Primary Applicant Jurisdiction:


Project Title:


Mailing Address:


City/Zip:


Contact Person:


Contact Person Title:


Telephone/Email:


Co-Applicants involved in the project:


  


 MATCH 


YES         NO


Summary Description of Project: This section must be completed. Do not refer to text within the application form. In no more than 1000 characters, describe the purpose of your project and the expected outcomes.


2018 TGM Grant Application


TGM Funds Requested


Local Match*


Total Project Cost


Eligible Grantee Expenses  [Labor (salary plus benefits) and Direct Expenses]


Consultant Personal Services


TOTAL


Certifications 


Consultants may prepare the jurisdiction’s application. However, uncompensated consultants are not eligible to participate in the project itself.  Consultants who are paid to prepare the application may be eligible to participate in the project.  Contact  Cindy Lesmeister at 503-986-4349 if you have questions.


By checking this box, I certify that  supports the proposed project, has the legal authority to pledge matching funds, and has the legal authority to apply for Transportation and Growth Management funds.  I further certify that matching funds are available or will be available for the proposed project.  I understand that all State of Oregon rules for contracting, auditing, underwriting (where applicable), and payment will apply to this project.


2018 TGM Grant Application


Eligibility Requirements


The following three eligibility requirements are reviewed on a pass/fail basis. Applications found to not meet each of these requirements will not be scored against the award criteria and will not be awarded a grant.


1. Clear Transportation Relationship 


A proposed project must have a clear transportation relationship and produce transportation benefits. A project must entail analysis, evaluation of alternative scenarios, development of implementation measures, and public involvement that results in a transportation plan, land use plan, or other product that addresses a transportation problem, need, opportunity, or issue of local or regional importance. 1000 character limit.


2. Adoption of Products to meet Project Objectives


A proposed project must include preparation of an adoption-ready product or products that lead to a local policy decision and that directly address the project objectives, such as a transportation system plan, comprehensive plan amendment, land use plan, code amendment, implementation program, or intergovernmental agreement. Projects are expected to include adoption hearings or will be part of a larger project to be adopted. 800 character limit.


3. Support of Local Officials


A proposed project must clearly demonstrate that local officials, both the primary applicant and any co-applicants, understand the purpose of the grant application and support the project objectives. A letter or resolution of support from the governing body of the applying jurisdiction (e.g. City Council, Board of Commissioners, or Transit Board) must be submitted with the application to meet this requirement. 400 character limit.


11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364


2018 TGM Grant Application


Award Criteria


Applications are scored on a range of criteria and receive up to 100 points. Projects are selected primarily based on the points scored; also considered are the grant amounts requested, the estimated amounts TGM believes may be required to complete a project, the amount of grant dollars available for award within a geographic region, and the balance of grant dollars between Category 1 and Category 2 projects. A scoring consideration is ensuring a fair distribution of grant funds to smaller or economically distressed communities.


1. Proposed project addresses a need and supports TGM objectives (up to 40 points)


The project clearly and effectively addresses a local or regional transportation or  transportation-related land use issue, problem, need, or opportunity and will achieve one or more of the TGM objectives.


2. Proposed project is timely and urgent (up to 25 points)


The application demonstrates timeliness and urgency. The project is needed now to:address pressing local transportation and land use issues;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes in federal regulations, state requirements, or regional plans;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes that were not anticipated in previous plans including growth or lack of growth, changes in land use patterns, or changes in available fundingbuild on, complement, or take a necessary step toward completing or implementing other high priority community initiatives, including supporting a Governor's Regional Solutions team priority; orresolve transportation- or land use-related issues affecting the project readiness of local, regional, or state transportation projects for which funding is expected to be obligated within the near future. 


3. Proposed project approach is reasonable (up to 20 points)


The application demonstrates a clear approach to achieving the expected outcome and results in consideration for adoption. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts occurs (or will need to occur), the mechanisms and responsibilities for the coordination are clear.


4. Proposed project has community support (up to 5 points)


The application demonstrates that there is local support for the project objectives, a commitment to participate, and a desire to implement the expected outcome.


List attached letters of support on Application Checklist.


5. Proposed project sponsor readiness and capacity (up to 10 points)


The application demonstrates that the local government is ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable and that there is local commitment and capability to manage the project considering the complexity of the project, the size of the jurisdiction, and performance on previous TGM projects. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts will need to occur, all of the partners are ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable.


6. Up to 10 Bonus Points: Proposed project is innovative


The application demonstrates that the project will be innovative in its subject matter, approach, or expected outcomes. For example, the project will use health impact assessments or economic impact analysis as part of the evaluation of transportation alternatives or will include an innovative multimodal analysis.


DO NOT answer criterion #6 separately. Scores will award points based on the entirety of the application. By the nature of this criterion, most projects will not receive any points.


2018 TGM Grant Application Checklist


Supplemental Materials:


List attached letters of support:


Submit the grant application and all supplemental materials by emailing as email attachments to  TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us. 


If your materials exceed 9 MB, divide them into two emails. Put the jurisdiction name and project name in the subject line, along with 1 of 2 and 2 of 2. Request a Read Receipt if you want confirmation that your application has been received.


If you encounter any issues with the submittal process, contact:


Rebecca Coffelt, Planning Section Web Coordinator


 Rebecca.D.Coffelt@odot.state.or.us, 503-986-4254 
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			TextField14: The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.


			Answer1: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Provide (Safe and Convenient) Transportation Choices• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The county road system currently consists entirely of two-lane roads with no medians. Since 2015, there have been three bicycle-related fatalities due to collision with a motorist (2 deceased in 9/2015, 1 deceased in 8/2014). One of these fatalities occurred along OR 47, while the other two occurred on other county roads with shared roadways.The Yamhill County TSP states that the majority of bicycle facilities within the rural areas of the county occur on either shoulder bike ways or shared roadways. Shoulders on county roads are not always sufficiently wide to accommodate bicycle traffic , yet current roadways require bicyclists and motorists share the same travel lanes. The YWT project provides strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.• Schools in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton will be specifically affected by the development of a non-motorized trail system. Yamhill-Carlton School District has its middle and high schools in the city of Yamhill, requiring all students residing in Carlton to commute three (3) miles. The YWT passes directly through the residential area of Carlton, allowing safe and convenient access for students and employees.• The YWT project provides community members with safe access to a multi modal corridor, accessible outside of current bus service times. The corridor fills a gap in transit services as many agricultural and manufacturing workers maintain off-peak schedules which do not correspond with bus service times. This new connection also provides residents a safe route to bike or walk to medical care, social services, government buildings, shopping, and rural bus stops.TGM Objective: Create Communities• The YWT project provides communities with attractive transportation options that improve pedestrian and bicyclist connections for commuters and recreational users, and support an active and healthy lifestyle.• The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. The YWT project will also encourage healthy lifestyles and active transportation by creating a safe pathway for students in the Yamhill Carlton School District to access the local high school and middle school campuses. Currently the two cities lack a safe bicycle and pedestrian route to connect students in Carlton to the schools located approximately three miles away in the City of Yamhill.• A survey was conducted in the spring of 2015 and was completed by 230 potential users who predominately reside in Yamhill County. Of these users, 18% of respondents expected to utilize the trail for commuting to school/work, while 75% expressed a desire to use the trail for biking for recreation and exercise.• The family-friendly YWT will reduce motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses.• Green space infrastructure will be featured in the design of the corridor to enhance neighborhood livability and promote environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Support Economic Vitality• As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating a regional trail facility that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.• Additionally, the YWT project provides the necessary alternative transportation infrastructure for workers commuting to rural agricultural and hospitality industry jobs, and to industrial centers in the region. TGM Objective: Save Public and Private Costs• The YWT project is responsive to Yamhill County’s compact land use goals, to promote development within the urban growth boundary, and the preservation of existing agricultural land. The YWT Master Plan will guide the strategic development of the trail in accordance with these County objectives, while the investment will bolster the confidence of private businesses and developers.• The YWT project increases the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease.• Negative interactions between cyclists and motorists directly correspond with increased use of OR 47 and two-lane county roads. The highways and roadways are simply not equipped to support both user groups in a safe and efficient way. The YWT project directly addresses and reduces such conflicts. • The proposed project supports revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants.The trail corridor passes directly through the historic downtown area of the City of Carlton and supports recent community planning efforts (e.g. OR Main Street Program, TGM Code Assistance) by the City of Carlton to create a walkable, compact downtown area. The trail will also connect residential areas located on the north and south side of Carlton to the Downtown area and provide residents with a safe off-street pathway to encourage short trips by walking and biking.• There are three river streams between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton that create a barrier for travel, with the largest crossing having steep grades and fluctuating water levels. The construction of a bicycle and pedestrian bridge is necessary for continuous connected access. The YWT Master Plan will prioritize this step in development to strategically remove the barriers in an area that anticipates the highest use of the trail.TGM Objective: Promote Environmental Stewardship• The YWT project will provide for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (the abandoned railway corridor), promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel.• The YWT project supports the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips. There is an increased likelihood that residents and visitors in the area will utilize the trail as an alternative to traveling by car based upon the trail location, which passes through common travel destinations, including several commercial centers and schools.• It is widely understood that the inclusion of trees and other flora in urban development improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors.


			Answer2: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. In November of 2017, Yamhill County successfully acquired a 12.48 mile corridor from Union Pacific. Yamhill County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Trail proponents and other stakeholders recognize the trail will not be built in a single construction season, or even multiple seasons. Rather, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety along OR 47 and intersecting county roadways must be improved. The YWT project will provide a valuable inter-and-intra-city connection for non-motorized travel and recreation.• Students walking and biking specifically to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school.• Yamhill County staff and partners will require adequate time to conduct the extensive public outreach and engagement necessary to ensure a diversity of stakeholders are involved in the planning process. • The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction of the trail will help direct upcoming partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region.• The YWT is a project that is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become an economic driver in the region. An increase in bicycle tourism spending would greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails.• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways.• Establishing a swift and efficient timeline for developing the YWT Master Plan allows Yamhill County to meet current project funding obligations, as well as identify and prepare for future funding opportunities.


			Answer3: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s Transportation System Plan (TSP), last updated in May 2018. The Yamhill County Board of Commissioners will adopt the YWT Master Plan and amend the 2015 TSP to include the Project’s recommendations.The Master Plan will provide for the development of a safe and convenient multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is accessible to all users, reduces the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists, connects schools and residential areas with city centers, encourages a healthy and active lifestyle among community members, and which supports economic development, regional agricultural and recreational tourism. The Master plan will comply with county and city TSPs, and will provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties.Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Budget and Scope of WorkPHASE 1: PLAN INITIATION 1.1 Hire consultant    1.2 Refine project schedule    1.3 Define purpose, goals, and process    1.4 Identify county staff    1.5 Establish advisory committees; kick-off and public open house    1.6 Create project websitePHASE 2: PROJECT FOUNDATION 2.1 Site analysis including SWOT    2.2 Review land use restrictions    2.3 Segment options analysis    2.4 Natural environment assessment    2.5 Engineering and infrastructure    2.6 Draft pedestrian/bicycle strategic plan    2.7 Adoption of Farm Impact Findings and mitigation strategies  PHASE 3: TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES 3.1 Access, circulation, transportation plan; trail heads; intersections3.2 Trail design elements specific to each type of use3.3 Capital improvements; off-street and on-street facilities    3.4 Trail signage and wayfinding3.5 Security, visitor safety, trail delineation, buffers with adjacent landowners3.6 Special design requirements; ADA3.7 Public engagement and input on design options3.8 Mitigation measures to minimize impact to adjacent landowners, as specified in 2018 Farm Impact FindingsPHASE 4: MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS 4.1 Development alternative infill and redevelopment plans, testing    4.2 Economic impact and development    4.3 Fire and safety protocolsPHASE 5: IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Adoption process, policy and zoning ordinance amendments, public meetings    5.2 Responsibilities and partnerships    5.3 Cost estimates, phasing, funding    PHASE 6: FINAL PLAN & ADOPTION 6.1 Plan review by advisory committee and county staff      6.2 Final YWT Master Plan created6.3 Public meeting: review and feedback on final draft of Master Plan6.4 Draft final plan presentation to YC Board of Commissioners6.5 Adoption of final master Plan by YC Board of Commissioners6.6 Plan presentation to public   Subtotal:  $110,000 (Contractor Cost) $15,000 (Match - 12%) 12 Months (Schedule)Total: $125,000


			Answer4: There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. • This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


			Answer5: Yamhill County has considerable experience collaborating with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by a TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. Additionally, the Yamhill County Parks Department has conducted and completed a master plan project for the County’s park system.In 2013, Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the NPS Rivers, Trails, Conservation Assistance Program to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.In 2016, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor which will ultimately become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.OBEC Consulting Engineers will provide project cost estimates. OBEC is the current contract consultant for the STIP TE grant activities. County Staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager; and Brett Henry, Yamhill County Parks Manager will determine the project schedule. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


			Chbx-A: 0


			Chbx-A1: 0


			Chbx-A2: 0


			Chbx-A3: 0


			Chbx-A4: 0


			TextField37: McMinnville City Council?


			Chbx-A5: 0
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 



A G E N D A – ACTION LIST 
 



June 8, 2017 10:00 a.m. Formal Session   Room 32, Courthouse 
Call to order; flag salute; invocation.     535 NE Fifth St. 
 
A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment 
on any topic other than a quasi-judicial land use matter or other topic scheduled for public 
hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment 
will be limited to three minutes per person. 
 
B. CONSENT AGENDA: 
 
Minutes 



1. Approve the following minutes: 
a) B.O. 17-183 - Informal session May 16, 2017;  
b) B.O. 17-184 - Formal session May 23, 2017; 
c) B.O. 17- 185 - Formal session May 11, 2017;  
d) B.O. 17-186 - Formal session May 18, 2017. 



 
Contracts/Grants 



2. B.O. 17-187 - Approval of Intergovernmental Agreement #13747 between Yamhill 
County and Oregon Youth Authority (OYA) for individualized services, effective July 1, 
2017 through June 30, 2019, not-to-exceed $20,151.00. 



 
3. B.O. 17-188 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the agreement between Yamhill County 



Health and Human Services and the McMinnville School District (B.O. 15-494) 
retroactive to April 1, 2017 through June 30, 2017, in the amount of $1,952. 



 
4. B.O. 17-189 - Approval of an agreement between HHS Family & Youth Division and 



Yamhill Carlton School District for behavioral health counseling services, total not-to 
exceed $77,359.50, effective September 2017 through May 2018. 



 
5. B.O. 17-190 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and 



Lane County Dept. of Technology Services for continued software support for the 
Ascend/Proval tax software, in the amount of $25,000, effective through June 30, 2018. 



 
6. B.O. 17-191 - Approval of Agreement #31934 between the State of Oregon Department 



of Transportation (ODOT) and Yamhill County for the installation of centerline rumble 
strips on Cruickshank Rd between Hwy 18 and Hwy 223, total estimated project cost 
$101,079 with state funds of $95,015. 
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7. B.O. 17-192 - Approval of Agreement #32224 between the State of Oregon Department 
of Transportation (ODOT) Rail and Public Transit Division and Yamhill County for 
transportation services, in the amount of $736,269, effective July 1, 2017 through June 
30, 2019. 



 
8. B.O. 17-193 - Approval of Amendment #1 to Agreement # 30486 between the State of 



Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) and Yamhill County to redistribute funds 
from preventive maintenance to project administration, in the amount of $34,434. 



 
9. B.O. 17-194 - Approval of Agreement # 32026 between Yamhill County and the Oregon 



Department of Transportation (ODOT) for the 2017-19 biennium ODOT Special 
Transportation Fund grant, total not-to-exceed amount of $504,943.00, effective July 1, 
2017. 



 
10. B.O. 17-195 - Approval of the following 2017-19 biennium ODOT Special 



Transportation Fund grant in the amount of $504,943 to be dispersed to: 
a) Abacus, $24,000 
b) MV Advancements, $50,160 
c) Oregon Mennonite Residential Services, $6,600 
d) Special Olympics, $6,500 
e) Yamhill County Transit Area (YCTA), $413,683 
f) Yamhill County Admin fees, $4,000 



 
Financial  



11. B.O. 17-196 - Approve the purchase of Ascend Web as an add-on to the existing 
software through Manatron, Inc. - Thomson Reuters Business initial software purchase of 
$7,500, annual maintenance $1,875, and a one-time set up and installation $4,800. 



 
Surplus 



12. B.O. 17-197 - Approve the declaration of tax lot R5408 00292, a parcel of undeveloped 
real property acquired by the County through property tax foreclosure, as surplus 
property and authorize the sale of this parcel to Mr. Mike Paull, 4000 SE Willamette, 
Amity, OR  97101, for $151.00, plus fees and costs. 
 



13. B.O. 17-198 - Approve the declaration of tax lot R5427 01890, a parcel of undeveloped 
real property acquired by the County through property tax foreclosure, as surplus 
property and authorize the sale of this parcel to Mr. Larry G. Smith, 6609 SE Eola Hills 
Rd, Amity, OR  97101 for $3,500.00, plus fees and costs. 



 
Plans 



14. B.O. 17-199 - Approve the 2017-18 Capital Improvement Project List. 
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C. OLD BUSINESS: None.  
 
D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):  



1. B.O. 17-200 - Consideration of the approval to submit an application for the Oregon 
Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGF) grant in the amount of $200,000 
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project.  
 



2. B.O. 17-201 - Consideration of the approval of Amendment #1 to an agreement between 
Yamhill County and Jennethan Mayo (B.O. 17-115) to authorize up to $3,000 for actual 
incurred travel and lodging related expenses.  
 



3. B.O. 17-202 - Consideration of the adoption of a supplemental budget for the transfer 
appropriation authority and funds from the Insurance Reserve to the Fair Fund.  



 
E. PUBLIC HEARINGS: 



1. B.O. 17-203 - A request to install a gate on a public road—Bald Peak Lane—at the 
request of all of the residents, under ORS 368.056. 



 
F. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s 
website, www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities , or call the Board of 
Commissioners’ office at 503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 
 
 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board 
of Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or 
email at coxcr@co.yamhill.or.us 
 












 
The Travel Oregon Competitive Grants Program grant application is due on Wednesday, June 6,
2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an application for $56,250 to partially fund the
YWT Master Plan project, which will result in a comprehensive, multi-year, actionable plan.
 
The Travel Oregon requires a 25% ($18,750) cash match from grantees, which we have available
from unspent project funds. There will be no requirement for any additional matching contribution.
 
With this is mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding. Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 


ADDITIONAL NOTE:  If approved at formal on Thursday, May 31st, I will need a BOC Authorization
document for each proposal. I am attaching the letter written in 2017 in case you need a sample. 
J
 
 
 
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:32:44 AM
Attachments: 3A-16 IGAFinal.docx


3B-13 IGA.doc
2M-03 IGA.doc


 
 


From: LEDET Elizabeth <Elizabeth.L.LEDET@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:28 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
 
Carrie,
Here are some sample statements of work that you can use to help respond to
Scoring Criterion 3 – Clear Approach.
 
Please feel free to call me or Michael (503-325-7224) if you have any other questions.
I’ve copied him so you’ll have his e-mail.
 
 
Elizabeth Ledet
TGM @ TDD
503-986-3205
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us



EXHIBIT A


STATEMENT OF WORK DELIVERABLES & SCHEDULE


TGM 3A-16


City of Reedsport


Dean to Dunes Trail Plan





Acronyms and Definitions


ADA		Americans with Disabilities Act


Agency or ODOT		Oregon Department of Transportation


APM		Agency Project Manager


City		City of Reedsport


County		Douglas County


DDTP		Dean to Dunes Trail Plan


GIS		Geographic Information Systems


PAC		Project Advisory Committee


PMT		Project Management Team


TM		Technical Memorandum


TPAU		Transportation Planning Analysis Unit


TSP		Transportation System Plan





Project Management Team


			City of Reedsport


Jessica Terra    	jterra@cityofreedsport.org


City of Reedsport   541-271-3603


451 Winchester Avenue


Reedsport, OR 97467





			Douglas County 


Ricky Hoffman    rjhoffma@co.douglas.or.us


Douglas County    541-440-4289


1036 S.E. Douglas Avenue


Douglas County Courthouse – Justice Building – Room 106


Roseburg, OR 97470





			Consultant


Eric Johnston      eric.johnston@scjalliance.com (360) 352-1465 


Anne Sylvester   anne.sylvester@scjalliance.com (503) 341-6248


SJC Alliance


315 W. Mill Plain Blvd, Suite 208


Vancouver, WA 98660





			Oregon Department of Transportation 


Agency Project Manager


John McDonald   john.mcdonald@odot.state.or.us


Oregon Department of Transportation	541-957-3688


3500 NW Stewart Parkway


Roseburg, OR 97470











PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit


The City of Reedsport (“City”) Dean to Dunes Trail Plan (“DDTP”) will identify a continuous trail extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), eastward to the City, then southward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, for a total distance of approximately eight miles. The DDTP will build on prior planning efforts for the trail within the City, specifically the Waterfront and Downtown Plan, the Levee Loop Trail Plan, and the Pedestrian Safety Study. The DDTP will be adopted as a supporting document to the City and Douglas County (“County”) Transportation System Plans (“TSP”), with references added into each TSP where necessary. 


Once constructed, the Dean to Dunes Trail will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for trips both within and external to the community. Currently, the only opportunity for bicyclists and pedestrians to access areas in and near the City is along a narrow highway shoulder.


Study Area


A corridor paralleling US 101 and OR 38, extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), northeastward to the intersection of US 101 / OR 38, then southeastward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area. There are two primary segments:


· West – From Oregon Dunes  access to Highland Mobile Park within City 


· East – From N 3rd Street within City to Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area


For purposes of DDTP development, Study Area includes only those portions of the future trail to be developed (i.e. the red and blue lines in Figure 1), and adjacent land uses.  Color copies of Figure 1 will be provided separately, if necessary.  


See Figure 1: red lines represent trail sections within the City that must be planned; blue lines represent areas within the County that must be planned; other colors represent existing or planned trailed which must be connected to the Dean to Dunes Trail. 


Background


City and County currently lack adequate bicycle/pedestrian facilities. US 101 and OR 38, the primary means by which bicyclists and pedestrians access the coast, are often inadequate and unpleasant to meet that need.


City is an economically distressed area with a negative population growth rate. City is looking at numerous ways to reinvigorate the local economy, including coastal tourism. Although located on the coast, City does not have a coastal view and relies on US 101 and OR 38 for tourists to see the ocean and other attractors in the area. Providing a safe and convenient bicycle/pedestrian trail is anticipated to improve tourist opportunities and help invigorate local tourism. 


Despite the population and economic decline, Reedsport continues to be the major employment center in the area. People living outside Reedsport are unable to safely and conveniently commute by walking or bicycle. The DDTP will provide the framework for that opportunity. 








Figure 1: Study Area Map





Project Objectives


The DDTP is intended to lay the groundwork for an off-highway trail experience (where practicable), extending from the Oregon Dunes to City, and City to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, while connecting to the existing and planned City bicycle/pedestrian system. It will capitalize on the high quality aesthetic resources of the area, identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding; it will also ensure compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations and standards.


GENERAL PROVISIONS


Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables


DDTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with simple and concise accompanying narratives. Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software. Memoranda and reports must be formatted for 8 ½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the Project Management Team (“PMT”) in Word and .pdf formats. Final versions of documents must be provided in an open universally readable format.






Draft Materials


Draft materials must be substantially complete, and any changes or revisions needed to address comments must be minor.


Consultant shall provide deliverables to PMT at least ten business days prior to a scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. PMT consists of the City, County, Consultant, and Agency’s Project Manager (“APM”).


City shall and County and APM will each submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five business days of receipt. 


Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received from PMT, and provide new draft to PMT no more than two business days prior to scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. 


Text Deliverables


The following text must appear in the final plan:


“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act), Federal Transit Administration, and State of Oregon funds.”


Consultant name or logo may not appear on final documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.


Maps and Graphic Deliverables


Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City and County Geographic Information System (“GIS”) base data, or in a format agreed between the PMT. 


Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale, direction arrow indicating north, a color scheme ensuring readability in black and white, a legend, source and date for underlying information, and all railroads.


All graphics, including but not limited to vector-based graphics, including perspectives, axonometric drawings, and elevations created digitally, must be delivered in both the native format in which they are created (i.e. Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad, etc.) and in an open and universally readable format (i.e. Word, .pdf, etc.), as agreed between City, Consultant, and Agency.


Web Access to All Materials


Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency.






Expectations about Meetings and Public Involvement


The public involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process”.


City and County shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, or tribal programs or policies.


Meaningful involvement means:


· Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health


· The public’s contribution can influence the regulatory agency’s decision


· The concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process


· The decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected


City and County shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts must be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low-income populations.


The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council and County Board of Commissioners. City and County shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City and County shall transmit any comments received outside established processes in this statement of work to the PMT.


Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibilities for public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task.


Expectations about Traffic Analysis


An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandum (“TM”) containing traffic analysis must be stamped. Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) Analysis Procedures Manual, available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx  Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit (“TPAU”) and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from TPAU and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to doing any analysis.





TASK 1: PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND INITIATION


1.1 	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


PMT shall review project progress, identify and mitigate potential issues, and oversee project development from beginning to end. There will be up to fifteen PMT teleconferences, anticipated to last one hour each. 


For each PMT Meeting:


· Consultant shall


· Arrange a call-in number


· Develop and distribute an agenda to PMT at least two business days prior to PMT Meeting


· Take meeting notes with focus on memorializing key decisions and direction


· Distribute notes to PMT within two business days after PMT Meeting


· City shall


· Attend and participate


· County will


· Attend and participate


1.2 	Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) Roster


City shall establish PAC membership and prepare roster. PAC is expected to consist of:


· Coquille Indian Tribe


· Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians


· Confederated Tribes of Siletz


· U.S. Army Corps of Engineers


· Bureau of Land Management


· City Council


· City Planning Commission


· County Board of Commissioners


· County Planning Commission


· Reedsport School District


· Emergency service provider


· Transit service provider


· ODOT


· Department of Land Conservation and Development


· Oregon Department of State Lands


· Bicycle/Pedestrian Interest Groups


· Tourist Industry Representatives


· Title VI / Transportation-disadvantaged representative


· Citizens-at-large


· Business or chamber of commerce representative


1.3 	Project Webpage


City shall develop and maintain a Project Webpage. Project Webpage may be a page on City website or a separate website with a link from City’s website. Project Webpage must contain all materials and other information developed for the DDTP and meeting information (times, locations, agendas, summaries, and materials). 	


1.4 	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


Consultant shall prepare a Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum and submit to PMT. 


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, PMT shall participate in a Kick-Off Meeting to establish a refined project schedule; identify key issues, opportunities, and milestones; and discuss other Project-related information.


Kick-Off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours.


For Kick-Off Meeting:


· Consultant shall:


· Develop meeting agenda and distribute to PMT at least two business days prior


· Take meeting notes


· Provide draft refined project schedule


· City shall:


· Attend


· Invite key stakeholders (see, for example, PAC Roster), at discretion of City, to attend


· Arrange facilities


· Provide necessary equipment for conducting meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· Attend


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, there will be a Site Visit following the Kick-Off Meeting. PMT shall visit key Project locations; note observations; take photographs; and conduct other activities for future Project success.


Site visit is anticipated to last four hours. City, County, Consultant, and APM will each provide their own transportation. 


For Site Visit:


· Consultant shall:


· Take notes and photographs (Consultant shall provide own camera)


· City shall:


· Attend and facilitate Site Visit(tour guide)


· Invite key stakeholders to attend


· Provide itinerary


· County will:


· Attend 


Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum must include:


· Revised refined project schedule


· Notes from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Key decisions from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Notes from the Site Visit


· Key observations from the Site Visit


· Photographs from the Site Visit


· Other observations related to the project


City Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	PAC Roster


1C	Project Webpage


1D	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


Consultant Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


TASK 2: PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES


2.1	Draft TM 1


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 1, and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 1 must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose


· Project goals and Project Objectives


· Description of Study Area and trail planning segments, including:


· Map of overall Study Area


· West and East trail planning segments


· Existing and planned trail segments in Study Area


· Key Study Area characteristics (i.e. city limits, urban growth boundary, bodies of water, etc.)


Draft TM 1 must include trail option evaluation criteria, based on the Project Objectives, for use in later tasks. Trail option evaluation criteria must include, but not be limited to:


· Trail types


· User experience


· Safety and security


· Connectivity


· Environmental and cultural resource impacts


· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts


· Property ownership impacts


· Directness of travel


· Cost and funding availability


· Phasing opportunities


Draft TM 1 must include concise and general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  For those trail types later used for the preferred trail alignment options, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified.


2.2	Draft TM 2


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 2 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 2 must summarize existing laws, plans, policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may affect trail development or be relevant to trail selection in later tasks. Base maps must be included. City, County or ODOT shall provide all available data necessary to produce a description of transportation, land use, natural resources, cultural resources and demographics to Consultant.


City shall provide all baseline data within the City’s control necessary for completing Draft TM 2.  


Draft TM 2 must include the following:


1.	Existing Laws, Rules, and Regulations


An analysis of federal, state, and local laws, plans and policies that pertain to trail, identify any conflicts with trail development, and options for resolving those conflicts. The analysis must include:


· City Comprehensive Plan, TSP, 2016 Pedestrian Safety Study, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Levee Loop Trail Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami zones


· County Comprehensive Plan, TSP, zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami inundation zones


· Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”)


· Federal tsunami inundation zones, flood areas, and levee regulations including U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Design and Alternative Criteria


· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans, and policies, including the Department of Land Conservation and Development’s Transportation Planning Rule; Statewide Transportation Improvement Program; Oregon Transportation Plan and all modal plans; and Traffic, Highway, Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals


2.	Transportation and Land Use Features


An inventory of key existing and planned (i.e. identified in an adopted plan, and with a committed funding source) transportation network and land use features within the Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and potential constraints for trail siting and development. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified. Features must include:


· Transportation network


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations and conditions of medians


· Locations and conditions of culverts and bridges


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle and pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments


· Bicycle and pedestrian networks, including types, locations, widths, surface, and ownership


· Levees, including locations and geometries


· Existing and planned land uses:


· Existing land uses, including vacant land


· City and County comprehensive plan designations, zoning, and any overlays


· Property boundaries, based on County Assessor and GIS records


· Activity centers likely to attract tourists, bicyclists, or pedestrians (such as the trailhead to the Oregon Dunes and the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area)


3.	Natural and Cultural Resources


An inventory of key natural and cultural resources within Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development. Consistent with data availability, the inventory must include:


· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources


· Regulatory floodplains


· Wetlands and non-wetland waters


· Endangered Species Act and Oregon-listed sensitive species


· Known hazardous materials sites


· Known historic, cultural, and archaeological resources and sites


· Topographical information, including steep and unstable slopes


· Tsunami inundation zones


4.	Demographics


General assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for Study Area residents, particularly considering the locations and characteristics of Title VI and Environmental Justice populations. City shall provide socio-economic and demographic information to Consultant.


2.3	Revised TMs 1 and 2


Consultant shall prepare revised Draft TMs 1 and 2, based on comments from PMT. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TMs 1 and 2 to PMT. 


Revised TMs 1 and 2 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TMs 1 and 2.


City Deliverables


2A	Baseline Data for TM 2


2B	Review and Comment on Draft TM 1


2C	Review and Comment on Draft TM 2


Consultant Deliverables


2A	Draft TM 1


2B	Draft TM 2


2C	Revised TMs 1 and 2


TASK 3: CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS


3.1	Draft TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 3 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 1 and Open House 1.


Draft TM 3 must include:


· Three alternative trail alignments for both the west segment and the east segment. Proposed trail stub locations (e.g. leads to a boat launch, scenic viewing area, or other attractor)


· A menu of potential and recommended trail amenities. Amenities must include a graphic representation, simple narrative, cost estimates, recommended materials, benefits and constraints, and conceptual locations. Amenities must include, but not be limited to:


· Security lighting and fencing


· Wayfinding and informational and hazard signage


· Benches and other furniture


· Bicycle racks and lockers


· Viewpoints


· Public restrooms


· Identification of any potential impacts to a levee or segments that are within 500 feet of a railroad, potential rail crossings, or any aspect of the trail that touches on railroad right of way or railroad operations in the Study Area


· Analysis of each of the alternatives, using the evaluation criteria in Revised TM 1.


3.2	PAC Meeting 1


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 3. PAC Meeting will be held on the same day as Open House 1, and is anticipated be approximately 2 hours in length. 


For PAC Meeting 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 1 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


PAC Meeting 1 must be held on the same or consecutive day as Open House 1.


3.3	Open House 1


Open House 1 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on alternative trail alignments, stub locations, and potential and recommended amenities.


Open House 1 must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed between the Consultant and City. Open House 1 is anticipated to last four hours.


For Open House 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 1 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 1 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 1 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 1


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 1


· County shall:


· attend


3.4	Revised TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 3, based on comments from PMT, PAC, and Open House 1.  City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TM 3 to PMT. 


Revised TM 3 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TM 3.


City Deliverables


3A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


Consultant Deliverables


3A	Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


3D	Revised TM 3


TASK 4: PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION


4.1	Draft TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 4 and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 2.


Draft TM 4 must include the preferred trail alignments and amenities, cost estimates, and potential funding. 


Preferred trail alignments must include as relevant:


· Recommended west segment alignment


· Recommended east segment alignment


· Cross-section


· Pavement type


· Width


· ADA features indicating those that are obviously compliant with ADA requirements, those that are obviously not compliant, and those where compliance cannot be determined


· Transportation system impacts and benefits, opportunities and constraints, including:


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations of medians


· Locations and condition of culverts and bridges based on ODOT’s bridge data management system


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle or pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


Preferred trail amenities must include:


· A graphic illustration or photographic representation


· Concise narrative describing the amenity


· Recommended materials


· Benefits and constraints


· Locations 


Cost estimates must include:


· Planning-level percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for trail development and construction


· Estimates broken into phases, both geographically and by amenity


· Trail types and special structures


· New or improved intersection and midblock crossings


· Preliminary and final design and engineering


· Permitting


· Construction management and contingencies


· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information


City, County, state, and federal funding options. 


Draft TM 5 must include the justification for the preferred trail alignments and amenities, including the scoring against the Revised TM 1 evaluation criteria


4.2	PAC Meeting 2


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 4. PAC Meeting #2 will be held on the same day as Open House 2, and is anticipated to be approximately 2 hours in length.


For PAC Meeting 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 2 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


4.3	Open House 2


Open House 2 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on preferred trail alignments and amenities, including costs.


For Open House 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 2 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 2 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 2 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 2


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 2


· County shall:


· attend


4.4	Decision Maker Workshop


Decision Maker Workshop provides an opportunity for City Council, City Planning Commission, County Board of Commissioners, or County Planning Commission to receive information and provide input on preferred trail alignments and amenities, costs, and other relevant information.


Decision Maker Workshop is anticipated to last three hours.


For Decision Maker Workshop:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and submit a presentation, to PMT at least five business days prior to workshop


· Take notes


· Provide a summary of input received to the PMT within five business days following Decision Maker Workshop


· City shall:


· Facilitate Decision Maker Workshop


· Arrange facilities


· Invite attendees


· Arrange equipment necessary for meeting and presentation


· Advertise using standard City processes


· County shall:


· Attend and participate


4.5	Revised TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 4, based on comments from PMT, PAC, Decision Maker Workshop and Open House 2. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant.  Consultant shall submit Revised TM 4 to PMT. 


Revised TM 4 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in the Revised TM 4.


4.6	Public Involvement Report


Consultant shall prepare a Public Involvement Report and submit to PMT. Public involvement report must include all public involvement (including Title VI, Environmental Justice, transportation disadvantaged outreach) conducted throughout the Project. 


City Deliverables


4A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


Consultant Deliverables


4A	Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


4E	Revised TM 4


4F 	Public Involvement Report


TASK 5: DEAN TO DUNES TRAIL PLAN


5.1	Draft DDTP


Consultant shall prepare Draft DDTP and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Draft DDTP must include the following:


· Volume 1


· Executive summary


· Project Purpose, goals, and Objectives


· Study Area map


· Overview of TM 1, including evaluation criteria


· Overview of TM 2


· Overview of TM 3


· Overview of TM 4, including preferred trail alignments and amenities for both segment, including:


· Mapped route alignments


· Trail typology


· Plan views


· Cross-sections


· Key connecting trail alignments


· Amenities and illustrations


· ADA features


· Other relevant information


· Map of future City trail network, pulled from this and prior plans


· Other relevant trail features (i.e. crossings, stubs, attractors, etc.)


· Cost estimates


· Recommended phasing


· Property impacts


· Plan adoption actions:


· Recommended City Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended City TSP amendments


· Recommended City development ordinances amendments


· Draft findings for City adoption of support document 


· Recommended County Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended County TSP amendments


· Recommended County development ordinance amendments


· Draft findings for County adoption of support document


· Volume 2


· All Revised TMs


· Comment logs for PAC, Open Houses and Decision-maker Workshops


· Comparative ranking tables for all trail alignments considered


· Public Involvement Report which will include meeting summaries and sign-in sheets


· Other relevant information


5.2	Final DDTP


Consultant shall revise Draft DDTP, based on comments from PMT. Consultant shall not be required to perform additional analysis, and all comments submitted by PMT must be limited to corrections, formatting, editing, illustration placement, or style.


Consultant shall submit Final DDTP to each member of PMT as follows:


· Two printed, bound copies of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies (e.g. on DVD) of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies of all project files (i.e. data files, GIS files, Draft and Revised TMs, graphics and illustrations, comment logs, etc.)


City Deliverables


5A	Review and Comment on Draft DDTP


Consultant Deliverables


5A	Draft DDTP


BD	Final DDTP








PROJECT SCHEDULE


			Task


			Schedule





			1


				May 2017





			2


			May 2017 – July 2017





			3


			July 2017 – November 2017





			4


			November 2017 – March 2018





			5


			March 2018– June 2018











Consultant Amounts per Deliverable


			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Lump Sum per Deliverable Amount Payable to Consultant





			1A


			PMT Meetings (up to 15 @ $210 each)


			$3,150





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


			$7,550





			


					Task Total


			$10,700





			2A


			Draft TM 1


			$5,150





			2B


			Draft TM 2


			$13,200





			2C


			Revised TMs 1 and 2


			$2,600





			


			Task Total


			$20,950





			3A


			Draft TM 3


			$14,900





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			$3,300





			3C


			Open House 1


			$7,800





			3D


			Revised TM 3


			$3,000





			


			Task Total


			$29,000





			4A


			Draft TM 4


			$11,800





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			$6,300





			4C


			Open House 2


			$8,600





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			$3,550





			4E


			Revised TM 4


			$2,700





			4F


			Public Involvement Report


			$2,000





			


			Task Total


			$34,950





			5A


			Draft DDTP


			$14,800





			5B


			Final DDTP


			$4,750





			


			Task Total


			$19,550





			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$115,150














Local Agency Match Table


			Task


			Description


			Staff Name


			Staff Hours


			 Wage 


			Supplies/other services


			 Cost of supplies/services 


			 Task Costs 





			1A


			PMT Meetings (15)


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			John S.


			15


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $643.35 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			15


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $294.00 





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			Itiniraries, invites, envelopes, postage


			 $20.00 


			 $481.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			County


			19


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $570.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $4,534.45 





			2A


			Draft TM1 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			2B


			Draft TM2 Review & baseline data


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $2,348.48 





			3A


			Draft TM3 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $  -   





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			3C


			Open House 1


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $3,115.18 





			4A


			Draft TM4 Review


			Jessica 


			8


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $246.24 





			


			


			Jonathan


			8


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $409.52 





			


			


			John S.


			8


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $343.12 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $240.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4C


			Open House 2


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $375.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $4,905.84 





			4A


			Draft DDTP


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $307.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			10


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $511.90 





			


			


			John S.


			10


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $428.90 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $300.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $1,607.40 





			Project Total


			 16,511.35 
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EXHIBIT A



STATEMENT OF WORK



TGM 3B-13



City of Reedsport



Levee Loop Trail Plan



Acronyms/Definitions



ADA
Americans with Disabilities Act



Agency/ODOT
Oregon Department of Transportation



APM
Agency Project Manager



City
City of Reedsport



LLTP
Levee Loop Trail Plan



NTP
Notice to Proceed



PAC
Project Advisory Committee



PMT
Project Management Team



RWDP
Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan


TGM
Transportation and Growth Management


TM
Technical Memorandum



Trail
City of Reedsport Levee Trail



USACE
United States Army Corps of Engineers



PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM (“PMT”)



			City of Reedsport (“City”)



Jessica Terra



City of Reedsport



451 Winchester Avenue



Reedsport, OR 97467


			jterra@cityofreedsport.org


541-271-3603





			Consultant


Bill Ciz


Parametrix


700 NE Multnomah, Suite 1000


Portland, OR 97232


			wciz@parametrix.com


503-233-2400





			ODOT/TGM



Agency Project Manager (“APM”)


Alexandra Krull, Transportation Planner



Oregon Department of Transportation



3500 NW Stewart Parkway



Roseburg, OR 97470


			Alexandra.Krull@odot.state.or.us 


541-957-3635








This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The work order contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “WOC”) with the work order consultant (“Consultant”) shall contain the following provisions in substantially the form set forth below:



“PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of the entities involved in this cooperative Project. In this Work Order Contract (WOC), the Consultant shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Consultant. All work assigned to other entities are not Consultant’s obligations under this WOC, but shall be obtained by Agency through separate intergovernmental agreements which contain a statement of work that is the same as or similar to this statement of work. The obligations of entities in this statement of work other than the Consultant are merely stated for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are the named entities parties to this WOC. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a subcontractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Consultant.



Any Consultant tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.
At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Consultant shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to APM of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in this statement of work.



2. APM shall contact the non-cooperative entity or entities to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and expedite items determined to be delaying the Consultant.



If Consultant has followed the notification process described in item 1, and Agency finds that delinquency of any deliverable is a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in this statement of work, the Consultant will not be found in breach of contract; nor shall Consultant be assessed or liable for any damages arising as a result of such delinquencies. Neither shall ODOT be responsible or liable for any damages to Consultant as the result of such non-cooperation by other entities. APM will negotiate with Consultant in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Consultant.”


PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit



The City of Reedsport’s (“City”) Levee Loop Trail Plan (“LLTP”) will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for local trips within the community. The LLTP must identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, regulatory requirements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding while ensuring compliance with the United States Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) levee program, and state and local standards.



The City of Reedsport Levee Loop Trail (“Trail”) will offer an alternative transportation option for City residents and tourists. The proposed Trail route will provide convenient access to attractors within City, reduce reliance on the automobile, and improve safety by reducing bicycle and pedestrian use of Highways 101 and 38.



Project Area



Selected area within the City of Reedsport (see attached map, which shows the Project Area boundary and five Trail planning segments).


Background



City currently lacks developed bicycle and pedestrian routes, particularly near Highway 101. The need for the Trail has been identified in both the Reedsport Transportation System Plan and Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan (“RWDP”). The RWDP identified a trail in concept. The LLTP must refine this concept.



City is currently in the process of recertifying the levee system. Development of the LLTP must be coordinated with that effort. Concepts, proposals, and cross-sections must be submitted to the USACE at least 15 working days prior to completion of Task 4.


Project Objectives


· Link the Trail to key attractors, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe and convenient access points and street/highway crossings;



· Provide shorter trip lengths between destinations on the trail than on road networks, to increase the Trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative;



· Identify the community vision for the overall Trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections;



· Address safety and security of trail users;



· Identify Trail standards, cross-sections, Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and other statutory and regulatory requirements;



· Provide methodology for the alteration of a provisionally accredited levee system as provided for under USACE design criteria for levees;



· Determine preliminary cost estimates and potential funding sources; and



· Consider visual impacts to abutting property owners in the preferred alignment and designs.



GENERAL PROVISIONS



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables



LLTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with a simple and concise accompanying narrative (e.g. system inventories, traffic conditions). Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software.  Memorandums and reports must be formatted for 8½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.  


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the PMT, including the City and Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) APM, in Word and .pdf.  Final versions of deliverables must be provided in an open universally readable format.  


The following apply to all deliverables unless otherwise specified in this statement of work or by Agency:



1.
Draft Materials



Draft deliverables must be substantially complete and that any changes or revisions needed to address comments will be minor. 



Consultant shall provide draft deliverables to the PMT at least ten working days prior to the scheduled meeting or public release.



City shall submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt, unless otherwise directed by PMT. APM shall submit one set of comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt of draft materials, unless otherwise directed by PMT.



Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received and provide new draft to City and APM at least two working days prior to meeting or public release. 



Consultant is not required to make major or extensive revisions without an approved contract amendment. This provision does not limit the right of Agency to require correction of deliverables that do not meet the requirements of this statement of work.



2.
Text deliverables



The following text must appear in Project’s final products:



“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), local government, and the State of Oregon funds. The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect views or policies of the State of Oregon.”



Consultant name or logos may not appear on Final LLTP documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.



3. 
Maps and graphic deliverables



Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City’s Geographic Information System base data, or in a format as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency. 



Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale; a direction indicator indicating north; a color scheme that ensures readability in black and white; a legend; source; and date for the underlying information. 



All graphics, including but not limited to vector based graphics including perspectives, axonometric drawings and elevations created digitally, must be delivered to the PMT digitally in both the native format in which they are created (such as Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad etc.) and in an open universally readable format (such as PDFs and or JPGs), as agreed between Consultant, City and Agency. 



4.
Web Access to All Materials



Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the Project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of Project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City and APM.



Expectations About Meetings and Public Involvement 



The Public Involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.” 



City shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or a socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs and policies. 



Meaningful involvement means that: 



(1) 
Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; 



(2) 
the public's contribution can influence the regulatory agency's decision; 



(3) 
the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and 



(4) 
the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.



City shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts shall be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low income populations. 



The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council. City shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City shall transmit any comments received outside of the processes in this statement of work to the Consultant.



Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibility of public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task. 



Expectations About Traffic Analysis



An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandums containing traffic analysis must be stamped.  Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx. Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to beginning analysis.



TASK 1:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT


1.1 Project Management Team 



The PMT will review project progress and identify and mitigate potential issues impacting the Project. The PMT shall consist of and be attended by the City, APM, and Consultant Project Manager.



City shall arrange and attend PMT teleconferences once monthly, up to 10 PMT teleconferences for the life of the Project.  Teleconferences are anticipated to be one hour.  Consultant Project Manager shall facilitate PMT teleconferences.  Teleconferences may be cancelled if the PMT determines meetings are not needed at that time.  



Consultant shall provide PMT meeting summary notes to City and APM within 10 working days following each PMT meeting.  



Initial PMT meeting must be conducted within two calendar weeks of Notice to Proceed (“NTP”).



1.2
Project Advisory Committee 



The Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) will discuss Project progress, review draft deliverables and materials associated with Project tasks, and provide input on the findings and options presented.  



The following standards apply to all PAC Meetings:  



· PAC shall meet three times during the Project, as identified in later tasks.  



· Each PAC Meeting is anticipated to be three hours.   



City shall establish PAC membership and submit the membership list to Consultant and APM.  At City’s discretion, PAC may include representatives from the following:



· US Army Corps of Engineers


· City Council member(s)



· City Planning Commission member(s)



· City Public Works Department staff



· Reedsport School District



· Emergency service provider (police, fire, and/or emergency medical services)



· Transit service provider



· ODOT Bicycle & Pedestrian Program



· ODOT Rail Division



· Coos Bay Rail Link



· Department of Land Conservation and Development



· Bicycle/pedestrian groups



· A Title VI / transportation disadvantaged population representative



· Citizens-at-large



· A business or chamber of commerce representative



City shall:



· Recruit and establish PAC membership



· Print and distribute meeting materials to PAC members



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise PAC Meetings using standard City processes, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct PAC Meetings



· Attend PAC Meetings and participate as appropriate



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copy of meeting agenda to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to PAC Meeting. 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting displays and handout materials, and the draft technical memoranda and other materials, to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to each PAC Meeting.



· Prepare PAC Meeting presentations in consultation with City, and facilitate meetings in-person (except as noted under Task 3). 



· Take PAC Meeting notes, and distribute summary to City and APM within 10 working days following the meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



PAC Meetings must be held in the same time period as other Project meetings associated with a given task (Key Stakeholder Meetings, Kick-off Meeting, Open House, and/or Joint City Planning Commission/City Council Workshop). All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. PAC Meetings are described and scheduled under the specific tasks during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.3
Key Stakeholder Meetings


Key Stakeholder Meetings will inform stakeholders of project goals, objectives and processes and solicit input on deliverables throughout the course of the Project. City shall prepare a list of key stakeholders and submit to APM.  Key stakeholders must include an inclusive cross-section of community businesses, property owners, interests and populations potentially impacted by the Project. This list shall be used to select key stakeholders to meet with at different phases in the Project.  This list may be updated at any point during the Project.  



Key Stakeholder Meetings are anticipated to be approximately one hour each, not to exceed four hours total for each associated project task. 



At the City’s discretion, Key Stakeholder Meetings may be conducted:



· With multiple stakeholders at the same time



· With individual stakeholders multiple times



· By telephone, at the convenience of the stakeholder(s)



City shall:



· Recruit potential key stakeholder participants



· Prepare meeting agenda if needed, and print and distribute meeting materials to stakeholders


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant



· Advertise meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate


· Take meeting notes, and distribute summary to Consultant and APM within 10 working days following the Key Stakeholder Meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



Consultant shall: 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting display and handout materials, draft task technical memoranda, and other materials to be considered, to City at least 10 working days prior to Key Stakeholder Meetings. 


· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Tasks 2 and 4, Consultant shall review meeting summaries developed by the City and consider meeting outcomes in the development of task deliverables.



· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Task 5, Consultant shall attend and participate.



Key Stakeholder Meetings must occur on the same or adjacent day as the PAC Meeting, Kick-off Meeting or Council/Commission Workshop for the associated task. All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Key Stakeholder Meetings are described and scheduled herein under the specific task during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.4
Project Webpage



City shall develop and maintain a project webpage on the City web site containing all materials and information relevant to development of the LLTP. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing and maintaining the Project webpage.



City Deliverables



1A.
Arrange and attend PMT Teleconferences



1B
PAC member list



1C
Stakeholder list



1D
Project Website



Consultant Deliverables



1A
PMT Teleconferences



Note: 
Specific Consultant deliverables for the PAC Meetings and Key Stakeholder Meetings described under Task 1 are listed under the specific task these meetings occur.


TASK 2
PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



Task 2.1
Goals and Objectives Technical Memorandum #1 (“TM #1”)


Consultant shall produce TM #1, Project Goals and Objectives, which must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose 



· Project goals and objectives



· Project Area and Trail Planning Segments, including a map illustrating overall Project boundary and five  Trail planning segments within that boundary; and key Project Area characteristics such as the city limits, urban growth boundary, major water bodies, and key existing land use and transportation features


TM #1 must include a set of trail option evaluation criteria, in a form usable by the PMT, PAC, Key Stakeholders, and the general public, to be used under Task 3 and Task 4 for the purposes of evaluating, contrasting, and selecting trail options and alternatives. TM #1 must include concise general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  


For those trail types used for the preferred trail alignment options selected under Task 4, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included in the associated TM #4. The preference is to site the Trail on the levee or within publically-owned or controlled property and right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible options can be identified. Trail option evaluation criteria, must include: 



· Trail types



· Trail user experience



· Safety and security



· Connectivity



· Environmental and cultural resource impacts



· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts



· Property ownership impacts



· Directness of travel



· Cost and funding availability



· Phasing opportunities


The following is the preferred standard trail type for the Levee Loop Trail:



· Located on the levee, separate from existing road or rail right-of-way.



· 10 to 12 feet wide. 



· Asphalt or other hard surface



· Compliant with the ADA



Where due to prior development, physical or other constraints, the preferred standard trail type is not feasible or desirable, alternative trail standards and types may be considered, including the following:



· Multiuse trail paralleling an existing roadway – a standard multiuse trail adjacent to a roadway (”street-adjacent” trail), but separated from roadway by a buffer



· Pedestrian-only trail – six to eight  feet wide, with a paved or soft surface



· Multiuse or pedestrian-only boardwalks



· On-street, using bike lanes, sidewalks, widened shoulders, cycle track solutions; or shared roadway solutions with barriers, signing and/or striping to assure safety and separation between users



· Short connector trails to key destinations that are not directly accessed by the main stem of the trail



Special structures could include, but are not limited to:



· Railroad and roadway crossings – at grade, grade-separated, or mid-block



· Bridges – across streams, sloughs, or wetland areas; and roadways or rail lines



· Elevated trail sections with switchbacks and/or retaining walls, especially to meet ADA grade requirements



· Ramps and other structures leading on and off of the levee



Consultant shall provide electronic copy of draft TM #1 to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit (see Task 2.2)  


City shall distribute draft TM #1 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant no later than 10 working days in advance of final Task 2 deliverables.  



Task 2.2
Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



The PMT will meet for a Project Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit. Purpose of Kick-off Meeting is to confirm Project goals and objectives, scope, timelines and standards; and to provide the Consultant the opportunity for field observations and documentation.   Other participants may be invited to the Kick-off Meeting and/or Site Visit at the discretion of the City or APM.  Kick-off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. The Site Visit is anticipated to last four hours.  



City shall:



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  



· Print and distribute meeting agendas and materials



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Arrange for access to properties and sites for the Site Visit, and provide City staff to accompany Consultant as necessary



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copies of Kick-off Meeting agenda and associated meeting materials to the City and APM at least 10 working days in advance of the meeting.



· Facilitate the Kick-off Meeting and participate in Site Visit.



· Prepare Kick-off Meeting summary to the same standards as for PAC meetings (see Task 1.2), and submit to City and APM within 10 working days following the Kick-off Meeting.


Task 2.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1, per standards listed in Task 1.3.  City may choose to do a mailing rather than in-person meetings. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1. 


Task 2.4
Revised TM #1



Consultant shall revise TM #1 based on input from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholders Meeting #1.  



Consultant shall provide revised TM #1 electronically to City and APM within 10 working days of receiving consolidated comments from City. 



City Deliverables



2A
Comments on draft TM #1



2B
Participate in Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



2A
Draft TM #1



2B
Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


2D
Revised TM #1



TASK 3
BASELINE INFORMATION



3.1   Technical Memorandum #2 (TM #2): Baseline Information



Consultant shall produce TM #2 to identify and summarize existing plans and policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may impact trail development.  Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available. 



TM #2 must be based on existing base information and data provided by City, APM, and project stakeholders. Base information must be provided in the form of GIS files whenever possible. Other base information may be provided in the form of photography, electronic copies of reports and studies, etc. City and APM are also responsible for obtaining data and information identified by the Consultant that may be held by stakeholders. Consultant is not responsible for generating new data and background information.



3.1.1 Existing Plans and Policies



TM #2 must include an inventory of federal, state, and local plans and policies that may impact development of the trail, and identify any policy conflicts with trail development and options for resolving those conflicts. Laws, plans and policies must include but are not limited to:


· City Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances including floodplain and tsunami inundation zone ordinances, and Capital Improvement Project List.



· Federal ADA



· Federal tsunami inundation zone, floodplain, and levee regulations, including USACE Levee Design and Alteration Criteria.



· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans and policies including DLCD’s Transportation Planning Rule, Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, Transportation Plan and Modal plans and standards (highway, bicycle and pedestrian, freight, rail, etc.), and Traffic, Highway Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals.


3.1.2
Transportation and Land Use Features



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key existing transportation network and land use features within the Project Area; and any planned and funded street, bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure improvements that may impact the trail. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· Transportation network



· Right-of-way - Existing road right of way or easements owned by City, Douglas County, or the State



· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility (including City, County, and State) for public roadways within the Project Area, including freight routes



·  Public transit services within the Project Area, including existing transit stops and routes, and any planned public transit facility and service improvements



· Bicycle and pedestrian network - Facility types, locations, width, surface, and ownership



· Levee - Location and geometry



· Existing and planned land uses



· Existing land uses, including vacant land



· City zoning and special overlay areas



· Property boundaries based on County Assessor and GIS records.



· Activity centers likely to attract bicyclists and pedestrians, such as the downtown core and schools



3.1.3
Natural and Cultural Resource Features 



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key natural and cultural resources features within the Project Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources



· Federal Emergency Management Agency floodplains (up to 100-year)



· Wetlands and non-wetland waters



· Endangered Species Act- and Oregon-listed and sensitive species



· Known hazardous materials sites



· Known historic, cultural, and archeological  resources and sites



· Topographic information, including steep and unstable slopes



· Tsunami inundation zones



3.1.4 
Demographics




TM #2 must include key socio-economic and demographic information within the Project Area, particularly the locations and characteristics of Title VI populations. City shall provide this information to the Consultant, and Consultant shall provide a concise written general assessment of potential opportunities and constraints, if any, associated with these populations.


Consultant shall: 


· Deliver electronic copy of draft TM #2 to City and APM at least 10 working days before PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2. 



City shall: 


· Provide all baseline data and information required under Task 3.1 to the Consultant no later than 15 working days from completion of Task 2.



· City shall distribute draft TM #2 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant.



3.2
PAC Meeting #1



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #1 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #1, per standards listed under Task 1.2, except that Consultant shall attend PAC Meeting #1 by teleconference or videoconference, using systems and facilities secured by the City. 


3.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #2



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 per standards under Task 1.3. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1.


3.4
Revised TM #2



Consultant shall revise draft TM #2 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 4. 



City Deliverables



3A
Baseline Data



3B
Review and comment on TM #2



3C
Participate in PAC Meeting #1



3D
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



3A
Draft TM #2



3B
PAC Meeting #1



3C
Revised TM #2


TASK 4
CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS



Task 4.1     Technical Memorandum #3 (“TM #3): Conceptual Trail Options



Consultant shall develop TM #3 identifying conceptual trail options, including alternative trail alignments and associated special facilities.  Information must be presented in tabular, graphic and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.


4.1.1
Alignment Options Analysis



TM #3 must describe and map Trail alignment options for each of the five Trail segments identified in TM #1 and on the Project Area Map. The general standards and limitations for analysis, and option evaluation criteria, are described under Tasks 2, 4, and 5, but are further limited by segment as specified below. The number and types of trail alignment options, and the level of analysis applied, will vary with each segment, as follows: 



· All segments must include a single alignment option using the levee, except in Segments 1, 3 and 5 as specified below, or if infeasible due to condition or absence of the levee, lack of adequate access solutions to the levee, USACE restrictions, or other factors identified by Consultant and agreed to by City. If a levee solution is not feasible, a single alternative using existing streets must be identified except for Segment 2 as specified below. 



· Segment 1: Riverfront Way: No levee trail option is available and options directly along the Umpqua River waterfront are restricted by prior development. The identified trail option must be limited to an on-street improvement or a street-adjacent trail along Riverfront Way.



· Segment 2: Port Dock Road: Up to three  trail options using either the levee, areas on the river side of the levee following the south side of the McIntosh Slough, or existing streets, may be considered, 



· Segment 3: Champion Park: Between North 12th Street and North 13th Street, the existing levee is substandard. A levee trail option is not required for this section. A single alternative using existing streets must be identified.



· Segment 4: Scholfield River-Coho: This segment spans US 101. To avoid out-of-direction travel, a levee solution may require a new crossing of US 101. If ODOT determines that a new crossing will not be permitted, a trail on the levee may not be as functional as an on-street solution. If this is the determination any trail sections on the levee will be planned as narrower local community recreational trails.



· Segment 5: Winchester Avenue: No levee trail option is available. The identified trail option must be limited to on-street improvements on Winchester Avenue or Fir Avenue (OR 38).



In addition to the specific information developed under Task 4.1.2: USACE Levee Requirements, Task 4.1.3: Rail and Road Crossings, and Task 4.1.4: Non-motorized Boat Launch, and information for each trail segment must include:



· Horizontal trail alignments and trail grades



· Trail type classifications, widths, and surface



· Special trail structures, including location, length, width, and materials for any bridges or boardwalks



· Potential trailhead locations



· Potential right-of-way or property acquisitions



4.1.2
USACE Levee Requirements



TM #3 must summarize the USACE design and regulatory criteria for use and alteration of the levee system that the City may need to follow to permit the Trail along the top of the levee; and identify potential modifications to the levee structure required by any levee trail options, including accesses on to and off of the levee. 



4.1.3
Rail and Road Crossings



TM #3 must identify rail lines within the Project Area, any points where the Trail crosses rail lines, and any recommended new crossings or improvements to existing crossings needed to be compliant with applicable standards. All selected crossing types must include a typical plan view and cross section illustration and a description of the benefits and constraints of the proposed crossing location. Crossings that require modifications to the levee structure must be coordinated with USACE.  In addition, the following limitations must apply to any proposed rail or highway crossings:


· Rail crossings (Port of Coos Rail Link)


· Trail must use existing rail line crossings, and grade-separated rail crossings are preferred. 



· No new at-grade rail crossings may be considered, and existing private crossings cannot be proposed for conversion to a public crossing



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan-level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional rail crossings will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new rail crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP.


· Highway crossings (US 101 and OR 38)


· Crossings at existing signalized highway intersections are preferred



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional trail crossing of a highway, except at existing signalized intersections, will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new standalone trail highway crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP 


4.1.4
 Non-motorized Boat Launch 



TM #3 must identify and describe one conceptual location in the vicinity of Champion Park or McIntosh Slough for a non-motorized boat launch (kayaks, canoes, other self-propelled vessels); and typical launch site amenities such as vehicle and trailer parking areas, restroom, picnic shelter and furnishings, and interpretive signage. 



The conceptual launch location must be accessed directly by the Trail or a connecting trail, provide for open water launch in all normal tidal conditions, and include or have nearby: 



· Automobile access/egress 



· Bicycle and pedestrian access/egress



· Automobile and bicycle parking 



4.2
PAC Meeting #2



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #2 per standards and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #2. 


4.3
Open House



The Open House must provide an opportunity for members of the public to view project information and recommendations, and provide input to Consultant, City, and APM. The Open House must be conducted as an informal, drop-in style meeting for the public to attend at their convenience.  The Open House must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Open House is anticipated to be three hours, including set-up and tear-down.


City shall:



· Print and distribute Open House agendas and materials



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise Open House meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Provide written notes summarizing meeting input received by City to Consultant within five working days following the Open House.  Clear, handwritten notes are acceptable.



Consultant shall:



· Provide and deliver directly presentation materials, including minimum 24’ x 36’’ graphics and maps for Open House displays



· Conduct and facilitate Open House 



· Prepare Open House summary to the same standards as PAC Meetings and distribute to City and APM within 10 working days of Open House



4.4
Revised TM #3



Consultant shall revise TM #3 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #2 and Open House outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 5. 



City Deliverables



4A
PAC Meeting #2



4B
Open House



4C
Review and comment on draft TM #3



Consultant Deliverables



4A
Draft TM #3



4B
PAC Meeting #2



4C
Open House



4D
Revised TM #3



TASK 5
PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION



Task 5.1 
Technical Memorandum #4 (TM #4): Preferred Trail Option



Consultant shall produce TM #4 to guide selection of a preferred Trail option, and as applicable and necessary, a near-term interim option utilizing on-street or other trail solutions. Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.



5.1.1 
Preferred Trail Alignments 



TM #4 must include recommendations for a preferred Trail alignment in each of five trail segments. In any given trail segment, if only one option is identified as an outcome of Task 4, this additional Task 5.1.1 alignment evaluation will not apply to that segment. If more than one option is identified in any given trail segment at the conclusion of Task 4, Consultant shall make recommendations as to a preferred long-range trail option, and a near-term interim option if needed. Recommendations for the preferred trail option for each segment must be documented in a table tabulating trail option evaluation criteria outcomes. A typical plan view and cross-section illustration must be included for all trail types used. Consultant shall consider: 



· Outcomes of applying the trail options evaluation criteria developed as per Task 2.1 



· Outcomes from Task 4 alignment options analysis



· Task 4 PAC Meeting #2 and Open House input



· Outcomes of Tasks 5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4 as applicable



· Any additional input and direction from City or APM



In undertaking any additional trail option evaluation under Task 5, Consultant shall also consider as applicable any specific and relevant information on the presence or condition of transportation infrastructure that may impact Trail feasibility, including but not limited to: 



· Pavement and shoulder type, width, and condition



· Number of travel lanes



· Posted speeds and existing traffic control devices 



· On-street parking locations



· Location and condition of medians and culverts



· Arterials and collector streets currently lacking bicycle and/or pedestrian facilities



· Crosswalk locations and condition



· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments



5.1.2
     Key Connector Trails and Routes



TM #4 preferred Trail alignment mapping must illustrate the alignment and trail type of key secondary trails or on-street routes connecting the preferred Trail alignment to neighborhoods, commercial districts, recreation areas, other bicycle/pedestrian facilities, and other transportation facilities. Only a mapped alignment and trail type is required to be identified for connector trails.


5.1.3
Trail Amenities 



TM #4 must include a menu of recommended Trail amenity structures. Amenities must be illustrated with a graphic or photographic representation and a concise narrative that describes the amenity, recommended materials, intended benefits or possible constraints, and conceptual location(s) if applicable. Amenities include but are not limited to:



· Security lighting and fencing



· Wayfinding and informational signage



· Benches and other trail furniture, including bicycle parking racks or lockers



· Public restrooms



5.1.4     Cost Estimates 



TM #4 must include “plan level” percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for Trail development and construction. Cost estimates must be delivered in a tabular format including:



· Trail types and special structures



· New or improved intersection and midblock road crossings 



· Non-motorized boat launch



· Preliminary and final design and engineering 



· Permitting



· Construction management and contingencies



· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information



5.2
PAC Meeting #3



City shall schedule and arrange PAC Meeting #3 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.2. 


5.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



City shall schedule and attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3. Consultant shall attend and facilitate Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.3.


5.4
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



Consultant shall attend and facilitate a workshop presenting the final project deliverables and recommendations contained in TM #4 to the City Council and Planning Commission in a joint session before initiating preparation and delivery of a final LLTP.


· Consultant shall prepare a project presentation in the form of a PowerPoint and deliver electronically to City and APM 10 working days in advance of the workshop.  



· City shall attend, arrange, and advertise the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop according to normal City standards.



· City shall prepare Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop minutes, and provide to Consultant within five working days following the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop.  



5.5 
Title VI Report



City shall prepare and submit to APM and Consultant a report delineating Title VI activities, and documenting project process and outreach for all low income, race, gender, and age groups. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing the Title VI Report other than incorporating the report into LLTP Volume II as per Task 6.1. 



5.6
Revised TM #4



Consultant shall revise TM# 4 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #3,  Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 6. 



City Deliverables



5A
Review and comment on TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholders Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop, provide meeting minutes



5E
Title VI Report



Consultant Deliverables



5A
Draft TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



5E
Revised TM #4



TASK 6 
LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN PRODUCTION



Task 6.1 
Final LLTP



Consultant shall prepare the final LLTP based on outcomes of all prior tasks.  Consultant shall incorporate findings, recommendations, mapping and other deliverables from TMs #1 to #4. 



Volume 1 of the final LLTP must include:



· Executive Summary



· Purpose, goals and objectives, Project Area, segment mapping, and trail option rating criteria from TM #1



· Overview of TM #2: Baseline Information



· Overview of TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options



· Preferred Trail alternative by segment from TM #4, including mapped route alignments, trail typology including typical plan views and cross-sections, key connecting trail alignments, and near-term interim options, as applicable.



· Other Trail features as applicable, including non-motorized boat launch, rail and road crossings, including typical plan views for crossings, as applicable



· Illustrations of Trail amenities from TM #4



· Cost estimates from TM #4 



· Recommended Trail segment phasing from TM #4 and potential funding sources



· Overview of USACE levee use and alteration requirements and process


Volume 2 of the Final LLTP must include:



· Full TMs 1 to 4



· Comparative rating table used to reach preferred Trail option from conceptual trail options identified in TM #3 



· PAC and Key Stakeholders Meeting participation lists, and Open House and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop sign-in sheets.



· Meeting summaries of all PMT Meetings, Kickoff Meeting, PAC Meetings, Key Stakeholder Meetings, Open House, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


· Title VI Report



Format: The final LLTP must be in the form of:



· Two  bound paper copies



· Two  electronic copies in native and .pdf format on CD or DVD, including attachments and appendices



Consultant Deliverables



6A
Final LLTP


TASK 7: 
 CONTINGENT TASK


7.1 
USACE Review



Upon written authorization of APM, Consultant shall schedule and facilitate a meeting with USACE-Portland District prior to selection of the preferred Trail option under Task 5 to provide USACE an opportunity to review and comment on the conceptual trail plans developed under Task 4. The USACE Review Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. City and APM may attend in-person, via teleconference or videoconference at their discretion. Consultant shall prepare and submit a written meeting summary to City and APM within five  working days of meeting.


City Deliverables



7A
Attend USACE Review meeting


Consultant Deliverables



7A
USACE Meeting


			MATCH PLAN FOR THE REEDSPORT LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN





			


			


			


			





			CITY OF REEDSPORT TASKS


			JONATHAN
WRIGHT


			JESSICA
TERRA


			 TOTAL
MATCH 





			


			$47.94 


			$28.07 


			





			Project Management Team (PMT) Mtgs


			10


			10


			 $      760.10 





			Maintain Project Webpage for Duration of Project


			2


			24


			 $      769.56 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #1: Goals & Objectives  (includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend Kick-Off Meeting & Site Visit (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, arranging access to properties and sites)


			7


			9


			 $      588.21 





			Recruit Potential Stakeholder Participants


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #1


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Provide Consultant with Baseline Information


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #2: Baseline Information (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Recruit PAC membership


			4


			5


			 $        23.00 





			Attend PAC Meeting #1 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #2


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #2 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Develop Notice/Flyer for Open House and Mail to Nearby Property Owners


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Open House (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, advertising, purchasing refreshments)


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Compile Open House Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Review Revised TM #3


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #4: Preferred Trail Option  (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #3 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Joint City Planning Commission / City Council Workshop (also includes printing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			4


			6


			 $      360.18 





			Transcribe Minutes of Workshop and Deliver to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Prepare Titel VI Report


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Review Revised TM #4


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Review Plan Production


			4


			4


			 $      304.04 





			Cost of Printed Materials, Fuel for Site Visit Tour, Advertising, Postage for Mailed Notices, Refreshments, etc.


			-


			-


			 $      500.00 





			Attend USACE Review


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			*This is considered overmatch


			


			


			 *$  8,020.23








Consultant Amounts per Deliverable and Schedule



			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Fixed Amount Payable to Consultant


			Task and Project Totals


			Schedule





			1A


			PMT Teleconferences (Up to 10 at $270 each)


			$2,900


			


			On-Going





			


			


			Task 1 Total


			$2,900


			





			2A


			Draft TM #1


			$2,900


			


			August 2014





			2B


			Kick-off Meeting & Site Visit


			$4,300


			


			September 2014





			2C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


			$300


			


			September 2014





			2D


			Revised TM #1


			$1,200


			


			October 2014





			


			


			Task 2 Total


			$8,700


			





			3A


			Draft TM #2


			$9,000


			


			November 2014





			3B


			PAC Meeting #1


			$1,700


			


			December 2014





			3C


			Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary Review


			$300


			


			December 2014





			3D


			Revised TM #2


			$3,500


			


			January 2015





			


			


			Task 3 Total


			$14,500


			





			4A


			Draft TM #3


			$18,000


			


			February 2015





			4B


			PAC Meeting #2


			$3,900


			


			February 2015





			4C


			Open House


			$2,400


			


			February 2015





			4D


			Revised TM #3


			$5,100


			


			March 2015





			


			


			Task 4 Total


			$29,400


			





			5A


			Draft TM #4


			$14,100


			


			May 2015





			5B


			PAC Meeting #3


			$2,200


			


			June 2015





			5C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #3


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5D


			Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5E


			Revised TM #4


			$4,200


			


			July 2015





			


			


			Task 5 Total


			$21,900


			





			6A


			Final LLTP


			$6,000


			


			August 2015





			


			


			Task 6 Total


			$6,000


			





			7A


			Contingent Task: USACE Review Meeting


			$900


			


			TBD





			


			


			Task 7 Total


			$900


			





			


			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$84,300


			








Study Area Map
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EXHIBIT A



TGM File Code 2M-03



CITY OF INDEPENDENCE



Monmouth/Independence Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Definitions and Acronyms



ADA – Americans with Disabilities Act



BPU – ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (part of the Traffic Management Unit)



Cities – City of Independence and City of Monmouth



GIS – Geographic Information System



Independence – City of Independence



Monmouth – City of Monmouth



MTC – Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee



ODOT/Agency – Oregon Department of Transportation



TMU – ODOT Traffic Management Unit



TPAU – ODOT Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit



TSP – Transportation System Plan



PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The personal services contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “Contract”) with the personal services contractor (“Contractor”) shall contain the following provisions:



“In this contract the Contractor shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Contractor. All work assigned to other entities are not bound by this contract, but shall be bound by separate Intergovernmental Agreements which contain the same statement of work found in this contract. The references to all parties in this statement of work other than the Contractor are merely for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are they parties to this contract. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a sub-contractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Contractor.



Any Contractor tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.  At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Contractor shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to Agency Contract Administrator of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in the statement of work.



2. Agency Contract Administrator shall contact the non-cooperative entity/s to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and/or expedite items determined to be delaying the Contractor/project.



If Contractor has followed the notification process described in item 1, and delinquency of any deliverable is found to be a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in the statement of work, the Contractor will not be found in breach of contract. The Agency Contract Administrator will negotiate with Contractor in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Contractor.



KEY PERSONNEL



Key Personnel.   Contractor acknowledges and agrees that Agency selected Contractor, and is entering into this Contract, because of the special qualifications of Contractor's key people.  In particular, Agency through this Contract is engaging the expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention of George Hudson and Mia Birk of Alta Planning + Design ("Key Personnel").  Contractor's Key Personnel shall not delegate performance of the management powers and responsibilities he/she is required to provide under this Contract to another (other) Contractor employee(s) without first obtaining the written consent (email acceptable) of Agency.  Further, Contractor shall not re-assign or transfer a Key Person to other duties or positions such that a Key Person is no longer available to provide Agency with his/her expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention, without first obtaining Agency's prior written consent to such re-assignment or transfer.  In the event Contractor requests that Agency approve a re-assignment or transfer of a Key Person, Agency shall have the right to interview, review the qualifications of, and approve or disapprove the proposed replacement(s) for the a Key Person.  Any approved substitute or replacement for a Key Person shall be deemed a Key Person under this contract.



Project Purpose



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail is intended to provide a convenient non-automotive transportation alternative to Oregon 51 for local trips within the communities of Independence and Monmouth.  This project will develop a master plan that identifies access points and a preferred alignment, evaluates key road crossing options, establishes trail technical standards and design elements, addresses regulatory requirements, and provides preliminary project cost estimates, as well as potential sources of funding.



Transportation Relationships and Benefits



The Monmouth/Independence Multi-Purpose Trail, when complete, will offer an alternative transportation route for local trips within the two cities. The Cities of Monmouth and Independence currently have only two major east/west transportation corridors. Oregon 51 serves most of the commercial areas of both cities and Hoffman Road serves as the designated truck route between Monmouth and Independence.  The proposed trail route will provide convenient access to public parks, Western Oregon University, five K-12 public schools, commercial centers, and a large segment of the residential neighborhoods in both cities.  



Description of the Project Area



Ash Creek enters Monmouth at the northwest corner of the City, near to the border of the Western Oregon University campus.  From there it travels approximately two miles, through both Monmouth and Independence, where it flows into the Willamette River at Riverview Park in the City of Independence (City).  The trail route would be approximately three miles long (see attached map). 



Background & Problem Statement



The population of the Independence and Monmouth area, as well as Western Oregon University, has grown significantly over the past decade.  One of the results has been an increased motor vehicle load upon the two major east/west transportation corridors, Oregon 51 and Hoffman Road.  Development of bicycle facilities to serve as an alternative has not kept pace with the growth. 



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail has been consistently identified by both cities as a key means to reduce reliance on the automobile, including the 1997 Monmouth and 1998 Independence Transportation System Plans (TSP), the 1991 Independence/Monmouth Comprehensive Master Bicycle Plan, the 2002 Independence Strategic Plan, and the 1999 Monmouth Park Master Plan.  Development of the trail is key, not only because it will serve the community as a whole, but because it has the capability to serve as an off-road transportation facility for students from five of the area’s K-12 public schools as well as those of Western Oregon University.



An Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee (MTC) was formed consisting of representatives from Western Oregon University, Central School District, the Cities of Monmouth and Independence, along with several other interested community members.  Its charge has been to define the steps needed to insure completion of the project. Developing the trail master plan will be the first step toward implementation.



Objectives



The objectives for the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail project are the following:



· Link the trail to key land uses, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe, and convenient trail access points and street crossings.



· Where possible, provide shorter trip lengths between key destinations on the trail than the road network, to increase the trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative.



· Identify the communities’ overall vision for the trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections.



· Address the safety and security of trail users.



· Identify trail technical standards and address Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other regulatory requirements.



· Provide preliminary cost estimates and an implementation plan.



· Identify potential sources of funding.



· Identify property owners abutting preferred alignment and consider their views in the plan process.



STATEMENT OF WORK



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables: 



All written (text) and graphic deliverables are required in electronic version. Final versions of memorandums, base maps, the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, and the revised and final Master Plan also must be provided to the City of Independence, the City of Monmouth, and the Contract Administrator in hard copy, as further specified in the Statement of Work. Any deliverables specified for posting on the City of Monmouth’s and the City of Independence’s web pages must be submitted also in .pdf format.



Electronic versions of written (text) deliverables must be in MSWord.  Written deliverables must include the project name, a title that refers to the contract deliverable, draft number, subtask number, and date of preparation. 



Graphic deliverables must be in ArcMap, Adobe Illustrator, and PcMaps, as appropriate to the deliverable.  All graphic deliverables must be well documented, with project name, a title that corresponds to the contract deliverable, draft number, a legend, and the date of preparation.  Electronic versions of base and plan maps must be in color.  Display-sized maps must be printed in color when important to public comprehension, but all deliverables must be readable when reproduced in black and white. 



Unless otherwise stated in the tasks, below, Contractor shall send draft memos and master plan deliverables electronically to each city’s contact and the Contract Administrator for comments, allowing a minimum of one week for review.  City shall be responsible for forwarding deliverables to the MTC. 



Major Interim Products:



· Base Maps



· Technical Standards and Regulations Memo #1



· Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Memo #2



· Opportunities and Constraints Memo #3



· Draft and revised Conceptual Alternatives, with associated graphics and text



· Preferred Conceptual Alternative, with associated graphics and text



· Draft and Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



· Two Open Houses



· Meeting Minutes



Final Product



· Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Project Approach



Major project tasks:



1. Project Start-up



2. Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1



3. Conceptual Alternatives



4. Open House #2/Preferred Conceptual Alternative



5. Draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



6. Adoption Process/Final Master Plan



Contractor will perform the main portion of the technical work. City Staff and the MTC will review Contractor work -- Contractor shall use professional judgment to incorporate input received. Any traffic analysis or design work must be done by or under the review of an Oregon-registered professional engineer (Civil and/or Traffic).



Contractor Key Personnel: George Hudson, Contractor Project Manager, is considered a Key Person for attending all MTC meetings and the project open houses.  Mia Birk, of Alta Planning + Design, is considered a Key Person for attending the project open houses.



City of Independence staff will provide data, review products, advertise meetings, coordinate mailings, and perform support logistics to the Contractor for workshops and committee meetings.   The Independence City Manager is the Local Project Manager.



The City of Monmouth will provide data, review products, and participate in workshops and committee meetings.



City of Independence staff shall consolidate the review comments on draft deliverables from both cities and shall be responsible for resolving conflicting comments from the two cities.  The Contract Administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that internal comments on draft deliverables from State Agency reviewers are not in conflict.  If conflicts cannot be resolved, Task 7 provides for up to two additional Contractor-facilitated meetings to reach agreement.  These  contingent meetings must be pre-approved by Contract Administrator.



Delivery Schedule: 



The delivery schedules listed throughout this statement of work refer to months from contract Notice-to-Proceed date.



TASK 1 
PROJECT START-UP



Objective:  Perform initial organizing tasks, including identifying stakeholders, gathering background data, preparing base maps, identifying regulatory requirements, identifying opportunities and constraints, and holding an initial meeting with the MTC.



Subtasks



1.1
The City of Monmouth and City of Independence (Cities) shall identify and solicit additional stakeholders to join the existing MTC. Cities jointly shall prepare a stakeholder contact list, including property owners and business owners adjacent to the trail route.



1.2 Contractor and Cities shall hold initial organizational meeting to discuss project tasks and refine the project schedule. Contractor shall make project area field visits.



1.3 Data Analysis & Base Map: Contractor shall obtain from the Cities and Polk County existing plans and data related to project area conditions and prepare a Geographic Information System (GIS) base map. Plans and data include the following, as available:



· Aerial photography;



· GIS information;



· Topographic base maps;



· Floodplain/Floodway maps, studies, and ordinances;



· Environmental resources assessments;



· Tax Assessor maps;



· Comprehensive plan texts and maps;



· Zoning code texts and maps; 



· Existing land use maps;



· Infrastructure plans;



· Transportation System Plans;



· Park Master Plans;



· Planned/future improvements (public and private);



· Cultural and natural history data and photos. 



1.4 Technical Standards and Regulations – Memo #1: Contractor shall prepare a summary memo of technical standards, plans, and regulations applicable to planning, permitting, and constructing the project. Contractor shall send draft Memo #1 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and ODOT’s Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit (TPAU) for comments.



1.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #1 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.6 Contractor shall perform one-on-one interviews with up to four stakeholders or adjacent property owners/neighborhood representatives as selected by Cities, to learn of particular concerns that must be addressed in the project.  



1.7 MTC Meeting #1.  Contractor shall facilitate an initial meeting with the MTC to establish an overall vision for the trail, determine who it will serve and how it should function, identify where users will be coming from and their key destinations, discuss existing conditions and opportunities and constraints, and agree on plan evaluation criteria.  As part of the meeting, Contractor shall lead MTC members on a project area tour.



Independence Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Monmouth).



1.B
Logistics for and participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Distribution of final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.E
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #1.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



Monmouth Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Independence).



1.B
Participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Participation in MTC meeting #1.



Contractor Deliverables



1.A
Initial meeting with Cities, including project area field visits and digital site photos.



1.B
GIS base maps of project area, including aerial overlay and mapped information on tax parcels; existing and planned streets, sidewalks, and bikeways; city utility easements or other dedicated right-of-ways; land uses; topography; flood zones; and other information relevant to analyzing trail development opportunities and constraints.



1.C
Draft Memo #1—Technical Standards and Regulations, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU, including discussion of relevant parts of the ADA, the Statewide Planning Goals, relevant Oregon Administrative Rules and statutes (e.g., ORS 374.305 – 374.415 and OAR 734 Division 051), Oregon Highway Plan, Oregon Transportation Plan, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, ODOT Operational Notice PD-03, ODOT’s Highway Design Manual, relevant environmental regulations, any cultural resource requirements, and state and federal floodway/floodplain regulations.



1.D
Revised Memo #1, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



1.E
Detailed minutes and summary of four stakeholder/adjacent property owner meetings, distributed electronically to City of Independence, City of Monmouth, and Contract Administrator.



1.F
Lead role in MTC Meeting #1, including project area tour. Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. 



Schedule



Month 1



TASK 2 
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS / OPEN HOUSE #1



Objective:
Perform basic opportunities and constraints analyses and solicit public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail work to date, including overall vision.



Subtasks



2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis – Memo #2: Contractor shall perform an existing and future analysis of the highway segment where the trail crossing is proposed to identify and evaluate safety and access issues related to crossing design. Contractor must confirm the methodology for this subtask with TPAU. Analysis must include the following:



· Compare existing and future no-build conditions to ODOT standards for the state highway system (e.g., ODOT Oregon Highway Plan mobility standards). Analysis of current conditions must use HCM2000-based software. Contractor must obtain from ODOT Oregon 99W traffic counts from the vicinity of the proposed trail crossing. All traffic volume data used must be from the last three years when traffic flows were either near or above average and when Western Oregon University and area public schools were in session. Traffic counts must be from or adjusted to the 30th highest hour. If additional counts are needed, Contract Administrator shall schedule with ODOT to generate and provide them to the Contractor.



· Obtain crash data from ODOT, analyze for patterns, giving special consideration to pedestrian/bicycle involved crashes, compare the data with published appropriate state-wide crash averages, and recommend countermeasures to ODOT as appropriate, if the analysis shows deficiencies. 



Contractor shall send draft Memo #2 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU) and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.2 Opportunities & Constraints – Memo #3: Contractor shall summarize key issues, opportunities, and constraints as identified through field observation, technical analysis, and MTC discussion. Contractor shall send draft Memo #3 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.3 MTC Meeting #2: Contractor shall facilitate a meeting to solicit MTC comments on Memos #2 and #3 and plan Community Open House #1.



2.4 Contractor shall revise Memo #2 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #3 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.6 Open House #1. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Independence shall describe project and process and introduce Contractor and MTC. Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the project objectives, proposed overall vision for the trail, existing conditions, and opportunities and constraints analysis. Contractor shall solicit and record  public comment. Contractor shall distribute summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  City shall distribute summary to MTC members.



Independence Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2. Distribution of draft Memo #2 to MTC.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.  Distribution of draft Memo #3 to MTC.



2.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #2.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



2.D
Distribution of revised Memo #2 to MTC.



2.E
Distribution of revised Memo #3 to MTC.



2.F
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #1. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.



2.C
Participation in MTC meeting #2.



2.D
Participation in Open House #1. 



Contractor Deliverables



2.A
Draft Memo #2 – Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TMU and TPAU.



2.B
Draft Memo # 3 – Opportunities and Constraints, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Memo must include discussion and associated maps and other graphics addressing the following:



· Overall vision for the trail: who it will serve, how it will function, where users will be coming from and their destinations, how it will connect to and fit into the overall transportation system, whether there are segments of the trail that should have different treatments;



· Existing conditions;



· Key opportunities and constraints of potential alignments;



· Initial discussion of trail safety and maintenance considerations.



2.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #2.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2.D
Revised Memo #2, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.E
Revised Memo #3, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.F
Open House #1 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk. Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized color base maps of project area, expanded to include key trail destinations, showing general trail alignment corridor, topography, floodplain and floodway boundaries, property lines and ownership, existing development, land use and zoning, streets, and existing and planned bicycle and pedestrian improvements.



· Display-sized graphics that illustrate the proposed overall vision for the trail, including key trail destinations.



· Display-sized maps and diagrams that illustrate key opportunities and constraints.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· A brief questionnaire that can be distributed to the public as a means of soliciting additional comments.



· Open house summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Month 2



TASK 3
CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVES



Objective:  Develop draft Conceptual Alternatives that reflect the project objectives and meet the communities’ overall vision.



Subtasks



3.1 MTC Meeting #3: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to solicit member direction on the Conceptual Alternatives, given community comments at Open House.   Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC.



3.2 Contractor shall develop at least three draft Conceptual Alternatives that present feasible alignment alternatives, address the issues raised in Memos #1 and 2 and respond to the project objectives and overall vision for the trail. The Contractor shall consult the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan in developing the Conceptual Alternatives. The Contractor shall send the draft Conceptual Alternatives electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, the ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU), and the ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (BPU) for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Conceptual Alternatives to the MTC for review.



3.3 MTC Meeting #4: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss and refine the draft Conceptual Alternatives and plan Open House #2.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



3.4 Contractor shall revise draft Conceptual Alternatives based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, BPU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



3.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #3.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #4.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.D
Distribution of revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



3.A
Participation in MTC meeting #3.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Participation in MTC meeting #4.



Contractor Deliverables



3.A
Lead role in MTC Meeting #3.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



3.B
Draft Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, and BPU.  At least three mapped alignment alternatives with descriptive narrative summaries and associated tables and figures, including the following:



· Key defining features of each Conceptual Alternative;



· Oregon 99W trail crossing and access recommendation, including type of crossing (at grade, underpass, overpass) and any needed improvements to the highway.  The crossing must be consistent with the Highway Design Manual and at-grade crossings will need approval from the State Traffic Engineer.



· Other proposed trail access points, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network and any street improvements needed to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary technical details, including trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping; 



· Preliminary cost estimates;



· Comparative advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, with respect to meeting the project objectives, overall vision, and plan evaluation criteria, including property requirements;



· Feasibility analysis for each Conceptual Alternative.



3.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #4.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



3.D
Revised Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to TPAU, TMU, and BPU and electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule


Months 3-4



TASK 4
OPEN HOUSE #2/ PREFERRED CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVE



Objective: 
Provide an opportunity for the public to discuss the Conceptual Alternatives and provide comments.



Subtasks



4.1 Open House #2. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the Conceptual Alternatives, presenting their features and comparative advantages and disadvantages, and soliciting public comment.  Contractor shall record and distribute a summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  Independence shall distribute summary to MTC members.



4.2 MTC Meeting #5: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss the Open House comments and select a Preferred Conceptual Alternative.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



4.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #2. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



4.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #5.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



4.A
Participation in Open House #2. 



4.B
Participation in MTC meeting #5. 



Contractor Deliverables



4.A
Open House #2 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk.  Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized maps of each Conceptual Alternative, illustrating alignment, key features, trail access points, road crossings, trail section themes, overlaid onto relevant base map information.



· Display-sized graphics that provide comparative technical details on such features as trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, and path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping. Photoshop renderings must be included to display key design elements.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· Open House summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



4.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #5.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Narrative description, map, and associated graphics describing key elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



Schedule



Month 4



TASK 5
DRAFT MASTER PLAN DOCUMENT



Objective:
 Expand the elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative into a first draft full Master Plan document.



Subtasks



5.1 Contractor shall refine and expand on the Preferred Conceptual Alternative to develop a feasible Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan that addresses the  project objectives and plan evaluation criteria. Contractor shall send the draft Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



5.2 MTC Meeting #6: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss elements of the Draft Master Plan. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #6.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Participation in MTC meeting #6. 


Contractor Deliverables



5.A
Draft Master plan, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. The draft plan must include the following elements:



· Project background, objectives, and process;



· Narrative description and analysis of preferred alignment and key trail features, with associated illustrative graphics and diagrams; 



· Preferred alignment and key trail features map, using project base map with GIS overlays;



· Graphics and narrative description of trail access points and design treatments, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network  and needed improvements on approach roads to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary design recommendations for Oregon 99W crossing, including crossing type and highway improvements necessary for safety and convenience and a summary of crossing-related traffic analyses.



· Narrative description of specific technical standards, with associated graphics tables, and diagrams, broken down where necessary by individual trail section: including path width and paving sections; grade and cross-slope parameters, surface materials; landscape themes and furnishings; road and highway crossing preliminary design recommendations; approach to ADA requirements; approach to trail safety and security;



· Preliminary construction and project cost estimates;



· Approach to permitting and regulatory requirements;



· Schedule and phasing approach, to allow the project to be constructed in meaningful and feasible segments;



· Funding options summary tailored to the project scope and considering the ability of the Cities of Independence and Monmouth to provide match or otherwise participate.



· Maintenance and Management recommendations for the trail, with projection of annual operational costs, strategies for public involvement in specific trail projects, and specific management strategies to address public safety concerns.



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth TSP or Comprehensive plan amendments, in adoptable format, including planned improvement projects (trail sections, access points, road crossings, etc).



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth development code amendments, in adoptable format, including provisions for new development as it occurs to construct access improvements.



5.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #6.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Months 5-6



TASK 6
ADOPTION PROCESS/FINAL MASTER PLAN 



Objective:
Bring the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan through the public hearing and adoption process in both the City of Independence and the City of Monmouth.



Subtasks



6.1 Contractor shall revise the draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to address the comments of the Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and the MTC. Contractor shall send the revised Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute the revised Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



6.2 Contractor shall attend and participate in up to two public hearings to present the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan, including any TSP or Comprehensive Plan amendments, to the public for adoption. The City of Independence and the City of Monmouth may hold these hearings separately (Contractor attend one hearing in each jurisdiction) or jointly (Contractor attend two joint hearings). The Cities shall represent the Master Plan in any additional hearings necessary for adoption.



6.3 Contractor shall make final revisions to the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan as decided through the adoption process and distribute to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



6.A
Distribution of revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



6.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



6.C
Distribution of final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



6.A
Participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



Contractor Deliverables



6.A
Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed electronically to the Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



6.B
Attendance and participation in up to two public hearings on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan.



6.C
Final version of the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed as follows: 



· Electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Independence, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy;



· 3 bound copies to Monmouth, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy.



Schedule



Months  6-8



TASK 7:
CONTINGENT PROJECT MEETINGS



Objective:  To provide a means to discuss and resolve conflicts that may arise between the stakeholders during the project.



Subtasks



7.1 Contractor shall facilitate up to two additional meetings to discuss and resolve conflicts that arise within the MTC, between the MTC and government agencies, or between government agencies.   These meetings must be pre-approved in writing by Contract Manager. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



City Deliverables



7.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in up to two contingent meetings.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Contractor Deliverables



7.A
Lead role in up to two contingent meetings.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2M-03 Contractor Deliverables Budget



			Task #


			Fee





			Task 1 Project Start-Up


			





			 1.2  Initial Organizational Meeting & Field Visit


			$1000 





			 1.3   Data Analysis & Base Map


			$3000 





			 1.4  Standards/Regs, Goals & Objectives Draft Memo#1


			$3100 





			 1.5  Revise Memo #1


			$500 





			 1.6  Stakeholder Interviews (4)


			$1600 





			 1.7  MTC Meeting #1


			$500 





			Subtotal - Task 1


			$9,700 





			Task 2: Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1


			





			2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Draft Memo #2


			$3,200 





			2.2 Opportunities and Constraints Draft Memo #3


			$4,100 





			2.3 MTC Meeting #2


			$1,200 





			2.4 Revise Memo #2


			$1,600 





			2.5 Revise Memo #3


			$600 





			2.6 Open House #1


			$2,800 





			Subtotal - Task 2


			$13,500 





			Task 3: Conceptual Alternatives


			





			3.1 MTC Meeting #3


			$500





			3.2 Develop Draft Conceptual Alternatives (3)


			$6,500





			3.3 MTC Meeting #4


			$900





			3.4 Revise Draft Conceptual Alternatives


			$1,700





			Subtotal - Task 3


			$9,600





			Task 4: Open House #2/Conceptual Alternatives


			





			4.1  Open House #2


			$2,800





			4.2  MTC Meeting #5


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 4


			$3,300





			Task 5:  Draft Master Plan Document


			





			5.1 Develop Draft Master Plan for comments


			$6,000





			5.2 MTC Meeting #6


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 5


			$6,500





			Task 6: Adoption Process/Final Master Plan


			





			6.1 Revise Draft Master Plan to address comments


			$3,300





			6.2 Public Hearings for Trail Master Plan (2)


			$1,300





			6.3 Final Revisions to Trail Master Plan


			$2,800





			Subtotal - Task 6


			$7,400





			Contingent  (with Contract Administrator Approval)


			





			7.1  Up to 2 contingent meetings ($500 each meeting)


			$1,000





			CONTRACTOR TOTAL


			$51,000








If Agency determines that any deliverables are not acceptable and that any deficiencies are the responsibility of the Contractor, Agency shall prepare a detailed written description of any deficiencies and an associated time frame for correction, and deliver such notice to Contractor in a timely manner. Contractor shall correct any deficiencies within the time specified in the notice and at no cost to Agency. If the corrective work will cause any further delays in Contractor’s Services, the Contractor will submit a plan for regaining the delivery schedule for remaining Services under this Contract, unless otherwise allowed by Agency. If the identified deficiencies have not been corrected within the specified timeline, Agency may, (i) in accordance with Section 13 of this Contract, terminate this Contract without payment or any further obligation or liability of any kind to Contractor; or (ii) require Contractor to continue to correct the deficiencies, reserving this same right to terminate at any time.



The parties may mutually agree in writing to any adjustments only to the delivery schedule for Contractor’s obligations under this Contract. Agency approval must be given by a person with authority to contractually bind Agency. Agency Contract Administrator must send a copy of the written adjusted delivery schedule to ODOT Purchasing & Contract Management Section. In no event shall the adjusted delivery schedule exceed the expiration date of the Contract.
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From: Jeff Knapp
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: VM Support Letter
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 11:37:25 AM
Attachments: LoS Yamhelas.pdf


Carrie,


See attached support letter.  Let us know if you have anything else we can assist with.


Jeff Knapp  |  Executive Director
Visit McMinnville
T: 503-857-0182
C: 971-241-8808
328 Davis St. #1, McMinnville, Oregon 97128


 



mailto:jeff@visitmcminnville.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

http://www.visitmcminnville.com/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfTp1noBXif00NI-j4rI2iA
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May 24, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 
 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 



 













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: Draft June 12, 2018 FYWT Agenda
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 6:57:54 PM
Attachments: June 2-12-2018 Agenda.odt


I am getting this out later than I had planned but If you have additions let me know.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


June 12, 2018


 4:30 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order











2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report





4.  Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance?Fund Raising  --Ken Wright





 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab





 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen





 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:


 1) Letters of endorsement and support  Ken & Wayne





 2) Grant updating-  Linda, Veronica & Ken





 3) Take away of Commissioner's Reconsideration vote








6.  New Business





						 1) Ron Baker Mountain Bike Group-  Veronica





 2) discussion on benefits of having representation at events such as the Bend trail Summit – Wayne





 3) Facebook “troll” strategy- Linda





 4)  Next newsletter – Linda




















7)  For the Good of the Order





 8)  Adjournment










From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab;


Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 5:40:23 PM


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,
I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to see your
grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My
current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-
profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan. If you decided to
move forward with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and you stand the chance
of the master plan not being funded, which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.
 
Cheers,
 
Lisa
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants
 
Hi Lisa-
 
I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and I'm not
sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.
 
I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
 
Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan for
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and hopefully a
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wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that the
identity of the trail is established and coordinated from the get-go. 
 
However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing with the
County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important project to keep
the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?
 
My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding and a
marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there will still not
be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as
prudent planning, or premature?
 
Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of the
grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!
 
Thank you,
 
Veronica
 
 








From: Help Desk
To: Carrie Martin; Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: New Website Link
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:35:59 PM


I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:28 PM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: New Website Link
 
Hello!
 
Please link the attached document to the following Yamhill County page:
 
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail
 
It should be the last entry in the GRANTS sub-section, with the text: Travel Oregon Competitive
Medium Grant Application.
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:37:18 PM


Thank you!
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 1:26 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
 
Indeed I am!
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
 
Are you attending tonight’s meeting?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
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tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: 5-9-2018 FYWT agenda
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 8:48:05 AM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Hi All,


This is the agenda for today as it now stands. I think we have a lot to talk about. See you at 4.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  May 15th County Commissioner's Meeting – Stan Primozich





 


 2)  Open discussion with Carrie Martin & Brett Henry. 


						 


 3)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	4)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 5)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      6)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Carrie Martin
To: CRONEMILLER Lee M
Cc: LGS-ConnectOregon
Subject: May 2018 MPR, ConnectOregon VI
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 11:36:32 AM
Attachments: May 2018 MPR, COVI.pdf


Good morning,
 
Please accept the attached Monthly Progress Report from Yamhill County for the period of April
2018.
 
IGA: 31632
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 Overview of Actions and Responsibilities 



 
 



Who initiates the form? The ConnectOregon Project Recipient. 



Action required by the Recipient: Fill out the Monthly Progress Report and send it to 
the ODOT Project Liaison by the first Wednesday 
of each month. The ODOT Project Liaison is 
identified in the Notice to Proceed Letter or as later 
identified by ODOT if ODOT Project Liaison has 
changed.  At the same time, also send a copy to 
the ConnectOregon Program Manager at:  
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 



Action required by ODOT Project Liaison: The ODOT Project Liaison reviews the Monthly 
Progress Report. The ODOT Project Liaison 
contacts ConnectOregon Program Manager if 
Recipient is not submitting reports. 
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 



Part A: Project Details 
PROJECT NAME 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 
REGION NUMBER 



2 
IGA NUMBER 



31632 
RECIPIENT NAME 



Yamhill County 
APPLICATION PROJECT NUMBER 



31632 
ADDRESS 



535 NE Fifth Street 
CITY 



McMinnville 
STATE 



OR 
ZIP 



97128 
REQUIRED MONTHLY REPORT DATE 



1st Wednesday of the 
Month 



PHONE 



503-434-7501 
FAX 



503-474-4908 
E-MAIL 



martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 
DATE OF THIS REPORT 



05/08/2018 



Recipient – Complete form, sign, date, and send 
form and any attachments to the ODOT Project 
Liaison.  Also send a copy to the ConnectOregon 
Program Manager: 
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 
(Please use email link on instruction page.) 



RECIPIENT SIGNATURE DATE 



 



Part B: Key Milestone Monthly Report Instructions: 
1. Under “Description” below, enter the key milestones that are shown in Agreement (IGA) on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 



1.  Under “Estimated Due Date” below, enter the estimated due dates for each key milestone which are shown in IGA, 
or most current amendment,  on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 1. 



2.  “Anticipated Completion Date column”. If the key milestones are still anticipated to be completed on time, insert the 
same date shown in the “Estimated Due Date” column. If the Project is delayed, provide the date the Project is 
anticipated to be completed in the “Anticipated Completion Date” column. (If the estimated due date is expected to be 
delayed by 90 days or more, Recipient must fill out the “Request Change Order” form and return it to the ODOT Project 
Liaison with the monthly progress report.) 



3. Indicate percentage of work completed for milestones in the “Percentage Complete” column. 



4. Provide a brief written status update in Part C, then sign, date form and return it to the ODOT Project Liaison and provide 
a copy to ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



Description 
(List each milestone as shown in the ConnectOregon Agreement.) 



Estimated 
Due Date 
Shown in 



IGA, 
Exhibit A, 
Table 1 



Anticipated 
Completion 



Date 



Percentage 
Complete 



1. Land Use Planning N/A 6/15/2018 60% 
2. Preliminary Engineering and Permitting N/A 12/17/2018 0% 
3. Final Design: Plan Specifications & Engineering 4/30/2018 4/22/2019 0% 
4. Constuction Contract Award 11/20/2018 6/18/2019 0% 
5. Project Completion 10/31/2019 5/19/2020 0% 
6.                         



Part C: Provide a brief status update in the space provided below: 











Yamhill County's Request for Change Order was accepted on 4/12/2018, and the milestones included in Part 
B (above) reflect those changes. At this time, Yamhill County has completed it's land use application to the 
Planning Commission for adoption of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comprehensive Plan into the Yamhill 
County Transportation System Plan. The public hearing was held on May 3rd, and the Yamhill County Board 
of Commissioners will vote on the proposal on May 15th. Yamhill County is drafting a Qualification Based 
Selection RFP for the Engineering and Permitting contract. That RFP is expected to open on May 11, 2018 
and close on June 21, 2018.  



 













From: Tori Middelstadt
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:24:46 PM


Hi Carrie!


I would love to chat. I am in Denver at a conference but I can chat on the phone around
4:45pm Oregon time. Would that work? What number should I call?


Thanks
Tori
503-881-4442


On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 11:51 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,


 


I would like to discuss our proposed project with you. When would be a good time?


 


Thank you!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
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Hi Carrie,


 


I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I do
not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who is
also receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 


 


Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?


 


Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so. Let
me know if you have any other questions.


 


Thanks!


 


  


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org
                                  OregonWineCountry.org


 


 


 


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>



https://maps.google.com/?q=388+State+St.,+Suite+100+%0D%0A+Salem,+Oregon+97301&entry=gmail&source=g

https://maps.google.com/?q=388+State+St.,+Suite+100+%0D%0A+Salem,+Oregon+97301&entry=gmail&source=g

mailto:Tori@OregonWineCountry.org

https://www.facebook.com/OregonWineCountry/

http://www.oregonwinecountry.org/blog/

https://www.instagram.com/oregonwinetrav/

https://www.youtube.com/user/OregonWineCountry/

https://www.pinterest.com/orwinecountry/

http://traveloregon.com/
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Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 


 


Reference
#


13682789


Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact
Phone
Number:


503-434-7501


Project
Description
(Be sure to


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction.



mailto:tori@oregonwinecountry.org
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include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link
between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country,
while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the
movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will
be consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP)
and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that
provides access to all residents and visitors to Yamhill County, and
accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this
Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail
that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities
through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional
and local tourism and economic vitality, saves public and private costs
with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


 


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.


 


-- 


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442 
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                            
OregonWineCountry.org
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: TO Letter
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 12:32:06 PM
Attachments: Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf


Will this work?
 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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Yamhill County 



  
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 
 



Office of County Administrator 



 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   













From: Carrie Martin
To: TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: Transportation and Growth Management Program 2018 Grant Application
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:28:13 AM
Attachments: TGM 2018 YWT Master Plan Proposal_FINAL 06.07.18.pdf


Yamhill County TGM 2018 Supplemental Materials Package.pdf


Good morning,
 
Please accept the attached Transportation and Growth Management Program Grant Application
and Supplemental Materials Package on behalf of Yamhill County.
 
If you have any questions or problems with the attached documents, please contact me by phone or
email.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Please wait... 
  
If this message is not eventually replaced by the proper contents of the document, your PDF 
viewer may not be able to display this type of document. 
  
You can upgrade to the latest version of Adobe Reader for Windows®, Mac, or Linux® by 
visiting  http://www.adobe.com/go/reader_download. 
  
For more assistance with Adobe Reader visit  http://www.adobe.com/go/acrreader. 
  
Windows is either a registered trademark or a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Mac is a trademark 
of Apple Inc., registered in the United States and other countries. Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other 
countries.








This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader. 


Download the latest version of Adobe Reader:  http://get.adobe.com/reader/


TRANSPORTATION AND GROWTH MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 2018 GRANT APPLICATION


APPLICATIONS DUE 4:00 PM, June 8, 2018


Note: This form must be filled out using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat or Reader. Download the latest version of Reader here:  https://get.adobe.com/reader/


Download the Application, Application Packet, and Racial and Ethnic Impact Statement at: 


 https://www.oregon.gov/LCD/TGM/Pages/Grants.aspx. Also on the web page are examples of successful TGM Applications, a list of all TGM grants to date, and help for developing a project approach and budget.


Type of Grant:


ODOT Region (1-5):


Primary Applicant Jurisdiction:


Project Title:


Mailing Address:


City/Zip:


Contact Person:


Contact Person Title:


Telephone/Email:


Co-Applicants involved in the project:


  


 MATCH 


YES         NO


Summary Description of Project: This section must be completed. Do not refer to text within the application form. In no more than 1000 characters, describe the purpose of your project and the expected outcomes.


2018 TGM Grant Application


TGM Funds Requested


Local Match*


Total Project Cost


Eligible Grantee Expenses  [Labor (salary plus benefits) and Direct Expenses]


Consultant Personal Services


TOTAL


Certifications 


Consultants may prepare the jurisdiction’s application. However, uncompensated consultants are not eligible to participate in the project itself.  Consultants who are paid to prepare the application may be eligible to participate in the project.  Contact  Cindy Lesmeister at 503-986-4349 if you have questions.


By checking this box, I certify that  supports the proposed project, has the legal authority to pledge matching funds, and has the legal authority to apply for Transportation and Growth Management funds.  I further certify that matching funds are available or will be available for the proposed project.  I understand that all State of Oregon rules for contracting, auditing, underwriting (where applicable), and payment will apply to this project.


2018 TGM Grant Application


Eligibility Requirements


The following three eligibility requirements are reviewed on a pass/fail basis. Applications found to not meet each of these requirements will not be scored against the award criteria and will not be awarded a grant.


1. Clear Transportation Relationship 


A proposed project must have a clear transportation relationship and produce transportation benefits. A project must entail analysis, evaluation of alternative scenarios, development of implementation measures, and public involvement that results in a transportation plan, land use plan, or other product that addresses a transportation problem, need, opportunity, or issue of local or regional importance. 1000 character limit.


2. Adoption of Products to meet Project Objectives


A proposed project must include preparation of an adoption-ready product or products that lead to a local policy decision and that directly address the project objectives, such as a transportation system plan, comprehensive plan amendment, land use plan, code amendment, implementation program, or intergovernmental agreement. Projects are expected to include adoption hearings or will be part of a larger project to be adopted. 800 character limit.


3. Support of Local Officials


A proposed project must clearly demonstrate that local officials, both the primary applicant and any co-applicants, understand the purpose of the grant application and support the project objectives. A letter or resolution of support from the governing body of the applying jurisdiction (e.g. City Council, Board of Commissioners, or Transit Board) must be submitted with the application to meet this requirement. 400 character limit.


11.0.0.20130303.1.892433.887364


2018 TGM Grant Application


Award Criteria


Applications are scored on a range of criteria and receive up to 100 points. Projects are selected primarily based on the points scored; also considered are the grant amounts requested, the estimated amounts TGM believes may be required to complete a project, the amount of grant dollars available for award within a geographic region, and the balance of grant dollars between Category 1 and Category 2 projects. A scoring consideration is ensuring a fair distribution of grant funds to smaller or economically distressed communities.


1. Proposed project addresses a need and supports TGM objectives (up to 40 points)


The project clearly and effectively addresses a local or regional transportation or  transportation-related land use issue, problem, need, or opportunity and will achieve one or more of the TGM objectives.


2. Proposed project is timely and urgent (up to 25 points)


The application demonstrates timeliness and urgency. The project is needed now to:address pressing local transportation and land use issues;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes in federal regulations, state requirements, or regional plans;make amendments to local plans or regulations necessitated by changes that were not anticipated in previous plans including growth or lack of growth, changes in land use patterns, or changes in available fundingbuild on, complement, or take a necessary step toward completing or implementing other high priority community initiatives, including supporting a Governor's Regional Solutions team priority; orresolve transportation- or land use-related issues affecting the project readiness of local, regional, or state transportation projects for which funding is expected to be obligated within the near future. 


3. Proposed project approach is reasonable (up to 20 points)


The application demonstrates a clear approach to achieving the expected outcome and results in consideration for adoption. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts occurs (or will need to occur), the mechanisms and responsibilities for the coordination are clear.


4. Proposed project has community support (up to 5 points)


The application demonstrates that there is local support for the project objectives, a commitment to participate, and a desire to implement the expected outcome.


List attached letters of support on Application Checklist.


5. Proposed project sponsor readiness and capacity (up to 10 points)


The application demonstrates that the local government is ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable and that there is local commitment and capability to manage the project considering the complexity of the project, the size of the jurisdiction, and performance on previous TGM projects. Where substantial coordination with other local, regional, and state planning efforts will need to occur, all of the partners are ready and able to begin the project within the TGM timetable.


6. Up to 10 Bonus Points: Proposed project is innovative


The application demonstrates that the project will be innovative in its subject matter, approach, or expected outcomes. For example, the project will use health impact assessments or economic impact analysis as part of the evaluation of transportation alternatives or will include an innovative multimodal analysis.


DO NOT answer criterion #6 separately. Scores will award points based on the entirety of the application. By the nature of this criterion, most projects will not receive any points.


2018 TGM Grant Application Checklist


Supplemental Materials:


List attached letters of support:


Submit the grant application and all supplemental materials by emailing as email attachments to  TGMGrantApps@odot.state.or.us. 


If your materials exceed 9 MB, divide them into two emails. Put the jurisdiction name and project name in the subject line, along with 1 of 2 and 2 of 2. Request a Read Receipt if you want confirmation that your application has been received.


If you encounter any issues with the submittal process, contact:


Rebecca Coffelt, Planning Section Web Coordinator


 Rebecca.D.Coffelt@odot.state.or.us, 503-986-4254 


1
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			Answer1: Yamhill County currently lacks adequate bicycle and pedestrian facilities. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Provide (Safe and Convenient) Transportation Choices• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The county road system currently consists entirely of two-lane roads with no medians. Since 2015, there have been three bicycle-related fatalities due to collision with a motorist (2 deceased in 9/2015, 1 deceased in 8/2014). One of these fatalities occurred along OR 47, while the other two occurred on other county roads with shared roadways.The Yamhill County TSP states that the majority of bicycle facilities within the rural areas of the county occur on either shoulder bike ways or shared roadways. Shoulders on county roads are not always sufficiently wide to accommodate bicycle traffic , yet current roadways require bicyclists and motorists share the same travel lanes. The YWT project provides strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.• Schools in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton will be specifically affected by the development of a non-motorized trail system. Yamhill-Carlton School District has its middle and high schools in the city of Yamhill, requiring all students residing in Carlton to commute three (3) miles. The YWT passes directly through the residential area of Carlton, allowing safe and convenient access for students and employees.• The YWT project provides community members with safe access to a multi modal corridor, accessible outside of current bus service times. The corridor fills a gap in transit services as many agricultural and manufacturing workers maintain off-peak schedules which do not correspond with bus service times. This new connection also provides residents a safe route to bike or walk to medical care, social services, government buildings, shopping, and rural bus stops.TGM Objective: Create Communities• The YWT project provides communities with attractive transportation options that improve pedestrian and bicyclist connections for commuters and recreational users, and support an active and healthy lifestyle.• The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region. The YWT project will also encourage healthy lifestyles and active transportation by creating a safe pathway for students in the Yamhill Carlton School District to access the local high school and middle school campuses. Currently the two cities lack a safe bicycle and pedestrian route to connect students in Carlton to the schools located approximately three miles away in the City of Yamhill.• A survey was conducted in the spring of 2015 and was completed by 230 potential users who predominately reside in Yamhill County. Of these users, 18% of respondents expected to utilize the trail for commuting to school/work, while 75% expressed a desire to use the trail for biking for recreation and exercise.• The family-friendly YWT will reduce motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses.• Green space infrastructure will be featured in the design of the corridor to enhance neighborhood livability and promote environmental stewardship.TGM Objective: Support Economic Vitality• As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. Based upon a recent study of agri-tourism, Yamhill County has experienced tremendous growth in agri-tourism, largely due to the County's international recognition in the wine industry. An estimated 1.5 million people visited the Yamhill County region in 2007, while visitor spending increased 54% from 2002 to 2007. Despite this growth, Yamhill County is not fully reaping the economic benefits of the agri-tourism industry as witnessed by low per capita visitor spending levels as compared to the state (44% of the statewide average) and other comparable travel regions. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT project will directly contribute to the objective of greater economic benefits from agri-tourism by creating a regional trail facility that will connect directly to local businesses, and serve as an additional amenity to visitors and enhanced transportation access between Yamhill County and the Portland Metropolitan Area, where the largest number of visitors originate from. Annual bicycle events with associated participant visitors will lead to increases in economic activity, especially in the cities of Yamhill and Carlton.• Additionally, the YWT project provides the necessary alternative transportation infrastructure for workers commuting to rural agricultural and hospitality industry jobs, and to industrial centers in the region. TGM Objective: Save Public and Private Costs• The YWT project is responsive to Yamhill County’s compact land use goals, to promote development within the urban growth boundary, and the preservation of existing agricultural land. The YWT Master Plan will guide the strategic development of the trail in accordance with these County objectives, while the investment will bolster the confidence of private businesses and developers.• The YWT project increases the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease.• Negative interactions between cyclists and motorists directly correspond with increased use of OR 47 and two-lane county roads. The highways and roadways are simply not equipped to support both user groups in a safe and efficient way. The YWT project directly addresses and reduces such conflicts. • The proposed project supports revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants.The trail corridor passes directly through the historic downtown area of the City of Carlton and supports recent community planning efforts (e.g. OR Main Street Program, TGM Code Assistance) by the City of Carlton to create a walkable, compact downtown area. The trail will also connect residential areas located on the north and south side of Carlton to the Downtown area and provide residents with a safe off-street pathway to encourage short trips by walking and biking.• There are three river streams between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton that create a barrier for travel, with the largest crossing having steep grades and fluctuating water levels. The construction of a bicycle and pedestrian bridge is necessary for continuous connected access. The YWT Master Plan will prioritize this step in development to strategically remove the barriers in an area that anticipates the highest use of the trail.TGM Objective: Promote Environmental Stewardship• The YWT project will provide for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure (the abandoned railway corridor), promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel.• The YWT project supports the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips. There is an increased likelihood that residents and visitors in the area will utilize the trail as an alternative to traveling by car based upon the trail location, which passes through common travel destinations, including several commercial centers and schools.• It is widely understood that the inclusion of trees and other flora in urban development improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors.


			Answer2: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated more than 10 years ago by a grassroots effort, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. In November of 2017, Yamhill County successfully acquired a 12.48 mile corridor from Union Pacific. Yamhill County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Trail proponents and other stakeholders recognize the trail will not be built in a single construction season, or even multiple seasons. Rather, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:• Pedestrian and bicyclist safety along OR 47 and intersecting county roadways must be improved. The YWT project will provide a valuable inter-and-intra-city connection for non-motorized travel and recreation.• Students walking and biking specifically to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school.• Yamhill County staff and partners will require adequate time to engage the public in the collaborative and meaningful way necessary to ensure a diversity of stakeholders are involved in the planning process. Meaningful involvement includes: potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; the public's contribution can influence decisions; the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction of the trail will help direct upcoming partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region.• The YWT is a project that is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become an economic driver in the region. An increase in bicycle tourism spending would greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails.• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways.• Establishing a swift and efficient timeline for developing the YWT Master Plan allows Yamhill County to meet current project funding obligations, as well as identify and prepare for future funding opportunities.This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning. The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely progression of this project.


			Answer3: The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan is a comprehensive multi-modal transportation and recreation project intended to support the economic, recreational, and safety goals of the Northern Yamhill Valley in Yamhill County. The Master Plan will support and enhance the County’s Transportation System Plan (TSP), and will be approved by the  Yamhill County Board of Commissioners.The Master Plan will provide for the development of a safe and convenient multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is accessible to all users, reduces the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists, connects schools and residential areas with city centers, encourages a healthy and active lifestyle among community members, and which supports economic development, regional agricultural and recreational tourism. The Master plan will comply with county and city TSPs, and will provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties.Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Budget and Scope of WorkPHASE 1: PROJECT INITIATION AND ADMINISTRATION1.1 Hire consultant    1.2 Refine project schedule    1.3 Define purpose, goals, and process    1.4 Identify Project Management Team (PMT)1.5 Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC)1.6 Create project website1.7 Identify key stakeholders1.8 Develop Request for Proposals (RFP)1.9. Review, evaluate, and select contractors1.10 Contractor Notice to Proceed1.11 Project Kick-off and public open house    PHASE 2: PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 2.1 Site analysis including SWOT    2.2 Review land use restrictions    2.3 Segment options analysis    2.4 Natural environment assessment    2.5 Engineering and infrastructure2.6 Key stakeholder meeting2.7 Draft pedestrian/bicycle strategic plan    2.8 Adoption of Farm Impact Findings and mitigation strategies2.9 Identify key economic development connectors  PHASE 3: TRAIL DESIGN GUIDELINES 3.1 Access, circulation, transportation plan; trail heads; intersections3.2 Trail design elements specific to each type of use3.3 Capital improvements; off-street and on-street facilities    3.4 Trail signage and wayfinding3.5 Security, visitor safety, trail delineation, buffers with adjacent landowners3.6 Special design requirements; ADA3.7 Public engagement and input on design options3.8 Mitigation measures to minimize impact to adjacent landowners, as specified in 2018 Farm Impact FindingsPHASE 4: MAINTENANCE, MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS 4.1 Development alternative infill and redevelopment plans, testing    4.2 Economic impact and development    4.3 Fire and safety protocolsPHASE 5: IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Adoption process, policy and zoning ordinance amendments, public meetings    5.2 Responsibilities and partnerships    5.3 Cost estimates, phasing, funding    PHASE 6: FINAL PLAN & ADOPTION 6.1 Plan review by advisory committee and county staff      6.2 Final YWT Master Plan created6.3 Public meeting: review and feedback on final draft of Master Plan6.4 Draft final plan presentation to YC Board of Commissioners6.5 Adoption of final master Plan by YC Board of Commissioners6.6 Plan presentation to public   Subtotal:  $110,000 (Contractor Cost) $15,000 (Match - 12%) 12 Months (Schedule)Total: $125,000


			Answer4: There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. • This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.• The YWT project is supported by local and regional travel and tourism entities, including Visit McMinnville, Willamette Valley Visitor's Association, and Travel Oregon


			Answer5: Yamhill County has considerable experience collaborating with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by a TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. Additionally, the Yamhill County Parks Department has conducted and completed a master plan project for the County’s park system.In 2013, Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the NPS Rivers, Trails, Conservation Assistance Program to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.In 2016, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor which will ultimately become the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. In 2017, Yamhill County was awarded a $1.2 million grant from ConnectOregon VI for the engineering, design, and construction of three pedestrian bridges located along the trail. The County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. On May 31, 2018, the Farm Impact Findings was adopted into the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP).OBEC Consulting Engineers will provide project cost estimates. OBEC is the current contract consultant for the STIP TE grant activities. County Staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager; and Brett Henry, Yamhill County Parks Manager will determine the project schedule. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.
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			TextField37: Gerik Kransky, Bicycle Transportation Alliance, advocacy director
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Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE 
Salem, OR 97301



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application 
(BO 18-173; vote 2 to 1) to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information.
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YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
          



A G E N D A - ACTION LIST 
 



May 31, 2018   10:00 a.m. Formal Session      Room 32, Courthouse 



Call to order; flag salute; invocation.      535 NE Fifth St. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



A. PUBLIC COMMENT: This thirty-minute time period is reserved for public comment on any 



topic other than: 1) agenda items, 2) a quasi-judicial land use matter, or 3) a topic scheduled for public 



hearing.  Unless extended or restricted by the Chair or majority of the Board, public comment will be 



limited to three minutes per person. 



 



B. CONSENT AGENDA: 



1. Approval of the following minutes: 



a. B.O. 18-157 - March 27, 2018, Informal session; 



2. B.O. 18-158 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County and Baker Rock Crushing Co. 



DBA Baker Rock Resources for the 2018 Overlay Project in the amount of $2,073,153. 



3. B.O. 18-159 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement with ODOT for Right-of-Way 



Services, Oregon Route 18 at Christensen Road, ODOT Agreement No. 30688. 



4. B.O. 18-160 - Approval of a quote by Gormley Plumbing in the amount of $49,689 for the 



purpose of the Abacus House restroom addition. 



5. B.O. 18-161 - Approval of an agreement between Juvenile Detention and Polk County for five  



(5) detention bed rentals, $148 per bed per day, Additional beds requested by Polk County and approved  



by Yamhill County will be at the rate of $110 per bed per day.  Effective July 1, 2018 through 



 June 30, 2019.  



6. B.O. 18-162 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Carlton regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



7. B.O. 18-163 - Approval of an intergovernmental agreement between Yamhill County and the 



City of Yamhill regarding dog control licensing revenue, retroactively effective October 1, 2017. 



8. B.O. 18-164 - Approval to authorize the County Administrator to sign the Notice of Election for 



Workers Compensation Insurance through SAIF for the 2018-19 coverage year. 



9. B.O. 18-165 - Approval of Amendment #1 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &  



Human Services and the Oregon State University Extension – Yamhill County (B.O. 17-055) adding  



funds in the amount of $6,877 and extending the term through June 30, 2018. 



Welcome!  Thank you for attending today’s meeting.  Public participation is encouraged.  If you wish to 



address the Commissioners on any item not on the agenda you may do so as part of the public comment 



period at the beginning of the meeting. If you desire to speak on any agenda item please raise your hand to be 



recognized after the Chair announces the agenda item.  Please fill out a public comment card to indicate your 



intent to speak. 
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10. B.O. 18-166 - Approval of the Medical Service Agreement (MSA) between Yamhill County and



Oregon Health Authority Center for Prevention and Health Promotion.



11. B.O. 18-167 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Sheridan School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019 school



year, not to exceed $74,367.90.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



12. B.O. 18-168 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and the Yamhill Carlton School District to provide behavioral health counseling for the 2018-2019



school year, not to exceed $79,679.88.  Effective September 2018 through May 2019.



13. B.O. 18-169 - Approval of Amendment #4 to the Agreement between Yamhill County Health &



Human Services and Oregon Family Support Network (OFSN) (B.O. 14-580), retroactive from May 1,



2018 through June 30, 2019.



14. B.O. 18-170 - Approval of a letter of agreement between Yamhill County and Yamhill County



Community Care Organization (YCCO), retroactive from February 1, 2018 through August 31,



2018 for the development of a Diabetes Prevention Program (DPP) and to promote Colorectal



Cancer screenings.



15. B.O. 18-171 - Approval of an agreement between Yamhill County Health & Human Services



and Benton County for the purpose of Regional Health Assessment services, effective July 1, 2018



through June 30, 2019, not to exceed $25,000.



16. B.O. 18-172 - Approval of a Collective Bargaining Agreement between Yamhill County and



Yamhill County Juvenile Detention Workers Association (YCJDWA), effective June 9, 2018



through June 30, 2020.



C. OLD BUSINESS:



1. B.O. 18-156 - Reconsideration of a motion to approve a proposed amendment to Yamhill



County’s Transportation System Plan for the Rails-to-Trails Project, a part of the transportation element



of the county comprehensive plan, acknowledging the county purchase of an approximately 12-mile



segment of a former Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in



the segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of Carlton. [The



motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].



D. OTHER BUSINESS (Add-ons and non-consent items):



1. B.O. 18-173 - Approval to submit a grant proposal to ODOT Transportation Growth



Management (TGM) for $110,000.  TGM requires a match of $15,000 (12%) of in-kind contributions.



TGM and matching funds are to fund a portion of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.



Application due June 8, 2018. [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay].





martinc


Highlight
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2.  B.O. 18-174 - Approval to submit a proposal for the Travel Oregon Competitive grant for 



$56,250.  Grant requires a cash match of $18,750 (25%).  Grant and match funds will be used to 



partially fund the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan project.  Application due June 6, 2018. 



 [The motion passed, 2 voting aye, 1 voting nay]. 



 



3. B.O. 18-175 - Consideration to adopt Resolution 18-05-31-1 proclaiming August 7, 2018 as 



“National Night Out” in Lafayette, Oregon.  



   



E. PUBLIC HEARINGS:  None. 



 



F. ANNOUNCEMENTS:  



1. For information on county advisory committee vacancies, please refer to the county’s website, 



www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities or call the Board of Commissioners’ office at 



503-434-7501 or 503-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg). 



 



 For questions regarding accessibility or to request an accommodation contact the Board of 



Commissioners’ office at (503)-434-7501 or (503)-554-7801 (toll-free from Newberg) or email at 



bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us. 



 





http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/volunteer-opportunities


mailto:bocinfo@co.yamhill.or.us














  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 





























RACIAL AND ETHNIC IMPACT STATEMENT 
This form is used for informational purposes only and must be included with the grant application. 



Chapter 600 of the 2013 Oregon Laws require applicants to include with each grant application a racial and ethnic 
impact statement.  The statement provides information as to the disproportionate or unique impact the proposed 
policies or programs may have on minority persons1 in the State of Oregon if the grant is awarded to a corporation or 
other legal entity other than natural persons.     



1. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique positive impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



2. The proposed grant project policies or programs could have a disproportionate or unique negative impact on
the following minority persons:



Indicate all that apply:



Women  Asians or Pacific Islanders 
Persons with Disabilities  American Indians 
African-Americans   Alaskan Natives 
Hispanics  



3. The proposed grant project policies or programs will have no disproportionate or unique impact on minority
persons.



If you checked numbers 1 or 2 above, please provide below the rationale for the existence of policies or 
programs having a disproportionate or unique impact on minority persons in this state.  Further provide 
evidence of consultation with representative(s) of the affected minority persons. 



By checking this box, I hereby certify the information contained on this Dated: 
form is true, complete, and accurate to the best of my knowledge. 



Printed Name: Title: 



Agency Name: 



1 “Minority person” are defined in SB 463 (2013 Regular Session) as women, persons with disabilities (as defined in ORS 
174.107), African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, or Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Natives. 





https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/lawsstatutes/2013orLaw0600.pdf
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad; Jack Schwab; Steve


Harloff; Leona Sitton; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 4:35:06 PM


Wow, that's great!


V


On Sunday, June 10, 2018, 2:22:49 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.
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Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Updated Letter of Support from YWT
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 9:10:15 AM


It looks good to me. I'll drop off a signed copy tomorrow.  Thanks.  Wayne


On Wednesday, June 6, 2018, 8:27:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, Wayne,


 


As you know, the county is submitting a couple of grants for master plans this week. As I’m going through
our letters of support, however, I see that the one on file is from 2015 and by the previous FYWT
president. I have updated the letter to include your name and today’s date, but have left the content as it
was originally. Would you be willing to allow us to submit this? If you are willing, a signed and scanned
copy would be best, but I can also use the attached letter as is.


 


Let me know what you think!


 


Carrie
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:57:14 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Thanks for the careful reading, Brett!
 
cm
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:49 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo
<sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good job!
 
FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
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system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
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Thanks!
 
Carrie








From: Carrie Martin
To: Tori Middelstadt
Subject: RE: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 10:51:04 AM


Hi Tori,
 
I would like to discuss our proposed project with you. When would be a good time?
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I do
not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who is also
receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 
 
Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and Laura
who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email with the
application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?
 
Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your regional
destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy to do so. Let
me know if you have any other questions.
 
Thanks!
 
   


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
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tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                                  
OregonWineCountry.org
 


 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 
 


Reference
#


13682789


Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant
Amount
Requested:


56250


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant Laura Tschabold
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Contact
Name:


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact
Phone
Number:


503-434-7501


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and construction.
When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link
between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country,
while also supporting regional recreation and tourism, and allowing the
movement of agricultural products and equipment. The Master Plan will be
consistent with the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and
Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides
access to all residents and visitors to Yamhill County, and accommodates a
wide range of user types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate
and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands
transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe
and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism
and economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land
uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


 


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 4:36:11 PM


 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Travel Oregon Grants <administrator@grantinterface.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 2:10 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 


Dear Laura Tschabold,
Thank you for submitting your grant application for Travel Oregon's 2018-2020
Competitive Medium Grants.


This email serves as confirmation that your application has been received. The grants
team will review your submission and notify you if there are questions or needed
clarification on your project.


If you have additional questions, please contact Jessica Otjen at 503-967-1562
or Grants@TravelOregon.com. 


Sincerely,


Travel Oregon


Applicant Information
Laura Tschabold
535 NE Fifth Street
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McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7501
tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us 


Organization: Yamhill County
Form Name: Application - 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants 
Process Name: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants
Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: May 9, 2018 FYWT Board Agenda
Date: Friday, May 4, 2018 3:21:07 PM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Looks like we have a full agenda going into Wednesday with Carrie joining us for the first time and both
Linda & Veronica reporting good things. If anyone has additional items we can add them to the "Good of
the Order". 
Look forward to seeing everyone next Wednesday.    Wayne


P.S. Note that someone on our board(Chad) is retiring from his day job and is the guest of honor Tuesday
at Barrel 47 between 4 and 6 pm. I understand he is buying all the beer.
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  Board discussion with Carrie Martin, County Project Manager





						 


 2)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	3)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 4)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      5)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:51:16 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project BOC Overview_5.29.18.pdf


Let me know if you want anything else added. Each page is a full year.
 
cm
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MAY 
2018



JUNE 
2018



JULY 
2018



AUGUST 
2018



SEPTEMBER 
2018



OCTOBER
2018



NOVEMBER
2018



DECEMBER
2018



ACTIVITIES



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Qualification Based Selection RFP 
for Plan Specifications and Engineering



RFP Open
June 1-30, 2018



ODOT Transportation Growth Management 
(TGM) Grant: $110K 
for Master Plan Development



Application due: 
June 8, 2018



Travel Oregon Medium Grant:
$56,250 for Master Plan Development



Application due: 
June 6, 2018



OPRD Recreational Trail Program (RTP) Grant: 
$75k for Stag Hollow Bridge Construction Gap 
Funding



Application due: 
June 15, 2018



YWT Master Plan: 
Development of RFP



RFP for Master Plan 
Complete



YWT Master Plan: 
RFP for Consultants Open



RFP Open
August 1-30, 2018



ConnectOregon  VI Milestone: 
Selection of Engineering  and 
Design Consultant



Notification: 
August 1, 2018



ConnectOregon  VI Milestone:  Environmental 
Permits Completed



August 3, 2018



LOI due: 
August 31, 2018



Application due: 
October 15, 2018



YWT Master Plan: 
RFP for Consultants Open



ConnectOregon  VI Milestone:  
Preliminary Engineering and 
Permits (PS&E) Complete



December 17, 2018



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Overview:  May-December 2018



Note: YWT Master Plan process begins September 1, 2018 contingent upon adequate funding.



Master Plan Begins
Septemer 1, 2018*



ODOT Safe Routes to School Infrastructure 
Program Grant:
Amount TBD for Bicycle Connection 
from YWT to YC Schools











JANUARY
2019



FEBRUARY
2019



MARCH
2019



APRIL
2019



MAY 
2019



JUNE 
2019



JULY 
2019



AUGUST 
2019



SEPTEMBER 
2019



OCTOBER
2019



NOVEMBER
2019



DECEMBER
2019



ACTIVITIES



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Final Design of Plan Specifications 
and Engineering



April 22, 2019



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Selection of Construction Contractor
and Contractor "Notice to Proceed"



June 18, 2019



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Bridge Construction Begins



June 18, 2019



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Overview:  January-December 2019











JANUARY
2020



FEBRUARY
2020



MARCH
2020



APRIL
2020



MAY 
2020



JUNE 
2020



JULY 
2020



AUGUST 
2020



SEPTEMBER 
2020



OCTOBER
2020



NOVEMBER
2020



DECEMBER
2020



ACTIVITIES



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Bridge Construction Complete



April 3, 2020



ConnectOregon VI Milestone: 
Grant Project Completed



May 19, 2020



Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project Overview:  January-December 2020








			2018


			2019


			2020










From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 8:04:43 PM


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to
me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team
was excited to see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the
Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-profit
group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan.
If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they would be
competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the
phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of
time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Subject: RE: New Website Link
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:45:39 PM


Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


From: Help Desk 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 2:36 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: New Website Link
 
I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:28 PM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: New Website Link
 
Hello!
 
Please link the attached document to the following Yamhill County page:
 
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail
 
It should be the last entry in the GRANTS sub-section, with the text: Travel Oregon Competitive
Medium Grant Application.
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
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(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Ken Wright; Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); V H
Cc: Brett Henry
Subject: Update on the Trail Findings and Next Steps
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:56:16 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf


Good afternoon!
 
As I’m sure you can imagine, there have been a number of conversations between county staff and
the commissioners since last week’s hearing. There will likely be an article in tomorrow’s News-
Register, so I wanted to take a moment to bring you all up to speed.
 
After the hearing on Tuesday, Laura Tschabold, Christian Boenisch, and Ken Huffer met with
Commissioner Olson to discuss possible changes to the draft Farm Findings that would be acceptable
if the matter were to be reconsidered at the Board’s next formal session on May 31. According to
the Procedures Ordinance (Ordinance 900), a motion may be reconsidered by any commissioner
who cast a majority vote, but that reconsideration must occur at the next formal board session.
 
I have attached the revised proposed amendment, which now specifies that the “final or master plan
shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort approved by the Board,” and that it shall be
completed prior to construction of the trail, other than the initial bridge construction project under
the Connect Oregon VI grant that was already awarded to the county. The previous version state a
master plan would be completed “prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail…”
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments, the Planning Department is
mailing a new notice, and is publishing a notice in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited
on May 31.
 
In other related news, we received notification this morning that we did not receive funding from
the Doppelt Family Foundation. The letter simply stated they received far more applications than
they could fund, but I will follow up with the review committee this week and let you know if there is
any additional information.
 
Please feel free to share this email with other Friends members!
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:ken@kenwrightcellars.com

mailto:linda.charan@gmail.com

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  

















From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the City of Gaston Transportation Master Plan Update
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 6:03:43 PM
Attachments: Sample letter of support(Gaston).odt


Hi All,
I am forwarding you the entire conversation I have had with Sharon Brigante-Candau of the City of
Gaston. They are apply for a grant for their master plan and attached at the bottom is the requested draft
letter of endorsement. I took the liberty to go ahead and draft the letter to help them meet their deadline.
Give me feed back on anything associated with the letter. 
Their next Counsel meeting is next week on the 13th, the day after our June meeting, so we will be there
to give a requested trail update and request an endorsement letter from them. Stan, Carrie, Brett; if there
is anything you want to be said or not said let me know. 
I can't say it often enough, but I am really impressed with how Gaston has jumped on top of all this.  have
a good week.  Wayne


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018, 10:42:34 AM PDT
Subject: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


Thank you!  Did you want to be put on the Agenda for the 6/13th working session?


 


-Sharon


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 2:37 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


I'll try to get it to you before the 8th.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 2:09:07 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I send in the application on 6/8, but I can send the letter after that.  The next council meeting is on
Wednesday, 6/13th.


 


Thanks,



mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com
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Do we have letterhead





June 5, 2018





Re: The City of Gaston’s ODOT TGM Grant Application





To Whom it May Concern:





I write on behalf of Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail in support of the City of Gaston’s proposal to Oregon Department of Transportation for a grant to fund the Update of the Transportation Master Plan to  identify and coordinate the City's concerns, priorities, changed development, cost estimates, funding sources, and new rail to trail projects to create a safe and seamless biking and walking environment in Gaston. We strongly support this grant application and the focus on the new rail to trail projects.


As an organization which has been an active partner with Yamhill County giving financial, planning and advocacy support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail since 2012,  we see Gaston as one of the critical parts to the overall success of the YWT project. It is one of six communities that will be linked with the completion of the trail. Gaston's proximity to Hagg Lake and it's contiguous border to the Wapato Fish and Wildlife Refuge will give it multiple opportunities to plan and fill recreational, educational, health benefits, out door experiences as well as non-motorized commuter needs for the communities up and down the trail.


The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will work to support the trail effort in Gaston by being strong advocates and promoters for their efforts to make Gaston a key cog to the overall success of the YWT. As a long time partner with Yamhill County and Gaston's city limits being partially in Yamhill county we can be an advocate for them. Part of our future goals is to be in a position where we can at least help with matching funds for future grant applications.  Again, we have, from the beginning, viewed Gaston as a very important part of this trail's success and will continue to look upon ourselves as their partner.





Sincerely,


Wayne Wiebke


President


Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


[Address of partnering organization if not in letterhead]  (need help here)






 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 1:52 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


What is your time line on this letter? We have our monthly meeting next week on Tuesday, is that to late?
When is the next City Counsel meeting?  Regards.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 11:27:16 AM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I’m so glad to hear that a reconsideration was made.  I apologize that I was a little behind on what was
going on in Yamhill County.


 


I’ve attached a sample letter of support.  Please feel free to modify or change it to fit your needs.


 


In regards to a letter of support from the City, I would attend another city council meeting and ask the city
council for one, if you are able to.  This would be a great time to also update the council on what is going
on in Yamhill County with the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


 



mailto:sharonb@cityofgaston.com

mailto:shadypondacre@yahoo.com

mailto:sharonb@cityofgaston.com
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Thank you so much!


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


Yes the trail is on track. The Yamhill County Commissioners voted yesterday on two trail items as a
"reconsideration vote. One was to Amend the county Transportation systems Plan to include an
amendment to show the purchase from UP and to start construction of the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton
upon approval of a Master Plan. The exception there is that the construction on one bridge and
engineering of 2 smaller bridges can begin prior to the approval of the Master Plan. The county is in the
process of applying for grants to fund the Master Plan. You might want to go onto our website and sign-
up for our newsletter, we have been trying to keep everyone up to date using that.


 


Regarding the letter of support, absolutely. Send me what you want it to say. We are on the same wave
on this because we were about to ask you for one as well. We are trying to get letters from all the towns
along the trail from McMinnville to Forest Grove.  Since we have always been a partner with Yamhill
County so we would be asking for the combined effort of both parties. You might take the same approach
since it would the collaborative manner in which this trail is being viewed. We have also made contact
with the Forest Grove Chamber of Commerce. It just occurred to me that have both McMinnville's and
forest Grove's chamber working in support of this would be powerful. Regards.   Wayne


 


 


On Friday, June 1, 2018, 12:59:58 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:
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I wasn’t sure if the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail was still intact due to the cancellation of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail in Yamhill County, but I thought I’d reach out to you just in case.


 


The City of Gaston still has plans to do a trail through the City using the abandoned railroad line.  We are
applying for funding to update the Transportation Master Plan with the trail plans and:


 


•             Cost Estimates of the future improvements in the City’s infrastructure


•             Funding sources for the City


•             City’s current concerns and priorities


•             Review the Cottonwood Corridor final report and visit with school district as their plans have
changed


•             Investigate with ODOT options for a pathway from Country mobile Estates (Trailer park south of
town) to connect with the City


•             Add an intersection analysis of Highway 47/Park Street


 


Would the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail be able to provide a letter of support for the City’s
application to ODOT TGM?


 


Thank you,


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com
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From: CRONEMILLER Lee M
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: BLAIR Andrew; HINZE Donna L; THIEL Katie
Subject: Yamhelas ConnectOregon Project - ODOT PM Handoff
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 1:17:41 PM


Hi Carrie,
 
After a lengthy shuffle at ODOT Region 2, Andrew Blair is now the ODOT contact for your project. We
had a hand-off meeting this morning and he is now getting up to speed. His contact info follows:
 
Phone: 503-986-2681
Email: Andrew.blair@odot.state.or.us
 
Donna Hinze will continue on the environmental side. I’ve asked Andrew to setup a meeting with
you so that he and Donna can go over how the NEPA process works and what
documentation/information is needed from the County to move things forward. I can attend if you
would like.
 
You should be in good hands.
 
PS – the MPR’s should now go to Andrew and the ConnectOregon mailbox.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Planning Commission Version
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 1:24:04 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18.docx
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	


Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 






What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.


Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 






PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.


Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.






Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Tori Middelstadt
Subject: RE: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 7:02:17 AM


Hi Tori,
 
Let’s try 9:40am. Just call whenever you free up: 503-474-4991
 
Carrie
 
From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 5:01 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
 
Hey Carrie-
 
I have a break at 9:40am, 1:35pm, and 3:40pm Oregon Time. Any of those times work for
you?
 
Thanks-


 
   


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org                                  
OregonWineCountry.org
 


 
 
On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 1:39 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,
 
Thanks for getting back with me. Unfortunately, I have a meeting at 4pm-5:30pm today. Would
you be available tomorrow morning or afternoon?
 
Thanks,



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tori@oregonwinecountry.org

mailto:Tori@OregonWineCountry.org

https://www.facebook.com/OregonWineCountry/

http://www.oregonwinecountry.org/blog/

https://www.instagram.com/oregonwinetrav/

https://www.youtube.com/user/OregonWineCountry/

https://www.pinterest.com/orwinecountry/

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us





 
Carrie
 
From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:25 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
 
Hi Carrie!
 
I would love to chat. I am in Denver at a conference but I can chat on the phone around
4:45pm Oregon time. Would that work? What number should I call?
 
Thanks
Tori
503-881-4442
 
On Mon, May 21, 2018 at 11:51 AM Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Hi Tori,
 
I would like to discuss our proposed project with you. When would be a good time?
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
From: Tori Middelstadt <tori@oregonwinecountry.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2018 11:32 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jessica@traveloregon.com
Subject: Fwd: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
 
Hi Carrie,
 
I am sorry I missed your call. The grants are being administered from Travel Oregon so I
do not have access to sending the application info and pin number. However, Jessica who
is also receiving this email is the Grant Coordinator for Travel Oregon. 
 
Jessica- Carrie is completing the grant application on behalf of Yamhill County and
Laura who is the contact on the below idea form did not receive the confirmation email
with the application process next steps. Could you help get this information to Carrie?



mailto:tori@oregonwinecountry.org

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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mailto:Jessica@traveloregon.com





 
Carrie- if you want to discuss this project with me as the representative from your
regional destination marketing organization and how it aligns with our work I am happy
to do so. Let me know if you have any other questions.
 
Thanks!
 
   


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org
                                  OregonWineCountry.org
 


 
 
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: grants at traveloregon.com <form_engine@fs22.formsite.com>
Date: Thu, May 10, 2018 at 2:48 PM
Subject: Competitive Medium Grants Project Idea Form Received - Yamhill County
To: tori@oregonwinecountry.org


This form was completed by a Travel Oregon Competitive Medium Grant applicant. 
 


Reference
#


13682789


Status Complete


Select
tourism
region(s)
your grant
project
impacts:


Willamette Valley


Applying
Entity:


Yamhill County


Project
Name:


Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan


Grant 56250
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Amount
Requested:


Total
Project
Cost:


$75,000


Grant
Contact
Name:


Laura Tschabold


Grant
Contact
Email
Address:


tschabold@co.yamhhill.or.us


Grant
Contact
Phone
Number:


503-434-7501


Project
Description
(Be sure to
include the
primary
goals and
objectives
of the
project):


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a
comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance a multi-modal
transportation project from concept plan to engineering and
construction. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active
transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of
Oregon wine country, while also supporting regional recreation and
tourism, and allowing the movement of agricultural products and
equipment. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and
will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents and
visitors to Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user
types and abilities. Additionally, this Plan will evaluate and propose
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation
choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and
convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local tourism
and economic vitality, saves public and private costs with compact land
uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


 


This email was sent to tori@oregonwinecountry.org as a result of a form being completed.
Click here to report unwanted email notifications.


 
--
 
   


Tori Middelstadt
Development & Industry Relations Manager
Willamette Valley Visitors Association
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388 State St., Suite 100
Salem, Oregon 97301
tel:  503.881.4442
Tori@OregonWineCountry.org
                                  OregonWineCountry.org
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View this email in your browser


Do you support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail project? Then we need your
help!


Please show your support by joining us at the next Yamhill County Board of


Commissioners meeting. Come early and sign up to give your brief testimony.


From: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail on behalf of info=yamhelaswestsidertrail.com@mail71.atl51.rsgsv.net
To: mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us
Bcc: martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
Subject: We need your show of support now! Please attend this meeting.
Date: Saturday, May 12, 2018 8:30:04 AM



https://mailchi.mp/e269111c3935/upcoming-hearings-1136245?e=5022c26a7a
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Tuesday, May 15, 10 am
Kent Taylor Civic Hall, 200 NE 2nd St, McMinnville


Brief: Several years ago, the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail was added to the


Yamhill County Transportation System Plan. At the next meeting of the Yamhill County


Board of Commissioners, Commissioners will consider amending this plan by


acknowledging the County's recent purchase of an approximately 12-mile segment of the


corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail on the corridor between the


cities of Yamhill and Carlton. Also under consideration is whether perceived impacts of the


trail on farming can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and


management. 


The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail firmly believe that undertaking mitigation


practices along the trail, such as providing adequate fencing through sensitive farming


areas, is imperative in creating a successful project such as this. We believe impacts can


be effectively minimized through thoughtful design, construction and management.


We need you, trail supporters, to help us make the case to the Board of Commissioners


that together we can create a wonderful, beneficial amenity connecting our communities


while enhancing health, safety and economic vitality.  


We hope to see you on Tuesday!


Copyright © 2018 Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this newsletter because you provided us with your email address at some workshop,


meeting, or public event. Thank you. 


Our mailing address is: 
Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail


PO Box 861
Carlton, OR 97111-0861


Add us to your address book


Want to change how you receive these emails?



https://yamhelaswestsidertrail.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0fa7fd41984d3f7beeb0637fc&id=1b6dd2522b&e=5022c26a7a

https://yamhelaswestsidertrail.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0fa7fd41984d3f7beeb0637fc&id=61f3431510&e=5022c26a7a

https://yamhelaswestsidertrail.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0fa7fd41984d3f7beeb0637fc&id=055aed1973&e=5022c26a7a

file://yamhelaswestsidertrail.us13.list-manage.com/vcard?u=0fa7fd41984d3f7beeb0637fc&id=f1aab27c51





You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 4:36:09 PM


 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Travel Oregon Grants <administrator@grantinterface.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2018 2:10 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants Application Submission Received
 
 


Dear Laura Tschabold,
Thank you for submitting your grant application for Travel Oregon's 2018-2020
Competitive Medium Grants.


This email serves as confirmation that your application has been received. The grants
team will review your submission and notify you if there are questions or needed
clarification on your project.


If you have additional questions, please contact Jessica Otjen at 503-967-1562
or Grants@TravelOregon.com. 


Sincerely,


Travel Oregon


Applicant Information
Laura Tschabold
535 NE Fifth Street
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McMinnville, OR 97128
503-434-7501
tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us 


Organization: Yamhill County
Form Name: Application - 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants 
Process Name: 2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants
Project Name: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
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From: BLAIR Andrew
To: Carrie Martin (martinc@co.yamhill.or.us)
Cc: "hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us"; "Todd Sadlo"; THIEL Katie; HINZE Donna L
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail - Pedestrian Bridges
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 4:32:03 PM
Attachments: 18332_PCE_Approval_Yamhelas_Westsider_Trail_Phase 1).pdf


Hi Carrie,
 
It was wonderful meeting you today. Thank you for a productive meeting.
 
Attached is the PCE document we had referred to regarding environmental requirements.
 
From our discussion today I have understood the following:
 


1.       There is some anticipation of Land Use repeals. Yamhill County will inform ODOT as
necessary, if repeals are material to the Grant.


2.       An RFP is due out June 15th, 2018.
a.       Scope of work for Yamhill’s consultant may include permitting, design, construction


management, and construction inspections. It may also include the tendering of
services for contractor selection.


b.       Consultant scope may involve Federal environmental compliance requirements.


c.       The NTP for the RFP is scheduled for August 4th, 2018.
d.       Permitting activities will run between August 2018 to June 2019
e.       Start of Construction is June 2019


f.        Anticipated project completion is May 19th, 2020
3.       The Area of Potential Impact (API) will be updated for this new phase. The PCE (attached)


was for the ROW phase, yet there are Federal requirements mentioned therein which are
still outstanding and are material to the new phase(s).


4.       A parallel master plan process for the corridor shall not impact the Grant.
5.       A funding gap of about $65,000 should not adversely impact the project.
6.       An ODOT REC (Donna Hinze) will review Yamhill’s statement of work to check for inclusion


of the necessary Federal environmental requirements evoked as a result of using Federal
funds for the ROW acquisition. However, compliance with Federal requirements and the
Grant is the responsibility of Yamhill County.


7.       Date of first invoice to be submitted for reimbursement is not yet known.
8.       A Monthly progress report for this month is forthcoming.


 
Thanks again for your time and earnestness that has gone into this project.
 
Please do not hesitate to reach me if you have any questions or concerns.
 
Kind Regards,
 
Andrew J. Blair
503-986-2681 (desk)
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503-509-3067 (mobile)
 








From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad; Jack Schwab; Steve


Harloff; Leona Sitton; Wayne Wiebke
Subject: Re: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 4:35:06 PM


Wow, that's great!


V


On Sunday, June 10, 2018, 2:22:49 PM PDT, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.
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Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:37:53 PM


Commissioners – just wanted to let you know that what Carrie has sent you is a draft for your
review.  We are still working on the final version for submission – and can make changes as you
review what Carrie has developed so far.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
 
The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
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total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: ODOT agenda item
Date: Wednesday, May 30, 2018 9:04:49 AM


Hi Laura,
 
I’m limited to 400 characters in the “Support of Local Officials” response. The following is exactly
400:
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton,
Yamhill and Gaston. A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this
application.
 
Will this work?
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:59 PM
To: Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: ODOT agenda item
 
Carrie will revise and send it to you.  Thanks for the reminder!
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Carolina Rook 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 3:58 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: ODOT agenda item
 
Hi Laura,
Just a reminder that I will need revised language for the ODOT TGM item for Thursday’s agenda J
 
Carolina Rook
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
rookc@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: 503-434-7501
Fax: 503-434-7553
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:45:53 AM


Anyone else?  I’m hoping to get these to Commissioner Olson as soon as possible, so we can have
the revised ordinance and findings posted when the notice is submitted to the News Register around
2:00.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
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All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 












From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: May 9, 2018 FYWT Board Agenda
Date: Friday, May 4, 2018 3:21:07 PM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Looks like we have a full agenda going into Wednesday with Carrie joining us for the first time and both
Linda & Veronica reporting good things. If anyone has additional items we can add them to the "Good of
the Order". 
Look forward to seeing everyone next Wednesday.    Wayne


P.S. Note that someone on our board(Chad) is retiring from his day job and is the guest of honor Tuesday
at Barrel 47 between 4 and 6 pm. I understand he is buying all the beer.
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  Board discussion with Carrie Martin, County Project Manager





						 


 2)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	3)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 4)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      5)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Help Desk
To: Carrie Martin; Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: New Website Link
Date: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:35:58 PM


I have updated http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail per your request.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, June 6, 2018 2:28 PM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: New Website Link
 
Hello!
 
Please link the attached document to the following Yamhill County page:
 
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/content/yamhelas-westsider-trail
 
It should be the last entry in the GRANTS sub-section, with the text: Travel Oregon Competitive
Medium Grant Application.
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: TGM letter
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 10:55:26 AM
Attachments: TGM Authorization Letter.pdf


I took the liberty of modifying your previous letter. Do you approve?
 
cm
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Yamhill County
Courthouse • 535 NE 5th Street • McMinnville, Oregon 97128-4523 



Phone  (503) 434-7501 •  Fax (503) 434-7553 



Office of County Administrator



June 7, 2018 



Elizabeth Ledet
Oregon Department of Transportation
Transportation and Growth Management Program
555 13th Street, NE           
Salem, OR 97301



Re:  Yamhill County Transportation and Growth Management Grant Application Authorization



Dear Elizabeth: 



On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 
18-173) to approve an application to ODOT's Transportation and Growth Management Program for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan grant project.



Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 



Sincerely, 



Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 



KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 













From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:43:28 PM


If I move the Travel Oregon one to May 29th, we will be requesting to submit $150k in applications


for a master plan. Do you see any problems with that? I can try to have it ready on May 15th instead,
but I won’t have time to complete it prior to noon tomorrow. I could, however, submit the Project


Idea Form for the 15th with the understanding that the parameters of the application won’t change.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:37 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


There is no session on the 22nd. 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Upcoming Grant Application Schedule
 


GRANT OPPORTUNITY PROJECT REQUEST
APPLICATION


DEADLINE
PRESENTATION


TO BOC
Travel Oregon


YWT Master



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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Competitive Medium
Grants


Plan
$50,000 June 6, 2018 May 29, 2018


Transportation &
Growth Management
(TGM)


YWT Master
Plan


$100,000 June 8, 2018 May 29, 2018


OPRD Recreational
Trails Program


YWT Stag
Hollow Bridge
funding gap


$75,000 June 15, 2018 June 5, 2018


ODOT Safe Routes to
School Infrastructure
Program


Connect YWT
with YC
Schools


$60,000-
$2,000,000


August 31, 2018
(LOI)


October 15,
2018 (App)


August 21, 2018
October 2, 2018


 
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Subject: Of course...
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:56:58 PM
Attachments: YWT Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).pdf


…I received one additional correction after I sent you the document. Please use this revised PDF
instead of the one I sent you 30 seconds ago.
 
Carrie
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the acquisition stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 
development will be? 
There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   
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Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 
Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. 
The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   
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How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 
Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 
This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  
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A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  



What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment. 
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Will right to farm laws be enforced?  
The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  



PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 
Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 
trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 
2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 
3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 



deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 
4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 



experience and improve accessibility 
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Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 



6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 
8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 
9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 



crushed shale rock and native soil 
10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 



rock 
11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 



impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 
Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 
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Do we get a formal hearing? 
The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 



Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 
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Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 
The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



  





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  
At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 
removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 
The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: Re: TGM Application Edits
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:11:03 AM


Looks good to me. 


Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for
the use of the recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or
copying this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or
agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received the electronic mail in error, please immediately
destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.


On Jun 7, 2018, at 10:18 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Here is the language addressing the “timely and urgent” question:
 
 
This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation
Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed
acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from
ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three
bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is
currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and
expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge
construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the
majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning.
The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and
construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely
progression of this project.



mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

x-apple-data-detectors://1/0
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: Update of County Website Link
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:54:11 PM
Attachments: YWT Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).pdf


Good afternoon!
 
Will you please replace the “YWT Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)“ document on the Project
Plans/Yamhelas Westsider Trail page with the attached PDF of the same name?
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the acquisition stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 
development will be? 
There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   
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Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 
Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. 
The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   
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How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 
Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 
This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  
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A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  



What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment. 
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Will right to farm laws be enforced?  
The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  



PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 
Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 
trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 
2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 
3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 



deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 
4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 



experience and improve accessibility 
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Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 



6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 
8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 
9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 



crushed shale rock and native soil 
10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 



rock 
11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 



impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 
Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 
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Do we get a formal hearing? 
The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 



Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 
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Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 
The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



  





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  
At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 
removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 
The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  


























recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:32 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
 


Ah, I see. Missed that distinction; thanks!


On 5/21/2018 12:30 PM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


The previous version had Section 3 that said “Prior to formally opening a multi-modal
trail…”.  The new version adds Section 4 that states “Prior to trail construction (other
than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master plan, which shall be a
collaborative and coordinative effort will be approved by the Board…”.
 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:20 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
 


Laura,
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That provision about the master plan being required before construction was already in
place on May 15, wasn't it?


Thanks,


Nicole


On 5/21/2018 11:29 AM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


Yes. 
 
I should add that the proposed amendment also includes a requirement
that the master plan be completed before construction of the trail, other
than the initial bridge construction under the grant the county has already
been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior
to construction of the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the
grant if there are delays in establishing the master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments,
the Planning Department is mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice
in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited on May 31.   
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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dissemination, distribution or copying this information by anyone other than the
intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you
have received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact
me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 11:25 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
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Thanks, Laura.


So, is it accurate then that Rick requested the reconsideration vote?


Nicole


On 5/21/2018 11:21 AM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


Hi, Nicole – got your phone message.  After the hearing on
Tuesday, Christian, Ken Huffer and I discussed with
Commissioner Olson possible changes to the draft ordinance
and findings that might be acceptable if the matter were to be
reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on
May 31.  This reconsideration is allowed by the Procedures
Ordinance – Ordinance 900.
 
The proposed amendment (attached) specifies that the final
or master plan “shall be a collaborative and coordinated
effort,” and Todd Sadlo added a new section of findings
(section 3) to explain what that means, including direct
consultation with affected property owners.
 
Laura
 
 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his
or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact
me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Todd Sadlo
Subject: Planning Commission Version
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 1:24:04 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18.docx
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)


Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018.


GENERAL INFORMATION


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in the acquisition stage of this long-term project.


Here are the facts that we know to date:


1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017.


2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail.


3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for.


ACQUISITION


Is this rail line being rail-banked? 


No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 2017.


How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from?


The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and Recreation Department grant funds.


How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition?


The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under the grant agreement.


Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor?


The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this time. See below for more information regarding grants.


When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed? 


Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017. 


Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of development will be?


There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future. 


Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and development of the corridor?


County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked and reported.


What grants has the county been awarded for this project?


Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1” 


Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013


Award Amount: $1,730,206


Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the FYWT contributed: $18,588). 


Purpose: Acquisition 


Grantor: National Parks Service


Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014


Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only


Required Match: None


Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed)


Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program


Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016


Award Amount: $126,000


Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds required)


Purpose: Acquisition 	


Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program


Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017


Award Amount: $1,012,186


Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and expenditures related to the project (no new funds required).


Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek. 


Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392


Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000


What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants?


The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The ODOT TE Grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD grant also completed on December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020.


What else has the county paid for to support this project?


Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000


Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000


ROW Appraisal: $21,000


Equipment Rentals: $2,053


Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and received commitments for their donation.


If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.  


How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?


Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017. 


CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE


Who will construct and maintain the trail? 


Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed. 


What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail? 


The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility.


What are the hours of operation for the trail?


This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use facility.   


How soon will development occur and what is the process? 


Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur over the next 10 to 20 years.


What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county taxpayers?  


The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total $18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho).


Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of storm debris from the trail. 


A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained.


Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or major repairs. 






What is a trailhead and where will these be located? 


A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment. 


FARMING PRACTICES


Will the development of the trail affect farming practices?


Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the future.


I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct?


Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase farming costs or significantly affect farming practices.


In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail segment.


Will right to farm laws be enforced? 


The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate existing Right-to-Farm laws. 






PLANNING PROCESS


Who is involved in the planning of the project?


The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).


Is ADA factoring into the plans?


Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail.


ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users


Are there plans to handle the drainage issues?


Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under construction.


Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private property?


It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.  





Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?


Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail.


Do we get a formal hearing?


The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony.


Do we get a binding agricultural study?


State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail.






Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?


At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use the trail.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


Will private property rights be infringed upon? 


No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate publicly owned land to public use. 


I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county take to ease my concerns? 


Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.   


What if I must cross the trail to access my property?


 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed safely for continued access to neighboring property.


Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the corridor?


No.


What about concerns regarding recreational immunity?


The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This bill is now state law.


Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union Pacific?


Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.  


Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney.


PUBLIC SAFETY





Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities? 


The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


How will the trail manage and enhance public safety? 


At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. For more information and examples of other trails, please visit: 


 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf






What about emergency services and fire response?


A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor.


If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and maintenance?


Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks Department and the FYWT.


What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes? 


There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of the trail.


What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from damage to farm property?


The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already established throughout the county.  


Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward. 
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From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 8:04:43 PM


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to
me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team
was excited to see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the
Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-profit
group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan.
If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they would be
competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the
phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in
and out and I'm not sure if my message got through on your
voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the
Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends
non-profit group is also considering applying for one for a
branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and
hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with
an RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of
competing with the County, because obviously the Master Plan
is the most important project to keep the trail development
moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be
seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have
the branding and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is
quite possible that there will still not be a trail segment open at
that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of
time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read
the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy
direction, or gut feelings, on this, that would be very helpful!
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Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 9:26:40 AM
Attachments: image003.png


Looks good to me.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 9:06 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Here’s what I have (400 characters):
 
The YWT Master Plan is widely supported across Yamhill and Washington Counties. Letters of
support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and others are attached to this
application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston. On May 31,
2018, the Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application. (BO 18-
173; vote 2 to 1)
 


From: Ken Huffer 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2018 8:22 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: TGM Grant Sentence
 
I think a combo of #3 and #4:
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On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted and approved the submission of this application.
(BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 
Thank you,
Ken Huffer
Deputy County Administrator
Yamhill County
535 NE 5th St.
McMinnville, Oregon 97128
Ph: 503-474-6270  Fax: 503-434-7553
Email:  hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
Website:  www.co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****OREGON PUBLIC RECORD*****


Messages to and from this email address may be subject Oregon Public Records Law.
 


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the


recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have


received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-474-6270.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, June 7, 2018 8:16 AM
To: Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: TGM Grant Sentence
 
Which do you like best?
 
1.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this application,
w/ the majority of the board voting in the affirmative.
2.  A majority of the YC Board of Commissioners authorized the submission of this application.
3.  On x date, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners voted to authorize the submission of this
application. (B.O. 08-xxx)
4.  On x date, the YC Board of Commissioners approved the authorization of the submission of this
application. (BO. 08-xxx; vote 2 to 1)
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 








From: Brett Henry
To: Laura Tschabold; Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:48:43 PM
Attachments: image002.png


Good job!
 
FYI, I noticed a couple of superficial typos:
Page 2:  Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for
acquisition and development of the corridor?


1.       County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development
of the corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and
activities.
 


Page 8:  Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 12:40 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
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I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Mary Starrett; Rick Olson; Stan Primozich
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Carrie Martin; Keri Hinton; Stephanie Armstrong; Lance Woods;


Matt Vogt
Subject: Materials I submitted to the record for Tuesday"s trail hearing
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 5:07:24 PM
Attachments: RevisedORDFindings 051118.pdf


All,
 
Please see the attached revised ordinance and findings for Tuesday’s hearing.  I have also included,
and have submitted to the record and posted on the Yamhelas web page: some trail photos with
signage examples, from Benton County; the updated FAQs; and an e-mail between two individuals
involved in the consideration of the OSHA rule regarding pesticide spraying and workplace safety.
 
Please let me know if you have questions or concerns.
 
Todd Sadlo
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 7:14:10 AM


The county’s application to Travel Oregon will be for a project budget of $75,000 and a request of
$56,250.
 
I think the plan to wait to apply for a marketing/branding plan in fall is a good idea.
 
Carrie
 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:58 AM
To: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com>
Cc: Steve Wick <candswick@frontier.com>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Linda
Cline <linda.charan@gmail.com>; Leona Sitton <mydls@aol.com>; Jack Schwab
<jack_schwab@hotmail.com>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Chad Olson
<chad@ci.carlton.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
 
The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their radar. We
haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:
 
 
That is my memory as well.
 
Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project cost of
$100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?
 
On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
wrote:
 
 
Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good
plan to me-
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Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message got
through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
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Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding
for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.  
The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The
the thought is that the branding should be developed
along with the master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding
project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so
that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important project
to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you
have a sense of how the review committee would look at
two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly
have the branding and a marketing plan done in two
years, but it is quite possible that there will still not be a
trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time. 
Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as prudent
planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if you
have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 







Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.


 



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Keri Hinton
Subject: RE: Board orders
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:55:21 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Application Packet_FINAL 6.6.18.pdf


Here is the Travel Oregon application package.
 
cm
 


From: Keri Hinton 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 3:59 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Board orders
 
Here is what was scanned but let us know if this isn’t correct. J  BO 18-174 looks kind of funny with
that first page not really having anything on it that identifies it.  Did we lose the first official page?


Thanks,
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553


 
OREGON PUBLIC RECORD


Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.


 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants



 



Yamhill County
Laura Tschabold 
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991



Laura  Tschabold  
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McMinnville, OR 97128
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
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May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name
CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT
OTHER INVESTMENTS
BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE
PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT
PREPAID EXPENSE
CLERK CASH IN TRUST
CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY
TAXES RECEIVABLE
INSURANCE REC
LAND
BUILDINGS
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ASSETS
DATA PROCESSING
ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS
ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP
ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS
ALLOW DEPR-DP
FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL PAYABLE
MEDICARE TAX
FEDERAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
FICA TAXES
WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT
T-670
OPEU
FAMILY CANCER
OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST
OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN
SBA (TC 763)
MISC
RETIREMENT BENEFIT
PERS
PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP
PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN
M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 
                               -                        94,773.65 
                               -                          9,969.59 
                               -                        43,503.31 
                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 
                               -                          1,266.25 
                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   
                               -                             230.62 
                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 
                               -                   2,101,377.77 
                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 
                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   
                               -                      131,065.42 
                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   
                               -                        13,754.10 
                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   
              8,548,474.36                                  -   
              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   
              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   
              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 
                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   
                        400.00                                  -   
                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   
                     1,100.00                                  -   
                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   
            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   
                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE
MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT
VEBA BENEFIT
KAISER-PERMANENTE
PERS UNIT PURCHASE
OSGP LOAN
ICMA DEFERRED
BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD
PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN
VOLUNTARY LIFE
SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT
YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)
VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY
LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE
DEFERRED REVENUE
LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE
DEPOSITS
RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN
LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN
DEPOSITS
RESERVE FOR ENCUM
INVESTMENT IN LAND
INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS
INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP
INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN CWIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP
ENCUMBRANCE
BB
BEG BALANCE RESERVED
Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 
                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 
              4,192,029.85                                  -   
              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 
                               -                   4,801,547.39 
                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 
                               -                   1,598,715.55 
                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   
                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 
                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   
                               -                        16,139.23 
                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 
                               -                      148,113.59 
                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 
                               -                               56.48 
                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 
                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 
                               -                        21,555.05 
                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name
010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES
010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES
010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS
010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX
010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX
010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX
010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX
010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST
010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST
010-002-362.99 MISC
010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE
010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-010-362.99 MISC
010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER
010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK
010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT
010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-010-481.00 OVERTIME
010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-010-493.15 VEBA
010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-010-611.01 AUDIT
010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-010-621.01 POSTAGE
010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-010-683.04 PRINTING
010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 
                          -            439,214.71 
                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 
                          -              89,000.00 
                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 
                          -            139,074.82 
                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 
                          -              50,251.89 
                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   
             36,276.56                         -   
                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 
                          -            574,547.82 
                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 
                          -                     32.72 
                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   
             67,636.63                         -   
             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   
             50,299.38                         -   
             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   
             53,806.25                         -   
           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   
             96,939.11                         -   
           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   
             12,710.23                         -   
               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
               5,926.73                         -   
               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   
               1,214.05                         -   
                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   
               3,122.43                         -   
                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   
               9,450.00                         -   
             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   
                  752.66                         -   
                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   
               1,087.85                         -   
               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   
             38,561.24                         -   
               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   
                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   
               4,405.99                         -   
             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   
                  127.99                         -   
               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE
010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED
010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-012-341.02 FILING FEES
010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE
010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE
010-012-341.99 MISC
010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS
010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS
010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-012-362.99 MISC
010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW
010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS
010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR
010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR
010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER
010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1
010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2
010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3
010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE
010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST
010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER
010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH
010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-012-481.00 OVERTIME
010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-012-493.15 VEBA
010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-012-611.01 AUDIT
010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-012-621.01 POSTAGE
010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES
010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON
010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 
                          -                   750.25 
                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 
                          -            375,359.62 
                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   
                  548.68                         -   
                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 
             64,811.78                         -   
             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 
                          -                     38.98 
                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 
                          -              35,361.07 
                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   
             45,461.69                         -   
               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   
           110,787.06                         -   
             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   
             50,763.95                         -   
             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   
             10,095.74                         -   
             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   
                  642.34                         -   
               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   
             46,579.63                         -   
             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   
                  246.30                         -   
             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   
             19,394.44                         -   
               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   
           209,571.21                         -   
                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   
             23,718.37                         -   
               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   
             10,822.53                         -   
             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   
                  637.29                         -   
                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   
             73,437.98                         -   
               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   
               1,477.89                         -   
                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   
               9,934.16                         -   
             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   
               9,751.73                         -   
               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   
             10,134.79                         -   
             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES
010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT
010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-013-362.99 MISC
010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS
010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-013-493.15 VEBA
010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-013-611.01 AUDIT
010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP
010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER
010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE
010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT
010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY
010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES
010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS
010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES
010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING
010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS
010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS
010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS
010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT
010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA
010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET
010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE
010-015-341.99-A001 MISC
010-015-341.99-A002 MISC
010-015-341.99-A003 MISC
010-015-341.99-A008 MISC
010-015-362.99-A009 MISC
010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK
010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   
               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   
               2,431.00                         -   
               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 
                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   
             11,790.00                         -   
                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   
                  413.12                         -   
                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   
               3,400.00                         -   
               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   
             27,427.87                         -   
             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   
                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   
                  576.33                         -   
               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   
                  493.81                         -   
                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   
             10,923.75                         -   
               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   
               1,328.50                         -   
                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   
             16,083.92                         -   
               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 
                          -                     25.00 
                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 
                          -                1,640.00 
                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   
                  566.30                         -   
               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 
                          -              12,575.00 
                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 
                          -              10,275.00 
                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 
                          -                8,965.00 
                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 
                          -                2,116.50 
                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 
                          -                8,061.50 
                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 
                          -              96,226.33 
                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   
             39,442.29                         -   
             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 
             14,290.78                         -   
               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME
010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP
010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP
010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL
010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT
010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA
010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   
               7,614.64                         -   
               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   
               1,122.70                         -   
                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   
               2,619.46                         -   
             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   
               7,997.63                         -   
             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   
                      2.69                         -   
                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   
                  114.65                         -   
                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   
                  167.00                         -   
                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   
                    50.83                         -   
                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   
               1,622.74                         -   
                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   
                    20.86                         -   
                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   
                  781.07                         -   
               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   
               1,107.22                         -   
                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   
                  518.00                         -   
               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   
               9,187.55                         -   
             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   
               2,280.17                         -   
                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   
                      6.80                         -   
                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   
             12,102.10                         -   
                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   
             25,611.49                         -   
             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   
               2,556.02                         -   
               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
                    50.00                         -   
                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   
               1,020.00                         -   
               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   
                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   
               1,207.30                         -   
                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET
010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-611.01 AUDIT
010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA
010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE
010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING
010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   
                  299.54                         -   
                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   
                    14.11                         -   
                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   
                    29.88                         -   
                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   
                    13.73                         -   
                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   
                      4.61                         -   
                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   
                  123.21                         -   
                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   
                  196.88                         -   
                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   
                    19.20                         -   
                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   
                    14.61                         -   
                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   
                    73.74                         -   
                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   
                  374.77                         -   
                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   
             37,325.82                         -   
               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   
               1,596.52                         -   
               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   
               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    14.66                         -   
                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   
                  254.05                         -   
                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   
                  178.75                         -   
               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   
                  244.13                         -   
                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   
               1,805.40                         -   
                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   
               1,688.65                         -   
               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR
010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND
010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES
010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS
010-017-362.99 MISC
010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR
010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK
010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA
010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-017-481.00 OVERTIME
010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   
                  302.04                         -   
                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   
                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   
             11,675.00                         -   
                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   
               1,262.00                         -   
                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   
             27,603.61                         -   
             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   
                  951.84                         -   
                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   
               9,128.70                         -   
               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   
               7,987.62                         -   
               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   
               1,533.00                         -   
                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   
                  200.00                         -   
                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   
               1,885.35                         -   
               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   
               4,146.00                         -   
                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   
               3,627.00                         -   
               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   
               1,752.00                         -   
               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 
                          -                   625.66 
                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   
                  500.00                         -   
                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   
                    92.77                         -   
                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   
             40,663.26                         -   
             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   
             59,019.43                         -   
             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 
                          -            429,738.40 
                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   
               8,208.27                         -   
             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
               2,870.06                         -   
               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   
             26,263.01                         -   
             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   
           117,242.48                         -   
                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA
010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-017-611.01 AUDIT
010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT
010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS
010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)
010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT
010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION
010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS
010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS
010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE
010-018-362.99 MISC
010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT
010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY
010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR
010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST
010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1
010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-018-481.00 OVERTIME
010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY
010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-018-493.15 VEBA
010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   
                  135.78                         -   
               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   
             10,069.61                         -   
               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   
                  976.77                         -   
               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   
                  850.10                         -   
             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   
                  571.28                         -   
                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   
             12,420.00                         -   
               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   
               1,225.59                         -   
           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   
               7,403.22                         -   
                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 
                          -                2,008.00 
                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 
                          -              23,786.21 
                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   
                  669.72                         -   
             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   
             16,029.05                         -   
             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 
                          -                5,348.88 
                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 
                          -                   856.53 
                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   
             44,674.81                         -   
           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   
           153,013.28                         -   
             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   
             21,164.20                         -   
             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   
             13,853.60                         -   
             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   
               2,782.70                         -   
               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   
               3,359.34                         -   
                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   
                  325.74                         -   
               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   
             24,788.90                         -   
               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   
           264,045.62                         -   
                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   
                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-018-611.01 AUDIT
010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES
010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES
010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS
010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP
010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS
010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING
010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION
010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM
010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES
010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS
010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF
010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS
010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP
010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL
010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE
010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT
010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF
010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE
010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT
010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES
010-020-341.99-F077 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC
010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE
010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST
010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE
010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   
             21,166.11                         -   
               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   
             15,708.53                         -   
               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   
               4,547.74                         -   
               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   
                  883.25                         -   
               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   
               4,554.00                         -   
               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   
                  158.03                         -   
             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   
             55,524.04                         -   
                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 
               6,649.80                         -   
               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   
                  364.08                         -   
             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   
                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 
                          -            283,947.89 
                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 
                          -                   412.05 
                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 
                          -            461,085.46 
                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 
                          -                1,178.00 
                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 
                          -                   323.00 
                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 
                          -                3,040.55 
                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 
                          -                2,210.00 
                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 
                          -                   102.70 
                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 
                          -                     85.75 
                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 
                          -                8,959.15 
                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 
                          -                1,073.26 
                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 
                          -              95,995.00 
                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL
010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE
010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL
010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES
010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS
010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING
010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE
010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS
010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP
010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION
010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION
010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL
010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES
010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT
010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT
010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR
010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER
010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER
010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2
010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3
010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-020-481.00 OVERTIME
010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME
010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP
010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 
                          -                   630.00 
                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 
                          -                3,783.00 
                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 
                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 
                          -              11,100.00 
                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 
                          -                6,215.99 
                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 
                          -                   200.00 
                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 
             65,835.54                         -   
             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 
                          -                4,731.35 
                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 
                          -              28,100.00 
                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   
               3,741.97                         -   
               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   
             25,572.58                         -   
               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   
             19,739.68                         -   
             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   
             55,614.45                         -   
                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   
             11,370.19                         -   
             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   
             48,490.01                         -   
             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   
                    29.52                         -   
               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   
                    60.00                         -   
                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   
                  324.99                         -   
                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   
               5,503.67                         -   
               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   
               4,698.30                         -   
                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   
                  202.60                         -   
                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   
               4,759.69                         -   
                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   
                    92.85                         -   
             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   
                    56.56                         -   
                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT
010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.15 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA
010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   
                  879.79                         -   
             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   
             15,914.52                         -   
             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   
               8,531.43                         -   
                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   
                    52.50                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   
               1,287.50                         -   
             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   
             16,950.07                         -   
             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   
               7,250.50                         -   
               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   
                    33.04                         -   
                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   
                  936.05                         -   
                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   
                  128.50                         -   
                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   
               4,431.88                         -   
                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   
                    24.18                         -   
                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   
               2,343.64                         -   
                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   
                    12.90                         -   
                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   
               5,671.10                         -   
               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   
                      1.53                         -   
                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   
                  141.61                         -   
                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   
                  154.25                         -   
                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   
                    40.69                         -   
                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   
                    25.97                         -   
                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   
                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   
                    79.55                         -   
                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   
                  277.15                         -   
                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING
010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-611.01 AUDIT
010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)
010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM
010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   
                      1.22                         -   
               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   
                      2.00                         -   
                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   
                  181.35                         -   
                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   
                  362.34                         -   
                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   
               2,792.45                         -   
               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   
                  559.06                         -   
                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   
                    34.02                         -   
                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   
               1,914.99                         -   
               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   
                  426.12                         -   
                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   
                    21.80                         -   
                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   
               1,022.54                         -   
               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   
                  262.27                         -   
                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   
                  468.89                         -   
                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   
                  272.73                         -   
                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   
                  173.13                         -   
                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   
               1,158.05                         -   
                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   
                  165.18                         -   
                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   
                  173.91                         -   
                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   
                  187.00                         -   
                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   
               1,141.06                         -   
               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   
                  644.39                         -   
                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   
               2,578.84                         -   
                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE
010-020-621.01 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE
010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING
010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES
010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST
010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS
010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   
                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   
                    16.67                         -   
                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   
                      2.15                         -   
                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   
                      2.24                         -   
                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   
                    60.35                         -   
                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   
                  917.42                         -   
                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   
                      6.32                         -   
                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   
                  401.80                         -   
                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   
                  626.72                         -   
                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   
                  523.88                         -   
             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   
             52,384.97                         -   
               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   
               1,983.04                         -   
             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   
               8,300.00                         -   
                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   
               5,874.21                         -   
                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   
                  540.00                         -   
             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   
             31,477.67                         -   
                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   
                  290.06                         -   
               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   
                  300.12                         -   
                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   
               3,723.09                         -   
               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   
               7,405.00                         -   
                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   
               1,704.91                         -   
               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   
               2,231.10                         -   
               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   
                  449.41                         -   
                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   
             15,599.00                         -   
                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS
010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION
010-021-341.99 MISC
010-021-362.11 COPIES
010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR
010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2
010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-021-493.15 VEBA
010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-021-511.16 PRINTING
010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-021-611.01 AUDIT
010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-021-621.01 POSTAGE
010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS
010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES
010-022-362.99 MISC
010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-022-481.00 OVERTIME
010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-022-493.15 VEBA
010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   
                  469.30                         -   
                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 
               3,213.28                         -   
             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 
                          -                1,800.00 
                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 
                          -              40,095.72 
                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   
                  642.20                         -   
                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   
               6,437.42                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
                  378.49                         -   
               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   
                  164.63                         -   
                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   
                    26.21                         -   
                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   
                      7.65                         -   
                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   
                    10.28                         -   
                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   
                  191.47                         -   
                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   
                      5.83                         -   
                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 
                          -                5,022.86 
                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   
                          -              87,588.73 
                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   
                  310.18                         -   
               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   
               2,228.34                         -   
               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   
             10,718.24                         -   
           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   
               1,338.40                         -   
                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   
               4,900.00                         -   
               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   
             41,415.55                         -   
             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   
                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   
                  607.42                         -   
                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-022-611.01 AUDIT
010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-022-621.01 POSTAGE
010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST
010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES
010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-023-362.99 MISC
010-023-400.06 TREASURER
010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-023-611.01 AUDIT
010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES
010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS
010-025-362.99 MISC
010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES
010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL
010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL
010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-025-493.15 VEBA
010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-025-611.01 AUDIT
010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
010-033-334.41 STF GRANT
010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL
010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES
010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   
                  260.00                         -   
               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   
                  757.16                         -   
               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   
                    74.70                         -   
               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   
               1,141.28                         -   
                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   
                  157.60                         -   
                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   
               1,513.83                         -   
               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 
                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 
                          -                3,227.00 
                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   
                      3.54                         -   
                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   
                  745.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   
               2,961.14                         -   
             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   
             70,736.87                         -   
                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 
                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   
                    45.90                         -   
                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   
               3,853.20                         -   
                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   
             38,624.25                         -   
                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   
                  287.46                         -   
                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   
               1,217.31                         -   
               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   
                  204.66                         -   
                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 
                          -            131,862.00 
                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   
               1,475.00                         -   
                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   
               1,320.26                         -   
               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 
                          -            393,831.00 
                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE
010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE
010-033-362.04 RENT
010-033-362.99 MISC
010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING
010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING
010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL
010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL
010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-611.01 AUDIT
010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE
010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE
010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING
010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER
010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL
010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES
010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX
010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS
010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE
010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE
010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-039-611.01 AUDIT
010-039-621.01 POSTAGE
010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS
010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER
010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES
010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
010-039-700.04 COG
010-039-700.26 CASA
010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED
010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER
010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS
010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 
                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 
                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   
             68,976.00                         -   
               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   
               2,077.95                         -   
               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   
               7,129.52                         -   
                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   
               8,535.87                         -   
                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   
               2,108.87                         -   
                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   
               1,608.00                         -   
               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   
                  625.00                         -   
               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   
               3,643.74                         -   
               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   
               1,162.00                         -   
               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   
             12,046.50                         -   
                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   
           397,845.56                         -   
           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 
                          -                9,357.61 
                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   
               8,000.00                         -   
                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   
               6,718.00                         -   
                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   
             27,361.75                         -   
               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   
             29,122.88                         -   
             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 
                  130.00                         -   
               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   
           150,000.00                         -   
               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   
               2,150.80                         -   
             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   
             37,850.05                         -   
               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   
           145,686.00                         -   
           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST
010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-040-481.00 OVERTIME
010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-040-493.15 VEBA
010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES
010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-040-611.01 AUDIT
010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE
010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM
010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE
010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-041-362.11 COPIES
010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.99 MISC
010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV
010-041-400.04 SHERIFF
010-041-401.08 SERGEANT
010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH
010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-041-481.00 OVERTIME
010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   
             21,679.86                         -   
             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 
                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   
               7,423.57                         -   
             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   
               7,617.96                         -   
                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   
                    56.85                         -   
                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   
                  240.45                         -   
                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   
                  383.44                         -   
                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   
                    35.96                         -   
               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   
               1,471.76                         -   
               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   
                    10.70                         -   
               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   
               2,393.78                         -   
               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   
                  127.31                         -   
                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   
               2,146.23                         -   
               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 
                          -                7,208.42 
                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 
                          -                   676.20 
                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 
                          -                8,849.56 
                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   
             69,995.81                         -   
             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   
           111,369.70                         -   
           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 
                          -                   450.00 
                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   
           141,626.60                         -   
           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   
             14,304.72                         -   
               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   
             61,858.99                         -   
           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   
             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-041-493.15 VEBA
010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-041-611.01 AUDIT
010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-041-621.01 POSTAGE
010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT
010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY
010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-042-481.00 OVERTIME
010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-042-493.15 VEBA
010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-042-611.01 AUDIT
010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT
010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-331.02 BLM
010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS
010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   
               7,679.71                         -   
               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   
           437,486.93                         -   
                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   
               3,101.19                         -   
           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   
             76,945.95                         -   
             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   
               3,940.67                         -   
               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   
               3,603.78                         -   
               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   
               4,937.66                         -   
               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   
                  217.70                         -   
               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   
                  580.00                         -   
             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   
               6,894.24                         -   
             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   
               1,879.83                         -   
                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 
                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   
           175,000.00                         -   
                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   
               5,412.42                         -   
               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   
                  488.11                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   
                  333.26                         -   
               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   
                  186.81                         -   
               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   
                    66.29                         -   
                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   
                    22.97                         -   
                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   
                      1.31                         -   
               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 
                          -              10,000.00 
                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 
                          -              87,986.00 
                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   
               7,500.00                         -   
             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT
010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT
010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT
010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT
010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES
010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES
010-043-350.01 FINES
010-043-362.03 DONATIONS
010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS
010-043-362.11 COPIES
010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.99 MISC
010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-043-400.04 SHERIFF
010-043-401.08 SERGEANT
010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF
010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY
010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE
010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH
010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-043-481.00 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME
010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT
010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-043-493.15 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA
010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 
                          -              94,466.20 
                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 
                          -            219,311.80 
                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 
                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 
                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 
                          -              43,330.04 
                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 
                          -                   300.00 
                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   
             39,519.39                         -   
             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   
             48,001.39                         -   
             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   
           117,400.95                         -   
             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   
           150,272.39                         -   
               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   
                  145.99                         -   
               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   
               8,313.38                         -   
             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   
                  108.62                         -   
           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   
           157,177.37                         -   
                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   
                      2.12                         -   
                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   
                  765.00                         -   
             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   
                    58.22                         -   
                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   
                  260.25                         -   
                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   
                      0.16                         -   
                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   
                      3.80                         -   
                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   
                    42.08                         -   
                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   
                      3.50                         -   
               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   
               5,082.78                         -   
                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   
           198,559.20                         -   
                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-043-611.01 AUDIT
010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE
010-043-621.01 POSTAGE
010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR
010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES
010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES
010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES
010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-048-611.01 AUDIT
010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH
010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION
010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-059-611.01 AUDIT
010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE
010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE
010-069-362.99 MISC
010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   
             69,260.07                         -   
             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   
                      0.06                         -   
                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   
                      1.33                         -   
                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   
                  239.97                         -   
                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   
                  905.10                         -   
               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   
                    69.21                         -   
               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   
                  281.26                         -   
                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   
             27,478.49                         -   
               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   
                    26.75                         -   
               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    68.50                         -   
             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   
             70,612.39                         -   
               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   
                  260.35                         -   
                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   
               6,955.73                         -   
                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   
             33,857.25                         -   
             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   
           603,207.03                         -   
                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   
                          -              26,080.48 
                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   
                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   
                    10.00                         -   
               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 
                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 
                          -                5,000.00 
                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   
                    47.51                         -   
               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   
               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   
               2,735.72                         -   
               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   
                  600.00                         -   
               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES
010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER
010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1
010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2
010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A
010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-074-481.00 OVERTIME
010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-074-493.15 VEBA
010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE
010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-074-611.01 AUDIT
010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT
010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW
010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT
010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 
                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 
                          -                5,981.75 
                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   
             22,836.00                         -   
                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   
           223,429.37                         -   
             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   
             15,225.93                         -   
             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   
             22,510.53                         -   
             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   
               2,151.67                         -   
               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   
                    27.18                         -   
               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   
             55,377.26                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   
               4,068.22                         -   
                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   
             13,540.00                         -   
             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   
           119,783.01                         -   
           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   
               4,891.08                         -   
                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   
               2,186.40                         -   
               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   
               1,448.29                         -   
                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   
               6,573.26                         -   
               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   
                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   
               1,043.07                         -   
             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   
               6,406.93                         -   
               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   
                  112.00                         -   
             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 
                          -                3,708.66 
                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 
                          -            214,014.00 
                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH
010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER
010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF
010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP
010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-077-493.15 VEBA
010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING
010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-077-611.01 AUDIT
010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL
010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS
010-081-347.10 PARK FEES
010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES
010-081-362.03 DONATIONS
010-081-362.99 MISC
010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY
010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER
010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV
010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   
           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   
             86,506.73                         -   
                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   
               1,350.00                         -   
               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   
           109,082.15                         -   
               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   
                  243.03                         -   
             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   
                    34.32                         -   
           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   
             10,459.40                         -   
                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   
                      1.11                         -   
                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   
             58,785.53                         -   
                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   
               1,768.70                         -   
               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   
               2,366.19                         -   
               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   
             12,806.17                         -   
                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   
                  388.49                         -   
                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   
                  265.64                         -   
                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 
                  145.19                         -   
                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   
                  898.10                         -   
               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   
               4,262.00                         -   
             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   
             33,645.75                         -   
               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 
                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 
                          -              16,418.00 
                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 
                          -              15,175.00 
                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   
                  979.66                         -   
               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-081-493.15 VEBA
010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES
010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-611.01 AUDIT
010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS
010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY
010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT
010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER
010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-086-481.00 OVERTIME
010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-086-493.15 VEBA
010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-086-611.01 AUDIT
010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP
010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   
             18,024.61                         -   
                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   
                    67.69                         -   
                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   
               1,798.20                         -   
                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   
                  985.00                         -   
                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   
                  117.31                         -   
                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   
               1,392.84                         -   
             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   
               8,506.59                         -   
                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 
               1,723.49                         -   
               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   
             14,779.87                         -   
                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   
             60,580.81                         -   
               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 
                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   
               8,344.00                         -   
               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   
             20,843.74                         -   
             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   
                    40.00                         -   
               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   
               1,557.37                         -   
               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   
                    77.94                         -   
               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   
             13,383.17                         -   
                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   
               1,741.87                         -   
                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   
               2,260.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   
                  225.86                         -   
             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   
                  950.95                         -   
                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   
        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   
                    35.94                         -   
           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE
010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS
010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE
010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-163-481.00 OVERTIME
010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-163-611.01 AUDIT
010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS
010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 
                          -            174,721.81 
                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   
                  551.06                         -   
               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 
                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 
                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   
             24,447.87                         -   
               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   
             31,149.31                         -   
                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   
                      8.92                         -   
                      3.09                         -   













From: Carrie Martin
To: Mary Starrett; Stan Primozich; Rick Olson
Cc: Ken Huffer; Laura Tschabold
Subject: Request to Submit Travel Oregon Grant Application
Date: Friday, May 25, 2018 3:27:08 PM
Attachments: travel oregon medium grant application text.docx


ATT00001.htm


Good afternoon, Commissioners:
 
As I mentioned last week, the 5/29 informal agenda will include two requests to
submit grant applications on behalf of Yamhill County. You received a copy of
the first request yesterday, and here is the second request and document.
 
This request is to submit an application for $56,250 to the Travel Oregon grant
program. This grant requires a match of $18,750 (25%) which will be met through
existing unspent project funds. This application is due on June 6th, and a draft of
the proposal is attached to this email for your review.
 
If you have any questions, please feel to reach out to me prior to the 5/29 meeting,
so that I may answer you in a timely manner.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Carrie
 
Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us



Organization Description 


Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area for which funds are sought). 


Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.


Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities. 


The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.


In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.


County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; Ken Huff, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.


Project Description
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your project).


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.


This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic development, regional agricultural, and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.


Need


Describe the need for your project.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, businesses, jurisdictional partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:


• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation


• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient corridor for children traveling to-and-from school


• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region


• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails


• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling Yamhill County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways


Long-term Plan
What is your long-term plan for your project?


In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the corridor, such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks and Recreation Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.






Measures of Success
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as possible.


The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private costs with compact land uses, and promotes environmental stewardship.


In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.


Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:


• Annual trail usage


• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities


• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism


• Visitor survey results


• Transient lodging tax and occupancies


• Community improvement initiatives


• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold


• Job creation and retention


• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending


• Financial health of local small businesses


• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness


• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events


• Annual direct spending attributed to trail users


Community/Regional Objectives
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local objectives.


The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:


1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, school, and work.


2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling and walking within the region.


3. Enhance regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.


Support
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your application.)


There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. Examples include:


• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.


• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.


• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities. 


• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team for the Mid-Valley area.


Letters of support from educators, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners has authorized the submission of this application.


Impacts
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?


The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:


• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore also the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, schools, restaurants, and local businesses


• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from narrow OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease


• Supporting revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists to spend time within the communities for commercial services such as lodging, shopping, and restaurants


• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design features, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel


• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips


• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors









From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Christo Brehm
Cc: Carrie Martin; Jean Crowther; Jessica Roberts; Cat Cheng
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Saturday, May 12, 2018 9:33:20 AM


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider
Trail board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and
materials to promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be
done through local destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a
strong county-wide DMO but we are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do
our own marketing through social media, email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that
could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And maybe some events?  And we are totally open
to suggestion about what has worked well for other trails.  


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


Is that enough info?


Thank you, 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress
moving the master planning process forward.


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in
our Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work.
Once they get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of
marketing activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively
go after a grant for the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding
how extensive of a marketing campaign you have in mind?


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to
move the project forward.


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
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On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with
the nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and
maintenance of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding
to do a master plan, though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding
aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a
master plan, and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be
writing a grant on behalf of the Friends group for a marketing and outreach
plan. I have sent her a couple of sample master plans that incorporated
marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist Veronica in
establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: May 9, 2018 FYWT Board Agenda
Date: Friday, May 4, 2018 3:21:07 PM
Attachments: 5-9-2018 FYWT Agenda.odt


Looks like we have a full agenda going into Wednesday with Carrie joining us for the first time and both
Linda & Veronica reporting good things. If anyone has additional items we can add them to the "Good of
the Order". 
Look forward to seeing everyone next Wednesday.    Wayne


P.S. Note that someone on our board(Chad) is retiring from his day job and is the guest of honor Tuesday
at Barrel 47 between 4 and 6 pm. I understand he is buying all the beer.
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


Wednesday May 9, 2018


 4:00 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order








 


2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report:  Ken





			Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance / Fund  --Ken Wright


 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab


 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen


 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:  


 1)  Take away from the Board of Commissioner's public meeting.








 


6.  New Business:


 1)  Board discussion with Carrie Martin, County Project Manager





						 


 2)  ORPD grant – Linda & Carrie




















	3)  Recap of Oregon Bicycle Tourism Summit and potential connections for FYWT - Veronica


    	  


 4)  Recap of meetings I had with potential PR contractors – Veronica





      5)  Request from Mountain Biking group to discuss joining together -  Veronica


 





			For the Good of the Order














			Adjournment













From: Todd Sadlo
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45:13 AM


All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then,  I  would  add  the  following  findings,  to  explain  what  the  Board  expects  a  “collaborative  and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:10:07 AM


Thanks.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
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Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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View this email in your browser


From: Laura Tschabold
To: Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Huffer; Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 8:25:16 AM


FYI ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
<info=yamhelaswestsidertrail.com@mail28.atl71.mcdlv.net> On Behalf Of Friends of the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2018 1:15 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: What is the path forward after a disappointing outcome?
 



https://mailchi.mp/da02b5cb8832/moving-forward?e=b9b594f98e
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers,
 
First of all, the Board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail wants to give all of you our
utmost thanks for staying with this project over the years: for your testimony at these
hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the
vocal defenders of this community trail. We now own the trail; I say “we” because we
all are the county.  Thank You!
 
As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’
meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it
to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan
was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by
the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing







the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that
would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would
be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is
that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make
our adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail
through our community.
 


The last paragraph was written shortly after the May 15th meeting and was to be
followed by what we needed to do while waiting for the county's next step; well we
didn't have to wait long.
 
The county took almost immediate action. Below are a few excerpts, in italics, from
the News Register, May 22, 2018, outlining a resulting meeting to discuss the
amendment and review possible changes. The draft of the changes made as a result
of that meeting are included.
 
“County commissioners to reconsider trail vote
Yamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a
second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail."


"On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which
include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be
mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the
opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a "reconsideration" of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel
Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the
amendment, and review possible changes."


As a result of that meeting this new section which addresses Commissioner Olson's
concerns was added as a draft to the amendment which will be voted upon on May


31st:
 
“Section 3
Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor between State







Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people
from entering adjacent farm fields, shall be installed by the county along the entire trail
segment, unless an owner of adjacent land indicates that such fencing is not necessary to
separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; and (b) Signage shall be installed at each
point of trail entry from a public right of - way or trailhead, directing and warning trail
users not to trespass on to adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or otherwise harass livestock;
indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to expect potential dust,
noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail
crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way
over pedestrians and other trail users.
 
Section 4
Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master
plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the Board,
outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are
not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term
minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.”
 
So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way
forward that will better satisfy more stakeholders and move us closer to the first


phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote on May 31st.
 
Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative than
ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the News Register article, the county is
pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT are looking at ways
to help including applying for complementary grants. This process is very competitive
with way more applicants than money.
 
There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters
such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant
applications. Letters to the County Commissioners voicing your support are
helpful. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same,
anything that is showing your support again is very important.
 
Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you
might expect. We will continue with updates as they arise.
 
The FYWT Board  
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From: Carrie Martin
To: CRONEMILLER Lee M
Cc: LGS-ConnectOregon
Subject: May 2018 MPR, ConnectOregon VI
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 11:36:31 AM
Attachments: May 2018 MPR, COVI.pdf


Good morning,
 
Please accept the attached Monthly Progress Report from Yamhill County for the period of April
2018.
 
IGA: 31632
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 Overview of Actions and Responsibilities 



 
 



Who initiates the form? The ConnectOregon Project Recipient. 



Action required by the Recipient: Fill out the Monthly Progress Report and send it to 
the ODOT Project Liaison by the first Wednesday 
of each month. The ODOT Project Liaison is 
identified in the Notice to Proceed Letter or as later 
identified by ODOT if ODOT Project Liaison has 
changed.  At the same time, also send a copy to 
the ConnectOregon Program Manager at:  
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 



Action required by ODOT Project Liaison: The ODOT Project Liaison reviews the Monthly 
Progress Report. The ODOT Project Liaison 
contacts ConnectOregon Program Manager if 
Recipient is not submitting reports. 
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 



Part A: Project Details 
PROJECT NAME 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 
REGION NUMBER 



2 
IGA NUMBER 



31632 
RECIPIENT NAME 



Yamhill County 
APPLICATION PROJECT NUMBER 



31632 
ADDRESS 



535 NE Fifth Street 
CITY 



McMinnville 
STATE 



OR 
ZIP 



97128 
REQUIRED MONTHLY REPORT DATE 



1st Wednesday of the 
Month 



PHONE 



503-434-7501 
FAX 



503-474-4908 
E-MAIL 



martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 
DATE OF THIS REPORT 



05/08/2018 



Recipient – Complete form, sign, date, and send 
form and any attachments to the ODOT Project 
Liaison.  Also send a copy to the ConnectOregon 
Program Manager: 
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 
(Please use email link on instruction page.) 



RECIPIENT SIGNATURE DATE 



 



Part B: Key Milestone Monthly Report Instructions: 
1. Under “Description” below, enter the key milestones that are shown in Agreement (IGA) on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 



1.  Under “Estimated Due Date” below, enter the estimated due dates for each key milestone which are shown in IGA, 
or most current amendment,  on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 1. 



2.  “Anticipated Completion Date column”. If the key milestones are still anticipated to be completed on time, insert the 
same date shown in the “Estimated Due Date” column. If the Project is delayed, provide the date the Project is 
anticipated to be completed in the “Anticipated Completion Date” column. (If the estimated due date is expected to be 
delayed by 90 days or more, Recipient must fill out the “Request Change Order” form and return it to the ODOT Project 
Liaison with the monthly progress report.) 



3. Indicate percentage of work completed for milestones in the “Percentage Complete” column. 



4. Provide a brief written status update in Part C, then sign, date form and return it to the ODOT Project Liaison and provide 
a copy to ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



Description 
(List each milestone as shown in the ConnectOregon Agreement.) 



Estimated 
Due Date 
Shown in 



IGA, 
Exhibit A, 
Table 1 



Anticipated 
Completion 



Date 



Percentage 
Complete 



1. Land Use Planning N/A 6/15/2018 60% 
2. Preliminary Engineering and Permitting N/A 12/17/2018 0% 
3. Final Design: Plan Specifications & Engineering 4/30/2018 4/22/2019 0% 
4. Constuction Contract Award 11/20/2018 6/18/2019 0% 
5. Project Completion 10/31/2019 5/19/2020 0% 
6.                         



Part C: Provide a brief status update in the space provided below: 











Yamhill County's Request for Change Order was accepted on 4/12/2018, and the milestones included in Part 
B (above) reflect those changes. At this time, Yamhill County has completed it's land use application to the 
Planning Commission for adoption of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comprehensive Plan into the Yamhill 
County Transportation System Plan. The public hearing was held on May 3rd, and the Yamhill County Board 
of Commissioners will vote on the proposal on May 15th. Yamhill County is drafting a Qualification Based 
Selection RFP for the Engineering and Permitting contract. That RFP is expected to open on May 11, 2018 
and close on June 21, 2018.  



 













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry; V H
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:09:57 PM


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to
see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request
and have The Friends non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding
and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they
would be competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded, which
seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone; you can
always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-
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I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and
I'm not sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also
considering applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the
thought is that the branding should be developed along with the master
plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an
RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing
with the County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a
sense of how the review committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding
and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan
ahead of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of
the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: V H
Subject: RE: YWT
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 1:41:20 PM


Hey Veronica,


I think I wrote your phone number down incorrectly. I sent you a text last week and just tried
to call...


Carrie


-----Original Message-----
From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:30 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT 


Hi Carrie-


I’m checking in to see what you are thinking about the Travel Oregon grants. Commissioner
Olson told me that the county had met and that things may still move forward soon. I had not
sent the form in to WVVA yet, and I never heard back from Alta with a cost estimate.


Best,


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Veronica Haley Hinkes
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:31:55 PM


This is the one I never heard back on. 


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>
Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>
Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT
Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!


We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail board,
so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to promote the trail
both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local destination marketing
organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we are hopeful there will
be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media, email list, etc.  We would
want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And maybe some events?  And we
are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other trails.  


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


Is that enough info?


Thank you, 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they get a
better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing activities, they
can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for the project.  Is
there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a marketing campaign you
have in mind?


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move the
project forward.


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer



mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com
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Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance of
the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan, though
there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of sample
master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all can assist
Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Carrie Martin
To: V H
Subject: RE: Travel Oregon medium grants
Date: Thursday, May 10, 2018 12:06:51 PM
Attachments: broome-trails-marketing-plan.pdf


Alta Proposal for Yamhelas Westsider Trail_opt.pdf


Hi Veronica,
 
Thanks again for stopping by to chat this morning! I’ve attached the proposal we received from Alta
Planning & Design, though there isn’t a ton of information specific to marketing, branding, and


outreach. So I’ve attached a couple of other master plans (2nd email) that directly address marketing
activities.
 
Talk soon,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:54 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Travel Oregon medium grants
 
Where the commissioners are?
Is now OK?


Sent from my iPhone


On May 10, 2018, at 10:50 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I’m in the Fenton House; the white house on the corner of 5th and Evans.
 
cm
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:49 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Travel Oregon medium grants
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Jetty to Jetty Trail 
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Broome’s Trails
For the purpose of this document six trails have been identified that are 
shown in the adjacent map. These six trails are offer the different functions 
explained below:



Cable Beach to Chinatown Trail - 6.5km
This is trail connects Cable Beach and Chinatown via major hubs such 
as BRAC, the Boulevard Shopping Centre and Broome High School. 
The development of this trail could be staged as funding and resources 
become available. A version of this tail (shown as dashed on the map) 
could be implemented immediately by adding signage/directional 
infrastructure. 
Interpretation opportunities: Yawuru significance of the area; history of 
key points e.g. airport; historic information about the characters of Broome 
such as Lord McAlpine, Malcolm Douglas, Jimmy Pike, Pat Dodson.



Neighbourhood Trail - 15km
The neighbourhood trail is a loop style trail that connects the key 
neighbourhoods - Old Broome, Cable Beach, Sunset Park, Waranyjarri 
Estate and Roebuck Estate. It also connects schools and popular 
neighbourhood parks. This trail utilises existing path and would only 
require minor path/facility upgrading. 
Interpretation opportunities: history of the Broome suburbs and the 
development of Broome; highlight key building or building styles of 
significance.



Introduction



The success of the trails depends on the number of people using them 
as well as the experience they have. The Recreation Trails Masterplan 
discusses how to make the trails more user friendly and safe, and this 
Marketing Plan discusses ways to promote the trails so people around 
town, both tourists and locals, are aware of them and embrace the 
opportunities they create.



In addition, well designed and promoted trails can bring tourist and money 
into the Shire of Broome.



Bay to Banu Trail
Enduro Trail
Lighthouse Trail
Cable Beach to Chinatown Trail
Neighbourhood Trail
Peninsular Trail
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Bay to Banu Trail - 5.5km
This trails runs east-west across the peninsular and links Town Beach 
with Cable Beach via Minyirr Park and the very popular Banu stairs. The 
trails takes advantage of the existing dual use path on Guy St, the new 
park at Burrugan Buru, the public open space between Palmer Rd and 
Woods Drive and bush path through the Environmental Cultural Corridor. 
This trail is designed to get people from ‘Old’ Broome to Cable Beach 
and vice versa. It utilises existing paths so minimal infrastructure would 
be required.



Interpretation opportunities: Yawuru significance of the area; 
environmental identification and interpretation.



Lighthouse Trail - 7.5km
The lighthouse trail runs from Cable Beach to Gantheaume Point. This 
trail would create a continues and safe link between two major tourist 
hubs. This path requires major capital works including a new path 
running adjacent to Gantheaume Point Rd. It also requires a new path on 
Gubinge road between Cable Beach Rd East and Banu Rd. 



Interpretation opportunities: Yawuru significance of the area; history of 
the lighthouse; environmental identification and interpretation.



Enduro Trail - 30km
The Enduro Trail follows a popular road bike circuit used by locals. 
It takes advantage of left-hand turns and is mainly used early in the 
morning when there is little traffic. This trail could be promoted as is for 
use by road bike, however would require major capital works to make it 
a continues dual use path that could be used by pedestrians. The key 
works would include a path along Port Drive and Gantheaume Point 
Road.



Interpretation opportunities: Local sports people and sporting history.



Peninsular Trail - 20km
The peninsular trail follows the coastline from Chinatown to Cable 
Beach. This trail was highly endorsed by the community during the 
community and stakeholder engagement stage of this project. The 
trail is also a recommendation of the 2013 Recreation Master Plan for 
the Yawuru Conservation Parks. Capital works associated with the 
development of this trail would be the joint responsibility of Yawuru, 
Shire of Broome and the department of Parks and Wildlife. 



Interpretation opportunities: Yawuru significance of the area; history of 
key points e.g. lighthouse/port/old Jetty; environmental identification 
and interpretation.



Marketing strategies



Below is a list of marketing strategies that would be appropriate for the 
promotion of the trails in Broome:



1. Themes 
2. Signage
3. Maps & Brochures
4. Advising e.g. radio, newspaper, internet
5. Programmes & Events 
6. Apps & Technology  



The strategies are further described within the following section of the 
report with the aide of illustrations and existing projects. 
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Themes



Theming trails gives each trail a memorable identity and helps set up the 
brand of that trail. Themes can be based on location, history, culture or 
use. The theme can come out through the naming, signage, interpretation 
and advertising. Below are a few examples of themed walk trails.



CAPITAL CITY TRAIL, MELBOURNE, VIC



CAPITAL CITY TRAIL, MELBOURNE, VIC 
This trail is an inner city, dual use trail. It follows the old rail alignments 
and provides a loop of the city’s inner suburbs. It is popular for 
commuters and recreation. 



The trail is promoted through signage and a map. Signage includes large 
trail head signage at key points and direction/distance markers. 



BONDI TO BRONTE WALK, SYDNEY, NSW 
The Bondi to Bronte Walk is an iconic coastal walk trail linking the even 
more iconic beaches of Sydney’s south shore. It is popular for tourists 
and recreation. The trail is promoted largely through word of mouth, piggy 
backing off of the iconic region and the stunning surrounding landscapes. 
Simple and refined signage and board walks provide direction and 
access through the trickier areas. 



MUNDA BIDDI TRAIL 
The Munda Biddi Trail is a 1000km off-road cycle trail. It connects a 
series of existing tracks and trails through an undeveloped natural 
corridor from Mundaring to Albany and provides custom built campsites 
every 30-45km. There are small iconic directional trail markers along the 
trail and trail heads at key points. Detailed maps of the trails are required 
to navigate the trail and need to be purchased. Maps contain information 
about the trail and surrounding areas including terrain, condition, facilities 
and slope gradients.



RIESLING TRAIL, CLARE, SA 
The Riesling Trail is located in the wine region of Clare and follows 
the route of the old rail track. It meanders past wineries, linking towns 
and tourist destinations. It’s named after the regions most famous 
wine - riesling. The trail includes interpretive signage that explains 
the history of the region. The trail is well promoted though maps/
brochures and advertising  on TV, radio, magazines and newspapers. 
The trail infrastructure includes trail head signs, direction markers 
and interpretation signs and is one of the regions most popular tourist 
activities.



MAP



TRAIL



SIGNAGE
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BONDI TO BRONTE WALK, SYDNEY, NSW RIESLING TRAIL, CLARE, SA 



MAP BROCHURE



TRAILSIGNAGE



INTERPRETATION



BROCHURE/MAPS



MAP



SIGNAGE
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MUNDA BIDDI TRAIL, WA
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Signage



wayfinding
This type of signage is used for 
direction and locating oneself 
within often large, expansive or 
busy places. Way finding signs 
are essentially ‘landmarks’ that 
often have an artistic focus, 
helping users to locate them from a 
distance (bottom left image).



directional
Directional signage is often 
rudimentary, providing directions 
along a trail, between trails or to 
destinations in a manner that is 
simple and easy to understand. 
These are often merely ‘markers’ 
in the landscape or urban 
environment, visible only to those 
that know the trail that they are on 
(bottom left image).



Signage is vital to a successful trail. Signage helps give trails a theme 
and tell the story of the trail - historic, cultural, geographic. It also 
provides trail information such as distances, directions, terrain, and 
facilities.



This section explains the different signage typologies and provides some 
examples of appropriate and successful signage.
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distance
This type of signage is used for 
providing distances and average 
times to reach destinations. Often 
also small and inconspicuous. 



interpretive 
More common along trails with 
heritage, environmental or cultural 
themes, interpretive signage 
provides additional information 
that enriches the experience of the 
user by providing context and facts 
related to the trail and surrounding 
area. 



trail head
Trail heads are arguably the most 
important signage typology as they 
signify the start and end of a trail 
and may include all of the other 
signage typology features. Trail 
heads are often sculptural and can 
provide additional amenity such as 
rest stop, shade and water. 
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Maps & Brochures



KEY



Central Broome



Existing maps
Maps and brochures are the standard and original way of promoting 
trails and guiding trail users. This method still has a place in modern 
marketing as it reaches all audiences and does not rely on technology. 
Collaborative map and brochure design would be beneficial at a town 
level to condense all information onto one map that can be marketed to 
all tourists. 



New maps & brochures



Jetty to Jetty
Stories of Broome 



Nyamba Buru Yawuru



Take a walk along Yawuru’s Jetty to Jetty 
Trail from Streeter’s Jetty in Chinatown to 
the site of Old Jetty at Town Beach and 
immerse yourself in the beauty, culture 
and history of the Roebuck Bay foreshore 
and Broome’s pearling past.



Listen to the stories of those who lived 
and worked through Broome’s pearling 
era—the often untold accounts of the 
Aboriginal and Asian workers who were
the backbone of the industry.



Wander through the heart of Yawuru 
country and learn more about the 
cultural landscape of Yawuru people. 



Get a taste of the romance, adversity 
and comradery that defined Broome’s 
pearling era.



Picture the bustle of the Roebuck Bay 
foreshore, where a ‘forest’ of luggers 
dominated the landscape, children 
played off the jetties and amongst the 
mangroves, and Asian, Aboriginal and 
European workers mingled in the work 
sheds and divers’ quarters.



The self-guided Jetty to Jetty Trail offers 
all this and more, bringing to light the 
legacy of pearling and the foundations 
of Broome’s multicultural community. 
The trail includes seating and signage 
as well as a smart phone app with a 
soundscape of stories and music that 
can be enjoyed against the stunning 
backdrop of Roebuck Bay. 



The Jetty to Jetty Trail is a self-guided 
audio walking tour extending from 
Streeter’s Jetty through Chinatown, over 
Kennedy Hill, and along the foreshore to 
the site of Old Jetty at Town Beach.



Along the trail, you will encounter 
thirteen sites illuminating Broome’s 
rich cultural and natural heritage and 
be absorbed in the magic and grit of 
Broome’s pearling past. The Jetty to 
Jetty app, available for download to 
any smart phone, provides a fascinating 
soundscape of stories and information 
about each of the sites.



The trail is marked by distinctive red 
signs at each site. Seating is available at 
most sites, allowing you to relax, listen 
to the stories and imagine Broome’s 
colourful past against the unique setting 
of Roebuck Bay.  



Look for the red signs and follow the trail



Nyamba Buru Yawuru
This is the Place of the Yawuru



The luggers mostly came in on the full 
moon when the tides were high. The 
town came alive with all the hustle and 
bustle, and everybody was happy. 
 
Pearl Hamaguchi



Our life was 
about the sea, 



the tides and 
the seasons. The 



foreshore was 
our life. 



 
Peter Sampi    



There are various places of interest you 
may wish to visit and explore along the 
trail: step inside the foyer of Streeter 
and Male Store, take a seat inside 
Sun Pictures or among the statues 
of Chinatown, drop in at the Broome 
Museum to learn more about Broome’s 
history, or peek into Bagge’s Sailmaker 
Shed for a glimpse of Broome’s industrial 
past.



Along the way you can stop for 
refreshments at one of many local cafes, 
including at places featured on the trail, 
such as the historic Lockup Cafe and 
Matso’s Broome Brewery. 



Length and duration
The Jetty to Jetty Trail is approximately 
2.5 km long. It will take about 2.5 
hours to walk the trail at a steady pace, 
including time to rest and listen to the 
app at each site.



Things to bring
• Sun protection 
• Drinking water
• Headphones for your smart phone
• Walking shoes



Taking care
While walking the Jetty to Jetty Trail, 
please be aware of:
• Strong sun
• Hot weather
• Traffic on streets



Jetty to Jetty app
Download the free Jetty to Jetty app 
from the Apple App Store or Google Play 
by searching for ‘Jetty to Jetty’. You can 
also access the app through the Jetty to 
Jetty website at www.j2jbroome.com.au.



The app download is 104 MB.



Further information
For further information on the Jetty to 
Jetty Trail:
www.j2jbroome.com.au
Broome Visitor Centre: (08) 9195 2200 
Nyamba Buru Yawuru: (08) 9192 9600 



The book Walking Jetty to Jetty: Stories of Broome contains a detailed and vibrant 
account of the sites and stories of the Jetty to Jetty Trail. It is available for purchase 
from various tourist outlets or the Nyamba Buru Yawuru office at 55 Reid Road, 
Cable Beach.



Jetty to Jetty Stories of Broome 



A self-guided walk exploring
 Broome’s pearling past



Did you know that Broome was once the pearling capital of the world? 



Some of the storytellers...
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Jetty to Jetty Sites
Jetty to Jetty Trail 
Jetty to Jetty Trail Bench
Common Gate Fence*
Paspaley Plaza
Broome Visitors Centre
Sam Su Lane 
LL Tack Store/Fong Residence
Tang Wei Cafe & Residence
Johnny Chi Lane
Dep Gambling House*
Roebuck Hotel 
Kennedy Store* 
Sheba Lane
Police Station
Courthouse
Prison 
Civic Centre/Shire/Library 
Mangrove Hotel
Matso’s & Capt. Gregory’s House



Bedford Memorial Park
Mercure Inn (old Continental Hotel)



Bourne & Inglis Store
Broome Museum
Sailmaker’s Shed
Pioneer Cemetery
Town Beach23



* building no longer exists
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While there is no need to reinvent the wheel by creating new maps of 
Broome, it may be advantageous to produce trail specific brochures that 
outline the themes/intent of trail and provides information about the trail.
A local example of this is the brochure accompanying the recently 
developed Jetty to Jetty Trail. This trail also had an app, merchandise 
and book. Below are some other good examples of trail brochures.



tourist map



bus route map tourist map



tourist brochure



jetty to jetty brohureandi map- 60,000 circulated pa
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Advertising, Events & Programmes



A positive way to promote the trails is to hold events that are located on or 
near the trails, these could include:
• re-routing existing events such as the Broome Marathon, Dash & 



Splash, BRAC 2 Beach Fun Run; or,
• Introducing new events such as adventure races and fatbike 



competitions.



Organisations including Bicycling Western Australia, Diabetes Australia 
organise events to encourage people to walk or cycle to work. In Addition 
several recreation, health and well-being programmes currently exist. 
The Broome Shire could support these events/programmes as a way 
of promoting recreation in the town. The Shire could also encourage 
the schools to adopt programmes to inspire students to walk and cycle 
to work and encourage major employers in town to motivate staff by 
providing facilities for bike storage and showering.



Some useful links for programmes and events:



www.walk.com.au/wtw/homepage.asp
www.bwa.org.au/riding-to-work/391/
www.activ.asn.au/services-support/recreation
www.bikeweek.com.au



Traditional forms of advertising may also be useful for promoting the 
trails, especially when they are initially developed. 



Methods may include:
• News paper articles
• Advertising in the news paper and on the radio
• Temporary signs/posters around town (these would be in addition to 



the trail markers and trail signage)
• Articles in the ShireNews
• Posts on the Shire of Broome Facebook page
• Radio and TV interviews or stories
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Apps & Technology



According to Jay Baer from Convince & Convert (http://www.
convinceandconvert.com) apps are becoming the main form of digital 
interaction this is due to people ...
... spending more time online than with any other media
... spending much of that digital time in mobile devices
... most of the mobile time is spent in apps.



Therefore to capture the largest pool of people apps are the way to go.



An app typically refers to a software program that you use on a 
smartphone or mobile. There are several good examples of apps that 
have been design specifically for trails are shown below. This includes 
the Jetty to Jetty app which accompanies the Jetty to Jetty trail, located in 
Broome.



Exercise, tracking and health monitoring gadgets have exploded and are 
not only widely used and accessible GPS tracking and health monitoring 
hardware, but they connect to apps that allow users to share information 
on, exercise routes and fitness goals. Apps such as Strava even assist in 
promoting cycle tourism, allowing visitors to access trails and routes used 
by locals. 



www.j2jbroome.com.au http://urban-walks.com fit bitwww.cityrunningtours.com social media marketing



Run Keeper Strava
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The Cable Beach to Chinatown Trail 



perspective view along Gubinge Roadsnap shot of app home screen



trail map



trail logo



Cable
Beach



Chinatown



The following imagery is indicative only and shows options for form, style and types of marketing items 
that could be used for the Cable Beach to Chinatown Trail. 
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1. trailhead marker 2. wayfinding marker 3. interpretive sign



trail map



device connectivity



distance markers
distance markers



device connectivity 



trail logo



bright wayfinding element, 
name and colour themed 
to trail 



bright wayfinding element, 
name and colour themed 
to trail opportunity for interpretive 



information as well 
as other trail signage 
information



trail signage and logo



The Cable Beach to Chinatown Trail:  Signage
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Costing



Conclusion



To accompany this marketing strategy, UDLA have provided basic 
costings that could be applied to all the components discussed through 
the report.



These costs show services and built outcomes and offer a high and 
low cost, based on level of service and intricacy in built items. With the 
exception of trail head signage, all costs associated with signs are for 
single signs only.



This document has provided a list of six trails for the aim of marketing 
the trails for use. The trails have been chosen based on community use 
and needs in regards to movement and exercise as well as based on 
heritage, cultural, environmental context.



The plan then has outlined potential marketing strategies for the above 
trails and has defined and described each strategy and related them to 
examples of successful projects. Broad order of magnitude costings for 
each marketing strange were also prepared to provide an idea of cost for 
each strange.



Lastly, the document has focused on The Cable Beach to Chinatown 
Trail as a potential candidate for marketing and has offered conceptual 
imagery for discussion and review.



Item Number Marketing Strategy Description Quantity Units Notes Low Total High Total Mean Total Rounded 



1 Theming Design fees only 1 allow $5,000.00 $10,000.00 $7,500.00 $7,500.00



2a Signage Trail Head 2 item allow 2 per trail $20,000.00 $30,000.00 $25,000.00 $25,000.00



2b Signage Interpretive Sign 1 item price allows for one only $2,000.00 $3,500.00 $2,750.00 $2,750.00



2c Signage Wayfinding Sign 1 item price allows for one only $3,500.00 $5,000.00 $4,250.00 $4,250.00



2d Signage
Directional/Distance 
Marker



1 item price allows for one only $1,000.00 $1,500.00 $1,250.00 $1,250.00



2e Signage Design fees 1 allow $5,000.00 $10,000.00 $7,500.00 $7,500.00



3 Maps & Brochures Design & Printing 1 allow
500 flyers, A4 200 GSM paper, 
double sided colour



$5,000.00 $7,500.00 $6,250.00 $6,250.00



4 Advertising
to include local paper, 
local radio, Shire 
newsletter and social 



1 allow
Shire newsletter and social 
media to be managed internally 
by Shire staff



$200.00 $1,000.00 $600.00 $600.00



5
Programmes & 
Events



Administrative fees 1 allow more of an in kind contribution $1,000.00 $3,000.00 $2,000.00 $2,000.00



6 Apps & Gadgets
App design and 
development fees



1 allow $5,000.00 $15,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00



$47,700.00 $86,500.00 $67,100.00
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711 SE Grand Avenue



Portland, OR 97214



(503) 230-9862



www.altaplanning.com
Mr. Brett Henry



Yamhill County Parks & Recreation



615 E Sixth Street



McMinnville, OR 97128



Re: Qualifications for Yamhill County Yamhelas Westsider Trail



Dear Mr. Henry and Members of the Selection Committee:



On behalf of Alta Planning + Design (Alta), I am pleased to submit this proposal for the Yamhelas Westsider 



Trail Master Plan. We are excited to see the progress that Yamhill County has made in fostering the 



community vision for this signature trail and taking critical steps to bring it closer to implementation. We 



would be honored to be a part of the County’s and the community’s continued efforts to create a new local 



asset and regional destination.



With this proposal, we offer our expertise as both a national and a regional leader in trail planning, design, and 



implementation. As the most experienced trail and greenways planning and design firm in North America, 



we have helped to develop over 9,000 miles of bikeways, walkways, and trails and have helped communi-



ties secure over $200 million for project implementation. Alta staff have been involved in many successful 



projects in the Pacific Northwest, including the Fanno Creek Greenway, Tualatin River Greenway, and Tigard 



Street Heritage Trail, among many others. Nationally, we are developing unique, multi-jurisdictional, world-



class projects like CV Link in Coachella Valley, California, the Razorback Greenway in Northwest Arkansas, and 



the Empire State Trail that transverses the state of New York. We are setting the standard for trail planning 



process and approach and trail design, programming,and construction administration. For the Yamhelas 



Westsider Trail Master Plan, we are excited to offer the following unique qualifications:



 Ū Local and National Greenway Expertise: We are proud to offer you a team of on-the-ground experts 



based in our Portland headquarters, who are connected to over 200 national staff who focus exclusively on 



active transportation and trails. Alta has the capacity to tap into specialists and experts across the country, 



while offering local accessibility, familiarity, and responsiveness.



 Ū Design Tools and Innovative Experience: Alta is the leader in progressive and context-appropriate trail 



design through our state and national research products, including our development of the FHWA Small 



Town and Rural Multimodal Networks Guide.



 Ū Inspiration with Practicality: Alta’s team knows how to aim high without losing sight of the end goal of 



a constructible trail. Our valuable relationships and experience working in the region support our under-



standing of the broader impacts of a signature trail in Yamhill County and our understanding of what it 



takes to design and build a trail the community will love.



 Ū Passion: We are trail users first. Our team of planners and designers bring a walking and “handlebar” 



perspective, and passion and dedication to making communities everywhere understand that trails and 



greenways are important solutions to creating a high quality of life.



I will serve as the Principal-in-Charge, bringing to the project 20 years of extensive experience in landscape 



architecture and regional trail planning from across the country. Christo Brehm will serve as Project Manager, 



employing his skills and experience in leading trail projects throughout the West Coast through initial 



alignment analysis, planning, design development, and full implementation. We are excited to work on this 



project and look forward to hearing next steps. Please contact me at mikerose@altaplanning.com or (503) 



200-3273 or Christo at (503) 200-3246 or christobrehm@altaplanning.com.



Sincerely, 



Mike Rose, Vice President | Alta Planning + Design



February 20, 2018
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PROJECT UNDERSTANDING



The best trails are worth the wait. The vision for the Yamhelas 



Westsider Trail has been growing for the last three decades. Since 



the first segment of railroad was abandoned in 1984, the image of a 



multimodal transportation corridor that weaves through picturesque 



farmland, pristine wine country, and inviting downtown areas has 



inspired local residents and regional trail users. The concept is incorpo-



rated into Metro’s regional trails system and Yamhill County recognizes 



the value this new asset would bring to the local parks and recreation 



system. Community support has remained an important element of 



the trail planning process and the trail’s path to implementation. The 



ongoing work of the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider, the successful 



design charrette in 2015, and the engagement of supportive local 



jurisdictions are evidence of this. The community has also vocalized 



the need to give thoughtful attention to the preferences of adjacent 



landowners and land uses as the trail is design and developed. The 2017 



Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail documented the history 



of the trail vision, the physical environment for trail development, and 



the current priorities and concerns of community members along the 



rail corridor.



Alta is proud to have 
played a key role in projects 



throughout the region, 
including the Tualatin River 



Greenway. Our work on 
the interpretive elements 



of the trail focused on 
integrating the area’s 



history and culture in a fun 
and educational way.
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Moving forward, Yamhill County will lead the next phase of master 



planning with close involvement from the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider. 



The process will engage partner agencies and stakeholders, including 



Washington County, City of Carlton, City of Yamhill, City of Gaston, 



Metro, and the National Park Service. The study area will extend along 



the 13.3-mile segment of trail corridor in Yamhill County north to the 



City of Gaston at the Yamhill County-Washington County border. Not 



included within the scope of this proposal is an additional 1.3-mile 



segment that continues north into Washington County until reaching a 



future junction with the proposed Hagg Lake Trail, proposed Hagg Lake 



Greenway, proposed Highway 47 Trail, and proposed Wapato Lake Trail. 



An additional four miles along the proposed Highway 47 Trail connects 



to the City of Forest Grove.



This effort will build on Yamhill County’s success securing not only 



technical assistance from the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation 



Assistance Program, but also $1.4 million to acquire the abandoned 



railroad right-of-way from Union Pacific Railroad and funding for three 



bridges along the trail alignment. As this project hits the ground running, 



the Alta team has the opportunity to engage community members and 



stakeholders in the important work of design—where we explore the 



corridor’s sense of place and bring to life the look and feel of the trail 



experience. We propose to do this with a targeted approach that focuses 



on showing the community that the lessons from the charrette and 



voiced concerns have been heard—and to show the ways in which our 



design team is responding to that input. The feedback gained through 



this will drive the next iterations of design and the final master plan 



product.



With this in mind, Alta proposes a master planning process that provides 



a critical next step to build from the efforts of the 2017 Concept Plan. 



The enclosed scope and fee estimate outlines the process to develop 



a 10% design concept for the entire Yamhelas Westsider corridor and 



30% design documents for the first phase of implementation of the 



trail, between Carlton and Yamhill, as identified by Yamhill County. This 



master plan product will fill the gap between the 2017 Concept Plan and 



the future preparation of construction documents. The approach and fee 



estimate are based on our team’s understanding of the following:



 Ū Yamhill County and the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



hosted a charrette in 2015 with assistance from the National Park 



Service’s Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program and 



ASLA Oregon.



Alta is committed to engaging 
a broad cross section of 



stakeholders to understand the 
breadth of opportunities and 



constraints associated with the 
project and to develop design, 



engineering, and planning 
solutions that respond to those 



challenges



Photo credit: Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider
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 Ū The results of the charrette informed the 2017 Concept Plan, which 



was based on a comprehensive set of planning activities that included 



two open houses, physical inventory and mapping, a community 



survey, and outreach to adjacent landowners. 



 Ū The 2015 physical inventory completed by OBEC will provide property 



ownership and topographic data required to develop 10% and 30% 



planning and design documents. 



 Ū The Yamhelas Westsider Trail enjoys strong community support but 



there are also citizens concerned about trail impacts, particularly to 



agriculture production activities adjacent to the trail corridor. Alta is 



committed to engaging with a broad cross section of stakeholders to 



understand the breadth of opportunities and constraints associated 



with the project and to develop design, engineering, and planning 



solutions that respond to those challenges.



 Ū The alignment for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail is almost entirely 



resolved and Yamhill County has acquired and surveyed the trail right-



of-way between Gun Club Road south of Carlton and Gaston. County 



Staff are working with Washington County to define the trail segment 



north of Gaston. There may be a few minor locations for which the 



trail alignment requires refinement to address land use and property 



constraints.



 Ū Metro’s Regional Trails and Greenways Plan anticipates that the 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect to the Hagg Lake Greenway and 



Hagg Lake Trail, the Wapato Lake Trail, Hwy 47 Trail, and the Tualatin 



River Greenway Trail in the area between Gaston and Forest Grove. 



 Ū The logo currently used for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be 



incorporated into our design work, including wayfinding and brand 



development.



 Ū The master plan process will need to consider a variety of users 



including equestrian, bridges, at-grade roadway crossings, urban-rural 



transitions, agricultural compatibility, private parcel easements, and 



impact on crime or perception of safety.



Alta will incorporate the logo 
currently used for the Yamhelas 
Westsider trail into design work. 



Photo credit: Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider
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PROJECT APPROACH



Alta’s approach to trail design is couched in our firm’s dedication to create 



active communities, and our commitment to designing for more livable 



towns and cities throughout the Northwest. We achieve this goal by using a 



mix of technical knowledge, project identity, and branding work combined 



with a passion for context-sensitive planning and design. Our trail design 



team will bring this same dedication to our work on the Yamhelas Westsider 



Trail.



Alta is available to begin work on this project immediately. Our team 



recommends a nine month timeline to complete the proposed scope of work. 



We are available to compress or expand that timeline based on the desires of 



Yamhill County and agency partners.



The following approach is based upon our understanding of the County’s 



needs and our experience successfully completing other trail projects in the 



region.



Task 1. Project Management
TASK 1.1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Throughout the planning and design process, Alta’s Project Manager Christo 



Brehm will be in regular contact with the County’s Project Manager (PM) to 



keep them apprised of the overall effort and to seek input at key decision 



points. Christo will set up a bi-weekly call schedule with the County PM to 



provide project updates, discuss milestone design review, refine the overall 



project timeline and milestone schedule if necessary, and provide monthly 



invoicing with attached progress reports detailing services provided and 



percent complete by task.



Deliverables:
 Ū Bi-weekly project management calls



 Ū Monthly project reports



 Ū Monthly invoicing
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Task 2. Project Research and Data Collection
TASK 2.1 MEMO 1: BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS SYNTHESIS
Alta will revisit relevant background documents including the Yamhelas Westsider 



Trail Concept Plan, City and County development plans and code, and the Yamhill 



County Transportation System Plan. Our goal will be to understand the project’s 



history and identify what additional master planning and design work is needed to 



move toward implementation.



TASK 2.2 PROJECT BASE MAP
Alta will request existing topographic survey and GIS data from the County to 



prepare a project base map. We will use high resolution aerial photography, topo-



graphic survey, lidar elevation data, transportation and land use data, property and 



easement boundaries, and environmental data associated with streams, wetlands, 



and sensitive ecological habitats.



TASK 2.3 FIELD-BASED INVESTIGATION
Together with County staff and other project stakeholders, Alta will complete a 



field-based investigation of key segments within the 13.3-mile trail corridor based 



on guidance from County staff. Our goal will be to gather information not present 



within the mapped data and to personally experience the character and feel of the 



trail corridor in relationship to the surrounding land uses and local communities.



TASK 2.4 MEMO 2: ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
SUMMARY
Alta will identify environmental requirements that will need to be addressed once 



the project moves into 60%, 90%, and final design phases, which may include the 



need for an Environmental Assessment or Impact Statement, additional survey, 



wetland delineations, Oregon Department of State Lands (DSL) permitting, and 



Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) review and permitting.



TASK 2.5 PUBLIC MEETING #1: PROJECT GOALS
Alta will provide one staff to support a County-organized public meeting that 



synthesizes previous planning efforts to date and invites public feedback to identify 



community goals, priorities, and concerns.



Deliverables:
 Ū Memo 1: Background documents synthesis



 Ū GIS-based project base map



 Ū Field-based investigation



 Ū Memo 2: Environmental requirements summary



 Ū Participate in one County-organized meeting or presentation in Yamhill County 



with one Alta staff
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Task 3. Preliminary Design (10%)
TASK 3.1 TRAIL ALIGNMENT
Alta’s Civil Engineering team will delineate the trail alignment centerline 



and path and identify any significant engineering constraints along the 



13.3-mile corridor.



TASK 3.2 TYPICAL PATH CROSS SECTION DESIGN
Alta will prepare design drawings showing up to three alternative trail 



cross sections which will include overall path width options, pavement 



material options, cross section profiles, and options for an adjacent soft 



surface trail. 



TASK 3.3 ACCESS POINT DESIGN
Alta will identify access point locations throughout the 13.3-mile project 



corridor and develop up to three typical site layout plans that incorpo-



rate elements such as map kiosks, seating, waste bins, shade structures, 



vehicle and bicycle parking, drinking fountains and artistic elements. 



Alta will identify 
Access Point locations 



throughout the 13.3-
mile project corridor 



and develop up to 
three typical site layout 



plans that incorporate 
furnishings and other 



architectural site 
elements.
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TASK 3.4 JUNCTION AND ROAD CROSSINGS
Alta will identify and map trail junction and roadway crossing locations 



throughout the 13.3-mile project corridor and develop up to three typical 



design approaches to public and farm road crossings. Alta will draw on 



our recent work developing the FHWA Small Town and Rural Multimodal 



Networks Design Guide (2016) to propose safe and cost effective 



solutions for road crossings within Yamhill County and its associated 



small towns and communities. Alta will also draw on a recently 



completed national trail inventory and literature review we completed 



which identified 37 trails across the United States in agriculture settings.



TASK 3.5 COST ESTIMATE
Alta will prepare a 10% cost-estimate that addresses the range of 



construction costs for the typical path cross section alternatives, typical 



access point alternatives, and typical trail junction and roadway crossing 



alternatives developed in Tasks 3.2-3.4.



TASK 3.6 WAYFINDING AND BRANDING EXERCISE
Alta will remotely facilitate one wayfinding and branding exercise to 



identify approaches appropriate for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



and surrounding communities. This preliminary work will provide a 



foundation for trail branding and future development of wayfinding 



signs, kiosks, and trail markings.
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TYPICAL CROSS SECTIONS & DESIGN FEATURES



Diagrammatic depiction of potential intersection treatments. Requires further analysis and detailed design development.
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Alta will prepare typical concept drawings showing recommended treatments for locations where the trail 
crosses public and farm roads.
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TASK 3.7 PRESENTATION BOARDS
Alta will prepare up to three large format presentation boards or an 



equivalent digital presentation showing the design alternatives and 



associated cost estimates developed in Tasks 3.2-3.5. 



TASK 3.8 PUBLIC MEETING #2: DESIGN CONCEPTS
Alta will provide one staff to support a County-organized public meeting 



that presents the range of design options and cost estimates developed 



in previous tasks with the aim of gathering feedback from the public, 



project stakeholders, and County staff.



TASK 3.9 REVISIONS
Alta will request internally consistent consolidated feedback from 



County staff as the basis for one round of revisions to deliverables 



developed in previous tasks.



Deliverables:
 Ū AutoCAD Civil 3D-based trail alignment for the 13.3-mile corridor



 Ū Three typical path cross section alternatives



 Ū Access point locations map for the 13.3-mile corridor



 Ū Three typical access point site layout plans



 Ū One map showing trail alignment, junctions, and road crossings



 Ū Up to three typical design approaches to public and farm road cross-



ings, including diagrammatic plans, sections and/or elevations



 Ū Cost estimate



 Ū Remotely facilitate one wayfinding and branding exercise



 Ū Prepare three large format presentation boards or digital equivalent



 Ū Participate in one County-organized meeting or presentation in 



Yamhill County with one Alta staff person



 Ū One round of revisions based on consolidated feedback from County 



staff



Alta staff are skilled at developing 
cross sections like the one 



shown here, created for the 
Cedar Creek Trail in Sherwood, 



Oregon. Illustrative cross sections 
help both the project team and 
the public to visualize how the 
trail will benefit or impact the 



community.
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Task 4. Phase 1 Preliminary Design 
(30%), Carlton to Yamhill Segment
TASK 4.1 CIVIL PLAN AND PROFILE
Alta will prepare plan and profile drawings for the path alignment. 



TASK 4.2 CIVIL DETAILS
Alta will prepare a basic set of selected civil details such as path cross 



section, access point paving, furnishings mounting, landscaping, sign 



installation, and pavement treatments. Additional details are expected to 



be developed during future PS&E phases.



TASK 4.3 TRAFFIC SIGNING AND STRIPING
Alta will prepare traffic signing and striping plans for roadway crossings 



between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill.



TASK 4.4 COST ESTIMATE
Alta will prepare a 30% cost estimate that addresses the elements 



produced in tasks 4.1-4.3.



TASK 4.5 PUBLIC MEETING #3: REFINED DESIGN 
CONCEPTS
Alta’s Project Manager will attend a County-organized public meeting to 



present the final design and cost estimate developed in previous tasks to 



gather feedback from the public, project stakeholders, and County staff.



TASK 4.6 REVISIONS
Alta will request internally consistent consolidated feedback from 



County staff as the basis for one round of revisions to deliverables 



developed in previous tasks.



Deliverables:
 Ū 30% level path and profile drawings for the Carlton to Yamhill segment



 Ū Preliminary set of civil details



 Ū Traffic signing and striping plans for the Carlton to Yamhill segment



 Ū Cost estimate



 Ū Participate in one County-organized meeting or presentation in 



Yamhill County with one Alta staff person



 Ū One round of final revisions based on consolidated feedback from 



County staff
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Alta develops signage programs that are tailored to a community’s unique character. Our sign families include a 
variety of elements, from gateway monuments to pavement markings. The image above is from Alta’s work on 
the multimodal Circulation and Wayfinding Plan for Historic Corolla Village, NC.



Alta’s graphic designers create maps for wayfinding and active transportation projects 
that are intuitive and visually appealing. This kiosk map, developed for the Coquitlam, BC 
Wayfinding Strategy, and helps guide residents and visitors to transit, local attractions, and 
recreational facilities.
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Optional Future Phases (PS&E)
If the County is interested in expanding the contract scope, Alta is 



qualified and committed to continued work on the project beyond 30% 



including full Plan Set and Engineering (PS&E) drawings, construction 



administration services, wayfinding branding, sign design, and sign 



placement plans. Additional survey work may be required that includes 



detailed property ownership, easement, utility, and as-built information 



and that addresses environmental constraints and considerations. Alta 



has strong existing relationships with several local environmental and 



geotechnical consulting firms to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



project moving from concept to successful implementation. 



Alta offers construction administration services and oversees projects from concept to implementation. Alta 
produced construction documents and right-of-way information for Phase Two of the CV Link Multiuse Pathway 
in Coachella Valley (CA), and for other regionally significant trails throughout North America.
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Alta provides a full range of services including:



 Ū Master plans (bicycle, pedestrian, trail, open space, 



and park)



 Ū Landscape architecture and project design



 Ū Traffic engineering



 Ū Greenway and corridor plans



 Ū Bicycle and pedestrian integration with transit



 Ū Bicycle and pedestrian facility design guidelines



 Ū Counts, surveys, and demand analysis 



 Ū Complete Streets



 Ū Bicycle parking design 



 Ū Trail safety and sustainability audit



 Ū Signage and wayfinding plans 



 Ū GIS and mapping services



 Ū Construction documentation and administration



 Ū Safe Routes to School studies and plans 



 Ū Public involvement 



 Ū Technical assistance and training



 Ū Education, encouragement, and marketing services



 Ū Bike share feasibility studies



OFFICE LOCATIONS



Alta’s mission is to create active 
communities.
Alta Planning + Design is North America’s leading 
multimodal transportation firm that specializes in 
the planning, design, and implementation of bicycle, 
pedestrian, park, and trail corridors and systems. 
Founded in 1996, Alta has more than 200 staff in 30+ 
offices across North America and an international 
workload. On any given day, most staff walk, bike, or 
take transit to work. We are committed to transforming 
communities, one trip at a time, one step at a time, and 
one street, intersection, and park at a time.



EXPERIENCE
Trails represent a slice of America’s landscape and 
culture, with the potential to enhance a community’s 
unique characteristics and livability. Alta provides 
complete trail master planning and design services, 
including alternatives analysis, environmental docu-
mentation, property acquisition strategies, construc-
tion engineering and administration, permitting, 
accurate cost estimation, maintenance and manage-
ment plans, and funding strategies.



Our experience spans a wide range of environments 
from urban to rural including sensitive natural resource 
areas, parks, rail and utility corridors, street right-of-
ways, and suburban and industrial settings. We plan 
and design all sizes of trails from regional multi-use 
greenways to small hiking and seasonal trails from the 
neighborhood to state-wide scale. We understand 
the specific needs of trail users including pedestrians, 
bicyclists, equestrians, mountain cyclists, and those 
with mobility impairments. We strive to enrich the trail 
user experience through a unique design identity that 
responds to the particular needs and opportunities of 
each project environment.



BACKGROUND OF FIRM 
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PROJECT EXAMPLE BUILT*



Fanno Creek Trail, Washington 
County, OR • • •
Stafford Basin Trail, Lake 
Oswego, OR • • •
Burke Gilman Trail and 
Wayfinding, Seattle, WA • • • • • •
Tualatin River Greenway, OR • • • • •
Ice Age Tonquin Trail, 
Wilsonville, OR • • • • •
Cedar Creek Trail, Sherwood, OR • • • • • •
Springwater Corridor, Portland, 
OR • • • • • • • • •
Arcata Rail with Trail Design, CA • • • • • • • •
Pickens Doodle Rail Trail, SC • • • • • • • • •
CV Link Multiuse Trail, Coachella 
Valley, CA • • • • • • • •
Jordan River Trail Wayfinding 
Plan, UT • •
NW Arkansas Razorback 
Greenway • • • • • • • •
Wolf River Greenway, TN • • • • • • • •
Humboldt County Coastal Trail, 
CA • • • • • • •
Metro Regional Trails, Portland, 
OR • • •
Vernon Bike Path Feasibility, OR • • • • • • • •



FIRM QUALIFICATIONS
 
This matrix represents a selection of our work on projects with similar characteristics as the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. 



*Partial or whole segments have been implemented
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Alta will serve as the prime consultant for this project, managing the effort through 



a collaborative process that provides local resources and expertise connected to a 



network of national trail implementation experts. 



Mike Rose, PLA, will serve as Principal-in-Charge during this project. Mike is an 



Oregon-licensed Landscape Architect, and offers 20 years of experience with trail 



planning, design, and engineering projects. Mike’s work ranges from trail connections 



in rural environments to regionwide greenway plans, Complete Streets, and urban 



streetscapes. He will be responsible for overall project leadership and quality control.



Christo Brehm, ASLA, will serve as Project Manager during this project. Christo is a 



landscape designer with expertise planning, designing and evaluating transportation 



facilities, on- and off-street trails, wayfinding systems, parks and playgrounds, and 



other public and private outdoor spaces. He offers strong skills in public engagement 



facilitation, production of design intent drawings, and knowledge of fabrication 



techniques and specifications.



Olivia Burry-Trice, ASLA, will serve as Landscape Designer. Olivia earned a graduate 



degree in Landscape Architecture from the University of Oregon, concentrating on 



landscape preservation, interpretation, and wayfinding. Her skills include project visu-



alization, schematic design, community placemaking, wayfinding and interpretation, 



bike share programs, and graphic design. Olivia offers project experience in trail design 



through her work with various trail projects across the state. Her clear graphics and 



technical drafting create rich and outstanding project deliverables. 



Sacha Barkhuff, PE, is an Oregon-licensed Professional Engineer with over 20 years 



of active transportation design experience. Sacha offers deep experience in civil and 



mechanical design, GIS modeling and mapping, QA/QC plan set review, CAD drafting, 



survey and topographic mapping, permitting, cost estimating, and field investigation. 



Sacha will serve as Senior Project Engineer. 



Working in close collaboration with Christo will be Jean Crowther, AICP, who will 



serve as Senior Advisor. Jean has 15 years of experience planning for active trans-



portation and outdoor recreation. She skillfully applies her hands-on experience in 



program development, community engagement, and project implementation to her 



projects. Jean has led a variety of pedestrian and bicycle master plans, trail plans, bike 



share studies, and corridor studies, and assisted communities in securing funding for 



planning and implementation. Jean currently serves on the Board of Trustees of the 



East Coast Greenway Alliance.



James Powell, ASLA, Advisor, is a skilled active transportation planner and designer 



who specializes in the integration of trails in agricultural areas. His work strives to 



understand the unique challenges and opportunities associated with implementing 



trails in agricultural-based communities, including those associated with landowner 



engagement, environmentally sensitive lands, controlled crossings, crime prevention, 



long term maintenance, and others. James is also skilled at producing construction 



documents, planting designs for trails and trailheads, landscape plans, and mapping for 



regional trail and bicycle plans. 



KEY PERSONNEL
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EDUCATION



MURP, Portland State 



University, 2004



BLA, University of 



Oregon, 1996



PROFESSIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS



Alta Planning + Design, 



2004-



Adjunct Instructor, 



Portland State 



University, 2010-



PROFESSIONAL 
REGISTRATIONS



Oregon Landscape 



Architect #627



CV LINK MULTIUSE PATHWAY, COACHELLA VALLEY, CA
As Project Manager, Mike is overseeing a team of nine firms for the development of 
this multi-use pathway through the Coachella Valley. CV Link will connect the nine 
mid-valley cities in Phase I and eventually add the remaining cities in a future phase. 
Alta authored the master plan for the CV Link and is now leading design and engi-
neering. The first segment is undergoing construction with additional segments to 
follow until completion in late 2018.



STAFFORD BASIN MULTI-USE PATHWAY, LAKE OSWEGO, OR
The Stafford Basin Multi-Use Pathway is a recreation trail that runs through the open 
spaces of rural Lake Oswego. This trail design makes use of boardwalks to cross 
existing wetlands and frame views of the agricultural landscape. Mike led the effort 
to complete design and construction drawings for this pathway as well as adminis-
tration during construction.



NEW MEXICO RIO GRANDE TRAIL
Mike is Principal-in-Charge for development of a master plan for the cross-state Rio 
Grande Trail, stretching over 500 miles from Mexico to Colorado. Alta led a robust 
public outreach campaign across the state and worked closely with key leaders and 
elected officials on the Rio Grande Trail Commission and associated working groups. 
Following field work and data collection, the project team identified alternative trail 
alignments and, through stakeholder input and analysis, chose preferred routes. The 
plan includes conceptual design of the Rio Grand Trail, identifies key destinations 
and trailheads along its route, estimates potential economic and community bene-
fits of the trail, and provides a work plan for moving forward to implementation.



PAUL AMBROSE TRAIL FOR HEALTH, HUNTINGTON, WV
The Paul Ambrose Trail for Health (PATH) is a conceptual trail system encompassing 
approximately 26 miles of new construction and share-the-road segments. The 
primary goals of this project are to promote better health through exercise and 
recreation, and use of alternative transportation. Mike worked with local architects 
and engineers to evaluate the feasibility of the conceptual trail plan and develop bid-
ready documents. When completed, this project will include trails along the Ohio 
River Levee, the Guyandotte River, and connect to key recreation destinations in 
the community such as Ritter Park and Harveytown Park. Construction will begin by 
spring of 2012.



OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
 Ū Oregon State Parks Trail Standards and CAD Drawings



 Ū Skokomish Tribe Trail Master Plan, Olympia, WA



 Ū Chelatchie Prairie Rail-with-Trail Corridor Study, Vancouver, WA



RELEVANT EXPERIENCE



Mike Rose, PLA
Principal-in-Charge
Mike is a Landscape Architect with over 20 years of experience. He is an expert 
Project Manager who leads a broad range of planning, design, and engineering 
projects including parks, soft surface trails, rails-with-trails, and regional trails. Mike 
leads Alta’s Trails service area, providing strategic oversight to projects across the 
country. His work ranges from trail connections in rural environments to region-wide 
greenway plans, Complete Streets, and urban streetscapes. 
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EDUCATION



BA, Planning, Public 



Policy and Management, 



University of Oregon, 



2008



MLA, Master of 



Landscape Architecture, 



University of Oregon, 



2012



PROFESSIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS



Alta Planning + Design, 



2015–



PROFESSIONAL 
REGISTRATIONS



American Society of 



Landscape Architects



TIGARD STREET HERITAGE TRAIL, OR
The Tigard Street Heritage Trail, which begins where the small city’s commuter rail 
station intersects with a quaint downtown main street, is a three-quarter mile multi-
use trail along an old rail line corridor. Design themes address the culture, heritage 
and history of the community and the eastern terminus of the trail is being designed 
as a plaza that will be the primary event space for the city’s farmer’s market, 
concerns, and cultural gatherings. Christo is the Assistant Project Manager for this 
trail and plaza design project.



HONG KONG HARBOURFRONT PROMENADE, HONG KONG, CHINA
Alta is working on a 6 mile promenade alignment that follows the Victoria Harbor 
waterfront through the heart of Hong Kong through a complex assembly of urban 
plazas, dense development, and major infrastructure. The cycle track is envisioned 
as a world-class facility with a strong identity and brand that is integrated into the 
existing community fabric but is also bold and daring. Christo is serving as Assistant 
Project Manager for this project. 



CV LINK MULTIUSE PATHWAY, COACHELLA VALLEY, CA
CV Link, an innovative, multimodal path facility of national importance that connects 
communities in the Coachella Valley. In 2013, Alta began development of the CV Link 
Master Plan for a nearly 80-mile portion of the multimodal pathway connecting the 
nine cities of the Eastern Riverside County region. The proposed pathway system 
will accommodate low speed electric vehicles in addition to bicyclists and pedes-
trians. Alta is providing recommendations for on-street segments at the highest 
design standard, and supporting infrastructure, including LSEV charging facilities. 
Alta is also recommending an implementation strategy with immediate next steps 
and segments for near-term construction or upgrades. Christo leads Architectural 
Site design together with mapping and cartography, cost estimates, specifications, 
construction administration, and sub consultant coordination. 



BEAR CREEK GREENWAY, ASHLAND, OR
Alta is leading an alignment and feasibility study that closes a gap in the Bear 
Creek Greenway for a segment that passes through the City of Ashland, Oregon. 
The proposed trail alignment generally follows Bear Creek and carefully navigates 
around wetlands, floodplain habitat, geotechnical constraints, and private property 
constraints. The trail may include multiple stream crossings, elevated boardwalks, 
and medium-volume roadway crossings. Christo is the Assistant Project Manager 
for this project.



OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
 Ū Cedar Creek Greenway, Sherwood, OR



 Ū Garden Corner Curves, Tualatin, OR



 Ū Cathedral City Whitewater Bike Path, CA



 Ū City of St. Helens Wayfinding Plan, OR



RELEVANT EXPERIENCE



Christo Brehm
Project Manager
Christo is a landscape designer whose focus is trail alignment and corridor anal-
ysis, trail access point design, and pedestrian and bicycle wayfinding. Christo is also 
skilled in the design of urban plazas and parks, and integrates public engagement 
facilitation into many of his projects. Prior to joining Alta, Christo worked in private 
consulting, for non-profit agencies, and with city and state governments. He enjoys 
both the nuances of construction details and the big picture perspective of larger 
planning efforts. 
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Olivia Burry-Trice, ASLA
Designer
Olivia earned a graduate degree in Landscape Architecture from the University of 
Oregon, concentrating on landscape preservation, interpretation, and wayfinding. 
Prior to joining the team at Alta, she gained experience as a historical landscape 
designer with the National Park Service, contributed to a grant concentrating on 
the effects of climate change in National Parks, and assisted with residential and 
commercial landscape designs. Her skills and areas of interest include project visu-
alization, schematic design, community placemaking, wayfinding and interpretation, 
bike share programs, and graphic representation.



RELEVANT EXPERIENCE



EDUCATION



MLA, Master in 



Landscape Architecture, 



University of Oregon, 



2015



BA, Art History, 



Architecture minor, 



University of 



Washington, 2008



PROFESSIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS



Alta Planning + Design, 



2016–



PROFESSIONAL 
REGISTRATIONS



American Society of 



Landscape Architects 



(ASLA)



CV LINK MULTIUSE PATHWAY, COACHELLA VALLEY, CA
The Coachella Valley’s CV Link presents a bold new approach to mobility. In 2013, 
Alta began development of the CV Link Master Plan for a nearly 80 mile portion of 
the multi modal pathway connecting the nine cities of the Eastern Riverside County 
region. The three year, $1.5M planning and design project involves a seven firm consul-
tant team led by Alta. The team is preparing a parkway master plan, a Neighborhood 
Electric Vehicles Plan to meet legislative requirements, preliminary engineering for 
a core 50-mile segment, and an implementation strategy with immediate next steps 
and segments for near term construction or upgrades. A wayfinding plan was devel-
oped with a bold color palette and an array of site furnishings and lighting. Olivia 
provided design support for the 60% design submittal and design assistance for the 
wayfinding design intent package.



TIGARD STREET HERITAGE TRAIL, OR
The Tigard Street Heritage Trail is an opportunity to continue enhancing active trans-
portation in Tigard and to connect residents with the City’s history. It will go beyond 
traditional transportation infrastructure to deliver an enhanced user experience that 
celebrates the history, culture, and character of Tigard along its ¾-mile route. Olivia 
supported critical design decisions from conceptual design through construction 
documentation including visuals for three community meetings.



MCLOUGHLIN-CANEMAH TRAIL, OR
The McLoughlin to Canemah Trail, a planned shared use path connecting McLoughlin 
Promenade to the Canemah Park, is an opportunity to connect residents to the 
historic McLoughlin Promenade and the future Willamette Falls Riverwalk. Olivia 
provided design support for the development of conceptual designs and cross 
sections.



GARDEN CORNER CURVES TUALATIN, OR
The SW 105th Avenue, SW Blake Street, SW 108th Avenue corridor is a narrow, 
constrained roadway with sight distance issues and limited pedestrian and cyclist 
facilities. The corridor is located adjacent to steep slopes and within environmen-
tally-sensitive lands. The goal of this project is to develop conceptual solutions that 
balance cost, safety for all users, stakeholder desires, environmental impacts, and 
right-of-way. Olivia supported the development of illustrative cross sections that 
allowed for straightforward comprehension and comparison of alignment options 
along identified corridor.
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CV LINK MULTIUSE PATHWAY, COACHELLA VALLEY, CA
Sacha is providing design engineering services for the development of a nearly 
60-mile portion of the Coachella Valley’s CV Link multi-use pathway. CV Link will be 
an innovative, multimodal facility of national importance that connects communities 
in the Coachella Valley while providing significant environmental, health, wellness, 
and economic benefits. Sacha is leading civil engineering, including design of the 
path alignments. His work includes creating alignments, profiles, corridors, sections, 
bridge approaches and in-channel crossings, and final grade surfaces. Sacha also 
created and is coordinating CAD standards for the project and is working closely 
with subconsultants on implementation. He is coordinating with project managers 
on design concerns and plan production.



TUALATIN RIVER GREENWAY TRAIL GAP, OR 
For this project, Alta developed a new bicycle and pedestrian path which will enable 
commuting between residential and commercial areas and public facilities in Tualatin. 
Sacha prepared site plans required for Interpretive Design, and coordinated drawing 
set including plans and details with the Interpretive Design Team. 



LAMAR LOOP MULTI-USE TRAIL, CO
Sacha is an Engineer on Phase 1 of this project, which features on-street bicycle facil-
ities and multi-use trail sections. The design features protected bike lanes, multiple 
trail crossings, wayfinding. When complete, the project will be a 9-mile loop of the 
city with a majority of Phase 2 being trail segments. His role included setting up 
survey drawings for a project base map, and providing design guidance for vertical 
alignments. He also completed design review for QA/QC.



MARINE DRIVE BIKE/PEDESTRIAN PATH, PORTLAND, OR*
Design Engineer for 2,200 feet of bike/pedestrian path for the Port of Portland. The 
new path connects Marine Drive to the Portland International Airport and to NE 
Cascade Parkway. The design includes ADA, national and Oregon Department of 
Transportation standards. Prepared and coordinated all plan sheets, permit draw-
ings, and design details for the project. 



OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
 Ū Cathedral City White Water Bike Path, CA



 Ū Jordan River Trail Wayfinding Plan, West Jordan, UT



 Ū Walter Turnbow Park, Springdale, AR



 Ū Explore Washington Park Wayfinding and Branding Strategy, Portland, OR



*completed prior to joining Alta



EDUCATION



BS, Civil Engineering, 



Oregon Institute of 



Technology, 1994



PROFESSIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS



Alta Planning + Design, 



2015 –



Design Engineer, 



Thomas/Wright, Inc., 



1996-2014



PROFESSIONAL 
REGISTRATIONS



Professional Engineer: 



OR #52210PE 



WA #40151 



Sacha Barkhuff, PE
Senior Project Engineer
Sacha is a licensed professional engineering in the state of Oregon, with over 20 years 
of active transportation design experience. His dedication to high-quality products 
is evident in all his work, whether his is producing engineering plans, CAD drawings, 
or preparing cost estimates. Sacha offers deep experience in civil and mechanical 
design, GIS modeling and mapping, QA/QC plan set review, CAD drafting, survey 
and topographic mapping, permitting, cost estimating, and field investigation. He 
is an Oregon native and has worked with local entities including City of Portland, 
Port of Portland, TriMet, and ODOT, as well as clients such as the Army Corps of 
Engineers and the US Forest Service. Sacha is proud to provide his expertise to 
active transportation projects in Portland and across the US. 



RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
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Jean Crowther, AICP
Senior Advisor
Jean has 15 years of experience planning for active transportation and outdoor 
recreation. She skillfully applies her hands-on experience in program development, 
community engagement, and project implementation to her projects. Jean has led 
a variety of pedestrian and bicycle master plans, trail plans, bike share studies, and 
corridor studies, and assisted communities in securing funding for planning and 
implementation. Jean leads several of Alta’s practice areas, including the firm’s New 
Mobility Work and Health and Equity practice. She works with health departments 
throughout the US on projects that highlight the nexus of active transportation and 
health, and helps communities integrate these principles into their transportation 
plans. Jean also specializes in pedestrian planning, bike share planning and feasi-
bility, trail planning, and inclusive public engagement.



RELEVANT EXPERIENCE



EDUCATION



Master of City and 



Regional Planning, 



Clemson University, 2011



BA, Religion and History, 



Furman University, 2002



PROFESSIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS



Alta Planning + Design, 



2010–



Associate Director, 



Partners for Active 



Living, 2006–2009



Program Manager/



Interim Upstate Office 



Director, Palmetto 



Conservation 



Foundation, 2005–2006



Program Manager, 



Austin Parks Foundation, 



2003-2005



PROFESSIONAL 
REGISTRATIONS



AICP #029336



NEW MEXICO RIO GRANDE TRAIL
The New Mexico Energy Mineral and Natural Resources Department commissioned 
a master plan for the cross-state Rio Grande Trail, stretching over 500 miles from 
Mexico to Colorado. Alta, with Jean as Project Manager, led a robust public outreach 
campaign across the state and worked closely with key leaders and elected officials 
on the Rio Grande Trail Commission and associated working groups. Following field 
work and data collection, the project team identified alternative trail alignments and, 
through stakeholder input and analysis, chose preferred routes. The Plan includes 
conceptual design of the Rio Grand Trail, identifies key destinations and trailheads 
along its route, estimates potential economic and community benefits of the trail, 
and provides a work plan for moving forward to implementation.



WOLF RIVER GREENWAY ECONOMIC AND HEALTH IMPACT ANALYSIS, 
MEMPHIS, TN
Jean served as Project Manager for the development of an economic impact 
assessment of the planned 36-mile Wolf River Greenway in Memphis, Tennessee. 
Commissioned by the Wolf River Conservancy, the study includes a technical report 
summarizing the findings of a literature review on the economic and health impacts 
of greenways, analysis of data collected on existing and potential use of greenways 
in Memphis, and the potential economic and health benefits that could result from 
the completion of the Wolf River Greenway. Alta developed a promotional summary 
report describing the estimated benefits of the trail to help raise interest, increase 
awareness, and recruit support for the construction of the greenway. 



PALMETTO TRAIL STATEWIDE MASTER PLAN, SC
The Palmetto Conservation Foundation hired Alta to complete a statewide moun-
tains-to-sea trail. About 315 of the 425 miles are complete. The plan provides 
proposed alignments for closing the gaps in the route, re-routing certain existing 
sections, and creating a network of spur trails across the state. Jean served as 
Project Manager for the plan, which also includes a robust public outreach process, 
recommendations for branding and marketing the trail, an implementation plan, and 
a maintenance plan. 



SPARTANBURG TRAILS & GREENWAYS PLAN, SC 
The Spartanburg Trails & Greenways Plan was a joint effort of Partners for Active 
Living (a local nonprofit), the City of Spartanburg, and Spartanburg County. Jean 
served as Project Manager leading all aspects of Plan development including field 
investigation, a user needs analysis, an assessment of institutional capacity, a 
demand and benefits analysis, public outreach, and a nearly 140-mile long network 
of proposed trails. Jean also developed an implementation plan with project priori-
tization and cost estimates. 
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James Powell, ASLA
Advisor
James is a skilled active transportation planner and designer who specializes in the 
integration of trails in agricultural areas. His work strives to understand the unique 
challenges and opportunities associated with implementing trails in agricultural-
based communities, including those associated with landowner engagement, 
environmentally sensitive lands, controlled crossings, crime prevention, long term 
maintenance, and others. James is also skilled at producing construction docu-
ments, planting designs for trails and trailheads, landscape plans, and mapping for 
regional trail and bicycle plans. 



RELEVANT EXPERIENCE



EDUCATION



MLA, California State 
Polytechnic University, 



Pomona, 2013



BA, Humanities, New 
College of Florida, 2001 



PROFESSIONAL 
HIGHLIGHTS



Alta Planning + Design, 
2013-



Urban Design Studio, 
Los Angeles Department 



of City Planning, 
2011-2012



 



PROFESSIONAL 
REGISTRATIONS



American Society of 



Landscape Architects, 



Associate Member



BICYCLE/RECREATIONAL TRAILS IN ACTIVE AGRICULTURAL AREAS 
(SANTA PAULA BRANCH LINE RECREATIONAL TRAIL COMPATIBILITY 
SURVEY), CA
For this study, James conducted an inventory and analysis of existing trails in agri-
cultural settings, with a focus on trails that are most comparable to the context 
of the Santa Paula Branch Line (SPBL) in Ventura County. The objective was to 
find trails that have been successfully implemented and are currently operating in 
active agricultural areas similar to the proposed SPBL trail, and identify the chal-
lenges they faced and the factors that made them successful. Alta compiled the 
trail research and case studies, and conducted a review of technical literature and 
guidelines related to trails in agricultural settings. Alta developed a final report that 
summarized relevant literature, themes, and findings.



PARK TO PLAYA TRAIL, LOS ANGELES, CA
Building upon Alta’s previous feasibility study, Alta is developing construction draw-
ings and environmental documents for the implementation of seven miles of the 
Park to Playa Regional Trail and wayfinding signs. James prepared construction 
documents and design details for planting areas, wayfinding, and gateways.



CASTAIC MULTI-USE TRAILS MASTER PLAN, CA
Alta prepared a multi-use trails plan, technical reports, and environmental docu-
mentation pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for the 
Castaic Area Multi-Use Trails Plan. The study area encompasses approximately 76 
square miles in the Castaic area and will guide future trail development. The plan will 
recommend improvements to existing trails and provide trail users and local popula-
tions with seamless transitions within the study area to trails of adjacent jurisdictions 
and prime destinations within and adjacent to the study area. James is serving as 
Project Manager.



VALLEJO BAY TRAIL AND VINE TRAIL FEASIBILITY STUDY AND 
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
The objective of the Vallejo Bay Trail and Vine Trail Feasibility Study is to evaluate 
alternatives and identify a preferred alignment providing a continuous, seamless, and 
comfortable shared-use path for bicyclists and pedestrians. James is assisting with 
mapping, cross sections, research of alignment options and property ownerships, 
identification of environmental constraints and opportunities, estimating the costs 
of alternatives, and identifying funding opportunities for future implementation.
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PROJECT EXPERIENCE
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CV Link will be an innovative, multimodal facility of national importance 



that connects communities in the Coachella Valley that provides signifi-



cant environmental, health, wellness, and economic benefits.



The Coachella Valley’s CV Link presents a bold new approach to 



mobility. In 2013 Alta began development of the CV Link master plan 



for a nearly 80-mile portion of the multimodal pathway connecting the 



nine cities of the Eastern Riverside County region. The three-year, $1.5M 



planning and design project involves a seven-firm consultant team led 



by Alta. The team is preparing a parkway master plan, a Neighborhood 



Electric Vehicles (NEV) Plan to meet legislative requirements, and 



preliminary engineering for a core 50 mile segment. The proposed 



pathway system will accommodate low speed electric vehicles (LSEVs) 



in addition to bicyclists and pedestrians. Alta is providing recommen-



dations for on-street segments at the highest design standard, and 



supporting infrastructure, including LSEV charging facilities. Alta is also 



recommending an implementation strategy with immediate next steps 



and segments for near-term construction or upgrades. 



The now completed conceptual design focuses on a theme of 



contrast while emphasizing the valley as a national leader in innovative 



technologies. 



Client Reference: LeGrand Velez, 
Coachella Valley Association of 
Governments, (760) 346-1127, 
lvelez@cvag.org



Year: 2013-ongoing



CV LINK MASTER PLAN, DESIGN, AND 
ENGINEERING, COACHELLA VALLEY, CA
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Contrasting the desert context and site character, design elements put a twist in 



the pathway experience. Solar panel mounted shade structures with undulating 



forms emphasize fluidity and motion, while an elevated pathway is a gently 



twisted articulation of the nearby trapezoidal storm channel form. Partially 



subterranean segments are sensitively nestled into the most contentious areas 



(such as gated communities). 



Wayfinding will be intuitive via bold cues of color indicating one’s orientation 



depending on the direction one is facing. Light tubes are employed to capture 



the attention of passing motorists, while motion activated digitally projected art 



enlivens blank concrete walls and dark underpasses. The innovative and efficient 



use of energy is a strong theme showcased with the use of solar power, motion 



sensing lighting, wind activated art elements, air quality monitoring stations, and 



pathway counters that convert trips to miles, calories, and GHG’s saved.



Alta is currently providing the civil engineering for most of the alignment and 



design of 29 gathering spaces along the trail. This includes grading, drainage and 



setting overall standards for drawing management and style. The 60% drawing 



set included over 1,000 plan sheets including civil, structural, geotech, electrical 



and traffic engineering. The first phase of construction is complete and Alta’s 



Portland-based design studio submitted 90% construction documents for Phase 



II earlier this month. Construction of Phase II will begin this summer.
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Alta provided full landscape architectural services for this 1.5-mile 



long trail for the City of Lake Oswego and the Three Rivers Land 



Conservancy. The trail passes through a rapidly developing region of 



the Portland metropolitan region; however, the dominant character of 



the trail setting is rural agricultural due in large part to the Three Rivers 



Land Conservancy’s efforts to acquire and preserve large farm sites 



where the trail is located. The scope of work included trail alignment 



development, wetland delineation at three sites, state and local 



permitting, design development, construction document production, 



cost estimates, and construction over sight. Trail amenities included 



interpretive signs, native riparian plantings/wetlands restoration, two 



boardwalks, benches, and picnic tables. 



Alta provided design services for Phase II improvements, connecting 



Phase I and the Rosemont Road pathway. The pathway is approximately 



1/2 mile long, starting at the loop at the southern end of the existing 



trail and ending at the southeast corner of (city-owned) Rosemont 



Equestrian arena. The agricultural heritage of the area is celebrated 



through the use of rustic wooden bollards, split rail fencing, preserva-



tion of existing orchards, and native plant buffers. 



Client Reference: Ryan Stee, City of 
Hillsboro (formerly with City of Lake 
Oswego), 503-681-6225,  
Ryan.Stee@hillsboro-oregon.gov



Year: 2004-2005 (Phase I), 2011-
2013 (Phase II)



STAFFORD BASIN MULTI-USE PATHWAY, LAKE 
OSWEGO, OR
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BEFORE



AFTER
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Alta worked with Tualatin Hills Park & Recreation District to complete 



a challenging gap in the Fanno Creek regional trail system. Alta led a 



multi-disciplinary team through the design, permitting, and construction 



phases of the project. Construction was completed in December of 2011, 



opening the trail to cyclists and pedestrians of all abilities. The segment 



follows the Fanno Creek through a wooded area with several wetlands. 



Alta staff worked closely with local and regional permitting agencies 



to find creative solutions that balanced sensitivity to the natural envi-



ronment with the public need for a link in the regional recreation and 



transportation corridor.



Alta staff met with area residents and property holders to address 



concerns including creek flooding, loss of privacy, impacts to the 



natural area, and crime. The pathway passes through seven separately 



owned properties. Property donations, easements, and agreements 



were forged so that the public would have trail access in perpetuity. 



Following an environmental review of the site, wetland concurrence was 



achieved with the Army Corp of Engineers (ACOE) and Department 



of State Lands (DSL). Eleven boardwalks were designed to minimize 



impacts to site resources. Boardwalk were carefully aligned and 



designed with a minimal footer footprint to reduce impacts. Wetland 



impacts were approved by both ACOE and DSL via the Joint Permit 



application process. 



Client Reference: Steve Gulgren, 
Tualatin Hills Park and Recreation 
District, (503) 629-6305, 
sgulgren@thprd.org



Year: 2006-2011



FANNO CREEK GREENWAY, WASHINGTON 
COUNTY, OR
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Working closely with Clean Water Services, the design avoids sensitive 



resource areas as much as practicable. Permanent impacts to the 



project site were quantified so that an appropriate amount of enhance-



ment and mitigation of sensitive habitats could occur per local codes. 



Enhancement efforts included the planting of native plant species 



as well as the removal of invasive plants using manual, low-impact 



methods, in areas identified as degraded. Mitigation occurred both on 



and off site via the creation of new wetland areas. As part of the project, 



easements designating and conveying stormwater rights to Clean Water 



Services, were established.



Alignment of the trail considered route options that avoided mature 



native trees. By doing so, the project exceeded the City of Beaverton’s 



tree ordinance by impacting less than 25% of existing trees on site. Per 



local codes, mitigation is not required unless 50% of trees are impacted 



Per FIMA regulations, the project team created a hydraulic model to 



predict the impacts of the implemented design on flood levels of the 



Fanno Creek. Working with water resource engineers, a no-rise certifi-



cation was achieved assuring nearby residents that implementation of 



the trail would not increase the likelihood of flooding in the area.



Additional design solutions included the removal and restoration of 



nearly 38,000 square feet of parking area and contaminated soil. Close 



monitoring of the soil removal process occurred so that all contami-



nants were properly removed and disposed of. The former parking 



lot now includes a restored streambank and created wetland with 



expanded flood storage capacity.
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Alta is the prime consultant leading development of the Tigard Street 



Heritage Trail. Alta is providing a full range of services from conceptual 



design to construction administration. The trail follows an inactive 



rail corridor and will provide a safe off-street walking, running and 



biking commuter route. As part of the project, Alta led an inclusive 



and rigorous public engagement process with the goal of developing 



a community-guided trail design. This design will reflect the collection 



of Tigard’s historical and cultural stories by incorporating them into the 



trail’s interpretive elements. 



The engagement process consisted of a series of in-person meetings 



and an online survey. Alta led site tours with the community to gain an 



understanding of local ideas and concerns. Using these ideas, combined 



with other engagement results, Alta developed and shared three 



design suggestions with the community during a public meeting. The 



community reviewed the design concepts for the trail and were directly 



involved in refining the design from three concepts to one preferred 



concept



Alta is transforming the preferred concept into construction drawings, 



and will lead construction administration in 2018. The completion of this 



multi-use path will be ADA-accessible, jogger-and biker-friendly, and 



will include lighting, landscape, interpretative elements and a plaza at 



Main Street in downtown Tigard.



Client Reference: Jeff Peck, City 
of Tigard, Senior Engineering 
Technician, 503-718-2466,  
jeffp@tigard-or.gov 



Year: 2017-ongoing



TIGARD STREET HERITAGE TRAIL, OR
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Alta studied existing trail 
conditions and worked with the 
public to create a vision for the 
Tigard Street Heritage Trail.



Existing conditions photo
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The Tualatin River Greenway is a 1.25-mile-long pathway along the 



Tualatin River. Alta’s role was to design the interpretive elements along 



the trail to illuminate the area’s history from the Ice Age to present day. 



Rather than simply populate the trail with interpretive signs, Alta made 



the trail itself the main interpretive element, creating a physical chrono-



logical timeline. The trail steps the users through time as they proceed 



along the path, and interprets key elements as they go, with key 



overlooks, paving, signage, and educational materials. The timeline for 



design, from initial sketches and ideation to the release of the bid set, 



was under six months. The project opened to the public in early 2016. 



Alta wrote the Connect Oregon grant application.



Awards
American Planning Association (APA) Award for Excellence in 
Sustainability, 2016



Design Award from the Oregon Recreation and Park Association, 2016



Client Reference: Paul Hennon, City 
of Tualatin, (503) 691-3060, 
phennon@ci.tualatin.or.us



Year: 2015-2016



TUALATIN RIVER GREENWAY, OR
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PROJECT HEADING 3
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Cedar Creek Greenway
Opportunities + Constraints Map



0’ 250’ 500’ 1,000’



Urban Growth Boundary



Urban Reserve Lands



Cedar Creek



CONSTRAINT : Sensitive Edges



CONSTRAINT : Private Property



CONSTRAINT : Roadway Noise + Other Barriers



Lots with Direct  
Trail Access



Developable Lots



BPA Easement Property



Sanitary Trunk Lines



Sanitary Easements



OPPORTUNITY : High Quality Views of
Creek + Floodplain Area



Wetlands, Floodplains,
Riparian Buffers (Title 3)



Protected Riparian Areas,
Upland Vegetation (Title 13)



>= 25% Slopes



Access Points! !



LEGEND



OPPORTUNITY NOTES



CONSTRAINT NOTES



1 Greatest visual opportunity



2 Elementary and Middle Schools
(access from Edy Rd)



3 Tall stands of upland vegetation



4 Access points



1 Wetland areas and steep slopes



2 Vehicular visibility conflicts



3 Pinch point between steep slopes
and residential areas



4 Steep upland wooded areas



5 Roadway crossings



Alta is leading design and construction document development of a 



shared-use path that will follow Cedar Creek in the City of Sherwood. 



The Cedar Creek Trail is the west fork of the larger Tonquin Trail, a 



multimodal paved regional trail that will connect the cities of Wilsonville, 



Tualatin, and Sherwood and portions of unincorporated Washington 



and Clackamas counties. In 2015, Alta completed a trail alignment 



study for the northern portion of the Cedar Creek Trail in partnership 



with CH2M that identify the recommended future alignment of the 



Cedar Creek Trail. The Cedar Creek - North project included a robust 



analysis of existing conditions, topography and slope analysis, mapping 



wetlands, riparian features, and sensitive ecological habitats, together 



with property boundaries, easements, and existing utilities.



Alta also engaged with local community members and stakeholders to 



understand the community’s vision and priorities, identify appropriate 



spur connections within the adjacent neighborhoods, and to coordinate 



with other projects under development in the region. For the southern 



portion of the Cedar Creek Trail which is in a more advanced PS&E 



planning and design phase, Alta is working on trail design, wayfinding, 



signing and striping, trailhead design, and planting and irrigation design.



Client Reference: Michelle Miller, 
Senior Planner, Washington 
Land Use and Transportation 
(Former Senior Planner with City 
of Sherwood), 503-846-8101, 
michelle_miller@co.washington.
or.us



Year: 2015-2017



CEDAR CREEK GREENWAY, OR
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As part of a larger consultant team, Alta developed a master plan for 



the Tonquin Trail, a regional trail linking the Willamette and Tualatin 



Rivers in suburban Portland. Spanning roughly 16 miles, the study area 



passes through several cities and unincorporated Washington County. 



Building on the previous feasibility study prepared by Alta, the master 



plan capitalizes on and weaves together a network of open spaces, 



trails, planned developments, cultural areas, and neighborhood and 



community parks. The study also refined previously-studied alignments 



and developed a more detailed product specifying how the trail will be 



implemented.



The project required consensus-building with multiple agencies, 



including the cities of Wilsonville, Tualatin, Sherwood, Tigard, 



Washington County, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Metro, and other 



agencies and organizations. In addition, stakeholder interviews were 



conducted with numerous agencies to obtain conceptual approval on 



shared use of existing rights-of-way, including Portland General Electric, 



Portland and Western Railroad, Bonneville Power Administration, and 



Washington County.



Client Reference: Robert Spurlock,  
robert.spurlock@oregonmetro.gov, 
(503) 813-7560



Year: 2009-2011



TONQUIN TRAIL MASTER PLAN, WASHINGTON 
COUNTY, OR
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April, 2015



Santa Paula Branch Line
Recreational Trail
Compatibility Survey



For this study, Alta conducted an inventory and analysis of existing trails in agricultural 
settings, with a focus on trails that are most comparable to the context of the Santa Paula 
Branch Line (SPBL) in Ventura County. The objective was to find trails that have been 
successfully implemented and are currently operating in active agricultural areas similar 
to the proposed SPBL trail, and identify the challenges they faced and the factors that 
made them successful. Significant effort was made to contact the agricultural owner/
operators adjacent to the trail in regard to their experience and perspective, as well as 
that of the trail owner/operator. While this study was conducted specifically for the SPBL, 
the findings are applicable to other areas where trails may traverse agricultural properties.



Criteria for comparable examples included:



1. Trail corridors that pass through active agricultural areas; particularly high-value row 
crops and orchards;



2. Paved trails that have a range and level of use comparable to what is envisioned for the 
SPBL;



3. Trails in California or those with a comparable agricultural/environmental setting;



4. Trails for which detailed information could be obtained for the trail owner/operator, and 
if possible from the adjacent agricultural owner(s)/operators;



5. Presence of or history of rail use near the trail corridor.



Alta compiled the trail research and case studies, and conducted a review of technical 
literature and guidelines related to trails in agricultural settings. Alta developed a final 
report that summarized relevant literature, themes, and findings.



Client Reference: 
Steve DeGeorge, 
Ventura County 
Transportation 
Commission, 
805-642-1591 
x103, sdegeorge@
goventura.org



Year: 2015



BICYCLE/RECREATIONAL TRAILS IN ACTIVE 
AGRICULTURAL AREAS STUDY, VENTURA 
COUNTY, CA



Project Photos 



  



Source: http://www.edhat.com/site/tidbit.cfm?nid=52049 



 



Source: http://www.edhat.com/site/tidbit.cfm?nid=52049 
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Project Photos 



 



Source: Rails to Trails Conservancy 



 



Source: Rails to Trails Conservancy 
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Santa Paula Branch Line Recreational Trail Compatibility Survey  April, 2015 



Project Photos 



  
Source: http://www.railstotrails.org/news/recurringfeatures/trailmonth/archives/0107.html 



 
Source: http://trailsmichigan.com/trailpage.php?nr=79_Musketawa-Trail 
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No—which building?


Sent from my iPhone


On May 10, 2018, at 10:44 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


That would be awesome!
 
Do you know where I am?
 
cm
 


From: V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 10:41 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Travel Oregon medium grants
 
I’m in town running errands—should I come to your office?


Sent from my iPhone


On May 10, 2018, at 10:02 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
wrote:


Hi Veronica,
 
Can we have a chat this morning about the Travel Oregon
grants?
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:veronica4249@yahoo.com

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: YC Website Link -- NEW REQUEST
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 12:45:03 PM
Attachments: BO 18-174.pdf


BO 18-173.pdf
BO 12-646.pdf


Importance: High


Good afternoon,
 
I think we need to re-order the list of grant applications (and supporting documents) under the
Grants section of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail page.
 
I see that this was originally set up to have the name of the grant application listed in Bold with
Underline and then the original application follows. These should be listed in chronological order,
however, and some have been lumped in with other applications. This is how the section should be
organized:
 


·         Oregon Parks & Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) 2018
Application (BO 18-183) – I will send this document on Thursday
 


·         Travel Oregon Medium Grant Application
Application (BO 18-174) --- link to document
 


·         ODOT Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM) 2018
Application (BO 18--173) –link to document
 


·         ODOT Transportation and Growth Management Program (TGM) 2017
Application (BO 17-200)* -- link to document
 
*This link is currently listed as the last entry under Grants and under the name:
“Oregon Transportation and Growth…Master Plan Project)


 
·         ODOT Connect Oregon VI 2017


Application (BO 15-464) – link to document
Notice to Proceed– link to document
Grant Agreement (BO 17-075) – link to document
 


·         NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program (RTCA) 2014
Request Letter (BO 14-457) – link to document
 


·         ODOT Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant 2013
Application (BO 12-646) – link to document attached in this email
Agreement (BO 13-739)—link to document
Right of Way Services Agreement (BO 14-382) —link to document



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
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May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
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 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   
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                               -                          9,969.59 
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YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   



                     1,000.00                                  -   
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010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-010-362.99 MISC



010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER



010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR



010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER



010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2



010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK



010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT



010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-010-481.00 OVERTIME



010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-010-493.15 VEBA



010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-010-611.01 AUDIT



010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-010-621.01 POSTAGE



010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-010-683.04 PRINTING



010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 



                          -            439,214.71 



                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 



                          -              89,000.00 



                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 



                          -            139,074.82 



                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 



                          -              50,251.89 



                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   



             36,276.56                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 



                          -            574,547.82 



                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 



                          -                     32.72 



                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   



             67,636.63                         -   



             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   



             50,299.38                         -   



             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   



             53,806.25                         -   



           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   



             96,939.11                         -   



           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   



             12,710.23                         -   



               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               5,926.73                         -   



               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   



               1,214.05                         -   



                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   



               3,122.43                         -   



                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   



               9,450.00                         -   



             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   



                  752.66                         -   



                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   



               1,087.85                         -   



               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   



             38,561.24                         -   



               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   



               4,405.99                         -   



             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   



                  127.99                         -   



               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE



010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED



010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-012-341.02 FILING FEES



010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE



010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE



010-012-341.99 MISC



010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS



010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS



010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-012-362.99 MISC



010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW



010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS



010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR



010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR



010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST



010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER



010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1



010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2



010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3



010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE



010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST



010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER



010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH



010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-012-481.00 OVERTIME



010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-012-493.15 VEBA



010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-012-611.01 AUDIT



010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-012-621.01 POSTAGE



010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS



010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES



010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON



010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 



                          -                   750.25 



                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 



                          -            375,359.62 



                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   



                  548.68                         -   



                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 



             64,811.78                         -   



             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 



                          -                     38.98 



                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 



                          -              35,361.07 



                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   



             45,461.69                         -   



               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   



           110,787.06                         -   



             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   



             50,763.95                         -   



             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   



             10,095.74                         -   



             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   



                  642.34                         -   



               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   



             46,579.63                         -   



             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   



                  246.30                         -   



             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   



             19,394.44                         -   



               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   



           209,571.21                         -   



                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   



             23,718.37                         -   



               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   



             10,822.53                         -   



             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   



                  637.29                         -   



                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   



             73,437.98                         -   



               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   



               1,477.89                         -   



                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   



               9,934.16                         -   



             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   



               9,751.73                         -   



               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   



             10,134.79                         -   



             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES



010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT



010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-013-362.99 MISC



010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS



010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-013-493.15 VEBA



010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-013-611.01 AUDIT



010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP



010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY



010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER



010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE



010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE



010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS



010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT



010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY



010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES



010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS



010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES



010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING



010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS



010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS



010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS



010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT



010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA



010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET



010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE



010-015-341.99-A001 MISC



010-015-341.99-A002 MISC



010-015-341.99-A003 MISC



010-015-341.99-A008 MISC



010-015-362.99-A009 MISC



010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK



010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK



010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   



               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   



               2,431.00                         -   



               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 



                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   



             11,790.00                         -   



                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   



                  413.12                         -   



                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   



               3,400.00                         -   



               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   



             27,427.87                         -   



             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   



                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   



                  576.33                         -   



               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   



                  493.81                         -   



                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   



             10,923.75                         -   



               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   



               1,328.50                         -   



                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   



             16,083.92                         -   



               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 



                          -                1,640.00 



                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   



                  566.30                         -   



               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 



                          -              12,575.00 



                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 



                          -              10,275.00 



                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 



                          -                8,965.00 



                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 



                          -                2,116.50 



                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 



                          -                8,061.50 



                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 



                          -              96,226.33 



                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   



             39,442.29                         -   



             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 



             14,290.78                         -   



               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY



010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY



010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS



010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME



010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME



010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP



010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP



010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY



010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL



010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX



010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT



010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT



010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA



010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA



010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   



               7,614.64                         -   



               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



               1,122.70                         -   



                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   



               2,619.46                         -   



             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   



               7,997.63                         -   



             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   



                      2.69                         -   



                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   



                  114.65                         -   



                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   



                  167.00                         -   



                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   



                    50.83                         -   



                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   



               1,622.74                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   



                    20.86                         -   



                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   



                  781.07                         -   



               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   



               1,107.22                         -   



                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   



               9,187.55                         -   



             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   



               2,280.17                         -   



                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   



             12,102.10                         -   



                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   



             25,611.49                         -   



             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   



               2,556.02                         -   



               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



                    50.00                         -   



                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   



               1,020.00                         -   



               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   



                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   



               1,207.30                         -   



                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE



010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET



010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-015-611.01 AUDIT



010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT



010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA



010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE



010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE



010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING



010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT



010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT



010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   



                  299.54                         -   



                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   



                    14.11                         -   



                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   



                    29.88                         -   



                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   



                    13.73                         -   



                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   



                      4.61                         -   



                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   



                  123.21                         -   



                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   



                  196.88                         -   



                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   



                    19.20                         -   



                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   



                    14.61                         -   



                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   



                    73.74                         -   



                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   



                  374.77                         -   



                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   



             37,325.82                         -   



               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   



               1,596.52                         -   



               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   



                  138.00                         -   



                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   



                  350.00                         -   



               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    14.66                         -   



                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   



                  254.05                         -   



                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   



                  178.75                         -   



               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   



                  244.13                         -   



                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   



               1,805.40                         -   



                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   



               1,688.65                         -   



               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR



010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON



010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE



010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND



010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES



010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS



010-017-362.99 MISC



010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE



010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE



010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST



010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR



010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST



010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK



010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA



010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR



010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-017-481.00 OVERTIME



010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   



                  302.04                         -   



                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   



                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   



             11,675.00                         -   



                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   



               1,262.00                         -   



                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   



             27,603.61                         -   



             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   



                  951.84                         -   



                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   



               9,128.70                         -   



               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   



               7,987.62                         -   



               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   



               1,533.00                         -   



                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   



                  200.00                         -   



                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   



               1,885.35                         -   



               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   



               4,146.00                         -   



                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   



               3,627.00                         -   



               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   



               1,752.00                         -   



               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 



                          -                   625.66 



                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   



                  500.00                         -   



                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   



                    92.77                         -   



                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   



             40,663.26                         -   



             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   



             59,019.43                         -   



             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 



                          -            429,738.40 



                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   



               8,208.27                         -   



             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   



               2,870.06                         -   



               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   



             26,263.01                         -   



             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   



           117,242.48                         -   



                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA



010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-017-611.01 AUDIT



010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT



010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS



010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)



010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT



010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION



010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS



010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS



010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE



010-018-362.99 MISC



010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT



010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY



010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR



010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY



010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST



010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1



010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-018-481.00 OVERTIME



010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY



010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-018-493.15 VEBA



010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   



                  135.78                         -   



               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   



             10,069.61                         -   



               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   



                  976.77                         -   



               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   



                  850.10                         -   



             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   



                  571.28                         -   



                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   



             12,420.00                         -   



               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   



               1,225.59                         -   



           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   



               7,403.22                         -   



                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 



                          -                2,008.00 



                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 



                          -              23,786.21 



                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   



                  669.72                         -   



             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   



             16,029.05                         -   



             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 



                          -                5,348.88 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 



                          -                   856.53 



                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   



             44,674.81                         -   



           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   



           153,013.28                         -   



             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   



             21,164.20                         -   



             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   



             13,853.60                         -   



             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   



               2,782.70                         -   



               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   



               3,359.34                         -   



                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   



                  325.74                         -   



               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   



             24,788.90                         -   



               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   



           264,045.62                         -   



                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   



                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-018-611.01 AUDIT



010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES



010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES



010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS



010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP



010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS



010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING



010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION



010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM



010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES



010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS



010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS



010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF



010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS



010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS



010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS



010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP



010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL



010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE



010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT



010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES



010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS



010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF



010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE



010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE



010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT



010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE



010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES



010-020-341.99-F077 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC



010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC



010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE



010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST



010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING



010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE



010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   



             21,166.11                         -   



               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   



             15,708.53                         -   



               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   



               4,547.74                         -   



               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   



                  883.25                         -   



               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   



               4,554.00                         -   



               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   



                  158.03                         -   



             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   



             55,524.04                         -   



                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 



               6,649.80                         -   



               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   



                  364.08                         -   



             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   



                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 



                          -            283,947.89 



                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 



                          -                   412.05 



                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 



                          -            461,085.46 



                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 



                          -                1,178.00 



                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 



                          -                   323.00 



                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                3,040.55 



                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 



                          -                2,210.00 



                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 



                          -                   102.70 



                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 



                          -                     85.75 



                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 



                          -                8,959.15 



                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 



                          -                1,073.26 



                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 



                          -              95,995.00 



                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL



010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE



010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE



010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE



010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL



010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES



010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE



010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS



010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING



010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE



010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE



010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS



010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP



010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION



010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION



010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL



010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES



010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT



010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT



010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR



010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR



010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER



010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER



010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST



010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2



010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL



010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3



010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3



010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY



010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS



010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-020-481.00 OVERTIME



010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME



010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP



010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP



010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX



010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 



                          -                   630.00 



                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 



                          -                3,783.00 



                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 



                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 



                          -              11,100.00 



                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 



                          -                6,215.99 



                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 



                          -                   200.00 



                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 



             65,835.54                         -   



             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 



                          -                4,731.35 



                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 



                          -              28,100.00 



                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   



               3,741.97                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   



             25,572.58                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   



             19,739.68                         -   



             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   



             55,614.45                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   



             11,370.19                         -   



             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   



             48,490.01                         -   



             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   



                    29.52                         -   



               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   



                  324.99                         -   



                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   



               5,503.67                         -   



               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   



               4,698.30                         -   



                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   



                  202.60                         -   



                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   



               4,759.69                         -   



                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   



                    92.85                         -   



             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   



                    56.56                         -   



                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT



010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT



010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-020-493.15 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA



010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA



010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA



010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE



010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE



010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   



                  879.79                         -   



             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   



             15,914.52                         -   



             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   



               8,531.43                         -   



                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   



                    52.50                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   



               1,287.50                         -   



             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   



             16,950.07                         -   



             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   



               7,250.50                         -   



               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                    33.04                         -   



                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   



                  936.05                         -   



                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   



                  128.50                         -   



                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   



               4,431.88                         -   



                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   



                    24.18                         -   



                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   



               2,343.64                         -   



                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   



               5,671.10                         -   



               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   



                  141.61                         -   



                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   



                  154.25                         -   



                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   



                    40.69                         -   



                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   



                    25.97                         -   



                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   



                    79.55                         -   



                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   



                  277.15                         -   



                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES



010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING



010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING



010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-020-611.01 AUDIT



010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)



010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM



010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   



                      1.22                         -   



               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   



                      2.00                         -   



                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   



                  181.35                         -   



                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   



                  362.34                         -   



                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   



               2,792.45                         -   



               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   



                  559.06                         -   



                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   



                    34.02                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   



               1,914.99                         -   



               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   



                  426.12                         -   



                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   



                    21.80                         -   



                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   



               1,022.54                         -   



               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   



                  262.27                         -   



                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   



                  468.89                         -   



                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   



                  272.73                         -   



                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   



                  173.13                         -   



                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   



               1,158.05                         -   



                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                  165.18                         -   



                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   



                  173.91                         -   



                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   



                  187.00                         -   



                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   



               1,141.06                         -   



               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   



                  644.39                         -   



                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   



               2,578.84                         -   



                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE



010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE



010-020-621.01 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE



010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE



010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING



010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING



010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE



010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES



010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES



010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST



010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL



010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS



010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES



010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   



                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   



                    16.67                         -   



                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   



                      2.15                         -   



                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   



                      2.24                         -   



                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   



                    60.35                         -   



                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   



                  917.42                         -   



                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   



                      6.32                         -   



                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   



                  401.80                         -   



                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   



                  626.72                         -   



                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   



                  523.88                         -   



             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   



             52,384.97                         -   



               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   



               1,983.04                         -   



             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   



               8,300.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   



               5,874.21                         -   



                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   



                  540.00                         -   



             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   



             31,477.67                         -   



                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   



                  290.06                         -   



               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   



                  300.12                         -   



                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   



               3,723.09                         -   



               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   



               7,405.00                         -   



                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   



               1,704.91                         -   



               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   



               2,231.10                         -   



               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   



                  449.41                         -   



                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   



             15,599.00                         -   



                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES



010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS



010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION



010-021-341.99 MISC



010-021-362.11 COPIES



010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR



010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2



010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-021-493.15 VEBA



010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-021-511.16 PRINTING



010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE



010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-021-611.01 AUDIT



010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-021-621.01 POSTAGE



010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT



010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS



010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES



010-022-362.99 MISC



010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2



010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-022-481.00 OVERTIME



010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-022-493.15 VEBA



010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   



                  469.30                         -   



                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 



               3,213.28                         -   



             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 



                          -                1,800.00 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 



                          -              40,095.72 



                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   



                  642.20                         -   



                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   



               6,437.42                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  378.49                         -   



               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   



                  164.63                         -   



                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   



                    26.21                         -   



                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   



                      7.65                         -   



                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   



                    10.28                         -   



                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   



                  191.47                         -   



                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   



                      5.83                         -   



                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 



                          -                5,022.86 



                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   



                          -              87,588.73 



                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   



                  310.18                         -   



               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   



               2,228.34                         -   



               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   



                  450.00                         -   



                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   



             10,718.24                         -   



           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   



               1,338.40                         -   



                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   



               4,900.00                         -   



               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   



             41,415.55                         -   



             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   



                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   



                  607.42                         -   



                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-022-611.01 AUDIT



010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-022-621.01 POSTAGE



010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST



010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES



010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES



010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-023-362.99 MISC



010-023-400.06 TREASURER



010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-023-611.01 AUDIT



010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT



010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES



010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS



010-025-362.99 MISC



010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES



010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL



010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL



010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL



010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-025-493.15 VEBA



010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-025-611.01 AUDIT



010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION



010-033-334.41 STF GRANT



010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL



010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES



010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   



                  260.00                         -   



               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   



                  757.16                         -   



               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   



                    74.70                         -   



               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   



               1,141.28                         -   



                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   



                  157.60                         -   



                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   



               1,513.83                         -   



               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 



                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 



                          -                3,227.00 



                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   



                      3.54                         -   



                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   



                  745.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   



               2,961.14                         -   



             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   



             70,736.87                         -   



                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 



                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   



                    45.90                         -   



                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               3,853.20                         -   



                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   



             38,624.25                         -   



                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   



                  287.46                         -   



                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   



               1,217.31                         -   



               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   



                  204.66                         -   



                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 



                          -            131,862.00 



                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   



               1,475.00                         -   



                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   



               1,320.26                         -   



               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 



                          -            393,831.00 



                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE



010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE



010-033-362.04 RENT



010-033-362.99 MISC



010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING



010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING



010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL



010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL



010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT



010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-033-611.01 AUDIT



010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT



010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES



010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE



010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE



010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING



010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING



010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE



010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE



010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS



010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER



010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL



010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES



010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES



010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX



010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS



010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE



010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE



010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-039-611.01 AUDIT



010-039-621.01 POSTAGE



010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS



010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER



010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES



010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION



010-039-700.04 COG



010-039-700.26 CASA



010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED



010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER



010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS



010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE



010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 



                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 



                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   



             68,976.00                         -   



               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   



               2,077.95                         -   



               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   



               7,129.52                         -   



                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   



               8,535.87                         -   



                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   



               2,108.87                         -   



                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   



               1,608.00                         -   



               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   



                  100.00                         -   



                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   



                  625.00                         -   



               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   



               3,643.74                         -   



               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   



               1,162.00                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   



             12,046.50                         -   



                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   



           397,845.56                         -   



           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 



                          -                9,357.61 



                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   



               8,000.00                         -   



                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   



               6,718.00                         -   



                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   



             27,361.75                         -   



               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   



             29,122.88                         -   



             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 



                  130.00                         -   



               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   



           150,000.00                         -   



               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   



               2,150.80                         -   



             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   



             37,850.05                         -   



               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   



           145,686.00                         -   



           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT



010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR



010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST



010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-040-481.00 OVERTIME



010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-040-493.15 VEBA



010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES



010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-040-611.01 AUDIT



010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE



010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM



010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE



010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-041-362.11 COPIES



010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-362.99 MISC



010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT



010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV



010-041-400.04 SHERIFF



010-041-401.08 SERGEANT



010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR



010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH



010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-041-481.00 OVERTIME



010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   



             21,679.86                         -   



             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 



                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   



               7,423.57                         -   



             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   



               7,617.96                         -   



                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   



                    56.85                         -   



                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   



                  240.45                         -   



                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   



                  383.44                         -   



                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   



                    35.96                         -   



               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   



               1,471.76                         -   



               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   



                    10.70                         -   



               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   



               2,393.78                         -   



               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   



                  127.31                         -   



                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   



               2,146.23                         -   



               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 



                          -                7,208.42 



                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 



                          -                   676.20 



                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 



                          -                8,849.56 



                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   



             69,995.81                         -   



             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   



           111,369.70                         -   



           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 



                          -                   450.00 



                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   



           141,626.60                         -   



           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   



             14,304.72                         -   



               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   



             61,858.99                         -   



           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   



             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-041-493.15 VEBA



010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES



010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-041-611.01 AUDIT



010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-041-621.01 POSTAGE



010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL



010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT



010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY



010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-042-481.00 OVERTIME



010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-042-493.15 VEBA



010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-042-611.01 AUDIT



010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT



010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS



010-043-331.02 BLM



010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS



010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   



               7,679.71                         -   



               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   



           437,486.93                         -   



                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   



               3,101.19                         -   



           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   



             76,945.95                         -   



             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   



               3,940.67                         -   



               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   



               3,603.78                         -   



               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   



               4,937.66                         -   



               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   



                  217.70                         -   



               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   



                  580.00                         -   



             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   



               6,894.24                         -   



             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   



               1,879.83                         -   



                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 



                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   



           175,000.00                         -   



                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   



               5,412.42                         -   



               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   



                  488.11                         -   



                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   



                  333.26                         -   



               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   



                  186.81                         -   



               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   



                    66.29                         -   



                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   



                    22.97                         -   



                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   



                      1.31                         -   



               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 



                          -              10,000.00 



                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 



                          -              87,986.00 



                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   



               7,500.00                         -   



             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT



010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT



010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT



010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT



010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL



010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES



010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES



010-043-350.01 FINES



010-043-362.03 DONATIONS



010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS



010-043-362.11 COPIES



010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT



010-043-362.99 MISC



010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT



010-043-400.04 SHERIFF



010-043-401.08 SERGEANT



010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN



010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST



010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF



010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY



010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE



010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK



010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH



010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-043-481.00 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME



010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME



010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX



010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT



010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT



010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-043-493.15 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA



010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA



010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE



010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 



                          -              94,466.20 



                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 



                          -            219,311.80 



                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 



                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 



                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 



                          -              43,330.04 



                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 



                          -                   300.00 



                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   



             39,519.39                         -   



             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   



             48,001.39                         -   



             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   



           117,400.95                         -   



             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   



           150,272.39                         -   



               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   



                  145.99                         -   



               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   



               8,313.38                         -   



             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   



                  108.62                         -   



           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   



           157,177.37                         -   



                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   



                      2.12                         -   



                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   



                  765.00                         -   



             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   



                    58.22                         -   



                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   



                  260.25                         -   



                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   



                      0.16                         -   



                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   



                      3.80                         -   



                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   



                    42.08                         -   



                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   



                      3.50                         -   



               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   



               5,082.78                         -   



                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   



           198,559.20                         -   



                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS



010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS



010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE



010-043-611.01 AUDIT



010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE



010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE



010-043-621.01 POSTAGE



010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING



010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR



010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES



010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES



010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES



010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE



010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL



010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE



010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-048-611.01 AUDIT



010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH



010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION



010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-059-611.01 AUDIT



010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD



010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS



010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE



010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE



010-069-362.99 MISC



010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION



010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION



010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   



             69,260.07                         -   



             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   



                      0.06                         -   



                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   



                      1.33                         -   



                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   



                  239.97                         -   



                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   



                  905.10                         -   



               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   



                    69.21                         -   



               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   



                  281.26                         -   



                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   



             27,478.49                         -   



               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   



                    26.75                         -   



               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   



                    68.50                         -   



             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   



             70,612.39                         -   



               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   



                  260.35                         -   



                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   



               6,955.73                         -   



                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   



             33,857.25                         -   



             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   



           603,207.03                         -   



                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   



                          -              26,080.48 



                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   



                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   



               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 



                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 



                          -                5,000.00 



                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   



                    47.51                         -   



               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   



               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   



               2,735.72                         -   



               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   



                  600.00                         -   



               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE



010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES



010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES



010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT



010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT



010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER



010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2



010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC



010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH



010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1



010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2



010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A



010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2



010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-074-481.00 OVERTIME



010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-074-493.15 VEBA



010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE



010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES



010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-074-611.01 AUDIT



010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT



010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT



010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP



010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW



010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS



010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES



010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT



010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 



                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 



                          -                5,981.75 



                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   



             22,836.00                         -   



                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   



           223,429.37                         -   



             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   



             15,225.93                         -   



             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



             22,510.53                         -   



             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   



               2,151.67                         -   



               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   



                    27.18                         -   



               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   



             55,377.26                         -   



               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   



               4,068.22                         -   



                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   



             13,540.00                         -   



             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   



           119,783.01                         -   



           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   



               4,891.08                         -   



                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   



               2,186.40                         -   



               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   



               1,448.29                         -   



                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   



               6,573.26                         -   



               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   



                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   



               1,043.07                         -   



             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   



               6,406.93                         -   



               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   



                  112.00                         -   



             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 



                          -                3,708.66 



                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 



                          -            214,014.00 



                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH



010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH



010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST



010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR



010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER



010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF



010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP



010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY



010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX



010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-077-493.15 VEBA



010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN



010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING



010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE



010-077-611.01 AUDIT



010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES



010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT



010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS



010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE



010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT



010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL



010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD



010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS



010-081-347.10 PARK FEES



010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES



010-081-362.03 DONATIONS



010-081-362.99 MISC



010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY



010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER



010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV



010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS



010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP



010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   



           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   



             86,506.73                         -   



                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   



               1,350.00                         -   



               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   



           109,082.15                         -   



               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   



                  243.03                         -   



             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   



                    34.32                         -   



           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   



             10,459.40                         -   



                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   



                      1.11                         -   



                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   



             58,785.53                         -   



                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   



               1,768.70                         -   



               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   



               2,366.19                         -   



               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   



             12,806.17                         -   



                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   



                  388.49                         -   



                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   



                  265.64                         -   



                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 



                  145.19                         -   



                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   



                  898.10                         -   



               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   



             27,088.50                         -   



                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   



               4,262.00                         -   



             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   



             33,645.75                         -   



               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 



                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 



                          -              16,418.00 



                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 



                          -              15,175.00 



                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   



                  979.66                         -   



               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   



                  300.00                         -   



               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-081-493.15 VEBA



010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE



010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE



010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY



010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES



010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-611.01 AUDIT



010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING



010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE



010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS



010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS



010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE



010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL



010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT



010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS



010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY



010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT



010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT



010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY



010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER



010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE



010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY



010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-086-481.00 OVERTIME



010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY



010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT



010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE



010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



010-086-493.15 VEBA



010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY



010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE



010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES



010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS



010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-086-611.01 AUDIT



010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE



010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE



010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS



010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR



010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP



010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   



             18,024.61                         -   



                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   



                    67.69                         -   



                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   



                    21.42                         -   



               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   



               1,798.20                         -   



                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   



                  985.00                         -   



                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   



                  117.31                         -   



                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   



               1,392.84                         -   



             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   



               8,506.59                         -   



                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 



               1,723.49                         -   



               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   



             14,779.87                         -   



                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   



             60,580.81                         -   



               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 



                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   



               8,344.00                         -   



               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   



             20,843.74                         -   



             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   



                    40.00                         -   



               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   



               1,557.37                         -   



               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   



                    77.94                         -   



               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   



             13,383.17                         -   



                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   



               1,741.87                         -   



                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   



               2,260.50                         -   



                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   



                  225.86                         -   



             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   



                  950.95                         -   



                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   



        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   



                    35.94                         -   



           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE



010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE



010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED



010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS



010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE



010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT



010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS



010-163-481.00 OVERTIME



010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION



010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE



010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE



010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT



010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT



010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



010-163-611.01 AUDIT



010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES



010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS



010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 



                          -            174,721.81 



                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   



                  551.06                         -   



               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 



                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 



                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   



             24,447.87                         -   



               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   



             31,149.31                         -   



                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   



                      8.92                         -   



                      3.09                         -   
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Misc. Contracts and Agreements 
No. 28708 



GRANT AGREEMENT 
ConnectOregon IV 



MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION FUND PROGRAM 2012 
Project Name: Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center 



THIS GRANT PROGRAM AGREEMENT, hereinafter referred to as "Agreement" is 
made and entered into by and between the STATE OF OREGON, acting by and through 
its Department of Transportation, hereinafter referred to as "ODOT," and Yamhill County, 
acting by and through its Board of Commissioners, hereinafter referred to as "Recipient," 
hereinafter individually referred to as the "Party" and collectively referred to as the 
"Parties." 



RECITALS 



1. By the authority granted in Oregon Revised Statute (ORS) 190.110, 366.572, and 
366.576, state agencies may enter into agreements with counties, cities, and units of 
local government for the performance of any or all functions and activities that a 
party to the agreement, its officers, or agents have the authority to perform. 



2. Pursuant to ORS 367.080 through 367.086, there is established the Multimodal 
Transportation Fund, separate and distinct from the General Fund, allowing for the 
issuance of lottery bonds for the purpose of financing grants and loans to fund 
Transportation Projects to public bodies and private entities that involve air, marine, 
rail or public transit. 



3. The Multimodal Transportation Fund Program began through ConnectOregon, a one 
hundred million dollar ($100,000,000) lottery-bond-based initiative approved by the 
Oregon Legislative Assembly in 2005 (Oregon Laws 2005, Chapter 816), to invest in 
air, rail, public transit, and marine transportation projects to ensure Oregon's 
transportation system is strong, diverse and efficient. The Oregon Legislative 
Assembly added an additional one hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) in 2007 
(Oregon Laws 2007, Chapter 859), Orie hundred million dollars ($100,000,000) in 
2009 (Oregon Laws 2009, Chapter 865 - HB 2001), and forty million dollars 
($40,000,000) in 2011 (Oregon Laws 2011, Chapter 624, HB 5036. The Multimodal 
Transportation Fund Program is focused on improving the connections between air, 
rail, marine and transit modes of transportation to reduce transportation costs to 
businesses, remove key bottlenecks, and increase connectivity. 



4. The receipt and use of Multimodal Transportation Funds and the execution of this 
Agreement by Recipient are subject to conditions imposed by ORS 367.080 through 
367.086 and Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) Chapter 731, Division 35. 



5. The Oregon Transportation Commission approved the projects to be funded under 
the Multimodal Transportation Fund Program at its August 2012 meeting. The 
Oregon Transportation Commission has set specific conditions on all approved 
projects and the inability to meet these Oregon Transportation Commission 
conditions may result in a loss of Project funding. Final approval for Project is 
subject to meeting all the Oregon Transportation Commission conditions as stated 
below. 
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6. Safety is of paramount concern to ODOT. ODOT encourages recipients of 
ConnectOregon grant funds to have safety as a high priority for all phases of work. 



NOW THEREFORE, the premises being general as stated in the foregoing Recitals, it is 
agreed by and between the Parties hereto as follows: 



I. TERMS OF AGREEMENT 



1. ODOT and Recipient agree that Recipient shall construct an intermodal 
transportation center, hereinafter referred to as "Project", further described in Exhibit 
A, attached hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. 



2. Project Cost is estimated at $1,802,400, which is subject to change. The 
ConnectOregon IV grant funds ("Grant Funds") are limited to $1,162,400 or eighty 
(80) percent of the total eligible Project Costs, whichever is less. Recipient has 
already met the required match. Based upon the ConnectOregon IV Grant Fund 
allocation allowed, ODOT agrees to pay the Recipient a maximum amount of 
$1,162,400, or eighty (80) percent of the total eligible Project costs, whichever is 
less. Eligible costs for this Project incurred after Recipient met its match obligation 
will be reimbursed at one-hundred (100) percent until the $1,162,400 limit is 
reached. ODOT cannot reimburse Recipient for any work performed, or for Project 
Costs incurred prior to the effective date of this Agreement. 



a. Recipient must provide matching funds in an amount equal to twenty (20) percent 
of the eligible Project Costs. Matching funds must be used for elements 
necessary for implementation of Project, including land, excavation, permits, 
engineering, payroll, special equipment purchase, rental or lease. Recipient is 
responsible for all costs in excess of the Grant Funds. All Project Costs other 
than the Grant Funds are hereinafter referred to as "Recipient Contribution." 



b. If Project is not completed in accordance with, or consistent with, the application 
and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution of the 
Agreement, incorporated by reference into this Agreement, and this Agreement 
as they each may be amended, Recipient shall pay back all of the Grant Funds 
to ODOT. Any funds disbursed but not used for the approved Project must be 
returned to ODOT. Recipient understands eligibility for Grant Funds applies only 
to Project costs incurred on or after the effective date of this Agreement. 



3. The term of this Agreement is effective on the date all required signatures are 
obtained and shall expire five (5) calendar years following the date all required 
signatures are obtained. 



II. RECIPIENT OBLIGATIONS 



1. Recipient shall perform Project work described in Exhibit A. 



2. Recipient shall comply with all requirements of ORS 367.080 through ORS 367.086 
and OAR Chapter 731, Division 35. 
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3. Recipient shall submit to ODOT's Project Liaison for review and approval monthly 
invoices and updated monthly progress reports on Project Key Milestones and 
Schedule in Exhibit A. 



a. The invoice must adhere to generally accepted accounting principles and will 
identify Project, Agreement number, Project start and end date, the invoice 
number or the account number or both, and will itemize all expenses as well as 
provide a detailed breakdown of funds expended to date and dollars remaining. 
In the event an invoice is not necessary during a specific period, an updated 
monthly progress report on Project schedule must be submitted separately each 
month reflecting continuous progress. 



b. The monthly progress report will be prepared using the ConnectOregon Monthly 
Progress Report (Form 734-2668), attached by reference and made a part of this 
Agreement, and will be submitted to the ODOT Project Liaison and ODOT's 
Connectoregon Program Manager, by the first Wednesday of each month. The 
fillable form can be downloaded on-line at the following address: 



http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/LGS/online.shtml. 



c. If Recipient anticipates Project key milestones will be delayed by more than 
ninety (90) days from the key milestones shown in Exhibit A, Recipient shall 
submit a Request for Change Order (Form 734-2648), which is hereby 
incorporated by reference, to ODOT's Project Liaison as soon as Recipient 
becomes aware of any possible delay. The Request for Change Order must be 
submitted prior to the milestone completion date shown in Exhibit A. The fiIIable 
form can be downloaded on-line at the following address: 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOTlHWY/LGS/online.shtml. 



d. Any changes to Project scope or delivery schedule must be approved by the 
ConnectOregon Oversight Committee or assigned designee prior to execution of 
an amendment to this Agreement. Recipient shall not proceed with any changes 
to Project scope prior to the Request for Change Order being approved by ODOT 
and the ensuing amendment executed. A Request for Change Order may be 
rejected at the discretion of the ConnectOregon Oversight Committee. The 
ConnectOregon Oversight Committee may choose to request review by the 
Oregon Transportation Commission. 



e. Recipient shall submit a written report to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager that identifies the number of jobs created or retained both during 
construction and after Project completion, as a direct result of this Project. The 
report must also include the number of jobs projected in the application. This 
report must also include data on the methodology which measures Project's 
success as described in the grant application. The report must be received within 
eighteen (18) months after the completion of Project. Recipient's obligation to 
provide this report will survive expiration of this Agreement. 
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4. Recipient must comply with ORS 280.518, which requires any economic 
development program financed with proceeds from the state lottery to display a sign 
in a conspicuous location on Project site or specify in the program information that 
Project is financed with proceeds from the state lottery. ODOT will provide standard 
signage as appropriate. If Recipient chooses to make a custom sign, it must be 
approved by ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager and Recipient shall be 
responsible for the cost of such custom sign age. If Project site is remote and a sign 
would not be visible to the public, then Recipient shall provide proof to ODOT's 
ConnectOregon Program Manager that ReCipient has specified in its program 
information that Project is financed with proceeds from the state lottery. 



5. Recipient must produce or provide, upon ODOT's request, any documents or 
information identified or referenced in Project application or in other documents 
provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution of the Agreement. These may 
include, but are not limited to, information pertaining to Project key milestones, 
schedule, budget and cash flow, feasibility, readiness to construct, permits, 
likelihood of completion within planned time frame, and other items related to 
completion of promised Project elements. 



6. Recipient shall provide documentation of having secured the Recipient Contribution 
prior to any construction (labor and material) costs being considered eligible for 
reimbursement and actually being reimbursed from Grant Funds. The Recipient 
Contribution must be available and committed for the duration of Project. Recipient 
shall provide this documentation to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



7. Recipient shall provide a pre-construction estimate based on the final design prior to 
any construction (labor and material) costs being considered eligible for 
reimbursement and actually being reimbursed. Project Costs will only be reimbursed 
through the design phase of Project until all applicable documentation is received. 
Recipient shall provide this documentation to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager. 



8. Recipient shall provide documentation of having acquired real property prior to any 
construction (labor and material) costs being considered eligible for reimbursement 
and actually being reimbursed. Project Costs will only be reimbursed through the 
design phase of Project until all applicable documentation is received. Recipient 
shall provide this documentation to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



9. Upon execution of this Agreement, Recipient shall require its Contractor(s) 
performing the work under this Agreement to name ODOT as an additional obligee 
on Contractor(s) bond. 



10. Recipient shall comply with all federal, state, and local laws, regulations, executive 
orders and ordinances applicable to the work under this Agreement, including, 
without limitation, the applicable provisions of ORS 279A, 279B and 279C. Without 
limiting the generality of the foregoing, Recipient expressly agrees to comply with (i) 
Title VI of Civil Rights Act of 1964; (ii) Title V and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973; (iii) the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and ORS 659A.142; (iv) 
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all regulations and administrative rules established pursuant to the foregoing laws; 
and (v) all other applicable requirements of federal and state civil rights and 
rehabilitation statutes, rules and regulations. 



11. Recipient shall, to the extent permitted by the Oregon Constitution and the Oregon 
Tort Claims Act, indemnify, defend, save, and hold harmless the State of Oregon, 
Oregon Transportation Commission and its members, Oregon Department of 
Transportation, its officers and employees from any and all claims, suits, or action of 
any nature arising out of activities of Recipient, its consultant, its contractor, its 
officers, subcontractors, agents, or employees under this Agreement. If Recipient is 
a local public agency, then Recipient's total liability shall not exceed the tort claims 
limits providing in the Oregon Tort Claims Act, ORS 30.260 and 30.300 for "local 
public bodies." 



12. Notwithstanding the foregoing defense obligations in the paragraph above, neither 
Recipient nor any attorney engaged by Recipient shall defend any claim in the name 
of the State of Oregon or any agency of the State of Oregon, nor purport to act as 
legal representative of the State of Oregon or any of its agencies, without the prior 
written consent of the Oregon Attorney General. The State of Oregon may, at 
anytime at its election assume its own defense and settlement in the event that it 
determines that Recipient is prohibited from defending the State of Oregon, or that 
Recipient is not adequately defending the State of Oregon's interests, or that an 
important governmental principle is at issue or that it is in the best interests of the 
State of Oregon to do so. The State of Oregon reserves all rights to pursue any 
claims it may have against Recipient if the State of Oregon elects to assume its own 
defense. 



13. Recipient acknowledges and agrees that ODOT, the Oregon Secretary of State's 
Office, the federal government, and their duly authorized representatives shall have 
access to the books, documents, papers, and records of Recipient which are directly 
pertinent to this Agreement for the purpose of making audit, examination, excerpts, 
and transcripts for a period of six (6) years after final payment. Copies of applicable 
records will be made available upon request. Payment for costs of copies is 
reimbursable by the requesting Party. 



14. If Recipient enters into a construction contract for performance of work on Project, 
then Recipient will require its contractor to provide the following: 



a. Contractor shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless ODOT from and against all 
claims, suits, actions, losses, damages, liabilities, costs and expenses of any 
nature whatsoever resulting from, arising out of, or relating to the activities of 
Contractor or its officers, employees, subcontractors, or agents under the 
resulting contract. 



b. Contractor and Recipient shall name ODOT as a third party beneficiary of the 
resulting contract. 
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c. Commercial General Liability. Contractor shall obtain, at Contractor's expense, 
and keep in effect during the term of the resulting contract, Commercial General 
Liability Insurance covering bodily injury and property damage in a form and with 
coverages that are satisfactory to ODOT. This insurance will include personal 
and advertising injury liability, products and completed operations. Coverage may 
be written in combination with Automobile Liability Insurance (with separate 
limits). Coverage will be written on an occurrence basis. If written in conjunction 
with Automobile Liability the combined single limit per occurrence will not be less 
than one million dollars ($1,000,000) for each job site or location. Each annual 
aggregate limit will not be less than two million dollars ($2,000,000.) 



d. Automobile Liability. Contractor shall obtain, at Contractor's expense, and keep 
in effect during the term of the resulting contract, Commercial Business 
Automobile Liability Insurance covering all owned, non-owned, or hired vehicles. 
This coverage may be written in combination with the Commercial General 
Liability Insurance (with separate limits). Combined single limit per occurrence 
will not be less than one million dollars ($1,000,000.) 



e. Additional Insured. The liability insurance coverage, except Professional Liability, 
Errors and Omissions, or Workers' Compensation, if included, required for 
performance of the resulting contract will include ODOT and its divisions, officers 
and employees as Additional Insured but only with respect to Contractor's 
activities to be performed under this Contract. Coverage will be primary and non
contributory with any other insurance and self-insurance. 



f. Notice of Cancellation or Change. There will be no cancellation, material change, 
potential exhaustion of aggregate limits or non-renewal of insurance coverage(s) 
without thirty (30) days written notice from Contractor's or its insurer(s) to ODOT. 
Any failure to comply with the reporting provisions of this clause will constitute a 
material breach of the resulting contract and will be grounds for immediate 
termination of the resulting contract and this Agreement. 



15. Recipient, and its Contractors, shall work as an independent contractor and shall be 
exclusively responsible for all costs and expenses related to its employment of 
individuals to perform the work under this Agreement including, but not limited to, 
retirement contributions, workers' compensation, unemployment taxes, and state 
and federal income tax withholdings. 



16. All employers, including Recipient, that employ subject workers who work under this 
Agreement in the State of Oregon shall comply with ORS 656.017 and provide the 
required Workers' Compensation coverage unless such employers are exempt 
under ORS 656.126. Employers Liability insurance with coverage limits of not less 
than five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) must be included. Recipient shall 
ensure that each of its Contractors complies with these requirements. 



17. Recipient shall, upon execution of this Agreement and as a condition to this 
Agreement, complete and file with the appropriate County Clerk, Exhibit B, 
"Memorandum of Agreement and Acknowledgment of ODOT Assistance", attached 
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hereto and by this reference made a part hereof. Recipient shall provide 
confirmation of this filing by forwarding to ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager a notarized copy of the recorded Exhibit B. By means of said 
acknowledgment of Recipient's financial obligations, the continued use of said 
property for public purposes, and the maintenance of the facility or service at a level 
consistent with normal depreciation or demand or both is recognized and attached to 
the property as conditions. Any interest in said property by ODOT is proportional to 
the state participation in Project. While in default of conditions of this Agreement, 
Recipient will be ineligible to receive state funds from any ODOT -administered 
program for any project on a street, road or property. The Memorandum of 
Agreement and Acknowledgment of ODOT Assistance shall remain in place for the 
useful life of Project. The useful life of Project is defined as twenty (20) years. 
Reimbursement to Recipient will not be made until a copy of the recorded Exhibit B 
has been forwarded to the ODOT Project Liaison. 



18. Recipient and ODOT's Project Liaison shall, upon completion of all on-site work for 
Project, perform an on-site review. Once review is completed, the ODOT Project 
Liaison shall recommend acceptance of Project by signing the ConnectOregon 
"Recommendation of Acceptance" (Form 734-2649), which will be signed by the 
ODOT Project Liaison and Recipient and is hereby incorporated by reference. The 
full text of the above referenced exhibit may be reviewed and downloaded at the 
following web address: 



http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/LGS/docs/Forms/COProjectAccept2649.doc 



19. Recipient shall, at its own expense, maintain and operate Project upon completion 
and throughout the useful life of Project at a minimum level that is consistent with 
normal depreciation or service demand or both. ODOT and Recipient agree that the 
useful life of Project is defined as twenty (20) years. Recipient has, by submitting its 
application for this ConnectOregon IV grant, represented and certified to sufficient 
funds and to its ability to operate and maintain Project. ODOT may conduct periodic 
inspections following the execution of this Agreement to verify that Project is being 
properly maintained and continues to serve the purpose for which Grant Funds were 
provided. This paragraph shall survive any expiration of this Agreement. 



20. Recipient certifies and represents that the individual(s) signing this Agreement has 
been authorized to enter into and execute this Agreement on behalf of ReCipient, 
under the direction or approval of its governing body, commission, board, officers, 
members, or representatives, and to legally bind ReCipient and shall provide ODOT 
proof of such authority upon request. 



21. Recipient's Project Manager is Tonya Saunders, Transit Manager, 535 NE 5th 
Street; Yamhill; OR 97128; telephone: 503-474-4910; fax: 503-434-7553; 
saunderst@co.yamhill.or.us or assigned designee upon individual's absence. 
Recipient shall notify ODOT's Project Liaison and ODOT's ConnectOregon Program 
Manager in writing when any contact information changes during the term of this 
Agreement. 
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1. Based upon the ConnectOregon IV Grant Fund allocation allowed, OOOT agrees to 
pay Recipient a maximum amount of $1,162,400, or eighty (80) percent of the total 
eligible Project costs, whichever is less. Eligible costs for this Project incurred after 
Recipient has met its match obligation will be reimbursed one-hundred (100) percent 
until the $1,162,400 limit is reached. 



2. Upon receipt and approval by OOOT of a monthly invoice and updated monthly 
progress report on Project schedule submitted by Recipient, OOOT shall reimburse 
Recipient for approved eligible costs. 



3. This Agreement is contingent upon issuance and sale of lottery bonds sufficient to 
fund Project. The Agreement is effective and work may begin upon execution of this 
Agreement, but OOOT's obligation to make Project payments is contingent upon the 
issuance and sale of lottery bonds by the State Treasurer. 



4. Each disbursement of Grant Funds by OOOT is contingent upon OOOT receiving 
appropriations, limitations, allotments or other expenditure authority sufficient to 
allow OOOT, in the exercise of its reasonable administrative discretion, to continue 
to make payments under this Agreement. 



5. OOOT shall monitor Project for compliance and notify Recipient in writing if it 
appears Recipient is failing to comply with Multimodal Transportation Fund Program 
reqUirements as specified in ORS Chapter 367; OAR Chapter 731, Oivision 35; the 
terms of this Agreement; or Recipient's application and documents provided by 
Recipient to OOOT prior to the execution of the Agreement. 



6. OOOT may impose sanctions against Recipient for failing to comply with the 
reqUirements governing the Multimodal Transportation Fund Program. Before 
imposing sanctions, OOOT will send a notice to cure to Recipient if Recipient fails to 
comply with Program requirements. OOOT will allow fifteen (15) days from the date 
the notice to cure is sent for Recipient to respond and correct the deficiencies noted. 
The following circumstances may warrant sanctions: 



a. Work on the approved Project has not been substantially initiated within six (6) 
months of the effective date of this Agreement or if continuous progress on 
Project has not been maintained for six (6) months; 



b. State of Oregon statutory requirements have not been met; 



c. There is a significant deviation from the terms and conditions of this Agreement 
or representations of Recipient's application and documents provided by 
Recipient to OOOT prior to the execution of the Agreement; 



d. Significant corrective actions have been found to be necessary to protect the 
integrity of the funds for the approved Project, and those corrective actions are 
not, or will not, be made within a reasonable time; 
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e. Key Milestones shown in Project schedule are delayed by more than ninety (90) 
days; or 



f. Failure to submit monthly progress reports as required in ODOT Obligations, 
Section 111.3, of this Agreement. 



7. One or more of the following sanctions may be imposed if the circumstances listed 
above are not remedied within the time specified in the notice to cure: 



a. Revocation of this grant award; 



b. Withholding of unexpended funds; 



c. The return of unexpended funds or repayment of expended funds; 



d. The barring of Recipient from applying for future assistance; or 



e. Other remedies that may be incorporated into this Agreement. 



8. The remedies set forth in this Agreement are cumulative, are not exclusive, and are 
in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or under this 
Agreement. 



9. ODOT's Project Liaison and Recipient shall, upon completion of all on-site work for 
Project, perform an on-site review. Once review is completed, ODOT's Project 
Liaison shall recommend acceptance of Project by signing the Connectoregon 
Recommendation of Acceptance (Form 734-2649), which will be signed by ODOT's 
Project Liaison and Recipient. Upon receipt of signatures by the Parties, ODOT's 
Project Liaison shall forward a signed copy to ODOT's Connectoregon Program 
Manager. 



10. After execution of this Agreement, ODOT's ConnectOregon Program Manager shall 
have authority to execute amendments to this Agreement on behalf of ODOT when 
the changes provided in the amendments have been approved through the "Request 
For Change Order Process" described in Recipient Obligations Section 11.3.d, of this 
Agreement. Such authority shall include modification to Project milestones, Project 
completion date, and the expiration date of the Agreement. Any other modifications, 
including without limitation to Project scope, Project Cost or grant amount may be 
effective only upon execution by all original signatories, or their assigned designee's 
in their absence. 



11. ODOT's Connectore~on Program Manager is Carol Olsen, Active Transportation 
Section, 555 13t Street NE, Salem, OR 97301, 503-986-3327, 
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us, or assigned designee upon individual's 
absence. 
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1. This Agreement may be terminated effective upon delivery of written notice to 
Recipient, or at such later date as may be established by ODOT under any of the 
following conditions: 



a. If Recipient fails to perform any of the provisions of this Agreement, or so fails to 
pursue the work as to endanger performance of this Agreement in accordance 
with its terms, and within ten (10) days or such longer period as ODOT may 
authorize, after receipt of written notice from ODOT, fails to correct such failures. 



b. The Legislature fails to approve, reduces, eliminates or otherwise interferes with 
appropriations of state expenditure limitation to the extent that legal authority is 
insufficient to enable ODOT, in its reasonable discretion, to continue making 
payments under this Agreement. 



c. ODOT, the Department of Justice, or a court of competent jurisdiction determines 
that state law, rules, regulation or guidelines are modified, changed, or 
interpreted in such a way that the activities described in Exhibit A are no longer 
allowable or no longer eligible for funding proposed by this Agreement. 



2. ODOT may impose one (1) or more of the sanctions described in ODOT Obligations, 
Section 111.6, of this Agreement, without prior notice and without opportunity to cure, 
in the event ODOT determines: 



a. Statements, information, or representations in the ConnectOregon IV application 
and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution of the 
Agreement, for Project were false, misleading, fraudulent or misrepresentations; 
or 



b. There has been a change in circumstances so that information provided in the 
application and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT prior to the execution 
of the Agreement, and relied upon in making the grant or loan, or representations 
conceming considerations in the selection of Project for ConnectOregon IV, 
pursuant to OAR 731-035-0060, are no longer true or accurate. 



3. Recipient may terminate this Agreement effective upon delivery of written notice to 
ODOT under any of the following conditions: 



a. ODOT fails to make payments due under this Agreement, or 



b. ODOT fails to perform any of the provisions of this Agreement, or so fails to 
pursue the work as to endanger performance of this Agreement in accordance 
with its terms, and within ten (10) days or such longer period as Recipient may 
authorize, after receipt of written notice from Recipient, fails to correct such 
failure. 



4. Any termination of this Agreement shall not prejudice any rights or obligations 
accrued to the Parties prior to termination. 
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5. ODOT and Recipient are the only Parties to this Agreement and, as such, are the 
only Parties entitled to enforce its terms. Nothing in this Agreement gives or shall be 
construed to give or provide any benefit, direct, indirect or otherwise to third persons 
unless such third persons are expressly identified by name and specifically 
described as intended to be beneficiaries of its terms. 



6. ODOT and Recipient hereto agree that if any term or provision of this Agreement is 
declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, unenforceable, illegal or in 
conflict with any law, the validity of the remaining terms and provisions will not be 
affected, and the rights and obligations of the Parties shall be construed and 
enforced as if the Agreement did not contain the particular term or provision held to 
be invalid. 



7a. The laws of the State of Oregon (without giving effect to its conflicts of law principles) 
govern all matters arising out of or relating to this Agreement, including, without 
limitation, its validity, interpretation, construction, performance, and enforcement. 



b.Any Party bringing a legal action or proceeding against any other Party arising out of 
or relating to this Agreement shall bring the legal action or proceeding in the Circuit 
Court of the State of Oregon for Marion County. Each Party hereby consents to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of such court, waives any objection to venue, and waives any 
claim that such forum is an inconvenient forum. 



c.Notwithstanding Section IV.7.b, if a claim must be brought in a federal forum, then it 
must be brought and adjudicated solely and exclusively within the United States 
District Court for the District of Oregon. This section applies to a claim brought 
against the State of Oregon only to the extent Congress has appropriately abrogated 
the State of Oregon's sovereign immunity and is not consent by the State of Oregon 
to be sued in federal court. This section is also not a waiver by the State of Oregon 
of any form of immunity, including but not limited to sovereign immunity and 
immunity based on the Eleventh Amendment to the Constitution of the United 
States. 



8. This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts (facsimile or otherwise) all 
of which when taken together shall constitute one agreement binding on all Parties, 
notwithstanding that all Parties are not signatories to the same counterpart. Each 
copy of this Agreement so executed shall constitute an original. 



9. This Agreement, Project application and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT 
prior to the execution of the Agreement, and attached exhibits constitute the entire 
agreement between the Parties on the subject matter hereof. In the event of a 
conflict, the body of this Agreement and the attached Exhibit A will control over 
Project application and documents provided by Recipient to ODOT. There are no 
understandings, agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein 
regarding this Agreement. No waiver, consent, modification, or change of terms of 
this Agreement shall bind either Party unless in writing and signed by both Parties 
and all necessary approvals have been obtained. Such waiver, consent, modification 
or change, if made, shall be effective only in the specific instance and for the specific 
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purpose given. The failure of eUher Party to enforce any provision of this Agreement 
shall not constitute a waiver by that Party of that or any other provision, 



THE PARTIES, by execution of this Agreement, hereby ackl10wledge that their signing 
representatives have read this Agreement, understand it, and agree to be bound by Its 
terms and cOllditions and that the parsons executing this Agreement have been duly 
authorized to do so, 



The Oregon Transportatton CommissIon at its August 2012 meeting approved the 
Gonneo/Oregon IV project application list and delegated authority to Blreciol' of the 
Oregon Department of Transportation to enter Into project agree 



Yamhill County, acUng by and through 
its Board of Commissioners 



By (XU,lL~ (t dt~/ 
Date I;;' -Id-IG?"~ ____ _ 



By __________________ _ 



Date _______ . 



APPROVED AS TO LEGAL 
SUFf',ICIENCY . () 



BYCi&:~<~ 
Recipient Counsel 



Date \7..111 (r "(. 
Recipient Contact: 
Tanya Saunders, Transit Manager 
Yamhill County 
535 NE 5th Street 
Yamhill, OR 97128 
503-474-4910 
sBlInderst@oo,yamhlll,or.us 



ODOT Contact: 
GarolOlsen 
ConneclOregon Program Manager 
ODOT Active Transportation Section 
565 131h Street N E 
Salem, OR 97301 
503"986<>327 
carol, e, 0 Isen@odoLstate,or.us 



Date -----t--C./-f----'--'----



,~PPROVAL RECOMMENDED /' "~ 



B~~'-V--t"---Freight Mobilii)/Maager " 



Date ~/yj S 
By ~p~ 
Active 'transportation Section Manager 



Date __ ....-.L(+(....,~...l.!J(~3;.L ______ _ 



APPROVED AS TO LEGAL SUFFICIENCY 



By Keith L. Kutlar, Assistant Attorney 
General by email dated Ootober 17"" 2012 
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EXHIBIT A 



Agreement No. 28708 



Application Number: 2T0218 



Project Name: Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center 



A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 



The Project consists of construction of an intermodal transit facility including an office 
building (approximately 700 sq ft) and a building for public restrooms, (approximately 
400 sq ft.) The office building will include space for Yamhill County Transit Authority 
administrative staff, drivers' break room, staff and driver restrooms, and storage room. 
The facility will include six bus bays, six passenger shelters, and bicycle parking. The 
project includes approximately 11,400 sq. ft. of concrete work for sidewalks, driveways 
and crosswalks on the transit property. 



B. PROJECT KEY MILESTONES AND SCHEDULE 



Project has six Key Milestones. Key Milestones are used for evaluating performance on 
Project and determining level of compensation for completed work as described in the 
Agreement. Key Milestones cannot be changed without an amendment to the 
Agreement. Recipient may shift the estimated Grant Funds shown below between 
milestones without an amendment to the Agreement, but shall not, under any 
circumstances, exceed the "Total Not To Exceed Grant Fund Allocation." Recipient shall 
report changes to the Estimated Amounts corresponding to each Key Milestone, shown 
below, in Recipient's Monthly Report to the ODOT Project Liaison. 



If Recipient anticipates Project Key Milestones will be delayed by more than ninety (90) 
days, Recipient shall submit a Request for Change Order to the ODOT Project Liaison 
as soon as Recipient becomes aware of any possible delay. The Request for Change 
Order must be submitted prior to the Key Milestone completion date shown in this 
Exhibit. 



The anticipated start date of Project is: 10/1/2012 



The estimated completion date of Project is: 10/30/2013 
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EXHIBIT A 



Table 1: Key Milestones 



Key Description 
Milestone 



1 Scoping and planning 



2 Right of way and land acquisition 



3 Permits 



4 Final plans/bidding engineering 
documents 



5 Construction contract award 



6 Project completion 



Total Project Cost 



Table 2 - Funding Breakdown 



A Total Not To Exceed Grant Fund Allocation 



B ConnectOregon IV twenty (20) percent required 
match 



C ConnectOregon IV Total 



D Other Funds In Addition to twenty (20) percent 
Required Match 



E Total Project Funding 



C. BUDGET 



Estimated 
Due Date 



NIA 



NIA 



2/30/13 



1/31/2013 



3/15/2013 



10/30/2013 



$1,162,400 



$290,600 



$349,400 



Total Not To Exceed Grant Funds payable to Recipient is $1,162,400. 



Estimated 
Amount 



$0 



$0 



$15,000 



$200,000 



$1,587,400 



$0 



$1,802,400 



$1,453,000 



$1,802,400 



Total Project costs are estimated at $1,802,400. The Connectoregon IV Grant Fund 
allocation for Project is $1,162,400. Recipient shall be responsible for any unanticipated 
costs over the identified ConnectOregon IV Grant Fund Allocation. 
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After recording, return to: 



EXHIBIT B 



Commissioners 



535 NE 5th St 



McMinnville, OR 



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF ODOT ASSISTANCE 
[State Recording Authority: ORS 93.710 and ORS 205.130(2)] 



Agreement Number: 28708 
Project Name: Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center 



Grant Agreement No. 28708 ("Grant Agreemenf') between the Yamhill County and the State of Oregon, 
Department of Transportation (ODOT) was executed on 1/'1/13. Pursuant to Recipient Obligations, Section 
11.17, of the Grant Agreement, upon the recording of this document, the Yamhill County will receive Grant 
Funds for Project described in the Grant Agreement. The property and assets under the jurisdiction of the 
Yamhill County will be improved with the assistance from the State of Oregon, Department of 
Transportation, in accordance with the terms of the Grant Agreement. Such assistance will be provided to 
Yamhill County, in reimbursement of costs associated with the Yamhill County Intermodal Transit Center. 
The use and disposition of said property is subject to the terms of the Grant Agreement, copies of which 
may be obtained from the Director of ODOT. A description of the improved property is attached. 



:;mhtJ,Zrt 
(Name of person 



(Notary Stam.~p~)~ssss~~~~_~ 



• 



OFFICIAl- SEAL 
ANNE M BRITI 



Title: Chat'!':, VtieVlh;/! e~ CrM1fVlis5(dl%'-rS '. .' NOTARY PUBLIC·OI'IEGON 
COMMISSION NO. 471B83 



IfN CbMMISSION EXPIRES OCT08E~ 05, 2016' 
State of Oregon: County of \JMY\h; It 



I 



Signed or attested before me on 12--) 11;/11-- by --,=k~s=It~e.-"""kw""""-',:",5~-----:-: 
(Date) (name(s) of person(s) 



&\'<~r::.' I.LM",-""~""",,~MJ..,,,£'-"--":..:L. ____ ,MY commission expires on _....!.i-".D-l-'f5""',j.lU""b'--__ 



STATE OF OREGON, DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 



By: ~~ (Notary Stam 
Dre/Capps 



Title: Active Transportation Section Manager 



Signed or attested before me on 1/r.Jt.3 by ~re I C'a~5 
. ) . ~ (Dah~) (name(s) of'person(s) 



~~~;)i!!2-t~ My commission expires on ~;/7;k()/i. 
Oregon Department of Transportation; 555 13th Street NE, Salem, OR 97301-4178. 
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Anne Britt 



i' :rom: Tonya Saunders , 



( 



Sent: 
To: 



Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:54 PM 
Anne Britt 



Subject: FW: Property Description 



Here's the legal description for the transit center project. 



Tonya Saunders 
Transit Manager 
Yamhill County Transit Area 
503.474.4810 
503.554.7887 
www.yctransitarea.org 



From: Scott Maytubby 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Tonya Saunders 
Subject: RE: Property Description 



Hi Tonya, 
The legal is: Lot 3,4,5 & 6 Block 13 of the Rowlands Addition 
Let me know if you have any questions. Below is a map of the property. 
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YAMHill COUNTY 
LEGAL tlESCRlPTION 



001 ACCOlJNT 1.)162754 



& 0461 ESMNT INSTR #1995/12948 



~i?,'{}itlil~(l!O .~!h F'J/o 
, ens 



Scott~ 
Assessor/Tax Collector 
Yamhill County 
535 NE 51h St, Room 42 
McMinnville, OR 97128 
503-434-7531 
503-434-7352 Fax 
mavtubbys@co.yamhill.or.us 



roo 
REVlstPll REI!!IIlUCS: (0", NO 



r,YES 
eGO 



XMT N'::xr SACl< + 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this communication is confidential and is only for use by the intended 
recipient. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient (or the agent or employee responsible to deliver it to the 
ntended recipient), you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender bye-mail and delete this 
communication from your system. Thank you. 
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Amendments to ROW Agreement: (BO 16-497) (BO-17-387) —link to document
Contract for Appraisal (BO 14-111) —link to document
Amendments to Appraisal Contract:  (BO 15-071) —link to document
Donation (BO 13-175) —link to document
Friends of YWT Maintenance Commitment Letter —link to document
Carlton Easement 1—link to document
Carlton Easement 2—link to document
Carlton Easement 3 —link to document
Carlton Easement 4—link to document


 
 
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: LGS-ConnectOregon
Cc: BLAIR Andrew; THIEL Katie; Tami.WEIL@odot.state.or.us
Subject: June 2018 MPR, ConnectOregon VI
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 3:42:43 PM
Attachments: June 2018 MPR, COVI.pdf


Good afternoon,
 
Please accept the attached Monthly Progress Report from Yamhill County for the period of May
2018.
 
IGA: 31632
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 



mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us

mailto:Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us

mailto:Katie.THIEL@odot.state.or.us

mailto:Tami.WEIL@odot.state.or.us
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 
 Overview of Actions and Responsibilities 



 
 



Who initiates the form? The ConnectOregon Project Recipient. 



Action required by the Recipient: Fill out the Monthly Progress Report and send it to 
the ODOT Project Liaison by the first Wednesday 
of each month. The ODOT Project Liaison is 
identified in the Notice to Proceed Letter or as later 
identified by ODOT if ODOT Project Liaison has 
changed.  At the same time, also send a copy to 
the ConnectOregon Program Manager at:  
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 



Action required by ODOT Project Liaison: The ODOT Project Liaison reviews the Monthly 
Progress Report. The ODOT Project Liaison 
contacts ConnectOregon Program Manager if 
Recipient is not submitting reports. 
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 ConnectOregon 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 



Part A: Project Details 
PROJECT NAME 



Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Bridge Construction 
REGION NUMBER 



2 
IGA NUMBER 



31632 
RECIPIENT NAME 



Yamhill County 
APPLICATION PROJECT NUMBER 



31632 
ADDRESS 



535 NE Fifth Street 
CITY 



McMinnville 
STATE 



OR 
ZIP 



97128 
REQUIRED MONTHLY REPORT DATE 



1st Wednesday of the 
Month 



PHONE 



503-434-7501 
FAX 



503-474-4908 
E-MAIL 



martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 
DATE OF THIS REPORT 



06/13/2018 



Recipient – Complete form, sign, date, and send 
form and any attachments to the ODOT Project 
Liaison.  Also send a copy to the ConnectOregon 
Program Manager: 
LGSConnectOregon@odot.state.or.us 
(Please use email link on instruction page.) 



RECIPIENT SIGNATURE DATE 



 



Part B: Key Milestone Monthly Report Instructions: 
1. Under “Description” below, enter the key milestones that are shown in Agreement (IGA) on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 



1.  Under “Estimated Due Date” below, enter the estimated due dates for each key milestone which are shown in IGA, 
or most current amendment,  on Exhibit A, Section B, Table 1. 



2.  “Anticipated Completion Date column”. If the key milestones are still anticipated to be completed on time, insert the 
same date shown in the “Estimated Due Date” column. If the Project is delayed, provide the date the Project is 
anticipated to be completed in the “Anticipated Completion Date” column. (If the estimated due date is expected to be 
delayed by 90 days or more, Recipient must fill out the “Request Change Order” form and return it to the ODOT Project 
Liaison with the monthly progress report.) 



3. Indicate percentage of work completed for milestones in the “Percentage Complete” column. 



4. Provide a brief written status update in Part C, then sign, date form and return it to the ODOT Project Liaison and provide 
a copy to ConnectOregon Program Manager. 



Description 
(List each milestone as shown in the ConnectOregon Agreement.) 



Estimated 
Due Date 
Shown in 



IGA, 
Exhibit A, 
Table 1 



Anticipated 
Completion 



Date 



Percentage 
Complete 



1. Land Use Planning N/A 6/15/2018 60% 
2. Preliminary Engineering and Permitting N/A 12/17/2018 0% 
3. Final Design: Plan Specifications & Engineering 4/30/2018 4/22/2019 0% 
4. Constuction Contract Award 11/20/2018 6/18/2019 0% 
5. Project Completion 10/31/2019 5/19/2020 0% 
6.                         



Part C: Provide a brief status update in the space provided below: 











Yamhill County completed it's land use application to the Yamhill County Planning Commission for adoption 
of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Comprehensive Plan into the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan. 
The public hearing was held on May 3rd, and the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted to approve 
the on May 31st. Yamhill County is currently drafting a Qualification Based Selection RFP for the planning, 
engineering, design, construction management, and inspection contract for services on this project. That RFP 
is expected to open on June 22, 2018 and close on July 20, 2018. 



 













From: Brett Henry
To: Laura Tschabold; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: Re: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:54:37 AM


Well done Todd. 


Brett


Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Date: 5/18/18 11:35 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>, Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>,
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>, Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>,
Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>, Stephanie Armstrong
<armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language


Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 
From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin



mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us





<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
 
All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be approved by the Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the
conditions ensure that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this matter that are the result of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton
segment.  Such plans are required prior to formal opening of a multi-modal trail in the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties, especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily
includes a requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners,
operators and residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a
final or master plan.  The conditions require approval by the Board of any design,
management and mitigation developed through the planning process.  The conditions also
require that the plans presented to the Board be developed through a collaborative and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 







ts
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 11:10:08 AM


Thanks.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 



mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
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Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 



mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us






From: Keri Hinton
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Board orders
Date: Wednesday, June 13, 2018 11:39:13 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan Application Packet_FINAL 6.6.18.pdf


This is what we thought was replacing BO 174
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 8:55 AM
To: Keri Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Board orders
 
Here is the Travel Oregon application package.
 
cm
 


From: Keri Hinton 
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2018 3:59 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Board orders
 
Here is what was scanned but let us know if this isn’t correct. J  BO 18-174 looks kind of funny with
that first page not really having anything on it that identifies it.  Did we lose the first official page?


Thanks,
 
Keri Hinton
Executive Office Specialist
Yamhill County Board of Commissioner’s Office
434 NE Evans St, McMinnville, OR 97128
hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph:    (503) 434-7501
Fax:  (503) 434-7553


 
OREGON PUBLIC RECORD


Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.



mailto:hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grants



 



Yamhill County
Laura Tschabold 
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991



Laura  Tschabold  
535 NE Fifth Street
McMinnville, OR 97128



tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
O: 503-434-7501
M: 503-474-4991
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Application Form



Project Overview
I have read the final Grant Guidelines posted on April 20, 2018* 
2018-2020 Competitive Medium Grant Guidelines



Yes



Grant Amount Requested* 
$56,250.00



Total Project Cost* 
$75,000.00



Project Name* 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan



Grant Project Contact* 
Is the grant project contact different from the applicant?
If selecting Yes, you must complete the contact information below.



Yes



Grant Project Contact Name 
Carrie Martin



Grant Project Contact Email Address 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us



Grant Project Contact Phone Number 
5034744991



Tourism Region* 
Select the tourism region(s) your grant project impacts:



Willamette Valley





http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2018/04/FINALMediumGrantsGuidelines2018.pdf
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Travel Oregon Key Initiatives* 
Please select which of Travel Oregon's Key Initiatives your project aligns with (select all that apply):
1. Maximize the economic return on public and private investments in Oregon
2. Drive year-round destination-oriented travel from Oregon’s key domestic and international markets by aligning 
and optimizing local opportunities
3. Develop destination-based products that are in concert with Oregon’s natural environment, support the 
stewardship of the state’s resources and its rich history
4. Provide strategic industry professional development and training opportunities



2. Drive year-round travel from Oregon's key markets



Narrative Questions (400-word maximum per question 
response)
Organization Description* 
Describe how the applying entity is governed (include leadership structure and any relevant experience in the area 
for which funds are sought). 



Yamhill County encompasses 709 square miles, and was created by the Provisional Legislature on July 5, 
1843. As a general law county, Yamhill County is governed by State of Oregon statutes and administered by a 
three-member panel of elected officials who serve as the Board of Commissioners.



Yamhill County has considerable experience managing grant projects from federal, state, and private 
sources. Many of these projects include collaboration with consultants and the public to produce plans and 
assessments. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan (2017) and the on-going Transit Development 
Plan (funded by an ODOT TGM grant) are two examples of County project management capabilities.



The County has also received several grants related to development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
(YWT). In 2013, the NPS Rivers, Trails, and Conservation Assistance Program awarded a technical assistance 
grant to Yamhill County to facilitate and develop a Concept Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. This grant 
resulted in a two-year process that allowed Yamhill County to identify partnerships, conduct surveys, solicit 
citizen input, and begin to establish a framework for what will become the YWT Master Plan.



In 2015, Yamhill County received a $1.7 million grant from the ODOT Transportation Enhancement 
program, and $126,000 from the OPRD Local Government Grant Program for acquisition of the railroad 
corridor that will ultimately become the YWT. The County is currently managing a grant from ConnectOregon 
VI for the preliminary engineering and design of three pedestrian bridges located on the trail.



County grant projects are administered by the following staff: Laura Tschabold, County Administrator; 
Ken Huffer, Deputy Administrator; and Carrie Martin, Grants and Special Projects Manager. The Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail, a local 501(c)(3) organization involved in the YWT project from inception, will 
assist with trail planning, funding, operations, and maintenance.



Project Description* 
Describe the project for which funding is requested (details should include the primary goals and objectives of your 
project).



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and clearly defined road 
map to advance a multi-modal transportation project from acquisition to construction. When complete, the 
17-mile YWT will offer an active transportation link between two counties and four cities in the heart of 
Oregon wine country, which will support and enhance regional recreation and tourism, while also 
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accommodating the movement of agricultural products and equipment. The development of a multi-phasic, 
actionable Master Plan will guide the county, stakeholders, participating agencies, and community partners in 
a collaborative and coordinated process that will enable the trail to progress toward construction. 
Additionally, this Plan will outline specific mitigation measures to minimize and/or eliminate impacts to 
adjacent landowners and farmers, as identified in Yamhill County’s 2018 Farm Impact Findings. The Master 
Plan will be consistent with the Yamhill County TSP, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides access to 
all county residents and visitors, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



This project, and the future development of the YWT, is a unique opportunity for Yamhill County to 
provide safe, convenient, non-motorized transportation and recreation that is accessible to all users. The trail 
accomplishes a number of regional goals, including: reducing the necessity for pedestrians and bicyclists to 
share narrow county roadways with motorists; connecting schools and residential areas with city centers; 
encouraging a healthy and active lifestyle among community members; and supporting economic 
development, regional agricultural, and wine and recreational tourism. This Master Plan project is critical for 
addressing all of these goals in a comprehensive strategy that will enhance the economic vitality of our 
community by promoting Yamhill County as a year-round visitor, convention, and event destination.



Need* 
Describe the need for your project.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan project is both timely and urgent. This project was 
initiated by local citizens more than 10 years ago, and has since been endorsed by community groups, 
businesses, regional tourism partners, land owners, and neighbors. Acquisition of the 12.48 mile corridor was 
completed In November of 2017, and the County must now move directly into facilitating a collaborative and 
coordinated strategic planning process that will become the YWT Master Plan. Though the trail will not be 
built in a single construction season, the Master Plan will establish a methodology and design for a multi-
modal transportation and recreation trail that can be constructed as funding and other opportunities are 
available. Important factors related to the timely development of a YWT Master Plan include:



• The YWT will provide safe inter-and-intra-city connections for non-motorized travel and recreation
• Students walking and biking to schools in the Yamhill-Carlton School District currently share the narrow 



roadways with motorists for the three-mile commute. The YWT project will provide a safe and convenient 
corridor for children traveling to-and-from school



• The YWT Master Plan and subsequent Phase 1 engineering and construction will help direct future 
partner city initiatives and guide public and private investments throughout the region



• The YWT project is rooted in the community and widely recognized for its potential to become a 
regional economic driver. The estimated increase in bicycle tourism spending will greatly impact local 
wineries, shops, restaurants, hotels, and other lodging. A recent national survey conducted by Rails to Trails 
indicated an average of 11.2 jobs was created for every one million dollars invested in community trails



• The greatest numbers of recreational tourists traveling County roads by bicycle and on foot arrive 
during the peak of agricultural season, creating frustrating and dangerous conflicts on shared roadways



Long-term Plan* 
What is your long-term plan for your project?



In November 2017, Yamhill County completed the acquisition of a 12.48-mile historic railroad corridor 
that runs parallel to Highway OR 47, near the City of Yamhill. When complete, the 17-mile trail will offer an 
active transportation link between two counties and four cities in Oregon wine country. The future Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail (YWT) is a multi-modal transportation project envisioned to support regional agricultural 
and recreational tourism by connecting rural cities, and delivering the first off-highway bicycle, pedestrian, 
and equestrian path in the Northern Yamhill Valley. The YWT Master Plan will provide a comprehensive and 
clearly defined roadmap to advance the project from concept to construction-ready, and will: establish non-
motorized intra-city transportation connections; offer a much-needed place for citizens to recreate, observe 
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nature, or commute; and enhance regional travel and tourism by providing access to areas outside the 
corridor--such as commercial retail areas, community facilities, and workplaces. The Master Plan will 
incorporate broad and significant public involvement, rail-to-trail best practices, alternative design scenarios, 
trail safety and security measures, trail design guidelines and standards, environmental impact, and 
implementation measures. The development of a multiphasic, actionable Master Plan will guide Yamhill 
County, community stakeholders, and participating agencies in a process that will enable the project to 
progress toward engineering and construction. The Master Plan will be consistent with Yamhill County 
Transportation System Plan (TSP) and Parks Master Plan, and will ultimately lead to a trail that provides 
access to all residents of Yamhill County, and accommodates a wide range of user types and abilities.



Measures of Success* 
How will you measure the success of your project, in the short-term and in the long-term? Be as specific as 
possible.



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) Master Plan will provide a comprehensive guide to transforming a 
railroad corridor into a multi-modal transportation and recreation trail that is regionally significant and will 
provide many diverse benefits to the surrounding communities. The Plan will evaluate and propose 
integrated guidelines for developing a trail that expands transportation choices for local communities, 
connects cities through a safe and convenient non-motorized corridor, supports regional and local economic 
vitality by linking citizens with existing commercial and recreational opportunities, saves public and private 
costs with compact land uses, promotes environmental stewardship, and enhances and expands regional 
tourism.



In the short term, the success of the YWT Master Plan project will be measured by Yamhill County’s ability 
to effectively manage the proposed scope of work within the allotted time frame, and to successfully engage 
participation from key stakeholders, participating agencies, and other community partners.



Long term success for this project will be defined by statistical data collected on the following:



• Annual trail usage
• Increase in redevelopment activities in surrounding cities
• Local and regional impacts on travel and tourism
• Visitor survey results
• Transient lodging tax and occupancies
• Community improvement initiatives
• Real estate market metrics, including property values and number of houses sold
• Job creation and retention
• Total annual wages attributed to trail user spending
• Feedback from adjacent landowners and farmers regarding mitigation effectiveness
• Ability to attract and retain new bicycle and running events



Community/Regional Objectives* 
Describe how this project complements and is consistent with your community and/or region’s current local 
objectives.



The YWT Master Plan project will assist the county in designing and planning a trail that meets the 
following objectives for Yamhill County and constituent municipalities:



1. Safe and convenient transportation choices. The YWT runs parallel to OR 47, and will provide this 
economically distressed area with safe alternatives to motorized transportation. The YWT project will 
provide strategic infrastructure in heavily trafficked areas, reducing the need for bicyclist/motorist shared 
roadways, and allowing commuters the option of safely utilizing alternative transportation routes to home, 
school, and work.
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2. Creation of communities. The project preserves a unique historic asset that will be used to create a 
regional trail system that connects popular recreation sites such as Hagg Lake, the Wapato Wildlife Refuge, 
and four (4) communities located in the scenic Yamhill Valley wine country. The area, already a popular 
destination for cyclists and running events such as the Wine Country Half Marathon and Cycle Oregon races, 
will provide a more enjoyable, comfortable, and convenient off-street pathway to further enhance bicycling 
and walking within the region.



3. Enhance and expand regional travel and tourism. As of 2004, Yamhill County accounted for 38% of the 
wineries in Oregon. Wine-related activities generate $1.4 billion of economic value statewide, with 24% of 
revenues attributable to direct sales from wineries. The YWT project will support economic vitality objectives 
through enhanced opportunities for tourism and recreation. One of the barriers to further tourism 
development identified in the 2009 Agri-Tourism Study is the need for greater transportation access and 
visitor amenities to increase the length of stays and encourage repeat visits to the area. The YWT creates a 
regional trail that will connect to local businesses and serve as an additional amenity to visitors.



Support* 
Demonstrate how this project has the support and involvement of the community. List any partners, sponsors, 
volunteers and their contributions and/or activities. (Support letters from these partners will also enhance your 
application.)



There is considerable local support for the development of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, as described in 
the accompanying letters of support. This application is also responsive to several community initiatives. 
Examples include:



• The Yamhelas Westsider Trail (YWT) project is identified as a community need in the Transportation 
System Plans (TSP) for Yamhill and Washington Counties, the City of Carlton, and the City of Gaston.



• The YWT project is consistent with 2009 Yamhill County Agri-Business Economic and Community 
Development Plan, Yamhill County Parks and Recreation Master Plan, and the Statewide Comprehensive 
Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) which indicate the need for transportation infrastructure and amenities 
such as recreational trails to further support agri-tourism economic development efforts.



• The YWT project is identified as a needed community development infrastructure project in the 2012 
Mid-Willamette Valley Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) and is consistent with CEDS 
goals and objectives to promote livable communities through improved access to recreation opportunities.



• This project is also listed as a regionally significant project by the Governor's Regional Solutions Team 
for the Mid-Valley area.



Letters of support from Visit McMinnville, businesses, economic development groups, and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail are attached to this application. The project is also supported by the cities of 
Carlton, Yamhill, and Gaston. Further, a majority of the YC Board of Commissioners approved this application 
for submission.



Impacts* 
In what ways does this project show potential to generate significant regional and/or local impact?



The YWT Master Plan project will comply with county and city TSPs, provide adoption-ready elements for 
partner cities and counties, and generate significant regional and local impact by:



• Decreasing motorized vehicle use, and therefore the operational friction caused by shared roadways, by 
allowing pedestrians and bicyclists safe and easy access to historic downtown areas, farmers’ markets, 
schools, restaurants, and local businesses
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• Increasing the overall transportation system capacity by removing bicycle and pedestrian traffic from 
OR 47 and adjacent country roads, allowing vehicles, freight trucks, and farm equipment to move with ease



• Supporting regional tourism and revitalization efforts within communities located along the rail 
corridor by creating an amenity that will attract tourists and link to key attractors such as retail shops, 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, and other community destinations



• Providing for a more efficient use of public resources by maximizing the use of existing infrastructure, 
promoting energy efficiency through trail lighting and design, and reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 
supporting and encouraging safe and convenient non-motorized travel



• Supporting the development of an environmentally responsible transportation system through the 
development of transportation modes (cycling, walking, and horse-riding) that result in greater energy 
conservation and reduced greenhouse gas emissions emitted by individual vehicle trips



• Including trees and other flora to improve drainage and reduce flooding, absorb pollutants and store 
carbon, and offer shade that reduces ozone production and extends pavement life, and provide a necessary 
habitat for wildlife. The YWT Master Plan will incorporate these and other landscape design techniques to 
ensure the trail experience is both beneficial to the community and enjoyable for visitors



• Connecting Yamhill County’s trail with the neighboring regional trail system in Washington County



Supporting Documents
NOTE: You can only upload a single file in each upload field. For example, all support letters must be combined into 
a single document to upload. Learn more about how to combine documents into a single pdf.



Entity's Federal W-9 Form* 
Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf



Budget* 
Use the grant budget template provided



Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf



Grant Timeline* 
Project timeline, including benchmark dates outlined in the Grants Guidelines and approximate grant project 
planning meeting dates, project benchmarks, etc.



Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf



Support Letters* 
A minimum of two support letters are required



YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf



Matching Funds Letters* 
Provide a letter or signed statement of financial commitment for the matching funds from each contributing 
partners.



Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf





https://www.wikihow.com/Merge-PDF-Files


http://industry.traveloregon.com/content/uploads/2017/06/Grant-Budget.xlsx
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Financials* 
Board-approved “Profit & Loss” statement, “Balance Sheet” from most recently completed fiscal year and proof of 
Federal Tax ID (IRS tax exempt determination letter).



Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf



Signage Documentation 
If your grant project involves signage of any kind, you are required to gather and submit letters from all required 
local, regional or state sign authorities involved, demonstrating approval to place signage on their land/property 
during the time-frame of the grant.



Distribution Plan 
If producing collateral you must describe your distribution plan, including budgeted costs.



Construction Permitting 
If your grant project involves infrastructure development/construction you must include plan drawings and 
approval from permitting authorities if required locally.
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Yamhill County w-9 form.pdf
•   Travel Oregon YWT Master Plan Grant-Budget.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Project Timeline.pdf
•   YWT Letters of Support_6.06.18.pdf
•   Travel Oregon Cash Match 060618.pdf
•   Yamhill County FY18 Financial Report as of 4.1.18.pdf
 

















Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind
Travel Oregon 
Matching Grant $56,250.00 



Yamhill County Cash Match (25%) $18,750.00 
ODOT TGM Grant Funding $50,000.00 



SUB TOTAL INCOME $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL INCOME



LINE
ITEM Cash In-Kind Cash In-Kind



1 Master Planning and Design Contractor $125,000.00 
2
3
4



SUB TOTAL EXPENSES $125,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES



Yamhill County
Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan
INCOME



BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 



OTHER INCOME
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EXPENSES
BUDGET Actual



$125,000.00 $0.00 











Travel Oregon Medium Grant 
Yamhill County – Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan: Project Timeline 



TASK START DATE COMPLETION 
DATE 



Milestone 1: Project Initiation and Administration 7/23/18 10/01/18 
• Award notification and Notice to Proceed 7/23/18 7/23/18 
• Signed contract due to Travel Oregon 7/23/18 8/03/18 
• Establish Project Management Team (PMT) 7/23/18 7/27/18 
• Establish Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Establish project website 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Identify key stakeholders 8/01/18 10/01/18 
• Develop Request for Proposals (RFP) 7/30/18 8/31/18 
• Request for Proposals (RFP) Open 9/03/18 10/03/18 
• Advertise Request for Proposals (RFP) 9/03/18 9/07/18 
• Establish RFP review committee 9/10/18 10/03/18 
• Review proposals and rank contractors 10/15/18 10/19/18 
• Make recommendation for contractors to YC Board of 



Commissioners (BOC) 
10/23/18 10/25/2018 



• YC Board of Commissioners approval of contractor 10/25/18 10/25/18 



Milestone 2: Project Opportunities and Constraints 10/25/18 02/28/19 
• Notice to Proceed to Contractor 11/01/18 11/01/18 
• Kick-off Meeting with Contractor 11/05/18 11/05/18 
• Key stakeholder meeting 11/12/18 01/31/19 
• Develop Technical Memorandum (TM) to include all 



transportation and land use features 11/12/18 02/21/19 



• Identify natural and cultural resources 11/12/18 02/28/19 
• Identify key connections 11/12/18 02/28/19 



Milestone 3: Conceptual Trail Options 3/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates Complete 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates submittal 4/01/19 4/16/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Open house 4/01/19 4/30/19 
• Draft Master Plan 1 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 4/16/19 4/25/19 



Milestone 4: Draft Master Plan with Cost Estimates 5/01/19 5/31/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates Complete 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates submittal 5/01/19 5/17/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Open house 5/01/19 5/24/19 
• Draft Master Plan 2 with Cost Estimates approved by YC BOC 5/17/19 5/30/19 



Milestone 5: Final Master Plan and Adoption Process 6/01/19 6/30/19 



• Final Master Plan Document with Cost Estimates Complete 6/01/19 6/21/19 
• Final design submittal 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Key stakeholder meeting 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Open house 6/01/19 6/28/19 
• Final design approved by YC BOC 6/21/19 6/28/19 



Final project report to Travel Oregon 7/23/19 7/23/19 
 

















  Office • 328 NE Davis Street, Suite #1, McMinnville, OR 97128     Website • visitmcminnville.com     Phone • 503-857-0182     Email • info@visitmcminnville.com 



May 24, 2018 



Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



Sincerely, 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 

















November 5, 2015 



Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 
Attn: Laura Tschabold 
343 NE Evans 
McMinnville. Or 97128 



Re: Yarnhelas Wcstsider Trail 



Dear Yamhill County Board of Commissioners, 



We am writing to tell how excited we are about,lhc development of the Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail as it would warrant an investment in a company we are creating called 
"Silo Cycles." 



We have properly directly along the trail in Carlton. On this properly there are several 
grain silos. In the future, once the trail is completed we would like lo convert one of the 
grain silos into a bike rental and repair facility. Given an average amount of traffic for 
recreational bike trails, we expect lo hire at least two full time and two part time 
employees to staff the business. 



We will keep in touch with the progress of the !tail's development. We hope the county 
will be successful in obtaining the grant for this project. We will continue to work with 
volunteers and we plan to attend a work session in Carlton on November 14th. Let us 
know if we ciu1 be of any assistance in lhe continued progress of the trail. 



Thank you, A. 



l� ,,_,,,./---" '>�-



Kris and Susan Stubberfield 

















November 16, 2015 



Mr. Terry Cole 



ODOT Region 2 Headquarters 



455 Airport Road, Building B 
Salem, Oregon 97301-5395 



Dear Mr. Cole, 



On behalf of the Washington County Department of Land Use and Transportation, I would like to state 
my support for Yamhill County's Yamhelas Westsider Trail project and that county's effort to secure 



2018 21 STIP Enhance and Connect Oregon funds for further project development. Because one mile 



of the trail would be located in Washington County, my staff has been involved with the project since 
2012, participating in coordination meetings and providing grant writing assistance. As the project 
progresses, the department intends to continue its support with similar in-kind services. With the help 



of state grant funding, the trail would: 



• Create a new transportation corridor linking Yamhill and Washington counties, the first regional



bicycle/pedestrian pathway in the Yamhill Valley.
• Address ongoing safety concerns along Oregon Highway 47 and nearby rural roads, providing



increasing bicycle traffic a safe alternative to existing roads.
• Create needed infrastructure for bicycle and pedestrian commuters and recreational users



throughout the corridor.
• Provide safe access to school for students and employees of the Gaston and Yamhill-Carlton school



districts.
• Preserve the corridor for future transportation needs.
• Increase tourist trips and overnight stays in the Yamhill Valley.



With Washington County's assistance, this project was awarded $1.4 million from the ODOT 
Transportation Alternatives and Oregon Pedestrian & Bicycle Program Funding Program for railroad 



right of way acquisition. Additional state support would bring much-needed project development 
resources and bring the Yam he las Westsider Trail closer to implementation. 



Please lend your support to this important project. 



Sincerely, 



/J f) r.[tLL1J {))/'---
Andrew Singelakis, AICP 



Director, Land Use & Transportation 



Cc: Yamhill County Board of Commissioners 



Jayne Mercer, Yamhill County Grants and Special Projects Manager 
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Office of County Administrator 



 
            
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 6, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
 
Re:  Matching Funds for Yamhill County Grant Request 
 
 
Dear Michelle: 
 
On May 31, 2018 the Yamhill County Board of Commissioners voted in the majority (Board Order 18-
174) to approve an application to Travel Oregon for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Master Plan. 
 
This approval includes a financial commitment of a cash match of $18, 750 from county funds. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you need more information. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
 
 
Laura S. Tschabold 
County Administrator 
 
 
  
 
  



 



LAURA S. TSCHABOLD 
COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 
 
KEN HUFFER 
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR 
   











Account Name
CASH  
CASH OVER/SHORT
OTHER INVESTMENTS
BOND PREM ,DISC & EARN FOR DISTRIBUTION
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS
PETTY CASH/CHANGE FUNDS JUVENILE
PETTY CASH/CHECKING ACCT
PREPAID EXPENSE
CLERK CASH IN TRUST
CLRK M37 CASH IN TRUST
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
AR DISTRICT ATTORNEY
TAXES RECEIVABLE
INSURANCE REC
LAND
BUILDINGS
MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ASSETS
DATA PROCESSING
ALLOW DEPR-BUILDINGS
ALLOW DEPR-MACH&EQUIP
ALLOW DEPR-GEN ASSETS
ALLOW DEPR-DP
FEB 97 EMP PR LOAN
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
PAYROLL PAYABLE
MEDICARE TAX
FEDERAL TAXES
STATE TAXES
FICA TAXES
WORKMANS COMP ASSESSMENT
T-670
OPEU
FAMILY CANCER
OREGON PROCESSORS EMPLOYERS TRUST
OREGON SAVINGS GROWTH PLAN
SBA (TC 763)
MISC
RETIREMENT BENEFIT
PERS
PEBSCO DEFERRED COMP
PROVIDENCE HEALTH PLAN
M.O.N.Y LOAN



 $             6,660,578.89  $                            -   



                               -                          1,346.33 
                               -                        94,773.65 
                               -                          9,969.59 
                               -                        43,503.31 
                               -                             473.45 



                        148.30                                  -   



                               -                          1,614.54 
                               -                          1,266.25 
                               -                      110,219.55 



                        975.67                                  -   
                               -                             230.62 
                               -                          2,273.50 



                               -                   3,754,375.71 
                               -                   2,101,377.77 
                               -                      895,168.27 



                               -                          2,653.50 
                               -                             328.52 



                        329.73                                  -   
                               -                      131,065.42 
                               -                        36,195.22 



                     3,764.65                                  -   
                               -                        13,754.10 
                               -                             172.72 



                               -                   4,192,029.85 



                 993,420.60                                  -   
              8,548,474.36                                  -   
              4,590,518.33                                  -   



                          22.60                                  -   
              1,691,341.99                                  -   



                               -                        12,664.94 



                          50.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   
                        600.00                                  -   



              2,696,764.66                                  -   
              1,203,604.53                                  -   



                               -                          8,974.30 
                               -                          1,820.00 



                     1,225.83                                  -   



                        590.00                                  -   
                        400.00                                  -   
                        250.00                                  -   



                        200.00                                  -   



                          35.00                                  -   
                     1,100.00                                  -   
                          20.00                                  -   



                          26.58                                  -   
            25,112,411.82                                  -   



                               -                        37,680.25 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                     1,300.00                                  -   
                     1,000.00                                  -   











DEPENDENT CARE
MEDICAL SPENDING ACCOUNT
VEBA BENEFIT
KAISER-PERMANENTE
PERS UNIT PURCHASE
OSGP LOAN
ICMA DEFERRED
BASIC LIFE & STD EMPLYR PD
PROVIDENCE GOOD HEALTH PLAN
VOLUNTARY LIFE
SHERIFF'S CAP SPLIT
YCDDA UNION DUES (TC 767)
VISION INSURANCE LIABILITY
LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE
DEFERRED REVENUE
LEAVE ACCRUAL PAYABLE
DEPOSITS
RECORD DEPOSITS/RETURN
LICENSE DEPOSITS/RETURN
DEPOSITS
RESERVE FOR ENCUM
INVESTMENT IN LAND
INVESTMENT IN BUILDINGS
INVESTMENT IN MACH&EQUIP
INVESTMENT IN GEN ASSETS
INVESTMENT IN CWIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-BUILDINGS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-MACH&EQUIP
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-GEN ASSESTS
ACCUM DEPR ALLOW-DP
ENCUMBRANCE
BB
BEG BALANCE RESERVED
Total from Income Statement



84,298,658.54$       84,298,658.54$         



                               -                   2,370,013.77 
                               -                   2,451,282.00 



28,294,081.91$       40,461,405.41$         



                               -                               29.90 



                               -                   1,203,604.53 
              4,192,029.85                                  -   
              3,968,149.70                                  -   



                               -                   8,548,474.36 
                               -                   4,801,547.39 
                               -                   2,696,764.66 



                               -                          1,994.72 
                               -                   1,598,715.55 
                               -                      834,032.94 



              2,101,377.77                                  -   
                 892,423.34                                  -   



                               -                          1,100.00 
                          29.90                                  -   



                               -                      993,420.60 



                     1,391.42                                  -   
                               -                        16,139.23 
                               -                             168.25 



                               -                          1,932.21 



                               -                          3,436.73 
                               -                      148,113.59 
                               -                          3,316.00 



                               -                               33.37 
                               -                               56.48 
                               -                          8,830.80 



                               -                               84.73 
                               -                             180.00 



                               -                             804.16 
                               -                        21,555.05 
                               -                        16,341.03 



                               -                             770.83 











Account Number Account Name
010-002-311.01 CURRENT TAXES
010-002-311.02 PRIOR YR TAXES
010-002-332.01 O&C FUNDS
010-002-335.01 AMUSEMENT TAX
010-002-335.02 CIGARETTE TAX
010-002-335.03 LIQUOR TAX
010-002-335.36 MARIJUANA TAX
010-002-361.01 POOL INTEREST
010-002-361.03 BOND INTEREST
010-002-362.99 MISC
010-002-390.06 TRANSFER FROM SOLID WASTE
010-010-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-010-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-010-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-010-362.99 MISC
010-010-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-010-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-010-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-010-401.19 FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-401.30 SR MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-010-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-010-401.43 PERSONNEL OFFICER/RISK MANAGER
010-010-401.53 COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.54 DEPUTY COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR
010-010-401.56 ASSISTANT FINANCIAL MANAGER
010-010-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-010-402.04 ACCOUNTING CLERK 2
010-010-402.14 SENIOR ACCT CLERK
010-010-402.21 HR ASSISTANT
010-010-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-010-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-010-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-010-481.00 OVERTIME
010-010-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-010-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-010-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-010-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-010-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-010-493.15 VEBA
010-010-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-010-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-010-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-010-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-010-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-010-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-010-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-010-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-010-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-010-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-010-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-010-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-010-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-010-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-010-611.01 AUDIT
010-010-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-010-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-010-621.01 POSTAGE
010-010-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-010-680.08 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-010-683.04 PRINTING
010-010-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-010-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-010-780.05 INTERNAL MOTOR POOL



                          -       20,310,342.61 
                          -            439,214.71 
                          -              65,000.00 



YAMHILL COUNTY
Trial Balance by Fund



As of April 30, 2018
FUND 010: GENERAL FUND



Debit Credit



                          -                   119.10 
                          -              89,000.00 
                          -            185,742.04 



                          -            343,655.35 
                          -            139,074.82 
                          -            205,382.24 



                          -                4,310.09 
                          -              50,251.89 
                          -            379,524.60 



             67,551.04                         -   
             36,276.56                         -   
                    50.00                         -   



                          -                9,200.00 
                          -            574,547.82 
                          -                     20.47 



                          -                1,331.34 
                          -                     32.72 
                          -                3,122.34 



             58,349.43                         -   
             67,636.63                         -   
             17,365.28                         -   



             35,209.39                         -   
             50,299.38                         -   
             12,045.37                         -   



             34,170.03                         -   
             53,806.25                         -   
           116,485.11                         -   



             34,416.19                         -   
             96,939.11                         -   
           121,696.74                         -   



                    29.48                         -   
             12,710.23                         -   
               8,381.00                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
               5,926.73                         -   
               1,026.47                         -   



               3,895.45                         -   
               1,214.05                         -   
                  607.71                         -   



               1,220.00                         -   
               3,122.43                         -   
                  173.43                         -   



               1,672.69                         -   
               9,450.00                         -   
             12,137.60                         -   



               1,335.37                         -   
                  752.66                         -   
                  295.00                         -   



                  195.00                         -   
               1,087.85                         -   
               5,044.85                         -   



                  234.83                         -   
             38,561.24                         -   
               8,374.59                         -   



               6,970.05                         -   
                  239.97                         -   



                  390.00                         -   
               4,405.99                         -   
             21,803.25                         -   



               1,386.46                         -   
                  127.99                         -   
               1,189.82                         -   











010-010-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-010-780.18 CO INT EXPENSE
010-010-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-012-301.02 BEG BALANCE RESERVED
010-012-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-012-341.02 FILING FEES
010-012-341.05 TRANSFER FEE
010-012-341.22 HANDLING CHARGE
010-012-341.99 MISC
010-012-345.15 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-012-350.07 TAX PUBLICATIONS
010-012-350.13 TAX WARRANTS
010-012-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-012-362.99 MISC
010-012-380.60 INT TRNSFR FR PW
010-012-380.65 INT TFR FR SURVEYOR/CORNER RESTORE/GIS
010-012-400.02 ASSESSOR
010-012-401.04 ASSIST ASSESSOR
010-012-401.26 OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-012-401.32 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
010-012-401.49 SUPERVISING CHIEF APPRAISER
010-012-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-012-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-012-403.01 APPRAISER 1
010-012-403.02 APPRAISER 2
010-012-403.03 APPRAISER 3
010-012-403.07 APPRAISER TRAINEE
010-012-403.08 ASSESSMENT DATA ANALYST
010-012-403.27 SENIOR CARTOGRAPHER
010-012-403.71 SR OFFICE SPEC TECH
010-012-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-012-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-012-481.00 OVERTIME
010-012-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-012-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-012-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-012-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-012-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-012-493.15 VEBA
010-012-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-012-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-012-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-012-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-012-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-012-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-012-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-012-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-012-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-012-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-012-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-012-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-012-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-012-611.01 AUDIT
010-012-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-012-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-012-621.01 POSTAGE
010-012-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-012-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-012-680.02 EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
010-012-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-012-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-012-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-012-695.10 RECORDING FEES
010-012-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-012-700.01 STATE OF OREGON
010-012-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-012-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-012-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-012-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT



               7,906.00                         -   



                          -              18,689.25 
                          -                   750.25 
                          -              15,390.75 



                          -            285,347.00 
                          -            375,359.62 
                          -                6,667.57 



                    41.90                         -   
                  548.68                         -   
                          -            900,482.42 



                          -              30,000.00 
             64,811.78                         -   
             61,552.51                         -   



                          -                4,038.00 
                          -                     38.98 
                          -              25,000.00 



                          -                2,778.00 
                          -              35,361.07 
                          -              29,024.87 



             92,336.40                         -   
             45,461.69                         -   
               3,360.80                         -   



               2,148.88                         -   
           110,787.06                         -   
             33,120.01                         -   



             42,191.34                         -   
             50,763.95                         -   
             54,342.72                         -   



                  837.50                         -   
             10,095.74                         -   
             43,167.80                         -   



               1,960.00                         -   
                  642.34                         -   
               2,067.96                         -   



             54,823.49                         -   
             46,579.63                         -   
             28,908.97                         -   



               4,451.59                         -   
                  246.30                         -   
             13,435.98                         -   



             15,100.00                         -   
             19,394.44                         -   
               2,078.51                         -   



           118,692.53                         -   
           209,571.21                         -   
                  325.65                         -   



             11,150.61                         -   
             23,718.37                         -   
               1,101.15                         -   



               5,480.44                         -   
             10,822.53                         -   
             44,610.00                         -   



               1,404.47                         -   
                  637.29                         -   
                  306.63                         -   



               2,111.35                         -   
             73,437.98                         -   
               1,422.00                         -   



               2,244.19                         -   
               1,477.89                         -   
                  683.00                         -   



               4,917.90                         -   
               9,934.16                         -   
             18,124.24                         -   



             10,400.38                         -   



             18,474.75                         -   
               9,751.73                         -   
               3,273.48                         -   



             16,368.00                         -   
             10,134.79                         -   
             10,745.00                         -   











010-012-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-012-780.17 INT POSTAGE CHARGES
010-012-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-012-800.02 OFFICE EQUIPMENT
010-013-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-013-362.99 MISC
010-013-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-013-400.01 COMMISSIONERS
010-013-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-013-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-013-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-013-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-013-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-013-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-013-493.15 VEBA
010-013-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-013-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-013-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-013-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-013-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-013-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-013-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-013-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-013-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-013-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-013-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-013-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-013-611.01 AUDIT
010-013-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-013-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-013-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-013-692.16 AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIP
010-013-699.00-BOC1 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC2 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-699.00-BOC3 COMMISSIONERS DISCRETIONARY
010-013-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-013-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-013-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-013-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-013-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-015-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-015-322.20-A003 MARRIAGE LIC 3 DAY WAIVER
010-015-322.21-A003 MARRIAGE LICENSE
010-015-322.22-A003 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.22-A008 FAMILY VIOLENCE FEE
010-015-322.23-A008 DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP CONTRACTS
010-015-322.24-A003 MARRIAGE LIC AMENDMENT
010-015-322.27-A003 MARRIAGE CEREMONY
010-015-322.28-A003 MARRIAGE LIC CERTIFIED COPIES
010-015-334.29-A004 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-015-340.99-A002 ONLINE RECORDS ACCESS
010-015-341.02-A001 FILING FEES
010-015-341.04-A002 RECORDING
010-015-341.07-A002 CO LIENS
010-015-341.08-A003 PASSPORTS
010-015-341.17-A003 PASSPORT PHOTOS
010-015-341.20-A001 ELECTION REIMBURSEMENT
010-015-341.23-A001 ELECTION DATA
010-015-341.42-A001 VOTER'S PAMPHLET
010-015-341.43-A002 A&T FEE
010-015-341.99-A001 MISC
010-015-341.99-A002 MISC
010-015-341.99-A003 MISC
010-015-341.99-A008 MISC
010-015-362.99-A009 MISC
010-015-400.03-A001 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A002 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A003 CLERK
010-015-400.03-A009 CLERK
010-015-401.06-A001 CHIEF DEPUTY



                    10.00                         -   
               1,047.94                         -   



             62,505.20                         -   
               2,431.00                         -   
               3,479.03                         -   



                          -                   103.65 
                          -            104,413.59 



           181,402.91                         -   



               1,211.37                         -   
             11,790.00                         -   
                          -            232,989.09 



                  568.04                         -   
                  413.12                         -   
                    75.00                         -   



                    78.72                         -   
               3,400.00                         -   
               5,651.36                         -   



             14,876.38                         -   
             27,427.87                         -   
             57,660.95                         -   



                    89.00                         -   
                          -                     50.00 



                  341.44                         -   



                    33.71                         -   
                  576.33                         -   
               7,693.83                         -   



               1,588.64                         -   
                  493.81                         -   
                    65.52                         -   



                  214.50                         -   
             10,923.75                         -   
               4,022.94                         -   



               1,000.00                         -   
               1,328.50                         -   
                  429.95                         -   



               1,596.42                         -   
             16,083.92                         -   
               1,441.33                         -   



                          -              13,375.00 
                          -                     25.00 
                          -                     25.00 



                          -            194,816.50 
                          -                1,640.00 
                          -              13,375.00 



               3,048.00                         -   
                  566.30                         -   
               6,934.00                         -   



                          -            420,805.00 
                          -              12,575.00 
                          -              46,935.00 



                          -                1,929.17 
                          -              10,275.00 
                          -                   400.00 



                          -                   125.00 
                          -                8,965.00 
                          -                7,530.00 



                          -                6,864.35 
                          -                2,116.50 
                          -                     15.00 



                          -              14,500.00 
                          -                8,061.50 
                          -                2,784.61 



                          -              18,665.00 
                          -              96,226.33 
                          -                   317.26 



                  571.55                         -   
             39,442.29                         -   
             21,828.59                         -   



                          -                     34.48 
             14,290.78                         -   
               2,858.12                         -   











010-015-401.06-A002 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A003 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A004 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-401.06-A009 CHIEF DEPUTY
010-015-402.03-A001 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A002 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.03-A003 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-015-402.20-A001 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A002 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A003 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-402.20-A004 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-015-475.00-A001 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A002 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A003 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A004 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-475.00-A009 LONGEVITY PAY
010-015-479.00-A001 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A002 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A003 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A004 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-479.00-A009 OTHER EARNINGS
010-015-481.00-A001 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A002 OVERTIME
010-015-481.00-A003 OVERTIME
010-015-482.00-A001 EXTRA HELP
010-015-482.00-A002 EXTRA HELP
010-015-485.00-A001 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A002 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-485.00-A003 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-015-486.00-A001 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A002 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-486.00-A003 INCENTIVE PAY
010-015-487.00-A001 ELECTION PERSONNEL
010-015-490.00-A001 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A002 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A003 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A004 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-490.00-A009 MEDICARE TAX
010-015-491.00-A001 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A002 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A003 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A004 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-491.00-A009 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-015-492.00-A001 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A002 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A003 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A004 RETIREMENT
010-015-492.00-A009 RETIREMENT
010-015-493.10-A001 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A002 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A003 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A004 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.10-A009 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.12-A001 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A002 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A003 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A004 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.12-A009 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-015-493.15-A001 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A002 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A003 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A004 VEBA
010-015-493.15-A009 VEBA
010-015-493.20-A001 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A002 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A003 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A004 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.20-A009 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A001 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A002 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A003 VISION INSURANCE



               7,614.64                         -   
               7,614.64                         -   
               1,015.35                         -   



               7,484.36                         -   
               1,122.70                         -   
                  398.20                         -   



             16,568.59                         -   
               2,619.46                         -   
             26,195.37                         -   



             12,690.73                         -   
               7,997.63                         -   
             34,565.86                         -   



                  114.94                         -   
                      2.69                         -   
                    33.58                         -   



                  225.00                         -   
                  114.65                         -   
                    58.07                         -   



                  247.00                         -   
                  167.00                         -   
                    22.80                         -   



                    20.33                         -   
                    50.83                         -   
                  210.00                         -   



               2,327.75                         -   
               1,622.74                         -   
                    30.50                         -   



               7,386.09                         -   
                    20.86                         -   
                  656.64                         -   



                    33.38                         -   
                  781.07                         -   
               3,363.25                         -   



                  786.60                         -   
               1,107.22                         -   
                  533.12                         -   



                  140.00                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               7,387.74                         -   



               6,969.46                         -   
                  518.00                         -   
               7,217.38                         -   



               3,339.79                         -   
               9,187.55                         -   
             13,774.80                         -   



               4,734.55                         -   
               2,280.17                         -   
                  142.40                         -   



                    21.39                         -   
                      6.80                         -   
                      2.92                         -   



                  643.72                         -   
             12,102.10                         -   
                    46.65                         -   



             13,123.17                         -   
             25,611.49                         -   
             11,572.41                         -   



               1,310.09                         -   
               2,556.02                         -   
               1,155.95                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
                    50.00                         -   
                  940.00                         -   



                    24.35                         -   
               1,020.00                         -   
               1,990.00                         -   



                  257.08                         -   
                  116.21                         -   



                    64.20                         -   
               1,207.30                         -   
                  131.60                         -   











010-015-493.25-A004 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.25-A009 VISION INSURANCE
010-015-493.31-A001 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A002 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A003 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A004 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.31-A009 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-015-493.40-A001 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A002 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A003 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A004 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-493.40-A009 LIFE INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A001 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A002 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A003 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A004 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.00-A009 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-015-494.80-A001 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A002 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A003 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A004 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-494.80-A009 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-015-495.00-A001 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A002 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A003 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A004 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-495.00-A009 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-015-496.00-A001 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A002 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A003 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A004 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-496.00-A009 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-015-499.00-A001 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A002 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-499.00-A003 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-015-510.01-A001 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A002 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A003 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-510.01-A009 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-015-513.03-A001 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A002 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.03-A009 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-015-513.05-A001 VOTER PAMPHLET
010-015-543.01-A001 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A002 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A003 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A004 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-543.01-A009 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-015-611.01 AUDIT
010-015-611.02-A001 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A002 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-611.02-A003 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-015-612.05-A001 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-612.05-A004 TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
010-015-615.02-A004 BOPTA
010-015-621.01-A001 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A002 POSTAGE
010-015-621.01-A003 POSTAGE
010-015-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A001 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A002 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A003 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A004 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-630.01-A009 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-015-640.01-A009 ADVERTISING
010-015-652.01-A001 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.01-A002 BUILDING RENT
010-015-652.02-A001 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A002 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-652.02-A003 EQUIPMENT RENT
010-015-670.02-A001 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER



                  121.20                         -   
                  299.54                         -   
                  452.41                         -   



                      6.50                         -   



                      0.72                         -   
                    14.11                         -   
                  362.57                         -   



                    15.58                         -   
                    29.88                         -   
                    13.51                         -   



                  205.27                         -   
                    13.73                         -   
                  336.44                         -   



                    73.24                         -   
                      4.61                         -   
                  108.13                         -   



                  345.32                         -   
                  123.21                         -   
                  152.97                         -   



                  465.43                         -   
                  196.88                         -   
                    14.60                         -   



                    43.21                         -   
                    19.20                         -   
                      1.03                         -   



                      2.22                         -   
                    14.61                         -   
                    30.28                         -   



                    47.54                         -   
                    73.74                         -   
                    36.44                         -   



               1,245.17                         -   
                  374.77                         -   
                  394.16                         -   



               2,623.18                         -   
             37,325.82                         -   
               1,454.85                         -   



                      5.97                         -   
               1,596.52                         -   
               1,478.60                         -   



                  138.00                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  606.59                         -   



               3,304.68                         -   
                  138.00                         -   
                  195.44                         -   



                  177.97                         -   
                  350.00                         -   
               4,741.32                         -   



             24,162.37                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   
               3,797.10                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    14.66                         -   
                  332.05                         -   



                  841.30                         -   
                  254.05                         -   
                  219.50                         -   



                  136.07                         -   
                  178.75                         -   
               1,787.50                         -   



                  135.54                         -   
                  244.13                         -   
                  389.04                         -   



                  160.51                         -   
               1,805.40                         -   
                  983.41                         -   



                    26.18                         -   



               1,688.62                         -   
               1,688.65                         -   
               1,038.18                         -   











010-015-670.02-A002 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-015-680.08-A001 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A002 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A003 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.08-A004 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-015-680.99-A001 MISC REPAIR
010-015-683.07-A001 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A002 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A003 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A004 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-683.07-A009 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-015-691.01-A001 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-015-700.01-A003 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-700.01-A008 STATE OF OREGON
010-015-780.01-A001 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A002 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A003 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A004 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.01-A009 BUILDING RESERVE
010-015-780.03-A001 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A002 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A003 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A004 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.03-A009 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-015-780.04-A001 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A002 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A003 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A004 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.04-A009 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-015-780.06-A001 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A002 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A003 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A004 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.06-A009 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-015-780.17-A001 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A001 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A002 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A003 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A004 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.46-A009 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A001 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A002 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A003 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A004 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.54-A009 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-015-780.63 TFR TO CAPITAL EQUIPMENT FUND
010-017-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-017-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-017-336.09 PAYMENT FROM CITIES
010-017-341.55 COMPUTER ACCESS
010-017-362.99 MISC
010-017-380.01 CO INT REVENUE
010-017-380.10 ADMIN OVERHEAD REVENUE
010-017-403.51 SR PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.52 PROGRAMMER ANALYST
010-017-403.53 INFO SYST MGR
010-017-403.62 DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.63 SR DESKTOP SUPPORT SPECIALIST
010-017-403.64 OFFICE COORDINATOR/HELPDESK
010-017-403.66 PROG. ANALYST-DBA
010-017-403.67 NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-403.69 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR
010-017-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-017-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-017-481.00 OVERTIME
010-017-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-017-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-017-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-017-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-017-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



               1,744.54                         -   
                  302.04                         -   
                  128.67                         -   



                  739.91                         -   
                  572.74                         -   



                  275.00                         -   
             11,675.00                         -   
                    25.00                         -   



               3,730.00                         -   
               1,262.00                         -   
                    79.00                         -   



                  114.10                         -   
             27,603.61                         -   
             13,090.00                         -   



               2,855.55                         -   
                  951.84                         -   
                  407.94                         -   



               1,141.08                         -   
               9,128.70                         -   
               6,119.10                         -   



             17,116.32                         -   
               7,987.62                         -   
               2,662.53                         -   



               3,285.00                         -   
               1,533.00                         -   
                  511.00                         -   



                  408.53                         -   
                  200.00                         -   
                  548.86                         -   



               3,263.49                         -   
               1,885.35                         -   
               1,412.22                         -   



                  518.00                         -   
               4,146.00                         -   
                  428.11                         -   



               7,773.00                         -   
               3,627.00                         -   
               1,209.00                         -   



                  219.00                         -   
               1,752.00                         -   
               1,249.37                         -   



                          -              39,715.28 
                          -                   625.66 
                          -              19,125.00 



                  124.63                         -   
                  500.00                         -   
                          -            213,913.14 



                  320.68                         -   
                    92.77                         -   
                    45.44                         -   



             33,453.98                         -   
             40,663.26                         -   
             67,496.02                         -   



           124,778.86                         -   
             59,019.43                         -   
             64,313.80                         -   



                          -                       5.80 
                          -            429,738.40 
                          -              90,940.86 



               5,618.07                         -   
               8,208.27                         -   
             35,097.20                         -   



                  900.00                         -   
               2,870.06                         -   
               1,829.72                         -   



             60,143.61                         -   
             26,263.01                         -   
             50,309.02                         -   



             92,595.47                         -   
           117,242.48                         -   
                  164.26                         -   











010-017-493.15 VEBA
010-017-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-017-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-017-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-017-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-017-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-017-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-017-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-017-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-017-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-017-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-017-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-017-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-017-611.01 AUDIT
010-017-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-017-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-017-620.05 DATA CIRCUIT
010-017-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-017-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-017-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-017-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-017-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-017-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-017-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-017-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-017-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-017-801.04 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-018-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-018-301.15 BB DONATIONS
010-018-331.05 VOCA GRANT (VICTIM WITNESS)
010-018-334.13-JRP STATE ENHANCEMENT
010-018-335.05 CRIME PROSECUTION
010-018-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-018-350.03 CIC PENALTY ASSESS
010-018-362.03-D029 DONATIONS
010-018-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-018-362.35 REV JULIETTE'S HOUSE
010-018-362.99 MISC
010-018-380.69 INT TRANS FROM YCINT
010-018-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-018-400.07 DISTRICT ATTY
010-018-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-018-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-018-401.60 CRIME VICTIMS SUPERVISOR
010-018-401.61 CHIEF DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
010-018-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-018-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-018-402.23 CRIME VICTIMS SPECIALIST
010-018-403.40 DEPUTY D/A 1
010-018-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-018-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-018-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-018-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-018-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-018-481.00 OVERTIME
010-018-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-018-484.50 ON CALL PAY
010-018-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-018-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-018-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-018-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-018-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-018-493.15 VEBA
010-018-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-018-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-018-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-018-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-018-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-018-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-018-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



               3,240.04                         -   
                  135.78                         -   
               3,734.37                         -   



               8,240.00                         -   
             10,069.61                         -   
               1,115.53                         -   



             24,761.25                         -   
                  976.77                         -   
               1,225.00                         -   



             33,602.91                         -   
                  850.10                         -   
             14,029.73                         -   



               1,003.75                         -   
                  571.28                         -   
                  190.38                         -   



                  248.12                         -   
             12,420.00                         -   
               5,129.68                         -   



                  981.41                         -   
               1,225.59                         -   
           203,993.04                         -   



               3,367.53                         -   
               7,403.22                         -   
                  559.78                         -   



                          -            146,722.22 
                          -                2,008.00 
                          -              61,093.32 



                          -            313,136.73 
                          -              23,786.21 
                          -              40,352.91 



               6,475.00                         -   
                  669.72                         -   
             33,467.32                         -   



                      5.00                         -   
             16,029.05                         -   
             42,873.10                         -   



                          -              67,351.38 
                          -                5,348.88 
                          -                5,000.00 



                          -              53,332.00 
                          -                   856.53 
                          -                   188.54 



             92,989.39                         -   
             44,674.81                         -   
           376,184.63                         -   



             17,655.78                         -   
           153,013.28                         -   
             90,845.56                         -   



             66,007.37                         -   
             21,164.20                         -   
             28,168.07                         -   



               3,092.51                         -   
             13,853.60                         -   
             59,235.09                         -   



               1,101.20                         -   
               2,782.70                         -   
               5,426.39                         -   



               1,200.00                         -   
               3,359.34                         -   
                      7.40                         -   



               5,845.19                         -   
                  325.74                         -   
               3,538.62                         -   



             20,400.00                         -   
             24,788.90                         -   
               2,633.66                         -   



           157,450.20                         -   
           264,045.62                         -   
                  377.14                         -   



               2,816.86                         -   
                  954.99                         -   











010-018-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-018-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-018-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-510.01-JRP CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-018-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-018-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-018-611.01 AUDIT
010-018-611.02-JRP CONTRACT SERVICES
010-018-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-018-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-018-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-018-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-018-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-018-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-018-695.02 WITNESS FEES
010-018-695.03 TRIALS AND APPEALS
010-018-695.15 EMERGENCY EXP
010-018-695.17 CAMI WITNESS
010-018-695.18 CAMI TRAINING
010-018-695.19 CAMI PROSECUTION
010-018-695.22 CHILD ABUSE PROGRAM
010-018-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-018-699.28 COURTHOUSE DOG EXPENSES
010-018-720.99 MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-JRP MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCE MISC. GRANTS
010-018-720.99-VOCT MISC. GRANTS
010-018-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-018-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-018-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-018-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-018-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-018-780.43 TRANSFER TO SHERIFF
010-018-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-020-322.10-F077 BUILDING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F076 PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-F079 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.11-PL57 COMMERCIAL PLUMBING PERMITS
010-020-322.12-F078 MECHANICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.13-PL57 MOBILE HOME PERMITS
010-020-322.14-PL50 ELECTRICAL PERMITS
010-020-322.17-PL50 ELEC INDUSTRIAL INSP
010-020-322.18-F078 RE-INSPECTION FEE-MECHANICAL
010-020-322.25-PL66 ZONING COMPLIANCE FEE
010-020-322.26-PL49 SEPTIC PERMIT
010-020-335.23-F076 BUILDING INSPECTION SERVICES
010-020-341.03-GIS MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.03-PL66 MAP & PUBLICATIONS
010-020-341.16-PL66 AGENCY SIGN OFF
010-020-341.18-PL66 MICROFILM FEE
010-020-341.19-F076 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-F077 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.19-PL50 BLDG INSPECTION FEE
010-020-341.21-F077 DEMOLITION PERMIT
010-020-341.25-F077 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.25-F078 INVESTIGATION FEE
010-020-341.51-PL66 OLCC WINERY PROCESSING FEES
010-020-341.99-F077 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL49 MISC
010-020-341.99-PL66 MISC
010-020-345.01-PL66 ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.02-PL66 CONDITIONAL USE
010-020-345.03-PL66 PARTITIONS/SUB-DIVISIONS/ADJUST
010-020-345.04-F077 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F078 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.04-F079 PLAN CHECKS-BUILDING
010-020-345.05-PL66 APPLICATIONS MISC LAND USE
010-020-345.06-F076 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F077 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-F078 STATE SURCHARGE



             11,468.18                         -   
             21,166.11                         -   
               1,412.06                         -   



               4,448.39                         -   
             15,708.53                         -   
               1,721.00                         -   



                  454.98                         -   



               1,365.00                         -   
               4,547.74                         -   
               3,323.87                         -   



               9,385.76                         -   
                  883.25                         -   
               1,362.68                         -   



               1,080.00                         -   
               4,554.00                         -   
               1,395.55                         -   



                  410.35                         -   
                  158.03                         -   
             14,702.22                         -   



               5,058.53                         -   
             55,524.04                         -   
                  992.98                         -   



                          -                     25.95 
               6,649.80                         -   
               8,987.00                         -   



                    10.00                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
               2,673.01                         -   



             11,872.26                         -   
                  364.08                         -   
             12,125.00                         -   



                  310.20                         -   
                          -                   378.19 



             37,278.75                         -   



                          -                6,190.29 
                          -            283,947.89 
                          -                2,949.75 



                          -              14,566.71 
                          -                   412.05 
                          -              47,632.42 



                          -         1,493,012.96 
                          -            461,085.46 
                          -              74,507.99 



                          -              30,669.75 
                          -                1,178.00 
                          -                   154.05 



                          -                1,212.78 
                          -                   323.00 
                          -                     35.00 



                          -                   102.70 
                          -                3,040.55 
                          -              65,671.00 



                          -                     76.00 
                          -                2,210.00 
                          -                2,286.00 



                          -                   256.75 
                          -                   102.70 
                          -                4,452.00 



                          -                2,531.85 
                          -                     85.75 
                          -                1,643.20 



                          -              58,075.50 
                          -                8,959.15 
                          -              55,492.94 



                          -            333,703.68 
                          -                1,073.26 
                          -                1,447.69 



                          -                3,267.00 
                          -              95,995.00 
                          -              39,901.00 



                          -                5,733.47 











010-020-345.06-F079 STATE SURCHARGE PLUMBING/COMMERCIAL
010-020-345.06-PL50 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.06-PL57 STATE SURCHARGE
010-020-345.07-PL66 C-PLAN/ZONE CHANGE
010-020-345.08-PL66 VARIANCE
010-020-345.13-PL50 PLAN CHECKS-ELECTRICAL
010-020-345.14-PL57 STATE MB HM FEES
010-020-345.15-PL66 ASSESSOR SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-CET ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.16-PL50 ADMIN SURCHARGE
010-020-345.17-PL66 DWELLING CLASS APPROVALS
010-020-345.18-PL66 APPEAL/HEARING
010-020-345.19-PL53 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.19-PL67 SYS DEV SURCHARGE
010-020-345.20-F077 TRAINING SURCHARGE
010-020-345.21-PL50 STATE INSPECTION FEE/MINOR LABELS
010-020-346.62-PL49 SITE INSP
010-020-346.63-PL49 SEPTIC REVIEW & INSPECTION
010-020-346.65-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-346.66-PL49 AUTHORIZATION
010-020-346.68-PL49 EXISTING SEPTIC SYS EVAL
010-020-362.11-PL66 COPIES
010-020-389.01-F077 OVER/SHORT
010-020-389.01-PL50 OVER/SHORT
010-020-401.23 PLANNING DIRECTOR
010-020-401.46 SR OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR
010-020-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-020-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-020-403.10 ASSISTANT PLANNER
010-020-403.11 ASSOC PLANNER
010-020-403.13 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F076 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F077 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-F078 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL49 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.13-PL50 BLDG INSP ASST
010-020-403.15 BLDG INSPECTOR 2
010-020-403.16-F076 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.16-F077 BLDG OFFICIAL
010-020-403.26-F076 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-F077 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-403.26-PL50 BLDG INSPECTOR 3
010-020-406.03 ENV HEALTH SPEC 3
010-020-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F076 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F077 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-F078 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL49 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-475.00-PL50 LONGEVITY PAY
010-020-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F076 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-F077 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-479.00-PL50 OTHER EARNINGS
010-020-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-020-481.00 OVERTIME
010-020-481.00-PL50 OVERTIME
010-020-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F076 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-F077 EXTRA HELP
010-020-482.00-PL66 EXTRA HELP
010-020-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F076 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F077 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-F078 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL49 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL50 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-490.00-PL66 MEDICARE TAX
010-020-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F076 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F077 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-F078 SOCIAL SECURITY



                          -              17,033.32 
                          -                   630.00 
                          -                   210.00 



                          -                   796.15 
                          -                3,783.00 
                          -                3,230.00 



                          -                1,747.98 
                          -              34,421.48 



                          -                     25.52 
                          -              11,100.00 
                          -              37,344.00 



                          -                1,000.00 
                          -                6,215.99 
                          -                1,042.26 



                          -              16,057.58 
                          -                   200.00 
                          -              10,476.00 



                          -                       4.57 
             65,835.54                         -   
             34,096.44                         -   



                          -              10,281.00 
                          -                4,731.35 
                          -                       0.36 



                          -                   376.00 
                          -              28,100.00 
                          -              29,731.00 



             18,711.01                         -   
               3,741.97                         -   
               3,742.28                         -   



             65,242.37                         -   
             25,572.58                         -   
               7,484.36                         -   



             21,884.99                         -   
             19,739.68                         -   
             32,542.72                         -   



           127,940.43                         -   
             55,614.45                         -   
                  150.00                         -   



             11,042.25                         -   
             11,370.19                         -   
             45,480.67                         -   



               3,742.28                         -   
             48,490.01                         -   
             55,237.95                         -   



                  147.69                         -   
                    29.52                         -   
               3,787.52                         -   



                    60.00                         -   
                    60.00                         -   
                  568.54                         -   



                  245.01                         -   
                  324.99                         -   
                    60.00                         -   



               6,403.75                         -   
               5,503.67                         -   
               1,140.85                         -   



               4,290.00                         -   
               4,698.30                         -   
                  939.20                         -   



               1,907.41                         -   
                  202.60                         -   
                  240.00                         -   



               4,878.29                         -   
               4,759.69                         -   
                  241.70                         -   



               1,995.31                         -   
                    92.85                         -   
             23,532.46                         -   



               1,113.18                         -   
                    56.56                         -   
                    56.54                         -   











010-020-491.00-PL49 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL50 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-491.00-PL66 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-020-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F076 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F077 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-F078 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL49 RETIREMENT
010-020-492.00-PL50 RETIREMENT
010-020-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F076 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F077 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-F078 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL49 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.10-PL50 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.12-F076 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F077 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-F078 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-GIS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL49 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL50 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.12-PL66 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-020-493.15 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F076 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F077 VEBA
010-020-493.15-F078 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL49 VEBA
010-020-493.15-PL50 VEBA
010-020-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F076 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F077 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-F078 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL49 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.20-PL50 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-020-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F076 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F077 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-F078 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL49 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.25-PL50 VISION INSURANCE
010-020-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F076 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F077 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-F078 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL49 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.31-PL50 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-020-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F076 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F077 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-F078 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL49 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-493.40-PL50 LIFE INSURANCE
010-020-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F076 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F077 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-F078 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL49 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL50 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.00-PL66 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-020-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F076 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F077 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-F078 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL49 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL50 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-494.80-PL66 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-020-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F076 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F077 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-F078 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL49 UNEMPLOYMENT



                  879.91                         -   
                  879.79                         -   
             17,449.48                         -   



             63,031.12                         -   
             15,914.52                         -   
             13,598.18                         -   



                  241.79                         -   
               8,531.43                         -   
                  397.03                         -   



                    23.31                         -   
                    52.50                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,287.40                         -   
               1,287.50                         -   
             28,321.40                         -   



             98,226.02                         -   
             16,950.07                         -   
             19,096.55                         -   



               1,466.63                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   



                    67.07                         -   
               7,250.50                         -   
               1,233.40                         -   



                      8.75                         -   
                    33.04                         -   
                    55.44                         -   



               1,412.80                         -   
                  936.05                         -   
                  159.20                         -   



               1,669.74                         -   
                  128.50                         -   
                  128.40                         -   



               2,100.00                         -   
               4,431.88                         -   
                  513.80                         -   



                  482.71                         -   
                    24.18                         -   
                    24.14                         -   



                  271.10                         -   
               2,343.64                         -   
                  462.48                         -   



                  189.40                         -   
                    12.90                         -   
                    12.90                         -   



                    32.13                         -   
               5,671.10                         -   
               2,710.33                         -   



                    22.44                         -   
                      1.53                         -   
                      1.53                         -   



                  739.57                         -   
                  141.61                         -   
                    18.87                         -   



                  158.79                         -   
                  154.25                         -   
                      7.68                         -   



               4,808.49                         -   
                    40.69                         -   
                  769.03                         -   



               2,257.21                         -   
                    25.97                         -   
                    26.02                         -   



                      3.80                         -   
                      3.88                         -   



                  384.53                         -   
                    79.55                         -   
                    77.12                         -   



                      7.88                         -   
                  277.15                         -   
                    12.84                         -   











010-020-495.00-PL50 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-495.00-PL66 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-020-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F076 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F077 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-F078 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL49 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL50 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-496.00-PL66 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-020-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F076 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F077 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-F078 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL49 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-499.00-PL50 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-020-510.01-F076 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F077 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-F078 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-GIS CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL49 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL50 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-510.01-PL66 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F076 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F077 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-F078 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-GIS COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL49 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL50 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.14-PL66 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
010-020-511.16-F076 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F077 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-F078 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-GIS PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL49 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL50 PRINTING
010-020-511.16-PL66 PRINTING
010-020-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F076 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F077 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-F078 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL49 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL50 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-513.03-PL66 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-020-543.01-F076 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F077 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-F078 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-GIS DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL49 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL50 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-543.01-PL66 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-020-611.01 AUDIT
010-020-611.03-F076 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F077 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-F078 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-GIS JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL49 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL50 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.03-PL66 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-020-611.05 GIS SERVICES (OUTSIDE PROVIDER)
010-020-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F076 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F077 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-F078 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL49 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL50 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-612.02-PL66 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-020-615.03-PL66 PLANNING COMM
010-020-620.01-F076 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F077 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-F078 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-GIS TELEPHONE



                  138.63                         -   



                    49.11                         -   
                      1.22                         -   
               8,409.27                         -   



                    30.50                         -   
                      2.00                         -   
                      2.10                         -   



                      6.41                         -   
                  181.35                         -   
                    27.36                         -   



               2,047.98                         -   
                  362.34                         -   
                  175.78                         -   



                  111.81                         -   
               2,792.45                         -   
               1,019.80                         -   



                  223.62                         -   
                  559.06                         -   
                  111.80                         -   



                      5.64                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
                    35.53                         -   



                    15.23                         -   
                    34.02                         -   
                      5.45                         -   



                  923.21                         -   
               1,914.99                         -   
               1,171.77                         -   



               2,848.93                         -   
                  426.12                         -   
                  938.91                         -   



                  362.60                         -   
                    21.80                         -   
                  149.88                         -   



                    41.92                         -   
               1,022.54                         -   
               1,934.45                         -   



                  117.37                         -   
                  262.27                         -   
                    42.02                         -   



                  150.00                         -   
                  468.89                         -   
                  773.00                         -   



                  183.28                         -   
                  272.73                         -   
                    51.60                         -   



               1,069.86                         -   
                  173.13                         -   
                  207.64                         -   



                  323.13                         -   
               1,158.05                         -   
                  486.48                         -   



                    44.92                         -   
                  165.18                         -   
                  273.86                         -   



               1,115.98                         -   
                  173.91                         -   
                          -                     73.30 



             17,617.00                         -   
                  187.00                         -   
                  490.11                         -   



                  688.06                         -   
               1,141.06                         -   
               1,257.42                         -   



                    14.08                         -   



                  338.51                         -   
                  644.39                         -   
                  120.15                         -   



                  560.00                         -   
               2,578.84                         -   
                    28.73                         -   











010-020-620.01-PL49 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL50 TELEPHONE
010-020-620.01-PL66 TELEPHONE
010-020-621.01 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F076 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F077 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-F078 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL49 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL50 POSTAGE
010-020-621.01-PL66 POSTAGE
010-020-630.01-F076 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F077 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-F078 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL49 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL50 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-630.01-PL66 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-020-640.01-F076 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F077 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-F078 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-GIS ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL49 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL50 ADVERTISING
010-020-640.01-PL66 ADVERTISING
010-020-683.01-F076 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F077 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-F078 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-GIS COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL49 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL50 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.01-PL66 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-020-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-020-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-020-699.08-F076 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-699.08-PL50 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-020-730.01-PL49 DEQ SURCHARGE
010-020-730.04-F076 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F077 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F078 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-F079 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL50 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.04-PL57 BLDG PERMIT FEES
010-020-730.05 CITY BLDG PMT FEES
010-020-730.13-PL57 MB HM FEE PAY-ST
010-020-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-020-780.03-F076 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F077 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-F078 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-GIS ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL49 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL50 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.03-PL66 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-020-780.04 TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F076 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F077 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-F078 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL49 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL50 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.04-PL66 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-020-780.05-F076 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F077 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-F078 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL49 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.05-PL50 MOTOR POOL
010-020-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.06-PL50 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-020-780.07 CO INT GIS
010-020-780.46 CO INT NETWORK CHARGES
010-020-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F076 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F077 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-F078 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES



                  513.44                         -   
                  851.72                         -   



                    14.13                         -   
                    16.67                         -   
                    17.81                         -   



                    13.54                         -   
                      2.15                         -   
                      8.52                         -   



                    86.23                         -   
                      2.24                         -   
                      6.05                         -   



                  327.63                         -   
                    60.35                         -   
                    10.02                         -   



                  212.20                         -   
                  917.42                         -   
                  169.88                         -   



                    33.33                         -   
                      6.32                         -   
                  767.56                         -   



                  119.15                         -   
                  401.80                         -   
                  666.46                         -   



                  284.27                         -   
                  626.72                         -   
                  101.24                         -   



                    37.94                         -   
                  523.88                         -   
             11,328.36                         -   



               8,118.91                         -   
             52,384.97                         -   
               5,576.79                         -   



             29,031.68                         -   
               1,983.04                         -   
             25,200.00                         -   



                  741.52                         -   
               8,300.00                         -   
                  300.00                         -   



               2,675.13                         -   
               5,874.21                         -   
                  937.68                         -   



             26,447.82                         -   
                  540.00                         -   
             37,087.50                         -   



               1,138.30                         -   
             31,477.67                         -   
                  635.76                         -   



               1,810.86                         -   
                  290.06                         -   
               1,140.60                         -   



               7,253.16                         -   
                  300.12                         -   
                  810.44                         -   



                  965.25                         -   
               3,723.09                         -   
               6,150.00                         -   



             10,873.44                         -   
               7,405.00                         -   
                  960.00                         -   



               8,989.56                         -   
               1,704.91                         -   
               4,825.45                         -   



               2,104.89                         -   
               2,231.10                         -   
               4,804.76                         -   



                  201.11                         -   
                  449.41                         -   
                    71.99                         -   



             15,000.00                         -   
             15,599.00                         -   
                    74.51                         -   











010-020-780.54-PL49 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL50 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-020-780.54-PL66 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-021-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-021-341.10 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.10-A002 SURVEY FILING FEES
010-021-341.11 PLAT CHECKS
010-021-341.50 ROAD VACATION
010-021-341.99 MISC
010-021-362.11 COPIES
010-021-400.05 SURVEYOR
010-021-403.18 ENGINEER TECH 2
010-021-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-021-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-021-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-021-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-021-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-021-493.15 VEBA
010-021-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-021-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-021-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-021-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-021-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-021-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-021-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-021-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-021-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-021-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-021-511.16 PRINTING
010-021-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-021-513.06 SOFTWARE
010-021-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-021-611.01 AUDIT
010-021-611.03 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-021-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-021-621.01 POSTAGE
010-021-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-021-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-021-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-021-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-021-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-021-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-022-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-022-331.04 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
010-022-332.04 FEDERAL INCENTIVE FUNDS
010-022-335.17 SERVICES FEES
010-022-362.99 MISC
010-022-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-022-401.28 PROGRAM MANAGER 2
010-022-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-022-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-022-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-022-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-022-481.00 OVERTIME
010-022-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-022-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-022-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-022-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-022-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-022-493.15 VEBA
010-022-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-022-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-022-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-022-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-022-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-022-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-022-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-022-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-022-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK



                  283.06                         -   
                  469.30                         -   
                  553.71                         -   



                          -                   223.50 
               3,213.28                         -   
             24,794.53                         -   



                          -                2,727.86 
                          -                1,800.00 
                          -                   300.00 



                          -              11,347.51 
                          -              40,095.72 
                          -                   350.00 



                  500.00                         -   
                  642.20                         -   
                    64.60                         -   



               5,766.35                         -   
               6,437.42                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



                  300.00                         -   
                  378.49                         -   
               1,618.25                         -   



               1,077.59                         -   
                  164.63                         -   
                    22.54                         -   



                    52.34                         -   
                    26.21                         -   
                    10.41                         -   



                  160.13                         -   
                      7.65                         -   
                  986.81                         -   



                      2.32                         -   
                    10.28                         -   
                  111.46                         -   



                    41.65                         -   
                  191.47                         -   
                    13.04                         -   



                  646.85                         -   
                      5.83                         -   
                    44.92                         -   



                          -              16,846.00 
                          -                5,022.86 
                          -                     14.57 



                    76.97                         -   
                          -              87,588.73 
                          -              84,286.00 



                  522.00                         -   
                  310.18                         -   
               1,296.00                         -   



               2,671.08                         -   
               2,228.34                         -   
               3,267.20                         -   



             74,985.95                         -   
                  450.00                         -   
                  134.19                         -   



             28,593.20                         -   
             10,718.24                         -   
           105,486.56                         -   



                  632.57                         -   
               1,338.40                         -   
                    73.56                         -   



                    85.51                         -   
               4,900.00                         -   
               6,293.58                         -   



             13,969.78                         -   
             41,415.55                         -   
             63,077.15                         -   



                    97.68                         -   
                  759.30                         -   



                  974.63                         -   
                  607.42                         -   
                  225.93                         -   











010-022-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-022-611.01 AUDIT
010-022-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-022-621.01 POSTAGE
010-022-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-022-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-022-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-022-695.08 PATERNITY TEST
010-022-695.09 MISC LEGAL FEES
010-022-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-022-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-022-780.17 INTERNAL POSTAGE CHARGES
010-022-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-023-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-023-362.99 MISC
010-023-400.06 TREASURER
010-023-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-023-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-023-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-023-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-023-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-023-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-023-611.01 AUDIT
010-023-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-023-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-023-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-023-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-025-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-025-334.29 ASSESSMENT & TAXATION GRANT
010-025-341.52 COSSD CONTRACT SERVICES
010-025-351.01 CO COUNSEL COLLECTIONS
010-025-362.99 MISC
010-025-380.54 INT LEGAL SERVICES
010-025-401.05 LEGAL COUNSEL
010-025-403.41 PARALEGAL
010-025-403.62 SENIOR ASST CO COUNSEL
010-025-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-025-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-025-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-025-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-025-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-025-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-025-493.15 VEBA
010-025-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-025-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-025-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-025-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-025-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-025-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-025-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-025-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-025-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-025-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-025-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-025-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-025-611.01 AUDIT
010-025-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-025-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-025-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-025-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-025-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-025-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-025-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-033-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-033-334.02-5310 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
010-033-334.41 STF GRANT
010-033-334.76-5311 SMALL CITY & RURAL
010-033-340.02 CHARGES FOR SERVICES
010-033-340.03 FARE REVENUE



                  334.97                         -   
                  260.00                         -   
               3,424.30                         -   



               1,398.63                         -   



               3,679.53                         -   
                  757.16                         -   
               1,063.90                         -   



                  310.00                         -   
                    74.70                         -   
               6,688.50                         -   



                    62.10                         -   
               1,141.28                         -   
                  577.00                         -   



                      6.80                         -   
                  157.60                         -   
                    48.83                         -   



                  354.14                         -   
               1,513.83                         -   
               2,441.67                         -   



                          -                1,281.84 
                          -                       0.68 



             24,416.66                         -   



                          -                5,656.04 
                          -                3,227.00 
                          -                3,082.50 



                  350.00                         -   
                      3.54                         -   
                          -              87,229.06 



                    24.64                         -   
                  745.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  120.00                         -   
               2,961.14                         -   
             12,661.37                         -   



             35,942.43                         -   
             70,736.87                         -   
                  508.49                         -   



                          -                1,158.93 
                          -            208,778.25 



             91,884.41                         -   



               1,077.31                         -   
                    45.90                         -   
                  693.82                         -   



               3,000.00                         -   
               3,853.20                         -   
                  387.30                         -   



             42,688.07                         -   
             38,624.25                         -   
                    51.53                         -   



             29,695.88                         -   
                  287.46                         -   
                  644.00                         -   



               5,455.94                         -   
               1,217.31                         -   
               5,025.02                         -   



                  613.91                         -   
                  204.66                         -   
                    61.67                         -   



                          -            329,637.63 
                          -            131,862.00 
                          -            144,142.00 



               1,473.66                         -   
               1,475.00                         -   
                  384.99                         -   



                  793.34                         -   
               1,320.26                         -   
               5,558.25                         -   



                          -              21,128.00 



                          -            252,468.00 
                          -            393,831.00 
                          -              86,160.06 











010-033-340.03-5310 FARE REVENUE
010-033-340.03-5311 FARE REVENUE
010-033-362.04 RENT
010-033-362.99 MISC
010-033-510.01-5311 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-510.01-TGM CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-033-511.16-5311 PRINTING
010-033-511.16-TGM PRINTING
010-033-520.04-5311 FUEL
010-033-520.04-YCVP FUEL
010-033-543.01-5311 DEPARTMENT EQUIPMENT
010-033-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-610.01-5311 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-033-611.01 AUDIT
010-033-611.02-5311 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-033-611.03-5311 JANITORIAL CONTRACT
010-033-611.30-5311 GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-611.30-TGM GRANT EXPENSES
010-033-620.01-5311 TELEPHONE
010-033-620.01-YCVP TELEPHONE
010-033-630.01-5311 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-033-640.01-5311 ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-STF ADVERTISING
010-033-640.01-TGM ADVERTISING
010-033-670.02-5311 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-033-680.08-5311 EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
010-033-683.07-5311 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-683.07-TGM SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-033-691.01-5311 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-033-699.01-5311 OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-TGM OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-699.01-YCVP OTHER EXPENSE
010-033-720.10 STF PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5310 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-720.17-5311 PROVIDER PAYMENTS
010-033-740.04-5311 BUS SHELTER
010-033-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-033-780.04-5311 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-033-780.05-YCVP MOTOR POOL
010-033-780.06-5311 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-033-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-5311 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.18-STF INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-033-780.54-5311 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-033-800.33-STFD TRANSIT CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
010-033-802.03-5311 OTHER VEHICLES
010-039-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-039-311.06 ELECTRIC COOP TAX
010-039-330.01 NEWBERG BY PASS
010-039-362.39 INTER-DEPT POSTAGE
010-039-380.22 INT POSTAGE MACHINE REPLACE
010-039-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-039-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-039-611.01 AUDIT
010-039-621.01 POSTAGE
010-039-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-039-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-039-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-039-695.01 MENTAL COMMITMENTS
010-039-695.16 MEDICAL EXAMINER
010-039-695.99 OUTSIDE LEGAL SERVICES
010-039-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-039-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-039-699.18 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION
010-039-700.04 COG
010-039-700.26 CASA
010-039-700.27 GRANTS AWARDED
010-039-720.13 WATER MASTER
010-039-720.14 YC MEDIATORS
010-039-780.02 INTERNAL PROPERTY INSURANCE
010-039-780.27 INTERNAL LIABILITY INSURANCE



                          -              12,366.00 
                          -                1,101.79 



                  623.86                         -   



                          -              59,548.53 
                          -            119,984.08 



               3,832.00                         -   
             68,976.00                         -   
               1,494.20                         -   



           156,274.96                         -   
               2,077.95                         -   
               2,806.25                         -   



                    35.28                         -   
               7,129.52                         -   
                  587.00                         -   



                    33.48                         -   
               8,535.87                         -   
                  247.42                         -   



               1,697.56                         -   
               2,108.87                         -   
                  118.84                         -   



             13,189.80                         -   
               1,608.00                         -   
               2,380.00                         -   



                  281.00                         -   
                  100.00                         -   
                    30.00                         -   



             33,694.74                         -   
                  625.00                         -   
               1,850.00                         -   



               2,232.72                         -   
               3,643.74                         -   
               9,701.46                         -   



               1,235.42                         -   
               1,162.00                         -   
               3,000.00                         -   



               7,990.90                         -   
             12,046.50                         -   
                  815.28                         -   



             25,266.50                         -   
           397,845.56                         -   
           791,671.93                         -   



                          -              21,155.91 
                          -                9,357.61 
                          -                6,602.98 



             27,084.38                         -   
               8,000.00                         -   
                          -            116,445.21 



               3,059.68                         -   
               6,718.00                         -   
                    46.54                         -   



               1,063.31                         -   
             27,361.75                         -   
               2,350.00                         -   



                  771.45                         -   
             29,122.88                         -   
             23,119.29                         -   



                          -                6,993.89 
                  130.00                         -   
               4,730.00                         -   



               4,000.00                         -   
           150,000.00                         -   
               5,000.00                         -   



                  128.41                         -   
               2,150.80                         -   
             11,397.00                         -   



             32,525.00                         -   
             37,850.05                         -   
               3,402.22                         -   



             12,000.00                         -   
           145,686.00                         -   
           389,000.60                         -   











010-040-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-040-331.40 FEMA/OREGON EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
010-040-401.24 PROGRAM COORDINATOR
010-040-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-040-402.22 EMERGENCY MGMT PROGRAM ASST
010-040-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-040-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-040-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-040-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-040-481.00 OVERTIME
010-040-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-040-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-040-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-040-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-040-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-040-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-040-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-040-493.15 VEBA
010-040-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-040-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-040-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-040-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-040-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-040-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-040-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-040-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-040-510.03 PROGRAM SUPPLIES
010-040-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-040-610.08 WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-040-611.01 AUDIT
010-040-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-040-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-040-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-040-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-040-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-040-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-040-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-040-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-040-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-040-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-041-332.21 SOCIAL SECURITY INCENTIVE
010-041-334.78 USDA FOOD PROGRAM
010-041-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-041-342.03 WORK RELEASE
010-041-346.16 MEDICAL REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-041-362.11 COPIES
010-041-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-362.99 MISC
010-041-380.12 INT REIMBURSEMENT
010-041-380.31 INT TRNSFR FRM JUV
010-041-400.04 SHERIFF
010-041-401.08 SERGEANT
010-041-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-041-401.25 PROGRAM SUPERVISOR
010-041-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-041-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-041-404.10 CONTROL ROOM TECH
010-041-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-041-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-041-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-041-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-041-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-041-481.00 OVERTIME
010-041-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-041-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-041-490.00 MEDICARE TAX



               4,469.88                         -   
             21,679.86                         -   
             18,947.23                         -   



                          -              52,379.89 
                          -            101,607.00 



             64,131.15                         -   



               1,736.31                         -   
               7,423.57                         -   
             25,292.64                         -   



                    18.50                         -   
               7,617.96                         -   
                    20.00                         -   



                  351.33                         -   
                    56.85                         -   
                  471.58                         -   



               7,021.96                         -   
                  240.45                         -   
                  120.21                         -   



                  139.15                         -   
                  383.44                         -   
                    72.17                         -   



             22,049.05                         -   
                    35.96                         -   
               1,717.90                         -   



                  138.43                         -   
               1,471.76                         -   
               1,788.56                         -   



               3,934.32                         -   
                    10.70                         -   
               4,848.32                         -   



                    42.18                         -   
               2,393.78                         -   
               1,571.45                         -   



               3,525.00                         -   
                  127.31                         -   
                          -            462,286.75 



               5,123.25                         -   
               2,146.23                         -   
               3,781.19                         -   



                    67.87                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
                  201.10                         -   



                          -                   160.00 
                          -                7,208.42 
                          -              18,205.08 



                          -              20,713.94 
                          -                   676.20 
                          -              20,448.32 



                          -              11,000.00 
                          -                8,849.56 
                          -              62,438.75 



             49,569.03                         -   
             69,995.81                         -   
             64,142.10                         -   



             39,353.41                         -   
           111,369.70                         -   
           131,855.32                         -   



                          -                     43.81 
                          -                   450.00 
                          -              66,897.75 



             36,866.03                         -   
           141,626.60                         -   
           103,509.97                         -   



               6,171.64                         -   
             14,304.72                         -   
               3,115.34                         -   



           924,832.23                         -   
             61,858.99                         -   
           131,636.79                         -   



               1,756.12                         -   
             28,586.70                         -   











010-041-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-041-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-041-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-041-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-041-493.15 VEBA
010-041-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-041-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-041-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-041-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-041-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-041-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-041-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-041-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-041-510.06 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.10 JAIL SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26 FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-511.26-JLJV FOOD/KITCHEN SUPPLIES
010-041-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-041-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-041-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-041-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-041-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-041-611.01 AUDIT
010-041-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-041-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-041-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-041-621.01 POSTAGE
010-041-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-041-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-041-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-041-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-041-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-041-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-041-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.05-SCTS MOTOR POOL
010-041-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-041-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-041-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-042-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-042-331.15 CFDA FEDERAL GRANT
010-042-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-042-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-042-404.03 RESERVE DEPUTY
010-042-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-042-481.00 OVERTIME
010-042-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-042-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-042-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-042-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-042-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-042-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-042-493.15 VEBA
010-042-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-042-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-042-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-042-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-042-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-042-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-042-611.01 AUDIT
010-042-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-042-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-042-652.01 BUILDING RENT
010-042-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-043-322.91 WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-322.92 STATE POLICE WEAPONS PERMITS
010-043-331.02 BLM
010-043-331.99 MISC GRANTS
010-043-334.17 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-334.17-S426 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT



             37,756.74                         -   
               7,679.71                         -   
               1,125.44                         -   



           396,228.06                         -   
           437,486.93                         -   
                  553.95                         -   



           122,231.56                         -   



                  850.59                         -   
               3,101.19                         -   
           264,921.68                         -   



                  673.32                         -   
             76,945.95                         -   
             16,521.15                         -   



           141,773.36                         -   
               3,940.67                         -   
               1,925.59                         -   



        1,067,424.09                         -   
               3,603.78                         -   
               7,435.48                         -   



               2,584.96                         -   
               4,937.66                         -   
               3,175.00                         -   



             24,321.03                         -   
                  217.70                         -   
               4,210.21                         -   



                  455.94                         -   
                  580.00                         -   
             13,322.14                         -   



                    69.46                         -   
               6,894.24                         -   
             34,288.22                         -   



               1,219.75                         -   
               1,879.83                         -   
                    10.15                         -   



                          -                5,940.21 
                          -              37,660.96 



               9,494.15                         -   



               2,304.73                         -   
           175,000.00                         -   
                          -                7,091.81 



               4,272.23                         -   
               5,412.42                         -   
               9,971.00                         -   



                  235.19                         -   
                  488.11                         -   
                      8.75                         -   



               1,182.99                         -   
                  333.26                         -   
               1,425.01                         -   



               9,885.48                         -   
                  186.81                         -   
               2,236.08                         -   



                  364.90                         -   
                    66.29                         -   
                  431.52                         -   



                    45.96                         -   
                    22.97                         -   
                      8.43                         -   



                    45.67                         -   
                      1.31                         -   
               3,051.71                         -   



                          -              25,927.64 
                          -              10,000.00 
                          -              59,738.23 



                          -            684,923.73 
                          -              87,986.00 
                          -              10,399.00 



                  180.36                         -   
               7,500.00                         -   
             11,448.05                         -   



                          -                   913.20 











010-043-334.17-S428 TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT
010-043-341.34 WILLAMINA CONTRACT
010-043-341.35 DAYTON CONTRACT
010-043-341.36 LAFAYETTE CONTRACT
010-043-341.37 SHERIDAN CONTRACT
010-043-342.01 OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
010-043-342.04 CIVIL FEES
010-043-342.37 SHERIFF'S SALES
010-043-350.01 FINES
010-043-362.03 DONATIONS
010-043-362.03-S423 DONATIONS
010-043-362.11 COPIES
010-043-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.12-WCR REIMBURSEMENT
010-043-362.99 MISC
010-043-389.01 OVER/SHORT
010-043-400.04 SHERIFF
010-043-401.08 SERGEANT
010-043-401.27 CAPTAIN
010-043-401.42 EXECUTIVE OFFICE SPECIALIST
010-043-404.02 DEPUTY SHERIFF
010-043-404.04 CIVIL DEPUTY
010-043-404.05 RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.08 DETECTIVE
010-043-404.14 SENIOR RECORDS CLERK
010-043-404.16 PROPERTY EVIDENCE TECH
010-043-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-043-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-043-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-043-481.00 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S424 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S426 OVERTIME
010-043-481.00-S428 OVERTIME
010-043-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-043-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-043-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S424 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S426 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-490.00-S428 MEDICARE TAX
010-043-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S424 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S426 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-491.00-S428 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-043-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S424 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S426 RETIREMENT
010-043-492.00-S428 RETIREMENT
010-043-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S424 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S426 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.10-S428 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-043-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-043-493.15 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S424 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S426 VEBA
010-043-493.15-S428 VEBA
010-043-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S426 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.32-S428 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-043-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S424 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S426 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-493.40-S428 LIFE INSURANCE
010-043-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S426 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.00-S428 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-043-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S424 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S426 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-494.80-S428 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-043-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT



                          -                   197.00 
                          -              94,466.20 
                          -            933,207.03 



                          -              98,301.78 
                          -            219,311.80 
                          -            396,890.00 



                          -                4,405.56 
                          -            163,762.30 



                          -                6,330.38 
                          -                     25.00 



             39,353.41                         -   



                          -                3,465.70 
                          -              43,330.04 
                          -                   977.59 



                          -              80,350.56 
                          -                   300.00 
                          -              14,935.00 



           189,632.96                         -   
             39,519.39                         -   
             42,898.38                         -   



        1,215,127.11                         -   
             48,001.39                         -   
             87,661.22                         -   



           325,594.68                         -   
           117,400.95                         -   
             35,066.96                         -   



               1,167.89                         -   
           150,272.39                         -   
               1,576.12                         -   



           106,984.88                         -   
                  145.99                         -   
               1,333.90                         -   



             15,618.91                         -   
               8,313.38                         -   
             50,755.31                         -   



                    82.70                         -   
                  108.62                         -   
           525,371.84                         -   



                    25.40                         -   
           157,177.37                         -   
                      9.05                         -   



             36,758.97                         -   
                      2.12                         -   
                    19.34                         -   



                  360.54                         -   
                  765.00                         -   
             49,611.15                         -   



           577,152.67                         -   
                    58.22                         -   
                  475.38                         -   



                    28.48                         -   
                  260.25                         -   
                  341.79                         -   



               1,466.26                         -   
                      0.16                         -   
                      1.21                         -   



             10,369.05                         -   
                      3.80                         -   
                      5.06                         -   



                      5.45                         -   
                    42.08                         -   
                    31.38                         -   



                      2.67                         -   
                      3.50                         -   
               2,496.63                         -   



                  112.87                         -   
               5,082.78                         -   
                      0.29                         -   



                      0.91                         -   
           198,559.20                         -   
                    76.24                         -   











010-043-495.00-S424 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S426 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-495.00-S428 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-043-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S424 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S426 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-496.00-S428 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-043-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-043-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-S423 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SSAR CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-510.01-SWPN CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-043-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S423 UNIFORMS
010-043-516.02-S435 UNIFORMS
010-043-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-S423 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-543.01-SWPN DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-043-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.01-S423 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-043-610.08-SSAR WORKERS COMP INSURANCE
010-043-611.01 AUDIT
010-043-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-043-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-043-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SATV TELEPHONE
010-043-620.01-SVLT TELEPHONE
010-043-621.01 POSTAGE
010-043-640.01 ADVERTISING
010-043-680.04 RADIO REPAIR
010-043-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-043-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-043-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-691.01-SSAR ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-043-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-043-695.12 CIVIL SERVICES
010-043-695.14 OSP-CONCEALED HANDGUN LICENSE FEES
010-043-695.37 SHERIFF'S SALES EXPENSES
010-043-699.01 OTHER EXPENSE
010-043-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-043-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-043-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-043-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SATV MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.05-SSAR MOTOR POOL
010-043-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-043-780.09 MANUAL CHECK CHARGE
010-043-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-043-802.02 VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-048-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-048-611.01 AUDIT
010-048-620.02 CENTRAL DISPATCH
010-059-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-059-350.08 DOMESTIC MEDIATION
010-059-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-059-611.01 AUDIT
010-059-780.03 ADMIN OVERHEAD
010-069-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-069-336.08 AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
010-069-350.14 STATE CIVIL FORFEITURE
010-069-350.16 STATE JUDGMENT FORFEITURE
010-069-362.99 MISC
010-069-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-069-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-069-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-610.01-SCIV PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-069-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-069-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-069-683.08 SW LIC/SUP-OPERATION
010-069-695.05 INVESTIGATION
010-069-780.05 MOTOR POOL



                      0.56                         -   
             69,260.07                         -   
             22,553.68                         -   



                  878.93                         -   
                      0.06                         -   
                      0.60                         -   



                      0.15                         -   
                      1.33                         -   
                      1.75                         -   



             23,074.86                         -   
                  239.97                         -   
                    59.97                         -   



               9,423.34                         -   
                  905.10                         -   
               1,814.96                         -   



                    65.05                         -   
                    69.21                         -   
               2,114.80                         -   



             25,927.57                         -   
                  281.26                         -   
                      0.88                         -   



               5,912.25                         -   
             27,478.49                         -   
               3,384.37                         -   



             15,350.88                         -   
                    26.75                         -   
               7,517.12                         -   



                    70.00                         -   
                    68.50                         -   
             27,949.08                         -   



               3,448.44                         -   
             70,612.39                         -   
               2,370.00                         -   



                    23.75                         -   
                  260.35                         -   
                  609.40                         -   



           240,118.02                         -   
               6,955.73                         -   
                  109.24                         -   



               3,272.57                         -   
             33,857.25                         -   
             12,317.50                         -   



               8,595.00                         -   
           603,207.03                         -   
                  279.45                         -   



           618,189.00                         -   
                          -              26,080.48 
                          -              80,068.66 



             24,250.00                         -   
                          -                   104.61 



                  461.10                         -   



             58,263.00                         -   
                    10.00                         -   
               2,500.89                         -   



                          -                5,248.00 
                          -                     19.63 



                  155.30                         -   



                          -            155,978.55 
                          -                5,000.00 
                          -                4,886.50 



             72,205.80                         -   
                    47.51                         -   
               1,228.71                         -   



               4,182.13                         -   
               2,769.05                         -   



               2,728.72                         -   
               2,735.72                         -   
               3,700.00                         -   



               4,889.06                         -   
                  600.00                         -   
               1,427.74                         -   











010-069-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-069-780.18 INTERNAL EXPENSE
010-069-802.02-FJUS VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-074-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-074-341.15 DISCOVERY FEES
010-074-342.05 SUPERVN/PROB FEES
010-074-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-074-362.12 REIMBURSEMENT
010-074-401.39 LEGAL ASSISTANT
010-074-401.59 JUV PROBATION MANAGER
010-074-402.02 OFFICE SPECIALIST 2
010-074-402.03 SENIOR OFFICE SPEC
010-074-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-074-402.20 OFFICE SPECIALIST TECH
010-074-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-074-403.30 JUV PROB OFFICER 1
010-074-403.31 JUV PROB OFFICER 2
010-074-403.40 DEPUTY D/A
010-074-403.49 DEPUTY D/A 2
010-074-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-074-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-074-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-074-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-074-481.00 OVERTIME
010-074-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-074-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-074-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-074-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-074-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-074-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-074-493.15 VEBA
010-074-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-074-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-074-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-074-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-074-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-074-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-074-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-074-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-074-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-074-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-074-512.04 LABORATORY EXPENSE
010-074-513.03 PUBLICATIONS & DUES
010-074-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-074-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-074-611.01 AUDIT
010-074-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-074-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-612.02-J140 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-074-613.05 JUV SUB-CONTRACT
010-074-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-074-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-074-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-074-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-074-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-074-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-074-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-074-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-074-780.06 EQUPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-074-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-074-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-077-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-077-334.11 STATE HEALTH GRANT
010-077-342.02 RM & BD OF PRISONERS & PROP
010-077-342.24 JUVENILE WORK CREW
010-077-346.13 LOCAL CONTRACTS
010-077-350.06 COURT CORREC ASSES
010-077-380.67 TRANSFER FROM TRANSIT
010-077-401.26 JUVENILE CORRECTIONS DIVISION MGR.



               1,050.00                         -   



                          -              12,551.77 
                          -                     90.00 



             39,180.14                         -   



                          -            197,977.50 
                          -                5,981.75 
                          -                   202.68 



               5,000.00                         -   
             22,836.00                         -   
                          -            354,574.89 



             30,016.62                         -   
           223,429.37                         -   
             49,797.04                         -   



             35,262.15                         -   
             15,225.93                         -   
             15,475.08                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   
             22,510.53                         -   
             26,449.79                         -   



               8,507.20                         -   
               2,151.67                         -   
               9,522.32                         -   



                  414.36                         -   
                    27.18                         -   
               2,256.54                         -   



             68,163.11                         -   
             55,377.26                         -   
               2,500.00                         -   



               1,748.05                         -   
               4,068.22                         -   
                  224.64                         -   



                  263.42                         -   
             13,540.00                         -   
             16,106.44                         -   



             40,715.29                         -   
           119,783.01                         -   
           190,693.46                         -   



               3,902.19                         -   
               4,891.08                         -   
                  401.19                         -   



                  292.96                         -   
               2,186.40                         -   
               6,452.93                         -   



             37,024.64                         -   
               1,448.29                         -   
                  665.02                         -   



               1,981.32                         -   
               6,573.26                         -   
               1,303.34                         -   



               5,788.16                         -   
                          -                2,500.00 



             12,490.00                         -   



                  984.00                         -   
               1,043.07                         -   
             11,815.56                         -   



               1,599.66                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            413,056.21 



             10,959.72                         -   
               6,406.93                         -   
               6,875.00                         -   



                  299.50                         -   
                  112.00                         -   
             24,256.50                         -   



             66,115.20                         -   



                          -              12,000.00 
                          -                3,708.66 
                          -                3,059.68 



                          -              11,031.00 
                          -            214,014.00 
                          -              11,688.82 











010-077-402.15 ACCOUNTING TECH
010-077-403.28 JUV CORRECTIONS TECH
010-077-403.29 JUV CORRECTIONS SPECIALIST
010-077-403.59 JUV CORRECTIONS SUPERVISOR
010-077-403.61 CORP MEMBER
010-077-474.00 SHIFT DIFF
010-077-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-077-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-077-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-077-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-077-482.00-J144 EXTRA HELP
010-077-484.00 BEEPER PAY
010-077-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-490.00-J144 MEDICARE TAX
010-077-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-491.00-J144 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-077-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-077-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-077-493.15 VEBA
010-077-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-077-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-077-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-077-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-077-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.00-J144 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-077-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-494.80-J144 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-077-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-495.00-J144 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-077-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMEN
010-077-496.00-J144 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-077-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-077-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-077-512.06 YOUTH'S CLOTHING
010-077-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-077-543.01 DP EQUIP PURCHASE
010-077-611.01 AUDIT
010-077-612.02 SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES
010-077-613.01 MEDICAL TREATMENT
010-077-613.08 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-613.08-J144 RESTITUTION PAYMENTS
010-077-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-077-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-077-650.01 EQUIPMENT LEASE
010-077-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-077-683.01 COPY MACHINES/MAINT
010-077-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES
010-077-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-077-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-077-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-077-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-077-780.10 PAYMENT TO JAIL
010-077-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-077-780.68 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-081-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-081-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-081-334.05 MARINE BOARD
010-081-335.08 STATE PARKS
010-081-347.10 PARK FEES
010-081-347.14-ROG ROGER'S LANDING PARK FEES
010-081-362.03 DONATIONS
010-081-362.99 MISC
010-081-380.06 CO INT VIDEO LOTTERY
010-081-401.34 DIVISION MANAGER
010-081-403.25 COMM SERVICES SUPERV
010-081-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-081-479.00 OTHER EARNINGS
010-081-482.00 EXTRA HELP
010-081-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-081-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY



               3,918.00                         -   
           105,733.91                         -   



                  127.18                         -   
             86,506.73                         -   
                  553.50                         -   



               6,212.51                         -   
               1,350.00                         -   
               1,447.59                         -   



           310,282.88                         -   
           109,082.15                         -   
               5,606.78                         -   



           178,952.91                         -   
                  243.03                         -   
             13,700.00                         -   



             44,722.66                         -   
                    34.32                         -   
           122,891.61                         -   



             10,704.73                         -   
             10,459.40                         -   
                      8.03                         -   



               1,451.51                         -   
                      1.11                         -   
                  725.90                         -   



                  209.61                         -   
             58,785.53                         -   
                    21.09                         -   



             15,027.40                         -   
               1,768.70                         -   
               3,588.50                         -   



               1,808.14                         -   
               2,366.19                         -   
               1,081.78                         -   



             18,801.79                         -   
             12,806.17                         -   
                  255.80                         -   



                      0.56                         -   
                  388.49                         -   
                      0.76                         -   



               1,492.39                         -   
                  265.64                         -   
                  409.61                         -   



                          -                     71.34 
                  145.19                         -   
                  796.04                         -   



               5,464.14                         -   
                  898.10                         -   
               5,484.38                         -   



                  894.31                         -   
             27,088.50                         -   
                          -            149,094.51 



             12,141.08                         -   
               4,262.00                         -   
             66,897.75                         -   



                  336.00                         -   
             33,645.75                         -   
               5,118.23                         -   



                          -                       2.89 
                          -              15,000.00 



             21,178.71                         -   



                          -                1,200.00 
                          -              16,418.00 
                          -                2,208.00 



                          -                2,000.00 
                          -              15,175.00 
                          -              56,596.00 



               3,001.03                         -   
                  979.66                         -   
               4,188.88                         -   



             39,180.14                         -   
                  300.00                         -   
               2,275.63                         -   











010-081-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-081-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-081-493.15 VEBA
010-081-493.20 DENTAL INSURANCE
010-081-493.25 VISION INSURANCE
010-081-493.31 SHORT TERM DISABILITY
010-081-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-081-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-081-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-081-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-081-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-081-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-081-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-081-511.07 PARK SUPPLIES
010-081-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-081-543.01 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-611.01 AUDIT
010-081-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-081-612.01 MISC TRAINING
010-081-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-081-630.01 TRAVEL EXPENSE
010-081-670.02 HEAT/LIGHTS/WATER
010-081-691.01 ASSOC MEMBERSHIPS
010-081-692.10 SPECIAL PROJECTS
010-081-699.08 BANK SERVICE CHARGE
010-081-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-081-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-081-780.05 MOTOR POOL
010-081-780.06 EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-081-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-081-800.80 DEPT EQUIPMENT
010-081-830.10 PARK IMPROVEMENTS
010-086-301.16 BB COURTHOUSE SECURITY
010-086-350.09 COURT SECURITY ASSESSMENT
010-086-401.14 CORRECTIONS SGT
010-086-404.09 CORRECTION DEPUTY
010-086-404.18 COURT SEC CORRECTION RESERVE OFFICER
010-086-404.19 CORRECTIONS RESERVE
010-086-475.00 LONGEVITY PAY
010-086-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-086-481.00 OVERTIME
010-086-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-086-486.00 INCENTIVE PAY
010-086-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-086-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-086-492.00 RETIREMENT
010-086-493.10 MEDICAL INSURANCE
010-086-493.12 EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
010-086-493.15 VEBA
010-086-493.32 LONG TERM DISABILITY
010-086-493.40 LIFE INSURANCE
010-086-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-086-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-086-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-086-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-086-499.00 FET/VACATION/SICK
010-086-510.01 CENTRAL SUPPLIES
010-086-516.02 UNIFORMS
010-086-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-086-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-086-611.01 AUDIT
010-086-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-086-620.01 TELEPHONE
010-086-780.01 BUILDING RESERVE
010-086-780.04 INTERNAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS
010-086-780.06 CO INT EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT
010-086-780.54 TELECOMM PER CALL AND TOLL CHARGES
010-090-900.03 TRANSFER TO COMM CORR
010-090-900.04 TRANSFER TO CAP IMP
010-090-900.07 TRF TO HHS



             12,941.33                         -   
             18,024.61                         -   
                    24.33                         -   



                  135.55                         -   
                    67.69                         -   
                    33.08                         -   



                  390.41                         -   
                    21.42                         -   
               4,819.65                         -   



               1,400.00                         -   
               1,798.20                         -   
                  180.70                         -   



             13,731.15                         -   
                  985.00                         -   
                  561.26                         -   



                  156.67                         -   
                  117.31                         -   
                  185.98                         -   



               1,829.14                         -   
               1,392.84                         -   
             36,264.64                         -   



                  819.36                         -   
               8,506.59                         -   
                  581.25                         -   



                          -                     12.30 
               1,723.49                         -   
               1,558.50                         -   



               3,152.11                         -   
             14,779.87                         -   
                  170.00                         -   



             65,030.06                         -   
             60,580.81                         -   
               7,790.94                         -   



                          -              49,008.74 
                          -              38,317.00 



               8,541.00                         -   



                    40.08                         -   
               8,344.00                         -   
               5,285.60                         -   



               9,564.21                         -   
             20,843.74                         -   
             21,170.40                         -   



               4,504.26                         -   
                    40.00                         -   
               2,236.82                         -   



                  333.83                         -   
               1,557.37                         -   
               3,645.95                         -   



                  154.28                         -   
                    77.94                         -   
               2,259.18                         -   



                    50.70                         -   
             13,383.17                         -   
                  308.52                         -   



                    20.43                         -   
               1,741.87                         -   
                  346.68                         -   



                  509.08                         -   
               2,260.50                         -   
                  409.68                         -   



                  125.00                         -   
                  225.86                         -   
             60,278.51                         -   



                  380.97                         -   
                  950.95                         -   
                  376.50                         -   



           923,742.00                         -   
        1,527,211.70                         -   



                  700.00                         -   
                    35.94                         -   
           210,350.00                         -   











010-090-900.80 TRF TO SELF INSURANCE
010-092-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.01 BEGINNING BALANCE
010-163-301.02 BB RESERVED
010-163-336.07 YCOM PAYMENT FOR RADIO TOWERS
010-163-362.09 SITE REVENUE
010-163-401.09 LIEUTENANT
010-163-480.00 EXTRA HOURS
010-163-481.00 OVERTIME
010-163-485.00 CERTIFICATION/EDUCATION
010-163-490.00 MEDICARE TAX
010-163-491.00 SOCIAL SECURITY
010-163-494.00 ACCIDENT INSURANCE
010-163-494.80 TIME LOSS RESERVE
010-163-495.00 UNEMPLOYMENT
010-163-496.00 WORKERS COMP ASSESSMENT
010-163-543.01 DEPT. EQUIPMENT
010-163-610.01 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
010-163-611.01 AUDIT
010-163-611.02 CONTRACT SERVICES
010-163-652.04 SITE OPER COSTS
010-163-683.07 SOFTWARE LIC AND MAINT FEES



 



                          -         1,261,053.00 
                          -            174,721.81 
                          -            174,973.00 



             25,500.00                         -   



                  128.90                         -   
                  551.06                         -   
               1,140.17                         -   



                          -                   186.81 
                          -                1,030.68 



                  820.55                         -   



                          -            270,300.00 
                          -              31,230.91 



               9,285.45                         -   



Totals  $   28,294,081.91  $ 40,461,405.41 



             91,200.00                         -   
             24,447.87                         -   
               3,038.00                         -   



             19,706.40                         -   
             31,149.31                         -   
                  119.69                         -   



                    17.76                         -   
                      8.92                         -   
                      3.09                         -   
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H; Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:54:54 AM


Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.


 


Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45:13 AM


All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then,  I  would  add  the  following  findings,  to  explain  what  the  Board  expects  a  “collaborative  and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry; V H
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:09:57 PM


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to
see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request
and have The Friends non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding
and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they
would be competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded, which
seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone; you can
always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-
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I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and
I'm not sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also
considering applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the
thought is that the branding should be developed along with the master
plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an
RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing
with the County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a
sense of how the review committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding
and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan
ahead of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of
the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: FW: Yamhelas ConnectOregon Project - ODOT PM Handoff
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 1:18:30 PM


FYI…
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2018 1:18 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: BLAIR Andrew <Andrew.BLAIR@odot.state.or.us>; HINZE Donna L
<Donna.L.HINZE@odot.state.or.us>; THIEL Katie <Katie.THIEL@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas ConnectOregon Project - ODOT PM Handoff
 
Hi Carrie,
 
After a lengthy shuffle at ODOT Region 2, Andrew Blair is now the ODOT contact for your project. We
had a hand-off meeting this morning and he is now getting up to speed. His contact info follows:
 
Phone: 503-986-2681
Email: Andrew.blair@odot.state.or.us
 
Donna Hinze will continue on the environmental side. I’ve asked Andrew to setup a meeting with
you so that he and Donna can go over how the NEPA process works and what
documentation/information is needed from the County to move things forward. I can attend if you
would like.
 
You should be in good hands.
 
PS – the MPR’s should now go to Andrew and the ConnectOregon mailbox.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:53:11 AM


I have been unable to reach the accounting person responsible for approving administrative
overhead. Remember, I mentioned she is out for surgery. I will let Lee know I have not heard back
from accounting. We need to submit any final reimbursement for the TE project by 7/31/18.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 10:51 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
 
What does this mean for us, if anything?
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: CRONEMILLER Lee M <Lee.M.CRONEMILLER@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2018 11:21 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; R2 Local Prog Invoices
<R2LocalProgInvoices@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: KN18332 Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1
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Hi Carrie,
 
Just wanted to let you know that the federal end date for the right of way expenditure account is
7/31/2018. In case you were thinking about sending another invoice (assuming there are funds
remaining), no federal funds will be available after that date.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
 








From: Brett Henry
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: YWT Questions
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 10:13:06 AM
Attachments: image002.png


Rough Estimate of Construction Cost of Yamhelas Westsider Trail.docx
Handicapped Accessibility Guidelines.docx
ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations.docx


 
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


OREGON PUBLIC RECORD
Messages to and from this email address may be subject to the Oregon Public Records Law.


 
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION


This e-mail message and any attachments are intended only for the addressee(s). They may be privileged, confidential, and
protected from disclosure.  If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly


prohibited.  If you received this e-mail message in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this e-mail
message or by telephone and delete the material from any computer.


 
 


From: Brett Henry 
Sent: Monday, June 12, 2017 9:27 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian Boenisch
<boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jayne Mercer <mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Commissioner Rick Olson (olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us) <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ted Smietana
<SMIETANT@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: YWT Questions
 
Good morning.  I did a bit of research over the weekend and have some partial answers to questions
posed at last week’s information meeting.
 
The first attachment is a rough estimate base on construction costs from the Folsom Trails in
California.  I hesitate to give a firm estimate until we complete a Master Plan as I said at the
meeting.  However, a good rough estimate for asphalt surfacing (10 foot wide with 6 inches of
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Construction Cost of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


Scope:  TBD in Master Plan


Outline of Potential Costs:


1. General Contractor management and fee (prevailing wages rate)


2. Dimensions:  Miles (feet of trail) x width of trail (17miles (89760 feet x 10 feet)


3. Materials/Surfacing:  Asphalt (Square Feet of material) – 10 foot wide trail with 6 inches of asphalt CABC is estimated at $30.00 per linear foot.  Estimate of $2,692,800 for 17 miles of trail.


Concrete is more durable but more expensive.  


4. Striping of Trail ($14,000 per mile for trail centerline)


5. Signage


6. Crossings (Signage, removal bollards, gates, striping, flashing lights at busy intersections) (number of crossings)


7. Mitigation of damage to wildlife areas (minimal 30% Design Concept)


8. Site Prep and Grading (Cubic Yards)


9. Curbs & Edgings


10. Fences and gates (Linear Feet)


11. Storm Water Drainage – Site specific (catch basins, storm water drain piping and trenching, storm water detention basins, outfalls and headwalls)


12. Trail lighting and power (trenching, conduit, and wiring to power source)


13. Standard Trailheads (2) (parking, lighting, restrooms, sidewalks, signage, bicycle racks, water fountains)


14. Equestrian Trailhead (1)


15. Drinking water fountains (piping and trenching from point of connection to water source)


16. Retaining walls?


17. Planting and irrigation of landscaping (square feet)


18. Soft Costs (Engineering design, construction management, permits)


19. Cost of engineering, permitting, and construction of 3 bridges – Connect Oregon VI


20. Amenities for equestrian  


21. 10% Contingency







ABA CHAPTER 1:  APPLICATION AND ADMINISTRATION


F106.5 Defined Terms


Boards. Boards include, but are not limited to, wood, plastic, metal, and composite products.


Camp Shelter. A partially enclosed structure that provides campers and hikers cover from weather and that does not contain plumbing fixtures or kitchen appliances. Camp shelters are not transient lodging facilities or residential dwelling units.


Camping Facility.  A site, or portion of a site, developed for outdoor recreational purposes that contains camping units.


Camping Unit.  An outdoor space in a camping facility used for camping that contains outdoor constructed features, parking spaces for recreational vehicles or other vehicles, tent pads or tent platforms, or camp shelters.


Outdoor Constructed Features.  Picnic tables, fire rings, grills, fireplaces, wood stoves, trash and recycling receptacles, water hydrants, utility and sewage hookups, outdoor rinsing showers, benches, and viewing scopes provided at outdoor recreation facilities.


Picnic Facility.  A site, or portion of a site, developed for outdoor recreational purposes that contains picnic units.


Picnic Unit.  An outdoor space in a picnic facility used for picnicking that contains outdoor constructed features.


Trail.  A pedestrian route developed primarily for outdoor recreational purposes.  A pedestrian route developed primarily to connect elements, spaces, or facilities within a site is not a trail.


Trailhead.  An outdoor space that is designated by an entity responsible for administering or maintaining a trail to serve as an access point to the trail.  The junction of two or more trails or the undeveloped junction of a trail and a road is not a trailhead.


Viewing Area.  An outdoor space developed for viewing landscapes, wildlife, or other points of interest.


ABA CHAPTER 2:  SCOPING REQUIREMENTS


F201.4 Requirements Apply to Facilities Constructed or Altered by or on Behalf of Federal Agencies.   The requirements in F216.13, F244 through F248, and 1011 through 1019 shall apply only to facilities constructed or altered by federal agencies or by non-federal entities on federal land on behalf of federal agencies pursuant to a concession contract, partnership agreement, or similar arrangement.


F201.4.1 Documentation and Notification When Exceptions Used for Trails and Beach Access Routes.  Federal agencies shall document the basis for not fully complying with a specific provision in 1017 or 1018 on a portion of a trail or beach access route based on Exception 1 in 1017 or Exception 1 in 1018, and shall maintain the documentation with the records for the trail or beach project. Federal agencies shall notify the Access Board if an entire trail is exempted from complying with 1017 based on Exception 2 in 1017.1, and if a beach access route is not provided based on Exception 2 in 1018.1.


Advisory F201.4.1 Documentation and Notification When Exceptions Used for Trails and Beach Access Routes. Forms for notifying the Access Board if an entire trail is exempted from complying with 1017 based on Exception 2 in 1017.1, and if a beach access route is not provided based on Exception 2 in 1018.1 are available at: www.access-board.gov.


F202.3 Alterations.   * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
4.  Where elements or spaces are altered in camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, or trailheads and the circulation path to the altered element or space is not altered, the circulation path shall not be required to comply with 1016.


F202.4 Alterations Affecting Primary Function Areas.  * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
2.  Camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, trailheads, trails, and beach access routes shall not be required to comply with F202.4.


F206.1 General. * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  Accessible routes shall not be required where outdoor recreation access routes are provided at camping facilities in accordance with F244.5, picnic facilities in accordance with F245.4, viewing areas in accordance with F246.3, or trailheads in accordance with F247.3.2.
2.  Accessible routes shall not be required where camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, or outdoor constructed features are provided on trails.
3.  Accessible routes shall not be required where beach access routes are provided in accordance with F248.


F212.3 Sinks.  * * * * *


EXCEPTIONS:  * * * * *
2.  In camping facilities and picnic facilities, sinks shall not be required to comply with F212.3 where a cooktop or conventional range is not provided.


F213.1 General.  * * * * *


EXCEPTION:  Pit toilets provided on trails and in camping facilities shall not be required to comply with F213.


Advisory F213.1 General. A pit toilet is a primitive outhouse consisting of a toilet riser over a hole dug into the ground or receptacle to receive and naturally decompose human waste.


F216.13 Trailhead Signs. Where new trail information signs are provided at trailheads on newly constructed or altered trails designed for use by hikers or pedestrians, the signs shall comply with 1017.10.


Advisory F216.13 Trailhead Signs. New trail information signs are required to comply with 1017.10 regardless of whether the newly constructed or altered trails comply with 1017. If trail information signs designate the name of the trail, only the name of the trail is required to comply with 703.5. See F216.2. Tactile characters are not required on exterior signs. Trail information signs are not required to display the International Symbol of Accessibility.


F244 Camping Facilities


F244.1 General.  Camping facilities, other than camping facilities on trails, shall comply with F244.


Advisory F244.1 General.  Camping facilities on trails are addressed in F247.4.1.


F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Camping facilities shall provide camping units with mobility features complying with F244.2 in accordance with Table F244.2.  Where a camping facility provides different types of camping units, Table F244.2 shall apply to each type of camping unit provided.


Table F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features


			Total Number of Camping Units Provided in Camping Facility


			Minimum Number of Camping Units with Mobility Features Required





			1


			1





			2 to 25


			2





			26 to 50


			3





			51 to 75


			4





			76 to 100


			5





			101 to 150


			7





			151 to 200


			8





			201 and over


			8, plus 2 percent of the number over 200








Advisory F244.2 Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Camping units for recreational vehicles only, camping units for tent camping only, and camping units with camp shelters are different types of camping units.

Camping units with mobility features are not required to be identified by signs.  Entities should provide information on the location of camping units with mobility features on websites, in brochures, and at bulletin boards or information kiosks at the camping facility.  Where entities operate reservation systems for camping units or assign camping units upon arrival, entities should establish policies to ensure that camping units with mobility features are available for individuals with disabilities until all the camping units are occupied.


F244.2.1 Alterations and Additions.  Where camping units are altered or added, the requirements of F244.2 shall apply only to the camping units that are altered or added until the number of camping units with mobility features complies with the minimum number required in Table 244.2.


EXCEPTION:  Where an entity is implementing a transition plan for program accessibility developed pursuant to regulations issued under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act that designates specific camping units to provide mobility features complying with F244.2, the entity shall not be required to comply with F244.2 when altering individual elements within camping units that are not designated to provide mobility features complying with F244.2.


Advisory F244.2.1 Alterations and Additions Exception.  When all the elements within a camping unit are altered, the altered camping unit is required to comply with F244.2 unless the minimum number of camping units with mobility features required in Table 244.2 is provided.


F244.2.2 Dispersion.  Camping units required to provide mobility features complying with F244.2 shall provide choices of camping units comparable to, and integrated with, those available to others.


F244.2.3 Elements Within Camping Units with Mobility Features.  Elements within camping units required to provide mobility features shall comply with F244.2.3.


F244.2.3.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided, at least one of each type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011. Where more than one of the same type of outdoor constructed features is provided, at least two of the same type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.


F244.2.3.2 Parking Spaces.  Where provided, parking spaces shall comply with F244.2.3.2.


F244.2.3.2.1 Recreational Vehicles. Where parking spaces are provided for recreational vehicles, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided for recreational vehicles, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.2.3.2.2 Vehicles Other Than Recreational Vehicles. Where parking spaces are provided for vehicles other than recreational vehicles, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided for a vehicle other than a recreational vehicle, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.2.3.3 Tent Pads and Tent Platforms.  Where provided, at least one tent pad and tent platform shall comply with 1013. Where more than one tent pad and tent platform is provided, at least two tent pads and tent platforms shall comply with 1013.


F244.2.3.4 Camp Shelters.  Where provided, at least one camp shelter shall comply with 1014. Where more than one camp shelter is provided, at least two camp shelters shall comply with 1014.


F244.3 Outdoor Constructed Features in Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Where provided in common use and public use areas that serve camping units with mobility features, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature provided at each location shall comply with 1011.


F244.4 Pull-up Spaces for Recreational Vehicles at Dump Stations.  Where provided, pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles at dump stations shall comply with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F244.5 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  Camping facilities shall provide outdoor recreation access routes complying with 1016 in accordance with F244.5.


Advisory F244.5 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing camping facilities, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F244.5.1 Routes Within Camping Units with Mobility Features.  At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within camping units with mobility features.


F244.5.2 Routes to and Within Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Common use and public use areas serving camping units with mobility features shall provide outdoor recreation access routes in accordance with F244.5.2.


EXCEPTION:  Outdoor recreation access routes shall not be required to connect camping units with mobility features and recreational vehicle dump stations where a pull-up space complying with 1012.2, 1012.4, and 1012.5 is provided at the dump station for recreational vehicles.


F244.5.2.1 Routes to Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect each camping unit with mobility features with common use and public use areas serving the unit.


F244.5.2.2 Routes Within Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within common use and public use areas serving camping units with mobility features.


F244.5.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  Where a circulation path connects camping facilities and adjacent recreation facilities, at least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect camping units with mobility features to an accessible route serving the adjacent recreation facilities.


Advisory F244.5.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  F244.5.3 does not modify the accessible route requirements in F206 that apply to recreation facilities.


F244.5.4 Location. Outdoor recreation access routes required by F244.5.2 and F244.5.3 shall coincide with or be located in the same area as general circulation paths.


Advisory F244.5.4 Location.  Where a vehicular way serves as the general circulation path for pedestrians at a camping facility, the outdoor recreation access route can be provided within the vehicular way.


F245 Picnic Facilities


F245.1 General.  Picnic facilities, other than picnic facilities on trails, shall comply with F245.


Advisory F245.1 General.  Picnic facilities on trails are addressed in F247.4.2.


F245.2 Picnic Units with Mobility Features. Picnic facilities shall provide picnic units with mobility features in accordance with F245.2.


Advisory F245.2 Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  Picnic units with mobility features are not required to be identified by signs.  Entities should provide information on the location of picnic units with mobility features on websites, in brochures, and at bulletin boards or information kiosks at the picnic facility.


F245.2.1 Picnic Facilities with Two or Fewer Picnic Units.  Where picnic facilities contain two or fewer picnic units, each picnic unit shall provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


F245.2.2 Picnic Facilities with More Than Two Picnic Units.  Where picnic facilities contain more than two picnic units, at least 20 percent, but not less than two, of the picnic units shall provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


F245.2.3 Alterations and Additions.  Where picnic units are altered or added, the requirements of F245.2 shall apply only to the picnic units that are altered or added until the number of picnic units with mobility features complies with the minimum number required in F245.2.1 or F245.2.2.


EXCEPTION:  Where an entity is implementing a transition plan for program accessibility developed pursuant to regulations issued under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act that designates specific picnic units to provide mobility features complying with F245.2, the entity shall not be required to comply with F245.2 when altering individual elements within picnic units that are not designated to provide mobility features complying with F245.2.


Advisory F245.2.3 Alterations and Additions Exception.  When all the elements within a picnic unit are altered, the altered picnic unit is required to comply with F245.2 unless the minimum number of picnic units with mobility features required in F245.2.1 or F245.2.2 is provided.


F245.2.4 Dispersion.  Picnic units required to provide mobility features complying with F245.2 shall provide choices of picnic units comparable to, and integrated with, those available to others.


F245.2.5 Elements Within Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  Elements within picnic units required to provide mobility features shall comply with F245.2.5.


F245.2.5.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided, at least one of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011. Where more than one of the same type of outdoor constructed feature is provided, at least two of the same type of outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.


F245.2.5.2 Parking Spaces.  Where provided, at least one parking space shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5. Where more than one parking space is provided, at least two parking spaces shall comply with 1012.3, 1012.4, and 1012.5.


F245.3 Outdoor Constructed Features in Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Where provided in common use and public use areas that serve picnic units with mobility features, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature provided at each location shall comply with 1011.


F245.4 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  Picnic facilities shall provide outdoor recreation access routes complying with 1016 in accordance with F245.4.


Advisory F245.4.  Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing picnic facilities, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F245.4.1 Routes Within Picnic Units with Mobility Features.  At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within picnic units with mobility features.


F245.4.2 Routes to and Within Common Use and Public Use Areas.  Common use and public use areas serving picnic units with mobility features shall provide outdoor recreation access routes in accordance with F245.4.2.


F245.4.2.1 Routes to Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect each picnic unit with mobility features with common use and public use areas serving that unit.


F245.4.2.2 Routes Within Common Use and Public Use Areas. At least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within common use and public use areas serving picnic units with mobility features.


F245.4.3 Routes to Adjacent Recreation Facilities. Where a circulation path connects picnic facilities and adjacent recreation facilities, at least one outdoor recreation access route shall connect picnic units with mobility features to an accessible route serving the adjacent recreation facilities.


Advisory F245.4.3 Adjacent Recreation Facilities.  F245.4.3 does not modify the accessible route requirements in F206 that apply to adjacent recreation facilities.


F245.4.4 Location.  Outdoor recreation access routes required by F245.4.2 and F245.4.3 shall coincide with or be located in the same area as general circulation paths.


Advisory F245.4.4 Location.  Where a vehicular way serves as the general circulation path for pedestrians at a picnic facility, the outdoor recreation access route can be provided within the vehicular way.


F246 Viewing Areas


F246.1 General.  Viewing areas, other than viewing areas on trails, shall comply with F246.


Advisory F246.1 General.  Viewing areas on trails are addressed in F247.4.3.


F246.2 Distinct Viewing Locations.  Each distinct viewing location within a viewing area shall comply with 1015.


Advisory F246.2 Distinct Viewing Locations.  Viewing areas can provide more than one distinct viewing location.  For example, a viewing area can provide a distinct viewing location for observing a mountain range, and another distinct viewing location for observing a river.  Distinct viewing locations within a viewing area can be designated by signs or other markers.


F246.3 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided within viewing areas, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011.


F246.4 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  At least one outdoor recreation access route complying with 1016 shall connect accessible parking spaces or other arrival points serving the viewing area with accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within the viewing area.


Advisory F246.4.  Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  There are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F247 Trails


F247.1 General. Where a trail is designed for use by hikers or pedestrians and directly connects to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017, the trail shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.1 General.  The Federal Trail Data Standards classify trails by their designed use and managed use.  A trail has only one designed use that determines the design, construction, and maintenance parameters for the trail.  A trail can have more than one managed use based on a management decision to allow other uses on the trail. Trails that have a designed use for hikers or pedestrians are required to comply with 1017.  Trails that have a designed use for other than hikers or pedestrians are not required to comply with 1017.

A trail system may include a series of connecting trails. Only trails that directly connect to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017 are required to comply with 1017.


F247.2 Existing Trails.  Where the original design, function, or purpose of an existing trail is changed and the altered portion of the trail directly connects to a trailhead or another trail that substantially meets the requirements in 1017, the altered portion of the trail shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.2 Existing Trails.  Routine or periodic maintenance activities that are performed to return an existing trail to the condition to which the trail was originally designed are not required to comply with 1017.


F247.3 Trailheads.  Trailheads shall comply with F247.3.


Advisory F247.3 Trailheads.  Trailhead information signs are addressed in F216.13.


F247.3.1 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where provided within trailheads, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature shall comply with 1011.


F247.3.2 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  At least one outdoor recreation access route complying with 1016 shall connect the following:


1. Accessible parking spaces or other arrival points serving the trailhead; 
2. Starting point of the trail; and 
3. Accessible elements, spaces, and facilities provided within the trailhead.


Advisory F247.3.2 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes.  In alterations to existing trailheads, there are exceptions in 1016.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.


F247.4 Trail Facilities.  Where provided on trails, facilities shall comply with F247.4.


Advisory F247.4 Trail Facilities.  Facilities are required to comply with F247.4 regardless of whether the trail complies with 1017. Outdoor recreation access routes are not required at camping facilities, picnic facilities, or viewing areas provided on trails.


F247.4.1 Camping Facilities.  Camping facilities provided on trails shall comply with F244.2 and F244.3.


F247.4.2 Picnic Facilities.  Picnic facilities provided on trails shall comply with F245.2 and F245.3.


F247.4.3 Viewing Areas.  Viewing areas provided on trails shall comply with F246.2 and F246.3.


F247.4.4 Routes. Routes that connect trails complying with 1017 to camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, pit toilets, and accessible elements provided within the facilities shall comply with 1017.


Advisory F247.4.4. Routes. Routes that connect trails that do not comply with 1017 to camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, pit toilets, and accessible elements provided within the facilities are not required to comply with 1017. An exception to F213.1exempts pit toilets from the requirements for accessible toilet facilities.


F247.5 Outdoor Constructed Features.  Where outdoor constructed features are provided on trails, other than within facilities specified in F247.4, at least 20 percent, but not less than one, of each type of outdoor constructed feature at each location shall comply with 1011.


F248 Beach Access Routes


F248.1 General.  Beach access routes complying with 1018 shall be provided in accordance with F248.1.  Beach access routes shall be permanent or removable.


EXCEPTION:  Beach access routes shall not be required where pedestrian access to the beach is not permitted.


Advisory F248.1 General.  There are exceptions in 1018.1 that can be used where conditions specified in 1019 apply.  Removable beach access routes can be moved to a protected storage area during storms and other periods when the routes are subject to damage or loss.


F248.1.1 Facilities Serving Beaches.  Beach access routes shall be provided in a number complying with F248.2 where the entity that administers or manages a beach constructs or alters any of the following facilities to serve the beach:


1. Circulation paths;
2. Parking facilities;
3. Toilet facilities; or 
4. Bathing facilities. 
EXCEPTION:  The entity shall not be required to expend more than 20 percent of the costs of constructing or altering the facilities to provide beach access routes.


F248.1.2 Beach Nourishment.  Beach access routes shall be provided in a number complying with F248.2 where the entity that administers or manages a beach undertakes a beach nourishment project.
EXCEPTION:  The entity shall not be required to expend more than 20 percent of the costs of a beach nourishment project to provide beach access routes.


F248.2 Minimum Number.  Where beach access routes are required by F248.1, at least one beach access route shall be provided for each 1/2 mile (0.8 km) of beach shoreline administered or managed by the entity.


EXCEPTION:  The number of beach access routes shall not be required to exceed the number of pedestrian access points provided by the entity to a beach.


Advisory F248.2 Minimum Number Exception.  Pedestrian access points to a beach include parking facilities that serve beaches, dune crossings, and stairways or ramps leading from boardwalks to the beach.


F248.3 Location.  Beach access routes shall coincide with or be located in the same area as pedestrian access points to the beach.


 





 



[New sections added to Appendix D to Part 1191 – Technical]


CHAPTER 10:  RECREATION FACILITIES


1001.1 Scope.  The provisions of Chapter 10 shall apply where required by Chapter 2 or where referenced by a requirement in this document.


Advisory 1001.1 Scope.  Unless otherwise modified or specifically addressed in Chapter 10, all other requirements in this document apply to the design and construction of recreation facilities. 
The requirements in 1011 through 1019 apply only to facilities constructed or altered by federal agencies or by non-federal entities on federal land on behalf of federal agencies pursuant to a concession contract, partnership agreement, or similar arrangement. See F201.4.  The requirements in 1011 and 1019 allow for limitations and other constraints posed by the existing outdoor environment.


1011 Outdoor Constructed Features


1011.1 General.  All outdoor constructed features shall comply with 1011.2 and 1011.3.  Outdoor constructed features specified in 1011.4 through 1011.8 shall comply with those provisions, as applicable.


Advisory 1011.1 General.  The requirements in 1011 apply to outdoor constructed features provided within camping facilities, picnic facilities, viewing areas, and trailheads or on trails.


1011.2 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space complying with 1011.2 shall be provided at outdoor constructed features.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  Where individual outdoor constructed features are altered and the ground surface is not altered, the clear ground space shall not be required to comply with 1011.2.2 and 1011.2.3.
2. In alterations, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1011.2, the clear ground space shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


1011.2.1 Size and Location. The size and location of the clear ground space shall be in accordance with Table 1011.2.1.  Unless otherwise specified in Table 1011.2.1, one full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or a trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


Table 1011.2.1 Clear Ground Space 


			Outdoor Constructed Feature


			Minimum Size and Location





			Picnic tables


			36 inches (915 mm) on all usable sides of the table measured from the back edge of the benches





			Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and woodstoves


			48 inches (1220 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) on all usable sides of the fire ring, grill, fireplace, and woodstove


Center the space on each usable side of the grill, fireplace, and woodstove





			Trash and recycling receptacles


			36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned for forward approach to the receptacle opening; or 30 inches (760 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) positioned for a parallel approach to the receptacle opening





			Water hydrants


			72 inches (1830 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) with the long side of the space adjoining or overlapping an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space


Locate the space so that the water spout is 11 inches (280 mm) minimum and 12 inches (305 mm) maximum from the rear center of the long side of the space





			Utility and sewage hookups


			30 inches (760 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) with the long side of the space adjoining or overlapping an accessible parking space or pull-up space for recreational vehicles


Locate the space so that the hook-ups are at the rear center of the space


Bollards or other barriers shall not obstruct the clear ground space in front of the hook-ups





			Outdoor rinsing showers


			60 inches (1525 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) centered on the shower heads


Locate the space so that the shower pedestal or wall with the shower head are at the rear end of the space





			Benches


			 36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned near the bench with one side of the space adjoining an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable


The clear ground space shall not overlap the outdoor recreation access route or trail, or another clear ground space





			Viewing Scopes


			36 inches (915 mm) by 48 inches (1220 mm) positioned for forward approach to the viewing scope


Provide knee and toe clearance complying with 306 under the viewing scope


Locate the space so that the eyepiece is centered on the space 








Advisory 1011.2.1 Size and Location.  The usable sides of picnic tables, fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and woodstoves are the sides of the outdoor constructed feature that can be used for eating or serving food, building a fire, or cooking.  All sides of picnic tables are generally usable, unless the picnic table is placed against a rock or tree that renders the side against the rock or tree not usable.  All sides of fire rings and grills are generally usable, unless there is a wall or other structure on a side that renders the side not usable. The front sides of fireplaces and woodstoves are generally the usable side.


1011.2.2 Surface. The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.


1011.2.3 Slope. The slope of the clear ground space surface shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1011.2.4 Openings. Openings in the clear ground space surface shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1011.2.4 Openings. Where possible, drainage grates should be located outside of the clear ground space surface. Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1011.3 Operable Parts. Operable parts shall comply with 309.3 and 309.4.


EXCEPTIONS:  1. Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, wood stoves, water hydrants, and water utility hookups shall comply with 309.4 to the extent practicable.
2. Trash and recycling receptacles with hinged lids and controls to keep out large animals shall comply with 309.4 to the extent practicable.
3. Dumpster type trash and recycling receptacles shall not be required to comply with 309.3 and 309.4.
4. Sewage hatches shall not be required to comply with 309.3 and 309.4.


Advisory 1011.3 Operable Parts. New products may be developed with operable parts that comply with 309.4. As products with operable parts that comply with 309.4 become available, entities should provide these products to enable individuals with disabilities to operate them.


1011.4 Picnic Tables.  Picnic tables shall comply with 1011.4.


1011.4.1 Height. The tops of picnic tables shall comply with 902.3.


1011.4.2 Wheelchair Space. Picnic tables shall provide at least one wheelchair space for each 24 linear feet (7320 mm) of usable table surface perimeter.  Wheelchair spaces shall be 30 inches (760 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.  Wheelchair spaces shall be positioned for a forward approach to the table and provide knee and toe clearance complying with 306 under the table.


1011.5 Fire Rings, Grills, Fireplaces, and Wood Stoves. Fire rings, grills, fireplaces, and wood stoves shall comply with 1011.5.


Advisory 1011.5 Fire Rings, Grills, Fireplaces, and Wood Stoves.  Fire rings with double walls or insulation on the sides are recommended to prevent burns.


1011.5.1 Fire Building Surfaces.  Fire building surfaces shall be 9 inches (230 mm) minimum above the ground.


1011.5.2 Cooking Surfaces.  Where provided, cooking surfaces shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum and 34 inches (865 mm) maximum above the ground.


1011.5.3 Raised Edges or Walls.  Where fire rings, grills, or fireplaces are constructed with raised edges or walls, the depth of the raised edge or wall shall be 10 inches (255 mm) maximum.


1011.6 Water Spouts.  Water spouts at water hydrants and water utility hook-ups shall be 28 inches (710 mm) minimum and 36 inches (915 mm) maximum above the ground.


1011.7 Outdoor Rinsing Showers.  Outdoor rinsing showers shall provide at least one hand-held shower spray unit with a hose 59 inches (1500 mm) long minimum. The hand-held shower spray unit shall have at least one fixed position located 15 inches minimum (380 mm) and 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum above the ground.


EXCEPTION: Where vandalism is a consideration, a fixed shower head located at 48 in (1220 mm) above the ground shall be permitted in place of a hand-held shower spray unit.


1011.8 Viewing Scopes.  Eyepieces on viewing scopes shall be 43 inches (1090 mm) minimum and 51 inches (1295 mm) maximum above the ground.


 


1012 Parking Spaces Within Camping Units and Picnic Units and Pull-Up Spaces at Dump Stations


1012.1 General.  Parking spaces within camping units and picnic units with mobility features and pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles at dump stations shall comply with 1012.


1012.2 Recreational Vehicles.  Parking spaces and pull-up spaces for recreational vehicles shall be 20 feet (6100 mm) wide minimum.


EXCEPTION:  Where two adjacent parking spaces are provided for recreational vehicles, one parking space shall be permitted to be 16 feet (4880 mm) wide minimum.


1012.3 Other Vehicles.  Parking spaces for vehicles, other than recreational vehicles, shall be 16 feet (4880 mm) wide minimum.


EXCEPTION:  Where two adjacent parking spaces are provided for vehicles, other than recreational vehicles, one parking space shall be permitted to be 8 feet (2440 mm) wide minimum.


1012.4 Surface.  The surface of parking spaces and pull-up spaces shall be firm and stable.


1012.5 Slope.  The slope of the surface of parking spaces and pull-up spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1013 Tent Pads and Tent Platforms


1013.1 General.  Tent pads and tent platforms shall comply with 1013.


EXCEPTION:  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1013, the tent pad and tent platform shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


Advisory 1013.1 General.  Tent pads and tent platforms are defined spaces with prepared surfaces for setting up and securing tents.


1013.2 Clear Ground Space.  Clear ground space complying with 1013.2 shall be provided on all usable sides of tent pads and tent platforms.


1013.2.1 Size.  The clear ground space shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) wide minimum.


1013.2.2 Surface.  The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.  The surface shall allow use of tent stakes and other tent securement devices.


1013.3 Slope.  The slope of the surface of tent pads, tent platforms, and clear ground spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION: Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted where necessary for drainage.


1013.4 Height.  Tent platforms shall be 19 inches (485 mm) high maximum measured from the clear ground space to the tent platform surface.


 


1014 Camp Shelters


1014.1 General.  Camp shelters shall comply with 1014.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1014, the camp shelter shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
2. Camp shelters shall not be required to comply with 307.


1014.2 Entrance. Camp shelters shall provide an entrance complying with 1014.2.1 or 1014.2.2.


1014.2.1 Transfer Access. Where transfer access is provided at the entrance to a camp shelter, the entrance shall comply with 1014.2.1.


1014.2.1.1 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space shall be provided at the entrance to the camp shelter.  The clear ground space shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum and shall be positioned for a parallel approach to the camp shelter.  One full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


1014.2.1.1.1 Surface.  The surface of the clear ground space shall be firm and stable.


1014.2.1.1.2 Slope.  The slope of the surface of the clear ground space shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted where necessary for drainage.


1014.2.1.2 Floor Height. The camp shelter floor at the entrance shall be 19 inches (485 mm) high maximum measured from the clear ground space.


1014.2.2 Roll-in Access. Where roll-in access is provided at the entrance to a camp shelter, the entrance shall comply with 1014.2.2.


1014.2.2.1 Level or Sloped Entry Route. Camp shelters providing roll-in access shall have a level or sloped entry route complying 1016 or 1017, as applicable.


1014.2.2.2 Turning Space.  A turning space complying with 304.3 shall be provided within the camp shelter.


1014.3 Floor. The floor within camp shelters shall comply with 1014.3.


1014.3.1 Surface. The floor surface shall be firm and stable.


1014.3.2 Slope. The slope of the floor surface shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the floor surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1015 Viewing Areas


1015.1 General.  Viewing areas shall comply with 1015.


EXCEPTION:  In alterations, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1015, the viewing area shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.


1015.2 Clear Ground Space.  A clear ground space shall be provided at each distinct viewing location.  The clear ground space shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum by 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum and shall be positioned for either a forward or parallel approach to the viewing location.  One full unobstructed side of the clear ground space shall adjoin or overlap an outdoor recreation access route or trail, as applicable, or another clear ground space.


1015.3 Viewing Space.  Each distinct viewing location shall provide a viewing space adjacent to the clear ground space required by 1015.2 through which the point of interest is viewable. The viewing space shall be 32 inches (815 mm) maximum and 51 inches (1295 mm) minimum high above the ground and shall extend the full width of the clear ground space.


EXCEPTION:  Guards or similar safety barriers shall be permitted to obstruct the viewing space to the extent the obstruction is necessary for the guard or safety barrier to serve its intended purpose.


1015.4 Turning Space.  A turning space complying with 304.3 shall be provided within viewing areas.


1015.5 Surface.  The surface of clear ground spaces and turning spaces shall be firm and stable.


1015.6 Slope.  The slope of the surface of clear ground spaces and turning spaces shall not be steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


 


1016 Outdoor Recreation Access Routes


1016.1 General.  Outdoor recreation access routes shall comply with 1016.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  In alterations to existing camping facilities, picnic facilities, and trailheads, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1016 on a portion of an outdoor recreation access route, the portion of the outdoor recreation access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
2.  At viewing areas, when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance on a portion of an outdoor recreation access route with a specific provision in 1016, the portion of the outdoor recreation access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.
3.  Where outdoor recreation access routes are provided within vehicular ways, outdoor recreation access routes shall not be required to comply with 1016.4, 1016.7, and 1016.8.


1016. 2 Surface.  The surface of outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


1016.3 Clear Width. The clear width of outdoor recreation access routes shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1016.4 Passing Spaces.  Outdoor recreation access routes with a clear width less than 60 inches (1525 mm) shall provide passing spaces complying with 1016.4 at intervals of 200 feet (61 m) maximum.  Passing spaces and resting intervals shall be permitted to overlap.


Advisory 1016.4 Passing Spaces.  Entities should consider providing either a 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum clear width on outdoor recreation access routes or passing spaces at shorter intervals if the clear width is less than 60 inches (1525 mm), where the route is:


· Heavily used or adjoins elements, space, or facilities that are heavily used; or


· A boardwalk or otherwise not at the same level as the ground surface adjoining the route.


1016.4.1 Size.  The passing space shall be either:


1. 


1. A space 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum; or


2. The intersection of two outdoor recreation access routes providing a T-shaped space complying with 304.3.2 where the base and the arms of the T-shaped space extend 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum beyond the intersection.  Vertical alignment at the intersection of the outdoor recreation access routes that form the T-shaped space shall be nominally planar.


Advisory 1016.4.1 Size. Where the passing space is the intersection of two outdoor recreation access routes, the intersection must be as flat as possible so that all of the wheels of a mobility device touch the ground when turning into and out of the passing space.


1016.5 Obstacles. Obstacles on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 1 inch (25 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1016.5 Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of joints in concrete, asphalt, or board surfaces can be obstacles.  Natural features such as tree roots and rocks on outdoor recreation access routes can also be obstacles.  Where an outdoor recreation access route is provided within a vehicular way, traffic calming devices can be obstacles.  Where possible, obstacles that cross the full width of outdoor recreation access routes should be separated by a distance of 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1016.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of outdoor recreation access routes shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1016.6 Openings.  Spaces between the boards in a boardwalk and drainage grates are examples of openings.  Where possible, drainage grates should be located outside the minimum clear width of the outdoor recreation access route. Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1016.7 Slopes.  The slopes of outdoor recreation access routes shall comply with 1016.7.


1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  The running slope of any segment of an outdoor recreation access route shall not be steeper than 1:10 (10%).  
Where the running slope of a segment of an outdoor recreation access route is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1016.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1016.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Outdoor Recreation Access Route Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			50 feet (15 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)








Advisory 1016.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. Where running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1016.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION: Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1016.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1016.8.


1016.8.1 Length.  The resting interval length shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) long minimum.


1016.8.2 Width.  Where resting intervals are provided within an outdoor recreation access route, resting intervals shall be at least as wide as the widest segment of the outdoor recreation access route leading to the resting interval. Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to an outdoor recreation access route, the resting interval shall be 36 inches (915 mm) wide minimum.


1016.8.3 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have slopes not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1016.8.4 Turning Space.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to an outdoor recreation access route, a turning space complying with 304.3.2 shall be provided.  
Vertical alignment between the outdoor recreation access route, turning space, and resting interval shall be nominally planar.


1016.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1016.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on outdoor recreation access routes, passing spaces, and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


 


1017 Trails


1017.1 General.  Trails shall comply with 1017.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1017 on a portion of a trail, the portion of the trail shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable.  
2.  After applying Exception 1, when an entity determines that it is impracticable for the entire trail to comply with 1017, the trail shall not be required to comply with 1017. 


Advisory 1017.1 General Exception 2.  An entity must apply Exception 1 before using Exception 2.  The entity should consider the portions of the trail that can and cannot fully comply with the specific provisions in 1017 and the extent of compliance where full compliance cannot be achieved when determining whether it would be impracticable for the entire trail to comply with 1017.  The determination is made on a case-by-case basis. Federal agencies must document the basis for their determination when using Exceptions 1 or 2, and must notify the Access Board when using Exception 2. See F201.4.1.


1017.2 Surface.  The surface of trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


Advisory 1017.2 Surface.  A firm trail surface resists deformation by indentations. A stable trail surface is not permanently affected by expected weather conditions and can sustain normal wear and tear from the expected uses between planned maintenance.


1017.3 Clear Tread Width. The clear tread width of trails shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1017.4 Passing Spaces.  Trails with a clear tread width less than 60 inches (1525 mm) shall provide passing spaces complying with 1017.4 at intervals of 1000 feet (300 m) maximum.  Where the full length of a trail does not fully comply with 1017, a passing space shall be located at the end of the trail segment that fully complies with 1017. Passing spaces and resting intervals shall be permitted to overlap.


Advisory 1017.4 Passing Spaces. Entities should consider providing either a 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum clear tread width or passing spaces at shorter intervals if the clear tread width is less than 60 inches (1525 mm), where a trail is: 
• Heavily used; or 
• A boardwalk or otherwise not at the same level as the ground surface adjoining the trail.
Where the full length of the trail does not fully comply with 1017, locating a passing space at the end of the trail segment that fully complies with 1017 enables a person who uses a mobility device to turn and exit the trail.


1017.4.1 Size.  The passing space shall be either:


1. 


1. A space 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum; or


2. The intersection of two trails providing a T-shaped space complying with 304.3.2 where the base and the arms of the T-shaped space extend 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum beyond the intersection. Vertical alignment at the intersection of the trails that form the T-shaped space shall be nominally planar.


Advisory 1017.4.1 Size. Where the passing space is the intersection of two trails, the intersection must be as flat as possible so that all of the wheels of a mobility device touch the ground when turning into and out of the passing space.


1017.5 Tread Obstacles.  Tread obstacles on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, tread obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 2 inches (50 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1017.5 Tread Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of joints in concrete, asphalt, or board surfaces can be tread obstacles.  Natural features such as tree roots and rocks within the trail tread can also be tread obstacles.  Where possible, tread obstacles that cross the full width of the trail tread should be separated by a distance of 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1017.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1017.6 Openings.  Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1017.7 Slopes.  The slopes of trails shall comply with 1017.7.


1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Not more than 30 percent of the total length of a trail shall have a running slope steeper than 1:12 (8.33%). The running slope of any segment of a trail shall not be steeper than 1:8 (12%).  Where the running slope of a segment of a trail is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1017.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1017.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Trail Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			200 feet (61 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)





			1:10 (10%)


			1:8 (12%)


			10 feet (3050 mm)








Advisory 1017.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes on trails are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. Where running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1017.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall be not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1017.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1017.8.


1017.8.1 Length.  The resting interval length shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) long minimum.


1017.8.2 Width.  Where resting intervals are provided within the trail tread, resting intervals shall be at least as wide as the widest segment of the trail tread leading to the resting interval.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to the trail tread, the resting interval clear width shall be 36 inches (915 mm) minimum.


1017.8.3 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have slopes not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1017.8.4 Turning Space.  Where resting intervals are provided adjacent to the trail tread, a turning space complying with 304.3.2 shall be provided.  Vertical alignment between the trail tread, turning space, and resting interval shall be nominally planar.


1017.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1017.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on trails, passing spaces, and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


1017.10 Trailhead Signs. Trail information signs at trailheads shall include the following:


1. Length of the trail or trail segment; 
2. Surface type; 
3. Typical and minimum tread width; 
4. Typical and maximum running slope; and 
5. Typical and maximum cross slope.


 


1018 Beach Access Routes


1018.1 General.  Beach access routes shall comply with 1018.


EXCEPTIONS:  1.  When an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision in 1018 on a portion of a beach access route, the portion of the beach access route shall comply with the provision to the extent practicable. 
2.  After applying Exception 1, when an entity determines that it is impracticable to provide a beach access route complying with 1018, a beach access route shall not be required. 
3.  Removable beach access routes shall not be required to comply with 1018.7, 1018.8, and 1018.10.


Advisory 1018.1 General Exception 2.  An entity must apply Exception 1 before using Exception 2. The entity should consider the portions of the beach access route that can and cannot fully comply with the specific provisions in 1018 and the extent of compliance where full compliance cannot be achieved to determine whether it would be impracticable to provide a beach access route complying with 1018.  The determination is made on a case-by-case basis. Federal agencies must document the basis for their determination when using Exceptions 1 or 2, and must notify the Access Board when using Exception 2. See F201.4.1.


1018.2 Connections.  Beach access routes shall connect an entry point to the beach to the:


1. High tide level at tidal beaches; 
2. Mean high water level at river beaches; or 
3. Normal recreation water level at lake, pond, and reservoir beaches.


1018.3 Surface.  The surface of beach access routes and resting intervals shall be firm and stable.


1018.4 Clear Width.  The clear width of beach access routes shall be 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum.


EXCEPTION:  At dune crossings, the clear width of beach access routes that are not removable shall be permitted to be reduced to 48 inches (1220 mm) minimum.


1018.5 Obstacles.  Obstacles on beach access routes and resting intervals shall not exceed 1/2 inch (13 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than asphalt, concrete, or boards, obstacles shall be permitted to not exceed 1 inch (25 mm) in height measured vertically to the highest point.


Advisory 1018.5 Obstacles.  The vertical alignment of boards on a beach access route or removable sections of a beach access route can be obstacles.


1018.6 Openings.  Openings in the surface of beach access routes and resting intervals shall not allow the passage of a sphere more than 1/2 inch (13 mm) in diameter.


Advisory 1018.6 Openings.  Elongated openings should be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular, or as close to perpendicular as possible, to the dominant direction of travel.


1018.7 Slopes.  The slopes of beach access routes shall comply with 1018.7.


1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  The running slope of any segment of a beach access route shall not be steeper than 1:10 (10%).  Where the running slope of a segment of a beach access route is steeper than 1:20 (5%), the maximum length of the segment shall be in accordance with Table 1018.7.1, and a resting interval complying with 1018.8 shall be provided at the top and bottom of each segment.


Table 1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length


			Running Slope of Beach Access Route Segment


			Maximum Length of Segment





			Steeper than


			But not Steeper than


			





			1:20 (5%)


			1:12 (8.33%)


			50 feet (15 m)





			1:12 (8.33%)


			1:10 (10%)


			30 feet (9 m)








Advisory 1018.7.1 Maximum Running Slope and Segment Length.  Gradual running slopes on beach access routes are more useable by individuals with disabilities.  Where the terrain results in steeper running slopes, resting intervals are required more frequently. When running slopes are less severe, resting intervals are permitted to be further apart.


1018.7.2 Cross Slope.  The cross slope shall not be steeper than 1:48.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1018.8 Resting Intervals.  Resting intervals shall comply with 1018.8.


1018.8.1 Size.  Resting intervals shall be 60 inches minimum (1525 mm) by 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum.


1018.8.2 Slope.  Resting intervals shall have a slope not steeper than 1:48 in any direction.


EXCEPTION:  Where the surface is other than concrete, asphalt, or boards, cross slopes not steeper than 1:20 shall be permitted when necessary for drainage.


1018.9 Protruding Objects.  Constructed elements on beach access routes and resting intervals shall comply with 307.


Advisory 1018.9 Protruding Objects.  Protruding objects on beach access routes and resting intervals can be hazardous for individuals who are blind or have low vision.  Signs and other post mounted objects are examples of constructed elements that can be protruding objects.


1018.10 Dune Crossings.  Where the slope of a beach access route at a dune crossing is steeper than 1:20 (5%), handrails complying with 505 and curbs or barriers shall be provided. The curbs or barriers shall prevent the passage of a 2 inch (50 mm) diameter sphere, where any portion of the sphere is within 2 inches (50 mm) of the crossing surface.


 


1019 Conditions for Exceptions


1019.1 General.  Exceptions to specific provisions in 1011, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1016, 1017, and 1018 shall be permitted when an entity determines that any of the following conditions does not permit full compliance with the provision:


1. Compliance is not practicable due to terrain. 
2. Compliance cannot be accomplished with the prevailing construction practices. 
3. Compliance would fundamentally alter the function or purpose of the facility or the setting. 
4. Compliance is limited or precluded by any of the following laws, or by decisions or opinions issued or agreements executed pursuant to any of the following laws:


· Endangered Species Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq.);


· National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.);


· National Historic Preservation Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 470 et seq.);


· Wilderness Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1131 et seq.); or


· Other federal, state, or local law the purpose of which is to preserve threatened or endangered species; the environment; or archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features.


Advisory 1019.1 General.  Exceptions in the following sections require compliance to the extent practicable when an entity determines that a condition in 1019 does not permit full compliance with a specific provision: 
• 1011.2 Exception (clear ground space in alterations to outdoor constructed features); 
• 1013.2 Exception (any provision for tent pads and tent platforms); 
• 1014.1 Exception 1 (any provision for camp shelters); 
• 1015.1 Exception (any provision in alterations to viewing areas); 
• 1016.1 Exception 1 (any provision for outdoor recreation access routes in alterations to existing camping facilities, picnic facilities, and trailheads);
• 1016.1 Exception 2 (any provision for outdoor recreation access routes at viewing areas);
• 1017.1 Exception 1 (any provision for trails); and 
• 1018.1 Exception 1 (any provision for beach access routes).

Entities should consider all design options before using the exceptions. On outdoor recreation access routes, trails, and beach access routes, the exceptions apply only on the portion of the route where the condition applies.  The outdoor recreation access route, trail, or beach access route is required to fully comply with the provisions in 1016, 1017, and 1018, as applicable, at all other portions of the route where the conditions do not apply. There are additional exceptions that apply to an entire trail or beach access route in 1017.1 and 1018.1.

Condition 4 allows the following to be a basis for using the exceptions:
• Opinions issued by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to the Endangered Species Act stating how a federal agency can implement an action without jeopardizing the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species, or destroying or adversely modifying the habitat of such species (16 U.S.C. 1536 (b) (3) (A)); 
• Decisions issued by a federal agency pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act in actions requiring environmental impact statements stating how it will avoid or minimize environmental harm (42 U.S.C. 4332; 40 CFR 1505.2);
• Agreements executed or decisions issued by a federal agency pursuant to National Historic Preservation Act stating how it will avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects on historical properties (16 U.S.C. 470f and 470h-2; 36 CFR 800.6 (b) (iv) and 800.7 (c) (4)); and 
• Provisions in the Wilderness Act that require federal agencies to preserve the wilderness character of designated wilderness areas and prohibit any structure or installation within such areas (16 U.S.C. 1131 (b) and (c)).

Condition 4 also applies where archaeological, cultural, historical, or other significant natural features are eligible for protection under federal, state, or local law.







ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations:


Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible


Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection & Sustainable Trail Design


1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades


2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential


3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread deformation, soil saturation and improve access.


4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking experience and improve accessibility


Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility


1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient of friction of the tread surface 


2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge protection


3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge protection


4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide better firmness and stability


5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is required


6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to provide a good coefficient of friction


7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated


8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches


9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of crushed shale rock and native soil


10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale rock


11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually impaired trail users












depth) is $30.00 per linear foot.  DPW would be a good source for accurate pricing of asphalt
material in today’s market.  Extrapolating the figure gives us a rough estimate of $2,692,800 for 17
miles of trail.  I also included some other items in the scope of work to think about when considering
a construction estimate.  Like Jayne said this is all “to be determined”.
 
The second attachment are some guidelines to follow for handicap accessibility when designing a
trail.  The US Forest Service has an Accessibility Guidebook for Outdoor Recreation and Trails that
should be the “bible” for how we design the Yamhelas Trail.  We used this for designing the
Tammany Trace in Louisiana. 
 


As far as drainage mitigation.  Along the northern stretch of trial especially north of Cove
Orchard towards Gaston there will be issues with flooding.  There are some drainage
mitigation methods but each will be site specific.  Some mitigation includes:  catch basins,
storm water drain piping and trenching, storm water detention basins, outfalls and headwalls. 
All of these designs must be considered during the engineering phase of the master plan. 


 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Sunday, June 11, 2017 12:46 PM
To: Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken
Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jayne Mercer <mercerj@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry
<henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: YWT Questions
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FYI  ~
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 


From: Mikalie Frei 
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2017 3:33 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Questions
 
Questions during public comment that were not answered:
 


-          Is ADA factoring into the plans?
-          Plans to handle the drainage issues?


 
 
Questions written on cards:
 
Chris Mattson:


-          Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of
the grants as posted on the county website?


-          It was stated multiple times tonight by staff that Ken Wright will be offering an easement
instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and switch?


Alice Patridge:
-          If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round


surveillance/safety/maintenance?
-          Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going


onto private property?
-          Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative?
-          If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners?


 
Tom Hammer:


-          Do we get a formal hearing?
-          Do we get a binding ag study?


 
Doug Davis – surfing1951@gmail.com


-          What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?
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Jana Ellings: - janna.ellings@gmail.com


-          How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”?
 
Jean Brethower:


-          What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from
vandalism by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail
property, and from damage to farm property?


-          Will right to farm laws be enforced?
-          Will trail uses be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do?
-          Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers?


 
 
Again, I am extremely sorry for what happened with the cards last night! And I’m even more sorry
that you have to listen to the comments and complaints after the fact!
 
 
Thank you,
 


Mikalie J. Frei
Paralegal
Yamhill County Counsel
434 NE Evans St.
McMinnville, OR 97128
freim@co.yamhill.or.us
Ph: (503) 434-7502
Fax: (503) 434-7553
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:37:17 PM


Thank you!
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 1:26 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
 
Indeed I am!
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Wednesday, May 09, 2018 1:00 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
 
Are you attending tonight’s meeting?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
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tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail Meeting
Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2018 1:00:22 PM


Are you attending tonight’s meeting?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: V H; Ken Wright
Cc: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 6:57:53 AM


The advice coming from Lisa at Travel Oregon sounds very encouraging as to where we are on their
radar. We haven't heard from Carrie, but so far I agree with Veronica as to it being good advice.  Wayne 


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:57:59 PM PDT, Ken Wright <ken@kenwrightcellars.com> wrote:


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a total project
cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
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to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
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position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Christo Brehm
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com; catcheng@altaplanning.com; V H; Jean Crowther; Mike Rose; Katie Mangle;


Erin McAlister
Subject: Re: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 8:23:57 AM
Attachments: Yamhelas Westsider Trail - Marketing and Branding Scope and Estimate.pdf


Carrie and Veronica,


Thanks for checking in about the Yamhelas Westsider Trail marketing and branding scope and
cost estimate you requested. We didn't realize you were on a tight deadline with your grant
application.


Attached please find the scope and estimate.  Please let us know if you have any questions. 
We wish you the best as you move this project forward and are happy to assist however we
can.


Sincerely,


---Christo


Christo Brehm | Senior Designer
Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


On Tue, May 22, 2018 at 7:21 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good morning, all!


 


I know that Veronica and I are working against some grant application deadlines, so I just wanted
to check in with the group to see how things are progressing.


 


Jessica and Cat: Do you have enough info from Veronica to provide some broad pricing guidelines
and recommended scope of work? As was the case when we met with Christo and Jean, we just
need to have a sense of the dollars involved.


 


Christo and Jean: We received notification yesterday that we did not receive the Doppelt Family
Foundation grant. I am working on two additional applications this week to fund a master plan
project, so I’ll keep you posted.
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MEMORANDUM 
711 SE Grand Ave. 
Portland, OR 97214 
(503) 230-9862 
www.altaplanning.com 
 
 



[Client Name] | 1  



 



To:  Carrie Martin and Veronica Haley Hinkes  



From:  Christo Brehm 



Date:  May 22, 2018 



Re:  Yamhelas Westsider Trail – marketing and branding scope + estimate 



 



In addition to the February 20, 2018 proposal and cost estimate that Alta prepared for developing a Master 



Plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, the following scope specifically addresses marketing and branding 



tasks. This scope is based on our best understanding of your goals and objectives and can certainly be 



modified as desired.  Please let us know if you have any questions. 



 



Task 1 Administration 



Project Management  
Overall project management will be provided by Alta Planning + Design. Alta’s Project Manager will be in regular 
contact with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail to coordinate staff, keep parties 
informed of project efforts, and seek input on key decision points. Regular communication will include e-mail, 
telephone, and written communications. We will hold weekly progress conference calls and one in-person 
meeting per month with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail staff to keep the project on 
track.  
 
Project Kick-Off Meeting  



Alta will hold an in-person kick-off meeting at the start of the project with Yamhill County and Friends of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The goal of the kick-off meeting will be to: 



 Review project goals and objectives 



 Review scope of services 



 Collect available relevant documents and information 



 Confirm meeting and project schedules 



 Identify key upcoming milestones 



 Establish staff communication and coordination protocol 



 Discuss the branding questionnaire submitted to City staff in advance 
 
After the kick-off meeting, key action items will be identified, and the project schedule will be revised (if needed). 
Alta will provide meeting notes detailing major decisions and action items resulting from the kick-off meeting. 



Task 1 Budget: 



Programs: 16 hours ($1,800) 
Graphic Design: 12-15 hours ($1,400-$1,800) 



Task 2: Communications and Marketing Plan 



Alta will work with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail to develop a communications and 
marketing plan. The plan will include market research, identification of target audience(s), inventory of available 
communication channels, and a scan of available partners. An overall marketing message framework will be 











Yamhelas Westsider Trail 
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developed. The plan will include actions and roles/responsibilities related to social media, distribution of print 
materials, website, and email lists. Outreach events will be considered as well, with recommendations in the plan 
if all involved parties feel it is an effective strategy. 



Task 2 Budget: 



Programs: 60 - 80 hours ($8,000 - $10,000 depending on how robust) 
Graphic Design: 3-5 hours ($350-$600) 
 



Task 3: Branding 



Alta will work with Yamhill County and Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail to identify potential themes and 
arrive at options for a unifying system brand. The goal will be to work with stakeholders to create recognition for 
the regional trail system with a visual identity that is distinct, memorable, and reflects the setting and character of 
the trail corridor and surrounding communities. Alta’s branding process starts with helping our clients define goals 
and target audiences, providing preliminary design input to narrow down “look and feel,” drafting and refining 
logos, through implementation of a brand and branding guidelines. This task will include a logo, branding 
guidelines with recommendations for usage, and associated font and color palettes.  



Task 3 Budget: 



Programs - task management: 25 hours ($3,000) 
Graphic Design: 60-70 hours ($6,000-$7,000) 
 



Task 4: Brochure with trail map 



Alta will design an image-rich brochure available in native, print, and web-ready formats with the branding 
guidelines established in Task 3. Content will feature visuals with informational and education text, and schematic 
map of the trail. The client will provide basic content and high resolution photography; Alta will review/refine 
content and design it an appealing and clear format. For budgeting purposes, we have assumed an 8.5 x 11” 
trifold format for the brochure, but we are happy to explore other options with the client to determine an 
appropriate size based on content. Print management is not included in the estimate, but Alta can take this on for 
an additional labor fee if desired. 



Task 4 Budget: 



Content (Programs): 20 - 30 hours ($2,200 - $3,500) 
GIS for schematic map 12-16 hours ($1,200-$1,600) 
Graphic Design: 40-45 hours ($4,000-$4,500) 
Note if we are doing a more complex user map, add 30-40 hours (+$3,000-$4,000) 



 



 












 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Fw: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


This is the one I never heard back on.


 


----- Forwarded Message -----


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>


To: Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com>


Cc: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Jean Crowther <jeancrowther@altaplanning.com>;
Jessica Roberts <jessicaroberts@altaplanning.com>; Cat Cheng <catcheng@altaplanning.com>


Sent: Saturday, May 12, 2018, 9:33:13 AM PDT


Subject: Re: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Marketing and Outreach Plan


 


Thank you for the introduction Carrie, and for the quick response Christopher!
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We haven't had a chance to discuss this in depth with the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail
board, so I can't get too specific.  We would be looking for branding, and a plan and materials to
promote the trail both locally and to potential visitors.  Some of that would be done through local
destination marketing organizations, although at the time there is not a strong county-wide DMO but we
are hopeful there will be.  But I imagine we would also do our own marketing through social media,
email list, etc.  We would want a printed piece that could go in visitor center brochure racks.  And
maybe some events?  And we are totally open to suggestion about what has worked well for other
trails.  


 


The grant requires a 25% match, so we can't get too crazy.  


 


Is that enough info?


 


Thank you, 


 


Veronica


Sent from my iPad


On May 11, 2018, at 4:34 PM, Christo Brehm <christobrehm@altaplanning.com> wrote:


Carrie: Its good to hear from you and to know that you are making progress moving the
master planning process forward.


 


Veronica: I'd like to connect you with Jessica Roberts and Cat Cheng (cc'd), in our
Portland Alta office, who lead our programs, marketing, and branding work. Once they
get a better sense from you and Carrie regarding the potential scope of marketing
activities, they can help to prepare an estimate so you can effectively go after a grant for
the project.  Is there anything more you can tell us regarding how extensive of a
marketing campaign you have in mind?


 


As with Carrie, please keep Jean and I in the loop and we can all work together to move
the project forward.


 


---Christo
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Christo Brehm | Senior Designer


Alta Planning + Design, Inc.
711 SE Grand Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
phone: 541.359.3530 (m)
www.altaplanning.com
Creating active, healthy communities


  


 


 


On Fri, May 11, 2018 at 1:19 PM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Good afternoon, Christo and Jean,


 


When we met a couple months ago, we mentioned the county is working with the
nonprofit Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail for development and maintenance
of the trail. As you know, the county is currently seeking funding to do a master plan,
though there is a desire to keep the marketing and branding aspects out.


 


I’m currently working on an OPRD Recreational Trail Program grant for a master plan,
and I’d like to introduce you to Veronica Hinkes, who will be writing a grant on behalf of
the Friends group for a marketing and outreach plan. I have sent her a couple of
sample master plans that incorporated marketing and branding, but I’m hoping you all
can assist Veronica in establishing some guidelines for what this companion project
might cost.


 


Please feel free to include me in your conversations, if that would be helpful.


 


Thanks for all your help!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager
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Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007


 


 


 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: RE: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
Date: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:59:06 AM


I can print the whole thing on 11x17.
 
cm
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:57 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
 
While I look at it, can you see if there is a way for the entire thing to fit on 11X17? (Ledger)?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2018 11:51 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YWT Project Overview - Version 2.0
 
Let me know if you want anything else added. Each page is a full year.
 
cm
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin;


Chad Olson; Brett Henry; V H
Subject: Re: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 6:09:57 PM


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to
see your grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request
and have The Friends non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding
and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward with both submissions I believe they
would be competitive and you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded, which
seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this further over the phone; you can
always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-
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I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and
I'm not sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan
for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also
considering applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the
thought is that the branding should be developed along with the master
plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an
RTP grant, so that the identity of the trail is established and coordinated
from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing
with the County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important
project to keep the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a
sense of how the review committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding
and a marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a
position to market to potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan
ahead of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of
the grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: Ken Huffer
Subject: Re: TGM Application Edits
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 11:11:02 AM


Looks good to me. 


Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for
the use of the recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or
copying this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or
agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received the electronic mail in error, please immediately
destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.


On Jun 7, 2018, at 10:18 AM, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


Here is the language addressing the “timely and urgent” question:
 
 
This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation
Growth Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail. Since our first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed
acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad corridor, and received a grant from
ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and construction of three
bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The County is
currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and
expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge
construction project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the
majority of the trail involves more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning.
The master plan is necessary for the definition of the next phase of design and
construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail, and is imperative to the timely
progression of this project.
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From: Ken Wright
To: V H
Cc: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; Jack Schwab; Carrie Martin; Chad Olson;


Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:57:56 PM


That is my memory as well.


Ken


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 8:04 PM, V H <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


If I remember correctly the county is asking for $75,000, which would mean a
total project cost of $100,000 (with the 25% match).  


Sent from my iPhone


On May 23, 2018, at 6:09 PM, Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
wrote:


Was our submission for the master plan grant $100K?


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 5:40:25 PM PDT, V H
<veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a
good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,


I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your
voicemail. Our team was excited to see your grant idea
submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My current recommendation would
to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends
non-profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the
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branding and marketing plan. If you decided to move forward
with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and
you stand the chance of the master plan not being funded,
which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at
503.351.3439.


 


Cheers,


 


Lisa


 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants


 


Hi Lisa-


 


I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was
cutting in and out and I'm not sure if my message
got through on your voice-mail.


 


I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized
grants. 


 


Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for
funding for the Master Plan for the Yamhelas
Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is
also considering applying for one for a branding
and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the
master plan, and hopefully a wayfinding project that
we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that
the identity of the trail is established and
coordinated from the get-go. 


 


However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a
position of competing with the County, because
obviously the Master Plan is the most important
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project to keep the trail development moving
forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--
would they be seen as complimentary or
competitive?


 


My second question is on timelines.  We could
certainly have the branding and a marketing plan
done in two years, but it is quite possible that there
will still not be a trail segment open at that time, so
we would not be in a position to market to potential
visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead
of time be seen as prudent planning, or premature?


 


Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you
can't read the minds of the grant reviewers, but if
you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on
this, that would be very helpful!


 


Thank you,


 


Veronica


 


 


Total Control Panel Login


To:
ken@kenwrightcellars.com
From:
veronica4249@yahoo.com


Remove this sender from my allow list


You received this message because the sender is on your allow list.



https://asp.reflexion.net/login?domain=kenwrightcellars.com

https://asp.reflexion.net/address-properties?aID=1221172102&domain=kenwrightcellars.com
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H; Carrie Martin
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Re: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:54:54 AM


Thanks Carrie, I am thinking now of Yamhill, would it be helpful to include an offer of help or partnership
to any effort they might make to a Safe Routes to School grant. We do have a strong supporter on their
council,  Dana Gray, she was very passionate about the trail at last weeks BOC. I guess that brings up
another question; if there is a known supporter on the council do we send it to that person to present to
the council or directly to the mayor?  Wayne


On Wednesday, May 23, 2018, 9:15:55 AM PDT, Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us> wrote:


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J


 


I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters supporting
the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to be unique and
not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the process easier. My
recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:


 


Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.


 


Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]


 


Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial support, as
applicable.


 


Hope this is helpful!


 


Carrie


 


Carrie Martin


Grants and Special Projects Manager


Yamhill County


(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: N-R Editorial Letter
Date: Sunday, June 10, 2018 2:22:48 PM


Hi All, I am sending this out just in case anyone might have missed it in last Friday's News Register.
Great letter of endorsement.   Wayne


By editorial board • June 8, 2018


Don’t let hyperbolic critics stonewall trail
opportunity
The NIMBY element is in high dudgeon over the proposed Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Among more
strident partisans, the rhetoric outstrips all reason.


We respect principled and thoughtful opposition. But fears whipped up over the trail seem greatly
exaggerated.


To some folks, not in my backyard outweighs all other considerations, including recreational values
serving to enhance quality of life and economic potential serving to make Yamhill County even more
desirable as a vacation destination.


The major unfounded fear is a deluge of addled, addicted transients bent on terrorizing local farmers. The
fact is, transients gravitate to places offering services, meals, income opportunities, locker facilities and
shelter options, all free of charge. That roster includes McMinnville, but not the Yamhill County
countryside.


In Mac, churches and agencies combine to offer food and clothing, medical and dental care, tents and
sleeping bags, locker storage and social interaction, shelter beds and social services — well out of reach
on a stretch of long-abandoned rail line winding toward Gaston.


Besides, most transients spend daylight hours panhandling at high-traffic venues like Albertsons and
Walmart. Trudging miles to reach them isn’t feasible.


If the homeless were going to forsake that for a rocky bed on a long-abandoned rail line, they wouldn’t be
waiting for a government stamp of approval or government improvements simply serving to make them
even less welcome. No rule or regulation would prevent them from flocking west today.


One set of critics decries the county’s failure to incorporate a rail element, while another accuses the
county of secretly plotting a grand commuter rail line connecting to TriMet. Adjacent landowners describe
the specter of increased tresspassing by people and dogs, even though the county is promising to fence
the ribbon of rail right-of-way on both sides, something many of them have never done themselves.


Some foes cite potential curbs on agricultural spraying, when, in fact, the only agency authorized to
regulate herbicide and pesticide application in Oregon is the decidedly farm-friendly Department of
Agriculture. Besides, the county is dedicated to post signs warning of potential dust, noise and spray, and
to supply useful information about the crops under cultivation.


We favor identifying and addressing legitimate concerns, but staying the course otherwise. The Yamhelas
Westsider Trail has the potential to become a virtually priceless piece of local heritage.
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From: Jeff Knapp
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: VM Support Letter
Date: Thursday, May 24, 2018 11:37:25 AM
Attachments: LoS Yamhelas.pdf


Carrie,


See attached support letter.  Let us know if you have anything else we can assist with.


Jeff Knapp  |  Executive Director
Visit McMinnville
T: 503-857-0182
C: 971-241-8808
328 Davis St. #1, McMinnville, Oregon 97128
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May 24, 2018 
 
Michelle Woodard 
Grants Manager 
Travel Oregon/Oregon Tourism Commission 
250 Church Street SE, Ste. 100 
Salem, OR 97301 
 



Dear Michelle: 



I am writing to state my enthusiastic support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail grant application to Travel Oregon 
to support recreation and transportation opportunities for Yamhill County’s overnight visitors and community.  
This application represents an exciting culmination of years of strategic work and has a number of benefits, 
including the economic revitalization for communities connected by the Trail. 



With magnificent views, cycling and running event opportunities, and the promotion of wine country 
connectivity, the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will provide a huge tourism asset to draw overnight guests to our 
region.  Visit McMinnville and Travel Oregon funded data shows that a large percentage of visitors to Oregon 
come here due to outdoor recreation activities, and that recreational trails appeal to non-local visitors with 
reported household incomes of $100,000+.  Overnight visitor spending is $111.5 million annually in our county, 
and our main draws are the outstanding wine country, fine dining, and our charming small communities.  The 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will connect our existing assets, develop a new tourism draw, and open up new 
markets for us to market our destination to – such as outdoor recreation enthusiasts and families. 



I am pleased to support the Yamhelas Westsider Trail application for Travel Oregon funding. I look forward to 
answering any questions you might have; please contact me at 503-857-0182 or jeff@visitmcminnville.com. 
Thank you for your consideration. 



 



Sincerely, 



 



Jeff Knapp 
Executive Director 
Visit McMinnville 



 













From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the City of Gaston Transportation Master Plan Update
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 6:03:43 PM
Attachments: Sample letter of support(Gaston).odt


Hi All,
I am forwarding you the entire conversation I have had with Sharon Brigante-Candau of the City of
Gaston. They are apply for a grant for their master plan and attached at the bottom is the requested draft
letter of endorsement. I took the liberty to go ahead and draft the letter to help them meet their deadline.
Give me feed back on anything associated with the letter. 
Their next Counsel meeting is next week on the 13th, the day after our June meeting, so we will be there
to give a requested trail update and request an endorsement letter from them. Stan, Carrie, Brett; if there
is anything you want to be said or not said let me know. 
I can't say it often enough, but I am really impressed with how Gaston has jumped on top of all this.  have
a good week.  Wayne


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018, 10:42:34 AM PDT
Subject: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


Thank you!  Did you want to be put on the Agenda for the 6/13th working session?


 


-Sharon


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 2:37 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


I'll try to get it to you before the 8th.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 2:09:07 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I send in the application on 6/8, but I can send the letter after that.  The next council meeting is on
Wednesday, 6/13th.


 


Thanks,
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Do we have letterhead





June 5, 2018





Re: The City of Gaston’s ODOT TGM Grant Application





To Whom it May Concern:





I write on behalf of Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail in support of the City of Gaston’s proposal to Oregon Department of Transportation for a grant to fund the Update of the Transportation Master Plan to  identify and coordinate the City's concerns, priorities, changed development, cost estimates, funding sources, and new rail to trail projects to create a safe and seamless biking and walking environment in Gaston. We strongly support this grant application and the focus on the new rail to trail projects.


As an organization which has been an active partner with Yamhill County giving financial, planning and advocacy support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail since 2012,  we see Gaston as one of the critical parts to the overall success of the YWT project. It is one of six communities that will be linked with the completion of the trail. Gaston's proximity to Hagg Lake and it's contiguous border to the Wapato Fish and Wildlife Refuge will give it multiple opportunities to plan and fill recreational, educational, health benefits, out door experiences as well as non-motorized commuter needs for the communities up and down the trail.


The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will work to support the trail effort in Gaston by being strong advocates and promoters for their efforts to make Gaston a key cog to the overall success of the YWT. As a long time partner with Yamhill County and Gaston's city limits being partially in Yamhill county we can be an advocate for them. Part of our future goals is to be in a position where we can at least help with matching funds for future grant applications.  Again, we have, from the beginning, viewed Gaston as a very important part of this trail's success and will continue to look upon ourselves as their partner.





Sincerely,


Wayne Wiebke


President


Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


[Address of partnering organization if not in letterhead]  (need help here)






 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 1:52 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


What is your time line on this letter? We have our monthly meeting next week on Tuesday, is that to late?
When is the next City Counsel meeting?  Regards.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 11:27:16 AM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I’m so glad to hear that a reconsideration was made.  I apologize that I was a little behind on what was
going on in Yamhill County.


 


I’ve attached a sample letter of support.  Please feel free to modify or change it to fit your needs.


 


In regards to a letter of support from the City, I would attend another city council meeting and ask the city
council for one, if you are able to.  This would be a great time to also update the council on what is going
on in Yamhill County with the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
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Thank you so much!


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


Yes the trail is on track. The Yamhill County Commissioners voted yesterday on two trail items as a
"reconsideration vote. One was to Amend the county Transportation systems Plan to include an
amendment to show the purchase from UP and to start construction of the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton
upon approval of a Master Plan. The exception there is that the construction on one bridge and
engineering of 2 smaller bridges can begin prior to the approval of the Master Plan. The county is in the
process of applying for grants to fund the Master Plan. You might want to go onto our website and sign-
up for our newsletter, we have been trying to keep everyone up to date using that.


 


Regarding the letter of support, absolutely. Send me what you want it to say. We are on the same wave
on this because we were about to ask you for one as well. We are trying to get letters from all the towns
along the trail from McMinnville to Forest Grove.  Since we have always been a partner with Yamhill
County so we would be asking for the combined effort of both parties. You might take the same approach
since it would the collaborative manner in which this trail is being viewed. We have also made contact
with the Forest Grove Chamber of Commerce. It just occurred to me that have both McMinnville's and
forest Grove's chamber working in support of this would be powerful. Regards.   Wayne


 


 


On Friday, June 1, 2018, 12:59:58 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:
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I wasn’t sure if the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail was still intact due to the cancellation of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail in Yamhill County, but I thought I’d reach out to you just in case.


 


The City of Gaston still has plans to do a trail through the City using the abandoned railroad line.  We are
applying for funding to update the Transportation Master Plan with the trail plans and:


 


•             Cost Estimates of the future improvements in the City’s infrastructure


•             Funding sources for the City


•             City’s current concerns and priorities


•             Review the Cottonwood Corridor final report and visit with school district as their plans have
changed


•             Investigate with ODOT options for a pathway from Country mobile Estates (Trailer park south of
town) to connect with the City


•             Add an intersection analysis of Highway 47/Park Street


 


Would the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail be able to provide a letter of support for the City’s
application to ODOT TGM?


 


Thank you,


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Stan Primozich; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Fw: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the City of Gaston Transportation Master Plan Update
Date: Tuesday, June 5, 2018 6:03:43 PM
Attachments: Sample letter of support(Gaston).odt


Hi All,
I am forwarding you the entire conversation I have had with Sharon Brigante-Candau of the City of
Gaston. They are apply for a grant for their master plan and attached at the bottom is the requested draft
letter of endorsement. I took the liberty to go ahead and draft the letter to help them meet their deadline.
Give me feed back on anything associated with the letter. 
Their next Counsel meeting is next week on the 13th, the day after our June meeting, so we will be there
to give a requested trail update and request an endorsement letter from them. Stan, Carrie, Brett; if there
is anything you want to be said or not said let me know. 
I can't say it often enough, but I am really impressed with how Gaston has jumped on top of all this.  have
a good week.  Wayne


----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
To: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 5, 2018, 10:42:34 AM PDT
Subject: RE: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


Thank you!  Did you want to be put on the Agenda for the 6/13th working session?


 


-Sharon


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 2:37 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


I'll try to get it to you before the 8th.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 2:09:07 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I send in the application on 6/8, but I can send the letter after that.  The next council meeting is on
Wednesday, 6/13th.


 


Thanks,
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Do we have letterhead





June 5, 2018





Re: The City of Gaston’s ODOT TGM Grant Application





To Whom it May Concern:





I write on behalf of Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail in support of the City of Gaston’s proposal to Oregon Department of Transportation for a grant to fund the Update of the Transportation Master Plan to  identify and coordinate the City's concerns, priorities, changed development, cost estimates, funding sources, and new rail to trail projects to create a safe and seamless biking and walking environment in Gaston. We strongly support this grant application and the focus on the new rail to trail projects.


As an organization which has been an active partner with Yamhill County giving financial, planning and advocacy support for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail since 2012,  we see Gaston as one of the critical parts to the overall success of the YWT project. It is one of six communities that will be linked with the completion of the trail. Gaston's proximity to Hagg Lake and it's contiguous border to the Wapato Fish and Wildlife Refuge will give it multiple opportunities to plan and fill recreational, educational, health benefits, out door experiences as well as non-motorized commuter needs for the communities up and down the trail.


The Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail will work to support the trail effort in Gaston by being strong advocates and promoters for their efforts to make Gaston a key cog to the overall success of the YWT. As a long time partner with Yamhill County and Gaston's city limits being partially in Yamhill county we can be an advocate for them. Part of our future goals is to be in a position where we can at least help with matching funds for future grant applications.  Again, we have, from the beginning, viewed Gaston as a very important part of this trail's success and will continue to look upon ourselves as their partner.





Sincerely,


Wayne Wiebke


President


Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail


[Address of partnering organization if not in letterhead]  (need help here)






 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, June 4, 2018 1:52 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: RE: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


What is your time line on this letter? We have our monthly meeting next week on Tuesday, is that to late?
When is the next City Counsel meeting?  Regards.  Wayne


 


On Monday, June 4, 2018, 11:27:16 AM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:


 


 


I’m so glad to hear that a reconsideration was made.  I apologize that I was a little behind on what was
going on in Yamhill County.


 


I’ve attached a sample letter of support.  Please feel free to modify or change it to fit your needs.


 


In regards to a letter of support from the City, I would attend another city council meeting and ask the city
council for one, if you are able to.  This would be a great time to also update the council on what is going
on in Yamhill County with the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.
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Thank you so much!


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com


 


 


 


 


From: Wayne Wiebke <shadypondacre@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
Subject: Re: Letter of Support for the Transportation Master Plan Update


 


Hi Sharon,


Yes the trail is on track. The Yamhill County Commissioners voted yesterday on two trail items as a
"reconsideration vote. One was to Amend the county Transportation systems Plan to include an
amendment to show the purchase from UP and to start construction of the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton
upon approval of a Master Plan. The exception there is that the construction on one bridge and
engineering of 2 smaller bridges can begin prior to the approval of the Master Plan. The county is in the
process of applying for grants to fund the Master Plan. You might want to go onto our website and sign-
up for our newsletter, we have been trying to keep everyone up to date using that.


 


Regarding the letter of support, absolutely. Send me what you want it to say. We are on the same wave
on this because we were about to ask you for one as well. We are trying to get letters from all the towns
along the trail from McMinnville to Forest Grove.  Since we have always been a partner with Yamhill
County so we would be asking for the combined effort of both parties. You might take the same approach
since it would the collaborative manner in which this trail is being viewed. We have also made contact
with the Forest Grove Chamber of Commerce. It just occurred to me that have both McMinnville's and
forest Grove's chamber working in support of this would be powerful. Regards.   Wayne


 


 


On Friday, June 1, 2018, 12:59:58 PM PDT, Sharon Bregante-Candau <sharonb@cityofgaston.com>
wrote:
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I wasn’t sure if the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail was still intact due to the cancellation of the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail in Yamhill County, but I thought I’d reach out to you just in case.


 


The City of Gaston still has plans to do a trail through the City using the abandoned railroad line.  We are
applying for funding to update the Transportation Master Plan with the trail plans and:


 


•             Cost Estimates of the future improvements in the City’s infrastructure


•             Funding sources for the City


•             City’s current concerns and priorities


•             Review the Cottonwood Corridor final report and visit with school district as their plans have
changed


•             Investigate with ODOT options for a pathway from Country mobile Estates (Trailer park south of
town) to connect with the City


•             Add an intersection analysis of Highway 47/Park Street


 


Would the Friends of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail be able to provide a letter of support for the City’s
application to ODOT TGM?


 


Thank you,


 


Sharon Bregante-Candau
City & Municipal Court Clerk/Funding Specialist


City of Gaston
tel: 503.985.3340 | fax: 503.985.1014 | email: sharonb@cityofgaston.com
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Wayne Wiebke; Linda Cline (linda.charan@gmail.com); Ken Wright; V H
Cc: Laura Tschabold; Brett Henry
Subject: Sample letter of support for trail projects
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 9:15:45 AM
Attachments: Sample Letters of Support for Trail Projects.pdf


I swear, this is the last email I’m sending this group today.  J
 
I put together a PDF with a bunch of different letters of support to use in drafting new letters
supporting the YWT. As I mentioned in the Friends board meeting, it’s always best for each letter to
be unique and not a form letter. That being said, using a similar format for the letters makes the
process easier. My recommendation would be to keep the letters to three paragraphs:
 
Paragraph 1: “[Insert name of organization writing letter] supports…” description of the trail project.
 
Paragraph 2: “The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will…” [insert selection of benefits and uses]
 
Paragraph 3: Summary statement of support, including history of public, political, or financial
support, as applicable.
 
Hope this is helpful!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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February 27, 2002



National Recreation Trail Program Coordinator
National Park Service



Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program
1849 C Street, NW, (Org Code 2235)



Washington DC 20240



Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:



On behalf of the Colorado State Trails Program I would like to express our support for designation of the
Poudre River Trail as a National Recreation Trail. The Cities of Windsor, Greeley, Weld and Larimer
Counties, and many other partners have joined forces with the Poudre River Trail Corridor, Inc., to create
one of Colorado's finest greenways.



The Poudre River Trail is a good candidate for designation as a National Recreation Trail. It incorporates
many important features and is a great model for trail planning and development:



working with corporate interests to support trails
securing donations and easements from businesses and developers
planning inter-city linkages for bicyclists
promoting the importance of volunteers in urban trails
generating tremendous community support
promoting cooperation among agencies and jurisdictions
finding opportunities for education about wildlife and the environment



We have provided funding for this trail corridor for several years as it has been among the top-scoring
projects in our annual grants competition. Thank you for your consideration of the Poudre River Trail for
NRT designation. We will look forward to publicizing the trail and its designation this year.



Sincerely,



 



Stuart H. Macdonald



Recreational Trails Program Manager

















































































































































From: Brett Henry
To: Chad Olsen; Kathie Oriet; Ken Wright; Linda Cline; Wiebke, Wayne; Leona Sitton; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley


Hinkes
Cc: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
Date: Friday, May 11, 2018 11:47:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png
Importance: High


FYI.  I recommend contacting these folks (especially the Cranks).
 


Brett Henry
Parks and Work Crew Division Manager
Yamhill County
615 NE 6th St
McMinnville, OR 97128
Phone:  503-434-7463
Fax:  503-472-5216
http://www.co.yamhill.or.us/parks


*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the addressee or it appears from the context or
otherwise that you have received this e-mail in error, please advise me immediately by reply e-mail,
keep the contents confidential, and immediately delete the message and any attachments from your
system.
 
************************************
 


From: Anne Lane [mailto:Anne.Lane@mcminnvilleoregon.gov] 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2018 11:38 AM
To: Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: FW: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
FYI – this is the cycling groups from the Senior Center which are led by Galen, hopefully they can
bring a positive presence and voice to this discussion
 
Anne Lane, CPRP, Manager
 
City of McMinnville
Parks & Recreation Department
Senior Center
(503) 474-4963
 
Enriching Lives; Building Community
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From: Nick Distefano [mailto:nickdis@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 5:33 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>; Cheryl Nangeroni
<cherylnangeroni@gmail.com>
Cc: Galen McBee <gmcbee1@gmail.com>; jerryjoubert <drjerryjoubert@gmail.com>; Anne Lane
<Anne.Lane@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; Bob Crawford <rdcrawford71@gmail.com>; Brenda
Braschayko <braschayko@comcast.net>; Brian Kotch <bbkotch@hotmail.com>; Camille Shelton
<rcekkm65@centurylink.net>; Carol Marshall <cjapiary@frontier.com>; charles Mellinger
<mellinger.cd@gmail.com>; Craig Busskohl <busskohl@wtechlink.us>; DALE FARLEY
<dl_farley@yahoo.com>; Darcy Williamson <darcyw@viclink.com>; Dave Lau
<adlau3@comcast.net>; David Tegtmeier <dltegtmeier@gmail.com>; Deborah Daisy
<deborahdaisy@hotmail.com>; Denise Darby <liberta.inc@hotmail.com>; Diana Pearce
<dianadpor@msn.com>; Dianne Sherman <diannelsherman@msn.com>; Donetta Doni Langstaff
<donetta@hevanet.com>; Eddie Kaleta <eddiedk9@comcast.net>; Erin Guinn
<Erin.Guinn@mcminnvilleoregon.gov>; Gary Noland <gpnoland@gmail.com>; Gene Menke
<genemenke@gmail.com>; Guadalupe Felix <jamesdean789123@gmail.com>; Jim White
<chilewheel88@gmail.com>; Joel & Wilma McNulty <wiljoel2@gmail.com>; john Collins
<jcollins133@comcast.net>; John Vanderwall <jwvanderwall@gmail.com>; Karen Vanderwall
<kavjwvc@gmail.com>; Karen Willard <kwillard7@gmail.com>; Kathleen Dennis
<kathleendennis93@gmail.com>; Kent Stevens <graykstevens@gmail.com>; Laurie Olson
<lauraleeshairshop@comcast.net>; Loren Wenz <wenzlusic@comcast.net>; Mike Goins
<mikegoins@icloud.com>; Moline Colbert <colbertmoline@gmail.com>; Nance Stone
<nancestone@gmail.com>; Nick Grinich <ngrinich@hotmail.com>; Peter Higbee
<beetree3001@yahoo.com>; Philip Byers Jones <byersjonesphilip@gmail.com>; Ralph Rogers
<rrogers500@gmail.com>; Randall Fuehrer <randallfuehrer@gmail.com>; Rich Fuhs
<rich.fuhs@gmail.com>; Rich Reiner <rich3491@gmail.com>; Robert Broberg
<robert_broberg@yahoo.com>; Sarah Heiman <sarandyheiman@yahoo.com>; Steve Burock
<flhsteve@gmail.com>; Sue H. <sjh_teach@yahoo.com>; Susan Romanyuk
<fourfunnels@gmail.com>; Tommy's Bicycle Shop <tommysbicycle@yahoo.com>; vicki Borden
<vjborden@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
From the News-Register:


Yamhill County Board of Commissioners: 10 a.m., Civic Hall, 200 N.E. Second St.,
McMinnville, 503-434-7501. Informal session.


ND
 


From: Cheryl Nangeroni <cherylnangeroni@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2018 5:13:32 PM
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes
Cc: Galen McBee; jerryjoubert; Anne Lane; Bob Crawford; Brenda Braschayko; Brian Kotch; Camille
Shelton; Carol Marshall; charles Mellinger; Craig Busskohl; DALE FARLEY; Darcy Williamson; Dave
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Lau; David Tegtmeier; Deborah Daisy; Denise Darby; Diana Pearce; Dianne Sherman; Donetta Doni
Langstaff; Eddie Kaleta; Erin Guinn; Gary Noland; Gene Menke; Guadalupe Felix; Jim White; Joel &
Wilma McNulty; john Collins; John Vanderwall; Karen Vanderwall; Karen Willard; Kathleen Dennis;
Kent Stevens; Laurie Olson; Loren Wenz; Mike Goins; Moline Colbert; Nance Stone; Nick Distefano;
Nick Grinich; Peter Higbee; Philip Byers Jones; Ralph Rogers; Randall Fuehrer; Rich Fuhs; Rich Reiner;
Robert Broberg; Sarah Heiman; Steve Burock; Sue H.; Susan Romanyuk; Tommy's Bicycle Shop; vicki
Borden
Subject: Re: Important meeting on Yamhelas Westsider Trail
 
I think the meeting is at ten am?  Verify, please, Veronica!
 
I will be there. 


Cheryl Sophia Nangeroni
2371 NW Horizon drive
McMinnville, OR
 
CherylNangeroni@Gmail.com
503-234-5545 C
503-857-0327 H
 
 From my iPad Pro, "Gypsy Rose"


On May 10, 2018, at 4:22 PM, Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> wrote:


Dear cycling friends,


Thank you to everyone who came to the Planning Commission Hearing on
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail last week. 
 
There is an even more important hearing coming up next Tuesday before
the Yamhill County Commission (details below).  The Planning
Commission ended up with a tie vote last week, which means it goes to
the County Commission with no recommendation from the Planning
Commission.
 
It is very important that the county commissioners hear from local people
who would use the trail and think it is an important asset for our
communities.  Please come and sign up to testify if you can!


Board of Commissioners—May 15, 10 am


Location:
Kent Taylor Civic Hall
200 NE 2nd St, McMinnville


Purpose (link): 
"To consider an amendment to the Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a
part of the Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, to
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acknowledge the County purchase of an approximately 12-mile segment of a former
Union Pacific rail corridor and immediate plans to develop a multi-modal trail in the
segment of the corridor extending from the City of Yamhill, south to the City of
Carlton. Findings regarding potential impacts to farm practices and/or costs will be
considered in conjunction with consideration of the proposed amendment."
 
 
Best,


Veronica Hinkes








From: CRONEMILLER Lee M
To: Carrie Martin
Cc: BLAIR Andrew; HINZE Donna L; THIEL Katie
Subject: Yamhelas ConnectOregon Project - ODOT PM Handoff
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 1:17:41 PM


Hi Carrie,
 
After a lengthy shuffle at ODOT Region 2, Andrew Blair is now the ODOT contact for your project. We
had a hand-off meeting this morning and he is now getting up to speed. His contact info follows:
 
Phone: 503-986-2681
Email: Andrew.blair@odot.state.or.us
 
Donna Hinze will continue on the environmental side. I’ve asked Andrew to setup a meeting with
you so that he and Donna can go over how the NEPA process works and what
documentation/information is needed from the County to move things forward. I can attend if you
would like.
 
You should be in good hands.
 
PS – the MPR’s should now go to Andrew and the ConnectOregon mailbox.
 
Regards,
 
Lee M. Cronemiller 
Certification Compliance
ODOT Statewide Programs Unit 


555 13th Street NE 
Salem, OR  97301
Direct:  503-986-2779 ǀ Cell:  503-586-6570
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Help Desk
Subject: RE: YC Website Link--UPDATE
Date: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:56:17 AM


Home/projects-and-plans/Yamhelas-westsider-trail/
 
Grants section, first entry
 
Carrie
 


From: Help Desk 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:54 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: YC Website Link--UPDATE
 
Carrie,
 
Can you tell me where that link is listed?  I can’t find the page to correct.
 
Thanks,
 
Delva
X3282
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2018 9:01 AM
To: Help Desk <helpdesk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: YC Website Link--UPDATE
 
Good morning!
 
Will you please replace the document attached to the following link with the attached document?
 
Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grant
(Acquisition)
Application
 
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
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Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 
 








From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Huffer
Subject: TGM Application Edits
Date: Thursday, June 7, 2018 10:18:12 AM


Here is the language addressing the “timely and urgent” question:
 
 
This project proposal is the second submission and request to the Transportation Growth
Management fund for the development of a master plan for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail. Since our
first request in 2017, Yamhill County has completed acquisition of the 12.48-mile former railroad
corridor, and received a grant from ConnectOregon VI (COVI) to conduct engineering, design, and
construction of three bicycle/pedestrian bridges spanning tributaries of the Yamhill River. The
County is currently developing a Request for Proposals for qualified engineering contractors, and
expects to initiate a contract for those services in August 2018. While the COVI bridge construction
project is fairly straight-forward, the design and development of the majority of the trail involves
more complex, varied, and community-oriented planning. The master plan is necessary for the
definition of the next phase of design and construction of Yamhill County’s first recreational trail,
and is imperative to the timely progression of this project.
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From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Cahad; Linda Cline; Brett Henry; Steve Wick; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Leona Sitton; Carrie Martin; Jack Schwab;


Steve Harloff; Ken Wright
Subject: Draft newsletter to trail supporters
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 12:51:14 PM
Attachments: Harloff Supporter Revision-2.odt


Yesterdays public announcement in the N-R change what was being penned for a supporter's newsletter.
This is what I came up with.  Wayne
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Hello Fellow Trail Supporter and Volunteers


, 


First of all we, the board of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, want to give all of you our utmost thank you for staying with this project over the years;  for your testimony at these hearings, for jumping in to help when help was needed and especially for being the vocal defenders of this  community trail. We now own the trail, I say “we”, because we all are the county.  Thank You! 





As you may have heard, the outcome of the Yamhill Board of Commissioners’ meeting on Tuesday May 15th was not what was expected or what we had hoped it to be. The amendment to revise the Yamhill County Transportation Systems Plan was defeated on a 2 to 1 vote. The amendment was to show the recent purchase by the county of the Union Pacific Railroad rail corridor, to include language expressing the county's support of the YWT project, and to be able to use an existing grant that would allow the construction of one bridge and engineer two others upon what would be the first phase of the trail between Yamhill and Carlton. So what this means is that we have to be patient, step back, see what action the county takes next, make our  adjustments and move forward with what will get us to our goal, a completed trail through our community.





That was written shortly after the meeting took place and was to be followed by what we needed to do while being patient while waiting for the county's next step; well we didn't have to wait long. The county took almost immediate action and for any of you who are not News Register subscribers,  their article about what transpired earlier this week is included next.





County commissioners to reconsider trail voteYamhill County Commissioners, at the request of Commissioner Rick Olson, will vote a second time May 31 on a proposed transportation system plan amendment regarding the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.


The commissioners are not expected to take additional testimony on the matter.


The date is the next scheduled formal meeting of the commissioners, as they are away this week, attending the western interstate region conference of the National Association of Counties.


The ordinance they will vote on specifically applies to a 2.8-mile section of the trail the county plans to develop first, between Carlton and Yamhill. It hopes that will serve not only to increase safety of bicyclists and pedestrians traveling between the two towns, but also as a model showing the larger 12-mile trail can co-exist successfully with neighboring farms.


On May 15, commissioners held a public hearing on the proposed amendment, which include a finding that any impacts on adjacent farms the trail might cause would be mitigated by the county, primarily by the use of fences, gated crossings and signs.


They rejected it two to one. Commissioners Rick Olson and Mary Starrett cast the opposing votes, defeating Commissioner Stan Primozich’s vote in favor.


However, Olson is now requesting a “reconsideration” of the vote.


County Administrator Laura Tschabold said Olson met with her, County Counsel Christian Boenisch and Deputy Administrator Ken Huffer last week to discuss the amendment, and review possible changes.


As a result of that meeting, Tschabold said, County Assistant Counsel Todd Sadlo, who prepared the farm impact findings, added a new section, specifying that the master plan for the trail “shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort” and will include “direct consultation with affected property owners.”


It also contains a requirement that the master plan be completed before the trail is constructed, other than one initial bridge for which the county has an existing grant. 


“It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior to construction of the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the grant if there are delays in establishing the master plan,” Tschabold said.


The previous version stated the master plan would be in place before the trail was opened.


The county also is seeking grants to pay for creating the master plan.


The proposed ordinance states that, prior to the trail’s opening, the county shall install fencing capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, and signage at each trail head and trail entry-point, warning users not to trespass or to “touch, pet or otherwise harass livestock.”


Also required  would be signs noting users should “expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users.”


So, what looked like a disappointing situation last week, now looks like a way forward that will better satisfy more stake holders and move us closer to the first phase, Yamhill to Carlton, getting under way after the vote happening on May 31st. Now the effort to complete a proper Master Plan is becoming more imperative then ever to reaching that goal. As noted in the article above, the county is pursuing grants to pay for the completion of that plan. The FYWT is looking at ways including complementary grants that can help with that effort. This process is very competitive with way more applicants then money. There is a way you can help. Testimonials, letters of support from supporters such as yourselves are very much valued by those reviewing the grant applications. Writing letters to the editor, encouraging your friends to do the same, anything that is showing your support again is very important. 





Again Thank You for your past and continuing support. Enthusiasm is high as you might expect. 


We will continue with updates as they arise.





The FYWT Board  

























From: Todd Sadlo
To: Carrie Martin; Christian Boenisch; Stephanie Armstrong; Ken Friday; Ken Huffer; Brett Henry; Christian Boenisch;


Laura Tschabold
Subject: updated pdf of FAQs attached
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 2:42:54 PM
Attachments: YWT Combined FAQs_planning comm._05.03.18-2.pdf


Carrie, I’ll send you the word version in a moment.  Stephanie, please tell the Commissioners that we
will bring extra paper copies to the hearing.



mailto:sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:henryb@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us
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Yamhelas Westsider Trail Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 



Yamhill County is providing this list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) in order to provide citizens with 
the most up-to-date information available about the acquisition, planning, and development of the 
Yamhelas Westsider Recreational Trail. The questions and answers provided below were submitted by 
members of the public, answered by County staff, and last updated on May 1, 2018. 



GENERAL INFORMATION 



The Yamhelas Westsider Trail has general support from the local communities it directly impacts, from 
Yamhill County and from the State of Oregon. Like all trails, the project will undergo three main phases: 
1. Acquisition of the property, 2. Development of the trail, 3. On-going Maintenance. The county is in 
the development stage of this long-term project. 



Here are the facts that we know to date: 



1. Yamhill County acquired 12.48 miles of the multi-modal transportation corridor (Yamhelas 
Westsider Trail) on November 10, 2017. 



2. Yamhill County will work in partnership with the Friends of Yamhelas Westsider Trail (FYWT) 
nonprofit organization to develop, improve, and maintain the trail. 



3. The FYWT has pledged to support the county's efforts by supplying volunteers and financial 
support. As an Oregon nonprofit corporation and a federally recognized tax exempt 501(c)(3), 
the FYWT can apply for grants for which the county may not be eligible. Conversely, Yamhill 
County is able to apply for grants that a non-profit is ineligible to apply for. 



ACQUISITION 



Is this rail line being rail-banked?  
No. Yamhill County purchased the railroad corridor from Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) on November 10, 
2017. 



How much will acquisition of the UP corridor cost and where will funds for acquisition come from? 
The final purchase price was $1,400,000.00 and the acquisition closed on November 10, 2017.  The 
county acquired 12.48 miles of corridor. Acquisition funding came from ODOT and Oregon Parks and 
Recreation Department grant funds. 



How much funding is available under the current grants for corridor acquisition? 
The total award for acquisition to date is $1,856,206. Some of this funding paid for grant requirements 
such as preliminary engineering, concept design, environmental phase one and other activities under 
the grant agreement. 



Is there a County match required or anticipated for acquisition of the corridor? 
The required match associated with the Transportation Enhancement grant was $196,069. The county 
paid $177,481 and the FYWT contributed $18,588. No additional match for acquisition is required at this 
time. See below for more information regarding grants. 



When do you anticipate acquisition of the corridor will be completed?  
Acquisition was completed on November 10, 2017.  
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Why are you moving forward with purchase of the corridor before knowing what the total cost of 



development will be? 



There is value to the county in owning this multimodal transportation corridor, as it is a unique 
transportation asset. While the current plan is to pursue development of a trail, the corridor could be 
utilized for a variety of other transportation uses in the future.  



Will additional county resources (i.e. staff, general fund revenue, etc.) be required for acquisition and 
development of the corridor? 
County staff has been, and will continue to be, involved in the acquisition and development of the 
corridor in the same ways that it is involved in other county functions, projects, and activities. Whether 
additional county resources will be necessary for future corridor planning or development will be 
determined by the Board of Commissioners as the project moves forward. At the beginning of the 
2017/18 fiscal year, a process was developed that allows time and costs of county staff to be tracked 
and reported. 



What grants has the county been awarded for this project? 
Grantor: Federal Highways Administration, administered by Oregon Department of Transportation’s 
Transportation Alternatives Program: “Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1”  
Date of Acceptance: December 16, 2013 
Award Amount: $1,730,206 
Required Match: 10.27% (The federal required rate), $196,069 (Yamhill County Paid: $177,481 and the 
FYWT contributed: $18,588).  
Purpose: Acquisition  



Grantor: National Parks Service 
Date of Acceptance: November 20, 2014 
Award Amount: $0- Technical Assistance Only 
Required Match: None 
Purpose: Development of a concept plan (Completed) 



Grantor: Oregon Parks and Recreation Department – Local Government Grant Program 
Date of Acceptance: January 14, 2016 
Award Amount: $126,000 
Required Match: Previous grants and expenditures qualified as match for this grant (no new funds 
required) 
Purpose: Acquisition   



Grantor: Oregon Department of Transportation’s Connect Oregon VI Program 



Date of Acceptance: March 9, 2017 
Award Amount: $1,012,186 



Required Match: The 30% match requirement for this grant has been fulfilled by previous grants and 
expenditures related to the project (no new funds required). 
Purpose: Design and engineering of three stream crossings between Yamhill and Carlton, and the 
construction of one of these bridges at Stag Hollow Creek.  



Total Grants applied for and received to date: $2,868,392 
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Total grants applied for but not yet finalized: $200,000 



What are the timelines or deadlines under the ODOT and OPRD grants? 
The timelines for these grants have been extended to accommodate the timeline of acquisition. The 
ODOT acquisition grant closed on December 31, 2017. The OPRD acquisition grant also completed on 
December 31, 2017. The Connect OR VI grant currently has a project completions date of May 19, 2020. 



What else has the county paid for to support this project? 
Phase 1 Environmental Review of 3.5 miles of the ROW: $4,000 
Preliminary Title Report for 3.5 miles of the ROW: $5,000 
ROW Appraisal: $21,000 
Equipment Rentals: $2,053 



Can you clarify whether Ken Wright is going to donate his land in Carlton as part of one of the grants 
as posted on the county website? It was stated multiple times at the June 8, 2017 Community Forum 
that Ken Wright will be offering an easement instead of donating the land (BO 13-175). Is this bait and 
switch? 
Ken Wright donated to the county three easements that allow the county to construct, maintain, and 
operate a public trail through his property in Carlton, including the historic Carlton Depot property (also 
known as the “Carlton Red Electric Station”).  The easements form a continuous corridor through the 
property, 16 feet wide and approximately 1,329 feet in length (excluding the width of streets that 
intersect with the corridor).  Additionally, Eric Witherspoon and Carlton Veterinary Hospital owners 
Nichole Pilakowski and Leanne Mellbye donated a similar easement through their property, providing 
continuous trail access through the City of Carlton.  These important donations are what the county had 
sought from the parties since at least 2013 when the county obtained surveys of the easements and 
received commitments for their donation. 



If not “doable” will the land ever be available for purchase by adjacent owners? 
The railroad corridor is now the property of Yamhill County, and there are no current plans to sell it, 
whether or not a formal trail is constructed and developed there.  Construction of a railroad in the 
corridor occurred in the early 1880s, including excavations and the placement of ballast and rails.  While 
some of the ballast was later removed, much of it remains.  The predominant soils within the corridor 
are no longer farm soils, and have not been since at least 1882.  At this time, there is a majority 
consensus of the Board of Commissioners that the highest and best use of the corridor is transportation 
uses that include, at least as an interim use, multimodal trail use.   



How can negotiations for cost be ongoing when this isn’t “approved”? 



Under state and county law, Yamhill County has the legal authority to purchase any land it deems 
necessary or appropriate without additional authorization. Once the purchase price was negotiated the 
final purchase and sale and donation agreement came before the Board of Commissioners, who voted 2-
1 to approve the purchase on August 24, 2017.  



CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE 



Who will construct and maintain the trail?  
Options for construction and maintenance will be analyzed in the trail planning process. One of these 
options is the creation of a public/private partnership. Funds for construction will most likely come 
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through state, federal, and private funding sources (grants). Yamhill County intends to partner with the 
FYWT for the maintenance of the trail and to utilize county resources as needed.  



What will this trail look like and what is a multimodal trail?  
The typical right of way width is 60 feet along the trail corridor. This amount of right of way allows 
flexibility in the trail design. A multimodal trail is a flat pathway that accommodates a variety of uses 
through differential surfacing. A 10-foot wide asphalt path is optimal for pedestrians and cyclists where 
a hard surface is preferred. A landscape buffer will separate the asphalt path from a 4-6 foot wide dirt 
path along the more rural areas of the corridor. This dirt path is most ideal for equestrian use. The trail 
and associated trailheads will be designed for maximizing ADA accessibility. 



What are the hours of operation for the trail? 



This hasn’t been decided yet, but probably dawn to dusk. The Yamhelas Westsider Trail will be a day use 
facility.    



How soon will development occur and what is the process?  
Construction of Stag Hollow Creek Bridge along the corridor in Yamhill south of Highway 240 is the first 
planned development. Prior to the construction, Yamhill County will engage local citizens in 
informational meetings to inform them of the construction process and gather input for aesthetics and 
design. The county, along with the FYWT, are seeking grants to establish final plans prior to any 
additional development. Public input and engagement will guide the planning process. Final plans will 
take one to two years to complete. Development will also involve many partnerships with public, 
private, and non-profit organizations. The county, along with the FYWT, will seek funds from grants and 
foundations. It is anticipated that the corridor linking Carlton and Yamhill will be the first focus for 
development. Development of the entire corridor will be a long-term process that is anticipated to occur 
over the next 10 to 20 years. 



What are the estimated maintenance costs for the project and what will be the burden of the county 
taxpayers?   
The estimated annual maintenance is $1,500 per mile per year for a developed trail, which would total 
$18,000 per year for 12 miles of trail. This estimate is based on maintenance costs from similar 
multimodal trail systems (Banks to Vernonia - Oregon, Folsom Trail System - California, Schuylkill Trail - 
Pennsylvania, & Latah Trail – Idaho). 



Types of routine maintenance include: landscaping/mowing, removal of trash from receptacles, repair of 
signs, gates, and bollards, repair of small potholes, repair of fencing, erosion control, and clearing of 
storm debris from the trail.  



A public/private partnership established between Yamhill County and the FYWT will help to limit cost to 
taxpayers. The FYWT may establish an adopt-a-trail program where volunteers assist with routine 
maintenance. Ideas have been discussed such as regularly scheduled service days that would engage the 
community in landscaping, cleanup, and beautification projects keeping the trail well maintained. 



Longer-term maintenance includes: asphalt resurfacing/chip sealing, striping and repairs to 
bridges/crossings. These types of repairs are anticipated every 15 to 20 years. Annual fundraisers held 
by FYWT could raise revenue towards the establishment of an endowment fund that collects interest 
over time. This endowment fund would only be utilized for long-term maintenance projects and/or 
major repairs.  
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What is a trailhead and where will these be located?  
A trailhead is a location along the corridor where public points of access and amenities are provided.  
Features may include public parking, lighting, restroom facilities, water fountains, small picnic shelters 
and tables, informational kiosks, and trash/recycling receptacles. The placement of trailheads will be 
coordinated with stakeholders and citizens during the master planning process.  Some possible locations 
are south Gaston, Yamhill, and Carlton. An equestrian trailhead near Cove Orchard is also a possibility. 
Exact Trailhead locations will be determined as part of the design process of each trail segment.  



FARMING PRACTICES 



Will the development of the trail affect farming practices? 
Many trails like the one proposed have been developed adjacent to and/or through working farms with 
no adverse effects either to trail users or to the farmers’ ability to manage their farms. Plans for the 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail will address agriculture issues and attempt to minimize all identified potential 
conflicts with nearby agricultural uses, overall, and with attention to specific agricultural practices and 
costs. See below for a discussion on crossing the trail to access a field.  Exact impacts and mitigation will 
be determined during analysis and taken into consideration during public hearing processes in the 
future. 



I have heard that a farm impact study is required by law prior to approval of a trail. Is that correct? 
Under Oregon land use law, findings must often be made by the county prior to allowing nonfarm uses 
in farm zones. Those findings would address whether the proposed use might significantly increase 
farming costs or significantly affect farming practices. 



In this case, the county’s comprehensive Transportation System Plan currently recognizes the UP rail 
corridor as a multi-modal transportation corridor that is appropriate for a trail and for more intensive 
transportation uses. Additional findings are not required under these circumstances. However, a 
majority of the existing board has expressed the desire to complete a farm impact analysis prior to 
proceeding with development of the trail. The county is proposing to adopt findings addressing the farm 
impact standards and requiring appropriate mitigation if impacts are identified. A record supporting any 
findings made would be established through a public hearing process before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners, following a legislative/plan amendment process. Landowners 
along the trail will have an opportunity to outline their concerns through the hearing process, which is 
planned to take place following the purchase of the corridor, and prior to development of the first trail 
segment.  The first hearing will be held on May 3, 2018 before the Planning Commission, and the second 
hearing will be held on May 15, 2018 before the Board of Commissioners. 



Will right to farm laws be enforced?  



The Oregon Right-to-Farm laws protect growers from court decisions based on customary noises, smells, 
dust, or other nuisances associated with farming. It also limits local governments and special districts 
from administratively declaring certain farm and forest products to be nuisances or trespasses (ORS 
30.930). Protected practices must take place on farms or forestland, be generally accepted, comply with 
applicable law, and be performed in a reasonable manner. Yamhill County does not “enforce” right-to-
farm laws, but also does not propose any activities (in the corridor or elsewhere) that would abrogate 
existing Right-to-Farm laws.  
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PLANNING PROCESS 



Who is involved in the planning of the project? 
The FYWT and Yamhill County are leading the planning and development of the trail. We are actively 
working with citizens, Washington County, the City of Carlton, the City of Yamhill, the City of Gaston, 
and other stakeholders. The FYWT and Yamhill County received a technical assistance grant from the 
National Park Service’s Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program (www.nps.gov/rtca) that 
helped the FYWT conduct a public survey and go through an initial public collaborative planning process 
to better understand the desires and concerns of the community. In November 2015, the FYWT and the 
NPS hosted a group of landscape architects from the American Society of Landscape Architects to work 
with stakeholders to draw up initial conceptual plans. The FYWT have also hosted many public meetings 
for the purposes of informing the public and taking public input. In addition, in June of 2017, 
Commissioner Richard L. ‘Rick’ Olson convened a well-attended public meeting to provide citizens the 
opportunity to ask questions and provide written and verbal testimony on the trail project. Results of 
those questions and testimony have been included in the project documentation with many of the 
questions being added to these Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs). 



Is ADA factoring into the plans? 



Yes. ADA recommendations and requirements will be considered during development of final plans for 



trail construction and use, and ultimately incorporated into the design of the trail. 



ADA Accessible Trail Design Considerations: 
Banks-Vernonia State Trail – 22.7 miles Asphalt is ADA Accessible 



Commonalties between Accessibility, Resource Protection and Sustainable Trail Design 



1. Curvilinear alignment produces a good sustainable trail and more moderate linear grades 



2. Moderate linear grades have less erosion, greater sustainability and higher access potential 



3. Firm, stable and uniform tread surfaces promote good sheet drainage, reduce tread 
deformation, soil saturation and improve access. 



4. Tread surfaces with a good coefficient of friction provide a safer and more pleasurable hiking 
experience and improve accessibility 



Solutions and/or Mitigation to Maximize Accessibility 



1. Steeper linear grades are mitigated by increasing the tread width and improving the coefficient 
of friction of the tread surface  



2. Combinations of steeper linear grades, higher cross slopes and changes of directions are 
mitigated by widening the tread width, improving the tread surface and or providing edge 
protection 



3. Locations with a steep drop-off are mitigated by widening the tread width and or installing edge 
protection 



4. Trail tread surfaces are well shaped, compacted and constructed on fuller benches to provide 
better firmness and stability 



5. Native soils are augmented with crushed shale rock when additional strength and firmness is 
required 
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6. Tread surfaces are constructed to be uniform but have enough roughness and texture to 
provide a good coefficient of friction 



7. Trail structures that create barriers such as steps, water bars and open culverts are eliminated 



8. Trail tread widths are designed to be a minimum of 36 inches 



9. Tree roots protruding into the trail tread are covered with native soils or a combination of 
crushed shale rock and native soil 



10. Rocks protruding into the trail tread are removed or covered with native soils or crushed shale 
rock 



11. Vertical obstructions are either removed or mitigated by installing features that warn visually 
impaired trail users 



Are there plans to handle the drainage issues? 
Drainage issues will be addressed in the final design of the trail, or specific segments of the trail under 
construction. 



Drainage is already an issue, what is being done to alleviate current drain/flooding going onto private 
property? 
It is the county’s goal to be a good neighbor and steward of land that it owns, and is interested in 
knowing about current conditions affecting neighbors of the trail.  Landowners are urged to assess and 
report potential problems to the county that the county may be in a position to alleviate.   
 
Are funds available for alternate routes if farm/use impacts come back negative? 



Funding for the Yamhelas Westsider Trail will come from federal, state, and private foundation grants 
and the County will satisfy all future trail construction requirements through these sources. The farm 
impact standards in state law do not prevent projects with potentially significant farm impacts if 
perceived impacts can be effectively minimized through trail design, construction and management. The 
county will seek funds for alternative routes if necessary, but is currently anticipating addressing and 
seeking solutions to all perceived impacts from use of the corridor as a trail. 



Do we get a formal hearing? 



The development and adoption of findings to address state farm impact standards will be done through 
a public, formal hearing process, including a legislative hearing or hearings before the county planning 
commission and Board of Commissioners. The county’s Transportation System Plan, which is part of the 
county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, currently anticipates use of the corridor for transportation 
purposes, including a trail. Notice of all hearings will be provided to neighbors and interested parties, 
and an opportunity provided to submit written and oral testimony. 



Do we get a binding agricultural study? 
State law does not require a “binding agricultural study”—at most, it requires that the county adopt 
findings to address potential impacts to farm practices occurring on property through which the corridor 
passes. The county will nevertheless closely study and address all perceived, potential impacts to farm 
practices or costs that parties raise in the public hearing process. The goal will be to address and 
minimize all potential conflicts to agricultural practices identified, as necessary through the imposition 
of binding conditions on the development and use of the trail. 
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Will trail users be required to carry liability insurance for damage they do? 
At this time there are no plans to require trail users to carry liability insurance in order to access and use 
the trail. 



PROPERTY RIGHTS 



Will private property rights be infringed upon?  
No. The majority of the 17 mile railroad line from Gun Club Road to the Henry Hagg Lake junction was 
owned by the Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR), and now 12.48 miles of the corridor are owned by Yamhill 
County, as two Tax Lots:  Tax Lot 3421-0190, and Tax Lot 4411-6000. The railroad ceased operation of 
trains in the corridor (with the exception of the far north and south ends, which are still in use for 
railroad car storage) but maintained ownership of the property (which was originally purchased in the 
1870’s). A major gap in county property ownership, in the City of Carlton, has been closed through 
easement donations by the owners of those properties (see above).  The county, with the assistance of 
FYWT, is working to address all concerns identified by adjacent property owners to protect their 
property rights, while responsibly exercising its own property rights, including the right to dedicate 
publicly owned land to public use.  



I own property adjacent to the trail and am worried about privacy. What measures can the county 
take to ease my concerns?  
Prior to development the county will carefully plan each segment of the trail. A key part of the planning 
process is engagement with all adjacent property owners. If privacy is requested or security is a concern 
there are measures to either enhance or reduce visibility by either opening up the surrounding 
landscape or planting visual screens. Additionally, there may be the possibility to re-route the trail to 
allow additional buffer space and add privacy fencing if feasible.    



What if I must cross the trail to access my property? 
 All current easements across the UPRR right-of-way will be honored and maintained as part of the trail 
design. If you are currently crossing the UPRR right-of-way and don’t have an easement/agreement, it is 
important to know that you have no legal right to your crossing. However, Yamhill County wants to work 
with all owners needing access to develop a legally recognized crossing so that the trail can be crossed 
safely for continued access to neighboring property. 



Will my property taxes go up to fund anything related to the purchase or development of the 
corridor? 
No. 



What about concerns regarding recreational immunity? 



The County is aware of the Supreme Court decision in the Johnson v. Gibson case. Following that case, 
the 2017 Legislative Assembly adopted legislation to reestablish recreational immunity not only for the 
owners of lands used for recreational purposes but also their employees, volunteers, and agents. This 
bill is now state law. 



Why doesn’t ownership of the corridor revert to adjacent landowners upon abandonment by Union 
Pacific? 
Union Pacific abandoned rail use of the corridor, but did not abandon ownership of the corridor prior to 
conveying it to the county.  The parcels comprising this corridor were originally acquired by fee and not 
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by a federal land grant or through an easement. Union Pacific had fee title to the property when it 
conveyed it to the county, and the county owns the corridor outright.   



Will adjacent farmers and land owners be held liable for injuries incurred by trespassers? 
Individual property owners’ liability following development of the trail will be no different than it is 
today, or any different than it was when the railroad was operating.  Trespass will still be trespass (see 
below) and, whether or not an adjacent property owner is liable for any personal injury or property 
damage will depend on the underlying facts and circumstances of each individual claim (as it does today 
for any property owner who owns property along a public trail, road, highway or other public space).  
The County cannot provide individual property owners legal advice and if you have any questions about 
personal injury or property liability you should speak with your own insurance agent or attorney. 



PUBLIC SAFETY 
 
Will there be an increase in trespass, littering, vandalism, and other illegal activities?  
The vast majority of trails developed in railroad rights-of-way across the country have experienced a 
decrease in unwanted activities such as those listed previously. The reason is that people tend to 
perform illegal activities in places where there are no reputable citizens frequenting the area. In trail 
after trail, people have seen the rail corridor transformed from a place that is unkempt and rife with 
litter to one that becomes an amenity for the area that showcases its natural beauty and heritage. 
Fencing and/or visual screening will be used where trespassing onto private property is of a particular 
concern. The trail will be managed by Yamhill County and the FYWT and be subject to the rules and 
regulations approved by the County Commissioners. For more information and examples of other trails, 
please visit: 



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



How will the trail manage and enhance public safety?  



At present, State Highway 47 is not a safe route for pedestrians or bicyclists. The trail will provide a safer 
transportation corridor along the same general route. This will be especially important between the 
cities of Carlton and Yamhill, which share the same school facilities. Appropriate trail design at road 
crossings, along with the placement of appropriate signs and other markers, will ensure that motorists 
and trail users use appropriate caution at these crossings. There are many cross streets and 
intersections along the corridor.  Some possible solutions include the following: at each intersection 
removable bollards would prevent vehicular traffic from entering the trail. There could be signs and 
striping to give motorists advanced warning at each crossing. Additionally, there could be signs and 
striping along the trail giving trail users advanced notice of approaching intersections. Solar powered 
flashing lights can be installed with motion sensors or push buttons at high volume/dangerous crossings. 
For more information and examples of other trails, please visit:  



 https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf 



  





https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf


https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/rt_safecomm.pdf
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What about emergency services and fire response? 
A benefit from developing a multi-use recreational trail is that emergency services have better access to 
the corridor than they have had in the past. The trail has a predominantly flat and wide surface so that a 
police car, fire truck, or ambulance will be able to drive through the corridor with ease. This will allow 
for faster response times and increased protection for residents along the corridor. 



If the trail is used for kids after school, are funds sufficient for year round surveillance, safety, and 
maintenance? 
Public safety and law enforcement for the trail will fall under the jurisdiction of the Yamhill County 
Sheriff’s Office, which maintains adequate resources to respond to any unlawful activities or safety 
issues that occur on the trail. Trail maintenance will be cooperatively managed by the County Parks 
Department and the FYWT. 



What is the basis of facts for an increase in taxes?  
There will not be an increase in taxes due to the purchase of the railroad corridor or the construction of 
the trail. 



What are the county’s plans, if any, to protect the landowners of adjacent properties from vandalism 
by trail users, from frivolous lawsuits by trail users who trespass on non-trail property, and from 
damage to farm property? 
The corridor being purchased by the county is 60 feet wide.  The trail itself is estimated to occupy 15 
feet of the corridor, leaving the potential of a 22+ foot land buffer on either side.  As with properties 
adjacent to roads, fences can be constructed by the county along the edge of the corridor, to prevent 
trail users from entering private property.  In most instances, preventing trail users from entering 
private property will protect adjacent owners from vandalism, frivolous lawsuits by trespassers, and 
damage to farm property.  In areas where trespass occurs or seems likely to occur, the county has the 
authority to construct and maintain appropriate fencing that will separate trail users from private 
property.  Additional hearings will be held to consider the potential for vandalism, frivolous lawsuits and 
damages to farm property due to trespass by trail users.  At this time, the county has no reason to 
conclude that trespassing by persons walking, riding bikes or horses along a trail in the corridor will be 
more frequent or consequential than potential trespass by persons using public roads already 
established throughout the county.   



Additionally, at the June 8, 2017 public forum, the possibility was discussed of working with adjacent 
property owners to either help them obtain additional insurance or to offset added insurance costs 
incurred as a result of trail development.  One possibility that was discussed was to use monies 
generated from possible trail use fees.  Another resident mentioned possibly using some form of shared 
risk insurance pool.  The construction of fences and other vegetative screens was also discussed. The 
County remains open to discussing these and other options as the project moves forward.  













From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:40:42 PM


Are  you here?
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie



mailto:tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:martinc@co.yamhill.or.us

mailto:tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us






From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: FW: Trail Findings
Date: Monday, May 21, 2018 2:09:49 PM
Attachments: CompPlanOrdTrail051818.pdf


FarmimpactFindings051818.pdf
NoticesForMay31,2018.pdf


 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:33 PM
To: 'Nicole Montesano' <nmontesano@newsregister.com>
Subject: RE: Trail Findings
 
You’re welcome!
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
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BEFORE THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE STATE OF OREGON 



 



FOR THE COUNTY OF YAMHILL 



SITTING FOR THE TRANSACTION OF COUNTY BUSINESS 



 



In the Matter of Approval of an Amendment to the )   DRAFT 5/18/18 



Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part )   



of the Transportation Element of the County  )   



Comprehensive Plan, Acknowledging the County )     



Purchase of an Approximately 12-Mile Segment ) Ordinance ____ 



of a Former Union Pacific Rail Corridor and  ) 



Immediate Plans to Develop a Multi-modal Trail in ) 



the Segment of the Corridor Extending from the  ) 



City of Yamhill, South to the City of Carlton  ) 



  



     



THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF YAMHILL COUNTY, OREGON (the 



Board) sat for the transaction of county business on May 15, 2018, Commissioners Mary Starrett, 



Richard L. “Rick” Olson and Stan Primozich being present. 



WHEREAS, the county, using grant money obtained from the Oregon Department of 



Transportation and the Oregon Department of Parks and Recreation, has purchased an 



approximately 12-mile segment of (generally) 60-foot wide rail corridor from the Union Pacific 



Railroad and has obtained from private donors additional connecting easements; and 



           



WHEREAS, in 2012, by Ordinance 880, the county amended its Transportation System 



Plan “to Accommodate the Yamhelas ‘Rails to Trail’ Project,” and established county support for 



“the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail Project (Yamhelas Westider Trail Project),” 



indicating that the county “considers [the project] important to both the County’s rail and 



trail/bikeway systems;” and 



 



WHEREAS, the county has received additional grant funding to begin planning and 



construction of one trail bridge, and to develop plans for two additional trail water crossings within 



a segment of the planned trail from Highway 240 just east of the City of Yamhill, into and through 



the City of Carlton; and 



 



WHEREAS, the Transportation System Plan amendment proposed by this Ordinance and 



draft findings in support of this Ordinance were considered by the Planning Commission at a duly 



noticed public hearing on May 3, 2018; and 



 



WHEREAS, following receipt of testimony and evidence, the Commission voted 



unanimously to forward the proposal to the Board without a recommendation; and  
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WHEREAS, following an additional public hearing held on May 15 before the Board of 



Commissioners, the Board voted ___ to ___ to approve this Ordinance, NOW, THEREFORE, 



 



THE BOARD ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS:   



 



Section 1.  The application is approved for the reasons stated in the findings attached 



as Exhibit "A" and incorporated into this ordinance by this reference.  



 



Section 2. The Yamhill County Transportation System Plan, a part of the 



Transportation Element of the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, is amended to add the 



following paragraph to page 139 of the plan, as amended by Ordinance 880 (new language is 



underlined): 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO MCMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



 (YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



“In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway 



for $9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The 



abandoned railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects 



the cities of McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The majority of the 



railway is in Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  



(See Figure 31.1) 



 



“The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-stree recreational trails in this area. 



 



“The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 



business owners and allow the connection to to other rail lines in the future.  



Yamhill County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This 



project will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for 



manufacturing and tourism in the valley.” 



 



In 2017, the county purchased and obtained through donations approximately 



twelve miles of the Yamhelas Westsider corridor, using 1.4 million dollars in grant 



funding obtained from the Oregon Department of Transportation and Oregon 
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Department of Parks and Recreation.  At the same time, owners of trail segments 



within the City of Carlton donated easements to accommodate trail uses.  The 



county now has the right to develop the entire corridor for trail uses, and intends to 



begin development of the proposed trail segment between Oregon Highway 240 



east of the City of Yamhill into the City of Carlton. 



 



The county continues to support the original plans for use of the corridor as outlined 



above.  Development at this time of a trail connecting the cities of Yamhill and 



Carlton promotes the county’s transportation goals; will provide a safe alternative 



to Oregon Highway 47 for bicyclists; will provide a safe transportation alternative 



for students in the Yamhill-Carlton school district; will accommodate equestrians; 



and will demonstrate that trail uses can be made to be compatible with farm uses 



and farm practices, thereby promoting the long-term goals of the plan for  



development of the entire envisioned trail as an interim use, and even longer-term 



goal of development of a rail and trail project in the corridor.  



 



 Section 3.  Prior to formally opening a multi-modal trail in the segment of corridor 



between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton: 



 



 (a) Fencing, capable of preventing dogs and people from entering adjacent farm fields, 



shall be installed by the county along the entire trail segment, unless an owner of adjacent land 



indicates that such fencing is not necessary to separate that owner’s land from the trail corridor; 



and 



 



 (b) Signage shall be installed at each point of trail entry from a public right-of-way or 



trailhead, directing and warning trail users not to trespass onto adjacent lands; not to touch, pet, or 



otherwise harass livestock; indicating that agricultural uses are taking place in the area, and to 



expect potential dust, noise, agricultural and pesticide smells; and indicating that, at designated 



agricultural trail crossings, delays may occur, and that farm operators and machinery have the 



right-of-way over pedestrians and other trail users. 



 



 Section 4. Prior to trail construction (other than initial bridge construction) a final plan 



or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will be approved by the 



Board, outlining additional trail design, management and mitigation measures, measures that are 



not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to ensure long-term minimization 



of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners. 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 



 



// 
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DONE this 31st day of May, 2018, in McMinnville, Oregon. 



 



ATTEST        YAMHILL COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 



 



 



BRIAN VAN BERGEN                      ________________________________________ 



County Clerk     Chair             MARY STARRETT  



 



 



By:__________________________  _________________________________________ 



Deputy Carolina Rook   Commissioner        RICHARD L. “RICK” OLSON 



 



FORM APPROVED BY: 



 



____________________________  _________________________________________ 



Timothy S. Sadlo    Commissioner        STAN PRIMOZICH  



Senior Assistant County Counsel 













EXHIBIT A – Ordinance _____ 



Amendment to Transportation System Plan Component of the  



Yamhill County Comprehensive Plan 



Findings to Address Potential Impacts to Farm Costs or Practices 



Associated With Development of a Segment of the Yamhelas Westsider Trail 



Between the Cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 



1. Introductory Matters. 



 



 DOCKET NO.: G- 1-18 



 



 REQUEST:  Amend the Transportation System Plan component of the Yamhill  



    County Comprehensive Plan to add findings addressing ORS  



    215.296. 



 



 APPLICANT  



 AND OWNER: Yamhill County 



 



 TAX LOT:  3421-0190 



 



 LOCATION:  East of, and running roughly parallel to Oregon State Highway 47,  



    between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



 



 ZONE:   EF-80, AF-10 



 



 1.1 These draft findings have been developed by county legal counsel to address ORS 



215.296 in anticipation of the development of a hiking, biking and equestrian trail between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  Public notice is being provided generally within Yamhill County, 



and specifically to all property owners whose property is wholly or partially within 750 feet of the 



transportation corridor previously owned by Union Pacific Railroad, and purchased from UPRR 



in November, 2017.   



 



 1.2 On December 6, 2012, the county adopted Ordinance 880, amending its 



comprehensive plan to specifically “acknowledge the potential future use of a 15.25-mile section 



of Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way between McMinnville and Gaston as a bicycle and hiking 



trail, and to provide for potential future use of the same right-of-way for commuter and/or freight 



rail.”  These findings support the adoption of an additional amendment to the county’s 



comprehensive plan acknowledging the ownership of approximately 12 miles of the corridor by 



the county, and designating the segment between and including the cities of Yamhill and Carlton 



as the first trail segment to be constructed through grant funding that the county is in the process 



of receiving.   



 



 1.3 Policy 5.5 of the county’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan, entitled 



“Air/Rail/Water/Pipeline Plan,” was amended by Ordinance 880 to add the following sentence:   
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“4.  Yamhill County supports the Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail With Trail 



Project (Yamhelas Westsider Trail Project) and considers it important to both the 



County’s rail and trail/bikeway systems.”   



 



 1.4 Under the heading “A. Yamhill County Bikeway System Suggested 



Improvements” the county added: 



 



“HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL AND TRAIL PROJECT 



 



 Vicinity:  North Central Yamhill County 



 Section:  Union Pacific Railroad From McMinnville to  



    Hagg Lake 



 Length:  15.25 miles in Yamhill County 



 Alignment:  Horizontal Predominantly flat 



 Recommended Action: Construct a multi-use path along the existing  



    railroad right-of-way 



 Estimated Cost:  TBD (ROW acquisition is $2.4 million)” 



 



A map shows the trail starting just north of St. Joseph, and running north to cross Scoggins Creek, 



in Washington County, labeled “Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail.” 



 



 1.5 Ordinance 880 also added a Section 5. to a section entitled “H. Other Transportation 



Projects,” as follows: 



 



“5. HAGG LAKE TO McMINNVILLE RAIL WITH TRAIL PROJECT 



(YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL PROJECT) 



 



In 2002, Union Pacific Railroad proposed to sell 17-miles of abandoned railway for 



$9 million.  In 2012 the asking price was reduced to $2.4 million.  The abandoned 



railway runs from McMinnville to Hagg Lake.  The corridor connects the cities of 



McMinnville, Carlton, Yamhill and Gaston.  The Majority of the railway is in 



Yamhill County, with 1.75 miles entering into Washington County.  (See Figure 



31.1) 



 



The Hagg Lake to McMinnville Rail with Trail project is a multi-faceted solution 



to multiple issues.  It would allow alternative access to destinations, increase 



tourism, and assist with the movement of goods in the Willamette Valley.  Hagg 



Lake provides various facilities to the public and cycling communities greatly 



utilize the roads surrounding the lake.  From this destination and traveling south, 



the only access for cyclists is along a busy state highway (Hwy 47).  There is a lack 



of off-street recreational trails in this area. 



 



The proposed trail would also enhance economic development.  Presently tourism 



and the mobility of goods from Portland to Yamhill County happen via Highway 



47.  The long term goal of this project is to have a rail line along with the trail 



component.  The Rail with Trail project will improve regional accessibility for 
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business owners and allow the connection to other rail lines in the future.  Yamhill 



County is known for its agricultural production and wine industry.  This project 



will also be a critical factor towards the long term viability for manufacturing and 



tourism in the valley.” 



 



These amendments were added by a unanimous vote of the Board of Commissioners following a 



duly noticed joint hearing between the county Planning Commission and the Board. 



 



 1.6 ORS 215.283 lists the uses allowed outright and conditionally in EFU zones, in 



‘non-marginal land’ counties, including Yamhill County.  ORS 215.283(3) states:   



 



“(3)  Roads, highways and other transportation facilities and improvements not 



allowed under subsections (1) and (2) of this section may be established, subject to 



the approval of the governing body or its designee, in areas zoned for exclusive 



farm use subject to: 



 



(a) Adoption of an exception to the goal related to agricultural lands and to any 



other applicable goal with which the facility or improvement does not comply; or 



 



(b) ORS 215.296 for those uses identified by rule of the Land Conservation and 



Development Commission as provided in section 3, chapter 529 Oregon Laws 



1993.” 



 



 1.7 The reference in ORS 215.283(3)(b) is to LCDC’s Transportation Planning Rule.  



OAR 660-012-0065, entitled “Transportation Improvements on Rural Lands” subsection (3) 



states: 



 



“(3)  The following transportation improvements are consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14 subject to the requirements of this rule: 



 



* * * 



 



(h)  Bikeways, footpaths and recreational trails not otherwise allowed as a 



modification or part of an existing road;” 



 



 1.8 Subsection (5) then states: 



 



“(5)  For transportation uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and 



(o) of this rule within an exclusive farm use (EFU) or forest zone, a jurisdiction 



shall, in addition to demonstrating compliance with the requirements of ORS 



215.296:” 



 



The three subsections that follow impose requirements, in addition to ORS 215.296, that must be 



addressed for uses or improvements listed in subsections (3)(d) to (g) and (o).  A memo dated May 



19, 2015 and written by a DLCD planner concluded that subsection (5) “indicates that, in EFU and 
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forest zones, all listed uses not subject to the additional criteria, including ‘bikeways, footpaths 



and recreation trails,’ are subject to the ordinary ORS 215.296 criteria.”   



 



 1.9 The county does not agree with DLCD staff’s analysis.  It is possible that a court 



or LUBA would agree with DLCD staff’s interpretation of the rule, and it is also possible that 



DLCD staff’s interpretation would be rejected.  DLCD staff’s interpretation requires an 



assumption that the section “indicates” that ORS 215.296 applies to all uses on the list, while 



section (5) specifically excludes, by reference, “(h) Bikeways, footpaths and recreation trails not 



otherwise allowed as a modification or part of an existing road.” 



 



 1.10 OAR 660-012-0065 states that a recreational trail is consistent with Goals 3, 4, 11 



and 14, and does not require that a local government comply with ORS 215.296 or the additional 



requirements of OAR 660-012-0065.  The rule is ambiguous, and is not an appropriate basis for 



requiring that the county comply with a statute (ORS 215.296) that, by its terms, applies only to 



conditional uses listed in ORS 215.283.  



 



 1.11 These findings concerning the Transportation Planning Rule are offered in the way 



of explanation.  The county and its Board of Commissioners have indicated an intent to identify 



all potential conflicts between use of the corridor as a trail, and all nearby property owners and 



uses, including potential impacts to the costs of farming or to farm practices.   



 



2. Applicable Law.  ORS 215.296 states, in relevant part: 



 



“Standards for approval of certain uses in exclusive farm use zones; violation of standards; 



complaint; penalties; exceptions to standards.  (1)  A use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) 



or 215.283 (2) or (4) may be approved only where the local governing body or its designee finds 



that the use will not: 



 



 (a) Force a significant change in accepted farm or forest practices on 



surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use; or 



 (b) Significantly increase the cost of accepted farm or forest practices 



on surrounding lands devoted to farm or forest use. 



 



 (2) An applicant for a use allowed under ORS 215.213 (2) or (11) or 



215.283 (2) or (4) may demonstrate that the standards for approval set forth in 



subsection (1) of this section will be satisfied through the imposition of conditions.  



Any conditions so imposed shall be clear and objective. * * *” 



 



 2.1 As explained in Schellenberg v. Polk County, 21 Or LUBA 425, 440 (1991) and 



subsequent cases, the ORS 215.296(1) test requires that the county identify the accepted farm and 



forest practices occurring on surrounding farm lands, and then consider whether the proposed use 



will force a significant change in, or significantly increase the cost of, identified practices.  ORS 



215.203 defines “farm use,” and contains the following definition of “accepted farming practice” 



that is appropriate to reference in this circumstance.  ORS 215.203(2)(c) states: 
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“As used in this subsection, ‘accepted farming practice’ means a mode of operation 



that is common to farms of a similar nature, necessary for the operation of such 



farms to obtain a profit in money, and customarily utilized in conjunction with farm 



use.” 



 



 2.2 For purposes of this analysis, the “area” under consideration includes all farm 



operations wholly or partially within 750 feet of the (generally) 60-foot wide transportation 



corridor.  The portion of the corridor where trail development is expected to occur first runs from 



approximately 750 feet north of State Highway 240 south to the northern city limits of the City of 



Carlton.   



 



 2.3 All farms and farm operations wholly or partially within the area extending 750 



feet north of State Highway 240 and within 750 feet of the corridor to the city limits of the City of 



Carlton have, or should have, received mailed notice of these proceedings.  A hearing was held 



before the Planning Commission on May 3, 2018.  At the hearing, farm managers and operators 



within the notice area and from elsewhere in the county supplemented the record with additional, 



more specific evidence and testimony regarding the types of crops and/or livestock and related 



farm practices taking place in the area, along with the types of costs that might be incurred by farm 



operations in the area if the corridor is developed and used as a pedestrian, bicycle and equestrian 



trail.  



 



 2.4 A spreadsheet and maps were entered into the record, along with basic information 



about the corridor and the types of farm uses that appear to be taking place in the area.   



 



 2.5 Crops grown in the area typically include hazelnut and fruit orchards; grass seed; 



hay; pasture; clover; Christmas trees; and row crops.  No specific livestock operations were 



identified within the 750-foot notice area, but horses appear to be stabled or grazed on some farms 



in the area, and testimony was received at the hearing of alpacas kept on property adjacent to the 



corridor segment under review.  Other crops that might be present because they are common in 



Yamhill County include sweet corn, raspberries, marion berries, beans, cherries, arborvitae 



(nursery stock).  Testimony was also received regarding cattle and sheep being raised or 



maintained in the area or along other segments of the corridor.  The area also includes riparian and 



forested areas where no farm uses are currently taking place.  



 



 2.5 Plowing, burning, application of herbicides and pesticides, disking of orchards and 



machine harvesting are accepted farm practices in the area under the ORS 215.203(2)(c) definition.  



There are also, likely, organic and sustainable agricultural practices taking place.  Farm labor is 



likely employed in the area to tend and harvest many of the crops noted.  Farm machinery is 



routinely transferred from field to field in the area, and in some cases must routinely cross the 



corridor.  Testimony was received regarding the harvesting of grass seed, and the need to regularly 



cross the corridor during harvest and other times of the year.  (The county has indicated its intent 



to honor existing easements and to accommodate other farmers and farm operations that would 



benefit from a legal arrangement allowing them to cross the corridor for farming purposes.)  Fields 



may be irrigated by well or direct withdrawal from surface water sources.  No commercial forestry 



has been identified in the area, although forest and small woodlot uses accessory to agricultural 



uses likely take place. 
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 2.6  The predominant farm use adjacent to the trail appears to be the production of grass 



seed and/or pasture.  Additionally, a large (approaching 10,000 trees) hazelnut orchard was 



recently planted along the eastern edge of the corridor.  At the location of the orchard, the corridor 



is heavily wooded, buffering informal trail use apparently being made of the corridor.  There is 



also a dwelling, and State Highway 47, to the east and within 150 feet of western edge of the 



orchard.  The owner of the orchard also maintains an accessway (dirt road) adjacent to the corridor, 



further buffering (by distance) the corridor from the hazelnut orchard. 



 



 2.7 In prior meetings and hearings before the Board of Commissioners and/or Planning 



Commission, and at the May 3, 2018 hearing, testimony has been received outlining perceived 



and/or anticipated impacts from public use of the corridor as a public trail.  It has been asserted 



that new rules first proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and now proposed by 



the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration,  will prevent a farm operator raising 



filbert trees from spraying those trees located within 150 feet of the trail, and within 150 feet of 



Highway 47.  The allegation includes an assertion that it is the presence of the trail and trail users 



that will cause the farm operator’s costs to rise significantly, and to include the loss of profits from 



an inability to properly manage the area within 150 feet of the trail. 



 



  2.7.1 In these proposed findings, county staff recommends that this claim be 



rejected, for the following reasons.  First, state and federal law currently prohibit the spraying of 



pesticides and/or herbicides and/or fungicides (herein, “pesticides”) or other substances potentially 



harmful to human health on people or on property other than property owned or otherwise under 



the control of the farm operator.  Pesticide labels, generally, indicate that they should not be 



sprayed on workers or others, on livestock or other animals, or applied in a manner likely to cause 



them to “drift” off-site.  (see ORS 634.372(2) and (4)).  Farmers or spray operators who allow 



pesticides to drift can currently be held “strictly liable” because such activities can be considered 



“abnormally dangerous.”  Actions for trespass and negligence are currently not foreclosed by right-



to-farm laws, even as those laws provide limited protection to farm operators for pesticide use that 



is “done in a reasonable and prudent manner.”  (see ORS 30.939)  It is not the county or anyone 



else associated with the trail or its use that is proposing rules that might limit spraying within the 



boundaries of a farm, and any increased cost due to a new administrative rule adopted by the 



federal or state government is not a cost that can logically be attributed to users of the proposed 



trail. 



 



  2.7.2 The argument from opponents is that the existence of the trail will put 



additional persons in potential harm’s way from pesticide drift, and that farm/spray operators will 



incur additional, “significant” expenses to prevent drifting pesticide spray from landing on users 



of the trail.  “Reasonable and prudent” pesticide application is, under ORS 30.939, “considered to 



be a farming practice” for purposes of state farming protection laws. 



 



  2.7.3 To date, testimony has been received from one farm operator who farms a 



hazelnut orchard adjacent to a segment of the corridor that is not subject to this application, and 



from several farm operators along the segment of corridor in question who grow grass seed.  The 



hazelnut farmer stated that he farms 35 rows of hazelnut trees between Highway 47 and the 



corridor.  When discussing an EPA rule, now being considered (in modified form) for adoption by 
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the Oregon Occupational Safety and Health Administration, he stated that he would not be able to 



spray the eight rows of trees closest to the highway.  If the trail is developed, he would not be able 



to spray the eight closest rows to the trail.  He stated that the trees need weekly foliar sprays in the 



morning when tree sugar is at a certain level.  He also discussed the need to manage filbertworm 



outbreaks, and eastern filbert blight that kills trees three years after it first appears.  He stated that 



there are newer, more resistant varieties, but those trees can still be killed by the blight, ten years 



after it appears.  Testimony received from a second farmer, who grows hazelnuts near Wheatland, 



was to the effect that the county should indemnify farmers against potential claims by trail users 



that they have been harmed by pesticide drift. 



 



  2.7.4 Written testimony submitted into the record indicates that the proposed 



Oregon OSHA rule has nothing to do with the trail, or any other public transportation facility.  



That testimony indicated that the proposed Oregon OSHA rule is for the purpose of protecting 



“workers (and occupants of labor housing) and is not intended to apply outside the farm (even in 



re workers at an adjacent farm).”  Under the proposed rule, the responsibility of farm operators to 



avoid spraying people and to prevent the drift of pesticides off of their property is unchanged.   



 



  2.7.5 Under existing spray regulations, it is possible that reasonable and prudent 



precautions can be taken, at little cost, to minimize potential conflicts between farmers and/or 



spray operators and trail users.  It may be possible to schedule spraying in the early morning or at 



other times when trail use is light.  Signs can be posted on the trail at both ends of a stretch of trail 



near locations where spraying is scheduled to take place.  Such signs are currently available, and 



have been seen in use along the corridor near Gaston.  Temporary barriers, with signage, might be 



employed to prevent trail users from risking contact with pesticide drift.  State law already requires 



that farmers and spray operators be trained in proper methods of applying pesticides and that they 



follow the label instructions of the spray being applied.  Off-site pesticide drift is not allowed.  The 



county, or other trail operator, is capable of cooperating fully with neighboring farm operations to 



ensure that reasonable and prudent steps are taken by all parties to avoid accidental poisoning of 



trail users. 



 



  2.7.6 Testimony has also been received indicating that the smell of pesticide 



might drift off of the property to which  it is applied, and that trail users who smell it might think 



they had been sprayed, leading to expensive complaints and time consuming inspections of farm 



operations by governmental agencies.  However, these impacts, which are attributed to the 



perception of individuals who smell pesticides and who would then create bureaucratic headaches 



for farmers, are speculative.  This type of complaint is no different from the same types of 



complaints that might currently be generated by travelers on the numerous existing roads in the 



county.  Testimony was received indicating that trail users are more exposed than individuals 



driving on county roads, and are more likely to complain about dust, noise and obnoxious odors 



routinely produced by farm operators. 



 



  2.7.7 Testimony has also been received indicating that signage can be effective 



in both warning and educating trail users about potential farm odors, pesticide odors, dust, noise, 



and/or smoke that visitors may experience while using the trail.  Signage can also be used to warn 



trail users of the prohibitions on touching or interacting with livestock maintained on private 



property; of trespassing on private property; of littering; of vandalism and/or camping in the 
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corridor or on adjacent lands.  Appropriate signage at trailheads and at appropriate locations along 



the trail can effectively minimize potential conflicts between trail visitors and farming uses and 



practices.    



 



  2.7.8. With regard to the indemnification of farm operators against possible 



lawsuits arising from spray drift—as noted, Oregon has right-to-farm laws that currently limit 



lawsuits against farmers following accepted farming practices.  Counties do not currently 



indemnify farmers against claims by users of county roads that they have been harmed by pesticide 



drift.  Although testimony was received that other jurisdictions provide such indemnification, no 



specific examples have been identified.  No rational basis has been identified for what would seem 



to be an extraordinary program of protecting farmers and/or farm operations from liability for 



practices that may or may not be “reasonable and prudent.”   



 



  2.7.9 Without additional evidence to the contrary, county staff concludes that the 



existence of a trail through the existing 60-foot transportation corridor is unlikely to force a 



significant change in accepted farm or forest herbicide and/or pesticide spraying practices on 



surrounding lands, or to significantly increase the cost of spraying in the surrounding area.  Clear 



and objective conditions establishing coordination with neighboring farms and spray operators; 



signage and the possible use of temporary barriers during times of spray application will further 



minimize potential conflicts between applications of pesticides and use of the corridor by hikers, 



bikers, and equestrians. 



   



 2.8 The county has also received testimony from numerous farmers, including some 



that are located within the notice area for this proceeding.  Some of those farmers have indicated 



that trail users will trespass on their property, significantly impacting farm practices and/or costs.  



Examples given included:  trail users defecating and urinating in surrounding farm fields and 



orchards; littering and illegal dumping in surrounding farm fields; dangerous or harassing 



interaction between trail users and livestock; and crops trampled by trail users seeking photo 



opportunities.  Some have likened the proposed use of the corridor as a hiking, biking and 



equestrian trail to the Springwater Corridor in SE Portland, and have indicated that they fear 



homeless people and clueless tourists will wander onto their land trampling crops, littering, doing 



drugs, interrupting spray operations, stealing, committing acts of vandalism, or setting up 



makeshift camps. 



 



  2.8.1 In the area of the proposed trail, Yamhill County is rural, with a far lower 



incidence of homeless persons attempting to establish camps than the Springwater Corridor, which 



is a relatively dense urban and suburban area.  Problems related to homelessness in the Springwater 



Corridor reached crisis levels at a time when the city, as a matter of policy, stopped enforcing laws 



along the corridor prohibiting overnight camping.  This type of problem can be minimized 



regarding a trail in the Yamhelas corridor, through appropriate signage; through the establishment 



of rules governing use of the corridor that prohibit camping within the corridor, and through the 



enforcement of existing laws prohibiting trespass on private property. 



 



  2.8.2 It is possible that trespassing, and all that it potentially brings—damage to 



crops, vandalism and other criminal activities—could significantly impact farm practices and 



significantly increase the cost of farming.  However, there are effective management and design 
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mechanisms to reduce the potential threat of trespass and its impacts, including fencing, signage 



and policing.  Additionally, hiking, biking and riding horses are activities that attract law abiding 



citizens and families, the presence of which has been found to be a natural deterrent to crime along 



other, developed trails.  Especially in areas that might attract trespassers, signage and fencing can 



be used to hinder or prevent most trespassers and to alert law-abiding citizens to the presence of 



trespassers.  Trail design should also include use of bollards and/or gates that can be accessed by 



law enforcement personnel traveling on or in motorized vehicles, to allow law enforcement patrols 



and rapid police response to reported criminal incidents.  Conditions are proposed requiring the 



establishment and maintenance of trail features (including fencing and signage) designed to 



minimize the potential for trespass and to improve the ability of law enforcement to respond 



quickly.  With such conditions, it is possible to prevent trespassing that might otherwise 



significantly impact accepted farm practices on surrounding lands dedicated to farm use or 



significantly increase the cost of farming such lands. 



 



 2.9 It should also be noted, with regard to potential impacts to farm uses generally:  the 



corridor is, for the most part, at least 60 feet wide.  Trail uses are expected to occupy only 12 feet 



of that width.  That leaves a potential buffer area of up to 24 feet on both sides of the proposed 



trail.  Within that buffer area, there is room for fencing as well as landscaping to potentially block 



views of neighboring farms and farm operations, or to enhance the security of fencing.  



 



 2.10 It should further be noted that farm uses have, for the most part, peacefully co-



existed with nonfarm uses and existing transportation corridors in Yamhill County and throughout 



the state and nation for many years.  Farmers and spray operators appear, for the most part, to 



accommodate travelers of county roads, and state and federal highways, without undue expense 



and without significantly impacting the use of accepted farm practices.  The same methods used 



to protect existing users of existing roads are available to protect trail users, and should not be 



significantly more expensive or impactful when protecting persons walking, on bicycles or horses, 



than those on bikes, in cars or on motorcycles on the county’s many roads, with a smaller buffer 



area than is potentially available with the proposed use.       



 



 2.11 It is the county’s intent to mitigate and attempt to minimize all perceived and 



potential impacts to farming from use of the rail corridor as a trail.  It appears feasible for the 



county to minimize those impacts and expenses. 



 



  2.12 Although the initial trail development will extend into the city limits of the City of 



Carlton, those areas are plan and zone designated for urban uses.  The county intends to mitigate 



and minimize potential impacts to those uses and property owners as well, but is not required to 



address those uses under ORS 215.296. 



 



 2.13 Successive county Boards of Commissioners have supported the development of a 



trail in the existing corridor stretching roughly from Hagg Lake to McMinnville.  Benefits include 



increased recreational opportunities, greater tourism, greater opportunities for agri-tourism, and an 



alternative to automobile use for commuters and children attending the schools in the Yamhill 



Carlton School District.  In the case of the corridor segment between Yamhill and Carlton, those 



two communities already share a school system, which would likely benefit from a safe bicycle 



route between schools and students living in both communities.  This community connection also 
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raises the potential that the trail will receive adequate funding for design, maintenance and security, 



furthering community and trail development goals of preventing trespass and crime generally 



within the corridor.   



 



 2.14 In summary: the trail is proposed for development in a pre-existing rail corridor, 



constructed beginning circa 1872 and now owned by the county, where freight and passenger trains 



operated for approximately 100 years.  It will provide low impact, passive recreation and 



transportation opportunities.  The potential farm impacts that have been raised to date are impacts 



from farming on trail users—e.g.: overspray, and use of poisons that might accidentally kill 



someone’s trespassing pet.  The exception is impacts to farm uses by trespassers.  There are 



mitigation and minimization practices and technologies that can be employed to minimize most of 



the impacts alleged.  The corridor is (generally) at least 60 feet wide through rural areas, and trail 



uses will likely occupy no more than 12 feet of that 60 feet.  Fencing and signage alone will 



minimize potential trespass impacts to farm practices and costs to a level at which they can no 



longer be considered “significant.”  Additional mitigation, to farm impacts and to other non-farm 



uses and practices, can be established and employed through a final design or master plan to further 



minimize potential trespass impacts.   Trail users can be warned by way of appropriate signage 



regarding spray practices in areas where neighboring farmers insist on spraying up to the corridor.  



Right-to-farm laws limit the liability of farmers following accepted farming practices.  Other 



existing laws prohibit the application of herbicides and/or pesticides in a manner that allows those 



substances to leave the property of the user, or to come into contact with humans or animals.  It 



therefore appears that the potential impacts to farm uses identified to date can be minimized by 



appropriate fencing and signage.   Additional mitigation, not necessary to meet the farm impact 



standards in ORS 215.296, can be provided through final design and/or a master plan established 



prior to the formal opening of the corridor for use by the general public.   



 



 2.15 The following findings address the consistency of the proposed plan amendment  



with the Statewide Land Use Planning Goals. 



 



  2.15.1 Goal 1—Citizen Involvement.  Goal 1 directs local governments to adopt 



and to administer programs to assure citizen involvement in all phases of the planning process.  In 



this case, the notice of hearing and all other elements of the hearings process before the Planning 



Commission and Board of Commissioners complied with applicable law and provided full 



opportunity for citizen involvement.  All of the hearing held regarding the proposed Ordinance 



and other aspects of trail acquisition and planning have been well attended. 



 



  2.15.2 Goal 2—Land Use Planning (Coordination and Factual Base).  Goal 2 



requires that the county coordinate its land use decisions with the plans of other affected 



governmental units.  Affected governmental units are those local governments, state and federal 



agencies and special districts that have programs, land ownerships, or responsibilities within the 



area affected.  The county, all state agencies, and many federal resource agencies, have long-



established coordination programs to facilitate review of land- and resource-use proposals.  It is 



the county’s standard practice to notify relevant state and local governments and agencies of 



proposed land use actions, and that practice was followed in this case. 
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Goal 2 also requires that the county establish a factual basis for its decisions.  A factual basis for 



this decision has been established through the course of the application and review process and 



was supplemented through the hearing process.  The county’s decision is supported by substantial 



evidence. 



 



  2.15.3 Goal 3—Agricultural Lands.  Goal 3 directs local governments to preserve 



and maintain agricultural land.  The trail corridor is situated in a farm zone, but has been covered 



with ballast, compacted, and used as a railroad corridor for approximately 100 years.  Much of the 



corridor is no longer suitable for growing crops, and the corridor remains suitable as a 



transportation corridor that has remained relatively intact since circa 1882.  The county has 



considered potential impact to agricultural uses, practices and costs under ORS 215.296, and has 



weighed potential agricultural impacts against the many safety, recreational, transportation, and 



other social benefits of use of the property for a trail.  In this case, conflicts between use of the site 



for a recreational trail and reserving it for other transportation uses and agricultural uses in the 



surrounding area have been considered and addressed. 



 



  2.15.4 Goal 4—Forest Lands.  Goal 4 directs local governments to “conserve forest 



lands.”  The segment of corridor in question is zoned EFU.  Parts of the corridor are forested, but 



for the most part the trail location is compacted soil and ballast, not suitable for forest uses, and 



more suited for trail/recreational uses. 



 



  2.15.5 Goal 5—Open Spaces, Scenic and Historic Areas and Natural Resources.  



Goal 5 is “To conserve open space and protect natural and scenic resources.”  The proposed trail 



will cross Stag Hollow Creek, and at least two unnamed watercourses.  None of the identified 



watercourses are inventoried Goal 5 resources.  All necessary permits will be obtained prior to 



constructing bridges across the identified watercourses.   



 



  2.15.6 Goal 6—Air, Water and Land Resources Quality.  Under Goal 6, local 



governments must ensure that land uses do not threaten to violate, or violate, state or federal 



environmental standards.  All necessary permits will be obtained by the county prior to 



constructing bridges across identified watercourses.  Otherwise, the uses promoted by the trail—



biking, walking and horseback riding, are passive and generally non-polluting uses. 



 



  2.15.7 Goal 7—Areas Subject to Natural Disasters and Hazards.  Goal  7 directs 



local governments to protect life and property from natural disasters and hazards.  Construction of 



the initial trail segment from Yamhill to Carlton will require at least three bridges across 



watercourses and their associated floodplains.  The county regulates development in floodways 



and floodplains, and will obtain all necessary approvals prior to proceeding, consistent with Goal 



7. 



 



  2.15.8 Goal 8—Recreational Needs.  Goal 8 directs local governments to plan for 



the recreational needs of its citizens.  A major benefit of use of the existing corridor as a multi-



modal trail is that it will provide a safe place to walk, to ride a bike, or to ride a horse between the 



cities of Yamhill and Carlton.  The proposal promotes Goal 8. 
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  2.15.9 Goal 9—Economic Development.  Goal 9 directs local government to 



provide adequate opportunities for continued economic growth in Oregon.  The focus of Goal 9 is 



on commercial and industrial development, primarily in urban areas.  However, extensive 



testimony has been received regarding the potential economic benefits of a multi-modal trail in 



promoting agri-tourism in the county, including the wine industry and other elements of the 



county’s extensive agricultural economy.  The trail is expected to benefit the county economically, 



especially the cities of Yamhill and Carlton. 



 



  2.15.10 Goal 10—Housing.  Goal 10 is to provide for the housing needs of citizens 



of the state.  No housing is proposed, nor will this proposal remove potential urbanizable land that 



could be used for housing from any inventory.  Goal 10 is not relevant to this plan amendment. 



 



  2.15.11 Goal 11—Public Facilities and Services.  Goal 11 is “To plan and develop 



a timely , orderly and efficient arrangement of public facilities and services to serve as a framework 



for urban and rural development.”  This plan amendment will not negatively impact any identified 



public facilities or services. 



 



  2.15.12 Goal 12—Transportation.  Goal 12 directs local governments “to provide 



and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation system.”  In this case, the county 



has purchased a transportation corridor that was used for passenger and freight transport for 



approximately 100 years, and has planned since at least 2012 to use it as a multi-modal trail and 



to preserve it for future rail or other transit uses.  The proposal to develop an alternative 



transportation facility to allow travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton on foot, bicycle or 



horse directly promotes Goal 12.  The only other transportation facility available, Oregon Highway 



47, is not suitable for these uses. 



 



  2.15.13 Goal 13—Energy Conservation.  Goal 13 declares that: “land and uses 



developed on the land shall be managed and controlled so as to maximize the conservation of all 



forms of energy, based upon sound economic principles.”  By promoting a safe and appealing 



facility for non-automobile travel between the cities of Yamhill and Carlton, the proposed plan 



amendment promotes Goal 13. 



 



  2.15.14 Remaining Goals.  None of the remaining Statewide Land Use Planning 



Goals are relevant to this ordinance.  



  



3. Additional Findings on Reconsideration.  On reconsideration of this matter, the Board 



finds as follows: 



 



 3.1 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts that 



landowners and other interested persons described in hearings on this matter that might otherwise 



have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or might 



otherwise have increased the cost of farming in the surrounding area.  That is, the conditions ensure 



that trespass onto neighboring farms by trail patrons will be effectively reduced to insignificance 



or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on this matter that are the result 



of trespass and might otherwise occur without fencing and signage.   
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 3.2 The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final plan 



for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan for 



development of the entire corridor that includes final plans for the Yamhill to Carlton segment.  



Such plans are required prior to construction (other than initial bridge construction) of a multi-



modal trail in the segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While 



not adopted through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these 



plans are an important part of the mitigation process, to ensure the least impact possible to all 



adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final or 



master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested parties, 



especially adjacent owners, operators and residents.  Such an effort necessarily includes a 



requirement that the county communicate with and meet with adjacent owners, operators and 



residents seeking to participate in the development and implementation of a final or master plan.  



The conditions require approval by the Board of any design, management and mitigation 



developed through the planning process.  The conditions also require that the plans presented to 



the Board be developed through a collaborative and coordinated effort, prior to their presentation 



to the public and to the Board.   



 



*END*  
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anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:32 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
 


Ah, I see. Missed that distinction; thanks!


On 5/21/2018 12:30 PM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


The previous version had Section 3 that said “Prior to formally opening a multi-modal
trail…”.  The new version adds Section 4 that states “Prior to trail construction (other
than initial bridge construction) a final plan or master plan, which shall be a
collaborative and coordinative effort will be approved by the Board…”.
 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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From: Nicole Montesano <nmontesano@newsregister.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 12:20 PM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Re: Trail Findings
 


Laura,
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That provision about the master plan being required before construction was already in
place on May 15, wasn't it?


Thanks,


Nicole


On 5/21/2018 11:29 AM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


Yes. 
 
I should add that the proposed amendment also includes a requirement
that the master plan be completed before construction of the trail, other
than the initial bridge construction under the grant the county has already
been awarded.  It is possible that the master plan will be completed prior
to construction of the bridge, but staff did not want to jeopardize the
grant if there are delays in establishing the master plan.
 
To ensure that all interested parties are apprised of these developments,
the Planning Department is mailing new notice, and is publishing a notice
in the News-Register that the matter will be revisited on May 31.   
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
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Thanks, Laura.


So, is it accurate then that Rick requested the reconsideration vote?


Nicole


On 5/21/2018 11:21 AM, Laura Tschabold wrote:


Hi, Nicole – got your phone message.  After the hearing on
Tuesday, Christian, Ken Huffer and I discussed with
Commissioner Olson possible changes to the draft ordinance
and findings that might be acceptable if the matter were to be
reconsidered at the Board’s next formal Board session on
May 31.  This reconsideration is allowed by the Procedures
Ordinance – Ordinance 900.
 
The proposed amendment (attached) specifies that the final
or master plan “shall be a collaborative and coordinated
effort,” and Todd Sadlo added a new section of findings
(section 3) to explain what that means, including direct
consultation with affected property owners.
 
Laura
 
 
 
Laura Tschabold, MPA
County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being
transmitted to and only for the use of the recipients named above.
Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying
this information by anyone other than the intended recipients or his
or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact
me at 503-434-7501.
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From: Carrie Martin
To: Laura Tschabold
Subject: FW: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:32:44 AM
Attachments: 3A-16 IGAFinal.docx


3B-13 IGA.doc
2M-03 IGA.doc


 
 


From: LEDET Elizabeth <Elizabeth.L.LEDET@odot.state.or.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 10:28 AM
To: Carrie Martin <martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: DUNCAN Michael W <Michael.W.DUNCAN@odot.state.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Master Plan
 
Carrie,
Here are some sample statements of work that you can use to help respond to
Scoring Criterion 3 – Clear Approach.
 
Please feel free to call me or Michael (503-325-7224) if you have any other questions.
I’ve copied him so you’ll have his e-mail.
 
 
Elizabeth Ledet
TGM @ TDD
503-986-3205
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EXHIBIT A


STATEMENT OF WORK DELIVERABLES & SCHEDULE


TGM 3A-16


City of Reedsport


Dean to Dunes Trail Plan





Acronyms and Definitions


ADA		Americans with Disabilities Act


Agency or ODOT		Oregon Department of Transportation


APM		Agency Project Manager


City		City of Reedsport


County		Douglas County


DDTP		Dean to Dunes Trail Plan


GIS		Geographic Information Systems


PAC		Project Advisory Committee


PMT		Project Management Team


TM		Technical Memorandum


TPAU		Transportation Planning Analysis Unit


TSP		Transportation System Plan





Project Management Team


			City of Reedsport


Jessica Terra    	jterra@cityofreedsport.org


City of Reedsport   541-271-3603


451 Winchester Avenue


Reedsport, OR 97467





			Douglas County 


Ricky Hoffman    rjhoffma@co.douglas.or.us


Douglas County    541-440-4289


1036 S.E. Douglas Avenue


Douglas County Courthouse – Justice Building – Room 106


Roseburg, OR 97470





			Consultant


Eric Johnston      eric.johnston@scjalliance.com (360) 352-1465 


Anne Sylvester   anne.sylvester@scjalliance.com (503) 341-6248


SJC Alliance


315 W. Mill Plain Blvd, Suite 208


Vancouver, WA 98660





			Oregon Department of Transportation 


Agency Project Manager


John McDonald   john.mcdonald@odot.state.or.us


Oregon Department of Transportation	541-957-3688


3500 NW Stewart Parkway


Roseburg, OR 97470











PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit


The City of Reedsport (“City”) Dean to Dunes Trail Plan (“DDTP”) will identify a continuous trail extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), eastward to the City, then southward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, for a total distance of approximately eight miles. The DDTP will build on prior planning efforts for the trail within the City, specifically the Waterfront and Downtown Plan, the Levee Loop Trail Plan, and the Pedestrian Safety Study. The DDTP will be adopted as a supporting document to the City and Douglas County (“County”) Transportation System Plans (“TSP”), with references added into each TSP where necessary. 


Once constructed, the Dean to Dunes Trail will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for trips both within and external to the community. Currently, the only opportunity for bicyclists and pedestrians to access areas in and near the City is along a narrow highway shoulder.


Study Area


A corridor paralleling US 101 and OR 38, extending from the Oregon Dunes (the all-terrain vehicle trail at Salmon Harbor Drive in Winchester, OR), northeastward to the intersection of US 101 / OR 38, then southeastward to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area. There are two primary segments:


· West – From Oregon Dunes  access to Highland Mobile Park within City 


· East – From N 3rd Street within City to Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area


For purposes of DDTP development, Study Area includes only those portions of the future trail to be developed (i.e. the red and blue lines in Figure 1), and adjacent land uses.  Color copies of Figure 1 will be provided separately, if necessary.  


See Figure 1: red lines represent trail sections within the City that must be planned; blue lines represent areas within the County that must be planned; other colors represent existing or planned trailed which must be connected to the Dean to Dunes Trail. 


Background


City and County currently lack adequate bicycle/pedestrian facilities. US 101 and OR 38, the primary means by which bicyclists and pedestrians access the coast, are often inadequate and unpleasant to meet that need.


City is an economically distressed area with a negative population growth rate. City is looking at numerous ways to reinvigorate the local economy, including coastal tourism. Although located on the coast, City does not have a coastal view and relies on US 101 and OR 38 for tourists to see the ocean and other attractors in the area. Providing a safe and convenient bicycle/pedestrian trail is anticipated to improve tourist opportunities and help invigorate local tourism. 


Despite the population and economic decline, Reedsport continues to be the major employment center in the area. People living outside Reedsport are unable to safely and conveniently commute by walking or bicycle. The DDTP will provide the framework for that opportunity. 








Figure 1: Study Area Map





Project Objectives


The DDTP is intended to lay the groundwork for an off-highway trail experience (where practicable), extending from the Oregon Dunes to City, and City to the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area, while connecting to the existing and planned City bicycle/pedestrian system. It will capitalize on the high quality aesthetic resources of the area, identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding; it will also ensure compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws, rules, regulations and standards.


GENERAL PROVISIONS


Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables


DDTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with simple and concise accompanying narratives. Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software. Memoranda and reports must be formatted for 8 ½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the Project Management Team (“PMT”) in Word and .pdf formats. Final versions of documents must be provided in an open universally readable format.






Draft Materials


Draft materials must be substantially complete, and any changes or revisions needed to address comments must be minor.


Consultant shall provide deliverables to PMT at least ten business days prior to a scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. PMT consists of the City, County, Consultant, and Agency’s Project Manager (“APM”).


City shall and County and APM will each submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five business days of receipt. 


Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received from PMT, and provide new draft to PMT no more than two business days prior to scheduled meeting or anticipated public release date. 


Text Deliverables


The following text must appear in the final plan:


“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act), Federal Transit Administration, and State of Oregon funds.”


Consultant name or logo may not appear on final documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.


Maps and Graphic Deliverables


Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City and County Geographic Information System (“GIS”) base data, or in a format agreed between the PMT. 


Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale, direction arrow indicating north, a color scheme ensuring readability in black and white, a legend, source and date for underlying information, and all railroads.


All graphics, including but not limited to vector-based graphics, including perspectives, axonometric drawings, and elevations created digitally, must be delivered in both the native format in which they are created (i.e. Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad, etc.) and in an open and universally readable format (i.e. Word, .pdf, etc.), as agreed between City, Consultant, and Agency.


Web Access to All Materials


Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency.






Expectations about Meetings and Public Involvement


The public involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process”.


City and County shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people, regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, or tribal programs or policies.


Meaningful involvement means:


· Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health


· The public’s contribution can influence the regulatory agency’s decision


· The concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process


· The decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected


City and County shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts must be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low-income populations.


The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council and County Board of Commissioners. City and County shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City and County shall transmit any comments received outside established processes in this statement of work to the PMT.


Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibilities for public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task.


Expectations about Traffic Analysis


An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandum (“TM”) containing traffic analysis must be stamped. Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) Analysis Procedures Manual, available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx  Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit (“TPAU”) and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from TPAU and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to doing any analysis.





TASK 1: PROJECT ADMINISTRATION AND INITIATION


1.1 	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


PMT shall review project progress, identify and mitigate potential issues, and oversee project development from beginning to end. There will be up to fifteen PMT teleconferences, anticipated to last one hour each. 


For each PMT Meeting:


· Consultant shall


· Arrange a call-in number


· Develop and distribute an agenda to PMT at least two business days prior to PMT Meeting


· Take meeting notes with focus on memorializing key decisions and direction


· Distribute notes to PMT within two business days after PMT Meeting


· City shall


· Attend and participate


· County will


· Attend and participate


1.2 	Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) Roster


City shall establish PAC membership and prepare roster. PAC is expected to consist of:


· Coquille Indian Tribe


· Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua, and Siuslaw Indians


· Confederated Tribes of Siletz


· U.S. Army Corps of Engineers


· Bureau of Land Management


· City Council


· City Planning Commission


· County Board of Commissioners


· County Planning Commission


· Reedsport School District


· Emergency service provider


· Transit service provider


· ODOT


· Department of Land Conservation and Development


· Oregon Department of State Lands


· Bicycle/Pedestrian Interest Groups


· Tourist Industry Representatives


· Title VI / Transportation-disadvantaged representative


· Citizens-at-large


· Business or chamber of commerce representative


1.3 	Project Webpage


City shall develop and maintain a Project Webpage. Project Webpage may be a page on City website or a separate website with a link from City’s website. Project Webpage must contain all materials and other information developed for the DDTP and meeting information (times, locations, agendas, summaries, and materials). 	


1.4 	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


Consultant shall prepare a Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum and submit to PMT. 


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, PMT shall participate in a Kick-Off Meeting to establish a refined project schedule; identify key issues, opportunities, and milestones; and discuss other Project-related information.


Kick-Off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours.


For Kick-Off Meeting:


· Consultant shall:


· Develop meeting agenda and distribute to PMT at least two business days prior


· Take meeting notes


· Provide draft refined project schedule


· City shall:


· Attend


· Invite key stakeholders (see, for example, PAC Roster), at discretion of City, to attend


· Arrange facilities


· Provide necessary equipment for conducting meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· Attend


As part of preparing Site Visit Memorandum, there will be a Site Visit following the Kick-Off Meeting. PMT shall visit key Project locations; note observations; take photographs; and conduct other activities for future Project success.


Site visit is anticipated to last four hours. City, County, Consultant, and APM will each provide their own transportation. 


For Site Visit:


· Consultant shall:


· Take notes and photographs (Consultant shall provide own camera)


· City shall:


· Attend and facilitate Site Visit(tour guide)


· Invite key stakeholders to attend


· Provide itinerary


· County will:


· Attend 


Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum must include:


· Revised refined project schedule


· Notes from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Key decisions from the Kick-Off Meeting


· Notes from the Site Visit


· Key observations from the Site Visit


· Photographs from the Site Visit


· Other observations related to the project


City Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	PAC Roster


1C	Project Webpage


1D	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


Consultant Deliverables


1A	PMT Meetings (up to 15)


1B	Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


TASK 2: PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES


2.1	Draft TM 1


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 1, and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 1 must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose


· Project goals and Project Objectives


· Description of Study Area and trail planning segments, including:


· Map of overall Study Area


· West and East trail planning segments


· Existing and planned trail segments in Study Area


· Key Study Area characteristics (i.e. city limits, urban growth boundary, bodies of water, etc.)


Draft TM 1 must include trail option evaluation criteria, based on the Project Objectives, for use in later tasks. Trail option evaluation criteria must include, but not be limited to:


· Trail types


· User experience


· Safety and security


· Connectivity


· Environmental and cultural resource impacts


· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts


· Property ownership impacts


· Directness of travel


· Cost and funding availability


· Phasing opportunities


Draft TM 1 must include concise and general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  For those trail types later used for the preferred trail alignment options, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified.


2.2	Draft TM 2


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 2 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Draft TM 2 must summarize existing laws, plans, policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may affect trail development or be relevant to trail selection in later tasks. Base maps must be included. City, County or ODOT shall provide all available data necessary to produce a description of transportation, land use, natural resources, cultural resources and demographics to Consultant.


City shall provide all baseline data within the City’s control necessary for completing Draft TM 2.  


Draft TM 2 must include the following:


1.	Existing Laws, Rules, and Regulations


An analysis of federal, state, and local laws, plans and policies that pertain to trail, identify any conflicts with trail development, and options for resolving those conflicts. The analysis must include:


· City Comprehensive Plan, TSP, 2016 Pedestrian Safety Study, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Levee Loop Trail Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami zones


· County Comprehensive Plan, TSP, zoning and related development ordinances, and floodplain and tsunami inundation zones


· Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”)


· Federal tsunami inundation zones, flood areas, and levee regulations including U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Levee Design and Alternative Criteria


· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans, and policies, including the Department of Land Conservation and Development’s Transportation Planning Rule; Statewide Transportation Improvement Program; Oregon Transportation Plan and all modal plans; and Traffic, Highway, Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals


2.	Transportation and Land Use Features


An inventory of key existing and planned (i.e. identified in an adopted plan, and with a committed funding source) transportation network and land use features within the Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and potential constraints for trail siting and development. The preference is to site future trails in existing publicly-owned or controlled property right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible option can be identified. Features must include:


· Transportation network


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations and conditions of medians


· Locations and conditions of culverts and bridges


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle and pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments


· Bicycle and pedestrian networks, including types, locations, widths, surface, and ownership


· Levees, including locations and geometries


· Existing and planned land uses:


· Existing land uses, including vacant land


· City and County comprehensive plan designations, zoning, and any overlays


· Property boundaries, based on County Assessor and GIS records


· Activity centers likely to attract tourists, bicyclists, or pedestrians (such as the trailhead to the Oregon Dunes and the Dean Creek Elk Viewing Area)


3.	Natural and Cultural Resources


An inventory of key natural and cultural resources within Study Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development. Consistent with data availability, the inventory must include:


· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources


· Regulatory floodplains


· Wetlands and non-wetland waters


· Endangered Species Act and Oregon-listed sensitive species


· Known hazardous materials sites


· Known historic, cultural, and archaeological resources and sites


· Topographical information, including steep and unstable slopes


· Tsunami inundation zones


4.	Demographics


General assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for Study Area residents, particularly considering the locations and characteristics of Title VI and Environmental Justice populations. City shall provide socio-economic and demographic information to Consultant.


2.3	Revised TMs 1 and 2


Consultant shall prepare revised Draft TMs 1 and 2, based on comments from PMT. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TMs 1 and 2 to PMT. 


Revised TMs 1 and 2 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TMs 1 and 2.


City Deliverables


2A	Baseline Data for TM 2


2B	Review and Comment on Draft TM 1


2C	Review and Comment on Draft TM 2


Consultant Deliverables


2A	Draft TM 1


2B	Draft TM 2


2C	Revised TMs 1 and 2


TASK 3: CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS


3.1	Draft TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 3 and submit to PMT for review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 1 and Open House 1.


Draft TM 3 must include:


· Three alternative trail alignments for both the west segment and the east segment. Proposed trail stub locations (e.g. leads to a boat launch, scenic viewing area, or other attractor)


· A menu of potential and recommended trail amenities. Amenities must include a graphic representation, simple narrative, cost estimates, recommended materials, benefits and constraints, and conceptual locations. Amenities must include, but not be limited to:


· Security lighting and fencing


· Wayfinding and informational and hazard signage


· Benches and other furniture


· Bicycle racks and lockers


· Viewpoints


· Public restrooms


· Identification of any potential impacts to a levee or segments that are within 500 feet of a railroad, potential rail crossings, or any aspect of the trail that touches on railroad right of way or railroad operations in the Study Area


· Analysis of each of the alternatives, using the evaluation criteria in Revised TM 1.


3.2	PAC Meeting 1


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 3. PAC Meeting will be held on the same day as Open House 1, and is anticipated be approximately 2 hours in length. 


For PAC Meeting 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 1 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


PAC Meeting 1 must be held on the same or consecutive day as Open House 1.


3.3	Open House 1


Open House 1 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on alternative trail alignments, stub locations, and potential and recommended amenities.


Open House 1 must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed between the Consultant and City. Open House 1 is anticipated to last four hours.


For Open House 1:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 1 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 1 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 1 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 1


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 1


· County shall:


· attend


3.4	Revised TM 3


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 3, based on comments from PMT, PAC, and Open House 1.  City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant. Consultant shall submit Revised TM 3 to PMT. 


Revised TM 3 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in Revised TM 3.


City Deliverables


3A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


Consultant Deliverables


3A	Draft TM 3


3B	PAC Meeting 1


3C	Open House 1


3D	Revised TM 3


TASK 4: PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION


4.1	Draft TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Draft TM 4 and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Consultant shall make necessary revisions and resubmit for discussion at PAC Meeting 2.


Draft TM 4 must include the preferred trail alignments and amenities, cost estimates, and potential funding. 


Preferred trail alignments must include as relevant:


· Recommended west segment alignment


· Recommended east segment alignment


· Cross-section


· Pavement type


· Width


· ADA features indicating those that are obviously compliant with ADA requirements, those that are obviously not compliant, and those where compliance cannot be determined


· Transportation system impacts and benefits, opportunities and constraints, including:


· Rights-of-way: existing, and easements owned by City, County, or state


· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility of public roadways


· Public transit services available


· Posted speeds


· Traffic control devices


· Pavement and shoulder types, widths, and conditions


· Number of travel lanes


· On-street parking locations


· Locations of medians


· Locations and condition of culverts and bridges based on ODOT’s bridge data management system


· Arterials and collectors currently lacking bicycle or pedestrian facilities


· Crosswalk locations and conditions


Preferred trail amenities must include:


· A graphic illustration or photographic representation


· Concise narrative describing the amenity


· Recommended materials


· Benefits and constraints


· Locations 


Cost estimates must include:


· Planning-level percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for trail development and construction


· Estimates broken into phases, both geographically and by amenity


· Trail types and special structures


· New or improved intersection and midblock crossings


· Preliminary and final design and engineering


· Permitting


· Construction management and contingencies


· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information


City, County, state, and federal funding options. 


Draft TM 5 must include the justification for the preferred trail alignments and amenities, including the scoring against the Revised TM 1 evaluation criteria


4.2	PAC Meeting 2


PAC shall review and provide comments to PMT regarding Draft TM 4. PAC Meeting #2 will be held on the same day as Open House 2, and is anticipated to be approximately 2 hours in length.


For PAC Meeting 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and distribute agenda to PMT at least five business days prior


· Prepare, in consultation with PMT, presentation materials


· Take meeting attendance


· Take meeting notes


· Submit a PAC Meeting 2 summary to PMT within five business days after


· City shall:


· Attend


· Arrange facilities (must be ADA compliant)


· Advertise


· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting (i.e. projector, screen, etc.)


· County will:


· attend


4.3	Open House 2


Open House 2 provides the general public an opportunity to review and comment on preferred trail alignments and amenities, including costs.


For Open House 2:


· Consultant shall:


· Provide presentation materials, including minimum 24-inch by 36-inch graphics and maps for display


· Provide sign-in sheets, comment cards, and pens


· Prepare Open House 2 summary and submit to PMT within five days after Open House 1


· City shall:


· Print and distribute Open House 2 agenda and materials


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House 2 facility, which must be ADA compliant


· Advertise Open House 2


· Provide necessary equipment for presentation


· Attend and participate as appropriate


· Provide written notes to Consultant that summarize input received, within four business days after Open House 2


· County shall:


· attend


4.4	Decision Maker Workshop


Decision Maker Workshop provides an opportunity for City Council, City Planning Commission, County Board of Commissioners, or County Planning Commission to receive information and provide input on preferred trail alignments and amenities, costs, and other relevant information.


Decision Maker Workshop is anticipated to last three hours.


For Decision Maker Workshop:


· Consultant shall:


· Prepare and submit a presentation, to PMT at least five business days prior to workshop


· Take notes


· Provide a summary of input received to the PMT within five business days following Decision Maker Workshop


· City shall:


· Facilitate Decision Maker Workshop


· Arrange facilities


· Invite attendees


· Arrange equipment necessary for meeting and presentation


· Advertise using standard City processes


· County shall:


· Attend and participate


4.5	Revised TM 4


Consultant shall prepare Revised Draft TM 4, based on comments from PMT, PAC, Decision Maker Workshop and Open House 2. City and ODOT shall each provide one set of consolidated comments with conflicts resolved before submission to the Consultant.  Consultant shall submit Revised TM 4 to PMT. 


Revised TM 4 must include a comment log, listing all comments received, source of comment, and how comment was addressed in the Revised TM 4.


4.6	Public Involvement Report


Consultant shall prepare a Public Involvement Report and submit to PMT. Public involvement report must include all public involvement (including Title VI, Environmental Justice, transportation disadvantaged outreach) conducted throughout the Project. 


City Deliverables


4A	Review and Comment on Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


Consultant Deliverables


4A	Draft TM 4


4B	PAC Meeting 2


4C	Open House 2


4D	Decision Maker Workshop


4E	Revised TM 4


4F 	Public Involvement Report


TASK 5: DEAN TO DUNES TRAIL PLAN


5.1	Draft DDTP


Consultant shall prepare Draft DDTP and submit to PMT for their review and comment. Draft DDTP must include the following:


· Volume 1


· Executive summary


· Project Purpose, goals, and Objectives


· Study Area map


· Overview of TM 1, including evaluation criteria


· Overview of TM 2


· Overview of TM 3


· Overview of TM 4, including preferred trail alignments and amenities for both segment, including:


· Mapped route alignments


· Trail typology


· Plan views


· Cross-sections


· Key connecting trail alignments


· Amenities and illustrations


· ADA features


· Other relevant information


· Map of future City trail network, pulled from this and prior plans


· Other relevant trail features (i.e. crossings, stubs, attractors, etc.)


· Cost estimates


· Recommended phasing


· Property impacts


· Plan adoption actions:


· Recommended City Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended City TSP amendments


· Recommended City development ordinances amendments


· Draft findings for City adoption of support document 


· Recommended County Comprehensive Plan amendments


· Recommended County TSP amendments


· Recommended County development ordinance amendments


· Draft findings for County adoption of support document


· Volume 2


· All Revised TMs


· Comment logs for PAC, Open Houses and Decision-maker Workshops


· Comparative ranking tables for all trail alignments considered


· Public Involvement Report which will include meeting summaries and sign-in sheets


· Other relevant information


5.2	Final DDTP


Consultant shall revise Draft DDTP, based on comments from PMT. Consultant shall not be required to perform additional analysis, and all comments submitted by PMT must be limited to corrections, formatting, editing, illustration placement, or style.


Consultant shall submit Final DDTP to each member of PMT as follows:


· Two printed, bound copies of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies (e.g. on DVD) of Final DDTP


· Two electronic copies of all project files (i.e. data files, GIS files, Draft and Revised TMs, graphics and illustrations, comment logs, etc.)


City Deliverables


5A	Review and Comment on Draft DDTP


Consultant Deliverables


5A	Draft DDTP


BD	Final DDTP








PROJECT SCHEDULE


			Task


			Schedule





			1


				May 2017





			2


			May 2017 – July 2017





			3


			July 2017 – November 2017





			4


			November 2017 – March 2018





			5


			March 2018– June 2018











Consultant Amounts per Deliverable


			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Lump Sum per Deliverable Amount Payable to Consultant





			1A


			PMT Meetings (up to 15 @ $210 each)


			$3,150





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit Memorandum


			$7,550





			


					Task Total


			$10,700





			2A


			Draft TM 1


			$5,150





			2B


			Draft TM 2


			$13,200





			2C


			Revised TMs 1 and 2


			$2,600





			


			Task Total


			$20,950





			3A


			Draft TM 3


			$14,900





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			$3,300





			3C


			Open House 1


			$7,800





			3D


			Revised TM 3


			$3,000





			


			Task Total


			$29,000





			4A


			Draft TM 4


			$11,800





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			$6,300





			4C


			Open House 2


			$8,600





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			$3,550





			4E


			Revised TM 4


			$2,700





			4F


			Public Involvement Report


			$2,000





			


			Task Total


			$34,950





			5A


			Draft DDTP


			$14,800





			5B


			Final DDTP


			$4,750





			


			Task Total


			$19,550





			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$115,150














Local Agency Match Table


			Task


			Description


			Staff Name


			Staff Hours


			 Wage 


			Supplies/other services


			 Cost of supplies/services 


			 Task Costs 





			1A


			PMT Meetings (15)


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			John S.


			15


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $643.35 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			15


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $294.00 





			1B


			Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			Itiniraries, invites, envelopes, postage


			 $20.00 


			 $481.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			15


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $767.85 





			


			


			County


			19


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $570.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $4,534.45 





			2A


			Draft TM1 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			2B


			Draft TM2 Review & baseline data


			Jessica 


			15


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $461.70 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			15


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $450.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			5


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $98.00 





			Task Total


			 $2,348.48 





			3A


			Draft TM3 Review


			Jessica 


			5


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $153.90 





			


			


			Jonathan


			5


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $255.95 





			


			


			John S.


			5


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $214.45 





			


			


			County


			5


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $150.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $  -   





			3B


			PAC Meeting 1


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			3C


			Open House 1


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $3,115.18 





			4A


			Draft TM4 Review


			Jessica 


			8


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $246.24 





			


			


			Jonathan


			8


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $409.52 





			


			


			John S.


			8


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $343.12 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $240.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			0


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $ -   





			4B


			PAC Meeting 2


			Jessica 


			6


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, meeting materials, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $204.68 





			


			


			Jonathan


			4


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $204.76 





			


			


			John S.


			4


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $171.56 





			


			


			County


			8


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $315.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4C


			Open House 2


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			12


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $435.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			4D


			Decision Maker Workshop


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			Agendas, advertising, comment cards, etc. 


			 $20.00 


			 $327.80 





			


			


			John S.


			6


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $257.34 





			


			


			Jonathan


			6


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $307.14 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			Mileage


			 $75.00 


			 $375.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $4,905.84 





			4A


			Draft DDTP


			Jessica 


			10


			 $30.78 


			 


			 


			 $307.80 





			


			


			Jonathan


			10


			 $51.19 


			 


			 


			 $511.90 





			


			


			John S.


			10


			 $42.89 


			 


			 


			 $428.90 





			


			


			County


			10


			 $30.00 


			 


			 


			 $300.00 





			


			


			Secretary


			3


			 $19.60 


			 


			 


			 $58.80 





			Task Total


			 $1,607.40 





			Project Total


			 16,511.35 
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EXHIBIT A



STATEMENT OF WORK



TGM 3B-13



City of Reedsport



Levee Loop Trail Plan



Acronyms/Definitions



ADA
Americans with Disabilities Act



Agency/ODOT
Oregon Department of Transportation



APM
Agency Project Manager



City
City of Reedsport



LLTP
Levee Loop Trail Plan



NTP
Notice to Proceed



PAC
Project Advisory Committee



PMT
Project Management Team



RWDP
Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan


TGM
Transportation and Growth Management


TM
Technical Memorandum



Trail
City of Reedsport Levee Trail



USACE
United States Army Corps of Engineers



PROJECT MANAGEMENT TEAM (“PMT”)



			City of Reedsport (“City”)



Jessica Terra



City of Reedsport



451 Winchester Avenue



Reedsport, OR 97467


			jterra@cityofreedsport.org


541-271-3603





			Consultant


Bill Ciz


Parametrix


700 NE Multnomah, Suite 1000


Portland, OR 97232


			wciz@parametrix.com


503-233-2400





			ODOT/TGM



Agency Project Manager (“APM”)


Alexandra Krull, Transportation Planner



Oregon Department of Transportation



3500 NW Stewart Parkway



Roseburg, OR 97470


			Alexandra.Krull@odot.state.or.us 


541-957-3635








This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The work order contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “WOC”) with the work order consultant (“Consultant”) shall contain the following provisions in substantially the form set forth below:



“PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of the entities involved in this cooperative Project. In this Work Order Contract (WOC), the Consultant shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Consultant. All work assigned to other entities are not Consultant’s obligations under this WOC, but shall be obtained by Agency through separate intergovernmental agreements which contain a statement of work that is the same as or similar to this statement of work. The obligations of entities in this statement of work other than the Consultant are merely stated for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are the named entities parties to this WOC. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a subcontractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Consultant.



Any Consultant tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.
At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Consultant shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to APM of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in this statement of work.



2. APM shall contact the non-cooperative entity or entities to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and expedite items determined to be delaying the Consultant.



If Consultant has followed the notification process described in item 1, and Agency finds that delinquency of any deliverable is a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in this statement of work, the Consultant will not be found in breach of contract; nor shall Consultant be assessed or liable for any damages arising as a result of such delinquencies. Neither shall ODOT be responsible or liable for any damages to Consultant as the result of such non-cooperation by other entities. APM will negotiate with Consultant in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Consultant.”


PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES


Project Purpose and Transportation Relationship and Benefit



The City of Reedsport’s (“City”) Levee Loop Trail Plan (“LLTP”) will provide a convenient, non-automobile transportation alternative for local trips within the community. The LLTP must identify access points, preferred alignments, key road crossing options, trail standards, design elements, regulatory requirements, preliminary cost estimates, and potential sources of funding while ensuring compliance with the United States Army Corps of Engineers (“USACE”) levee program, and state and local standards.



The City of Reedsport Levee Loop Trail (“Trail”) will offer an alternative transportation option for City residents and tourists. The proposed Trail route will provide convenient access to attractors within City, reduce reliance on the automobile, and improve safety by reducing bicycle and pedestrian use of Highways 101 and 38.



Project Area



Selected area within the City of Reedsport (see attached map, which shows the Project Area boundary and five Trail planning segments).


Background



City currently lacks developed bicycle and pedestrian routes, particularly near Highway 101. The need for the Trail has been identified in both the Reedsport Transportation System Plan and Reedsport Waterfront and Downtown Plan (“RWDP”). The RWDP identified a trail in concept. The LLTP must refine this concept.



City is currently in the process of recertifying the levee system. Development of the LLTP must be coordinated with that effort. Concepts, proposals, and cross-sections must be submitted to the USACE at least 15 working days prior to completion of Task 4.


Project Objectives


· Link the Trail to key attractors, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe and convenient access points and street/highway crossings;



· Provide shorter trip lengths between destinations on the trail than on road networks, to increase the Trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative;



· Identify the community vision for the overall Trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections;



· Address safety and security of trail users;



· Identify Trail standards, cross-sections, Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) and other statutory and regulatory requirements;



· Provide methodology for the alteration of a provisionally accredited levee system as provided for under USACE design criteria for levees;



· Determine preliminary cost estimates and potential funding sources; and



· Consider visual impacts to abutting property owners in the preferred alignment and designs.



GENERAL PROVISIONS



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables



LLTP must be written concisely and use a simple and direct style, both to minimize the length of the final document and to make the document understandable to as large an audience as is reasonable. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, with a simple and concise accompanying narrative (e.g. system inventories, traffic conditions). Electronic documents must be in a format easily translated by a screen reader or text-to-voice software.  Memorandums and reports must be formatted for 8½-inch by 11-inch or 11-inch by 17-inch paper.  


Consultant shall provide digital copies of written deliverables to the PMT, including the City and Oregon Department of Transportation’s (“ODOT”) APM, in Word and .pdf.  Final versions of deliverables must be provided in an open universally readable format.  


The following apply to all deliverables unless otherwise specified in this statement of work or by Agency:



1.
Draft Materials



Draft deliverables must be substantially complete and that any changes or revisions needed to address comments will be minor. 



Consultant shall provide draft deliverables to the PMT at least ten working days prior to the scheduled meeting or public release.



City shall submit one set of consolidated, non-conflicting comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt, unless otherwise directed by PMT. APM shall submit one set of comments on draft deliverables to Consultant within five working days after receipt of draft materials, unless otherwise directed by PMT.



Consultant shall make revisions and corrections to draft deliverables based on comments received and provide new draft to City and APM at least two working days prior to meeting or public release. 



Consultant is not required to make major or extensive revisions without an approved contract amendment. This provision does not limit the right of Agency to require correction of deliverables that do not meet the requirements of this statement of work.



2.
Text deliverables



The following text must appear in Project’s final products:



“This project is partially funded by a grant from the Transportation and Growth Management (“TGM”) Program, a joint program of the Oregon Department of Transportation and the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development. This TGM grant is financed, in part, by federal Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21), local government, and the State of Oregon funds. The contents of this document do not necessarily reflect views or policies of the State of Oregon.”



Consultant name or logos may not appear on Final LLTP documents, with the exception of the acknowledgement page.



3. 
Maps and graphic deliverables



Maps and site plans must be provided as electronic deliverables which can be read and used directly with ArcGIS 9.0, geo-referenced to the City’s Geographic Information System base data, or in a format as agreed between Consultant, City, and Agency. 



Maps and graphics must include details necessary to ensure usability. Maps must include, at a minimum: a scale; a direction indicator indicating north; a color scheme that ensures readability in black and white; a legend; source; and date for the underlying information. 



All graphics, including but not limited to vector based graphics including perspectives, axonometric drawings and elevations created digitally, must be delivered to the PMT digitally in both the native format in which they are created (such as Adobe Indesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCad etc.) and in an open universally readable format (such as PDFs and or JPGs), as agreed between Consultant, City and Agency. 



4.
Web Access to All Materials



Consultant shall provide the PMT continued web access to all completed project files throughout the duration of the Project. Consultant may satisfy this requirement for an online repository of electronic project files by providing a dedicated webpage for PMT use which includes links to each file, providing access to a File Transfer Protocol site enabling direct downloading of Project files, or an alternative distribution method as agreed between Consultant, City and APM.



Expectations About Meetings and Public Involvement 



The Public Involvement program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.” 



City shall consider environmental justice issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or a socioeconomic group, should bear a disproportionate share of the negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs and policies. 



Meaningful involvement means that: 



(1) 
Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health; 



(2) 
the public's contribution can influence the regulatory agency's decision; 



(3) 
the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and 



(4) 
the decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected.



City shall consider Title VI regarding outreach to minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts shall be directed to ensuring outreach to and representation of minorities, women, and low income populations. 



The primary aspect of public involvement is through the City Council. City shall ensure that meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, freight, and environmental justice. City shall transmit any comments received outside of the processes in this statement of work to the Consultant.



Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibility of public involvement tasks are listed under the appropriate task. 



Expectations About Traffic Analysis



An Oregon-registered professional engineer (civil or traffic) shall perform or oversee all traffic analysis work. Any final technical memorandums containing traffic analysis must be stamped.  Traffic analysis software must follow Highway Capacity Manual 2010 procedures. Traffic analysis must comply with ODOT’s Analysis Procedures Manual available at: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/TD/TP/Pages/APM.aspx. Consultant shall coordinate all analysis with ODOT’s Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section. Consultant shall get approval of methodology from Transportation Planning Analysis Unit and Region 3 Traffic Section prior to beginning analysis.



TASK 1:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT


1.1 Project Management Team 



The PMT will review project progress and identify and mitigate potential issues impacting the Project. The PMT shall consist of and be attended by the City, APM, and Consultant Project Manager.



City shall arrange and attend PMT teleconferences once monthly, up to 10 PMT teleconferences for the life of the Project.  Teleconferences are anticipated to be one hour.  Consultant Project Manager shall facilitate PMT teleconferences.  Teleconferences may be cancelled if the PMT determines meetings are not needed at that time.  



Consultant shall provide PMT meeting summary notes to City and APM within 10 working days following each PMT meeting.  



Initial PMT meeting must be conducted within two calendar weeks of Notice to Proceed (“NTP”).



1.2
Project Advisory Committee 



The Project Advisory Committee (“PAC”) will discuss Project progress, review draft deliverables and materials associated with Project tasks, and provide input on the findings and options presented.  



The following standards apply to all PAC Meetings:  



· PAC shall meet three times during the Project, as identified in later tasks.  



· Each PAC Meeting is anticipated to be three hours.   



City shall establish PAC membership and submit the membership list to Consultant and APM.  At City’s discretion, PAC may include representatives from the following:



· US Army Corps of Engineers


· City Council member(s)



· City Planning Commission member(s)



· City Public Works Department staff



· Reedsport School District



· Emergency service provider (police, fire, and/or emergency medical services)



· Transit service provider



· ODOT Bicycle & Pedestrian Program



· ODOT Rail Division



· Coos Bay Rail Link



· Department of Land Conservation and Development



· Bicycle/pedestrian groups



· A Title VI / transportation disadvantaged population representative



· Citizens-at-large



· A business or chamber of commerce representative



City shall:



· Recruit and establish PAC membership



· Print and distribute meeting materials to PAC members



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise PAC Meetings using standard City processes, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct PAC Meetings



· Attend PAC Meetings and participate as appropriate



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copy of meeting agenda to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to PAC Meeting. 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting displays and handout materials, and the draft technical memoranda and other materials, to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to each PAC Meeting.



· Prepare PAC Meeting presentations in consultation with City, and facilitate meetings in-person (except as noted under Task 3). 



· Take PAC Meeting notes, and distribute summary to City and APM within 10 working days following the meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



PAC Meetings must be held in the same time period as other Project meetings associated with a given task (Key Stakeholder Meetings, Kick-off Meeting, Open House, and/or Joint City Planning Commission/City Council Workshop). All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. PAC Meetings are described and scheduled under the specific tasks during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.3
Key Stakeholder Meetings


Key Stakeholder Meetings will inform stakeholders of project goals, objectives and processes and solicit input on deliverables throughout the course of the Project. City shall prepare a list of key stakeholders and submit to APM.  Key stakeholders must include an inclusive cross-section of community businesses, property owners, interests and populations potentially impacted by the Project. This list shall be used to select key stakeholders to meet with at different phases in the Project.  This list may be updated at any point during the Project.  



Key Stakeholder Meetings are anticipated to be approximately one hour each, not to exceed four hours total for each associated project task. 



At the City’s discretion, Key Stakeholder Meetings may be conducted:



· With multiple stakeholders at the same time



· With individual stakeholders multiple times



· By telephone, at the convenience of the stakeholder(s)



City shall:



· Recruit potential key stakeholder participants



· Prepare meeting agenda if needed, and print and distribute meeting materials to stakeholders


· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant



· Advertise meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate


· Take meeting notes, and distribute summary to Consultant and APM within 10 working days following the Key Stakeholder Meeting. Summary must include list of attendees, brief description of the topics discussed, and list of decisions or recommendations reached. Clear, handwritten notes taken during the meeting are acceptable.



Consultant shall: 



· Provide electronic copies of meeting display and handout materials, draft task technical memoranda, and other materials to be considered, to City at least 10 working days prior to Key Stakeholder Meetings. 


· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Tasks 2 and 4, Consultant shall review meeting summaries developed by the City and consider meeting outcomes in the development of task deliverables.



· For Key Stakeholder Meetings associated with Task 5, Consultant shall attend and participate.



Key Stakeholder Meetings must occur on the same or adjacent day as the PAC Meeting, Kick-off Meeting or Council/Commission Workshop for the associated task. All Project meetings must be conducted on Mondays or Fridays, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Key Stakeholder Meetings are described and scheduled herein under the specific task during which these meetings will be conducted.



1.4
Project Webpage



City shall develop and maintain a project webpage on the City web site containing all materials and information relevant to development of the LLTP. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing and maintaining the Project webpage.



City Deliverables



1A.
Arrange and attend PMT Teleconferences



1B
PAC member list



1C
Stakeholder list



1D
Project Website



Consultant Deliverables



1A
PMT Teleconferences



Note: 
Specific Consultant deliverables for the PAC Meetings and Key Stakeholder Meetings described under Task 1 are listed under the specific task these meetings occur.


TASK 2
PROJECT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES



Task 2.1
Goals and Objectives Technical Memorandum #1 (“TM #1”)


Consultant shall produce TM #1, Project Goals and Objectives, which must include the following:


· Project introduction and purpose 



· Project goals and objectives



· Project Area and Trail Planning Segments, including a map illustrating overall Project boundary and five  Trail planning segments within that boundary; and key Project Area characteristics such as the city limits, urban growth boundary, major water bodies, and key existing land use and transportation features


TM #1 must include a set of trail option evaluation criteria, in a form usable by the PMT, PAC, Key Stakeholders, and the general public, to be used under Task 3 and Task 4 for the purposes of evaluating, contrasting, and selecting trail options and alternatives. TM #1 must include concise general descriptions of preferred and alternative trail standards and types.  


For those trail types used for the preferred trail alignment options selected under Task 4, typical plan view and cross-section illustrations must be included in the associated TM #4. The preference is to site the Trail on the levee or within publically-owned or controlled property and right-of-way, and to utilize private property only if no other feasible options can be identified. Trail option evaluation criteria, must include: 



· Trail types



· Trail user experience



· Safety and security



· Connectivity



· Environmental and cultural resource impacts



· Planning, land use, and regulatory impacts



· Property ownership impacts



· Directness of travel



· Cost and funding availability



· Phasing opportunities


The following is the preferred standard trail type for the Levee Loop Trail:



· Located on the levee, separate from existing road or rail right-of-way.



· 10 to 12 feet wide. 



· Asphalt or other hard surface



· Compliant with the ADA



Where due to prior development, physical or other constraints, the preferred standard trail type is not feasible or desirable, alternative trail standards and types may be considered, including the following:



· Multiuse trail paralleling an existing roadway – a standard multiuse trail adjacent to a roadway (”street-adjacent” trail), but separated from roadway by a buffer



· Pedestrian-only trail – six to eight  feet wide, with a paved or soft surface



· Multiuse or pedestrian-only boardwalks



· On-street, using bike lanes, sidewalks, widened shoulders, cycle track solutions; or shared roadway solutions with barriers, signing and/or striping to assure safety and separation between users



· Short connector trails to key destinations that are not directly accessed by the main stem of the trail



Special structures could include, but are not limited to:



· Railroad and roadway crossings – at grade, grade-separated, or mid-block



· Bridges – across streams, sloughs, or wetland areas; and roadways or rail lines



· Elevated trail sections with switchbacks and/or retaining walls, especially to meet ADA grade requirements



· Ramps and other structures leading on and off of the levee



Consultant shall provide electronic copy of draft TM #1 to City and APM at least 10 working days prior to Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit (see Task 2.2)  


City shall distribute draft TM #1 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant no later than 10 working days in advance of final Task 2 deliverables.  



Task 2.2
Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



The PMT will meet for a Project Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit. Purpose of Kick-off Meeting is to confirm Project goals and objectives, scope, timelines and standards; and to provide the Consultant the opportunity for field observations and documentation.   Other participants may be invited to the Kick-off Meeting and/or Site Visit at the discretion of the City or APM.  Kick-off Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. The Site Visit is anticipated to last four hours.  



City shall:



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare meeting facility.  



· Print and distribute meeting agendas and materials



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Arrange for access to properties and sites for the Site Visit, and provide City staff to accompany Consultant as necessary



Consultant shall:



· Provide electronic copies of Kick-off Meeting agenda and associated meeting materials to the City and APM at least 10 working days in advance of the meeting.



· Facilitate the Kick-off Meeting and participate in Site Visit.



· Prepare Kick-off Meeting summary to the same standards as for PAC meetings (see Task 1.2), and submit to City and APM within 10 working days following the Kick-off Meeting.


Task 2.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1, per standards listed in Task 1.3.  City may choose to do a mailing rather than in-person meetings. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1. 


Task 2.4
Revised TM #1



Consultant shall revise TM #1 based on input from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholders Meeting #1.  



Consultant shall provide revised TM #1 electronically to City and APM within 10 working days of receiving consolidated comments from City. 



City Deliverables



2A
Comments on draft TM #1



2B
Participate in Kick-off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



2A
Draft TM #1



2B
Kick-Off Meeting and Site Visit



2C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


2D
Revised TM #1



TASK 3
BASELINE INFORMATION



3.1   Technical Memorandum #2 (TM #2): Baseline Information



Consultant shall produce TM #2 to identify and summarize existing plans and policies, transportation, natural resource, and cultural resource features, and relevant demographics that may impact trail development.  Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available. 



TM #2 must be based on existing base information and data provided by City, APM, and project stakeholders. Base information must be provided in the form of GIS files whenever possible. Other base information may be provided in the form of photography, electronic copies of reports and studies, etc. City and APM are also responsible for obtaining data and information identified by the Consultant that may be held by stakeholders. Consultant is not responsible for generating new data and background information.



3.1.1 Existing Plans and Policies



TM #2 must include an inventory of federal, state, and local plans and policies that may impact development of the trail, and identify any policy conflicts with trail development and options for resolving those conflicts. Laws, plans and policies must include but are not limited to:


· City Comprehensive Plan, Transportation System Plan, Waterfront and Downtown Plan, Zoning and related development ordinances including floodplain and tsunami inundation zone ordinances, and Capital Improvement Project List.



· Federal ADA



· Federal tsunami inundation zone, floodplain, and levee regulations, including USACE Levee Design and Alteration Criteria.



· State of Oregon statewide planning goals, plans and policies including DLCD’s Transportation Planning Rule, Statewide Transportation Improvement Program, Transportation Plan and Modal plans and standards (highway, bicycle and pedestrian, freight, rail, etc.), and Traffic, Highway Design, and Uniform Traffic Control Device manuals.


3.1.2
Transportation and Land Use Features



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key existing transportation network and land use features within the Project Area; and any planned and funded street, bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure improvements that may impact the trail. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· Transportation network



· Right-of-way - Existing road right of way or easements owned by City, Douglas County, or the State



· Location, functional classification, and jurisdictional responsibility (including City, County, and State) for public roadways within the Project Area, including freight routes



·  Public transit services within the Project Area, including existing transit stops and routes, and any planned public transit facility and service improvements



· Bicycle and pedestrian network - Facility types, locations, width, surface, and ownership



· Levee - Location and geometry



· Existing and planned land uses



· Existing land uses, including vacant land



· City zoning and special overlay areas



· Property boundaries based on County Assessor and GIS records.



· Activity centers likely to attract bicyclists and pedestrians, such as the downtown core and schools



3.1.3
Natural and Cultural Resource Features 



TM #2 must include an inventory of the key natural and cultural resources features within the Project Area. Inventory must include an assessment of potential opportunities and constraints for trail siting and development associated with these features. Features may include but are not limited to:



· State of Oregon Land Use Goal 5 Resources



· Federal Emergency Management Agency floodplains (up to 100-year)



· Wetlands and non-wetland waters



· Endangered Species Act- and Oregon-listed and sensitive species



· Known hazardous materials sites



· Known historic, cultural, and archeological  resources and sites



· Topographic information, including steep and unstable slopes



· Tsunami inundation zones



3.1.4 
Demographics




TM #2 must include key socio-economic and demographic information within the Project Area, particularly the locations and characteristics of Title VI populations. City shall provide this information to the Consultant, and Consultant shall provide a concise written general assessment of potential opportunities and constraints, if any, associated with these populations.


Consultant shall: 


· Deliver electronic copy of draft TM #2 to City and APM at least 10 working days before PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2. 



City shall: 


· Provide all baseline data and information required under Task 3.1 to the Consultant no later than 15 working days from completion of Task 2.



· City shall distribute draft TM #2 for review and provide one consolidated set of comments to Consultant.



3.2
PAC Meeting #1



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #1 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #1, per standards listed under Task 1.2, except that Consultant shall attend PAC Meeting #1 by teleconference or videoconference, using systems and facilities secured by the City. 


3.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #2



City shall schedule and conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 per standards under Task 1.3. Consultant will not attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #1.


3.4
Revised TM #2



Consultant shall revise draft TM #2 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #1 and Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 4. 



City Deliverables



3A
Baseline Data



3B
Review and comment on TM #2



3C
Participate in PAC Meeting #1



3D
Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 and provide summary meeting notes


Consultant Deliverables



3A
Draft TM #2



3B
PAC Meeting #1



3C
Revised TM #2


TASK 4
CONCEPTUAL TRAIL OPTIONS



Task 4.1     Technical Memorandum #3 (“TM #3): Conceptual Trail Options



Consultant shall develop TM #3 identifying conceptual trail options, including alternative trail alignments and associated special facilities.  Information must be presented in tabular, graphic and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Base maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.


4.1.1
Alignment Options Analysis



TM #3 must describe and map Trail alignment options for each of the five Trail segments identified in TM #1 and on the Project Area Map. The general standards and limitations for analysis, and option evaluation criteria, are described under Tasks 2, 4, and 5, but are further limited by segment as specified below. The number and types of trail alignment options, and the level of analysis applied, will vary with each segment, as follows: 



· All segments must include a single alignment option using the levee, except in Segments 1, 3 and 5 as specified below, or if infeasible due to condition or absence of the levee, lack of adequate access solutions to the levee, USACE restrictions, or other factors identified by Consultant and agreed to by City. If a levee solution is not feasible, a single alternative using existing streets must be identified except for Segment 2 as specified below. 



· Segment 1: Riverfront Way: No levee trail option is available and options directly along the Umpqua River waterfront are restricted by prior development. The identified trail option must be limited to an on-street improvement or a street-adjacent trail along Riverfront Way.



· Segment 2: Port Dock Road: Up to three  trail options using either the levee, areas on the river side of the levee following the south side of the McIntosh Slough, or existing streets, may be considered, 



· Segment 3: Champion Park: Between North 12th Street and North 13th Street, the existing levee is substandard. A levee trail option is not required for this section. A single alternative using existing streets must be identified.



· Segment 4: Scholfield River-Coho: This segment spans US 101. To avoid out-of-direction travel, a levee solution may require a new crossing of US 101. If ODOT determines that a new crossing will not be permitted, a trail on the levee may not be as functional as an on-street solution. If this is the determination any trail sections on the levee will be planned as narrower local community recreational trails.



· Segment 5: Winchester Avenue: No levee trail option is available. The identified trail option must be limited to on-street improvements on Winchester Avenue or Fir Avenue (OR 38).



In addition to the specific information developed under Task 4.1.2: USACE Levee Requirements, Task 4.1.3: Rail and Road Crossings, and Task 4.1.4: Non-motorized Boat Launch, and information for each trail segment must include:



· Horizontal trail alignments and trail grades



· Trail type classifications, widths, and surface



· Special trail structures, including location, length, width, and materials for any bridges or boardwalks



· Potential trailhead locations



· Potential right-of-way or property acquisitions



4.1.2
USACE Levee Requirements



TM #3 must summarize the USACE design and regulatory criteria for use and alteration of the levee system that the City may need to follow to permit the Trail along the top of the levee; and identify potential modifications to the levee structure required by any levee trail options, including accesses on to and off of the levee. 



4.1.3
Rail and Road Crossings



TM #3 must identify rail lines within the Project Area, any points where the Trail crosses rail lines, and any recommended new crossings or improvements to existing crossings needed to be compliant with applicable standards. All selected crossing types must include a typical plan view and cross section illustration and a description of the benefits and constraints of the proposed crossing location. Crossings that require modifications to the levee structure must be coordinated with USACE.  In addition, the following limitations must apply to any proposed rail or highway crossings:


· Rail crossings (Port of Coos Rail Link)


· Trail must use existing rail line crossings, and grade-separated rail crossings are preferred. 



· No new at-grade rail crossings may be considered, and existing private crossings cannot be proposed for conversion to a public crossing



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan-level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional rail crossings will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new rail crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP.


· Highway crossings (US 101 and OR 38)


· Crossings at existing signalized highway intersections are preferred



· Except for the identification of a conceptual plan level crossing location and crossing treatment, any proposed additional trail crossing of a highway, except at existing signalized intersections, will need to be included as a separate project. Any permitting for a new standalone trail highway crossing will be conducted after completion of the LLTP 


4.1.4
 Non-motorized Boat Launch 



TM #3 must identify and describe one conceptual location in the vicinity of Champion Park or McIntosh Slough for a non-motorized boat launch (kayaks, canoes, other self-propelled vessels); and typical launch site amenities such as vehicle and trailer parking areas, restroom, picnic shelter and furnishings, and interpretive signage. 



The conceptual launch location must be accessed directly by the Trail or a connecting trail, provide for open water launch in all normal tidal conditions, and include or have nearby: 



· Automobile access/egress 



· Bicycle and pedestrian access/egress



· Automobile and bicycle parking 



4.2
PAC Meeting #2



City shall schedule and attend PAC Meeting #2 per standards and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #2. 


4.3
Open House



The Open House must provide an opportunity for members of the public to view project information and recommendations, and provide input to Consultant, City, and APM. The Open House must be conducted as an informal, drop-in style meeting for the public to attend at their convenience.  The Open House must be conducted on a Monday or Friday, unless otherwise agreed to by the Consultant and City. Open House is anticipated to be three hours, including set-up and tear-down.


City shall:



· Print and distribute Open House agendas and materials



· Schedule, arrange, and prepare Open House meeting facility.  Facility must be ADA compliant.



· Advertise Open House meeting using standard City process, including published and mailed notices as appropriate



· Provide necessary equipment to conduct meeting



· Attend meeting and participate as appropriate



· Provide written notes summarizing meeting input received by City to Consultant within five working days following the Open House.  Clear, handwritten notes are acceptable.



Consultant shall:



· Provide and deliver directly presentation materials, including minimum 24’ x 36’’ graphics and maps for Open House displays



· Conduct and facilitate Open House 



· Prepare Open House summary to the same standards as PAC Meetings and distribute to City and APM within 10 working days of Open House



4.4
Revised TM #3



Consultant shall revise TM #3 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #2 and Open House outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 5. 



City Deliverables



4A
PAC Meeting #2



4B
Open House



4C
Review and comment on draft TM #3



Consultant Deliverables



4A
Draft TM #3



4B
PAC Meeting #2



4C
Open House



4D
Revised TM #3



TASK 5
PREFERRED TRAIL OPTION



Task 5.1 
Technical Memorandum #4 (TM #4): Preferred Trail Option



Consultant shall produce TM #4 to guide selection of a preferred Trail option, and as applicable and necessary, a near-term interim option utilizing on-street or other trail solutions. Information must be presented in graphic, tabular and mapped form as appropriate, along with simple and concise narrative sections as needed. Maps must be developed using the most recent aerial photography available.



5.1.1 
Preferred Trail Alignments 



TM #4 must include recommendations for a preferred Trail alignment in each of five trail segments. In any given trail segment, if only one option is identified as an outcome of Task 4, this additional Task 5.1.1 alignment evaluation will not apply to that segment. If more than one option is identified in any given trail segment at the conclusion of Task 4, Consultant shall make recommendations as to a preferred long-range trail option, and a near-term interim option if needed. Recommendations for the preferred trail option for each segment must be documented in a table tabulating trail option evaluation criteria outcomes. A typical plan view and cross-section illustration must be included for all trail types used. Consultant shall consider: 



· Outcomes of applying the trail options evaluation criteria developed as per Task 2.1 



· Outcomes from Task 4 alignment options analysis



· Task 4 PAC Meeting #2 and Open House input



· Outcomes of Tasks 5.1.2, 5.1.3, and 5.1.4 as applicable



· Any additional input and direction from City or APM



In undertaking any additional trail option evaluation under Task 5, Consultant shall also consider as applicable any specific and relevant information on the presence or condition of transportation infrastructure that may impact Trail feasibility, including but not limited to: 



· Pavement and shoulder type, width, and condition



· Number of travel lanes



· Posted speeds and existing traffic control devices 



· On-street parking locations



· Location and condition of medians and culverts



· Arterials and collector streets currently lacking bicycle and/or pedestrian facilities



· Crosswalk locations and condition



· ADA accessible sidewalk improvements or impediments



5.1.2
     Key Connector Trails and Routes



TM #4 preferred Trail alignment mapping must illustrate the alignment and trail type of key secondary trails or on-street routes connecting the preferred Trail alignment to neighborhoods, commercial districts, recreation areas, other bicycle/pedestrian facilities, and other transportation facilities. Only a mapped alignment and trail type is required to be identified for connector trails.


5.1.3
Trail Amenities 



TM #4 must include a menu of recommended Trail amenity structures. Amenities must be illustrated with a graphic or photographic representation and a concise narrative that describes the amenity, recommended materials, intended benefits or possible constraints, and conceptual location(s) if applicable. Amenities include but are not limited to:



· Security lighting and fencing



· Wayfinding and informational signage



· Benches and other trail furniture, including bicycle parking racks or lockers



· Public restrooms



5.1.4     Cost Estimates 



TM #4 must include “plan level” percentage, type, and unit cost estimates for Trail development and construction. Cost estimates must be delivered in a tabular format including:



· Trail types and special structures



· New or improved intersection and midblock road crossings 



· Non-motorized boat launch



· Preliminary and final design and engineering 



· Permitting



· Construction management and contingencies



· Property or easement purchases, based on available County Tax Assessor information



5.2
PAC Meeting #3



City shall schedule and arrange PAC Meeting #3 and Consultant shall attend and facilitate PAC Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.2. 


5.3
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



City shall schedule and attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3. Consultant shall attend and facilitate Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, per standards listed in Task 1.3.


5.4
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



Consultant shall attend and facilitate a workshop presenting the final project deliverables and recommendations contained in TM #4 to the City Council and Planning Commission in a joint session before initiating preparation and delivery of a final LLTP.


· Consultant shall prepare a project presentation in the form of a PowerPoint and deliver electronically to City and APM 10 working days in advance of the workshop.  



· City shall attend, arrange, and advertise the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop according to normal City standards.



· City shall prepare Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop minutes, and provide to Consultant within five working days following the Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop.  



5.5 
Title VI Report



City shall prepare and submit to APM and Consultant a report delineating Title VI activities, and documenting project process and outreach for all low income, race, gender, and age groups. Consultant has no responsibilities or specific deliverables with respect to developing the Title VI Report other than incorporating the report into LLTP Volume II as per Task 6.1. 



5.6
Revised TM #4



Consultant shall revise TM# 4 according to input received from City, APM, PAC Meeting #3,  Key Stakeholder Meeting #3, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop outcomes, and submit electronically to City and APM prior to initiating Task 6. 



City Deliverables



5A
Review and comment on TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholders Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop, provide meeting minutes



5E
Title VI Report



Consultant Deliverables



5A
Draft TM #4



5B
PAC Meeting #3



5C
Key Stakeholder Meeting #3



5D
Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop



5E
Revised TM #4



TASK 6 
LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN PRODUCTION



Task 6.1 
Final LLTP



Consultant shall prepare the final LLTP based on outcomes of all prior tasks.  Consultant shall incorporate findings, recommendations, mapping and other deliverables from TMs #1 to #4. 



Volume 1 of the final LLTP must include:



· Executive Summary



· Purpose, goals and objectives, Project Area, segment mapping, and trail option rating criteria from TM #1



· Overview of TM #2: Baseline Information



· Overview of TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options



· Preferred Trail alternative by segment from TM #4, including mapped route alignments, trail typology including typical plan views and cross-sections, key connecting trail alignments, and near-term interim options, as applicable.



· Other Trail features as applicable, including non-motorized boat launch, rail and road crossings, including typical plan views for crossings, as applicable



· Illustrations of Trail amenities from TM #4



· Cost estimates from TM #4 



· Recommended Trail segment phasing from TM #4 and potential funding sources



· Overview of USACE levee use and alteration requirements and process


Volume 2 of the Final LLTP must include:



· Full TMs 1 to 4



· Comparative rating table used to reach preferred Trail option from conceptual trail options identified in TM #3 



· PAC and Key Stakeholders Meeting participation lists, and Open House and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop sign-in sheets.



· Meeting summaries of all PMT Meetings, Kickoff Meeting, PAC Meetings, Key Stakeholder Meetings, Open House, and Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


· Title VI Report



Format: The final LLTP must be in the form of:



· Two  bound paper copies



· Two  electronic copies in native and .pdf format on CD or DVD, including attachments and appendices



Consultant Deliverables



6A
Final LLTP


TASK 7: 
 CONTINGENT TASK


7.1 
USACE Review



Upon written authorization of APM, Consultant shall schedule and facilitate a meeting with USACE-Portland District prior to selection of the preferred Trail option under Task 5 to provide USACE an opportunity to review and comment on the conceptual trail plans developed under Task 4. The USACE Review Meeting is anticipated to last two hours. City and APM may attend in-person, via teleconference or videoconference at their discretion. Consultant shall prepare and submit a written meeting summary to City and APM within five  working days of meeting.


City Deliverables



7A
Attend USACE Review meeting


Consultant Deliverables



7A
USACE Meeting


			MATCH PLAN FOR THE REEDSPORT LEVEE LOOP TRAIL PLAN





			


			


			


			





			CITY OF REEDSPORT TASKS


			JONATHAN
WRIGHT


			JESSICA
TERRA


			 TOTAL
MATCH 





			


			$47.94 


			$28.07 


			





			Project Management Team (PMT) Mtgs


			10


			10


			 $      760.10 





			Maintain Project Webpage for Duration of Project


			2


			24


			 $      769.56 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #1: Goals & Objectives  (includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend Kick-Off Meeting & Site Visit (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, arranging access to properties and sites)


			7


			9


			 $      588.21 





			Recruit Potential Stakeholder Participants


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #1


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Provide Consultant with Baseline Information


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #2: Baseline Information (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Recruit PAC membership


			4


			5


			 $        23.00 





			Attend PAC Meeting #1 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Conduct Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Review Revised TM #2


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #3: Conceptual Trail Options (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #2 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Develop Notice/Flyer for Open House and Mail to Nearby Property Owners


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Open House (also includes printing/distributing materials, scheduling facility, advertising, purchasing refreshments)


			4


			5


			 $      332.11 





			Compile Open House Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Review Revised TM #3


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Distribute/Review/Comment on Draft TM #4: Preferred Trail Option  (also includes consolidating comments into one set)


			2


			5


			 $      236.23 





			Attend PAC Meeting #3 (also includes printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			3


			5


			 $      284.17 





			Attend Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 (also includes preparing agenda, printing/distributing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			2


			3


			 $      180.09 





			Compile Key Stakeholder Meeting #3 Summary and Distribute to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $        84.21 





			Joint City Planning Commission / City Council Workshop (also includes printing materials, advertising, set up, scheduling facility)


			4


			6


			 $      360.18 





			Transcribe Minutes of Workshop and Deliver to Consultant


			1


			3


			 $      132.15 





			Prepare Titel VI Report


			3


			3


			 $      228.03 





			Review Revised TM #4


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			Review Plan Production


			4


			4


			 $      304.04 





			Cost of Printed Materials, Fuel for Site Visit Tour, Advertising, Postage for Mailed Notices, Refreshments, etc.


			-


			-


			 $      500.00 





			Attend USACE Review


			2


			2


			 $      152.02 





			*This is considered overmatch


			


			


			 *$  8,020.23








Consultant Amounts per Deliverable and Schedule



			Task


			Deliverable


			Total Fixed Amount Payable to Consultant


			Task and Project Totals


			Schedule





			1A


			PMT Teleconferences (Up to 10 at $270 each)


			$2,900


			


			On-Going





			


			


			Task 1 Total


			$2,900


			





			2A


			Draft TM #1


			$2,900


			


			August 2014





			2B


			Kick-off Meeting & Site Visit


			$4,300


			


			September 2014





			2C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #1 Summary Review


			$300


			


			September 2014





			2D


			Revised TM #1


			$1,200


			


			October 2014





			


			


			Task 2 Total


			$8,700


			





			3A


			Draft TM #2


			$9,000


			


			November 2014





			3B


			PAC Meeting #1


			$1,700


			


			December 2014





			3C


			Stakeholder Meeting #2 Summary Review


			$300


			


			December 2014





			3D


			Revised TM #2


			$3,500


			


			January 2015





			


			


			Task 3 Total


			$14,500


			





			4A


			Draft TM #3


			$18,000


			


			February 2015





			4B


			PAC Meeting #2


			$3,900


			


			February 2015





			4C


			Open House


			$2,400


			


			February 2015





			4D


			Revised TM #3


			$5,100


			


			March 2015





			


			


			Task 4 Total


			$29,400


			





			5A


			Draft TM #4


			$14,100


			


			May 2015





			5B


			PAC Meeting #3


			$2,200


			


			June 2015





			5C


			Key Stakeholder Meeting #3


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5D


			Joint Planning Commission and City Council Workshop


			$700


			


			June 2015





			5E


			Revised TM #4


			$4,200


			


			July 2015





			


			


			Task 5 Total


			$21,900


			





			6A


			Final LLTP


			$6,000


			


			August 2015





			


			


			Task 6 Total


			$6,000


			





			7A


			Contingent Task: USACE Review Meeting


			$900


			


			TBD





			


			


			Task 7 Total


			$900


			





			


			


			PROJECT TOTAL


			$84,300
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EXHIBIT A



TGM File Code 2M-03



CITY OF INDEPENDENCE



Monmouth/Independence Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Definitions and Acronyms



ADA – Americans with Disabilities Act



BPU – ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (part of the Traffic Management Unit)



Cities – City of Independence and City of Monmouth



GIS – Geographic Information System



Independence – City of Independence



Monmouth – City of Monmouth



MTC – Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee



ODOT/Agency – Oregon Department of Transportation



TMU – ODOT Traffic Management Unit



TPAU – ODOT Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit



TSP – Transportation System Plan



PROJECT COOPERATION



This statement of work describes the responsibilities of all entities involved in this cooperative project. 



The personal services contract (for the purposes of the quoted language below the “Contract”) with the personal services contractor (“Contractor”) shall contain the following provisions:



“In this contract the Contractor shall only be responsible for those deliverables assigned to the Contractor. All work assigned to other entities are not bound by this contract, but shall be bound by separate Intergovernmental Agreements which contain the same statement of work found in this contract. The references to all parties in this statement of work other than the Contractor are merely for informational purposes and are in no way binding, nor are they parties to this contract. Any tasks or deliverables assigned to a sub-contractor shall be construed as being the responsibility of the Contractor.



Any Contractor tasks or deliverables which are contingent upon receiving information, resources, assistance, or cooperation in any way from another entity as described in this statement of work shall be subject to the following guidelines:



1.  At the first sign of non-cooperation, the Contractor shall provide written notice (email acceptable) to Agency Contract Administrator of any deliverables that may be delayed due to lack of cooperation by other entities referenced in the statement of work.



2. Agency Contract Administrator shall contact the non-cooperative entity/s to discuss the matter and attempt to correct the problem and/or expedite items determined to be delaying the Contractor/project.



If Contractor has followed the notification process described in item 1, and delinquency of any deliverable is found to be a result of the failure of other referenced entities to provide information, resources, assistance, or cooperation, as described in the statement of work, the Contractor will not be found in breach of contract. The Agency Contract Administrator will negotiate with Contractor in the best interest of the State, and may amend the delivery schedule to allow for delinquencies beyond the control of the Contractor.



KEY PERSONNEL



Key Personnel.   Contractor acknowledges and agrees that Agency selected Contractor, and is entering into this Contract, because of the special qualifications of Contractor's key people.  In particular, Agency through this Contract is engaging the expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention of George Hudson and Mia Birk of Alta Planning + Design ("Key Personnel").  Contractor's Key Personnel shall not delegate performance of the management powers and responsibilities he/she is required to provide under this Contract to another (other) Contractor employee(s) without first obtaining the written consent (email acceptable) of Agency.  Further, Contractor shall not re-assign or transfer a Key Person to other duties or positions such that a Key Person is no longer available to provide Agency with his/her expertise, experience, judgment, and personal attention, without first obtaining Agency's prior written consent to such re-assignment or transfer.  In the event Contractor requests that Agency approve a re-assignment or transfer of a Key Person, Agency shall have the right to interview, review the qualifications of, and approve or disapprove the proposed replacement(s) for the a Key Person.  Any approved substitute or replacement for a Key Person shall be deemed a Key Person under this contract.



Project Purpose



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail is intended to provide a convenient non-automotive transportation alternative to Oregon 51 for local trips within the communities of Independence and Monmouth.  This project will develop a master plan that identifies access points and a preferred alignment, evaluates key road crossing options, establishes trail technical standards and design elements, addresses regulatory requirements, and provides preliminary project cost estimates, as well as potential sources of funding.



Transportation Relationships and Benefits



The Monmouth/Independence Multi-Purpose Trail, when complete, will offer an alternative transportation route for local trips within the two cities. The Cities of Monmouth and Independence currently have only two major east/west transportation corridors. Oregon 51 serves most of the commercial areas of both cities and Hoffman Road serves as the designated truck route between Monmouth and Independence.  The proposed trail route will provide convenient access to public parks, Western Oregon University, five K-12 public schools, commercial centers, and a large segment of the residential neighborhoods in both cities.  



Description of the Project Area



Ash Creek enters Monmouth at the northwest corner of the City, near to the border of the Western Oregon University campus.  From there it travels approximately two miles, through both Monmouth and Independence, where it flows into the Willamette River at Riverview Park in the City of Independence (City).  The trail route would be approximately three miles long (see attached map). 



Background & Problem Statement



The population of the Independence and Monmouth area, as well as Western Oregon University, has grown significantly over the past decade.  One of the results has been an increased motor vehicle load upon the two major east/west transportation corridors, Oregon 51 and Hoffman Road.  Development of bicycle facilities to serve as an alternative has not kept pace with the growth. 



The Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail has been consistently identified by both cities as a key means to reduce reliance on the automobile, including the 1997 Monmouth and 1998 Independence Transportation System Plans (TSP), the 1991 Independence/Monmouth Comprehensive Master Bicycle Plan, the 2002 Independence Strategic Plan, and the 1999 Monmouth Park Master Plan.  Development of the trail is key, not only because it will serve the community as a whole, but because it has the capability to serve as an off-road transportation facility for students from five of the area’s K-12 public schools as well as those of Western Oregon University.



An Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Committee (MTC) was formed consisting of representatives from Western Oregon University, Central School District, the Cities of Monmouth and Independence, along with several other interested community members.  Its charge has been to define the steps needed to insure completion of the project. Developing the trail master plan will be the first step toward implementation.



Objectives



The objectives for the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail project are the following:



· Link the trail to key land uses, such as shopping, schools, residential areas, and other community destinations;



· Provide well-designed, visible, safe, and convenient trail access points and street crossings.



· Where possible, provide shorter trip lengths between key destinations on the trail than the road network, to increase the trail’s potential to function as a meaningful transportation alternative.



· Identify the communities’ overall vision for the trail design, expressed through different treatments and design themes for distinctive trail sections.



· Address the safety and security of trail users.



· Identify trail technical standards and address Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other regulatory requirements.



· Provide preliminary cost estimates and an implementation plan.



· Identify potential sources of funding.



· Identify property owners abutting preferred alignment and consider their views in the plan process.



STATEMENT OF WORK



Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables: 



All written (text) and graphic deliverables are required in electronic version. Final versions of memorandums, base maps, the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, and the revised and final Master Plan also must be provided to the City of Independence, the City of Monmouth, and the Contract Administrator in hard copy, as further specified in the Statement of Work. Any deliverables specified for posting on the City of Monmouth’s and the City of Independence’s web pages must be submitted also in .pdf format.



Electronic versions of written (text) deliverables must be in MSWord.  Written deliverables must include the project name, a title that refers to the contract deliverable, draft number, subtask number, and date of preparation. 



Graphic deliverables must be in ArcMap, Adobe Illustrator, and PcMaps, as appropriate to the deliverable.  All graphic deliverables must be well documented, with project name, a title that corresponds to the contract deliverable, draft number, a legend, and the date of preparation.  Electronic versions of base and plan maps must be in color.  Display-sized maps must be printed in color when important to public comprehension, but all deliverables must be readable when reproduced in black and white. 



Unless otherwise stated in the tasks, below, Contractor shall send draft memos and master plan deliverables electronically to each city’s contact and the Contract Administrator for comments, allowing a minimum of one week for review.  City shall be responsible for forwarding deliverables to the MTC. 



Major Interim Products:



· Base Maps



· Technical Standards and Regulations Memo #1



· Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Memo #2



· Opportunities and Constraints Memo #3



· Draft and revised Conceptual Alternatives, with associated graphics and text



· Preferred Conceptual Alternative, with associated graphics and text



· Draft and Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



· Two Open Houses



· Meeting Minutes



Final Product



· Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



Project Approach



Major project tasks:



1. Project Start-up



2. Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1



3. Conceptual Alternatives



4. Open House #2/Preferred Conceptual Alternative



5. Draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan



6. Adoption Process/Final Master Plan



Contractor will perform the main portion of the technical work. City Staff and the MTC will review Contractor work -- Contractor shall use professional judgment to incorporate input received. Any traffic analysis or design work must be done by or under the review of an Oregon-registered professional engineer (Civil and/or Traffic).



Contractor Key Personnel: George Hudson, Contractor Project Manager, is considered a Key Person for attending all MTC meetings and the project open houses.  Mia Birk, of Alta Planning + Design, is considered a Key Person for attending the project open houses.



City of Independence staff will provide data, review products, advertise meetings, coordinate mailings, and perform support logistics to the Contractor for workshops and committee meetings.   The Independence City Manager is the Local Project Manager.



The City of Monmouth will provide data, review products, and participate in workshops and committee meetings.



City of Independence staff shall consolidate the review comments on draft deliverables from both cities and shall be responsible for resolving conflicting comments from the two cities.  The Contract Administrator shall be responsible for ensuring that internal comments on draft deliverables from State Agency reviewers are not in conflict.  If conflicts cannot be resolved, Task 7 provides for up to two additional Contractor-facilitated meetings to reach agreement.  These  contingent meetings must be pre-approved by Contract Administrator.



Delivery Schedule: 



The delivery schedules listed throughout this statement of work refer to months from contract Notice-to-Proceed date.



TASK 1 
PROJECT START-UP



Objective:  Perform initial organizing tasks, including identifying stakeholders, gathering background data, preparing base maps, identifying regulatory requirements, identifying opportunities and constraints, and holding an initial meeting with the MTC.



Subtasks



1.1
The City of Monmouth and City of Independence (Cities) shall identify and solicit additional stakeholders to join the existing MTC. Cities jointly shall prepare a stakeholder contact list, including property owners and business owners adjacent to the trail route.



1.2 Contractor and Cities shall hold initial organizational meeting to discuss project tasks and refine the project schedule. Contractor shall make project area field visits.



1.3 Data Analysis & Base Map: Contractor shall obtain from the Cities and Polk County existing plans and data related to project area conditions and prepare a Geographic Information System (GIS) base map. Plans and data include the following, as available:



· Aerial photography;



· GIS information;



· Topographic base maps;



· Floodplain/Floodway maps, studies, and ordinances;



· Environmental resources assessments;



· Tax Assessor maps;



· Comprehensive plan texts and maps;



· Zoning code texts and maps; 



· Existing land use maps;



· Infrastructure plans;



· Transportation System Plans;



· Park Master Plans;



· Planned/future improvements (public and private);



· Cultural and natural history data and photos. 



1.4 Technical Standards and Regulations – Memo #1: Contractor shall prepare a summary memo of technical standards, plans, and regulations applicable to planning, permitting, and constructing the project. Contractor shall send draft Memo #1 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and ODOT’s Transportation Planning and Analysis Unit (TPAU) for comments.



1.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #1 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.6 Contractor shall perform one-on-one interviews with up to four stakeholders or adjacent property owners/neighborhood representatives as selected by Cities, to learn of particular concerns that must be addressed in the project.  



1.7 MTC Meeting #1.  Contractor shall facilitate an initial meeting with the MTC to establish an overall vision for the trail, determine who it will serve and how it should function, identify where users will be coming from and their key destinations, discuss existing conditions and opportunities and constraints, and agree on plan evaluation criteria.  As part of the meeting, Contractor shall lead MTC members on a project area tour.



Independence Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Monmouth).



1.B
Logistics for and participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Distribution of final Memo #1 to MTC members.



1.E
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #1.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



Monmouth Deliverables



1.A
MTC roster of key stakeholders (produced jointly with Independence).



1.B
Participation in initial meeting with Contractor.



1.C
Written comments on draft Memo #1. 



1.D
Participation in MTC meeting #1.



Contractor Deliverables



1.A
Initial meeting with Cities, including project area field visits and digital site photos.



1.B
GIS base maps of project area, including aerial overlay and mapped information on tax parcels; existing and planned streets, sidewalks, and bikeways; city utility easements or other dedicated right-of-ways; land uses; topography; flood zones; and other information relevant to analyzing trail development opportunities and constraints.



1.C
Draft Memo #1—Technical Standards and Regulations, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU, including discussion of relevant parts of the ADA, the Statewide Planning Goals, relevant Oregon Administrative Rules and statutes (e.g., ORS 374.305 – 374.415 and OAR 734 Division 051), Oregon Highway Plan, Oregon Transportation Plan, ODOT Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, ODOT Operational Notice PD-03, ODOT’s Highway Design Manual, relevant environmental regulations, any cultural resource requirements, and state and federal floodway/floodplain regulations.



1.D
Revised Memo #1, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



1.E
Detailed minutes and summary of four stakeholder/adjacent property owner meetings, distributed electronically to City of Independence, City of Monmouth, and Contract Administrator.



1.F
Lead role in MTC Meeting #1, including project area tour. Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. 



Schedule



Month 1



TASK 2 
OPPORTUNITIES & CONSTRAINTS / OPEN HOUSE #1



Objective:
Perform basic opportunities and constraints analyses and solicit public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail work to date, including overall vision.



Subtasks



2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis – Memo #2: Contractor shall perform an existing and future analysis of the highway segment where the trail crossing is proposed to identify and evaluate safety and access issues related to crossing design. Contractor must confirm the methodology for this subtask with TPAU. Analysis must include the following:



· Compare existing and future no-build conditions to ODOT standards for the state highway system (e.g., ODOT Oregon Highway Plan mobility standards). Analysis of current conditions must use HCM2000-based software. Contractor must obtain from ODOT Oregon 99W traffic counts from the vicinity of the proposed trail crossing. All traffic volume data used must be from the last three years when traffic flows were either near or above average and when Western Oregon University and area public schools were in session. Traffic counts must be from or adjusted to the 30th highest hour. If additional counts are needed, Contract Administrator shall schedule with ODOT to generate and provide them to the Contractor.



· Obtain crash data from ODOT, analyze for patterns, giving special consideration to pedestrian/bicycle involved crashes, compare the data with published appropriate state-wide crash averages, and recommend countermeasures to ODOT as appropriate, if the analysis shows deficiencies. 



Contractor shall send draft Memo #2 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU) and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.2 Opportunities & Constraints – Memo #3: Contractor shall summarize key issues, opportunities, and constraints as identified through field observation, technical analysis, and MTC discussion. Contractor shall send draft Memo #3 electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.3 MTC Meeting #2: Contractor shall facilitate a meeting to solicit MTC comments on Memos #2 and #3 and plan Community Open House #1.



2.4 Contractor shall revise Memo #2 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, and TPAU comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #2 to MTC members.



2.5 Contractor shall revise Memo #3 based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute final Memo #3 to MTC members.



2.6 Open House #1. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Independence shall describe project and process and introduce Contractor and MTC. Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the project objectives, proposed overall vision for the trail, existing conditions, and opportunities and constraints analysis. Contractor shall solicit and record  public comment. Contractor shall distribute summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  City shall distribute summary to MTC members.



Independence Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2. Distribution of draft Memo #2 to MTC.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.  Distribution of draft Memo #3 to MTC.



2.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #2.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC members.



2.D
Distribution of revised Memo #2 to MTC.



2.E
Distribution of revised Memo #3 to MTC.



2.F
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #1. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



2.A
Written comments on draft Memo #2.



2.B
Written comments on draft Memo #3.



2.C
Participation in MTC meeting #2.



2.D
Participation in Open House #1. 



Contractor Deliverables



2.A
Draft Memo #2 – Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TMU and TPAU.



2.B
Draft Memo # 3 – Opportunities and Constraints, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Memo must include discussion and associated maps and other graphics addressing the following:



· Overall vision for the trail: who it will serve, how it will function, where users will be coming from and their destinations, how it will connect to and fit into the overall transportation system, whether there are segments of the trail that should have different treatments;



· Existing conditions;



· Key opportunities and constraints of potential alignments;



· Initial discussion of trail safety and maintenance considerations.



2.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #2.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2.D
Revised Memo #2, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.E
Revised Memo #3, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



2.F
Open House #1 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk. Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized color base maps of project area, expanded to include key trail destinations, showing general trail alignment corridor, topography, floodplain and floodway boundaries, property lines and ownership, existing development, land use and zoning, streets, and existing and planned bicycle and pedestrian improvements.



· Display-sized graphics that illustrate the proposed overall vision for the trail, including key trail destinations.



· Display-sized maps and diagrams that illustrate key opportunities and constraints.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· A brief questionnaire that can be distributed to the public as a means of soliciting additional comments.



· Open house summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Month 2



TASK 3
CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVES



Objective:  Develop draft Conceptual Alternatives that reflect the project objectives and meet the communities’ overall vision.



Subtasks



3.1 MTC Meeting #3: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to solicit member direction on the Conceptual Alternatives, given community comments at Open House.   Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC.



3.2 Contractor shall develop at least three draft Conceptual Alternatives that present feasible alignment alternatives, address the issues raised in Memos #1 and 2 and respond to the project objectives and overall vision for the trail. The Contractor shall consult the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan in developing the Conceptual Alternatives. The Contractor shall send the draft Conceptual Alternatives electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, the ODOT Traffic Management Unit (TMU), and the ODOT Bicycle/Pedestrian Unit (BPU) for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Conceptual Alternatives to the MTC for review.



3.3 MTC Meeting #4: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss and refine the draft Conceptual Alternatives and plan Open House #2.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



3.4 Contractor shall revise draft Conceptual Alternatives based on Independence, Monmouth, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, BPU, and MTC comments and distribute it electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



3.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #3.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #4.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



3.D
Distribution of revised Conceptual Alternatives to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



3.A
Participation in MTC meeting #3.



3.B
Written comments on draft Conceptual Alternatives.



3.C
Participation in MTC meeting #4.



Contractor Deliverables



3.A
Lead role in MTC Meeting #3.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



3.B
Draft Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, TMU, and BPU.  At least three mapped alignment alternatives with descriptive narrative summaries and associated tables and figures, including the following:



· Key defining features of each Conceptual Alternative;



· Oregon 99W trail crossing and access recommendation, including type of crossing (at grade, underpass, overpass) and any needed improvements to the highway.  The crossing must be consistent with the Highway Design Manual and at-grade crossings will need approval from the State Traffic Engineer.



· Other proposed trail access points, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network and any street improvements needed to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary technical details, including trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping; 



· Preliminary cost estimates;



· Comparative advantages and disadvantages of each alternative, with respect to meeting the project objectives, overall vision, and plan evaluation criteria, including property requirements;



· Feasibility analysis for each Conceptual Alternative.



3.C
Lead role in MTC Meeting #4.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



3.D
Revised Conceptual Alternatives, distributed electronically to TPAU, TMU, and BPU and electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule


Months 3-4



TASK 4
OPEN HOUSE #2/ PREFERRED CONCEPTUAL ALTERNATIVE



Objective: 
Provide an opportunity for the public to discuss the Conceptual Alternatives and provide comments.



Subtasks



4.1 Open House #2. Independence shall schedule, publicize, and arrange logistics. Contractor shall prepare presentation materials and handouts. During event, Contractor shall take lead role in presenting the Conceptual Alternatives, presenting their features and comparative advantages and disadvantages, and soliciting public comment.  Contractor shall record and distribute a summary electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.  Independence shall distribute summary to MTC members.



4.2 MTC Meeting #5: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss the Open House comments and select a Preferred Conceptual Alternative.  Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



4.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in Open House #2. Distribution of Open House summary to MTC.



4.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #5.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



4.A
Participation in Open House #2. 



4.B
Participation in MTC meeting #5. 



Contractor Deliverables



4.A
Open House #2 presentation materials, lead presentation and facilitation, and minutes. Key Personnel: George Hudson and Mia Birk.  Open House deliverables must include the following components:



· Display-sized maps of each Conceptual Alternative, illustrating alignment, key features, trail access points, road crossings, trail section themes, overlaid onto relevant base map information.



· Display-sized graphics that provide comparative technical details on such features as trail section themes, road crossing alternatives, surface materials, and path and paving sections, trail enhancements, and landscaping. Photoshop renderings must be included to display key design elements.



· 8-1/2” x 11” -sized handouts pertinent to open house agenda, provided in sufficient quantity for expected public turnout.



· Open House summary, including public comment, distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



4.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #5.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Narrative description, map, and associated graphics describing key elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative, distributed electronically and hard copy to Cities and Contract Administrator and electronically to TPAU.



Schedule



Month 4



TASK 5
DRAFT MASTER PLAN DOCUMENT



Objective:
 Expand the elements of the Preferred Conceptual Alternative into a first draft full Master Plan document.



Subtasks



5.1 Contractor shall refine and expand on the Preferred Conceptual Alternative to develop a feasible Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan that addresses the  project objectives and plan evaluation criteria. Contractor shall send the draft Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU for comments. Independence shall distribute the draft Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



5.2 MTC Meeting #6: Contractor shall facilitate a MTC meeting to discuss elements of the Draft Master Plan. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



Independence Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in MTC meeting #6.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



5.A
Written comments draft Master Plan.



5.B
Participation in MTC meeting #6. 


Contractor Deliverables



5.A
Draft Master plan, distributed electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. The draft plan must include the following elements:



· Project background, objectives, and process;



· Narrative description and analysis of preferred alignment and key trail features, with associated illustrative graphics and diagrams; 



· Preferred alignment and key trail features map, using project base map with GIS overlays;



· Graphics and narrative description of trail access points and design treatments, identifying future street extensions or accessways needed to connect the trail to the existing street network  and needed improvements on approach roads to provide safe and convenient access;



· Preliminary design recommendations for Oregon 99W crossing, including crossing type and highway improvements necessary for safety and convenience and a summary of crossing-related traffic analyses.



· Narrative description of specific technical standards, with associated graphics tables, and diagrams, broken down where necessary by individual trail section: including path width and paving sections; grade and cross-slope parameters, surface materials; landscape themes and furnishings; road and highway crossing preliminary design recommendations; approach to ADA requirements; approach to trail safety and security;



· Preliminary construction and project cost estimates;



· Approach to permitting and regulatory requirements;



· Schedule and phasing approach, to allow the project to be constructed in meaningful and feasible segments;



· Funding options summary tailored to the project scope and considering the ability of the Cities of Independence and Monmouth to provide match or otherwise participate.



· Maintenance and Management recommendations for the trail, with projection of annual operational costs, strategies for public involvement in specific trail projects, and specific management strategies to address public safety concerns.



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth TSP or Comprehensive plan amendments, in adoptable format, including planned improvement projects (trail sections, access points, road crossings, etc).



· Implementation-related Independence or Monmouth development code amendments, in adoptable format, including provisions for new development as it occurs to construct access improvements.



5.B
Lead role in MTC Meeting #6.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



Schedule



Months 5-6



TASK 6
ADOPTION PROCESS/FINAL MASTER PLAN 



Objective:
Bring the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan through the public hearing and adoption process in both the City of Independence and the City of Monmouth.



Subtasks



6.1 Contractor shall revise the draft Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to address the comments of the Cities, Contract Administrator, TPAU, and the MTC. Contractor shall send the revised Master Plan document electronically to Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU. Independence shall distribute the revised Master Plan document to the MTC for review. 



6.2 Contractor shall attend and participate in up to two public hearings to present the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan, including any TSP or Comprehensive Plan amendments, to the public for adoption. The City of Independence and the City of Monmouth may hold these hearings separately (Contractor attend one hearing in each jurisdiction) or jointly (Contractor attend two joint hearings). The Cities shall represent the Master Plan in any additional hearings necessary for adoption.



6.3 Contractor shall make final revisions to the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan as decided through the adoption process and distribute to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Independence Deliverables



6.A
Distribution of revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



6.B
Notice, logistics for, and participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



6.C
Distribution of final Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan to MTC.



Monmouth Deliverables



6.A
Participation in public hearings to obtain public comment on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan. 



Contractor Deliverables



6.A
Revised Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed electronically to the Cities, Contract Administrator, and TPAU.



6.B
Attendance and participation in up to two public hearings on the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan.



6.C
Final version of the Ash Creek Multi-Purpose Trail Master Plan distributed as follows: 



· Electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Contract Administrator;



· 3 bound copies to Independence, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy;



· 3 bound copies to Monmouth, plus one unbound, photo-ready copy.



Schedule



Months  6-8



TASK 7:
CONTINGENT PROJECT MEETINGS



Objective:  To provide a means to discuss and resolve conflicts that may arise between the stakeholders during the project.



Subtasks



7.1 Contractor shall facilitate up to two additional meetings to discuss and resolve conflicts that arise within the MTC, between the MTC and government agencies, or between government agencies.   These meetings must be pre-approved in writing by Contract Manager. Contractor shall prepare meeting minutes and distribute electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator. Independence shall distribute meeting minutes to MTC. 



City Deliverables



7.A
Notice, logistics for, and participation in up to two contingent meetings.  Distribution of meeting minutes to MTC.



Contractor Deliverables



7.A
Lead role in up to two contingent meetings.  Meeting minutes distributed electronically to Cities and Contract Administrator.



2M-03 Contractor Deliverables Budget



			Task #


			Fee





			Task 1 Project Start-Up


			





			 1.2  Initial Organizational Meeting & Field Visit


			$1000 





			 1.3   Data Analysis & Base Map


			$3000 





			 1.4  Standards/Regs, Goals & Objectives Draft Memo#1


			$3100 





			 1.5  Revise Memo #1


			$500 





			 1.6  Stakeholder Interviews (4)


			$1600 





			 1.7  MTC Meeting #1


			$500 





			Subtotal - Task 1


			$9,700 





			Task 2: Opportunities & Constraints/Open House #1


			





			2.1 Oregon 99W Crossing Location Analysis Draft Memo #2


			$3,200 





			2.2 Opportunities and Constraints Draft Memo #3


			$4,100 





			2.3 MTC Meeting #2


			$1,200 





			2.4 Revise Memo #2


			$1,600 





			2.5 Revise Memo #3


			$600 





			2.6 Open House #1


			$2,800 





			Subtotal - Task 2


			$13,500 





			Task 3: Conceptual Alternatives


			





			3.1 MTC Meeting #3


			$500





			3.2 Develop Draft Conceptual Alternatives (3)


			$6,500





			3.3 MTC Meeting #4


			$900





			3.4 Revise Draft Conceptual Alternatives


			$1,700





			Subtotal - Task 3


			$9,600





			Task 4: Open House #2/Conceptual Alternatives


			





			4.1  Open House #2


			$2,800





			4.2  MTC Meeting #5


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 4


			$3,300





			Task 5:  Draft Master Plan Document


			





			5.1 Develop Draft Master Plan for comments


			$6,000





			5.2 MTC Meeting #6


			$500





			Subtotal - Task 5


			$6,500





			Task 6: Adoption Process/Final Master Plan


			





			6.1 Revise Draft Master Plan to address comments


			$3,300





			6.2 Public Hearings for Trail Master Plan (2)


			$1,300





			6.3 Final Revisions to Trail Master Plan


			$2,800





			Subtotal - Task 6


			$7,400





			Contingent  (with Contract Administrator Approval)


			





			7.1  Up to 2 contingent meetings ($500 each meeting)


			$1,000





			CONTRACTOR TOTAL


			$51,000








If Agency determines that any deliverables are not acceptable and that any deficiencies are the responsibility of the Contractor, Agency shall prepare a detailed written description of any deficiencies and an associated time frame for correction, and deliver such notice to Contractor in a timely manner. Contractor shall correct any deficiencies within the time specified in the notice and at no cost to Agency. If the corrective work will cause any further delays in Contractor’s Services, the Contractor will submit a plan for regaining the delivery schedule for remaining Services under this Contract, unless otherwise allowed by Agency. If the identified deficiencies have not been corrected within the specified timeline, Agency may, (i) in accordance with Section 13 of this Contract, terminate this Contract without payment or any further obligation or liability of any kind to Contractor; or (ii) require Contractor to continue to correct the deficiencies, reserving this same right to terminate at any time.



The parties may mutually agree in writing to any adjustments only to the delivery schedule for Contractor’s obligations under this Contract. Agency approval must be given by a person with authority to contractually bind Agency. Agency Contract Administrator must send a copy of the written adjusted delivery schedule to ODOT Purchasing & Contract Management Section. In no event shall the adjusted delivery schedule exceed the expiration date of the Contract.
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From: Todd Sadlo
To: Laura Tschabold; Ken Friday; Christian Boenisch; Brett Henry; Ken Huffer; Stephanie Armstrong; Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:45:53 AM


Anyone else?  I’m hoping to get these to Commissioner Olson as soon as possible, so we can have
the revised ordinance and findings posted when the notice is submitted to the News Register around
2:00.
 


From: Laura Tschabold 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 11:35 AM
To: Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: RE: Revised Yamhelas language
 
Looks good to me, Todd.
 
Thanks, Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Todd Sadlo 
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2018 9:45 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday <fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Christian
Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer
<hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stephanie Armstrong <armstrongs@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carrie Martin
<martinc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Revised Yamhelas language
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All,
 
Here is the way I am proposing to do this, but I wanted to run it by all of you before presenting it to
Commissioner Olson.  The last condition of the ordinance would be as follows:
 
(c)        A final plan or master plan, which shall be a collaborative and coordinated effort, will
be  approved  by  the  Board,  outlining  additional  trail  design,  management  and  mitigation
measures, measures that are not necessary to meet state farm impact standards but will help to
ensure long-term minimization of conflicts between trail users and neighboring landowners.
 
Then, I would add the following findings, to explain what the Board expects a “collaborative and
coordinated”  planning process to look like.
 
3.                 Additional Findings on Reconsideration.   On  reconsideration of  this matter,  the
Board finds as follows:
 
            3.1       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ address and mitigate the impacts
that  landowners and other  interested persons described  in hearings on  this matter  that might
otherwise have forced significant changes in accepted farm practices on surrounding lands, or
might  otherwise  have  increased  the  cost  of  farming  in  the  surrounding  area.    That  is,  the
conditions  ensure  that  trespass  onto  neighboring  farms  by  trail  patrons  will  be  effectively
reduced to insignificance or eliminated, along with a host of impacts identified in hearings on
this  matter  that  are  the  result  of  trespass  and  might  otherwise  occur  without  fencing  and
signage. 
 
            3.2       The conditions imposed by Ordinance ___ also require establishment of a final
plan for development of the Yamhill to Carlton segment of the corridor, and/or a master plan
for  development  of  the  entire  corridor  that  includes  final  plans  for  the  Yamhill  to  Carlton
segment.    Such  plans  are  required  prior  to  formal  opening  of  a  multi-modal  trail  in  the
segment of corridor between State Highway 240 and the City of Carlton.  While not adopted
through a land use process and not necessary to meet the farm impact standards, these plans
are  an  important  part  of  the  mitigation  process,  to  ensure  the  least  impact  possible  to  all
adjacent owners and residents, including farm owners, operators, and residents.  The best final
or master plan is one that is established in collaboration with and coordinated with interested
parties,  especially  adjacent  owners,  operators  and  residents.    Such  an  effort  necessarily
includes  a  requirement  that  the  county  communicate  with  and  meet  with  adjacent  owners,
operators  and  residents  seeking  to  participate  in  the  development  and  implementation  of  a
final  or  master  plan.    The  conditions  require  approval  by  the  Board  of  any  design,
management  and  mitigation  developed  through  the  planning  process.    The  conditions  also
require  that  the  plans  presented  to  the  Board  be  developed  through  a  collaborative  and
coordinated effort, prior to their presentation to the public and to the Board. 
 
*END*
 
Please let me know your thoughts.
 
ts
 












From: Carrie Martin
To: Ken Friday
Subject: Recreation Trails Program - Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS)
Date: Thursday, June 14, 2018 11:58:59 AM
Attachments: LUCS_Form120800.docx


Hi Ken,
 
I’ve attached the document I mentioned on the phone.
 
Thank you!
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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Oregon Parks and Recreation Department


Local Government Grant Program – Project Application





Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS)





What is a LUCS? A Land Use Compatibility Statement (LUCS) is the form OPRD uses to ensure that proposed projects are consistent with local land use requirements.





How to Complete the LUCS: The applicant completes Section 1. Section 2 must be completed by the local Planning Official. The applicant then submits the completed LUCS to OPRD as part of the Grant Project Application. 





			SECTION 1: Applicant & Site Information





			Print Applicant Name:  Laura Tschabold


			Applicant Signature:





			Property Owner Name:  Yamhill County





			Subject Property Address (Or adjacent to): 





			Site Description:  The Stag Hollow bicycle/pedestrian bridge will be located on the Yamhelas Westsider Trail, which is located in a former railroad corridor parallel to OR 47 between the cities of Carlton and Yamhill.





			Describe the planned use for the property:  To construct a bicycle/pedestrian bridge to span the Stag Hollow Creek.





			Township(s)


			Range(s)


			Section(s)


			Tax Lot(s)  R3421  00190








SECTION 2 must be filled out by a Local Planning Official


			SECTION 2: Determination of Compliance with Local Land Use Requirements





			The subject property is:	      Inside    Outside City Limits	 Inside    Outside UGB





			Current Comprehensive Plan Designation:  EFU	Current Zoning:  EFU 80





			Is a Comprehensive Plan or Zoning Amendment Proposed?	YES 	NO 


If YES, list the proposed plan designation:	Proposed zoning:	





			Does the activity, use, or development require land use review to determine compliance with land use regulations?	YES 	NO 


If NO, it means that no local land use review is needed.  Skip to Local Planning Official Information below.


If YES, what is the status of the land use application:  Approved   Denied   Under Review   Not Yet Received





			List file number(s):	Is the decision final:   YES    NO 	





			Comments:








			Local Planning Official Information:





			Jurisdiction:  Yamhill County





			Print Planning Official’s Name & Title:  Ken Friday, Planning Director





			Mailing Address:  525 NE Fourth Street





			City:  McMinnville


			Zip Code:  97128





			Phone:   503-434-7516


			Fax:  503-434-7544





			Email: fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us





			Planning Official’s Signature:


			Date:
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From: Carrie Martin
To: REPORTS_TE@odot.state.or.us
Cc: CRONEMILLER Lee M
Subject: May 2018 MPR
Date: Tuesday, May 8, 2018 11:29:59 AM
Attachments: May 2018, MPR.pdf


Good morning,
 
Please accept the attached Monthly Progress Report from Yamhill County for the period of April
2018.
 
IGA: 29585
Key: 18332
 
Thank you,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
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 Active Transportation Section/Local Programs    
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT  (MPR)  
 (Instructions and Responsibilities)    
 DUE: 5TH DAY OF EACH MONTH                                                                        



 
   Link to Form:  



 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/LGS/docs/at/monthly_report_at.doc 



Who initiates the 
MPR form? 



1. For recipient agencies other than ODOT: 
Agency’s Project Leader or Project Contact 



2. For ODOT recipients:  ODOT Project Leader 



Action required by 
Local Agency 
or ODOT Project 
Recipient 



1. Fill out the MPR form and any required Project Change Request forms.  
2. On or before the 5th day of each month: Submit the MPR by email to State’s Program 



Manager at the mailbox indicated below. Also send a copy to State’s Contact (named in the 
Intergovernmental Agreement or as later identified by ODOT). 
 



Highway Bridge Program  LGSBridge@odot.state.or.us  
National Historic Covered Bridge Program REPORTS_NHCBP@odot.state.or.us 
Safe Routes to School (SRTS)       REPORTS_SRTS@odot.state.or.us 
STP Flexible Funding Program  LGSFlex@odot.state.or.us 
Transportation Enhancement (TE) REPORTS TE@odot.state.or.us 
Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality (CMAQ) CMAQ@odot.state.or.us 



 



Action required by 
State’s Contact 
(Local Agency Liaison or  
Project Leader) 



1. Review the MPR by the 10th day of each month.  
2. Contact State’s Program Manager to discuss missing or incorrect MPR entries, and any Project 



Change Request needed. 



Action required by 
State’s Program 
Manager 



1. Review the MPR by the 15th day of each month.  
2. Notify State’s Contact to discuss any missing or incorrect MPR entries, and any Project Change 



Requests needed. 
3. Send warning notice to Local Agency or ODOT Project Recipient if required MPRs are overdue.  



How to Complete the 
MPR Form 
 
 
 



1. Refer to the “Project Timeline Reference” document on page 2 of these instructions for 
assistance in establishing target dates initial monthly report.  
 



2. Schedule Dates - Original 
For each milestone task enter the date taken from the Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) 
 



3. Schedule Dates - Approved Revision 
This field is only used when an approved amendment of the milestone schedule date has been 
executed. 



 
4. Current Report - Anticipated Completion  



Enter the same date as “Schedule Date” if the task is on time.  
Enter new projected date if the task is delayed.  
 



5. Current Report - Project Change Request  
If Anticipated Completion is more than 90 days past the Schedule Date for any Project 
Milestone, enter YES in the “Need PCR?” column. Complete the PCR Form 734-2863. Submit it 
with the MPR or within 30 days after the need for change becomes known. 



 
6. Status Summary  



Provide a brief explanation in the Status Summary box (required). Provide additional detail in 
separate attachments (optional). 



 
7. Completion of Milestone or Target  



 This is a yes or no field.  If the Milestone/Target has been completed then enter the actual 
 completion date in the Anticipated Completion column.  Provide comments in the status 
 summary which indicate the Milestone or Target Date has been completed. 
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Project Timeline Reference Document 
 



The following table provides general guidelines for establishing the target dates for your monthly report. The 
milestone dates have already been established and can be found in Exhibit B of the Intergovernmental Agreement.  



• Target dates do not require a Project Change Request to be submitted. Initially, the target dates on the 
monthly reports are simply an estimate based on general guidelines.  



• Once a consultant has been selected (if applicable) the target dates will be finalized based on the actual 
project time line. Establishing target dates will assist in ensuring the funding obligation dates for the 
project are met.    



• Obligation simply means authorization of funds by FHWA – funds are now available for the project. 



• The ODOT Local Agency Liaison will be able to assist you with completion of the report.  Questions can 
also be submitted to the appropriate Program Manager.  



General Guidelines: 
Milestone/Target  Action or Product Target Completion 
Informational  Project Programming 



Scoping, Prospectus and IGA 
4 months after award notice 



Milestone 1 
 



Obligate Funds for Preliminary 
Engineering (PE) 
(or first phase of project) 



4  - 5 months after award notice or 1 
month after STIP approval 



Target 
Design Notice to 
Proceed  



Start Design or Development 
Consultant contract in place, project 
team begins meeting. 



2 months after funds authorized 



Target  
Preliminary Plans  



Preliminary Plan Approval  
Design Acceptance Package or 
equivalent 



6 – 9 months after Start Design or 15 
months after award notice 



Target 
Environmental  



Environmental/NEPA clearance (CE 
Minimums or Closeout) 



6 – 9 months after Start Design or 15 
months after award notice 



Milestone 2  Obligate Right of Way Funds 
(after NEPA clearance) 



6 -9 months after Start Design 



Target 
 PS&E Approval  



PS&E Approval  
Final design, with utility and clearance 



18 months after Start Design 
(12 mo. if no ROW phase) 



Milestone 3  Obligate  Construction Funds 
and advertise contract for bid 



1 month after PS&E 



Target 
 Bid Let Opening 



Contract “Let Date” 
(bid opening) 



1 month after advertisement or 26 months 
after award notice 
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 Active Transportation Section/Local Programs 
 MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 



DUE: 5TH DAY OF EACH MONTH    



Program (Identify funding Program(s)   
 Transportation Enhancement   STP Flexible   Highway Bridge Program  
 Safe-Routes-to-School  Bike/Pedestrian   Safety  
 National Hwy Covered Bridge  Congestion Mitigaton & Air Quality  Modernization 



 Operations  Maintenance   Other __     __________ 



Project Details 



PROJECT NAME 
Yamhelas Westsider Trail: Phase 1 



REGION # 
2 



IGA #    29585 



RECIPIENT AGENCY (AGENCIES) 
Yamhill County 



KEY #  18332 



SUBMITTED BY 
NAME Carrie Martin    TITLE Grants & Special Projects Manager    
   AGENCY/ORG.  Yamhill County 



PHONE 
503-474-4991 



FAX 
503-474-4908 



E-MAIL 
martinc@co.yamhill.or.us 



REPORTING PERIOD 
MO. April YR. 2018 



Send this completed form and any attachments by email to 
address indicated on the instruction page.  



SIGNATURE DATE 
5/08/2018 



  
Target Date for Consultant Selection:  



3/20/14 
Scheduled Dates Current Report    



Target or 
Milestone 



Task Description  Schedule  
Original 



Amended 
IGA 



Schedule 



Anticipated 
Completion  



Need 
PCR? 



Complete 
Yes/No 



1 
Milestone 



Obligate Funds for Preliminary Engineering  
or first phase of Project 



3/31/2014 N/A 1/17/2014 NO YES 



Target Design Notice to Proceed (NTP)              NO       



Target Preliminary Design Approval (DAP)              NO       



Target Environmental Sign-off   
(NEPA/CE Close-out)  



             NO       



2 
Milestone  



Right-of-way Obligation  
(may be a target date – see agreement)  



3/31/2015 9/30/2015 8/25/2015 NO  YES 



Target Plans, Specifications & Estimates Approval              NO       



3 
Milestone 



Obligate Funds for Construction  
(or final phase)  



N/A                   YES 



Target Bid Let (Bid Opening)               NO       



4 
Milestone  



Project Completion  
(State issues Project Acceptance / 2nd Note) 



10/31/2015 12/31/201
7 



12/31/2017 NO NO 



 
Project Milestones - Project Change Request required if Anticipated Completion of a Milestone is >90 days past the Schedule Date. 



Status Summary 
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Yamhill County has received the final invoice for services from OBEC and Universal Field Services. We are working with accounting 
personnel at ODOT to reconcile final accounting and determine indirect rate for reimbursement so we may submit our second and final 
reimbursement request. We are working to complete the final paperwork necessary to close out this TE grant project. 
 



 








			Program (Identify funding Program(s)










From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin
Subject: RE: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
Date: Monday, June 11, 2018 3:38:50 PM


HI, Carrie – hope you are feeling better soon.  I’ve handwritten a few notes on the draft that you
sent out, and would like to meet with you when you are back to go over them.
 
Thanks ~
 
Laura 
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2018 12:27 PM
To: Mary Starrett <starrettm@co.yamhill.or.us>; Stan Primozich <primozichs@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Rick Olson <olsonr@co.yamhill.or.us>
Cc: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Keri
Hinton <hintonk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Carolina Rook <rookc@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Agenda Item for Consideration at 6/12/18 BOC Meeting
 
Dear Commissioners:
 
The Oregon Parks and Recreation Department (OPRD) Recreational Trails Program (RTP) grant
application is due on Friday, June 15, 2018. With your approval, we would like to submit an
application for $75,000 to provide gap funding for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge on the
Yamhelas Westsider Trail. The final application will be submitted online, so I have attached a Word
document to this email with the questions and responses.
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The RTP grant stipulates that 20% of the total project budget must be matched by grantees. Our
total project budget for the construction of the Stag Hollow Bridge is $661,723, of which Yamhill
County will be required to document matching funds for $132,344.72. This match will be fulfilled
entirely through previous grant awards and in-kind staff time. There will be no requirement for an
additional cash contribution.
 
With this in mind, we are asking for your approval of this request to submit this application for
funding.  Please let us know if you have questions.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
 
Sincerely,
 
Carrie
 


Carrie Martin
Grants and Special Projects Manager
Yamhill County
(w) 503.474.4991   (m) 971.241.1007
 








From: Wayne Wiebke
To: Steve Wick; Brett Henry; Linda Cline; Veronica Haley Hinkes; Stan Primozich; Carrie Martin; Ken Wright; Cahad;


Jack Schwab; Steve Harloff; Leona Sitton
Subject: Draft June 12, 2018 FYWT Agenda
Date: Friday, June 8, 2018 6:57:54 PM
Attachments: June 2-12-2018 Agenda.odt


I am getting this out later than I had planned but If you have additions let me know.  Wayne
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FRIENDS OF THE YAMHELAS WESTSIDER TRAIL





Board Meeting Agenda


June 12, 2018


 4:30 P.M.


Meeting to be held at Ken Wright Cellars








			Call to Order











2.   Approval of Minutes from prior meeting





3.   Treasurer’s Report





4.  Committee Updates


			 1)  Finance?Fund Raising  --Ken Wright





 2)  Volunteers  –  Jack Schwab





 3)  Steering  –  Chad Olsen





 4)  Communications  –  Linda Cline




















5.  Old Business:


 1) Letters of endorsement and support  Ken & Wayne





 2) Grant updating-  Linda, Veronica & Ken





 3) Take away of Commissioner's Reconsideration vote








6.  New Business





						 1) Ron Baker Mountain Bike Group-  Veronica





 2) discussion on benefits of having representation at events such as the Bend trail Summit – Wayne





 3) Facebook “troll” strategy- Linda





 4)  Next newsletter – Linda




















7)  For the Good of the Order





 8)  Adjournment










From: V H
To: Wayne Wiebke; Steve Wick; Stan Primozich; Linda Cline; Leona Sitton; ken@kenwrightcellars.com; Jack Schwab;


Carrie Martin; Chad Olson; Brett Henry
Subject: Fwd: Mid-sized grants
Date: Wednesday, May 23, 2018 5:40:23 PM


Here is the recommendation from Travel Oregon on grants.  It sounds like a good plan to me-


Veronica 


Sent from my iPhone


Begin forwarded message:


From: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Date: May 23, 2018 at 2:16:18 PM PDT
To: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Mid-sized grants


Hi Veronica,
I am so glad you reached out as I did not receive your voicemail. Our team was excited to see your
grant idea submission for potential funding for the Master Plan for Yamhelas Westsider Trail. My
current recommendation would to move forward with this grant request and have The Friends non-
profit group submit for a small grant in the fall for the branding and marketing plan. If you decided to
move forward with both submissions I believe they would be competitive and you stand the chance
of the master plan not being funded, which seems to be most important. I am happy to discuss this
further over the phone; you can always reach me on my cell at 503.351.3439.
 
Cheers,
 
Lisa
 


From: Veronica Haley Hinkes <veronica4249@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2018 4:24 PM
To: Lisa Itel <lisai@traveloregon.com>
Subject: Mid-sized grants
 
Hi Lisa-
 
I tried to call you yesterday, but my cell phone was cutting in and out and I'm not
sure if my message got through on your voice-mail.
 
I have a couple of questions about the mid-sized grants. 
 
Yamhill County is planning to apply for one for funding for the Master Plan for
the Yamhelas Westsider Trail.   The Friends non-profit group is also considering
applying for one for a branding and marketing plan.  The the thought is that the
branding should be developed along with the master plan, and hopefully a
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wayfinding project that we are hoping to fund with an RTP grant, so that the
identity of the trail is established and coordinated from the get-go. 
 
However, the Friends group doesn't want to be in a position of competing with the
County, because obviously the Master Plan is the most important project to keep
the trail development moving forward.  Do you have a sense of how the review
committee would look at two grants for the Trail--would they be seen as
complimentary or competitive?
 
My second question is on timelines.  We could certainly have the branding and a
marketing plan done in two years, but it is quite possible that there will still not
be a trail segment open at that time, so we would not be in a position to market to
potential visitors at that time.  Would creating a plan ahead of time be seen as
prudent planning, or premature?
 
Thanks for any insight you can provide--I know you can't read the minds of the
grant reviewers, but if you have any policy direction, or gut feelings, on this, that
would be very helpful!
 
Thank you,
 
Veronica
 
 








From: Laura Tschabold
To: Carrie Martin; Ken Huffer; Christian Boenisch; Todd Sadlo; Ken Friday; Brett Henry
Subject: RE: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
Date: Thursday, May 3, 2018 12:39:48 PM


I have no additions or edits.  Nice job.  L
 


Laura Tschabold, MPA


County Administrator
Yamhill County
434 NE Evans Street
McMinnville, OR 97128
W: 503.434.7501    F: 503.434.7553
tschabol@co.yamhill.or.us
 


 
*****CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE*****
 
This electronic mail may contain confidential information that is being transmitted to and only for the use of the
recipients named above. Reading, disclosure, discussion, dissemination, distribution or copying this information by
anyone other than the intended recipients or his or her employees or agents is strictly prohibited. If you have
received the electronic mail in error, please immediately destroy it and contact me at 503-434-7501.
 
 


From: Carrie Martin 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2018 11:10 AM
To: Laura Tschabold <tschabold@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Huffer <hufferk@co.yamhill.or.us>;
Christian Boenisch <boenischc@co.yamhill.or.us>; Todd Sadlo <sadlot@co.yamhill.or.us>; Ken Friday
<fridayk@co.yamhill.or.us>; Brett Henry <henryb@co.yamhill.or.us>
Subject: Yamhelas Westsider Trail FAQs--REVISED
 
Good morning!
 
I’ve attached the latest and greatest version of the YWT FAQs for your review and our discussion at
1:30pm. Both Todd and I have made a number of changes updating the answers to reflect current
knowledge.
 
Please feel free to send me your thoughts.
 
Thanks!
 
Carrie
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